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Women

The New

Fields of Work Open.
Art Study and Art Workers.

Women

Jr.

Physicians and Lawyers.
Newspaper Work and Pay.
Dress-making and Millinery.

Architects.

Teaching.
Typewriting and Stenography.
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Occupations for the Inexperienced.
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The Trained Nurse.
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The Stage
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Home.
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Novel Occupations Followed.
Women as Local Photographers.

virtually

Workers are Swindled*

monopolized

of school-teaching

;

the profession
they do most of

the telegraphing, and the office-copy-

HEN

Harriet Martineau visited the

ing, in large cities

United States in
1840, she found but
seven employments

they turn out hundreds of physicians
every year from their own medical colleges
they have raised nursing to the
dignity of an art
they have begun to
make themselves felt in commercial
life.
Every day we hear of a woman
making her way in some profession or
industry until now controlled by men.

open
Designed by

J essatny

Harte.

to

teaching,

women
needle-

work, keeping boarders, work in cotton
mills, type-setting, book-binding, and
household service.
A brief review of the employments
of

women

to-day, will

show how

ex-

even revolutionary, has
been the change that has taken place
traordinary,

years.
To-day there
industry or profession
in which women have not made honor-

in the last
is

fifty

scarcely an

able places for themselves.

men

;

they have displaced

as shop clerks almost everywhere

;

;

;

It is certain that civilized

women

will

never want to be soldiers, and it is improbable that they will enter any employment in which physical endurance
and agility are required, such as putting out fires, police duty, the mining
of coals

and minerals,

etc.

But aside

They have from these branches, the whole

field is

Occupations for Women.

2

Farm work

open.

women

in

is

largely

done by

the Old World, but

it

to

is

be hoped that labor more adapted to
woman's state and power will always
in America.
So long
any men left behind the
counters where ribbons and dry goods
are measured out, American women
should not be found in the fields, as is
still the case in Germany, or in the

be found for her

as there are

coal mines, as

is

the case in England.

Of the 394,584 persons engaged

in

industrial pursuits in Massachusetts in

1885,

the

112,762,

women and

girls

the percentage of

the whole

number

numbered

women

of persons

:

(including teach-

professional service
;

personal service (including

domestic service), 40.66
transportation, 0.29
fisheries,

0.09

;

;

trade, 11.09;

agriculture, 0.52

manufactures,

;

;

28.58.

According to the most trustworthy estimates there were not more than
50,000 wage-earning women in Mascentury ago, of
which number seven-eighths were in
domestic service and manufactures.
Women were unknown in professions, except as teachers, and there
were almost no means by which they
could obtain the
education necessary for professional work.
To-day
there are open to women in this country two hundred and twenty-eight colleges of the liberal arts, and one hundred and ninety-eight institutions for
higher instruction than that afforded
sachusetts

half

a

by the public schools.

women

shoppers with what
Business training is all
that they require in order to utilize
their feminine taste and their better
they

of

need.

of what women want.
Heretofore the capital necessary for
business has been exclusively in the
hands of men, but even in the field of
money, women have appeared. One of
the largest fortunes of the day has
been accumulated by the stock and

knowledge

railroad speculations of a
is

commonly reported
With the advent

competitor

in

woman

of

fessional field, a

change upon

number

woman

herself,

The

women.
fect that

is

reasonable to

suppose

that, as women constitute nineteentwentieths of the customers of retail
shops, the day is not far off when
women shop-keepers will at least share
with men the work of supplying the

ef-

a tender flower,

blooming only when sheltered from the
world, and likely either to droop or
lose its fragrance when brought into
contact with a vulgar, work-a-day, money-grubbing world, has been called into

Some eminent

question before now.
thinkers

and

essayists,

Mr.

such as

Frederic Harrison, the English writer,

dread the effect of

political, profession-

and business life upon woman. They
fear the appearance of the mannish
woman upon the scene, the imitation of
a man, and they contend that no man
wants to discuss politics with his wife,
al,

when

the day's labors are over.

possible, however, that
politics, the
it

good

It

is,

if

It is

the wife talks

of the state or village

essential that she should

fessions and industrial

it

and upon
men and

old-time fiction to the

woman was

the introduction of

way, and

as man's

of interesting

the social relations between

makes

to find their

worth

questions arise as to the effects of the

women have

begun

be

the industrial and pro-

In the business colleges, where commercial rules and practice are taught,
just

woman who

to

forty millions of dollars.

to

employed

being as follows in these industries
Federal employments, 12 per cent.;
ing), 46.26

army

do

so.

of course, impossible to say that

women into
life

the pro-

has

made

any perceptible difference, even upon
the women who have become doctors and lawyers and business women.
Their numbers are not large enough to
affect the whole body of women, and
from the nature of things it is not likely

Women

as Wage-earners.

that they ever will be, nature having

woman,

lotted to

al-

as a class, the precious

duty of bearing and rearing children,
and incidentally the care of the home.

The great majority

of

women

find

by

in-

stinct in that sphere their highest hap-

The change now taking

piness.

implies, however, that,

if

for

place

woman

intelligent interest in science, art,

and

should not make a better
wife and mother than one to whom all
the great intellectual interests of the
literature, she

world are a closed book. Dr. Maudsley,
the famous English specialist in nervous disease, traces many cases of hys-

and insanity

due to
such vacuity naturally affects more than the woman herteria

self

;

it

reacts

for apparently the same serseems to disturb a great many

people,

upon

who

to the idleness

And

upon husband and family.

Mrs. Millicent Fawcett, an English
has written much on this

ness

is

more

likely to accept only

depend
upon the purest and highest companionship.

The

such marriage,

relations

as

family, as a resultant of
will

be placed upon a

more enduring basis.
The fact that women

of

supply
relent-

lessly here as elsewhere.

woman

If a

wants more money than a man, she has
only to do better and more work in the
long run than the man, and she will get
more pay as surely as business rules remain in force in the business world.
Adelina Patti receives five thousand
dollars
five

every time she sings

times as

much

as the

;

this is

most famous

man

singer gets, and she receives it
simply because it pays her manager to
give it.
Sentimental forces have no
place in the business world, and nothing is more certain than that woman is
fairly treated.

There are some reasons for the apparent discrepancy between the pay of

men and women, which may
that have

is

The law

they are worth.

and demand comes into play as

sions

marriage

Both men
what

earn, as a rule, just

contends that many shipwrecks of domestic happiness are due
to the fact that the wife really had no
vocation for marriage or real affection
for the husband.
She married because
it meant escape from drudgery or dependence. Better education for girls,
and a free field in earning money, will
certainly decrease the number of such
marriages, but marriage will then mean
more. When a woman has the opportunity and means of supporting hershe

conspiracy
keep women

as anywhere.

away some

such

a
to

business," applies here with as

clear

self,

man

out of the wage-earning field so far as
this can be done.
The maxim, " Busi-

woman who
subject,

here

find

,the part of

much force
money- and women

likely that men will object ?
It is inconceivable that because a girl takes an

brain vacuity.

men

than
vice

any reason

chooses to become a
earner, she shall have a clear field and a
proper equipment. If by way of provision for such a case, possible in every
instance, every girl receives a more
thorough, broader, and deeper education than is common at present, is it

a

3

question.

of the false

serve to

impres-

grown up about

In the

this

women

as
a class of workers are beginners, comparatively speaking, in the great field
of industry

first place,

they lack the hereditary

;

and as beginners
wages are low. Woman's preparation for work is seldom so thorough
as with a man, and long technical training for any work is often considered
instinct for such work,

their

superfluous for a woman because she
may marry. Even should she remain

woman has seldom
the strong incentive of others dependent upon her
the man has a wife and
children who will suffer, should he rea wage-earner, the

;

lax

his efforts

;

the

woman

is

usually

alone.

are paid less

Another feature

of the

problem

sel-

Occupations for Women.
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dom

considered

that

is,

women,

class, are the victims of the

as a

enervating

influence of the assistance and protection they in

most cases receive from

family and friends.

In the lower ranks

of industry, such as factory

work and

domestic service, the lack of political
of trade-union influence is

power and

a detriment.

also

women

Finally,

are entering the

now

that

identity of the thousands of

ing the

women who

earn part or

their living

all

by what they send to such exchanges, is
The day is not
fast being abandoned.
far off

when

inability to earn

be considered as
to a

woman

as to

acknowledgment

much
a man

money

;

it

will

be an

inferior skill,

of

will

of a disgrace

or

taste, or energy.

money-making

such vast numbers, the supply
often greater than the demand, and
may take generations before the ef-

fields in
is
it

Art and Art

Industries.

wave disappears.
work by women
is that, while in this century and in
America work and money-earning have

A CONSERVATIVE estimate of the
number of women engaged in Amer-

always been considered to be proper in
every way for men, there is still some
stigma pertaining to
social
slight
money-getting by women. This may

as designing for manufacturers, pho-

fect of this big

.

II.

A

curious feature of

be trusted to die out as fast as women
show that they can retain all the most
attributes

attractive

womanhood
It may

of

and yet earn their own

living.

be conceded that, as a class, the most

and cultured women have

attractive

been those whom fortune has placed
above the necessity of money-getting.

ica in pursuits either purely artistic in

themselves, or in art industries such

tography, decoration,

number

at ten

etc.,

places the

thousand, of which at

least two thousand are found in New
York City alone. About one-third of
this number are teachers of drawing,
painting, and modelling in public or
private institutions, or make a living by
painting the rest are engaged in de;

signing and in the manufacture of articles requiring some artistic taste or

knowledge, such as Christmas cards,

They owe much of their charm to the bon-bon boxes, crayon portraits, wood
The supply of such workculture which money has given them. carving, etc.
Hence, as money in some degree implies culture, so the

plies lack of culture.

absence of it imTo go into any

money-getting business or profession is
an acknowledgment of poverty, and
thus, by inference, of lack of culture.
In Europe commercial business was
at one time considered beneath a gentleman. No gentleman was " in trade."
The prejudice against money-getting

by women

is

just as certain to disap-

The existence
Woman's Exchanges
pear.

where

women may

of seventy -five
in

this

earn

country,

money by

is proof enough of
absurd prejudice against work by

stealth, so to speak,

this

women.

It is a

pleasure to say, in this

connection, that the secrecy surround-

Cooper Union,

New

York.

In the Domain of Art,

women

is

greater than

unfortunately

the demand.

According

most recent reoorts,

At the Academy

of Design and
League, drawing, painting, and modelling only are
taught, while at the Cooper Union, the
Artist- Artisans, and the School of Applied Design, designing and various
commercial art processes and industries
form an important part of the work.
Almost every large city now has its art
schools, and any person who wishes to
study systematically should apply for
the circulars, each school having different rules concerning admission.
As a rule, it may be said that no girl
tions.

at

to the

5

is

the

Art

Students'

wise in coming to New York to study
by the advice of some com-

art unless
Academy

of Design,

New

York.

about a thousand young women are engaged in New York every year in the
study of art pursuits, with a view to
making a living. In one of the most
famous of New York's art schools for
women, that of the Cooper Union, each
applicant for admission to the free
classes

must furnish proof that she is unand is obliged

able to pay for instruction
to

earn her

own

petent person in her own town or part
At the Cooper Union
of the country.
tuition

is

free

;

at

most

of the other

schools the average yearly fees do not

exceed one hundred dollars, and exceptional promise on the part of a pupil
may win a free scholarship but aside
from tuition, living expenses must be
paid for from two to four years, and the
chances of earning money while at
school are not to be depended upon.
;

living.

Of the whole number

ot

women now

in

studying

various art schools,
about half come from oththe

not desirashould
be under sixteen years old,
er cities.
ble

that

It is

students

and at the Cooper Union
no applicant is admitted

who

is over thirty-five.
Within the last fifteen
years art work has been
found so excellent a busi-

for women that,
whereas the Cooper Union
and the Academy of De-

ness

sign Schools were, a generation ago, the only ones in

New York where young women could
obtain systematic art instruction, there
are now half a dozen such institu-

Day Antique Class, Academy

One

of the

of

Design.

women most competent

to

speak of this says that girls who come
to any large city expecting to earn

Occupations for Women.
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enough money
the

school

them through,

to carry

are very apt to break

down and

permanently

injured

Building ot the

-

-

where tne

health by the strain.

It

-

.

-

;

:

.

League Classes

make

en do begin almost at once to produce
designs or pictures that find a sale

retire

gifted

;

but they are few.
will

The average

girl

do better to work at home, doing

from the

become

hundred dollars

five

command

a

sum

of

money

about two thousand dollars
sufficient to carry her through four
years of work in New York.

field

disheartened.

Of

who

succeed, fully one-half
teachers at salaries of from

the third

dollars a year.

able to

them

comfortable living, one-third
marry and give up work, and one-third

as her town or village offers, until she
usually

York,

a

the best she can with such instruction

is

New

are held.

the graduates, about one-third of

young wom-

some exceptionally

York, says that, so far as she

has been able to follow the career of

r

.

Art Students

New

of

in

true that

is

rience in one of the largest art schools

leave

In

to eight

many

hundred

instances they

enter boarding-schools, where the salis from three hundred dollars to

ary

four hundred dollars a year, in addi-

Of the three hundred
tion to board.
young women who yearly leave the
cessful in such a career, the gains from New York schools to make a living for
art work are by no means large, and themselves, not more than a dozen are
the list of failures shows that success heard of afterward as earning large
A teacher who sums of money by the sale of pictures
is not easily attained.
has had more than twenty years' expe- or designs. If one succeeds in earn-

Even when

a

woman

is

fairly suc-

Designs and Designers.
ing an income of one thousand dollars
a year, she
successful

is

cited as a remarkably

The rank and

woman.

are contented with

half

One man who has unusual

file

that income.
facilities for

7

ers of porcelain

ways

and potteries are

furniture

designs

al-

new designs while in the
business the demand for new

after

is

;

so constant that

firms keep their

own

all

large

staff of designers.

knowing about the earnings of wom- Every manufactured article needs a
in
New York City, is confident design, and, as upon appearance will
that stenographers, as a class, are more largely depend the sales, it is not sursuccessful as money-makers than art prising that manufacturers are more
workers.
But while a stenographer and more keen in their quest of good
never earns an income of more than designs. It is not sufficient to copy
one thousand five hundred dollars, the
en

woman portrait-painter, if successful,
may earn three or four times as much
;

besides which art work, of whatever
character,

than the

is

in itself

more interesting

drudgery that falls to
the lot of the average stenographer.
The industries in which a competent
woman, trained in a good art school,
office

may earn money make a long list.
Good designs are always sought after,
and this is a field in which women are
making themselves useful. Every
manufacturer of wall-papers needs new
designs every year one large firm
having bought from outsiders no less
than four hundred designs in 1893,
paying an average price of twenty dollars for each design.
Every maker of
silverware wants designs for plate, or
jewelry, even for teaspoons, knives, and
forks.
Every manufacturer of textile
fabrics must have new patterns.
One
large silk manufacturer pays at least
ten thousand dollars a year for designs,
the cry being always for novelties.
A
New York firm manufacturing gas-fixtures spent last year eight thousand
dollars in the same way.
There is
scarcely a manufacturing industry in
which designs are not required and
fast

—

paid

Even

manufacturer of
some time ago,
to pay ten dollars apiece for a dozen
good designs.
Publishers pay large
sums every year for book-cover designs
printers want new and fancy
letters and quaint
tail-pieces."
Makfor.

coal-scuttles

;

was

a

glad,

Design for Chandelier

old material
for

;

for Archer,

Pancoast Co.,

the constant

New

York.

demand

is

something new.

The very

fact that

women have made

Occupations for Women.
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remarkable headway in the business of
designing has brought about a competition that has already proved somePrices for good de-

what disastrous.

signs in almost every branch of

manu-

the factory, master that one branch in
all its details.

Such a woman was paid

three thousand dollars a year for several years by a prominent manufacturer
of printed cotton cloth,

and

it

is

not

facture have fallen in proportion to the

uncommon

supply, and at the same time those who
buy designs have become extremely
critical.
Designs that in 1884 would
have found a ready sale are declined

twelve hundred dollars to fifteen hundred dollars, paid to women who obtain

in

If

1894.

to turn

out

women

this

present rate, about three

and

file

hundred a

of girls

who

rely

upon designing for a living will have a
hard time of it. It must also be said,
in warning to those who imagine that
the art of designing consists solely in

making

of pretty pictures, that the

technical training in design

some-

is

thing apart from artistic training, and

must be learned
fact, it requires

as a separate art.
In
such knowledge of weav-

make a good
carpet design, that carpet-designers seling, colors, threads, etc., to

dom

The women designers who depend
upon the chance

graduates at the

design anything

else.

oil-cloths, wall-papers,

So also with
and cot-

silks,

from

positions of this sort.

the art schools continue

year, the rank

the

to hear of salaries of

sale of their

work

to

or that manufacturer, can expect

no such incomes.

Some

enterprising

young women formerly connected with
the school of the Cooper Union, two
years ago established a sort of agency
under the name of Associated Designers, where designers may send their
work, and where manufacturers may go

in need of designs.
A small percentage is charged upon the sales made.
The designer is thus saved the trouble
of personally taking her work around.
There are, upon the average, two hundeed women who send their designs to
this exchange, and the number is increasing so rapidly that the managers
have had to refuse work which did not,

when

One person seldom designs in
material. The chief rea- in their opinion, reach a certain standson why women designers are at a dis- ard of excellence. An idea of the numadvantage here as compared with men bers of designs made in New York may
in the regular employ of manufacturbe obtained when it is said that, alers, is that the men are often familiar
though the manufacturers buy thoutons.

more than one

with the whole process of manufacture,
the machinery, the technical part of the
art

they

;

live

the factories, watch

in

the actual work, and are therefore familiar with the possibilities as well as

the

limitations

work

in.

of

the

material

they

Sometimes a manufacturer

is

sands of designs every year, only about
one in ten offered is accepted. The
other nine represent time and work
wasted.
Naturally, the prices paid for
designs have fallen.
For a fairly elaborate design of a wall-paper, frieze, and
ceiling, the three

being counted as one

so impressed with a design offered to

design, the average price

him by a woman

dollars.

that,

although

it

can-

not be carried out, he will buy it and
it over to someone who will put

turn
its

ideas

into

practical

largest incomes earned

shape.

The

by women de-

signers are paid as salaries to regular

employees who devote themselves to
one branch of design, and, working in

it

will

The

is

twenty-five

For a simple wall-paper alone,

not be more than fifteen dollars.
for silk or cotton designs

price

varies from fifteen to twenty-five dol-

according to the amount of work
Such designs may have cost
a week's work or more.
When it is remembered that nine out of every ten

lars,

involved.
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Designs for China

find

no

bitant.

made

for

Maddock

&

Co.,

York.

these prices are not exor-

processes the camera has very largely

The woman designer who earns

taken the engraver's place. To paint
pictures for sale is a luxury which only
few artists can afford, and the field is

sale,

hundred dollars a year by the sale
of her designs is doing well, but most
six

of the successful designs of

silk

are

made by women.
Besides designing,

women make mon-

almost closed to women by the fierce
competition of cheap work done largely
in this country by foreigners.
Even

by painting and illustrating.
Some years ago engraving
was followed as an occupation by a

pictures

number

The

ey

New

in art pursuits

of

women, but

in the

present

among

the best

day cannot

live

the

men

by the

artists of the

sale of

— they are compelled

painter

who

their

to teach.

has not pupils, either

some

in

or in

art school

his

studio,

must be content
with a most meagre income, unless
he happens to

have

private

means drawn from
other sources than
his

art.

ber

of

A num-

women,

graduates

of

art schools,

do eke

the

out a poor living
by painting small
pictures, chiefly
water -colors, and
by the decoration
of

me/ius,

mas
is

Design drawn

in

Ink for

Woven

Silk, for

Cheney

Bros.,

South Manchester, Conn.

Christ-

cards, etc.

It

but a poor busi-

ness, and subject,
moreover, to the

1

Illustrating

and Photography.

caprice of fashion. The kind of picture
or decorative panel that may please one

year

will find no buyers the next.
IIlustrating pays far better than painting,
as many of the men have already dis-

covered.

With trained

Same

Silk

felicity of conception, a

illustrator

is

skill

and some

Design when

of

from twenty to thirty dollars a week,
free use of comic pictures or elab-

The

orate designs for advertising purposes

newspapers and magazines has
opened a profitable field to women who
have ideas as well as artistic skill. Adin

Woven— Photographed

good woman

ordinarily sure of a living

1

from the Goods.

vertisers are always willing to pay well
any design that will attract attention to their wares.

for

income from newspaper publishers and
The illustrations and porPhotography olfers an inviting field
traits used by the daily newspapers are
to women who are content with a small
largely made by a photographic process income
and have any aptitude for busiwhich requires the original photograph ness.
Two -thirds of the photograto be redrawn in ink
the work is com- pher's customers are women
and chilparatively easy, and several women are dren
a quick-witted and obliging womemployed in this manner by the New an is far
more apt than a man to sucmagazines.

;

;

York newspapers.
The sketches of
new fashions, household decoration,
and generally all the illustrations found
upon what is known as the woman's
page of the Sunday newspapers, are the
work of women employed upon a salary

ceed in getting these customers to
'Mook pleasant" when the critical mo-

ment

arrives.

of dress, the

pose,

with

etc.,

is

women

Good

taste

in

matters

arrangement of the
so

hair,

much more common

than

men, that almost

Occiipatioiis
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every
its

photographic

large

New York

has one or more

employ

;

studio

in

women

in

while in small towns and

for Women.
be mentioned painting on china, the
making of miniatures by a process in

which a photograph

Pattern of Brussels Carpet, Drawn on Design Paper, the snnall squares represent loops

Made

for

Bigelow Carpet Co.,

villages, the

woman photographer

become an

institution.

is

an

has

Photography

moreover, that requires but a

art,

short apprenticeship as compared with
designing.
Among the women graduates of several

New York

schools,

more

New

men,

women

are frequently emretouching negatives, the
salary for such work averaging in New
York from ten to fifteen dollars a week.
Among other art industries that employ a small number of women, should

ployed

the pile of the carpet.

York.

hundred dollars a year.

In

making

known who have made crayon portraits and miniatures
positions for themselves as the demand varies so much with the

leading photographers of their towns.
In the photographic galleries managed

by

in

the basis of the

work, wood-carving, and metal work.
All of these industries employ, however, but a small number of workers,
and the pay is low. A good china
decorator is fortunate if she earns six

than twenty are
enviable

is

at

-

the
sea-

sons and the fashions, that it is not to
be depended upon. Wood-carving and

metal-work are
to

fairly

well

paid, but

be done
encourage a serious and ambitious

there

is

too

little

of

it

to

woman.
Until the winter of 1893-1894 nearly
women designers found work in

twenty

;

Housc-dccoration.
the designing of stained-glass windows
They were paid from
and screens.
twenty dollars to thirty-five dollars a

Hard times

an aspect of the
should consider
the more closely allied to art, and consequently expensive, the more likely is
week.

business that

Design

is

women

for Oil-cloth,

;

thing in the house concerns the mis-

more nearly than the master, for
of his life is passed away from it
while according to the taste, the comtress

most

and equipment of the home, with-

fort,

her income, the mistress
be judged by visitors and friends.

in the limits of

will

drawn by Josephine H. Blackfan, Philadelphia,

an industry to suffer from business de-

13

for

D.

Powers

&:

Sons,

Lansingburgh, N. Y.

woman's domain, and yet how
has she had to do with the designing of the house, its decorations,
It

is

pression.

little

Some of the most notable successes
made by women in art industries have

coloring,

hangings,

Men were

the architects,

and

furnishings.

men designed

been achieved lately in house-decoration.
The house is pre-eminently the

the color-schemes of the walls, the car-

woman's province, yet

pets,

it is

only within

the last ten or twelve years that

en have entered the

field of

wom-

house-dec-

oration as original designers.

Every-

to

the furniture.
Woman has had
do the best she could with what

man offered her.
To some extent

this

has

been

Occupations for Women.
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changed, and
in

it is

highly probable that

house-decoration womthe future, find a splendid

this field of

en will, in
chance for the exercise of their artistic
taste.
Already one firm of enterprising women have proved by ten years
of admirable work in the designing of
textile fabrics, wall-coverings, etc., that

as a business

it

not beyond their

is

scope, while in a score of small towns

the

woman

decorator has exerted an

Those

influence.

the business

in

who

have seen much of the work done by

women
the

in this field believe

success of

come

women

that with

architects will

a corresponding success to

wom-

For certain reasons the
one is rather dependent upon the other.
The trouble heretofore has been that
women have not had the thorough
en decorators.

training in design that alone will enable them to make broad schemes and
comprehensive combinations. A woman may have exquisite ideas for group-

ing colors, or she

may know how

to ar-

range the draperies of a room with
but to decorate
taste and economy
;

and furnish a whole house so that the
drawing-room shall harmonize with and
accentuate the hall, and the dining-

room fulfil
room and

the promise of the drawing-

on through the whole
an art requiring more
training than women have been in the
way of getting. It is an art, and as
such deserves serious study.
Men devote years to learning first
how to design a house, and then decoration comes as a supplementary part
of the work.
It is a common notion
that architects disdain decoration. This
may have been true in the past, but today most of them take a keen interest
in suggesting and superintending, if
house

not

for

Wall Paper

for

Warren, Fuller

{See page

8.)

&

Co.,

New

York.

is

in actually designing,

of a house,

Design

so

—that

the decoration

and the time

is

evidently

coming when decoration will be still
more closely associated with the architect's work than it is at present.

Women
When

the architect has

in Architecture,
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fin-

ished his house so far as walls,
floors, doors,

and windows go,

he

is

feels, if

he

a

man

conscience, that

tic

quite fair to take the

of artis-

it

is

not

work out

of his hands at that stage.

No

matter how admirably proportioned may be the rooms, the
Wrong
effect may be killed.
lines in the paper may defeat
purpose,

his

"swear
French

the

colors

may

at each other," as the

and impossible
and hangings
may spoil a house that, under
proper treatment, would have
been a delight. It is therefore
a matter of importance to him
to see that the decorations and
fitting up of a house are as
say,

curtains,

rugs,

circumstances will
this reason almost
all architects now expect to be
consulted in the painting, papering, and upholstering of a
house, if not in the actual seperfect as
allow.

For

lection of the furniture.

Women have so far made
but small progress in architecture, the chief reason being
that to construct a building
needs the preliminary technical
training in mathematics and
mechanics that girls seldom reThe working architect
ceive.
is supposed to know how to
carry out a design in wood,
stone, brick, or iron, as well as to

few

Design

in

;

wood

are

or stone.

only twelve

Gorham Manufacturing

Fair,

Co.,

New

York.

showed that a woman can

design upon a large and effective scale

when

the opportunity offers.

to house-decoration

firms

of

To

return

there are several

;

women house

-

decorators

in

New York there New York, who do well, artistically and
women employed in financially. They are always prepared
In

There seems to be
no reason, however, why women should
not attain distinction as architects, and
the Woman's Building at the Chicago

architects' offices.

Silver Piece for

make World's

women have

such knowledge,
and for this reason they seldom rise
above the making of pretty drawings on
paper, which may or may not be possible
it

for

to

make designs

for a

house, and to give
cost.

One such

firm,

room

or a whole

estimates of the

which began busi-

ness in 1882, employs on an average

—
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from the wax- flower stage to the
most eccentric phases of aestheticism, aroused more antagonism in
three

due

months than she could subthree years.

in

resented

villagers

their samplers

The honest
the

abuse

of

and wax-flowers

the expense of the mediceval

at

lily

or " something
This young enthusiast

upon a

silk panel,

Japanese."
in house - decoration failed to remember that "art is long."

III.

The
ing,

in

women
field

of

The Teacher.

noble profession of teach-

which many thousands of
in America have found a
usefulness

so

peculiarly

adapted to their powers, that in
many branches of teaching women
Copjrright, 1S91,
L. Pran^ A C'
Boston.
outnumber men twenty to one, is
Design for Card by Rosina Emmet Sherwood, who Won the
divided into many specialties and
Prang Prize for $1,000 in Christmas Card Competition, 1880.
grades. In such a paper as this, only
sixty women in designing embroidery, the most general outlines can be noted,
and making hangings for houses. In Whether in the public school, the private
the decade 18S4-1894, this firm pro- school, the kindergarten, the music class,
duced more than five hundred designs or the gymnasium where girls are taught
in silks and cottons which have been the art of getting and preserving bodimanufactured and sold throughout the ly strength, the principles that underlie
bj-

..

country.

Outside of the laree cities. women
have done exceedingly well as decorators, and a score of instances are cited
in which a young woman has created a
business in her town, by providing stuffs
and hangings more artistic than the
local shop-keepers can afford or understand.
In a town of a few thousand
inhabitants such a business needs no
advertising
the fact that some one
;

has good

ideas with

regard to wall-

papers, hangings, rugs, furniture-coverwell as samples of artistic
soon known. It is a business
which needs no capital beyond taste
and tact in dealing with people. One
3'oung woman who tried to convert by
storm a whole New England village
ings,

as

goods,

is

Calico Design for Printing on the Cloth.

As

Instriictors

—

good work are about the same thoroughness and general culture. By the
first is meant a complete and practical
knowledge of all that pertains to the

work attempted. If a girl
becomes a kindergartner, a profession
of great
and growing importance,

particular

Wood

Carving Design.

en

in

New York

not need to

City alone, she

know

the

may
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be of interest to her. The
if she
never stands still
does not advance in her art, gaining
new knowledge every year either from
her own experiments or the suggestions of experts, she falls back into the
ranks of those with whom all work is

ought

to

ideal teacher

(From Leiand's

which now employs four hundred wom-

of Youth.

"

Manual

of

drudgery

Wood

;

Carving,")

because

it

is

unintelligent

routine.

To

most recent

a certain extent there

teaching work.

is

routine

Experience has

speculations as to the surface of Mars,

in

but she does need to know all that experts in kindergarten teaching have
suggested as possible improvements in
the system of teaching small children.
When she becomes a teacher, she does
not cease to be a student, and everything pertaining to kindergartens is or

proved that certain methods of proced-

all

ure result in teaching a child to read
to write in the quickest and easimanner. Children are not so different in mental outfit that the task of

and
est

teaching to read varies
child,

much with each

and the same remark applies

to

i8

Occupations for Woine7i.
all

teaching

every year a number of

;

pupils have to be taught the lessons

For
learned by their predecessors.
this reason it is essential that the
teacher should find in general culture
an

interest

work

;

outside

she will

make

of

her

routine

a better teacher

for instance, because
in
botany or
enthusiast
an
she is
General culture, the facchemistry.
ulty of finding interest in whatever

of arithmetic,

interests

the

most

men and women,

The Haunt and Home of the
wood by Miss M. J. Whaley,

is

intelligent

the

safe-

Redwing. Ensraving on
Drawing by WiHiam

fronn

Hannilton Gibson.

guard against the routine that deadens.
An experienced educator has defined
the ideal teacher as one who knows
much of one science and a little of
many. The modern tendency to specialize involves a danger in that it re-

The
the worker.
who teaches nothing but one

stricts the field of

teacher

thing to class after class, whether it be
drawing, or chemistry, is

arithmetic,

apt to find herself affected sooner by
the dry-rot of routine than the old-

time schoolma'am
to

know

all

who was supposed

things and to teach them.

As a wage-earning pursuit teaching
cannot be ranked high in comparison
with other pursuits open to women.

The work

of teaching, especially in the

public schools, which in America give

Advantages and Disadvantages of
employment

to sixty

thousand women,

whom three thousand five hundred
are in New York, is hard work, wearof

Design

for a

Stained Glass

Window

The great advantage
public schools
is

by Mary E. McDowell,

ing upon the nerves, confining, and having nothing of the variety presented by

many other occupations. Taking the
whole army of teachers employed in
New York, the average salary does not
exceed eight hundred dollars a year,

TeacJiiug.

is

the

of

that the salary,

assured, the

for Tiffany

19

Glass Co.,

place

New

is

Yorl<.

a

work
if

in

small,

permanent

(^Sce

page

13.)

one, promotion is reasonably certain,
and the school is in session but five
days a week and ten months a year,

The long summer vacation is an attraction that induces many women to become school teachers. The apprentice-

Occupations for Women.
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House

in

Germantown,

Pa.,

M'S. Minerva

Patker Nicho's, Architect, Philadelphia.

commonly looked upon as
money as
compared with other professions. The
Normal College of New York, from
which New York City obtains nineship

is

also

insignificant in cost of time or

tenths
is

of

its

public-school

teachers,

a free institution, where graduates

of the

public schools

may

obtain the

knowledge necessary to become teachAbout four hundred girls are
ers.
graduated yearly from the Normal College, five-sixths of
ers.

The

whom become

teach-

salaries in the private schools

from three hundred
and lodging, to
one thousand five hundred dollars for
especially competent women in large in-

of large cities vary

dollars a year, with board

stitutions,

but the average

is

not far

from four hundred dollars with board
and lodging.
The chief changes brought about in

{^See

page

14.^

the profession of teaching from 1874

1894 may be traced to the introduction of Normal Schools and kinderto

gartens.
so

much

The manual
is

training, of

which

heard, seems to be largely

an outgrowth of kindergarten methods
adapted to older pupils. The normalschool system due to the gradual recognition that teaching is a science, and
has to be taught as any other art, dates
from 1 850-1 860
Boston leading the
way in establishing a normal school
of particular excellence.
In 1894 no
school system is considered complete
without some adequate provision for
training teachers
one of the valuable features of most normal schools
consisting of a primary department or
kindergarten where normal-school graduates may test by actual experience
;

;

with young children the value of the

Modern Aid hods of Teaching.
methods advocated and taught.
large variety of the work done
kindergarten
of

a step in the direction

is

more variety

work,

in

The
in the

of interest in school

contrast with the old-fashioned,

cast-iron routine in which the birch-rod

furnished

the

chief

The

variation.

of,

21

the culture of cotton, the

amount

raised on an acre, the total yearly crop,

the cost of raw cotton, etc.

mode

Then

the

was described, after
w^hich a miniature gin was produced
and the essential features of Whitney's
great invention pointed out some of
of picking

;

growth of the manual-training system
seems to indicate that the endless variation characterizing the work of the
kindergarten may prove equally valu-

To awaken

able with older pupils.

constant

fifteen, is the

five or a girl of

aim of the

in-

whether a child of

terest in the pupil,

ideal teacher,

and

this

power

or faculty implies general intelligence.

The immense importance attached

to

manual training principles in the splendid institutions founded by the late
Charles Pratt in Brooklyn, and by
Philip D. Armour in Chicago, show the
rapid growth of this comparatively new
force in education.

New

In a model school of

York, one

of the lessons of the regular course

upon cotton.
hour, but

end of
sixteen

it

It

is

takes more than an

safe to say that at the

is

of
—boys and
—know more about cotton than
it

the pupils

girls

nine-tenths of intelligent adults.

The

lesson

in

question

illustrates

the vast change in the system of teach-

ing as compared with that

in

vogue

The teacher bemembers of the class

early in the forties.

gan by asking the

to take out their pocket-handkerchiefs,

most

which happened to be of cotton.
to examine the strands
of the cotton through the pocket-microscopes handed around, and the teacher
drew upon the blackboard an exaggerated sketch of a bit of cotton fibre showing its chief characteristics and how it
might be easily distinguished from linof

They were asked

en, wool, or silk.

Then

plant was brought out

—

a dried cotton-

— not a

Panel for Outline Ennbroidery.

picture,

but an actual plant with the cottonboll bursting open.
The States and
countries producing cotton were spoken

thread,

page

i6.)

was ginned, then spun
and finally woven w^ith

the actual cotton
into

{See

Occupations for Women.
miniature

machines,

very

course, but sufficient to
ciples of the real ones.

crude,

of

show the prinSuch a lesson

thoroughly as an intelligent teacher,
With regard to

mistress of the subject.
the

routine work of the teacher, her
rewards and hardships,

every girl knows enough
to decide whether it is

Un-

the career for her.
like a

number

occupations

of other

chief

its

features are familiar to

But the fact that
need not be

all.

teaching

tiresome

the

sometimes

routine

associated

with the profession, and
that

kindergartens,

manual-training schools,

and normal colleges,
have introduced n e w
those

for

possibilities

able to take advantage
of

them

—

this

all

needs

to be pointed out.
Entrance to Armour

Institute,

Chicago.

{See

Page

The

21.)

of

nothing that an intelligent
mechanic could not make at small cost,
but it taught more than half a book
about cotton. Moreover, the teacher,
required

entering into the spirit of the

new

sys-

tem, which consists in always interesting the pupil, told the story of cotton
so that

it

was not

pils

but

like

The

pu-

like a lesson,

a curious bit of information.

learned without knowing

it.

In

the kindergarten the plays are lessons.

Adolphus Trollope says in his autobiography that when he and his brothers
were children, his mother taught them
to read by throwing on the floor a boxful of letters and offering a little prize
to whoever found the right ones for
cat," or any other simple word.
Enough has been said to illustrate
the importance, mentioned at the beginning of this paper, placed upon general intelligence in the teacher.
Routine methods have had their day.
Xo
book lesson will interest the student so

teacher are,
secondly,

first

the
of

governing

chief

requisites

ideal school
all,

education

power

professional preparation

;

;

;

thirdly,

finally, orig-

and comprehensiveness of view.
By professional preparation is meant
the sort of knowledge now given to
educators by the several schools of
pedagogy, of which that of the University of the City of New York
inality

The School of Pedfounded upon the principle
that professional preparation and equipis

the

agogy

oldest.

is

ment for the work of teaching should
be put upon a plane with the preparation and equipment demanded for other
professions, such as law, medicine,

theology.

In the

New York

and

school con-

nected with the University and with
Columbia College degrees are granted.
Chairs for giving instruction in the
science and art of teaching have for
several years been established in many
universities
and colleges, but the
School of Pedagogy is a new depart-

Music, Hoiv

to

having a regular faculty and a
of study covering the whole

ure,

course

It is not a Normal School, for
work lies beyond this, and begins
where the Normal School ends. The
last ten years have witnessed marked
changes in teaching and in the management of schools, and the next ten
field.

its

will

witness

still

The

greater changes.

object of schools

of

pedagogy

acquaint students with the

is

to

scientific

investigations which will effect these
changes and to train them so that they
shall be able to take advantage and

put

more scientific
Advancement and success

practice

into

teaching.

a

await those teachers who thus enlarge
The work is
the field before them.

comparatively young even in New
York City, but five women have taken
the degree of Doctor of Pedagogy, all
of whom are filling important positions,
and nearly one hundred pupils are
upon the rolls. Applicants for admission

to

the

New York

University

School must have taught school

for

three years.
In the teaching of music, perhaps,

more than

in

any other branch of

in-

struction, the compensation, especially
is apt to vary between a
very comfortable income, to just enough
to keep body and soul together. Almost
every girl in whose home there is a
piano picks up some skill in playing.
She may know nothing, according to a
high musical standard
but this will
not prevent her from advertising herself as a teacher of music.
She can at
least drum out the latest popular song
in an easy arrangement, and that is all
the teacher to whom she paid fifty
cents a lesson for more than a year
could do.
So, why should she not
teach in her turn ? And as the field is
crowded with girls w^ho can all play
one or two popular songs on the piano,
she may have to put her prices down
to twenty-five cents a lesson.
Thus,

in large cities,

;

How

Learn and

Teach

to
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It.

one end of the profession we have
hundreds of girls, and sometimes even
men, giyiiig half-hour lessons upon the
piano or melodeon at half a dollar an
hour or less
while at the other end
of the line are the men and women,
musicians of rank and culture, who
have all they can do at five dollars a
lesson.
According to common report,
the largest income earned by a piano
teacher in this country is that of a

at

;

lady, a

New

Yorker,

who

for the last

ten years has averaged eight thousand

Her work, however, is
From nine in the morning

dollars a year.

incessant.

evening she is teaching. Pupils
pay her five dollars for lessons of an
hour's duration.
From October till
June she gives an average of ten lessons a day enough to break down
any but the strongest constitution.
until

—

Taking

New York

as the city

where

the highest as well as the lowest prices
are paid for music

-

lessons, there are

not more than a dozen women whose
incomes from teaching the piano equals
From time to
four thousand dollars.
time a famous concert pianist agrees to
give a few private lessons for which she
charges twenty dollars apiece, but no
regular teacher obtains more than five
The many conservadollars a lesson.
lessons are given in
tories where

from five to twelve pupils,
have helped to reduce the prices paid
to music-teachers, for the tuition terms

classes of

are small as

compared

private lessons, and

to

all

the cost of

but well-to-do

people usually send their children

to

such classes.

Between the two extremes of twentycents and five dollars for music-

five

lessons, there is to be found a small
army, composed chiefly of women, who
support themselves fairly well by teach-

ing music.

From two

dollars a lesson

by

fairly

As

a rule,

is

dollars to three

the price

successful

women

more than

demanded
teachers.

half the lessons
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given

by teachers who are able

to

charge three dollars a lesson are given
Most teachers
at the pupils' homes.
find this

time

is

no hardship, unless the

loss of

considerable, for they get out-

door exercise between lessons.
Except in the case of exceptional
musicians, whose

services are in

mand by advanced

pupils,

de-

themselves

preparing for the profession, commonsense and business habits, seem to be,
according to the views of successful
music-teachers, of more value than mu.sical skill.

The

girl

who, with average

ability as a musician,

makes the

est success as a music-teacher,

who

greatis

one

treats her profession strictly as a

business and conforms to business rules.
She is never late at her lessons, no

matter how severe her headache may
how bad the weather she never
asks favors in the way of changing
Because
hours or omitting lessons.
music is an accomplishment, the pupil is not allowed to look upon the
music-lesson as one to be slighted, if a
headache makes practice irksome, or a
luncheon-party tempts her to om.it it
altogether.
The more music-teaching
is regarded as a business, the better for
both pupil and teacher. The hardship
involved in going from house to house
in all sorts of weather is not great when
the teacher is properly clothed, and
most women who have tried both kinds
of work prefer teaching private pupils
at their own houses to work in conservatories or in schools, where they are
be, or

tied

;

down from morning

till

night.

New York

has about a thousand
young w^omen studying to become music-teachers, at least half of

ing from smaller towns or

them comcities,

to

when competent
to begin work on their own account.
Some girls of this class study under

which they

will

return

private teachers, but the majority attend one of the conservatories. Only
one institution, the National Conserva-

tory of Music, takes free pupils, and in
order to obtain free tuition there, a
marked aptitude for music must be
showm at the entrance examinations, to

which all applicants are subject. If a
girl shows sufficient promise to warrant
her reception as a free pupil, she agrees
to pay to the institution a percentage
of whatever income, above a certain
amount, she may earn during the first
At several
five years after graduation.
is made
home attached

of the conservatories provision

for boarding pupils in a
to the school.

The average

two years' course
or singing, at a
is,

in

cost of a
music, either piano

New York conservatory,

including board, one thousand six

hundred dollars, or about eight hundred dollars for each year. A large
city is advised by the best judges as
the proper place to study music, owing
to the facilities for hearing a great deal
Besides the private
of good music.
concerts organized by all the conservatories for the benefit of their pupils, ar-

rangements are often made by which
music pupils obtain admission to concerts at reduced rates.
A writer upon
this matter insists that the privilege
of hearing great artists is more important than nine-tenths of the lessons a pupil is apt to receive.
The question of what the six hun-

dred music-teachers of New York and
Brooklyn earn upon the average is
one that scarcely admits of a definite
answer. As already stated, the prices
of lessons in singing or in playing the
piano range from twenty-five cents to
five dollars, with two dollars a lesson
as the average price paid by well-to-do
people.
For a woman to earn more
than one thousand five hundred dollars
a year by teaching music implies exceptional skill and energy.
A very profitable and popular novelty introduced by music-teachers within the last few years has been the
lecture-recital, to which more than a

—
The Lecture-recital,
dozen

New York women

have devoted

themselves with much success. The
plan is simple enough, consisting in
the preparation of a short lecture upon
any musical topic, varied by musical illustrations performed by the lecturer.
The lectures are usually given in
courses of from six to twenty lectures.
One whole lecture is usually devoted to
a great composer, giving his biography
and excerpts from his best known
works. The history of music, the origin and growth of the different forms

— symphony,
acteristics

sonata,

and nature

suite

— the

char-

of the different

instruments of the orchestra, etc., may
be made the subject of lectures which a
pianist of

moderate

abilities will

make

interesting to everyone by appropriate

Such lectures are not hard to
one has access to any good
library.
A few good reference books
on music, such as Apthorp and Champlin's
Cyclopaedia of Music and Mumusic.

prepare

if

or

sicians,"

Music,"

will

Grove's

" Dictionary

New York

two ye^rs by such work, and enough

money

to provide herself with a small

books upon musical topics.
another occupation, upon a
lower plane, which a few women musicteachers have found profitable, is pianotuning.
The art requires no great
physical strength and may be learned
in a few months, the best way being to
pay some good tuner for private lessons.
In country districts a good
woman tuner would find her services
in constant demand, the average price
for tuning a piano being three dollars,
and the work does not require more
than two hours.
There are several
books published upon piano-tuning, but
they are of small value in learning the
library of
Still

art.

IV.

Stenography and Typewriting.

of

give most of the biograph-

A

If

many women succeed

next few years

In

recitals.

women

needed.

where books were

State,

scarce, earned one thousand dollars in

few photographs
or prints of the great composers and
the necessary music from their works
will complete the absolute needs of any
one of intelligence and musical culture
wiio wishes to prepare such lectureical facts
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selves fortunes in business,

work so

profitable that for the last

two years she has abandoned teaching to give her whole time to lecturing
before classes and private schools in
New York, Brooklyn, and cities within
fifty miles.
All her time has been
employed, and her income from November, 1892, to June, 1893, was within a few dollars of three thousand.
Most of her lectures were given before classes to which the subscription
was ten dollars for a course of twelve
lectures, and one class had as many as
twenty-eight subscribers. One young

woman

living in the northern part of

for

them-

probably be thanks to the training received
in the counting-rooms into which they
first

w4io in the last

it

is

fifteen

much

in

rather surprising

little is heard of
launch out for themselves.

often as

years

invaluable

that so

women who
They have

capital as the male clerk

or book-keeper
a

will

entered as type-writer operators.
considering the number of

business offices,

own

it

fact,

One New York woman has found have made themselves
this

within the

making

in

who

starts out

upon

his

account, and very often they have

more accurate knowledge

of the real

resources or dangers of the business,
for they

have written the confidential

letters of

some

large firm for years.

But so few women put
to practical use as to

this

make

knowledge
the

woman

business for herself almost a curiosity.
They seem to lack the necessary

in

courage and enterprise.
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There are hundreds of businesses
which concern women chiefly, and in
which a woman's knowledge and taste
might be considered essential. Vet they
are managed by men. Perhaps it is too
early to expect

woman

to take a leading

position where she has only recently

managed

to get a foothold.

for her to

It is

much

have established herself as

a part of most mercantile houses and

business

offices,

and only those who can

To

other women.

several

who

likes

routine

sponsibility,

woman

a

work and small

such

positions are

re-

well

the

way

of enterprise or intelligence that

the

and require so

suited,

business

is

in

little in

some danger

of too

much

competition.
Within the last three
years the salaries of fair stenographers,

upon the
machine with neatness and rapidity,
have fallen about one-third, owing to
able to write out their notes

remember the astonishment with which competition.
the advent of girls in down-town office
Second, legal work, in w^hich a wombuildings was received twenty years ago, an, although not sufficiently rapid as a
can realize the change. To-day young stenographer to do court reporting, can
women are found everywhere in busi- take down long legal letters and law
ness, usually writing letters

.

on the type-

with the

briefs

necessary

accuracy.

work than
secretaries, and as such receiving com- that done in commercial houses and Is
fortable salaries.
better paid, many of the good operaWith the appearance of the type- tors in large law firms receiving from
writer came the young woman to oper- twenty to thirty dollars a week, and in
ate it, for a woman's fingers do better some instances even more.
A few
work, and there are a dozen reasons women have gone into court reporting,
why a woman finds preference over a but the work is too exhausting as a
writer, but often acting as confidential

This

is

man

as an operator.
The business of
stenography and type-writing, which
now employs at least fifty thousand
women in America, of which eight
thousand are in New York, may be

rule.

requires not only the highest
but great physical endurance.
no uncommon thing for male

divided into three classes. First, letterwriting for commercial houses.
This

following night in writing them out or
dictating

employs four -fifths of all operators.
Knowledge of stenography is usually

For the same reason women cannot be much used by newspapers for

essential, but high

speed

is

not, as the

speed
It

is

more

far

It

court reporters to work

them

fifteen years.

competent woman, but in that
is often able to answer letters
without dictation, merely receiving
hints as to the general tenor of the
answer, or she supervises the work of

in takall

the

to a type-writer opera-

Too much

reporting meetings.

but it is routine work, requiring
speed and accuracy only. The salaries
for such work vary from eight to sixteen dollars a week. Some firms pay as
high as twenty-five dollars to an especase she

day

tor.

work

cially

all

ing short-hand notes, and then

work consists chiefly of short letters, often upon the same subjects and to the
same persons, day after day. The operator has often a large number of letters
to write,

difficult

done

of the

and under
conditions that would soon break any
woman down. Few men are able to
stand

is

the

late at night

strain

more than ten or

Third, copying and taking dictations

from

literary

ment

of stenography

This departand type-writing
offers work to both the least and most
competent of the army of women typewriters in New York.
There are about
forty offices, chiefly in the down-town
business districts, managed by enterprising women, where papers are copied
workers.

TJie

Ideal Stenographer.

on the type-writer, or where operators
will take down whatever may be dictated to them. The copying part of the
work requires no skill or intelligence
beyond ability to read manuscript.
Much of the work is done by young-

who are learning the business.
The charges for copying briefs, archi-

girls

tects' specifications, legal papers, etc.,

average

cents a hundred words

five

it is

more

and

less

if

if

the manuscript

simple and in large quanti-

comes the work

Finally,

ties.

of tak-

ing dictation either in short-hand
directly

;

is difficult,

upon the machine.

of editors, reporters, writers,

or

Thousands
and clergy-

men now dictate all they have to say.
To them the type-writer is to the pen
really

what the sewing-machine

it

is

to

course of a lifetime
does away with years of drudgery.

the needle
It is

;

in the

evident that a competent amanu-

do a great deal for a busy
literary worker.
Take, for instance,
an editorial writer whose articles may
range from theology to prize-fighting,
from musical criticism to dress-reform,
and imagine what a saving in time and
temper it is for him to be able to dictate in less than an hour articles that
would require three hours' hard work
with a pen to produce. If the stenographer is a fully competent one, he will
find his talk neatly written out within an
hour or two and ready for the printer. It
is said that some specially competent
stenographers do such excellent work
in this field that they seldom blunder
in proper names, punctuation, or sense.
The writer of this chapter, having had
ensis can

experience with

many
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While, unfortunately, the ideal v*'om-

an stenographer, for literary purposes,
has no,t yet appeared, there are no reasons why she should not find in such
work an excellent field. The trouble
seems to be that young women of sufficient education to take down understandingly the every-day notes of a
literary worker consider the work beneath them and prefer to try teaching.
The comic newspapers have had so
much to say about ^' the pretty typewriter," and the idea is so wide-spread
that the

work

is

commonplace and me-

and
Nevertheless, intelligent work of the kind indicated is paid for at from one dollar to
one dollar and a half an hour, and the.
more general education a woman has
the more in demand her services are
chanical, that the girl of refinement

ambition recoils from

likely to be.

The work, as compared w^ith school
teaching is not hard, and it is certainly
The

better paid.

girl

something of

art,

music, and theatrical

be told that Matthew Arnold did not
write

the

"Light of Asia," who

—

York the Cooper Union classes are
free.
At the Packard and Paine cola tuition fee

many

the

over.

for their services,

many

of

this

women who
and

is

true,

are

there

are

accurate, intelligent,

is

charged.

In

a

of the large copying offices

pupils are taken, sometimes in exchange

sometimes for a fee
from twenty-five to fifty dollars.

The course

the regular schools

in

and without whose services
the literary worker of to-day would

better because

feel himself lost.

the business before she

rapid,

will

punctuate intelligently without directions
such a girl will find her time
fully taken up and well paid for.
There are many well-known schools
where stenography and type-writing are
taught in all the large cities. In New

leges

While

familiar

who does not need to have
Chopin's name spelled out to her, or to

great

reading

is

matters,

stenographers,

without

who

with the ordinary books of the day,
who reads the newspapers, who knows

must confess that he has never found
one whose notes could be sent off to
printer

it.

punctuation.

it

is

includes spelling and

No

girl

should begin
is seventeen
;
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until then she ought to be at school.
After real work begins she will find it
impossible to continue school studies,
and she will remain a copyist at ten
dollars a week, whereas with a better
education she might have earned twice
as much money in far pleasanter work.

One

of the ladies in charge of the

type-writing classes at a large school

now

says that stenographers are

mand
tion

and

intelligence.

intelligent girl

and

in de-

just in proportion to their educa-

to

make

is

The

well-bred,

sure to find a place

herself worth fifteen

or

'twenty dollars a week, while the girl
who is fit for nothing but factory work
or serving behind a counter, may never
earn more than six dollars a week, and

be dear at that price.

will

Some

girls

up-

such emergencies. The average
loss of time through sickness or absence is. also greater with women than
with men. For these reasons it is not

on

in

women as a,
men in all

likely that

class are likely

offices, even as
But for average work
they have the field almost to themselves, and the more they succeed in
looking upon business life as a permanent institution for women showing real
interest in it and not as a temporary

to supplant

stenographers.

makeshift while waiting for marriage,
more profitable are they sure to

the

find

it.

At most
writing

is

of the

where type-

offices

taught, girls

are promised

a working knowledge of the business

Stenography may

are said to learn type-writing because,

within a year.

cheap fiction of the day, the
dashing Wall Street broker sometimes

quire from one to two years, according

in

the

marries the type-writer

girl

who graces

And, as already mentioned,
the newspapers have much to say about
the type-writer girl and her office flirtations.
As a matter of fact, the woman stenographer soon finds that busi-

his office.

ness
^

women cannot be depended

that

in

is

business

proportion

;

she will succeed just

to

the

Punctuality,

the

accuracy,

essentials

men, as a

rule,

introduction of

with

strictness

which she conforms to business

rules.

industry,

are

to success.
Business
admit that the general

women

into their offices

has had an excellent effect upon the
manners of the clerks. There is less
swearing, loose talk, and drinking

where women are employed. Women
clerks are often said to be more trustworthy concerning office secrets than
men, and if intrusted with money, they
never dream of Canada. Upon the

women

are apt to demand
not as a right certain
indulgences which men do not ask for.
If a stress of business
necessitates
night-work, the men of an office take it

other hand,

as a courtesy

if

as a matter of course, while

it

is felt

to the girl, before a speed

is

acquired

that will be useful in office work.
rule

no

the

first

she

may have

re-

As

a

wise in expecting to earn
more than eight dollars a week during
girl is

two years of

The ranks seem
as in

all

office

work, and

to begin at even less.
to be always full, but,

businesses for women, vacancies

are constantly occurring through mar-

and the demand for really competent stenographers is always in exriage,

cess

of

taught
stitute,

girls

the

supply.

Telegraphy is
Cooper In-

in free classes at the

but of late years the number of

who apply

for

tuition

is

small.

even good women telegraphers does not equal that of stenographers, and seldom exceeds forty dollars a month.
All young women who, for one reason
or another, decide to cut loose from
home ties and attempt to earn a living

The pay

in

a

of

large city, will

Women's

find

the

Young

Christian Associations of the

utmost value to them, socially as well

From 1872 to 1894
Young Women's Christian Associ-

as economically.

the

ation of

New York

has maintained a

—
TJie

number

of

gradually
Y.

W.

Evolution of the Womaji's Exchange.

which have

free classes,

C. A.s of other cities

classes of

the

New York

Y.

W.

had nineteen hundred and thirty
pupils in 1893.
There are classes in
arithmetic, penmanship, bookkeeping,
stenography, typewriting, photography,
modelling and designing, choral music,
dressmaking, millinery, and machinesewing and hand-sewing. A fee of five
C. A.

dollars a

year

is

in

1894.

All sorts of

work

The which a woman of refinement is likely to
have fol- know how to do, or to be able to learn,

importance.

attained

lowed their example in this respect,
but none pf them to the extent of New
York. Brooklyn ranks second in point
of the number of students and thoroughness of the instruction offered.

The

operation
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made

to cover the

such as delicate needle-work, fine babyembroideries, sofa - cushions,
paintings on silk for screens, panels,
clothes,

fans, etc.

;

decorated china, menus,

cal-

endars, embroidered portilrcs and cur-

rag -dolls and

tains,

all

kinds of pre-

and delicacies for the
sick
these were the things which were
placed upon sale in the Depositories of
serves, cakes,

—

that

day.

And

they

still

remain the
Ex-

staple articles to be found in the

changes.
In 1878 the

New York Exchange

Woman's Work was

organized,

its

for

ob-

and business being to aid women
are reduced in circumstances to
making and millinery classes. All the help themselves in any proper manner,
and especially by maintaining in New
other classes are free.
York City a permanent place for the
sale of their work.
It was at this time
V. Woman's Exchanges as Training
that the Exchange idea really took root
Schools and Markets for Work.
and became a power for good in the
According to the most recent esti- community, and from the impulse given
mates, about three thousand women by the society in New York there have
find employment in New York City sprung up in sixteen years throughout
alone in doing needle-work or embroid- the United States seventy - five Ex
ery of a character which may come un- changes using its By-laws, Rules, etc.
Some friends of the best of our Exder the class of art work. The Woman's Exchanges which have sprung changes believe that the more comup all over the country within the last pletely the idea of charity is eliminated
thirty years have helped greatly to from the system the better it will be
educate public taste in this matter of for the Exchange and for its workers.
Upon the other hand, it is said that not
fine needle-work, and have also given
invaluable instruction to a whole army more than two such Exchanges have
ever paid expenses, and so far as the
of earnest workers.
rental of type-writers,
is

and a similar

asked to pay for material

The

fee

ject

in the dress-

who

Ladies' Depository Association,

was
the first society organized with the end
in view of disposing of the handiwork
organized

in Philadelphia in

1833,

of

women

ty

and useful things, but who, for one

of taste

who could make

pret-

large cities are concerned, that in

New

Orleans is the only Woman's Exchange
which has made a profit upon its operations.
In their case a fund was given to them. The good done by such
Exchanges cannot be measured by the

many

reason or another, failed to make money
out of their art.
The system upon

actual sales of the

which this original Woman's Exchange
began work was very similar to that followed by the seventy-five Exchanges in

ceeded well in disposing of their products through the Exchange have eventually found that they could do even

instances

the

Exchange

;

in

women who have

suc-
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better in regular business, and there

many

are

instances in which a thriving

business owed

origin to

its

humble be-

Woman's Exchange.

ginnings at some

The Exchange

is a benevolent socicannot as a society be
self-supporting, through its educating

ety,

and while

many

influences

come

it

of

its

self-supporting.

beneficiaries beIf

the

Exchange trains w^omen
unaccustomed to w^ork to compete with
laborers and those already
skilled
ideal

whatever w^ork
is a chance of
sale
criticises the work and indicates
the vocation for which the applicant is
trained.

It

may do

they

accepts

there

if

;

best adapted.
of,

If

the

work

is

present needs are provided

the

means

disposed
for, also

and

of continuing work,

if

the criticisms and suggestions already

given are heeded the
for sale will be an
first

A

brought.

new work

time of a clerk at the

change

part

the

of

Woman's Ex-

New York

is taken up in
advice to persons
whose work either cannot be accepted
and put on exhibition by the Exchange,
or w^hen a suggestion as to color, finish,

in

writing letters

etc., w411

make

of

it

better.

The work

For instance,

One important change
that has

tent the

And

so

Exchange

who wish

en

for the better

influence of the

names

of persons

appeals to wommake money by

still

to

stealth, so to speak,

and as a rule the

who send

articles for

known only to the officers
Exchange. So many thousands

sale are

the

refined

women have

of
of

learned to look

upon the Exchange as a friend

in ad-

versity that this feeling of false pride
is

to

may

some extent dying

A w^oman

out.

confess that she sends

her em-

broideries and fine needle-work to the

Exchange, although she might hesitate
have it known that her handiwork
went to a regular shop. The Exchange
is thus the opening wedge into a useful
to

business

life.

Many Exchanges were organized solely

with the view of helping people in dis-

tress,

and one or two stipulated

in their

circulars that the material they offered

for sale

came exclusively from women

who had been

in better circumstances.

This stamped the Exchange's work as
one of charity, and by so doing lessened
its value. The moment it was considered
a sign of poverty to make articles for

sent

work

marked the

Woman's Exchanges, where they have
been properly conducted, has been the
gradual diminution of false pride concerning work by women. To some ex-

the

of

by

thus large-

advice to beginners.

pen-wipers which show exquisite workmanship, but so crude a choice of
colors as to render them eyesores
the Exchange sends them back with
a letter giving advice as to color, and

perhaps enclosing a sample
that has proved successful.

is

—

—

a girl sends in a lot of embroidered

;

of articles sold

ly an educational one, and if the Exchange must be made self-supporting,
this feature
perhaps its most valuable
must be dropped. The averfeature
age shop-keeper has no time to give

offered

improvement on that
large

list

the Exchange.

Exchange

accepted nothing but the highest grade
of work in all its departments, and ran
its business as a shop and charging the
usual high commissions, etc., it might
be made to pay. But the idea of the
Exchange is to help just those women
to w^hom the ordinary shop is closed,
either because their work is not sufficiently good, or because they do not
know how to adapt it to the tastes of
the buying public.

The

with the whole

Exchange there was disinclination
on the part of many women to try
the Exchange at all.
The daughter
of a well-to-do family was found fault
with by certain friends because she
some

New York

of her

own handwork

to the

Society of Decorative Art,

and put her own name

in

the corner

Woman s

The Object of the
of a little water-color picture she ex-

posed for

was
known that she did not need money.
Other young women, who she knew
were in sad straits for money, would
follow her example, but would not take
precisely because

it

it

which Woman's Exchanges have helped people in need
may be seen from the following fig-

The extent

Exchange

New York

Woman's Work has

for

out $417,435

paid

in eight years the Cin-

;

Exchange has paid $175,130;

cinnati

the

to

In twelve years the

:

New

Exchange, in ten
the Boston Exchange,

Orleans

years, $173,223

;

six years, $148,588
the St. Louis
Exchange, in eight years, $55,000 the
San Francisco Exchange, in five years,
$50,000 the Providence Exchange, in
ten years, $48,400
the Richmond Exchange, in seven years, $27,324
the
St.
Joseph Exchange, in six years,
A moderate estimate of the
$19,250.
amount of money paid to women by
the different Exchanges of the country
during the last ten years, is one million
dollars
and what this represents in
comfort and happiness, only those who
have had something to do with such
institutions have any adequate idea.
in

;

;

;

;

;

;

In

that if one's
ber's famous illustration
income be eleven pence half-penny, and
:

the expenditure a shilling, the result

is

the income

is

abject misery

1893

the

New York Exchange

Woman's Work sold $48,966, of
which sum $26,316 was for fancy-work,
embroideries, and needle-work $12,199
was for cake
$2,116 for preserves
and $8,334 came from orders for sew;

;

;

ing or fancy articles, cakes, preserves,

The number

whom

of consignors

among

was distributed was
about two thousand, so that, upon the
this $48,966

average, each

woman

received nearly
This seems a small sum, but, on
$25.
the other hand, it must be remembered
that in many a home a little surplus,

even of $20 or $30, at the
the
fort,

while,

;

if

a shilling, and the expenditure eleven

woman

of the family,

command

Twenty

bliss.

may be

food

plenty,

taxes of the year.

absolute

is

some countryscarce though

is

may pay off
It may make

the
the

difference of stout shoes for a delicate
child

;

may

it

furnish school-books to

may be
dwarfed by their need it might give
magazines and weekly papers to people
starving for some glimpse of the world
beyond their village.
So many thousands of intelligent
women would like to know how they
may make a few dollars for pressing
needs, that some account of the methods
and aims of the two institutions in New
York, which accept and sell woman's
home-work upon commission, may be
With the older and
of interest here.
children whose whole after-life
;

better

known

Exchange

for

of these institutions, the

Woman's Work,

the fun-

damental purpose was to help only persons in distress, women and girls in
actual need, and this principle is still
paramount.

A
this

of

serious obstacle

in

carrying out

purpose, has been the dishonesty

women who

Exchange

took advantage of the
money which they

earn

to

did not need.
The Exchange
not designed to furnish women with
pin-money, and all consignors are required to state that they need the money
really
is

for the

support

themselves or of

of

As the
Exchange takes consignments from all

those dependent upon them.
parts of the country

portion of

its

of

the city, and

means com-

as California

where penury would prevail with-

dollars in

homes where money

for

etc.

This sum of twenty dollars may
the half-penny of Mr. Micaw-

it.

pence half-penny, the result

the lead.

ures
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Her explanation was represent

sale.

that she did

out

Exehange.

— the largest pro-

consignors living out of

some

—

it

is

of

them

often

so far off

difficult

find out the true condition of

many

to
of

Cbdst JSlCBsm
Design for Stained Glass

Xlttle Cbddren.

Window, by Helen Maitland Armstrong.

Financial Basis of the IVonians ExcJiange.
cake.

Another woman, under similar

circumstances, sells one hundred loaves
a day.

One woman earned

five hundred dolone year from the sale of jellies
and pickles, and still another does
equally w^ell with mince-meat.
A woman who had to get credit for a barrel of
flour, succeeded in selling ten dollars'
worth of bread and rolls every day.
It has been said that the consignors

lars in

of the

Woman's Exchange

received, in

1893, an average of nearly twenty-five
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which they may be fit, costs money and
brings in nothing to the Exchange.
The expenses of the New York Woman's Exchange during 1893 were, in
round numbers, twenty thousand dollars, of which only seventy - five hundred dollars came from the commissions upon sales and the profits of the
lunch - room
the remaining twelve
thousand five hundred dollars were derived from sources which a business
house would not recognize as legitimate
such as donations, subscrip;

—

but of course many
women who devote most or all of their
time to the work, make more important
sums. Thus, four hundred and eigh-

tions, readings, concerts, etc.

teen dollars were paid to one consign-

such institutions, believe that if the
charity could be eliminated
if the word " gentlewoman " could be

dollars

apiece

;

one woman
received for screens and decorated
frames, one thousand one hundred
and five dollars
children's wrappers
brought five hundred and forty-eight
dollars to one consignor chicken jelly,
pies, and such dainties to the amount
of one thousand two hundred and fortyseven dollars was bought from another.
These figures do not, however, repreor for decorated

china

;

;

;

sent profit, as the cost of the material

has to be deducted.

When

Some critics of the Woman's Exchange system, as typified in that of
New York, the most prosperous of all
idea of

dropped from the reports

;

;

if

the by-

law restricting the consignors to selfsupporting women could be done away
with, together with the idea that the
Exchange is to help women only when
misfortune comes, the results would be
They would do away with
donations and charity balls as means
of raising money, and they would take
all articles offered for sale, no matter
what the makers' circumstances, probeneficial.

managers of the Exone of their former con- vided the articles were sufficiently
In other words, they would
signors established in a prosperous good.
business of her own, they are proud of place the Exchange upon a purely
the achievement, and they have a right business basis, in the belief that it
to be.
Some consignors have become would thus cease to be " a palliative
manufacturers upon a small scale, one for the ills of the few," and become
woman, who devised and patented a " a curative for the sufferings of the
species of perfumed pin-ball made in many."
imitation of an apple, having estabOn the other hand, those who believe
lished a sale for it all over the country. in the Exchange idea hold that as the
With the single exception of the Exchanges have a benevolent and eduWoman's Exchange of New Orleans, cational, as well as a commercial, end
it
does not appear that such Ex- in view, they are warranted in acceptchanges have been made self-support- ing such subsidies as the public may
ing. Enough has been said of the work contribute.
Why should their benein New York to show why this can never ficiaries be considered objects of charbe the case there. The education and ity any more than those who obtain
helping of women to do work for their proficiency through any of our
change

the

find
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endowed
is

institutions, colleges, etc.

true that those

who come

It

?

to the

Ex-

change for training and assistance are
handicapped by the necessity of supporting themselves, and are compelled
to gain late in life the special training

which

youth seemed unneces-

in early

That the

sary.

institution

assistance to a special class

mate as
field of

as legiti-

is

usefulness to helping the blind,

or the deaf mutes.

From

economist's view,

is

it

the political

as necessary to

gentlewoman as it is
any other member of society, and the
problem of how to do it is one of the
most difficult. It is not strange, therefore, if the methods adopted to accomhelp the needy

plish this result are often the subject of

There

debate.

is

little

way of
many under-

in the

precedent, because, while

stand and sympathize with the needs
gentlewoman, there are few
who have had the courage to initiate
any scheme for her help. Many of the
of the poor

criticisms

now made

of the

Exchange

system would be heard no more had it
its own building or an endowment fund,
such as similar institutions have.
The Society of Decorative Art of
New York was organized in 1879, virtually upon this latter basis.
Its object

to provide a place for the ex-

is

hibition

and

sale of art work, the dif-

fusion of a knowledge of

among women, and
artistic industries.

to induce art

such work

their training
Its

managers

in

try

workers to master thor-

oughly the details of some kind of decoration of commercial value
to suggest to those who have worked without
;

success

some

their labor

;

practical

direction

for

to enter into business re-

manufacturers and imand obtain orders from dealdecorated pottery and porcelain,

lations

with

porters,
ers in

cabinet-work, draperies, embroideries,
and other articles of household art.

The

Society receives and sells potte-

china,

tiles,

plaques, embroideries,

hangings and curtains, decorated table
and other house linen, articles for infants' wardrobes, painted panels, fans,
decorated menus^ invitations, etc. A
charge of ten per cent, is made by the
Society upon

Thus

its

for others to limit their

is

it

limits

ries,

it

all sales.

will

be seen that

the Society differs but

Woman's Exchange.

It

in practice

little

from the

undertakes to

less, but there are no restrictions
regarding the circumstances of the
consignor.
As with the Exchange,
consignors are known by number and
not by name.
The Society maintains a large workroom in which orders for sewing and
embroidery are executed, the receipts
from this source in 1893 being about
twenty-five thousand dollars, and most
of the money going to women much
in need of it.
One order made up
was for a layette costing two thousand five hundred dollars. In one
year, seven thousand and forty - one
articles were sent in by consignors,
of which number one thousand nine

do

hundred and twenty - four were declined as not up to the standard of the
Society.
The sum of sixteen thousand
five hundred and twenty-eight dollars
was paid to consignors. The largest
amount paid to one person was five
hundred and twenty-one dollars for
baby-wrappers the next largest was
four hundred and forty-two dollars for
frames and doilies made by a woman
;

seventy years old.
The Society maintains a Committee
on Aid to Workers, through which many
women utterly destitute receive designs
and materials. The advantage of having
a specialty has been widely recognized.
One young woman has devoted herself
for several years to making fancy penwipers.
Another organized a regular
business in linen sachets, employing
assistants, and sending out her work
put up in satin-lined boxes. With the

The Rules of the Neiv York Exchange,
help of the receipts she was able to
pay the expenses of a medical student
through the entire course.
With regard to decorative work,
needle-work, and embroidery done for
the regular shops as a means of getting a livelihood, such work is wretchedly paid and not to be relied upon as
permanent. Most of the large houses
making a specialty of such material
employ their own force of girls, who
work under the eye of forewomen, thus

insuring a certain uniformity necessary

when work

When

sold in large quantities.

pieces of embroidery are bought

from outsiders the price

is

often at

One woman who retwenty dollars at the Woman's

starvation-rates.

ceives

Exchange for a certain kind of embroidered cushion cannot get more than
same thing in the
The wages paid by the
shops to work-women range from two
dollars a week to girls learning the
business, to eight dollars a week for
experts.
Only the forewomen ever receive more than that, and the hours
eight dollars for the

regular shops.

are from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
It is a

common

thing for the

New

York Woman's Exchange to send detailed information as to methods and
results to persons in other cities

may

desire

to

establish

similar

who
ex-

changes, and last winter one of the officers of the Exchange was sent to a

Southern city to organize the business
new exchange.
The following

of a

rules of the

New York Exchange

will

give further insight into the methods
pursued, and may be of interest to

those

who

help to

3. Our commission
on the price received.

think of trying this notable

working-women

5.

1. We receive work through a subscriber to the funds of the Society to
an amount not less than five dollars for
the current year.

2.

Each

subscriber of five
enter the work of three

sons for one year.

dollars
per-

(3)

ten per cent,

feather

and

flowers,

hair,

and cardboard work, are too perishable and unsalable to be accepted.
splinter,

Articles will not be registered unexpress and mail charges have been
paid on thern.
Articles are registered
between the hours of 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Packages left at other hours must be
marked by consignor, with name, ad6.

til

and

price.

Consignors must

call or send for
their articles at the expiration of one
year from the date of their entry. If
not sent for within a month after that
time, the Society will not hold itself
responsible for them.
No articles can
7.

be withdrawn between December 15th
and 27th. Articles cannot be re-enArticles sent for by a consigntered.
or must be described.
8. The Society does not hold itself
responsible for losses, having taken all
reasonable precautions against fire and
theft.
9. All letters containing information
about articles sent to the Exchange
should be addressed to the Society,
with stamp enclosed for reply.
10. Articles which ladies are obliged
to part with are received only upon
the recommendation of an officer of
the Society, and under the rules which

are applied to other consignors.

In the cake and preserve departis a standard, and none can
enter cake or preserves without first
IT.

ment there

sending samples of their work.

Pickles,

preserves, and jellies are sampled every
year.
12. No preserves are received before October ist or after April ist.

No

worsted goods are received
ist, until October ist.
14. Prices put upon articles cannot
be changed during the year.
15. Consignors desiring articles returned by mail must take all risk, and
after

may

Wax and

leather, spatter

13.

:

is

4. All work is received subject to
the approval of the Managers.

dress,
is
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June

must give three days' notice
drawal of any article.
16.

Work

is

for with-

not received from gen-

—
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the same year.

tlewomen whose circumstances do not
make it necessary for them to dispose

cians and surgeons have been so unan-

of their handiwork.

imous and so strong

Cash payments are made on Saturdays to consignors in the Cake and
Preserve Department, and on Wednes-

dation of the work

17.

days to all other consignors.
18. Consignors must put their own
prices upon the articles they send.

Since that time physiin their

commen-

done by trained

nurses that no hospital staff is considered complete without such assist-

ance

in

;

importance and ab-

fact, the

solute necessity of trained nurses are

now

so

widely

recognized

that

no

work seems possible without
them, and the public has found employment for all the nurses who can be
spared from hospital duties.
The condition of affairs in some pubhospital

VI.

The Trained Nurse.

The profession of
nursing the sick, according to the advanced
taught

ideas

now

in all train-

lic

institutions before training-schools

for nurses

were

existence

in

may be

inferred from a report concerning the

ing-schools for Charity Hospital, on Blackwell's
scarcely and, New York City, in 1874,
nurses,
back
more year before a training-school was
dates
In
To quote
than twenty years, ganized there.
:

fever ward (forty beds) the only nurse

was a woman from the workhouse, un-

ear-

der a six-months' sentence for drunk-

intelligent,

women, whose
value the communi-

nest
ty

is

learning to ap-

preciate better ev-

ery year.

England preceded America in this
work. When, at the close of the Crimean War the gratitude of England to
Florence Nightingale for her remark-

work among the stricken thou-

sands in the hospitals of Scutari, took
the shape of a subscription of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, she refused to receive the money, but requested that it might be used to found
the first English training-school for

The

or-

the

army

of

nurses.

the

and yet already employs a small

able

Isl-

institution

was opened in
Thomas's

enness,

who

told the patients the story

life."
There were
no chairs with backs in the hospital
round wooden benches were the only
seats, and the only
pillow one of
chopped straw. In the fever ward the
only bathing conveniences consisted of
one tin basin, a piece of soap, and a
ragged bit of cloth passed from bed to

of a

most shameful

;

bed.

A

transformation was brought about
the trained nurse appeared, with
her neat uniform, her eternal vigilance
concerning neatness, order, and clean-

when

and her methodical system of
work. Almost every large hospital in
this country now maintains a trainingliness,

i860, in connection with St.

school for nurses in connection with

Hospital, in London.

its

It

the

was

first

1873 that Miss Richards,
woman to obtain a diploma as
in

a trained nurse

in

graduated from the

country, was

Bellevue Hospital, in
Boston.
York, opened its training-school

pital, in

New

this

New England Hos-

regular wards.

The
of tact,

needed

qualifications

ideal trained

by

the

nurse are perhaps those

common-sense, and general

in-

telligence rather than physical strength.

Of course the
occupation is

last is

not

important, but the
so

exhausting as

I

The Qualifications of a Good Nurse.

many

people imagine.

nurse, whether her

work

The

trained

is in

a hospi-

or in a private family, usually ob-

tal

tains a sufficient

recreation

if

;

amount

of sleep

and
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sound health the requirements of most
and
pleasant^ manners.
In a vast number
of cases the atmosphere of the sick-

of the training-schools include tact

she neglects such pre-

cautions her employers as well as herself are likely to suffer.

sometimes said that the profesand it is really a prois an unfession in its ideal condition
pleasant one because of the scenes of
suffering and sorrow to which the nurse
must become accustomed. The physician has a better chance to recover from
the depression he may feel by constant
acquaintance with trouble and sorrow
It is

sion of nursing

—

—

;

many

for he, of course, sees a great

cases in which the ailment

and when

fling,

his day's

is

work

is

but

tri-

over he

has his family life and outside distracThe nurse is tied down more

tions.

or less to the sick-room, or at least to
the companionship of people who are
anxious and concerned only for the
patient.

Moreover,
nurse

is

in

most cases the trained

sent for only

danger and the case

is

when

there

is

a serious one,

involving work that cannot be done
by the members of the family. The
trained nurse is often the one upon
whom falls the duty of remaining up
at night with the patient, and that is
the most exhausting part of the task.
Nevertheless, notwithstanding these
drawbacks, almost all nurses worthy of

name acquire

the

a certain love and

enthusiasm for their work, and by their
cheerful bearing bring into the afflicted family just that help which no one
personally interested in and anxious
about the patient can give. The true
nurse takes a scientific interest in every case she
as

sees
is

is

called to, quite as

the physician

more

thus

in

charge,

of the patient than he,

often

a

valuable

aid

to

to

diplomas as nurses, lack of personal
tact is the cause.
So
fully has this been recognized that at

magnetism and
all

the training-schools

intelligence

the larger

and

York schools

cities

;

The course
general

in

the

she

and

physician.

Next

room requires a calm, pleasant helper
more than medicine, and in fully onethird of the women who fail to obtain

no nurse is accepted as a pupil
until she has passed through a term of
probation, usually of from two to three
months. This is also the reason why
few schools accept students who are
under twenty-five years of age they
have not the settled character needed
for the work.

much

for

The Nurse.

is

of training in the

New

two years, during which

Occupations for Women.
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nurse

the

serves

hospital

the

in

to

the length of time she has served a pa-

No
which the school is attached.
charge is made for tuition or board, the

tient.

nurse practically giving her services as
assistant nurse, and, during the last

to this profession are not sufficient to

year, taking her share of the regular

work

Classes are held

of the hospital.

which a nurse may
expect to be called upon to do. In
daily in every duty

the

best

tached

as

those at-

New York

Hospital,

such

schools,

the

to

Mount

Bellevue, St. Luke's, and

the school

life

of nurses

is

Sinai,

a pleasant

One, and hospital positions are

much

sought after by graduates. About two
hundred nurses a year are graduated
from the training-schools of New York.

There are

in

all

nearly two hundred

schools for trained nurses now^ in this

country, of which the

Philadelphia and

largest

Chicago.

are in

So many

schools have been organized within the
last

two years that

statistics

it is

regarding

difficult to

the

give

number

trained nurses graduated yearly, but

of
it

does not fall far
short of two thousand.
As yet the
supply of trained nurses is not equal
to the demand, and, if anything, the demand seems to be growing faster than
the ability of the schools to turn out
is

safe to say that

it

The disadvantages and drawbacks
prevent far more applicants presenting
themselves than the best schools can
accommodate five apply where one is
taken but they are very real, notwith-

—

—

standing.

In the

place, a trained

first

nurse, unless she has family connections

and a home with

can have
She may be away
upon duty for a night, a week, a month
Usually she has a room
or a year.
somewhere in which she stores her belongings, and to which she goes for rest
very

little

relatives,

home-life.

when her patients recover. Naturally, this room cannot be in an expensive
boarding-house, and is usually in some
building given up to cheap lodgings, so
that the nurse is compelled to take her

meals outside.
Another very serious drawback is
that although a nurse does not obtain
her diploma until she is twenty-three
years old, her efficiency begins to wane
soon after she is forty. At one of the
large training-schools in New York,
where many well-to-do people go for
nurses, three-fourths

are for

the

of

young women

;

a

requests

woman

past

graduates.

forty frequently lacks the physical vi-

Until within the last year the average pay of trained nurses who are
graduates of well-known schools was
twenty-one dollars a week. Such is

tality

required for long night vigils or
other hard work connected with nurs-

and the fact that the training costs
nothing.
But it must be remembered
that no nurse can work steadily through
the year.
Most physicians do not believe that a nurse ought to work more
than seven or eight months out of the

ing.
It might be supposed that the
experienced nurse would find occupation in hospital-wards, where her experience would be of value
but the practice in surgery changes so rapidly from
year to year that it is necessary for
her to go through another course of
training in order to do hospital work.
Thus it is frequently the case that
a nurse who has served fifteen years
finds herself put aside in favor of a
younger woman. The business is still
so recent that there may be said to be
as yet few veterans in the ranks, but

year, taking a

the problem of

the

demand

for

cently increased, and
five

services, howpay has been re-

their

ever, that this rate of

it

is

now twenty-

a week.

This seems a
considering the comparshort apprenticeship needed

dollars

liberal salary,

atively

rest

in

proportion

to

;

how

to dispose of or

Outlook for a Trained Nurse.
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many

provide for nurses past fifty is a serious
one, which has already engaged the at-

that the training costs nothing,

tention of those interested in the proFortunately, the experience
fession.

from ten dollars to sixteen dollars a

gained by most trained nurses during
their fifteen years of activity is such

board and tuition and, secondly, the
trained nurse is almost certain to find
employment as soon as she graduates.
It is notorious that competent women

as to

make them

often invaluable as

matrons of charitable institutions or
superintendents of homes, and fits them
for any other position in which they may
have a number of children or

^7

_„

_

women

It

month

paying a salary of

to the pupils, in addition to free
;

physicians are often years before they
attain

an income sufficient for their
and the college course of four

support

;

iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiliSii

In

look after.

to

of the best schools

the Children's Ward.

should also be said that

many nurses obtain permanent positions

years costs from two to three thousand
dollars.
On the other hand, the wom-

where they have an physician has the more interesting
no more arduous duty than to super- life of the two, and when the nurse
intend the nurses under them. An in- has outlived her greatest usefulness,
stance is cited in which a trained nurse the woman physician is just beginning
who was sent from this country to to reap her harvest. In this connection
Europe, found that her sole work was it should be said that while some trained
to make sure that the petted daughter nurses do enter a medical college and
of a millionnaire never went out in graduate
many medical students actdamp weather without overshoes.
ing as nurses, in order to obtain money
The chief reasons why many intelli- for their college expenses the best
gent women, fully competent to begin authorities do not recommend women
in families of wealth,

—

—

the study of medicine, enter a school for

nurses instead, are,

in

the

first

place,

medical students to begin in the nurses'
schools, their chief reason being that

Occupations for Women.
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whereas the nurse

is

trained to carry

out the physician's directions, always
subordinating her own opinion, the phy-

must take an independent view
The two modes of looking at a case are radically different, and
experience has shown that the woman
sician

of the case.

guests,

owing

to

the

that

fact

they

have sometimes to attend cases of conTheir social acquainttagious disease.
ances, even in a large city, are not
likely to be many, because the trainingschools insist that a pupil must give up
all

idea of social recreation

;

pupils are

Taking the Morning Temperature and Pulse.

who has been graduated

as a trained

nurse often lacks independence as a
physician and willingness to assume reof the great needs of the trained

nurses in every large city

is

a

home

from
comfort and pleasant
In the best boardingacquaintances.
houses nurses are not received as
club where
duty,

may

vacation.

the nurse,

find

released

A

nurses' co-operative club-

one of the great needs of the
profession, and after that a pension
fund for the support of nurses disabled
by age, or perhaps by disease contracted while upon duty.
Those who imagine that the chief
duties of the trained nurse, whether in
house

sponsibility.

One

allowed one afternoon a week away
from the hospital, and a two weeks'
is

TJie

Duties of a Hospital Nurse,

private or hospital practice, are to take

the temperature of patients and
delicacies in the

way

make

of jellies, broths,

and eggnog have but small knowledge
of the real duties devolving upon the
competent nurse. Even the use of the
familiar thermometer, when the morning and evening temperature of a ward

dows

for fear of taking cold. After giving an order for the windows to be let
down, I take up the night notes and read:
"

"

Murphy— Died

'

patients

of

close

a

superstition.

their

108°; pulse, 120; respi-

cines given as ordered.

iij.,

and other medi-

Poultice applied last at

6 A.M.
Patient passed a very restless night.'

has to be taken, re-

The importance attached to a clinical thermometer by those in ignorance of its office
will

A.M.

Antifebrine, grains

ration, 30.

quires patience and time.

approaches

at 3

Ryan — Temperature,

'

'

full
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lips

tightly

And

These notes are signed
by the night nurse, who now comes in

Patients

with

upon

fagged.

it.

so on, through the other cases

ward.

in the

the

keys,

looking

pretty

well

roll wildly around the room.
" Good-morning
I am sorry I have
They believe that the tube contains kept you waiting for the keys, but I
some mighty gas or a metal of mys- have been so busy I could not get down
" There ain't much
terious power.
Had a death in Ward 4, as
sooner.

Their eyes

'

it, docther," said one of these
credulous fellows,
but I s'pose it's

taste to

turrible st/irong.''

An

excellent

idea

of

the

routine

work done by the trained nurse may
be obtained from the following extract
from the journal of a head nurse at
the
New York,
Charity Hospital,
quoted by Mrs. Frederic Rhinelander
Jones in an excellent article entitled
" The Training of a Nurse," which appeared in Scribners Magazine for November, 1890
:

"

Time

7.30 a.m.

:

" Scene
Ward 3, Medical. Beds all
unmade, a few patients up these have
faces washed and hair combed
the
majority in bed with this duty still to
be performed for them. A part of the
floor at the front of the ward has been
scrubbed.
Mary, one of my prison
helpers, is washing dishes at the table,
and Bridget, the other, is taking soiled
clothes from a large can and sorting
them for the wash.
" The atmosphere contains none too
much oxygen this can be explained by
:

—

—

;

•

well as the one here, and a patient in

Ward

6 suffering from delirium tremens, besides the ordinary work.'
" I now go over to where my assistants are putting on their caps and
aprons and getting together the things
Miss W. and
necessary for work.
Miss A. are here, but where is Miss
H. ? Miss W. answers
She was called up last night to go
on the maternity service. The superintendent missed you, and asked me to
tell you that another nurse could not be
spared to-day.'
Oh, dear, thirty-two patients in the
ward, and five of them so helpless that
they have to be fed and cared for like
:

'

two pneumonia cases, and the
number of phthisical and rheu-

babies,

usual

matic subjects. Well, well, grumbling
won't do the work, so we'll have to

make
"

the best of

Each of my

pile of

it.

assistants,

armed with a

clean sheets and pillow-cases,

proceeds to the lower end of the ward
and commences the task of getting beds
made, while I go to write the list of

saying that the night-nurse is finishing
her work in one of the other wards, and

clothes for the laundry. Bridget counts
the clothes while I stand by and take

the patients in her absence have taken
the precaution to close all of the win-

down

the

number

ent articles.

of each of the differThis done, they are tied in
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bundles and sent to the wash-

large
"

patient, or to carry out an order

time

house.

Now

"

the medicines are to be given

and prepare them,

out.

I

measure

while

a

convalescent

patient

carries

is

if

the

still

un-

due.

The

'

railroad beds

* are

'

Occasionally we have a convalescent patient who can do this part of

made.

them round to those m bed. My list is
a long one, and it takes fully thirty-five
minutes before they are

all

distributed, the bottles

wiped

off,

and the med-

icine closet put in order.

My

next

move

is

to take a list of medi-

cines which need to be
renewed, and leave
it

ready for the

doctor's signature.

It is

now

twenty-five

work very

the

We had
one in this ward
week, but alas,
well.

last

for the

man

frailty

nature, she

a disposition

to

of hu-

showed
quarrel

I

The

Surgical

Ward

at

Bellevue.

on

with

the other

very

small pretexts, so she

patients

was dismissed. With a rueful thought
what might have been, I go to work
at the beds.
A patient goes ahead and
strips them for me.
We work with all
our might, and they are finished at ten
of

minutes past eight, and Miss A. and
Miss W. are making as good progress as
possible at their respective sides

;

for

it

must be remembered that a nurse has
often to stop what she is doing to attend to the wants of some particular

* A " railroad-bed" is one that is unoccupied during tbe
day. and therefore, as it were, "shunted" and only roiled
out at night. They stand close together in the middle of

the ward.

A
The

minutes past nine.
are nearly finished.

Glimpse of Bellevue Hospital.
side beds, too,

en o'clock tonics are given out, after-

This part of the

ward eggnogs and milk-punches are

work necessarily takes much

longer, as

have to be placed in chairs
and wrapped up in blankets, or, if they
are too weak, lifted into other beds, so
that their own can be made.
" My next work is to take morning
temperatures when I have finished this
I see a large tin can standing near my
sick patients

;

table.

eggs,

contains crackers,

It

and sugar.

away

in

These have

their proper place,

butter,
to be put

and the

Now, I must write my
and order the supplies neces-

quantity noted.
diet-sheet,

sary for to-morrow.
It is twenty-five
minutes past nine, the beds are all
made, the stands in order, the floor

swept, and the table

scrubbed.

The

junior nurses are about through with

washing faces and combing heads, and
it is

now high time

that

I

should

make

a round of the

ward and find out if
there is any change in the patients'
condition to which the doctor's atten"

While this has been going on the
gruel and milk have been standing on
the table, and the distribution of this
falls to my share to-day also, as I have
no senior nurse. Each bed-patient who
cares for it is served with a portion on
a tray
afterward the walking patients
seat themselves at the table and take
;

make

Now

the doctors

come

in to

morning visit, the housedoctor is told of any special complaints;
he examines these patients, also any
new ones who may not yet be under
treatment, and leaves the new orders on
their

made
"

a;id distributed.

—

We now

begin to breathe freely the
worst pressure is over if we get no new
patients.
Our hopes along that line are
doomed to disappointment, for the helpers from the women's bath-room now
announce the arrival of two new patients, and Miss W. disappears to super-

intend their bathing.
" I am congratulating myself on not
having a stretcher case at any rate,
when two men come in with one. Miss
A. quickly places screens round a bed,
and a rubber sheet over the clean bedclothes. The woman is lifted on the bed,
and her temperature, pulse, etc., taken.
Her own clothes are soon removed, and
a warm sponge-bath given and hair
combed. These operations have effected a wonderful change in her appearance, and she now looks a little more
^

a

like

'

Caucasian, whereas, before

the

bath, she might have belonged to one
of the darker races of mankind.

tion should be called.

theirs.
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"

The doctor is notified that there are
new patients in the ward. It is

three

Miss A. and I go to dinand leave Miss W. to superintend
the patients' noonday meal, and give out
twelve o'clock

;

ner,

medicines afterward.
We return at
one o'clock, and Miss W. goes, with the
right to remain off duty till four o'clock.
"

The ward

is now to be swept again
order for the afternoon.
hardly accomplished when two

and put

in

This is
huge bundles of clothes are carried in,
and in ten minutes' time two more.
These have to be sorted and counted.
my book.
Before we proceed to the folding of
" While doing this work all the morn- them the afternoon milk and other exing I have been trying to keep an eye tras are given out.
That done and the
on what my helpers are doing, and now table cleared, we fold the clothes as
take this time to make a thorough in- quickly as w^e can.
In due time this is
spection of all parts of the ward, bath- finished. Miss A. is making a poultice
room included. In the meantime the in the bath room, and I am putting the
special diet has been divided among clothes in the closet, when someone
the patients needing it most.
At elev- calls Nurse, nurse
I turn to see
'

!

'

—
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where the sound comes from, and notice several patients pointing to a bed
in

I hurry
the far corner of the ward.
find the patient's clothes satu-

down and

rated with blood

—a

hemorrhage from

Screens are immediately
around the bed, cracked ice
He
given, and the doctor summoned.
seems
blood
flow
of
the
comes at once,
to have ceased, medicine is ordered,
The patient's
and the doctor goes.
clothes are now changed very carefully,
and she is made as comfortable as posthe

lungs.

placed

screens are just put away

The

Women

VII.

The

as Physicians.

profession of medicine as a vo-

cation for

women

many

has lost

disadvantages which,
years ago, rendered

it

of the

thirty or

forty

more than un-

pleasant for a woman.
When Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell applied for a medical diploma, in 1848,

and was refused by a dozen colleges,
it was thought highly improper, not to
say indecent, for a

medicine.

The

woman

to

study

fact that there are

than a thousand

now

women engaged

no

less

stretcher is brought in,
and Miss W., who has now returned,

in

medical practice in America, shows

gives the usual treatment.

services in this

sible.

when another

" It is

time for the afternoon tonics,
and eggnogs and punches are again
after this I take advandistributed
tage of a few spare minutes to en;

ter the names and addresses of patients in a book kept for the purpose.
Discharged patients are also marked

that there

What

is

a

demand

for

women's

field.

women

medical students of
in this field,
pioneers
to-day owe to the
the
events of
with
familiar
only those
the

ago have any idea. Mediwas not an absolutely new field for
women, even before those days, but
forty years

cine

women

doctors

practised

without

a

During the first half of the
century Harriet K. Hunt, of Boston,
who had studied with a private physidiploma.

off.

The

patients have supper between

and five. At half-past five
Miss A. retires from the ward, the remaining time till half-past seven being
half-past four

hers to

In

rest.

doctor has been

in

the

meantime the

and

left

a few or-

cian,

as

supported herself for

a practising physician

When

many
in

years

Boston.

laws were passed making mediwithout a diploma a mis-

cal practice

ders.
" The giving out of the evening medi-

demeanor, such practitioners were de-

W. attends

The entrance of women into the
medical profession must, therefore, be
reckoned from the time when a woman
first obtained admission to a regular
college, to pursue the course of study
required by law as a preparation for
the degree which carried with it legal
authority to practise, and the professional recognition as a physician which

cines falls to me, while Miss
to the patients'

needs

in

other ways.

If

I had a fourth nurse I might be relieved
from duty but it cannot be thought of
now. This is the evening for carbolizing the side beds
the helpers do this,
while we follow and restore things to
;

;

order.

The

rest of the time

till

half-past

barred.

making patients comfortable for the night, and writing down" the degree confers.
This dates from
new orders and notes on the patients' the admission of Elizabeth Blackwell
condition for the night nurse.
We are to the Geneva Medical College.
quite willing to deliver her the keys
This pioneer M.D. among the women
when she comes in, and bid her good- of this country, was born in England
night, while we go home tired enough and came to the United States as a
seven

is

spent

in

to sleep soundly."

child in 1838.

Her

father failed soon

M.D.

Elizabeth Blackivell,

Thrown upon her own

afterward.

moreover, her aim being a diploma and
practice, it was necessary that she
should pass through a school to obShe soon found that all doors
tain it.
were closed to her. Her request was

re-

sources, and with younger brothers and
sisters to look after, Elizabeth deter-

mined to study medicine.
She had happened to take a position
as governess in the family of a South
Carolina physician, Dr. John Dixon, and
became absorbed in the medical books
She needed money, and
of his library.
the salary paid to governesses was piti-

Elizabeth Blackwell.

The

-the ground
was "without precedent." One
of the physicians under whom she had
studied, advised her to adopt male atShe
tire, but the idea was repulsive.

commonly declined upon
that

first

it

woman

practising phys'cian.

fully small.

Dr. Dixon offered no en-

was

couragement
of the young

to the extraordinary plans

Her next

but advised her what
for books,
which she read to such purpose that,
when she finally obtained a position as
governess in the family of Dr. S. H.
Dixon, of Charleston, S. C, he admitted her among his students and helped
her to begin regular medical studies.
In 1844, Elizabeth Blackwell considered that she knew enough to enter
some regular medical school, and.
to read.

girl,

Her earnings went
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not laboring for herself alone.
step was to apply to medical
colleges in different parts of the country, accompanying her request with a

from several physicians, her
Twelve colleges sent refusals.
One of these was based upon
''the dependent position assigned to
women, as much by nature as by society " another upon the fact " that it
would be unbecoming and immoral to

certificate

teachers.

;

see a

woman

instructed in the nature

and laws of her organism."

Occupations for Women.
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From one only, the Geneva, X. Y.,
Medical College, was a favorable answer received and it was afterward
learned that the Geneva Faculty were
averse to granting the request, but referred the matter to the students, who,
out of a spirit half-mischievous, halfchivalrous, voted in the affirmative.
Elizabeth Blackwell followed the class
that term, and never was better order
observed.
Such annoyances as she
met with came from outside the college.
Many of the Geneva boardinghouses refused to receive her. The
'epithet of "she -doctor" greeted her
from all sides. But perseverance carried the day, and the ''she-doctor" received her hard-earned diploma. That,
however, was by no means the end of
her troubles.
In order further to fit herself for
active work, Dr. Blackwell went to Europe and passed six months in the Paris
hospitals, and an equal time in London.
In 1 85 1 she returned to America and
established herself in New York.
At
first physicians refused to receive her
;

in

consultation.

House-owners either

refused to lease apartments to her, or

asked an exorbitant price, upon the
ground that a woman doctor would be
an injury to their property.
The young doctor's first years were
passed in cruel isolation.
Again her
indomitable perseverance conquered.
A few physicians of repute, chief

head of which Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell
continued until her departure to England in 1878.
The experiment made by Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell in venturing to practise
medicine, was repeated by her younger
sister, Emily, four years afterward, and
a few medical colleges opened their
doors to women. But invariably, such
pressure was put by the medical societies upon these colleges that they were
soon closed again. Exclusion of women from all medical institutions became
Separate colleges
the settled policy.
were, therefore, promptly established,
Boston taking the lead in 1850, and
Philadelphia following the same year.

Now

began, however, the period of

the greatest depression for

movement.

The

few

first

the

women

new
stu-

dents had, to a certain extent, the advantages of the system organized for
the instruction of men they could find
;

male physicians to give them private
lessons, and a few small colleges might
be induced to award them diplomas.
The students who came immediately
after them found the road harder.
Reputable physicians were virtually
forbidden by their associates, either to
teach girls medicine in private, or at
the colleges organized by women for

The unfriendly tone

women.

of

the

profession merely reflected that of the
public.

Social

and professional

ostra-

Dr. Willard Parker, learning her worth and the extent of her
medical attainments, met her in consultation.
In 1852 she delivered a

cism was the rule in regard to both
students and teachers, and a movement so unpopular could not hope to
attract the best class of women-stu^Vhile there was always a fair
dents.

series of lectures to women upon hvgiene and gymnastics, that were pub-

young women

among them

lished in

book form and did much

for

her reputation. The following year,
thanks to a public subscription, a dispensary for women and children was
founded, and in 1854 a charter was obtained for the

Dispensary

in

New York

Infirmary and

Second Avenue,

at

the

sprinkling

among

the .early students of

of character

and

intelli-

gence, a large part of the classes were
made up of unpromising material

—

women who had

failed

as

nurses or

teachers, and eccentric persons of

all

The

colleges themselves were
hampered, not only by poverty and the
sorts.

difficulty of

obtaining teachers, but by

for Studying Medicine.

Facilities

poor quality of the material ofFor years, while a degree could
be obtained with great ease at such
schools, a woman desiring anything deserving the name of a medical education had to supplement her college
course by European study.
The woman who thinks of studying
medicine to-day need fear neither the
social ostracism of forty years ago, nor
lack of competent instruction.
There
are seven medical colleges for women
in the United States and two in Canada.
The most important are the
this

fered.

Woman's

New York InWoman's Medical College

College of the

firmary, the

of

New York (Homoeopathic), and those

and Chicago. In the
New York Infirmary
College has graduated ninety-three
students, the Philadelphia College, two
hundred and eighty-nine students, and
the Chicago College, two hundred and
of Philadelphia

last ten years the

The number

ten students.

now

of

women

practising medicine in the United

States has been recently estimated at
about one thousand.

A

far

higher class of

women now

enter the medical colleges, and

per-

haps to this more than to anything
else is due the greater favor with which
women doctors have been received by
the community within the last few

The many

years.

—

literary colleges for

women Harvard Annex,Vassar, Smith,
Mount Holyoke, Bryn Mawr, Wellesley

—have

The
the

be measured by

of their graduates alone.

It

has raised the whole standard of education given in girls' schools, and has
the

possibility

and

lectual

for

life

tion offered

colleges

and

of institu-

but they virtually have the entire
use and control of them for purposes
of
medical study and instruction.
Every ambitious graduate seeks a hospital post as a supplement to his college training.
Every ambitious physician seeks a permanent connection
with the hospitals.
It is not too much
to say that, almost without exception,
tions,

eminence

— in

any department of medi-

in

medical
founded on the
wide experience due to such conneccine

surgery,

practice,

teaching, or writing

tions.

The

tically

are

the profession

essential

women

to

supreme excel-

physicians are

excluded.

instances

workers.
post-graduate

hospital

this great field of

study, so
lence,

is

leaders of

everywhere

From

—

where

still

There are

a

prac-

few

women have been

positions

women cannot

familiarized

immense a number

port so

their requirements

as did

social influence of college train-

number

:

women. The instrucby the women's medical

young women such

not exist even twenty-five years ago.
ing for

been raised accordingly. It is but fair
to add, however, that women do not yet
enjoy th^ educational advantages of
men in this field, and that there are still
some social disadvantages attached to
medicine as a profession for women.
There are two sides to medical education
the theoretical, given by the
college, and the practical, given by the
hospital.
In the United States the colleges are independent institutions relying upon their own resources.
The
hospitals and dispensaries, on the other
hand, are supported by the public.
The colleges would be unable to sup-

admitted to subordinate positions as a
matter of convenience, but as a rule
women physicians are not eligible,
either as resident or attending physicians, in any of our public hospitals and
For actual experience
dispensaries.
they are still dependent on their private practice, and on the few and small
institutions which they have built up
for themselves.
It seems but just that
the graduates of colleges chartered by
the State should be eligible to medical

called into existence a class

of educated

47

community with the
legitimacy of

intel-

have

in

State

charities,

and the
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women

active part taken by

management

port and

in

of our

the sup-

immense

body of private charities should also
them to a share in the medical

taste.

tain

It may be conceded that cerwomen make good doctors, to

whom

numbers

large

own

of their

sex

entitle

are glad to go for advice and treat-

work.

ment. While this is freely admitted,
the average man and woman are still
apt to regard the woman doctor as a
This feeling will be
social anomaly.

regard to the social aspect of
medicine as a woman's profession, it
may be said by some people that, even
In

if women
are competent to become
good doctors, they will lose more than

they gain.
ble

People

woman

the

but.

?

will

ask concerning

doctor, hot,

fearfully

this

Is

person nice

Is she

capa-

capable

Will she not upset our

?

ideals of womanhood and the relations
between the sexes ? Can a womandoctor be a womanly, lovable person ?
Can she marry ? Can she have chil-

dren

and,

?

them

?

so, will

if

If not,

what

she take care of
she ?
God,"

is

once declared a certain Boston physician, " never intended women to practise medicine " and hence the inference
that piety, if nothing else, demanded
the exclusion of women from the Massachusetts Medical Society.
;

Absurd as
opinion

is

all this

may

appear, social

of importance here, for suc-

cess in a professional career depends
largely upon the taste of the commu-

There must be a readiness

nity.

sult

women

to con-

physicians, a willingness to

educate them, and a sufficiently widespread desire on their part to be educated.

If

the social prejudice be too

young woman will dare to
study medicine, for should the fancy
arise, it will be frowned upon as highly
improper, like going upon the stage, or
riding bareback.
The fact, however,
strong, no

lived

down

in time, but that
cannot be questioned.

exists

Thousands

of

women

now

it

earn their

ing by trades and professions.

liv-

Teach-

ing is almost monopolized by women,
and no one contends that the foundations of society are liable to be upset.

What

is

it,

then, in the profession of

medicine, which

excites even

such bitter prejudice
In the

to-day

?

the science of medi-

first place,

cine has always been regarded as

more

or less of a mystery, involving things

more or

less secret

and improper, and

doubly so for a woman.
place, by a social fiction,
that the

In the next

is assumed
money-making employments of

women are

it

to be filled only while waiting

widowhood or desertion. Even such professional work as teaching is expected to
for marriage, or as a resource in

be laid aside after a few years.

Medi-

cine differs from teaching and

other

work

women

all

must be
chosen deliberately and not as a makeshift or from temporary economic necessity.
It requires serious and prolonged preparation, and must be entered
upon at the age at which most women
marry it does not yield its best returns
for

in

that

it

;

middle-age is well reached, and
must be adopted, if at all, for life.
until

that many women do practise medicine
and support themselves by it, shows

the sake of medicine, or such a read-

that such prejudice

not prohibitory.

justment of the usual domestic arrange-

by no means

make practice possible
women. On the theory that
work is a mere personal hardship, to be
evaded whenever possible, and always

Yet,

the

closed,

discussion

and any

is

is

review of the

field

should take this factor into consideration.
In the field of medicine, as in
many others, the question of capacity
is often outranked by the question of

Hence

it

ments as

requires either celibacy for

shall

for married

implying for

women

a faint social dis-

grace, such objections to medicine are

TJic
likely to
difficulties

at

least

But whatever

prevail.

may

Personal Equation in Medicine.

lie in

should

real

the way, that one

certainly

disappear

which is created by the half-avowed
dictum
No woman has any right to
work who can get a man to support
:

her."

To
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medicine did not injure a woman,

its

practice would develop an unfeminine

amount

of

self-reliance

;

that

society

would have a feeble imitation of a man
in place of its ideal

woman.

Certainly

woman

doctor does acquire self-revacillation would
liance and firmness
be as fatal to her reputation as to a
the

;

the question

:

" Is

it

possible for
"

man's.
Her patients must know that
may be answered that many women beneath gentleness of manner there is
now practising have either married no self-distrust or shrinking from reafter entering upon medical practice, sponsibility.
But all women who manor were already married when they be- age their own property and households,
gan. To what extent either their house- whether engaged in a profession or
hold or their practice may have suffered not, soon find out that they cannot afby the combination it is impossible to ford to exercise the sweet womanly

married

women

to practise medicine

?

it

It is not even certain that the
say.
combination has influenced the size of
their families. So far as statistics show,
this remains at the average found in
the families of professional men.
The
rearrangement of domestic work in the

grace of helplessness.

Concerning

what

a

woman

who

thinks of taking up medicine ought to

know, the wider the culture the better.
The course of four years is not an
easy one, and should be supplemented
If the
direction of simplifying the preparation by hospital practice if possible.
of food and clothing, may eventually conditions of graduation were made
allow a woman to do something more easier, a larger number of women might
come forward to study, but the gradvaluable than sewing and cooking.
As to the wide-spread assumption uates would be unfit for work. The
that a woman physician must be in- best of the women's colleges recogferior to other women in refinement nize that there is nothing to be gained
and social culture, some excuse may be by making the degree easy.
The isolated qualities essential to
found in the conditions under which
women were formerly obliged to study medical study are not hard to find the
medicine. The obloquy heaped upon difficulty consists in uniting them in the
women students of medicine has been same person. Thus the requisite enso great as to deter many women of ergy and native intelligence is far from
refinement from a pursuit to which rare among American women. But the
their natural bent inclined them.
Con- average grade of female education is
versely, many women have entered up- still low and unfit as a preliminary
on it without aptitude or understand- training for medical study.
Women
ing, attracted by the flavor of notoriety. from remote country places, from disNot these ignorant women, but society trict schools, whose ideas of scientific
is to blame for the refusal to admit
medicine are of the vaguest, and who
to a disciplined education and to sub- have been led to think of it only as
ject to suitable tests the women who an extension of the daily work of nurswere really fitted this has resulted in ing sick relatives these are the womthe superficial education of the unfit.
en who most frequently come forward.
The serious study of any scientific
They are often quite susceptible of
subject cannot be injurious to anyone. being effectively educated, but they
It has also been said that if the study of lack the facility born of inherited cult;

;

—

;
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ure.

Again, the practice of medicine

adjustment of
These are
delicate social relations.
more easily managed by people born
involves the incessant

into some kind of social position than
by others. It too often happens that
women coming forward to study medicine have the requisite energy and te-

nacity of purpose, but are lacking in the

necessary refinement

;

while those

who

have inherited refinement are too much
accustomed to soft living to brave the
hardships of the

As

profession.

medical education of

women

the

rises

in

and recognized im-

'efficiency, dignity,

portance, this difficulty, as already re-

marked, tends to disappear.
The pecuniary questions involved in
the study and practice of medicine are
No one can
not without importance.
study medicine without some resources
to pay for instruction and support during the years of study.
Some time ago
a French journal estimated that the
sum thus required would be, in France,
about four thousand dollars. But, continued the writer, any girl possessed of
20,000 francs would have no difficulty
in finding a husband, and therefore
she would have no excuse for studying
In America, far

more than

in

the idea prevalent that a

always warranted

—

in

is

looking for support

—

or household labor.
son,

woman who

does

the

all

work

of the

house, besides bearing and bringing up
is
being supported by her
husband, is a singular injustice. She
is earning her living quite as much as
he is, and it will be seen, when this is
once clearly understood, that she has
a right to choose her method of work.

children,

Many women

have, of late years, stud-

medicine for the purpose of becoming missionaries in China and Inied

The

dia.

women
by men
vious

fact that in these countries

are not allowed to be treated

physicians at

all,

offers

One graduate

field.

an ob-

of a

New

York college has been established for
some years in China, where she directs
a large hospital, and has a large practice.

cian,

She is a surgeon as well as physiand has performed many impor-

tant operations.

New York

Of the recent

many have returned

to

graduates,

the

country

towns whence they came, and share the
best patronage with the local physicians.

Several

names
their

Europe,

woman

some man either father, brother, or
husband without equivalent in dowry

to

a

;

who have made

students

for themselves have supported

families

when business

disaster

overtook the husband.

medicine.

is

is not bestowed gratuitously
very well earned. To assume that

reasons
it is

perhaps,

Partly for this rea-

women

are

inclined

to

choose occupations that are considered
as temporary, and that may be dropped
at any moment.
One consequence of the general admission of women to medicine might
be a radical change now held concerning the relations of women to work.
Women may honorably claim support
upon one of three grounds weakness,
maternity, or useful work.
But a subsistence accorded for either of the latter

—

It is said

physicians,

among

that

of students are

the present

list

some whose fathers are

who have decided

their daughters a

to give

professional educa-

whether they may need it for selfsupport or not.
The heroism shown by many quite
young girls in fighting for a medical

tion,

education through extreme poverty, is
often remarkable. Frequently they are
obliged not only to support themselves,
but also an invalid mother or other relative, by work accomplished in addition
sufficient to occupy
Sometimes they teach

to

studies quite

all

their time.

sometimes they keep boarding-houses
sometimes they
for other students
employ their vacations in nursing.
;

—
Supply and

Good

health

is,

Demand Determine Rewards,

of coarse, an

essen-

but a phy-

arduous a
sician need not be so strong physically
for so

tial

life,

as a nurse, a

washerwoman, or a char-

woman.

She does not need the endurance of the woman who sews or
stands behind a counter for fourteen
hours a day. Medical practice is an
active life, and therefore a healthy
one.

It is

there

are

health

is

notorious

how many women

whose physical and mental

injured by the dreary vacuity

of the lives they lead, by enforced idleness, a life void of

of invigorating

Mere

idleness

any keen

intellectual
is

interest,

their services does exist.
injustice

is
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And

not small because

as an

it

con-

cerns a ^mall number, if a single woman desires to consult a doctor of her
own sex, and if one other woman desires to qualify herself to

be that doc-

no obstacles ought to be placed in
the way.
No one has the right to decide what is or is not another person's
proper sphere. The proper sphere for
all human beings is the largest and the
highest they are able to attain to, and
what this is cannot be ascertained without complete liberty of choice.
tor,

discipline.

demoralizing.

It

is,

VIII. Women as Lawyers.
immediate
parent of hysteria, insanity, and vice.
The law may be called the earliest
The statistics gathered by the secre- and the latest profession open to womtaries of New York's colleges for wom- en.
The first woman lawyer of whom
en, do not show that the average of we have any knowledge is that Deborah
graduates who give up practice from of Israel, who judged under a palm-tree,
ill-health is any greater than among and was not only the law-giver but the
men.
warrior and poet of her people. In
What women doctors earn depends Grecian history there was the brilliant
wholly, as in the case of men, upon Aspasia, who pleaded causes in Athens.
their own capacity and energy.
Tak- Coming down to a later time, we have
ing the average earnings of the women a number of Roman women who not
graduates for the first ten years of prac- only appeared in court, but argued cases
tice, as estimated by a woman physiin the Forum.
Valerius Maximus, the
cian in a position to know the truth, historian, devotes a chapter to the
it is said that their incomes do not fall
Roman women who argued in the
below those of men. The great prizes Forum.
of the medical world, the incomes of
The exclusion of women from the
from $25,000 to $100,000 a year, are in Roman bar came about in a singuthe hands of men and are likely to re- lar manner.
It appears that a certain
main so, for it must be remembered woman lawyer, named Calphurnia, was
that a man's practice includes men, very litigious and so annoyed the
women, and children, whereas the wom- judges by her persistency and wranan-physician is almost always restricted gling, that she was forbidden to practo women and children.
tise at all.
The law which excluded
Whether women will ever do as much, her w^as later construed as excluding
or as remarkable, work in this field as all women, and at the beginning of the
men, has but little to do with the ques- Christian era it was set forth in the
tion.
The law of supply and demand Roman law that it is not permitted
may be trusted here as elsewhere, and that women and slaves should hold ofif women doctors do not meet a real
fice."
The only reason alleged for
need they will die out. At present it women's exclusion was the shrewishas Dr.

is

Maudsley

says, the

certain that a definite

demand

for

ness of this Calphurnia.
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During the Middle Ages and in modwomen have not appeared in

ern times

Until the year
the courts as lawyers.
1833 the question of allowing them to

appear at the bar was not even raised in
Europe. In that year Signorina Lidia
Poet, having taken a course of study in
the office of her brother, an advocate
in Turin, applied for admission to the
bar of that city. In a lengthy opinion
the court denied her petition, alleging
as a reason the old argument that it
was not fitting or becoming to have
a woman take part in the animated

of criminals to justice.

The

In 1886 Madarhe M. Emilie Kempin,
a course of law in the Uni-

woman law^yer in
may be said to begin

history of the

the United States

discussions of the Forum.

who took

through the Law^ School of Michigan
University and was graduated in 1888.
She went home to the Sandwich Islands,
and upon presenting her license from
the Michigan court was admitted to the
bar and became her father's law partner.
Soon after her admission to the
bar, in March, 1889, she was tempoShe
rarily appointed sheriff of Hilo.
discharged the duties of the office for
three months, and was successful in
keeping order and bringing a number

w^ith the application of

A. Mansfield to the

Mrs. Arabella

Supreme Court

of

the Legislature,

Iowa, in 1869, for admission to the bar.
The statute specified that persons ap-

and, meeting with no success, decided

plying for admission to the bar must

Two

be " white male citizens " the Judge
remarked that as to a certain extent
words upon the statute-books implying

versity of Zurich

made

application

come

to

and received a degree,
to

United States.

to the

years afterward the question of admit-

women to the bar came up in Belgium, when Marie Popelin was graduated in Brussels and applied for admisThe courts decided
sion to the bar.
uniformly against her.
The only well - known w^oman who
has attempted to make her way before
ting

the French bar

is

Mile. Bilesco,

who

was graduated in Paris three years ago.
In England the question has not yet
been raised, no woman having applied
for admission to the bar, although there

are

several

women who do work

attorneys and solicitors.

as

The English

custom of separating the pleading in
court from the preparatory work of the
lawyer makes it possible for women to
carry on the latter part of the profession without formal admission to the
bar.

Woman has

thus been excluded in

modern Europe, and has not yet asked
for admission to the bar in England.

There remains but one country outUnited States where a wom-

side of the

an practices law. This is Haw^aii. Miss
Almeda Hitchcock, the daughter of a
lawyer in the Sandwich Islands, w^ent

;

masculine gender might be conwomen, he admitted
Although Mrs. Mansfield was the
her.
first woman to be admitted to the bar
of the country, there were other women who began the study of law about
the

strued to include

the same time or a

The

first law^

was that
St.

of

Louis.

little earlier.

school to admit

women

Washington University, in
Miss Phoebe Couzins was

applicant for admission to the
but a Miss Barkaloo, w^ho had
tried unsuccessfully to obtain admission
to the Columbia College Law School,
was admitted at the same time, and was
the first woman to be admitted to the
bar in Missouri. This was in 1870.
The first college of the country to
graduate a woman lawyer, for Miss
Barkaloo was not graduated, was Union
College of Law, in Chicago.
Mrs. Ada
H. Kepney was the first woman to
graduate from a law school and obtain
Althe degree of Bachelor of Laws.
though this was in 1870, she was not
admitted to the bar until two years
the

first

school

;

—
Women

at the Bar.

when an act was passed
which made her admission possible.
There are now more than a dozen law
schools that admit women, and probably
many others would admit them if they
were to apply.
afterward,

The

greatest

number

of

ton University Law School has also
graduated a number of women. The
three leading universities of the counHarvard, Yale, and Columbia
try
have so far refused to admit women.
The alleged reasons at Harvard was
that if women were admitted to the
Law School they must use the Law Library in connection with the men students, the force of which excuse is not
very clear.
At Yale a certain Miss Jordan was
admitted, and after going through the
course obtained a degree in 1887. The
next catalogue of Yale contained this
" It is to be undersignificant clause
stood that courses offered in this University are only open to the male sex,
unless otherwise specifically stated."
And the Dean of the Law School is
said to have remarked that the clause
was intended to prevent a repetition
of the Jordan incident.
Mrs. Myra Bradwell, the wife of
:

were admitted to the Supreme Court of
States, and many women
lawyers have already availed them-

the United
selves

of'

the privilege, several of

Some

being married women.

them

of the

among them Massachusetts,
York, and Illinois, found it necessary to send women to the Legislature
Various reasons
for an enabling act.
were assigned for this. Some of the
States,

women New

graduates from law schools hail from
Michigan U niversity, which has awarded
diplomas to more than thirty. The Bos-

—
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States had statutes similar to that of

Iowa, where the word

male

"

was used

describing the qualifications, and

in

was thought necessary

an

that

it

act

should be passed dropping the word
"

male

"

from the statute. Other statword voters " in them.

utes had the

was generally held that the act did
who were not voters, and that women might be admitted.
The disabilities of married women were
invoked as an obstacle. It was said,
It

not exclude people

for instance, that as a married

could not

make

a contract,

it

woman

was not

possible to admit her to the bar, be-

cause the practice of law requires the
making of binding contracts.
At present there are no less than one
hundred and twenty women lawyers
in America, but the number of those
who practise in the courts does not exceed tw^o score. Many women do not
practise at the bar, just as

who

many men

are graduated as lawyers go into

Judge James B. Bradwell, of Chicago, other professions or business, finding
was the first woman to ask admission their legal knowledge of value elseto the bar of Illinois.
She passed the where. There seems to be no particuexamination, but was refused upon the lar kind of work especially adopted by
ground that she was a married w^oman. women lawyers, but naturally they preThe matter was carried to the Supreme fer ofiice work. As a rule, women have
Court of Illinois, again rejected, and succeeded fairly well, and they have
then taken to the United States Su- been treated with much kindness by the
preme Court, where the case was ar- male members of the bar and the judges.
gued by Senator Carpenter, of WisconTwo women lawyers have published
sin.
In 1873 another adverse decision books in America. Mrs. Shay published
was rendered.
the " Students' Guide to Common Law
Twenty-three States now
admit Pleading," and Mrs. Sawtelle published
women to the bar. In 1879 an Act of
Law Made Easy," and " The Law of
Congress was passed whereby women Husband and Wife."
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have also delivered many
upon law and some of them

Women
lectures

have given regular instruction. Miss
Waugh, an Illinois lawyer, was for a
time professor of Commercial Law in a
business college in Rockford, 111. Lassel's Seminary, at Auburndale, Mass.,
was the first school in the country
give a

to

regular course

of

law to

auspices of the Woman's Legal
Educational Society.
In other States women seem to be
more eager to accept the privilege. In
Pennsylvania there is a law firm comthe

posed of a mother and four daughters,
actively engaged.
San Francisco
has a law club known as the " Portia,"
composed wholly of women, which
meets once a week in the law-office of
the Dean of the club, Mrs. Clara S.

all

Miss Mary A. Greene
delivered a course of lectures there on
Mrs. Foltz, owing to whose efforts women
"Business Law for Women."
Bradwell, already mentioned, edited for are now entitled to the privilege of ata long time the Legal News of Chicago, tending the Hastings College of Law.
.and Mrs. Waite edits the Chicago Law The members of the club do not intend
Times.
Mrs. Bradwell's daughter, her- to become lawyers, but wish to obtain
self a lawyer and the wife of a lawyer, legal lore enough to make them intellias well as the daughter of two law- gent guardians of their legal rights.
yers, has edited the last twelve volumes From time to time eminent lawyers
of the reports of the Appellate Court address the club, and women lawyers
Her father, Judge Brad- who visit the city are invited to lecture
of Illinois.
girl

students.

well, says

his
his

that while the reports bear

name, they are
daughter,

Mrs.

really the

Bessie

work

of

Bradwell

upon the rights

women

of

before the

courts.

J

Of course the same old

objections!^'

women

Helmer.
Four years ago a regular law course
for women was begun under the aus-

made

pices of the University of the City of

that they have not sufficient strength

New York, the only Eastern college
which has taken such a step. Last
year three women were graduated from
the University, and one of them has
been admitted to the bar of New

hard work involved, that as
women they may not be able
to give all their time to it, and that
their work will be subject to interruptions
also that the scandalous causes
frequently tried at the bar will prevent
many women from doing the work of
There is, however, enough
a man.
legal work free from exhaustive strain

York.

The law does not, however, seem to
number of women for,

attract a large

;

notwithstanding the facilities offered,
there are not now more than a dozen
women law students at the University,
counting all four classes.
But these
are serious students who expect to
take degrees, and probably to practise
law.

ly

There are at the University nearseventy young women who follow a
of law

given twice a
week to women who wish to make
themselves acquainted with legal matThese lectures are given under
ters.
series

lectures

in

the case of

doctors

and women clergymen are used with
regard to

women

lawyers.

It

is

said

for the

married

;

or from scandal, and requiring chie^
knowledge and accuracy.
Although women are welcomed by
several religious denominations as pastors, and have preached for large congregations, the theological colleges do
not as yet encourage women to enter

the

profession.

It

is

nearly

fifteen

woman was first settled
congregation in New York State,

years since a

over a
but the growth of the movement
slow.

is

—
Women

as Knights of the Quill.

Newspaper Work and Pay.

IX.

is one business in which
beginners are paid equal rates
with men, for almost all newspapers

viewed the woman reporter
succeed where the man fails.

Journalism

women

pay so much a column for the articles
they accept, and it makes no difference
whether a man or a woman is the
writer.

Another reason why women someplunge into reporting rather
than into teaching or art work, is that

times
it

requires virtually no apprenticeship.

Any

clever girl with an aptitude

for

the profession can report a lecture, a

meeting, or an interview, after a few
months' practice, and she will be well
paid for
the

it

ideas

if

the style

brightly

teacher must have

is

smooth and
forth.

set

years

The

of prepara-

and even stenography and typewriting require months of practice before a bare living can be made.
tion,

Whether the chronicling of gossip
and what is known as the Woman's
Page in the Sunday newspaper was the
cause or the effect of the appearance of

women

in newspaper offices, no one
seems to know. At all events, women
began to do regular reporting upon the
great daily newspapers about twenty
years ago, and now there are on the
regular newspaper staff's at least fifty

men, they have a club of
their own,
and if there are any
branches of reporting that woman cannot do, they are not ready to admit it.
In some departments women are naturally at home.
So long as the newspapers give elaborate accounts of social events, such as weddings, recep-

atically

as

tions, etc., a

woman

will

be needed.

All articles concerning fashions

and
household matters fall naturally into
the province of the woman writer, and
when noted women have to be inter-

will often

It is

frequently the trifling incidents

life

which, well told, obtain for a

in
girl

a favorable introduction to news-

life.
One day some years ago a
young woman who had come to New
York to try literature, meaning by that
poetry, magazine essays, and stories,
happened to witness an exciting encounter between a lady and a ruffian

paper

who had
friends

her dog.

stolen

was on her way
in

The

girl

to mail a letter to her

the

country,

confessing

and asking for money to return
home. Six months of New York had
convinced her that literature was a delusion.
As she joined the group around
the dog-thief and his victim, and lis-

failure

tened to the lady's graphic story of
the loss of the dog, which she now recognized, it occurred to this girl that
here was an incident that might at
least furnish matter for a story half a
column long. She walked home with
the woman and her dog, got all the particulars of the loss and recovery of
Fido, and two hours later, with fear
and trembling, she carried her tale to
the city editor of a big newspaper.
" Is this a fancy story or something
that happened ? " he asked, glancing at
the manuscript.
It happened
two hours ago, at
Fourth Avenue and Sixteenth Street,

in New York City alone who
make a living by writing for the press.
They go about their work as system- and

women
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all

the

names are correctly given,"

answered the

girl.

" We'll try to use

it

to-morrow."

Instead of mailing her piteous confession

of failure the girl waited

the next day, and at

till

dawn bought a
Her dog story

copy of the paper.
made nearly a column. She had told
it in as amusing a way as she knew
how, and the dreaded blue-pencil,
which sub-editors use to
cut down"
articles, had scarcely been used. Much
elated, she called on her friend the city
editor and told him she should like

—
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more work

For the next
one paper
alone nearly five hundred dollars
enough to pay her board and enough
more from other sources to dress herself and put a little by.
Thus began a connection with daily
journalism that lasted ten years. During the first years the work was often hard and frequently discouraging.
After a whole day's tramping, and perhaps another day's hard writing, the
result in print was not sufficient to pay
for the car-fares expended.
This, however, was only so long as the young
reporter wrote as an outsider.
When
of the kind.

year she earned on

that

—

became recognized

she

a

as

meets with insult, even in such newspaper work as that, it is usually due to

own want of sense or tact.
The danger from cold and exposure

her
,

.

greater than from insult.

is

uncommon
feet

nizing her ability to find out the interesting feature of any event and tell
the story effectively.

When

an assignment or regular order is given to a
reporter, the newspaper pays for the
time occupied in the work, should the
results in type not be sufficient.
The
rate of pay for ordinary reporting on
the New York papers is from six to
eight dollars a column, or if time is
charged, half a dollar an hour.
When a girl begins to earn more than
thirty dollars a week " on space," as
payment by length of article is called,
she is usually put on the salary list at
from twenty dollars to twenty-five dol-

and upon the whole a salary

lars,

preferred, because

assignment
to

write

regular

day's

finished, she has often time

for

papers, in

the

is

magazines or for other

this

way increasing her

in-

or food.

night.

The disappointments are many. The
reporter may sometimes wait

regular

in cold

the

home

And, unlike a man, she cannot take refThe more imuge in hot whiskey.
portant and arduous the work, the
sooner must it be done, and women as
well as men, in newspaper life, must
learn to ignore regular hours by day or

gave her regular assignments, recog-

staff,

not

and damp clothes to write for hours

before she can think of

woman

of the

It is

reporter to re-

turn to her newspaper office with soaked

city editor

member

woman

for a

reception-rooms for hours and
then have the information she seeks
curtly refused.
She may work for a

week

yes

to get a

or a " no " to an

"

important question, and then not get
it.
She must be prepared for the slights

and

When

slurs of ill-bred people.

has done her best

she

discouraging to
find that the city editor discards her
work for reasons which she is unable

fathom

to

and

;

it

is

it

is

almost equally

disturbing to be praised for work which
she knows is bad and careless.

What newspaper men term
find

the "

news

something that some women
hard to acquire, and many never

instinct "

is

acquire at

It

all.

consists simply in

among the
may come to
a reporter's knowledge such as may
have value and interest as news. The
distinguishing rapidly from

events or happenings that

"

news

" quality is

always paramount

in

come.

the city editor's eyes.

The work is often unpleasant for
woman, but it is not dangerous, as
some people imagine. Women report-

sent to give an account of a small ex-

ers have written

There was some delay

a

hundreds of

articles

within the last ten years describing the
painful and criminal sides of New York
life,

ence,

and, judging from
it

may

their

be said that

if

a

One day
hibition

a

of

woman, Miss

pictures

at

a
in

A

,

was

club-house.

getting into

the gallery, owing, as she was incidentally

told,

to

experi-

known

citizen

woman

riously

ill

the

absence of a well-

who had been taken

se-

while arranging the pictures

r

The ''News Instinct

Our young woman reporter thought no more of the matter,
but went on making up her Uttle acthat morning.

count of the pictures. After an hour's
work another woman reporter, Miss
arrived, and to her Miss A
Bmentioned the illness of the club member
The new
in excuse for her slow work.
woman said nothing, but in half an
hour she was on the way to that man's
house she found that it was a case of
apoplexy she interviewed the doctors
she hunted up some members of the
club and obtained accounts of the illness and materials for a good obituary.
The next day her paper had a column
account of the dangerous illness of the
well-know^n man, and it was the only
paper that contained the news. As to
the picture show, no paper printed more
than ten lines about it.
When Miss
A
saw the paper she learned one
more lesson as to the value of news.
All newspapers are willing to pay
well for exclusive news, or " beats," as
they are called in the slang of the business, and no reporter's work is such
that he may not at any moment hear
news that has not reached the news,

;

;

papers.

The

;

"
trained reporter " smells

news, and often a casual word or a hint
leads him to important discoveries.
This is a faculty which few women in
the business seem to possess
they are
apt to waste time on comparatively unimportant matters. Another instance
will suffice.
A woman reporter was
sent to see a leader of the fashionable
world to get an account of the gowns
to be worn at a big ball.
" I don't know anything about Mrs.
A
's costume," said the lady, " because since her husband lost one hundred thousand dollars last month in a
;

railroad speculation with

my husband

we do not speak."
The ball lost all interest for the reporter, who hurried down to the office
with news that gave a clew to some

S7

strange happenings in the Stock Market
that had been puzzling Wall Street for
fortnigjiit.
Half a dozen reporters
were despatched on the trail, and the
result was a whole page of Wall Street
news of absorbing interest to financial
men. No one outside of that office

a

knew

for

months how the reporters got

track of the matter.

porter received

The woman

re-

three dollars for her

account of the gowns at the Patriarchs'
Ball, and a check for one hundred dollars for her Wall Street " tip."
According to one woman who has
seen newspaper reporting in all its
phases, a woman, in order to succeed,
as she expresses it, " take
refuge behind her petticoats." If the

must never,

editor wants certain

work done, and be-

woman can do it,
no excuses should be offered upon the
ground of sex.
One day news came to a great New
York daily that Sarah Bernhardt would
lieves that a certain

arrive that

afternoon

in

Philadelphia

and perform at a certain theatre. The
famous actress had just returned from
a tour in South America and was supposed to have an interesting story to
tell.
It happened that no man in the
newspaper office could speak French,
and Bernhardt speaks no English.
But there was a w^oman on the staff,
a young girl of twenty-two, who knew
French, and the order went to her
:

Go

to Philadelphia, find Sarah

Bernhardt, and write four columns about her

South-American

A

trip."

who lacked

the newspaper inwould have been dismayed. To
go alone to a strange city one hundred
miles away, to hunt around theatres
until she found an actress she had never seen, and then get out of her an interview four columns long
that was a
good job for a man, but queer work for
a refined girl of twenty-two.
But the
girl

stinct

—

reporter in question simply said, " Yes."

She reached Philadelphia at seven
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o'clock,

found Bernhardt at the thea-

talked to her between the acts, was
invited to sup with her after the play,
tre,

and did

so,

taking copious notes during

the meal, took a train at three o'clock
in

morning back

the

New

to

York,

began to write her interview at eight
and had it done at four o'clock

o'clock,

that afternoon

—

in

four hours after

been given to

The

than twentyassignment had

less

the

her.

happened to take the
public's fancy.
It was copied from one
end of the country to the other and
brought the young woman reporter
fame, and, what was better, work from
all sides.
In the same line of readiness
to accept any duty asked of a man may
be cited Miss Bisland's start on her
famous trip around the world. She w^as
asked at eleven o'clock in the morning
to take a trip around the world, and she
article

started at six that evening.

One
ists of

of the foremost

women

journal-

the last ten years has frequent-

ly insisted

that the chief essentials to a

newspaper woman are good health and
strong nerves. Newspaper life is commonly conceded to be one of the most
exhausting a man can go into.
Its
tax upon a woman is evident.
The
chief part of the work is done at night,
until nightwork becomes a bad sort of
second nature, and the old man is
rather a curiosity upon the active staff
a daily newspaper.
Women are
spared some of the hardships of the
life, but certain evils remain.
of

One woman

journalist says that

it

to know that every
expected to produce a better
article than the one she wrote yesterday.
There is no such thing as routine

makes her nervous

day she

in

the

work

is

highest

and best

— there must

class

of the

be a constant effort
to do something not only better than
you have done before, but better than
any other newspaper has done.

The mere

physical exertion of long

hours when some important piece of
work has to be done soon tells upon
a woman's strength, and the list of
breakdowns among newspaper women
is

almost as long as the

of work-

list

ers.

Too many

come

girls

New York

to

expecting to make a living at once, and
are starved out.
One woman of wide

acquaintance

among newspaper work-

ers says that

no

should go to any

girl

large city, expecting to get into jour-

nalism, unless she has

months

live for six

must not expect

money enough to
And she

at least.

to attain

a salaried

position until she has had at least four
years' experience in the work.

Women
much

new^spaper work are paid

in

men

for the same sort of
measured by quantity, but
when it comes to salaries, men receive
more because they can do some things
physically beyond a woman's power.
Another reason why the managing
editors of newspapers look w^th less
favor upon women as assistants is that

as

material,

as

if

after an apprenticeship of

are

likely

years they

get married just when

to

most valuable.
The most successful women reporters
are those who do not consider any part
of the newspaper field as out of their
sphere by reason of sex. The woman

who because

she

is

herself to fashions,

a

woman

confines

and weddings, and

woman's doings never gets very

The broader the field
her. The salaries given
reporters are small

twenty dollars a

far.

the better for
to

most women

— seldom more than
week — because too

often they are not equipped for work

outside of a narrow range.
desirable that

women

It

is

not

should do night-

work

as a regular thing, and for that
reason they are at a disadvantage in
morning journalism. Aside from that,
they can do anything that men can do.

The

best cattle and stock reporter

New York

for

many

in

years was Miss

—
Tlie

Village Dress-maker.

Morgan, who tramped around the stockin men's boots.
It rnust be said also that journahsm
offers a steady income as compared
with any other literary employment.
The business of magazine-writing and
book-writing furnishes a good living to
but one woman in a thousand who tries
it.
The magazine field is especially
limited.
The Sunday newspapers of
New York alone publish more articles of
a miscellaneous character in one issue
than all the magazines of the country
in a month. The demand for newspaper
material is thus constant, and the quantity needed is such that editors cannot
yards

be over-particular as to quality.
A few newspaper women have become
quite well known as magazine contributors, but their real income has been
drawn from the newspapers. One woman,

who

for several years

before she

married and left the business, earned
five thousand dollars a year, received
four thousand of this sum from newspapers and one thousand from maga-

The women

zines.

editors of a few

periodicals devoted to

women

are said

more than five thousand a year, but as there are not half a
dozen such posts in the country, it is
not worth while talking about them.
The rank and file of the newspaper
women may consider themselves fortuto be paid even

nate

they earn fifteen hundred dollars

if

a year by

work which, though hard,

not unpleasant.

Should a

is

woman have

newspaper
and the varied views of life
sure to get as a reporter will be

especial literary talents, the

training

she

is

of inestimable value to her after she

has been graduated to more dignified
work.

X.

Dress-making, Millinery, and
Plain Sewing.

The

business of dress-making and

millinery seems to be one in which a
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comparatively few persons make all the
money, while the rank and file do most
At least such is the case
of the work.
with regard to this industry

in

large

cities.

towns and villages it is
and the village dress-maker
an institution in herself, and fresmall

In

different,
is

person who has attained
importance in the community.
The familiar type of the village
dress-maker, who carries the gossip of
the place from house to house, portioning out her time between the different well-to-do villagers in need of her
quently a
to

no

little

and acting as the arbiter of
and fashion in the community, has
by no means disappeared and perhaps
services,

taste

;

it

is

just as well to

say that in the

smaller villages and towns the person

who devotes
will

herself to dress-making

probably find

her activity.

the best field

The expenses

for

of

busi-

ness in a large city, and the constant
risk of

bad debts, make the
dress -makers

fashionable

life

far

most
from a

of

bed of roses.
There is a common impression to the
effect that all fashionable dress-makers
and milliners accumulate fortunes, but
as a matter of fact it is said by those in
the business that the fortunes

made

in

dress-making in New York City in the
last twenty years may be counted on
It is true that
the fingers of one hand.
some women have succeeded exceedingly well, one fashionable dress-maker
having invested a large amount of

money in real estate in New York City
and Long Branch, and thereby more
than tripled her earnings the fortune
of this dress-maker was recently estimated at nearly a million dollars, but
probably not more than a quarter of
this sum was due to the dress -making
business she carried on for nearly
;

twenty-five years.

Very much the same may be

said as

to the business of millinery shSps.

It
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is

notorious that the cost of the raw

In

most

of

the shops work begins

and
hours until
eleven or twelve at night in the height
of the busy season.
The wages vary

material which enters into a bonnet or

at eight o'clock, or

absurdly out of proportion to the
price asked for the finished article in

lasts

hat

is

fashionable shops

;

and yet very few

A

milliners

grow

rich, or

acquiring enough
from the business.

The

Millinery Class at

Armour

even succeed in
to withdraw

money

chief troubles of the trade, ac-

cording to one of the best milliners
of New York, are bad debts and the
impossibility of disposing of materials
which have become a trifle out of fashion.

The

business, like that of fashion-

tailors, is one largely run upon
long credits some of the best customers of the leading milliners of New York
allow their bills to run from two to
three years, and, of course, in some instances such bills are never paid. Yet,

able

;

from the peculiarities of the business,
fashionable milliners and dress-makers,
as well as tailors, cannot afford to press
their customers too hard for money, or
to take the debt into the courts, unless
the

sum

is

exceedingly large.

They

are afraid of having, or acquiring, the

reputation of harsh dealing, and prefer
to lose the

money

rather than appear in

The rank and

workers for
milliners and dress-makers do not have
an over-easy or over-pleasant life, according to the stories told by themselves.

Institute,

file

earlier,

Chicago.

from three dollars a week, paid to

who

some

girls

but are not yet
competent workers, to twelve and fifteen dollars a week for expert workwomen, who must, however, be competent to take charge of a number of
are of

use,

hands.
Estimating

by the returns made
from a number of shops, it is safe to
say that the average working dressmaker, who has a place in a good shop,
does not earn more than eight dollars
Moreover, there are slack
a week.
seasons when the force of the shop is
cut down sometimes to one-quarter of
the number usually employed, and then
dress-maker has to look for still
cheaper grades of sewing, such as shirtmaking and sewing upon clothing for
Many women
the wholesale houses.
who have the necessary knowledge and
taste for dress-making say that they are
driven to this cheaper grade of work
every summer for several months, and

the

are glad to get

court.

even

until six, with extra

As a

of the

it.

rule, the provision

best dress-makers in large

made by
cities,

the

such

New York, for the comfort of their
employees and sewing-women is ample,
and no such fault is to be found as in

as

Competition and Starvation Wages.
the case of factory work upon shirts or

Very few dress-makers in New
York employ more than sixty hands
upon the average, and the rooms are
usually well ventilated and well lighted.
One woman, who has been sewing for
clothes.

such a firm for ten years, states that
were it not for the annual lack of work,
when three-quarters of the hands are
discharged, dress-makers and milliners
have a pleasanter time of it in New
York City than shop girls. But there
is the constant fear present to many
such workers that they may be displaced by younger women, with better
eyesight, who can do finer work. Much
of the best work is still hand-work, and

workwoman whose

the

eyesight

fails

Improved methods of manufacture
and cheap sewing - machines seem to
have brought no relief to this army
rather the contrary.
of workers
It
that one can find among
is seldom
this class a woman who makes more
than three hundred dollars the year
through, even by the hardest and most
persistent toil.
She probably works
from seven in the morning until nine
at night, with two hours taken out for

—

meals, or twelve hours' steady labor

;

she has to pay for her machine and for
her thread, and the net profit of the
labor at the end of the

ered satisfactory
five to

if

week

is

consid-

she receives from

Thousands

six dollars.

of in-

stances are cited in which the results
are even less satisfactory, but in such

her has to take to the machine.

When we come

6

rough sewing and
machine work, very few women succeed
in making more than six or seven dollars a week, all of the work being piecework and much of it being done in the
to

cases

it

is

often the fault of the work-

woman, and there would be suffering
for the same person in any line of industry.

The

greatest cause of the depression

they are thus able to employ five times
as many people as they could accom-

wages among the sewing-women of
large cities is, of course, the fierce competition encouraged by manufacturers.
If such competition came only from
city workers in the tenements, it would
be bad enough but the women who
make clothing and underclothes are

modate.

subject to the competition of the coun-

homes

of the workers.

The

large whole-

manufacturers of men's clothing,
and women's underclothing find
more profitable to have the work

sale

shirts,
it

done outside of

Year

women
stantly

that

all

en

at

own

buildings, as

year the price paid to
for such sewing has been conafter

upon the decrease. The fact
underwear can be bought moi e

cheaply than
it

their

it

is

possible

home, shows how

who do

little

to

the

the w^ork are paid

make
womfor

it.

not worth while going into the
prices paid for different garments, or to
give the figures received for piece-work
the story has
at the different shops
been told over and over again in the
newspapers, and it is unfortunately too
true that New York has about twentytwo thousand women whose life is one
long echo of Hood's " Song of the
It is

;

Shirt."

of

;

try districts,

prices
point.

and

this

is

what forces

down so near to the starvation
Hundreds of large wholesale

firms send out every
of clothing, cut out

week wagon-loads
and basted, to be

distributed throughout the farming districts of

The

New York and New

England.

farmers' wives and daughters get

little for the work, the average
payment, according to one estimate,
being at the rate of four cents an hour.
But the work is done at odd moments,
or in the evenings it is brought to the
farm-house by the manufacturer's wagon, and every few weeks the man comes
around to collect the finished garments
and leave more material. Even at four

very

;
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The shops

cents an hour, the farmer's daughters

can afford to sew for the city manufacturer, and count themselves fortunate
if

their winter's

work brings them

in

from thirty to fifty dollars. In many
districts where food and fuel are plenty
and the people live comfortably, there
IS an extreme scarcity of money, and
this is one means by which the farmer's
women-folk get the few dollars wiiich
they absolutely need for things not produced in the neighborhood. There are
thousands and thousands of farm-houses
where such work is done in the winter
in competition with the wretched people of the city tenements, and so long
as the system continues, there is small
hope of larger earnings for those who
do rough sewing.
The ambition of most women who
enter the workshops of fashionable
dress-makers and milliners is naturally
to establish a business of their own,
and there are nearly four hundred
dress-makers in New York City who do
w^ork in their own flats and employ
from two to ten assistants. Such dressmakers do not make fortunes, but they
appear to make a comfortable living
they are not haunted, as a rule, by bad
debts, for their customers are among
the people who pay as they go, and they
are not brought into competition with
the army of women, both city and country, who sew for the wholesale houses.
In the same way there are many
small milliners, chiefly upon the cheaper avenues, who appear to make a very
modest but sufficient income, so that if
a woman has some business capacity as
well as taste, the field of dress-making
and millinery is not necessarily one of
drudgery or starvation. The apprenticeship is, however, a hard one, and
most girls who have homes in the country will do well to make their business
where they are, rather than risk the
troubles and possible dangers of life in
;

a large city.

of

naturally attract an

women from

army

the country to large

and New^ York is
employment to sixty thousand shop-girls and women. The life
is, at best, one of long hours and small
every year,

cities

said to give

pay, very few saleswomen, even in the

best

New York

than

six dollars a

A number

shops, receiving

of

influential

women have worked
way

in the

men and

for years to bet-

ter the condition of the
girls,

more

week.

New York

shop-

of seats behind the

counters, easier hours, improved ventilation

and sanitary arrangements.

The

WJiite List is a publication widely cir-

culated by one such association, which

contains the names of shops where em-

ployees

humanely

are

treated.

The

members

of the

far as

convenient, to deal only with

it is

association agree, so

the shops found in this

list.

The law compelling shop-keepers

to

provide at least one seat for every six
shop - girls, was due to the efforts of

such a society, and
exist for the

an attempt

is

are enforced.
ly

discovered.

now

that

some laws

protection of shop-girls

made

to see that they

Yiolations are frequentIn one large shop where

the law has been obeyed to the extent

one seat required for
every six girls, a fine was imposed upon
any girl found sitting on it
The scope of these papers does not
include a detailed account of all the industries in which women are employed,
but only of such employments as may
attract women of some intelligence and
education.
Nevertheless it may be
well to repeat, concerning the hundreds of trades and industries in which
thousands of untrained women enter
from domestic service and factory
work to shop service that nine-tenths
of those who come from country homes
of putting in the

!

—

—

in New York or any other
would have done far better
every way, even financially, to have

to get

work

large city,
in

—
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Before the Footlights.
remained in their homes. The loss of
home comforts and influence is not to
be made up by a few more dollars a
month, and in countless cases even
this return for a dreary homeless life
fails.

The

of

life

work

the

woman who

-

comes from the country to a great city,
and is driven to cheap boarding-houses
or lodging-houses, is one of the most
forlorn that can be imagined.

within

sight

of

She

is

luxury and

the

all

Information will therefore be
pages.
given as to what kind of a woman is
warranted in trying stage-work, what

money rewards
reasonably expect, what she

she must know, what
she

may

should avoid, and what

pitfalls to

ners and morals

the

in

lie

who wants to act.
By some experts

man-

way

of the

is

placed

girl

on the

first

stage

cessful

health

of essentials for a suc-

list

Others declare

career.

temperament

that an artistic

—

other

in

amusements of the rich, and yet unable
as compared to the
to share in them

words, extraordinary sensibility, imagination, glow
is even more important,

simple, plentiful fare of the farm-house,

because sometimes

she starves upon tea and rolls in order

means

;

to

compete

who

girl

in finery

home and can put all
upon her back.
The

lives at

earnings

her

with the work-

country girl who goes to a great city to
work, has not only to compete with
the country workers at four cents an
hour,

her trade

if

is

sewing, as already

described, but no matter

what her oc-

cupation, she must compete with the
city

girls

often

takes to

XI.

who have homes and can

work for less than it
keep body and soul together.

afford to

— The

The Actress

Stage.

—

—

a

may

woman by no

through a
long season by sheer nervous force and
Good health, howstrength of will.
ever, means nervous force or magnetism, a species of animal enthusiasm
robust,

pronounced

to

Nevertheless,

a

sufficiently

tagious.

carry

become conweakly

girl

should be discouraged from the stage.

At best the life
must remain so

a wearing one, and

is

as long as the system

towns
where the company gives but one performance) remains in force. It means
constant travel, life in poor hotels, and
exposure to dangerous changes of temperature, from the over-heated railroadof one-night stands (stopping at

car to the under-heated theatre or hotel

Stage-work.

bedroom.
In talking about the stage as a profession for women, a well-known actress once said that her advice to young

who wanted

happens that a theatrical
travel all day in order
to reach a town in time for the next
performance. For weeks the life will
often

It

company must

was that
marry
"Don't." But the fact that more girls
turn to the stage every year as a means
of earning a living, makes it important

ply, railroad.

to give trustworthy information as to

man.

people
of

Punch

to

act,

to those about

to

the exact requirements of this profession, about which there seems to be
a glamour as deceptive as it is danger-

ous.

The

sand

women

fact, also,

in the

some two thouUnited States now

that

upon the stage, entitles
the question to consideration in thes3
find a living

consist of railroad, hotel, theatre
road, hotel, theatre, and so on.

;

On

rail-

Sun-

day, the record will probably read simIt

is

hard even upon a

be upon a woman ?
No matter what her fatigue, she will
be expected to play her best. She may
have to wear a low-cut gown with arc-

What must

it

blowing across the stage, or
to stifle in heavy dresses
with the thermometer above 100° F.
tic blasts

she

may have

One

well

known

actress said that she

—
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once played in Fresno, California, when
the mercury marked 1 15° F. and as the
play was Bartley Campbell's " Siberia,"
she had to wear furs all the evening.
;

unflagging

It requires

spirits,

other-

wise no end of health, to stand the hard-

One who

ships of the travelling player.

much

upon the
" road," says that she has often tramped
from her hotel to the railway-station
has seen

of

this

at four o'clock in the

life

morning, with the

snow three inches deep. Sometimes
the cars would be as cold as an ice-box,
Once
at others too hot for breathing.
this

woman

travelled from five in the

morning until seven o'clock at night,
with no more nourishment than crackers

and water

at half-past seven she

;

had to play a light-hearted daughter
Here was irony of
Apple-pie and doughnuts
fate, indeed
of a millionnaire.
!

constitute
If

many

a breakfast in this

the stage, here

is

a

list

is

of the qualifica-

tions for success compiled

pert

life.

a girl decides that her vocation

by an ex-

capacity for taking pains.

An

absolute and undisputed devotion

to the theatre.

An unwedded life.
An ability to distinguish

strong physique.
An unimpaired digestion.

A

readiness to profit thereby.

Some genius

quickness at seizing opportunities.
An adeptness at making herself nec-

essary.

A well-defined specialty.
A good memory.
Good

luck.

Quick study.
Talent.

Should the aspirant for stage honors
go through this list and not be dismayed, it may be said that something
else is yet needed if she expects to get
from the stage more than she loses
namely, the power of preserving her
own identity and self-respect. There
are

many

face.

carrying voice.

A

lack of real feeling.

why

reasons

lose mental

and moral

woman may

a

fibre in this pro-

Its associations are often

Many

of the girls

not

who go

upon the stage begin young, often
without much education, and at a time
when their character is still unformed,
and they are most easily led by flattery, love of ease, and display
they are
removed from family influence to be

Strong features.

A

at advertising.

A

of the best.

slender figure.

marked

criticism

from abuse or fulsome gush.

fession.

:

A
A
A

A

;

An abundance of pretended
Much magnetism.

feeling.

thrown into the company of men and

women

Great fascination of manner.

to

whom

nothing

is

sacred.

There are excellent people upon the

Purity of speech.
Elocution to a degree.
A general knowledge of history.
A good general education.
A general knowledge of costuming.

stage, but, as in every business, there

A

her fate to
every night before
the footlights by a man whom she abhors and detests.
Night after night
she may have to mimic the holiest and
most sacred emotions before a crowd
of perhaps vulgar and coarse-minded
people, making sport of her own acts

practical

knowledge

in dress.

An

artistic

knowledge

of

also

peculiar
girl

black sheep, and, under the

exactions

who goes

of the effects

Considerable business faculty.
Unflagging industry.
Undaunted ambition.
utter lack of sensitiveness.

of

stage-work the

into a theatrical

pany must see more or

economy person in it.
be made love

of distance.

An

are

It

to

may be

less

com-

of every

Character and Stage-life.

and words when the curtain is down,
but doing her best to make them seem
real while

up.

it is

any reputable company. It will depend upon herself. But it requires tact
and wisdom. She need not be called
by her first name by every Tom, Dick,
and Harry in the company she need
not share in the petty scandals and
squabbles of the organization. But she
must be called by her first name for
the moment, and treated with familiarity on the stage, by every actor who
in

;

plays with her.

woman may,

morals go, a

far as

of course, remain untainted

upon the
depends upon herself. When
it comes to manners, the best authorities have confessed that the girls who
stage.

It

can resist the Bohemian influence of
so few as to be scarcely
worth mentioning. No matter how restage-life are

fined

and quiet a

girl

enters this feverish

leave

its

may be when

life,

marks upon

she

the stage will

her.

Insensibly

she will contract some of the free and

easy manners of
three sexes
ers,

—

A

famous
were
men, women, and play-

Frenchman once

the

life.

said that there

meaning that people

lost their in-

dividuality in this profession.

stant intimate association of

women on

The conmen and

the stage, the constant play-

ing of the

emotions, the mockery of

;

sometimes they may have per-

sonal beauty of so rare a quality that
it

not possible that this constant
playing with the emotions does no
harm. A girl may keep her self-respect
It is

So

agers
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suffices

;

may

again, there

be pecul-

iar fitness for a particular line of char-

acter.

One

instance

is

cited in which

young woman of very modest equipment was sent to the front because of
an infectious laugh which seemed to
a

please the public.

Suppose a

girl

succeeds

getting a

in

What

small place upon the stage.

is

she warranted in expecting at the close
of a year or

two of hard work

ing the average of the girls

?

Tak-

who

are

graduated every year from our dramatic schools, their pay for the first two
years upon the stage is not likely to
exceed thirty-five dollars a week, and
unless a woman shows a peculiar aptitude it is not likely to rise above that
figure in later years.
There are hundreds of hard-working women of some
ambition and intelligence who never
receive more than twenty-five dollars.
Stage salaries are deceptive. Do not
imagine that an engagement of thirty
dollars a week means one thousand five
hundred dollars a year. The theatrical season is supposed to last about
forty weeks, but as a fact it is more
apt to be thirty, and there is also the
possibility of a closing at any time,
when it is hard to find anything else to
do before the next season begins. The
expenses to which an actress is subject
are larger than in other businesses for

women.

It will cost

her at least fifteen

week to live decently when
the most sensitive nature.
Then she will be expected
travelling.
There is probably no profession in to spend from one hundred dollars to
which the woman of refinement and one hundred and fifty dollars upon her

love that goes on, end by dulling even

dollars a

meets with greater disappointment than in stage-life. She will
so often find that notoriety counts for
more than merit.
Theatrical stars,

costumes, so that in the end the income dwindles down to what a clever
girl may make in almost any other

sensibility

especially

women, are

so frequently the

business.

The

great attraction

is

creatures of circumstance.

are

makes them

than in ordinary business
soubrette who makes a hit

Notoriety
of one kind or another, even scandal,
profitable

to their

man-

possibilities

of

far

that

greater

there

gain

The
may jump
life.

—
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from thirty dollars to one hundred and
This is the willdollars a week.

fifty

Women.

petent critics that acting and intelligence have but little in common. The

It power to picture emotion may exist witho'-the-wisp that leads so many on.
must also be remembered that the ef- out the appreciation of that emotion or
fective years of a woman's life upon the the power to analyze it. Nevertheless,
putting aside
stage are between twenty and thirty-five. success on the stage is
the question of great fame or fortune
If she is to make fame and fortune, she
usually won by the same qualities
must do it before she is thirty, or never.
A common misapprehension under that make success elsewhere, namely,
which young women labor as to the industry, patience, and sincerity. There
stage, is that its life is one of ease and are exceptional temptations to a girl to
pleasure.
On the contrary, it means fritter away her time. That is one of
hard work, and not only that, it means the dangers of the profession. A womextraordinary deprivations in many re- an who wants to keep above the petty
The play-goer can scarcely atmosphere of the green-room, its gosspects.
realize what the actress loses in this sip and jealousies, can do so only by
way. In the popular mind she is always the exercise of eternal vigilance.

—

—

a creature of bright surroundings, wear-

ing the same gay smile and the same
fine clothes.

ness

is

But behind

this bright-

the machinery, the constant re-

hearsal,

and the

study, study,

if

unremitting

she expects to

study,

rise.

young women consider what

it

Do

means

to act in sickness as well as in health,

to smile

and caper, or storm and strug-

when every nerve is throbbing with
pain ? Yet every pang must be hidden.
gle,

—

Audiences are hard taskmasters they
pay not to pity but to applaud.
The actress belongs to a class apart.
It is one of the penalties she has to pay
for such success as may be won in this

More serious than the
hard work, the long hours, and the excitement, is this deprivation of social
life.
An actress constantly employed
can really have no social life she can
never dine with other people, can never spend an evening with friends, can
never see a play or hear a concert.
At the end of several years of hard
profession.

;

work the actress may find that her
time has been wholly thrown away, and
that this irregular, Bohemian life has

after reading these pages, a girl
convinced that stage life is the vocation for her, the best thing she can do
is to enter some dramatic school of
good repute. In two years at such a
school she can learn more of the rudiments of dramatic art than she can
pick up in five years on the stage. The
faculty in dramatic schools of good repute is made up of professional actors.
The pupils have daily lessons in pantomime, elocution, fencing, singing, dancing, take part in plays, hear lectures
upon the history and traditions of theIf,

is

atrical art,

the stage

and upon the literature
all under the direction

—

of
of

men and women who have made the
life study.
The course of

stage their

such schools

is usually two years, the
engaged from morning until night, from October to June.
The
average cost of tuition is two hundred
dollars for the first year and three hun-

pupil being

dred for the second.
No reputable
dramatic school guarantees to find positions for its graduates.

XII.

Miscellaneous Occupations.

unfitted her for anything else.

Education and intelligence are not
one to rise in this
business. It is even held by some comsufficient to enable

Aside from the familiar professions
and industries in which women find a
living

there

are

many

occupations,

special Vocations.

growing more and more numerous every year, not familiar to the public, and
yet by which thousands of women are
enabled to support themselves.
In many industries of this kind a certain degree of technical knowledge and
originality are often necessary, but it is
just

these requisites which

make

the
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prepared to pay for

it

at the rate

of

sixty-five cents a pint for broths, sev-

enty-five cents a pint for soups,

from

cepts to sixty-five cents per half-

fifty

pint for jellies, and from fifty cents to

four

for

good demand

a

is

quart

a

dollars

There

made bread

beverages.
for

home-

at twenty-five cents a loaf,

business worth pursuing, for they keep

and

for chicken sandwiches at twenty-

out disastrous competition.

five

cents each.

kept

For instance, one w^oman
of

made

in

New York

a business for several years

supplying delicacies for the

sick

which cannot be obtained in ordinary
houses or restaurants. She rented two
little
rooms where she began work,
sending out circulars to all the persons
she knew, and from the very first the
enterprise grew and succeeded.
It is
a lady's occupation, inasmuch as it implies good taste and delicacy.
The
institution

is

known

as

the

pint of soup.

In the

first

dust-proof glass case.

The owner of the business found last
many people who came to her

year that

for invalids' food also inquired for experienced nurses, and she added a sort

of

club to

nurses'

her business,

members doing some
the

Home Bureau

the

work

of the

of

while waiting for calls

to sick people.

LECTURE RECITALS.

Home

Bureau^ and beyond the prettily furnished office, with its desks, easychairs, rugs, and hangings, may be seen
a model kitchen and some pantries and
packing-rooms full of goods ready for
delivery.
In the kitchen are two large
gas-ranges, each suitable for cooking
anything, from a batch of bread to a

in a

and bottles
and beverages
scoured and then
jars

jellies,

are sent out are

DELICACIES.

has

The

which broths,

in

The

fact that

New York

in

many music

teachers

City have in recent years

made money by giving what
as lecture recitals

are

— lectures

known

upon any

musical subject, varied by illustrations
upon the piano by the lecturer, has al-

many of the best
now employ women

ready been noted, and
schools for girls
lecturers

upon other subjects than mu-

sic.

morning certain things, like
and chicken broths, are

LECTURES ON HISTORY.

beef, mutton,

prepared in quantities sufficient to last
through the day, after which the ranges
are used for the preparation of special
dishes

made

to order, including nearly

A young
known
ly

clever

come

college

student of history, has be-

quite a well-known and popular

upon

a score of other broths and beverages,

lecturer

ranging from oatmeal caudle with wine
to flax-seed lemonade, jellies, and anything else an imaginative physician or
capricious invalid may suggest.
Or-

ing recently a

ders are

filled for

places as far off as

Lakew^ood and Newport.
The persons who patronize this establishment get the very best and are

a class of
en.

woman, who was

a few years ago as an especial-

historical subjects, giv-

course of lectures to

more than two hundred wom-

As no

single

tickets were

for this course, the receipts

sold

were at
and this

least one thousand dollars,
was but one course of several lectures
delivered by the same woman, who was

invited to deliver

many

single lectures

Occupations for Women.
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upon special topics before
and women's clubs.

girls'

schools

LECTURES ON BOTANY.
Lectures upon botany have also
proved to be popular among schools,
and two New York women have made
large incomes by preparing such lectures with elaborate stereopticon

about the plants they contain, and prove
to be far more interesting to the students than any pictures. There seems
to be no reason why such work should
not be done upon a large scale and become of great value in the study of
botany.

FLOWERS, FRUIT, AND POULTRY.

illus-

Another occupation which women

trations.

ing in the country

SEA -WEEDS.

to consider

A
inof

of

mak-

a livino^ has been tested bv a

wom-

still

more unusual way

who, not many years ago, went
to the Pacific coast, exhausted by the
She knew
of school-teachin.g.
l abors

an,

that her next occupation,

if

she ever

Poultry

-

became interested
found at Monterey Bay a splendid

and

for collecting

marine

'algce

field

(sea-weeds).

Her first collection, to which she devoted several years, is valued at five thousand dollars and when it is disposed
of, the woman in question propcrses to
make another for the Paris Exhibition
;

of 1900.

Several young

women

inter-

ested in the subject are working under

her direction, preparing a collection of
sea-weeds for the Leland Stanford Uni-

Miss Westfall is an enthusiast
on the subject, and has often spent an
entire day in mounting a single specimen she has gone many a morning at
four o'clock to study the growth of these
lowly plants, when first uncovered by
versity.

;

the tide.

it

liv-

profitable

the cultivation of flowers

product.

had one, must be out of doors.
sea-weeds,

find

and fruit, and although this is already
done by women everywhere, there seems
to be room for improvement, especially
in devising means for marketing the

She ommended

in

is

may

keeping
to

is

women

commonly
in

rec-

need of an

in-

come, and most farmers' wives owe
what little pin-money they may get to
their chickens.
In this department,
also, the greatest rewards go to the
women who study best the mercantile
side of the business, making sure not
only that they raise all the eggs and
chickens that can reasonably be expected, but that they get the best prices
for them.
That women can make large
sums of money out of poultry has been
proved over and over again on Long
Island, where many of the famous duckfarms, from which New York City is
supplied with a thousand ducks a day,
in the season, are entirely managed by
women, mostly Germans. It is not uncommon to find a duck-farm of from
three to five thousand ducks upon which
all the work is done by women.

DRIED FLOWERS AND CRYPTOGAMS.
BEES.

In the same

field

may be mentioned

the collections of sea-weeds, dried flow-

and mosses, gathered into albums
and sold by several young women living
on Long Island to a number of schools
in New York City and elsewhere. Such
albums give the scientific information

ers

Many of the books which profess to
women how to make money recommend bee-keeping as an infallible
teach

means

of

getting an income.

It is a

delightful and profitable occupation on

paper, and

shares

this

characteristic

In Bees, Bric-a-Brac, Antique Furniture, Ete.
with

many

others recommended.

As

bee-

houses where scientific and technical
books are made, the women proofreaders are very well paid, one woman
in particular receiving a salary of two
thousand dollars a year. Among the
rank and file of compositors women are

some books

at a disadvantage, for the reason that

a

may

be made
profitable to a small extent, they require
care and knowledge of the business.
The woman who expects to live in

matter of

while bees

fact,

luxury upon the produce of the
hives which are spoken of in

fifty

as sufficient to produce a comfortable

most

income may be much disappointed when
she finds that bees sometimes die from
starvation and cold, and sometimes
refuse to work even when honey is
plenty.
There seems to be no reason,
however, why farmers' wives and
daughters should not engage in beekeeping far more than they do, especially if they are able to market the
honey in an intelligent fashion. The
fact that an ordinary hive of bees will
produce upon the average from thirty
to fifty pounds of box - honey a season, and that such honey sells in the
New York groceries at twenty cents a
pound, shows that there is here a profit

papers

for

some

one.

The management

has been so

bee-hives

simplified

of

and

perfected of recent years by the invention of

the

wax
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foundation," which

insures regular comb, and by the inven-

may be taken apart,
much more certainty in

work upon the daily newsdone late at night or in the
early morning, and under exhausting
of the
is

conditions.

LIBRARIES.

Within the last fifteen years women
have entered the chief libraries of the
country as librarians, and there are now
several schools where they are taught
the profession,' for

it

really

is

a profes-

under the best conditions. While
a librarian was formerly simply the
sion,

custodian of a number of books, he

now expected not only
intelligently
scientifically

and

to care for

is

them

to see that they are

arranged,

but

to

know

something about them all in order to be
of help to others.
Columbia College
has maintained a Library School for
the last eight years, three-fourths of the
pupils being

women, and

its

graduates

tion of hives that

are to be found in responsible positions

that there

all

is

the industry than used to be the case in
the days of straw hives.

TYPE-SETTING AND PROOF-READING.
Nearly
ployed in

five

hundred women are em-

New York City

as compositors

and proof-readers, the first-named receiving from twelve to eighteen dollars
a week, and the proof-readers as high as
twenty-five dollars.
For a long time
the Typographical Unions refused to
admit women to their ranks, upon the
ground that the change would tend to
reduce wages, but this opposition has
died out.

Intelligent

women

find proof-

reading a comparatively profitable field,
and in the case of some publishing

over the country.

two

years,

everything

The course

and

includes

that

the

ideal

is

practically
librarian

ought to know, including the modern
systems of indexing and cataloguing.
To any one fond of omnivorous reading, such a position offers a particularly
good field, and it is exceedingly well
paid, several of the graduates of the
Columbia College school receiving salaries of more than two thousand dollars a year.

BRIC-A-BRAC.

Among the uncommon industries to
women have devoted themselves

which

in several large cities in

America

in re-

cent years has been the collection and
sale of artistic bric-a-brac.
For years
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London has had many women employed

well, for

such shops, as proprietors or saleswomen, and there is no reason why

and

women

factories.
For some reason or other
very few of them find positions in the
jewelry and clock stores of large cities,
probably for the reason, as suggested
by one watch-maker, that women do not
often obtain a thorough knowledge of
watch-making, and that as the work in
the repair departments maintained by
the different large shops consists largely

in

should not do the same work

the United States.
taste, artistic

It

in

requires chiefly

knowledge, and business

instinct.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE.

Two

Boston

girls,

a college, are said to

thousand dollars

last

both graduates of
have earned four
year by the sale of

the old-fashioned furniture,

andirons,

candlesticks, clocks, and china that they

picked up

in a six

some parts

of

months' tour through

New England

not over-

run with collectors. They fitted out a
shop with the proceeds of their trip.
Bureaux and sideboards for which they
paid ten dollars apiece in villages not
two hundred miles from Boston, sold
for ten times that amount when polished

up and put

in the

window

of a

Boston

brie a-brac shop.

^

WATCH-MAKING.

An industry
women ought

in

which

it

seems that

to succeed particularly

it

requires delicacy of touch

patience,

many women

in

is

watch-making,

and

are employed in watch

treating watches of a hundred makes,

foreign and domestic, only an experi-

enced workman
In

will suffice.

the big factories, where

women

employment, they do but one thing
month after month some detail in making up the finished watch, and many of
them never get beyond this or see more
than one kind of watch during the years
they remain in the factory. Yet their
accuracy and delicacy of touch in handling the minute parts of watches is generally commented upon, and women
with intelligence and industry enough
to enable them to master the trade as a
man does might find it a profitable one
in hundreds of small towns and vilfind

—

—
TJie

Advantages of the Country.

lages, where, in connection with

and

repairing

clock

-

watchthey

repairing,

might maintain a jewelry

store.
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THE SALE OF MANUSCRIPTS.

A

business

find profit

is

in

women

which many

the revision and sale of

manuscripts of stories and articles to

THE LOCAL PHOTOGRAPHER.
Another business

in

which hundreds

women might do

of intelligent

publishers and magazines.

far

more

photography. The
fact that many have already succeeded
than at present,

well in

it,

shows that the business side

of the industry

woman

is

is

not too

difficult for

manage, while in artistic
taste the woman photographer of the
country village is usually superior to
the man.
In its earlier stages photography re-

a

quired

to

for

knowledge

its

best

results

of chemistry,

a certain

and was rather

an untidy sort of work, necessitating
blackened hands and soiled clothes.

With the new processes all this has
been done away with, and it is now as
Almost every
simple as it is cleanly.
large photographer in New York has
one or more women in his employ to
help in posing people, especially children, and in retouching and finishing

the pictures.

The salaries paid are very fair, averaging from ten to twenty dollars a week
It is also to be
for competent women.
noted that in many villages the woman
photographer can live where her male
competitor fails.

THEATRICAL MANAGEMENT.

Women

managers have
doing well in several large
cities, and one woman in New York is
said to derive an income of ten thousand dollars a year as the American
agent of a number of French and English playw^rights, who intrust her with
She finds manthe sale of their plays.
agers to perform them and collects the
succeeded

theatrical

in

royalties due.
ever,

much

knowledge

The work

travelling

involves, howand a technical

of the theatrical business.

One wom-

an in Boston is said to earn five thousand dollars a year in this work, which
literary skill and patience.
Thousands of persons write stories
without any technical knowledge of the
art, and are without any knowledge or

requires

facilities for

story and

This

disposing of them.

lady and her assistants

make

read

first

a criticism upon

the

it,

for

which a fixed price is charged. If the
author desires it, the story will be revised, typewritten, and sent to such
publications as in the judgment of the
firm may be likely to accept and pay
for it.
For such work the firm receives
the actual cost of doing the typewriting, and a percentage on the sum received for the article should
cepted.

The number

scribble

stories,

it

be ac-

who

of persons

especially

women,

is

growing so rapidly that there appears
to be an important future for a wellconducted business of this type.
It is to be noted that most of the occupations for women just mentioned
may be carried on in the country as

well as in large cities,

and a

last

word

should be said as to women's folly in
attempting to earn a living in large
cities without exceptional preparation,
resources, or influential friends.

time ago a young girl

upon exchanging the humdrum
town for the fancied

intent
life

Some

—a stenographer

of her country

advantages of

New

York, took

the

number of wellknown women whose names she had
trouble to write to a

seen

in

advice.

the newspapers, asking their

Some

of the advice received

from women of large experience, called
upon every few days for help by young
girls and struggling women, is well
worth quoting. The wife of Dr. C. H.

—
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Parkhurst, the well-known clergyman,

wrote

:

"You do

not realize

how many

of

It
the unemployed crowd New York.
is said that a competent worker can

Be sure you're right, then go ahead.
Don't try to do something you know
nothing about, and do well what you
undertake.
of

little

Remember

things.

If

the importance

you are a good

sten-

always find employment. They may,
but sometimes the struggle is enough
to crush them, and for a young girl
without family or friends it would prove
I have a friend connected
too severe.
with the Margaret Louisa Home for
Working Women and she tells me sad
tales of the struggles of the workers.
Board is very high. Boarding-houses
are not homes in any sense, and the
forlornness of a girl's life without a

ographer, we can doubtless help you
along until you see a better opening,
but my advice would be, if you see
your way clear to come, to connect
yourself with some church become
acquainted and enlist the sympathy and
interest of the members, when they will
at once recognize your true merit and
extend a helping hand. But it would
be far better for you to enlarge your
opportunities throughout the West, as
there is more chance of hasty promo-

home in a big city is appalling.
Take whatever comes first to hand.

tion there."

.

.

.

Do not consider anything too small for
careful doing, and if it is really proved
that the place is not large enough,
another will open for you. / do not believe in girls going out from home and into
the turmoil of life and struggle in a big city
The tales of
unless it is unavoidable.
distress and defeat that so often come
to me make me want to protest against
There are opthe cityward tendency.
portunities in New York, opportunities
for everything and everybody, but don't
try it.
It is too hard."
Mrs. Ballington Booth, the leader of
the

w^oman's work

Army,

to

in

whom more

the

Salvation

appeals of the

kind come, perhaps, than to any other
woman in the country, wrote
:

—

" If your home influence has been
good, and you can have good companionship here, I see no reason why you
should not come, but do not be too
ha^y about leaving home and friends
for something you know not what.
The business road of New York over
which we travel in pursuit of wealth is
not often a pleasant one. On the contrary, it is rough and rugged at the
best, beset with disappointments and
pitfalls
snares for the young, sorrow
and discontent for the old. You will
miss the warm greetings of loved ones
your heart will grow sad and hardened,
unless you have interested friends or
relatives to look after you and see that
your disappointments do not crush you.

—

;

—

XIII.

— How

Women Workers are
Cheated.

Women in need of money appear to
be the special victims of the swindlers,
or semi-swindlers, who use the country
newspapers for their purposes.
Almost everyone must have noticed the
peculiar

advertisements, the

gist

of

anyone who wants to
make an assured income has only to
write to the advertiser, and that thereafter such things as poverty and debts
will be unknown.
Sometimes these
" A sure fortune
cards are headed
for every one."
At one time they
were apt to lead off with the number
of dollars which the reader might make
every week if she went into the busiForty
ness offered by the advertiser.
dollars a w^eek was a favorite sum
again it was twenty-five dollars a week,
or five dollars a day, or any other income which might impress the impecu-

w^hich

is

that

:

;

much to be desired. All
such cards began with cheering words
as " If you are in debt and out of work,
write to us and fortune will be yours."
Within the last few years there have
been so many pitiful stories from women who were cheated out of hardearned dollars, which they could not
nious person as

:

spare,

by devices baited

in this fashion,

Common Forms of

Sivi?tdlmg.

bottles of the medicine at a dollar

that several experts have investigated

fifty

the matter.

a bottle.

Most persons who answer such adfind themselves invited
simply to canvass for this or that worth-

vertisements

book or

less

manufactured by
This method became so

article

the advertiser.

widely known that the advertisers who
were anxious to enable every one to

make a handsome income

tried a

new

and especially women,

People,

bait.

were informed through cards in countless newspapers that the work which
they were invited to do called for no
canvassing moreover, it could be done
;

odd moments

at

home

it

was suitable
"

etc.

in

No

if

necessary

;

for ladies or invalids,

canvassing " became one of

the features of most of these cards.

The number
is

amazing.

expert in such matters

says that their victims are to be found
all

over the country.

Some time ago

the police of Brooklyn

many comwere coming from country peo-

received information that
plaints

that

ple as to a certain business firm

advertised a gorgeous prize and an in-

come

of thirty dollars a

ever would send

money

week

to

The canvasser was offered

''Consumption Cure

" at

who-

for a bottle of

At the same time that the
was made the mail for that day was
stopped, and was found to consist of
three hundred and forty-two one-dollar
bills sent in answer to the advertisement, sixty-eight letters of abuse from
victims who wanted their money back,
and, strangest of all, twenty or more
letters from persons who had found
themselves greatly benefited by the
Consumption Cure and wanted more.
This out-and-out swindle, in which
a bottle.'
raid

money

is

received for practically noth-

worse than the hoaxes which are
occasionally played upon people who
ing, is

man who

would enable him to do without eating, and got in reply a slip ot
tion that

paper upon which was printed, " Take
a dose of poison," ought to have known
better.
Also the man who sent a
quarter of a dollar for a fine

tions,

it

was made.

Some

de-

went to the house or office of
the " Doctor," and broke into a back
tectives

room where eighteen

girls were enwrapping up and preparing
for the mail a little bottle of some compound, supposed to be whiskey and

gaged

in

water.

The

prize aforesaid consisted

of a rolled-gold breast-pin, worth per-

and the work to be
order to earn the thirty dollars
a week promised consisted in selling
haps

five cents,

done

in

method

half-dollar, sent for a sure

reported to the police that
the business firm in question received
from three to six hundred letters a
day and as nothing to the credit of
the establishment could be found, a

descent upon

steel

engraving of Queen Victoria, and got
a three-cent Canada postage-stamp.
Also the man who in return for his
killing the potato-bug, got

;

The

sent a dollar for a prescrip-

Unrivalled ConDoctor Somebody's
sumption Cure." The Post-Office authorities

the

twenty cents

bite at attractive advertisements.

of such advertisements

An
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" Place the

two pieces of

The
little

wood with the
bug between
wood and squeeze

pieces of

little

of

by mail two
direc-

these
hard.'*

victims of such hoaxes lose but
money, while in most other cases

the sums lost are important ones to

very poor people.

The

offers of

employment

to

women

out of work that are likely to be found
in country newspapers may be divided
into three classes
i. That
in which
you are invited to canvass for some object which you buy from the advertiser.
2. That in which you buy
a process
for making some compound which you
must afterward dispose of either by
:

peddling
to peddle

it

it

yourself or getting others
for you.
3. That in which
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you are invited to do some kind of

work

starvation

at

work

or

prices,

which cannot be done at all. In the
first of these two classes the business
may, of course, be a perfectly proper
and legitimate one.
The typical advertisement of the

earned will surprise you. State how
you prefer to be paid by the week or
by the month, or whenever you send

—

us the finished pictures."

Together with this printed circular
comes a paper, supposed to be a contract, in which the victim states her
" If a lady wishes to willingness to do the work required,
third class reads
make a comfortable income at home, and agrees to devote so many hours a
varying from fifteen to fifty dollars a day to it and to do her best. She is
week, write to the International Art supposed to sign this and enclose it
Company, Post - Office box
No with two dollars and a half to the Artoprevious knowledge of the business re- graph Company. In return will come
:

.

quired." The person who answers this
advertisement will receive a letter
couched somewhat as follows
:

—

Dear Madam
The business we
advertise and in which we need the
services of many ladies and gentlemen,
is the making of a beautiful picture
which we call the Artograph. We send
you a certain kind of picture on a delicate, specially prepared china paper.
We require you to put it on card-board
and apply the colors as directed. You
can do it after a very few days' pracWe send you, when you decide
tice.
to undertake the work, a book of in*'

:

which we charge you
nothing, being desirous to have you in
our employ, and a box of paints and
brushes, for which you pay less than
structions, for

—

cost price
namely, $1.50. No natural
taste or artistic training is needed for
this work
bear in mind that any one
can do it. For every picture you send
to us satisfactorily finished we pay you

five

little

pictures

on

tissue-paper,

some card -board on which to mount
the pictures, and a little box of cheap
paints and brushes, the whole outfit
worth perhaps half a dollar at retail
figures.
This is the comedy part of
the performance.
The tragedy part
begins when the unfortunate victim at-

tempts to do the simple work which
requires ''no

knowledge

artistic

pected the work
possible

paste or

;

skill

or previous

of the business."
is

It is sus-

made purposely imattempt is made to

when the
mount the tissue-paper

upon the card-board

it

picture

seems to

Xo

dis-

matter how much care is
given or how delicately it is done and
even experts have tried their hand at
it
the result is a wretched botch,
which the Artograph Company will be
solve.

—

—

;

perfectly justified in refusing as

not

forty-five cents.

up to the high standard required by
our patrons." Of course the upshot

five,

of the business

We send you at first
which when finished will net you
$2.25, and after a little practice you
can easily finish them in one day's

We

work.

sell

these pictures to can-

and have never been able to
get enough of them to supply the demand. As a matter of form, before
sending you the first five pictures we
require you to make a deposit of one
dollar as a guarantee of good faith, and
we cannot undertake to start any one

vassers,

business

in the

make

We
to

do

who

is

not willing to

this deposit.
feel

this

sure that you will be able
well and that the money

work

is

that the victim loses

human

nature, her two doland a half, and a good many hours'
annoying work. This is exactly what
the Artograph Company expected, and
the profits on the transaction are probably sufficient to pay a handsome income to the rascals who thus prey upon
unsuspecting women.
There are a few concerns who do pay
for mounting and coloring cheap photographs, but the work is paid for at such
a rate as to make the earnings a mere

her faith in
lars

Alluring Advertisements.

As

bagatelle.
:

j

who

girls,

can be done by

it

for coloring such prints
till

to

night,

do

pays the outsider

it

Where

it.

little

week
from morning

are paid two dollars a

the scheme

still

is

less

a swin-

made

little
is

to the indignant protests of the

victims of the Artograph

yond

is

No answer
Company

be-

a printed circular, regretting that

the victim

is

not sufficiently expert to

do the work required.
circular

it is

In the original

stated that the victim will

money

be surprised at the

she earns,

and the amount does surprise her.
Not a week passes that the Post-Office authorities in New York do not receive complaints from persons in the
country who have been swindled by
mail
they have sent money and have
received no adequate return. In one
;

of the types of this swindling

game

which no amount of interference upon
the part of the police seems to break
country

advertisments in the
newspapers offer profitable

work

women.

up,

told

attractive
to

that

the

The

" Artistic

Company" does
ladies

at

is

Needle-work

a large wholesale bus-

iness in disposing of

by

applicant

their

work performed
own homes, and

that upon receipt of one dollar samples of the work to be done will be

forwarded.

The one

to protect ourselves

;

dollar

is

"simply

" in return for the

money

are sent by mail a piece of cotton velvet with a small flower stamped

j

I

!

,

upon it, a piece of felt of the same size,
and a small amount of silk, the whole
having cost not more than twenty cents,
When the pattern has been worked out
and returned for inspection the applicant for work receives w^ord that it is
satisfactory, but that before regular employment is secured it will be necessary

may

be

some poor wom-

have been forwarded she receives
of goods, such as a mantelcover to be embroidered, for which,

when

intelligence, there

the five dollars, which

an,

may interfere if complaints are made
but as the victims are mostly at a long
distance and are people of very small
chance of punishment.

I

When

the scanty savings of
a piece

means and

I

to forward five dollars "in accordance
with long-standing commercial usage."

dling one, pure and simple, the police
;
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she

finished,

to

is

receive

five

and regular employment.
In due time the work is done and
sent to the company, and that is the
last the victim hears of her work or
her money, no matter how many indig-

dollars

may send. The conthus six dollars and some fine
needle-work in hand, and the sum is so
nant letters she

cern

is

small that there
trouble with

little

is

the

likelihood of

police, especially as

the victims are poor and the advertising

done in newspapers hundreds and
even thousands of miles away from New
York. This particular swindle is pe-

is

rennial.

If the

victim becomes really

troublesome, she

is

told that her

was not good enough
that the

company has

against her for spoiling
that

A

it

will charitably

a counter-claim
its

do

material, but

stand the

species of w^ork that

girls

work
and

to pass muster,

loss.

women and

large cities, but at star-

in all

vation prices, consists in coloring cheap
lithographs with an opaque color-wash
oil.
For months behundreds of women find
work in the houses which make a specialty of these cards. The average price
paid is tw^o cents for each card, and it
is an expert w^orker who can do more
than tw^enty-five a day. It is really no

laid

on to imitate

fore Christmas

more

than the coloring a bright
does with paints in a picturebook, but it requires time, no matter
how simple. Many of these cards afterward appear in the shop-windows as
"Hand-painted cards by artists of high
repute."
They are sold at about
difficult

child

twenty-five cents each.

There

is

no swindling about

the

other classes of advertisements, and

it
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the

possible that

is

advice given

in

and the methods exsome
plained for making money by peddling
instances

are

of

to people out

value

of work.

Of course there may be men and women who will make fifty dollars a week,
but they will be in proportion to the
whole number of peddlers as one in a

hundred.

Between the scheme

advertiser

who

sells

of the

outright the arti-

be peddled and that in which the
peddler is expected to make his own
stock in trade, there does not appear
to be much preference. To begin with
cle to

the

first,

the circulars assure the corre-

spondent that the scheme offers her
the chance of a lifetime.
She is told
that if she undertakes the canvass of
her neighborhood for the photographalbum, the silver-plated spoons, the
gold-plated watch-chains, the patent
hair-crimper,
fifty-cent

Cremona
upon

her.

or

button-fastener,

diamond

the

ring, the one-dollar

violin, etc., fortune will smile

In

all

cases the correspond-

hair -dye

than luxurious
say nothing
about walking from house to house for
days at a time, getting nothing but angry words instead of dollars.
Certain manufacturers, who hope to
make money by inducing people to believe that fortune is theirs if they will
or

sell

the goods of this or that concern,

For instance, you are told how

cost.

to

make

eight

invited to

invest in cosmetics or perfumery, or
patent kitchen utensils.
The prospective canvasser is assured that taking

subscriptions for this or that perfume

sell

for a

that you can

sell for a quarter, a tencent package of stove-polish for three

rubber hand-stamp
Starch enamel, indelible ink, washing powder, shoeblacking, cough-syrup, fly-paper, silverplating fluid, rubber stamps, artificial
honey, freckle-lotion, perfumery, courtcents, a

fifty-cent

for five cents, etc.

profit

to sign a contract

you can

dollar, a bottle of hair-oil for four cents

Most women peddlers are

invited

a bottle of hair-restorative for

cents which

plaster,

is

easier

circulars

content themselves with offering some
particular process or secret for making
a variety of articles to be peddled at a
tremendous advance over the original

by
which she becomes the agent for the
said firm over a certain
territory.
ent

is

The

idleness.

etc.,

are

some

of

the

that poor people are invited to

things

make and

spread through their neighborhoods, the
to the advertiser being in the
shape of whatever money he may get in
return for the secret, or that he may derive

from the sale of boxes, bottles, and
which to put up the goods.

labels with

Tail'piece desig^ieci by A^inte G. Prickitt.

\^For further information see section on

of

Supplementary Information.]
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THEIR BUSINESS AFFAIRS.
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Keeping Accounts.

Banks and Bank Accounts.
Drafts and Notes.

Real Estate and Its Care.
Business Papers and
Evidences of Ownership.

Investments.

Personal Property.

Wills.

has been said, and

it

Parliamentary Rules.

has been re-

sons have tried to accept
affairs

that she

is

a

it

as a

a woman should forget
woman and proceed alto-

gether as if she were a man.
This is an exceedingly stupid, pernicious,

and

false teaching.

place, it proposes to ignore or set aside an immutable fact,
and that can never be done. Beyond
that fact, and naturally growing out of
it, are laws, usages, social and personal

In the

first

forces.

With reference

may

have,

disadvantages,

to all these, a

doubtless has,
of

more or
and

portance, varying here

wom-

sundry

less

im-

there, in

various places, and under various circumstances. She has also her correlated advantages, of which she has a
perfect right to avail herself.

In approaching any question relating to the conduct of affairs or the
care of property, a woman should remember that she is a woman and not a
man. All the laws, and all the decisions
of the Courts, and all the relationships
of trade, finance, politics,

retain distinct traces,

or

subtle,

of

the

and manners,
however minute

sexual

Building and Loan Associations.
Insurance.

rule of conduct, that in transacting bus-

an

STODDARD.

The Rights of Married Women.
The Question of Signatures.

IT peated until many thoughtless periness

3.

distinction.

Should they ever cease to do so, it will
be time then, but is not time now, for
any one to disregard the first principle.
A woman proposing to conduct her

own

with propriety,

affairs

and success,

will

security,

do well to begin by
It is of importance

studying herself.
to her to ascertain her own position
with reference to all her external circumstances, and to consider what it
will probably be with reference to such
as may come, or to such as she may
create.
Some of her existing circumstances may be of her own making
so may be those which are to come
but more must be resultants of causes
with which she can have little to do
and which she cannot change.
She may ask, for example, whether
she is under age, or of full age or
maid, or wife, or widow
whether she
;

;

;

;

is

rich or poor, or neither

or independent

;

;

dependent

with or without chil-

dren or others to care for or support
in debt or out of debt
capable or incapable of earning her own living and
she will do well to sift, vigorously, all
her stock of knowledges concerning
business affairs in general and her own
;

;

;

affairs in particular.

Every woman would do well

to ac-

quire a knowledge of the rules of sim-

book-keeping. The care
q^j^ pocket-moncy, be
it more or less, should not be left to
that curious pocket - with - holes - in - it,
her memory.
She may, if she chooses,
keep a pen and ink account with her
owm name, as with that of a business
customer, charging herself with every

Keeping

plc

accounts.

q£

j^^j.
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penny received, and crediting herself
with every item paid out. She will

something of a man who

soon learn how to keep a separate ac-

Knowledge of

count, debit and credit, with every sev-

department of her receipts and ex-

eral

penditures, and also

how

make

to

the

several totals balance.

Her
self

first

may remind

her of a Chinese puz-

when
met

to be gained

is

is

to be

^an be known beforehand.
What are his character
and reputation ? Is he of kith or kin
men.

or of any established relationship, and,
if

general settlement with her-

great deal

what is its nature ? Is he a man
work or a man of leisure ? Is he

so,

of

What is he
?
The answer to the
apt to be more or less
made carelessly by a

professional or otherwise

where the pieces refuse to come
together, but in due season it will become a very simple and very interesting matter.
It is found that women

supposed to know

clever

woman, conscious

make

ties or

too well aware of her position.

zle,

the very best of book-keepers.

After making a thorough and comprehensive study of herself and of her
a woman's
Manners in circumstanccs,
business,
ncxt inquiry will be, in nine
cases out of ten, as to the manner in
which she will meet, not the next affair, but
the person or persons in
charge of the next affair. If they are
women, she may not think of it at all,
and this is sure to be a mistake, since
forethought is also preparation and
gives an advantage.
If she is to deal
with men, a first blunder would be that
she can leave it all to them a second
might be that she can meet them as if
she were a man, which is impossible
a third, and sometimes the worst blunder of all, would be the semi-sentimental, ill-balanced idea that she can take
special advantage of the fact that she
is a woman, expecting attentions, concessions, or facilities of any kind which
This is all
do not belong to her.
In her business relations a
wrong.
woman's manner should be affable, dig;

;

nified,

and

business-like.

The number

of

women who

are com-

plete business successes increases rapidly.

In the city of

stance, as in

all

New

York, for

in-

other business centres,

last inquiry is

misleading,

if

?

She may too readily forget,

whom

she

is

to

meet

instance, a very

is

a

man

wooden lawyer,

that,

man

his province

of affairs,

who

said that he always

began upon the basis of supposing the
to know more than he
he was so sure to discover what
the fellow really did know and to beat
him if he did not know enough.
The woman who has first established

other fellow
did

;

good and

entirely confidential relations

with herself and with the fact that she
is a w^oman, of whatever kind of woman,

may

turn from the consideration

may not need to consider
and may direct her mind

of persons, or

them

at

all,

entirely to the affair, great or small,

which next requires to be dealt with.
It might seem that general rules can
hardly be made, considering how almost infinitely multifarious affairs must
be,

but there are general rules, almost

many streets and aveThe numbers and characters of

as plain as are so

nues.

women, whose manner of
meeting whomsoever they are called
upon to meet, is simply beyond criti-

are not always so plain.

cism.

if

a specialist, for

and training, he
must know a great deal more than she
can possibly know, and that her ignorance cannot be substituted for his
knowledge. Not at all a bad rule for
a first conversation was the one adopted by an eminent English barrister and
within

there are scores of trained and capable

business

of her facul-

the houses on the streets and avenues

With reference to some of these rules
and their applications, many a woman

The Legal Aspects of Business and Matrimony.
might be surprised to

how wide

find

is

already her acquaintance with the statutory laws of the commonwealth of

which she

is

Like the

a citizen.

who stumbled upon

man

a grammatical defi-

nition and was astonished to find that
he had all his life been talking " prose,"
she has been obeying, with a very clear

knowledge of the meaning and

many

It is true that

otherwise,

every

effort,

printed or

every man
his own lawyer " has at
least
pomted out the

to

The ligal as-

constitute

,

.

,

pectsofbusi-

,

ness.

line
boundary
which every such man has a

were of many kinds, and some were
absurd and barbarous enough, including the whipping-post of Delaware and
the antediluvian law of Maryland, by
means of which a woman not only may
throw away herself, but her property
also,

beyond
fool for a

upon the man she marries. No
perceptible change is efrights.
fected by marriage in the

Married wornen's

effect of,

a dry legal precept.

8i

property rights of a woman living under any of the codes modelled upon
that of New York.
Her control of all
that was her own remains the same
during her life, and any right passing
to her husband at her death is limited
by the questions of children or no chil-

client,

dren, as well as by any last will and

a continual

testament which she

but within that barrier there is
opportunity for so acting
as to render professional help unnec-

may

leave behind

her.

She, on the other hand, acquires no
The maxim that
whoever
obey the Ten Commandments will right in his personal property beyond
never run against the Revised Stat- her right to be supported, sometimes
utes," may belong to the " tissues of pretty widely interpreted with referglittering generalities " of which the ence to debts of her contracting, but
Declaration of Independence was said capable of strict, if not even of vexaessary.

will

to

but clear

consist,

right

perceptions of

and wrong, with simple common

sense, are indeed the best basis for a
fund of legal information.
With reference to Statutes or Court
decisions presenting or defining any of

the distinctions between

en

men and wom-

management of
the State of New York
in the

those
be taken
as a guide in whatever may be said
here.
The reason for this is not only
the excellence of the New York Code,
but the fact that so many of the States
recently created have either adopted it
as a whole or accepted it as a model.
Besides this are the efforts made and
of

making by many
attain

affairs,

will

of the older States to

greater

uniformity of precept
and practice. The original Thirteen
States and those which were earliest

admitted to the Union, were all under
the old English common law, at first,
and some were slower than others in
pruning away its excrescences. These
0

tious, limitation. In his real estate she
acquires a " right of dower," the only

visible effect of which,

during his

life,

she will discover to be the necessity he

under of obtaining her signature,
his own, to any deed or
other instrument affecting the ownership of his landed estate. She cannot be
compelled by him to sign any such paper.
It must be done with her free
will and consent, and she must say that
is

jointly with

so in a written affidavit, or the pa-

it is

per

is

defective and the

title

does not

pass away, so far as her rights are concerned, whatever may become of his

own.

The laws of the several States relating to divorce, unfortunately, vary too

much

for useful

generalization.

The

decisions of the Courts, from time to
time, under these laws, set forth the

complicated nature and kaleidoscopic
variety of the cases presented for action.
It should be said, however, in

Wouien
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view of the solemnity of marriage and
the importance of forethought concern-

ing it, that no possible decree of divorce
can annul a marriage contract, either
as to its social or legal consequences.
In accepting what is sometimes called
a " partner for life " a woman does not
of necessity

become

Partnerships.

his bus-

He may

iness partner.

come bankrupt without harm

to

For instance, the morning mail has
brought him a neatly written epistle,
square envelope, and the best of stationery, from a person of whom he has
never heard before, but who signs herself
he is sure it is she and not he,

—

S.

GiBBS.

He must do

so,

pertinent and he

is

an exceedingly prompt and courteous
man but how shall he address
her ? It will not do to make a blunder.
He knows a man from her place of
residence and he goes to him for the
needed information. The response is

business

;

:

Isn't

?

there

If

she

is,

:

"

However

taken

handed your

Young as

she

letter
is,

by
to

surprise,

my

I

daughter.

she should have

known

disapprove of her
opening such a correspondence with a
stranger.
That you should have addressed your reply to myself is a further
astonishment, and Mr. Gibbs will call
upon you when he visits your city next
week.
better.

I

entirely

Wilhelmina

S.

Gibbs."

By the same mail comes another
dainty envelope, containing no actual
reproaches, but, with other matter, the

expostulatory termination
"

How
me

:

could you have mistaken

ma

Our names, indeed, are alike.
Oh, dear
Ought I not to have signed
for

WiLHELMIXA

there

ters.

line of his experience.

is

!

mother ? I will try the old lady first.
There ought to be a rule for such matought to know it."
So the puzzled man writes, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, and
almost by return mail he is informed

It might be supposed, indeed, that any
educated woman knows how and when
and where to write her own
Sip-fiatures.
name, but either it is not
so, or very few women write as well
as they know how.
Every man in the
habit of receiving extended correspondence can record a continuous series of
perplexities and vexations along this

wishes to reply.

named after her. Resembles her, too."
" Heavens
Is it the girl or her

be-

firm.

He

Oh, yes, I know all
Wilhelmina married
old John R. Gibbs.
He buys his goods
of our house.
Her oldest daughter is
?

girls.

her

estate.
It is easy, however, for her
imprudently to entangle her affairs
with his. If, for instance, she has advanced him sums of money, it is often
difficult to place her debt in the same
position with that of another creditor.
The money should have been loaned
through a third party, or under special
methods provided for her protection,
and these vary widely in different States.
She had better not let her signature
appear at all among the papers of the

for her inquiry

Wilhelmina

the Stebbins

?

!

myself,
"

Very sincerely yours,
Wilhelmina S. Gibbs

" (Miss)

"
?

Also there came another epistle, in a
mercantile house advertising envelope
of the firm of Gibbs, Crushington, Hol-

mead &

Co.,

and

it

was opened almost

with trepidation. There was not much
in it, and yet there was, for it was in
part somewhat in the nature of an inquiry concerning forms, and
"

Ought not

a

married

it

asked

woman

:

to

sign her husband's name, so that folks

—
Vexed Question of Signatures.

TJie

won't get an idea that he
that she

a

is

widow

is

dead and

?

"(Mr.) John R. Gibbs."

The

Gibbs and to his
estimable wife and to his charming
daughter contained, in varying forms,
This was that,
the same information.
" in writing to a stranger or to any man
or

replies to Mr.

woman

with

ly acquainted,

should

whom

she is imperfectevery married woman

her signature

let

know by

right to

him how

tell

He

to address his reply.

has no more

letter the first

were presented to

A

party."

wife should

her hus-

use

name with Mrs. attached, in all
such cases, for more reasons than one.

band's

however, she

any woman to follow, and that is, to
leave her correspondent in no doubt
whatever as to how he may correctly
address his reply.
At the correspondence line, this rule
dies out, for in any signature to a business document, bank-check, deed for
land, lease, note, draft, or affidavit, another rule comes in. The woman signing such a paper must take it for
granted that the question of her per-

sonal identity

She cannot use the
husband if she is
married.
She must use her own, written in every case as if she were a spinster.
Should it be an instrument in
which her name is mentioned, written
first

writing officially

out

member

of a

com-

even

mittee or officer of a society

— she

may

If,

is

for instance, as a

tell

the world her

fixed,

first

parenthetical

rates her

name

if

Even

then, however, (Mrs.)

Birdie Violet DeVere does not look
would Mrs. Peter DeVere,
and the latter would not leave half so
many people still in ignorance as to
whom she might be. Peter being dead,
as well as

nevertheless the use of his

to

him.

rule,

of

:

Wilhelmina Stebbins Gibbs."

Upon a check or draft, or other
every-day piece of paper, her husband,
or father, might pen his accustomed
brief business signature, and men would
see the well-known
"

The woman's

J.

R. Gibbs."

signature

is

legally

same brevity, and in
constant practice would lose its callientitled to the

graphic beauty.

The women

of both so-

houses present good

literary distinction

whose very

this result, but, for the great multitude

man

credit

tion than he really
is,

fully,

women

rank provides its own rule. In fact,
they cannot be actual strangers to the
recipients of their epistles, and no rule
is needed.
The unmarried woman who
omits the Miss in parenthesis from before her signature, thereby simply asserts her understanding that she is addressing an acquaintance.
She may so
give a

she should write as

compels her to sign herself

to a certain

point, for there are

and

it

good up

course, only holds

cial

The

if

her

of

in full,

"

name would

be admissible, although optional. Its
discontinuance might not always be a

compliment

the matter.

name

sepa-

from the great mob of the un-

married.

as

the pre-

(Mrs.) also

Her married

settled.

is

or unmarried state has nothing to do

name with

would have if he
her at an evening

of a matron than he

83

more informapossesses.
There

of

cashiers of our business

women who merely

illustrations

of

attend to the

incidental business attaching to other

modes

of life and do not scrawl so
much, a better practice, giving more
information concerning the maker of

the signature,

is

to write the first

name

in full, as

Wilhelmina

S.

Gibbs."

for

therefore, but one absolute rule for

Returning to the woman who has
been making a primary study of her

Women
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position, financially, before going

out into business

affairs,

one of her

inquiries should relate to the general

subject of real estate.

Has she any

Or,

?

intend or expect to
Real

if

not, does she

own any ? and

if

so,

by what means, or from what
estate.

source

?

through
probable inheritance, it would surely
be well for her to obtain, as best she
can, every possible information relating to the property indicated
but beyond that point she cannot go.
If she has as yet no real estate, but
has her eye upon a piece which she
may see fit to purchase, she cannot
know too much of its history and
condition.
Prudence requires her to
know all there is to know, with the
certain advantage that no important
fact can be concealed from her, even
by a dishonest seller, if she is on the
If

she

has an expectation

;

alert.

So complete is the public record required by law, and obtained in practice,
of the origin of

and of
a

full

all

real

estate titles

their subsequent transfers, that

history of any town-lot or farm

may be

readily found.

Any

fact not

on the record at the hour of purchase
may be disregarded by the buyer with
a fair degree of safety, but with one
vitally important provision.
The hour
of accepting a deed for real estate
should also be the hour for its presentation for record at the office of the

County

Clerk.

That

official

should

give a written assurance that the paper

duly accepted and filed for record.
This done, any other paper than the
one in question, even if ten years older,
if not recorded, and if it belongs to the
same chain of titles, is deprived of alis

most all of its effect as against the recorded deed, provided that the latter
was given and accepted without actual
notice of the prior deed.
If any adverse paper, however, had obtained a

first record, whatever force was in it
would thereby be preserved.
It is probable that a woman buying
real estate would do so under the di-

rection of a man-of-law, but his assistance does not excuse her from knowing, at the time, the nature of whatever he does or directs her to do, and
the reasons for every act.
She should
know that what is called a deed in fee
simple, a Warranty Deed, on its face
declares that there is no flaw in the title conveyed.
[See Appendix.^
This
declaration may be trusted if sustained
by the official record, but not otherwise.
She should know and commit to
memory, if she can, the exact description of the

out

property, as

written

is

it

She should go and

the deed.

in

compare the description with the thing
described, and be sure that they agree
in every particular.
She should also
compare the same description with any
that preceded it, written in the titledeeds upon which her deed is based,
lest an error or omission should bring

upon

trouble

Illustrations

her.

only too abundant, but one will do.

woman

New York owned

are

A

and
built upon it a house, after having
carelessly read her description.
She
had the house put up close to the one
next to it, and nobody said a word until all was
done.
That next house,
however, did not stand within a foot
and a half of the edge of its lot, and
therefore the whole side of her new
building stood on land not belonging
The owners took adto its builder.
vantage of the situation, and it cost

many

in

a lot

times the value of that foot-and-

a-half of land to correct the effect of

No property ought
and paid for without an

her carelessness.
to be accepted
official

survey, establishing

its

map

or

diagram.

Another form of instrument
ferring real estate

claim Deed.

Its

is

trans-

called the Quit-

very name suggests

Real Estate and
the

idea

and that
title.

its maker cannot give,
does not convey, a perfect

t'hat
it

It

sufficient to

warn the

seller

forms of the several kinds of mortgages,
leases, and deeds, and then, having read
them at home, she may be competent
to say which of them she prefers, if a
town-lot or farm of her own is to be
encumbered by one or the other of their
"dead hands." \^See Appendix^
Time may pass, after such a purchase, and the buyer may be making
payments on the mortgage, according
to its requirements.
If about to do so,
she may well consider how and where.
Of one thing she may be assured she
has nothing to do with the man of
whom she purchased, the mortgagee.
Her only interest is in the mortgage,
the piece of paper itself, that she
signed.
She will make her pay^nent

be

Just

how

great the

in his right

but the offer of such an instrument is a
plain demand for an exceedingly rigid

Appendix^
may not be ready
or willing to pay for it at once and in
investigation.

The buyer
More

\^See

of land

frequently, she will wish to

pay part down, and the rest at some
time or times in the future. She will
obtain and record a deed, but she will

—

give in return, as security for the re-

to that piece of paper,

mainder due, what is known as a MortShe will be given a printed
gage.

wherever she may

form, neatly

filled

up, ready for signa-

and she may be even over-ready
for the seller, and his lawyer,
to sign
and other very good men, may tell her
it is all right.
But she should read
the Mortgage thoroughly before signing, and know what it contains, for
ture,

—

there

are

several

kinds

of

mort-

some have sharper teeth
than others. She should demand and
keep a copy of the instrument she has
signed, that she may study it a little
afterwards however clear may seem
to be her first understanding of its
generally pretty severe provisions.
It
will surely provide for the return of
the property to the seller, with or without the aid of a formal " foreclosure "
suit and public auction, but it may
gages, and

in-

vested a few cents in a set of printed

and power to
convey title, is a question so wide that
no more need here be said about it.
Many a Quitclaim is as good as any
man's Warranty, so far as perpetual
possession by the buyer is concerned,

full.

a law stationer's beforehand, and

flaw,

solute Warranty.

may

She may have visited

as could a man.

possible

against making himself liable, by an ab
defect

85
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insinuates

somewhere,

Its Care.

look for

it

and

find

it,

to that only,

but she

will

at the place, the house, or

bank, or County Clerk's office named in
the paper, and in the copy she kept.
She has a right to find it there, and if
it is

not there for her to pay, she has a
be asserted carefully, to offer

right, to

her payments then and there, before
witnesses.

even

if

As

a rule

it

will

be there,

the original mortgagee has sold

to a second party, and so on
but
she must see the paper to which she
pays her money, and she must see that
her partial payment is fully indorsed
it

and
ing,

;

acknowledged
and witnessed.

notary's seal

is

upon it, in writIn some places a

called for as

witness

payment. It will never do
any harm. But if the payment be
final and in full, then she will receive,
under notarial seal, a
satisfaction
also give away at the outset, any or all piece " acknowledging payment, and
of the common law and statutory pro- with it the original mortgage itself,
tections provided for unfortunate mort- which she must not leave behind her.
gagors.
If the provisions of the proBoth must go at once to the Record
posed instrument are too severe, a Office at the County Court House, and
woman can refuse to sign it as quickly there the clerk must record, before she
of such a

—
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IVoinen in
the mortgage

leaves him, that

off

is

the lessee, and not of her landlord, to

The paper itself must be can- the last dollar.
marked
celled, her own signature
The covenants contained in any lease
out " of it, and it may then be filed should be read w^th care before acceptforever.

away.

With reference

this

kind,

the

maxim

it

is

to

any duty of

well never to

that " delays

forget

are danger-

ous."

Much more

frequently acquired than

any other real estate interest is that
which is to be obtained by means
Leases.

or a lease.
rieties of this

or

1

here are

many

va-

kind of paper, for longer

shorter terms,

for

residences, for

business uses, or for farm property.

Of course, the

first

consideration

is

posing the lease has a legal right to
it.
If he has one at the time
of making, he may next day sell the
property, or become bankrupt, but
the rights of the lessee will not be
affected if she has taken proper care
of them.
\See Appendix^
Her first care is that of taking possession.
If she has received the key
of the outer door and has used it, she
is reasonably safe, but if she has actually landed anything of her own within
All the
the premises she is more so.
better if, in the city, she has lighted a
fire in the range, or if, in the country,
she has put a cow in the barn.
Any lease for longer than one year, or
of any considerable importance, should
also be recorded. It is not always easy
to tell, in these days of rapid changes
and property improvement, how great
may be the value of a leasehold. There
are large numbers of people whose
finances have been unexpectedly improved by the sums they have received
for the surrender of long-time leases.
Probably not one of them, when asked

make

to surrender, failed to inquire

it

woman may

quite likely a

is

upon havsome of the too strict provisions
marked out with pen and ink, not with
insist

ing

a pencil, both on the copy kept by her

landlord and on her
that they

may

own

copy, in order

Both

perfectly agree.

papers are related records, and her

must also become part
keeping.

The dates

of

for

own

her book-

payments

to

the lessor will of course be found plain-

as to whether or not the person pro-

why, of

other parties than the one asking.

ing or signing, and

prudent

No

such favor should be granted in a hurry.
What is much wanted can be paid w^ell
for, and it is honestly the property of

ly stated.

She knows w^ho he

is,

and

she can safely go on paying directly to
him, or to his agent, if he has one, who

has already acted as such

in

regard

His cashier, or book-

to that lease.

—

keeper at his office not outside of it
is such a known agent.
If he has discharged his first agent and has not
notified her, she is still safe.
If he has
sold the property, she is not supposed
But if by
to know it, unless notified.
accident she does know it, or that he is
publicly declared a bankrupt, she must
inquire to whom, instead of him, her
payment must be made. She will not
do this, full of nervous uncertainty, on
the last day in the afternoon, but she
will do her best to make her regular
payments at least one day before the
day specified in the lease. Three days
For every payis a safer allowance.

ment she

W'ill

insist

upon a

receipt,

duly signed, and she

will

receipt, in series, to

her lease, with a

memorandum
ten upon the

of the
lease.

attach each

payment
If

also writ-

she has paid

with a check on a bank, she will attach
that check also, with the receipt, as
soon as it returns from the bank. The
entire paper, neatly folded away in an
envelope, the superscription of which
tells what is in it, will be part of the
treasures of her strong-box, and this

may very

wisely be in a Safe Deposit

Business Papers

and Evidenee of Ownership.

Company's little crypt. Her lease, with
attachments,
its gummed-at-the-edge
memoranda,
added to
written
its
and
the entry made in her cash-book and
journal, will be her perfect protection

any dispute with her land-

in case of

lord.

Every paper of any importance
should be folded lengthwise, and filed
away for examination. Let„
.

Business papers and tCrS

Upon buSUlCSS SUbjCCtS

letters.

other

not be left among
Nobody can say what

letters.

may become

the value of a letter re-

A

lating to business.

a letter

is

promise made

in

a contract in writing, under

some circumstances, or

it

may be made

an explanatory part of some other contract, greatly increasing its force.

It

not so needful as some suppose to
It is
retain copies of business letters.
well for purposes of reference, but the
letter itself, with its envelope and postis

then,

ments

if

What

?

arise

paythey are denied by
old

if his carelessly kept
books contain no record of the money
handed in ? Is the payer at the mercy
of that accident ? By no means. 1^ she
but have her last Saturday's receipt, it
is regarded as obviously in full of all
demands to that date. All that were
given before it were of no account.
But this rule applies only to consecutive payments.
The suggested inspections of affairs

already existing or proposing,
Evidence

sume another

of

ownership.

^j^-j^

may

as-

aspect, even

reference to real es-

There may be none to purchase
or to lease, but there may be some
person already in possession. For instance, a woman may be the owner of a
farm or a residence. She may or may
not be occupying either, and this point
tate.

is

important.

is

in

A

if

those

of

the grocer, and

hands of the recipient,

in the

a dispute should

some

the best evidence a court can have

marks, or
is

How,

concerning
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If

possession.

she

is

occupying, she

If not,

she

still

may

may be given to this copy by
having the letter sent duly registered.
Thus it may almost be proved that it

occupant may be
her agent, holding for her, acknowledging her ownership, and thereby
giving or continuing her legal, possesIf the occupant is such by
sory right.
reason of a written lease from her, or
pays rent, in any way or form, that is
enough. If merely by verbal permission, that may or may not be enough,
and requires consideration, unless the
owner's right has previously been fixed

went and was received, for the return
receipt from the post-office will be kept

beyond dispute.
In any event, next

with care.

possession,

Speaking of receipts, there is one
curious point concerning consecutive

known

of the fact that

it

was ever

sent.

person might, indeed, write letters all
day, and copy them, and that might be
If, however, a letter is
the end of it.
to be sent, concerning the character

delivery of which the sender
cially interested, a

letter-press

copy

copy

— best

is

of

and

espeall

a

— should be taken, and

value

payments.
It may
be illusReceipts.
trated by an ordinary grocer's
running account, with regular Saturday payments. For each week's purchases a receipt is given upon payment,
and each is duly filed away. There
may be fifty of them when the house
burns down and all go up in smoke.

be,

for

actual

the

to the

fact of

an important question is
whether or not there is any other
or

property.

possible

claimant

Each separate piece

erty presents

its

own

to

the

of prop-

distinct set of in-

and in each case the first answers must come from the deed or other
instrument in writing, and that should
also be of record, by means of which
the ownership is supposed to exist.
There are several ways of acquiring
quiries,

Women
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One

a property in real estate.

inheritance,

and closely

Inker itarue and is that
testamentary devise.
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in

is

by

by

testamentary

good titles, but are not always so.
Such a deed, with such an ancestry on
paper, contains no very difficult problem other than the questions of its due
delivery, its record, and the act of pos-

devise.

now

the ap-

parent owner, must have been given
the j^apers required by the laws of her
State.
These are by no means everywhere the same, but they everywhere
carefully guard all rights
and all
limitations to all rights.
An immediate duty is a thorough reading and
understanding of those papers. They
may have conveyed sole ownership,
like a Warranty Deed
or a defec;

incomplete

tive,

claim

Deed

nable with

or a

;

life

;

more or

estate,

title,

or

life

Office patents

of the United States, which should be

In each of thcse

the recipient,

Land

transfer, or to the

this

allied to

a

Quit-

estate,

termi-

like

some kind

of joint

less perfectly defined

;

session consequent.

The

however, may have
and through old-time lawand decisions of courts, and these
''search,"

led back to
suits

They become

are always interesting.
less

and

less so as the years

go by, for

the length of time during which an un-

disputed possession has been held of
of land is an important factor in the validity of its possessory ti-

any piece
tle.

The disputed

the main point in

point

some

grows into
For in-

cases.

or even an estate prospective, not yet

stance, in the heart of the city of

ready for actual enjoyment. A very
good test of the matter is the inquiry,
" What can I do with this property ?
Can I merely use it, in whole or in

York there were once

part

Can

?

kind of

The

title

I

sell

can

I

it, and
give?"

if

last inquiry calls for

of the title in other hands,

so,

what

a history

and here be-

gins another sort of study, relating to

property not derived in any of these
ways. An instrument commonly described as a
deed for land" can be
understood readily, and a woman of
common intelligence can discover how

much and
her.

in what way it conveys to
She can understand, therefore,

what kind

of title she could give to an-

any
and a deed

other person, for she cannot

sell

more than she really has,
from her must express no more than
did the deed to her.
Behind her title, however, there is a
field that goes back to some historic
boundary line. This paper
Search of title.
should be accompanied by
another,

known

as a ''search of title,"

by some competent lawyer. It may go
back directly, in an unbroken line, to
some old colonial grant or Indian

New

large tracts of

rocky ground, seemingly worthless in
the earlier days of Manhattan Island.
They were not distinctly included in
any of the earlier recorded grants or
They were a kind of " no man's
titles.
land," until, as the city grew, they
were occupied by squatters.
These
were of the very poor, and their rude,
squalid shanties were perched picturesquely enough on the rocks and in
the hollows.
It seemed as if some of
them could be more easily reached by
goats than by human beings. As time
went on, however, all that land or rock
became of value. Streets and avenues

were to be laid out through it, and it
was to be built upon. But by whom ?

Who owned

it ?

The

public interests,

and those of enterprising speculators
required the creation of an ownership.

This was done in many cases merely
by obtaining quitclaim deeds from the
miscellaneous squatters actually holding the rocks in possession.

The goats were but driven away, and
wherever a rock had no occupant one
was duly obtained for it. Then began
the regular process of improvement,

Personal Property and Its Classifieation,

and as soon as assessments and taxes
were levied and paid, the original titles were also greatly improved.
The
main feature requiring note at this day
is, however, that these titles are among
the best in the city, because they are

and cannot

not,

''search,"
title to

disputed.

be,

or history of any

her real estate,

may

or

The

woman's

may

not

is secure from conher duty to settle her

assure her that she
troversy.

It is

mind on that point, even if she has to
pay for a search among the records in
the office of the county clerk, or exercise her right to go and make one herIf

self.

she

elects the

latter course,

she will no doubt learn a great deal and
severely try the courtesy and patience
of one or more important officials.
If,

now, by thoughtful investigation,

woman has ascertained exactly the
source and present nature of her title
to any real estate under her control,
by inheritance, purchase, or otherwise,
her following business duty, discona

nected at

first

from any thought about

a possible sale, relates to "
do with it ? "

As
keep

a rule
it,"

Disposition
real estate.

the best reply

What can

I

ever may be the nature or amount of
operations designed to make a given
property of greater comfort, use, or
questions of finance will at once
which will attach themselves and
their conduct to an entirely different
branch of her primary investigation.
She will step forward at once into the
wide domain of personal property, its
perils, and its management.
If her thoughts of improvement tend
toward any kind of building or conprofit,

arise

struction, she will be met by the general question of "contracts."
The
to be kept also for strict ap-

plication elsewhere,

is

for making any part of her improvements must be in writing. If the
contract involves a large amount, it
should be signed by one or more witnesses.
She must know what she intends to have done, and be sure that
the terms of the contract describe

tract

her purpose.
The contractor
not bound to do anything that is not
expressed in the contract, including the
qualities and kinds of work and materials, and the time set for part and full
clearly
is

If he is not pecuniarily
he should give security.

performance.
responsible,

The property

itself is his security, as

a

general rule.

Real estate

has

itself

variations,

culties,

its

many

diffi-

and uncertainties,

but there is nothing else excepting
snow, perhaps, that is so evanescent as
entity so vaguely deis the magical
scribed as " personal property."
Part
of

uncertainties

the

rather of

fact that at

more or

of

its

being, or

belong to the
edges it blends

definition,

its

one of

its

with real estate, since the
paper evidence of a debt for which real
less

is pledged as security may be so
shaped that the unpractised eye can
hardly tell whether it be land or water.

estate

" I

can
and that may lead on to matof ters of taxcs, assessments,
is,

^nd the advisability and
cost of feasible improvements.
What-

first rule,

89

that every con-

Every woman is a holder of personal
property of some kind, and almost evPersonal prop- ery woman is quite willing
^^^y-

to have more.
She will
prepare for obtaining more by
putting what she has in perfect order
and forming a clear idea of her right to

best

it,

of

its

value,

done with

and of what can best be

it.

Whatever she has may be
for future reference.

One

classified

class readily

may

be scheduled, for it is made up
only of such things as she has actually in possession under her own hand.

Another
things

as

class

she

is
made up
owns without

of

such

dispute,

but which, at the time of noting them,
are held for her in other hands whatsoever.
Yet another class mav con-
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claims which she has, or believes
she has, upon property in the hands of
others, and to which her claim i-s not
sist of

what

in

the

is called her " fixed capital,"
plant " of her general activities.

must be kept up it may be init must be guarded.
There are good reasons why it
class, not to be lost sight of nor despised, consists of her own business should be insured against loss by fire,
capacity, her ability to earn, win, or
and in the selection of a fire
Insurance.
create property, for this is often the
msurance company she will
largest part of the capital of a success- prudently avoid
companies with a
Illustrative of this is small capital and a narrow surplus.
ful merchant.
the case, not by any means standing She will prefer well-established comalone, of a well-known New York mer- panies, and, among them such as make
chant whose entire assets were swept a specialty of household risks. In all
away by a financial panic. He could of them the rates are low enough for
pay his creditors but in part with safety at the present day. She will not
what was left him of visible resources, attempt to insure for a larger sum than
defined or acknowledged.

but they

Yet a fourth

recognized the true natproperty in his
they ^' set him
ability and integrity
up again," to go right on, and the
penniless bankrupt soon regained his
ure

of

all

his

personal

;

old position as a millionaire.

The

;

;

cover the present value of her
goods, and she will carefully read her
''policy," noting what it covers.
As
will

a rule, she will need to insure her pi-

ano or her pictures, and some other
matters, separately

several classes of personal prop-

erty indicated, however, require differ-

ent treatments, even in their

It

creased

first

anal-

they hold varying relations
to business usages and to the provi-

ysis, since

;

anything, in fact,

which is not properly described as
household furniture or by other of the
express terms printed or written in the
policy.

Once taken out, an insurance policy
must be kept up by renewed payIt is the part of a woman to be neat ments at the required dates, for it will
and orderly, but the moment a woman not renew itself, but dies by its own
steps out from among her w^ardrobe limitation, without mercy, and with no
matters, her home concerns, her heir- especial courtesy to women. If among
looms, and the like, she finds the need the personal property on hand there
of a kind of order and arrangement, to are such matters as are produced upon
the rules of which she may be but im- a farm under her management, advice
perfectly accustomed.
Much of it, at as to its treatment and sale would be a
work of supererogation, for our womenfirst sight, does not look very orderly,
sions of the statute books.

for

it

is

in

various kinds of motion,

here and there, and

is

more or

less af-

fected by the pell-mell rush of business
life.

She may leave behind now part of
the

first class

of her personal property,

farmers, married or single, are already

noted for their superiority as bargainall manner of farm prodOther women, however, who
ucts.
have some property and resources, may
not have received the same life-long
ing sellers of

which must remain at home
but it is business-like for her to have
in mind a clear idea of its value and
of its bearing upon her social position, her means of support, and her

training of their original faculties.

probable outlays.

for treating the

all

of

it

;

It is a distinct

item

Nearly

all

that can be said concern-

ing the treatment of other items, of

property owned and under
may be summed up in directions

personal

hand,

whole as cash, and con-

i

Banks Savings, National and
^

sidering what

is

done with the

to be

should not require argument that
to be kept in the

money ought not

house or on the person, beyond the
sum required for immediate outlays of

The risk of loss is too
great, and to this may often be added
It is much
the temptation to spend.

a minor kind.

better

box of a Safe Deposit
Company, along with all the

in the

Safe Deposit
Companies,

papers representing money
or other kinds of value.
The consideration of a place for the
safe keeping of money, in the form of
Banks and cash for immediate use, sugbanking.

gests

the

subjcct

and banking, and with
of

how
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ing that the best proof of capacity

is

often evinced in the rejection of doubt-

money.
It

State.

it

of

banks

the question

ful advice.

As savings banks are at the present
day managed, restricted, and inspected,
under the sharp eyes of State officials,
jealous of their

reputations, these

good safe-deposit
boxes, with the additional advantage
that they pay interest on deposits.

The rate of interest is low, but they
cannot safely pay more, for they are
different from other banks in a very
important particular. They are strictly
investment agencies," provided for
the safe investment of aggregates of
funds made up of all their small deposits.

They

to select a bank.

own

institutions are very

may range

are limited by law to a certain

often

manifestly sound securities,
such as selected mortgages upon real

quired

bonds. State bonds, and, in some cases,
specified municipal bonds, like those

In small country places there

seem to be no choice, for there is
but one banking institution within the
town limits. The kind of prudence rein

cisely the

such a case, however,

same

as

if

is

pre-

there were a dozen

The character of a bank should not
be taken for granted, any more than if
it were an individual, and its reputation, or that of its managers, can always be ascertained by reasonably
careful inquiry.
This means a consultation with perhaps more than one
competent man of business. Any such
man will generally be found willing to
advise.
There should never be any
hesitation about seeking needed information.
No business man ever
in this
respect, for obtaining,
weighing, and using information is the
fails

transactions.
successful

and

The

of

his

every-day

difference

unsuccessful

mainly upon their capacity

between

men turns
for estimat-

ing the value of ivhat is told them.
rule they obtain more than one

As

a

tes-

and their example is good to
follow, in this or in any other important matter of business, remember-

timonial,

United

of the City of

Government

States

New

York.

The

list

of

those permitted investments varies in

within convenient reach.

sum and substance

estate.

of

the several States, but
carefully guarded.

money

is

Nearly

everywhere
all

of

in the care of a savings

the

bank

must be continually so invested or it
could not pay its expenses and its interest.
It keeps on hand merely enough to
meet ordinary drawing out, and its
cash-box would soon be emptied by

anything like a ''run." In that case it
may borrow, if its directors see fit to
do so, but otherwise it must shut off
further demands by applying its reserved right to thirty or sixty days'
This is for the protection of
notice.
all concerned, but it may at any time
up, tem.porarily, all the savings
deposited with the bank as a general
agent for their safe investment. If,

lock

woman's money is to be
deposited with reference to any payment which she must make at a given
therefore, a

date, as a note, her rent, or a

payment
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on mortgage or other interest account,
she will hardly permit herself to take
It might involve her in seriand of this there are numberinstances.
She will probably turn,

that risk.

ous
less

loss,

therefore, to National or State banks,
for the deposit of any funds which she
wishes to use from day to day, or on a
given day.

She

will

striking

be met at the threshold by

differences in the

manner

their

is
invested in United
bonds, in order that, for the
greater part of them, they may obtain return currency in the shape of

capital

States

national bank notes.
Once obtained,
these notes are ordinary capital, subject to the ordinary rules of profit and
loss, while the bonds deposited in the
Treasury, for the security of the currency issued for them, form no part

of

of the security of the bank's depositors.

her reception. At the savings bank
she required no introduction.
Her
own statements as to her name, resi-

At the present time State banks do
not issue currency. They are under

and one or two other small
matters, were accepted.
She was given a book in which her deposits were
entered, but she was told that the book
itself was her evidence of identity, and
she must bring it with her when she
came to draw out money. If she could

system very

.dence,

neither read nor write, could not sign
own name, the book would act as

her

her signature, with her " mark " upon
her order for money. This is actually

the inspection of State officers, upon a
like that

adopted by the

Treasury.
Is there any choice for a depositor
between the two classes of banks ? So

far as the

best financiers can see, not

The record

of bank failures during the critical year of 1893 does not
indicate any preference either way.

any.

Reckless or dishonest bank officers
wreck any kind of institution,
sound - minded, honest managers
likely to steer their ship through

can

and
are

method in many thousands of
the
cases.
The savings bank book also cyclone of a great financial panic.
Another question relates to the percontained a blank form, adopted by
that bank in particular, according to sonal character of the managing offiwhich any order must be drawn, but no cers and directors of the bank. The
other blank forms were given her to mere fact that a woman knows them,
carry away.
The deposits at this bank or some of them, should not send her
the

were also required to be

She may know that which ought

in the form of
currency, paper, or metal, for the teller

to send her

in question.

coast of finance

National banks, organized and existing under the laws of the United States,

wrecks of dashing millionaires and of
the banks they ornamented, and wdiose
capital and deposits they obliterated.
Actually bad character will forbid a

there.

somewhere else.
Have the president, cashier, leading
would not accept the best bank check
that could be brought him.
His insti- directors of this bank been very keen
tution had no exchange dealings with and
successful speculators ?
Have
any other.
they, or any of them, accumulated
National and State banks accept much money by brilliant gambling ? If
checks on deposit. Persons desiring so, a woman may admire them at a disto do business with these institutions tance, but let her put her money into a
must be properly introduced, that is, bank managed by merchants or others
by some one whose identity and finan- who have climbed the regulation staircial standing are known at the bank
way of legitimate business. The whole

are

under

the

officers of the

inspection of capable
National Treasury, and

is

littered

with the

Procedure in Banks of Deposit.

woman from

dealing with any man, and

such a case, but
she should not object if her proposed

no caution

is

needed

in
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Always, afterand ease.
ward, on any piece of paper, for that
bank or any other, write your name
character

precisely in the same way, that it may
who go through be promptly and surely recognized.
their business, to all outward seeming, Too great a variation might lead even
as if they were so many banking-ma- to the rejection of a check.
respectability being
Identity and
The receiving teller, in parchines.

president or cashier, and the rest, are a
"

wooden-faced

ticular,

lot,"

has no time either to speak or
is a perpetual example in

smile, for he

simple arithmetic.
A bank of deposit

is

but to a limited

extent an investment agency, for its
leading character is that of a collector

Out

grows its
entire usefulness as an agent for making exchanges for the mercantile peo-

and disburser.

of this

Out

ple in different localities.

grows also

its

of this

great function of credit-

merchant, for it must deal with all
manner of evidences of debt as any
other merchant deals with any other

settled to the satisfaction of the cash-

you will once more receive a passbook and with it some printed depositOne of these you will fill up
tickets.
ier,

— check,
— which make up your

draft, currency,

with the items
coin

present de-

Book and ticket and money you
hand in at the receiving teller's

posit.
will

window, and

concern with your sigits use upon the back
of any other person's check which you
his

nature belongs to

are

He

depositing.

will

enter

w^ares.

receive, probably, another small

It is the duty of the officers of a
bank, the cashier generally performing

of blank checks

it,

to

know something about any

per-

son asking the privilege of making deposits

in,

and collections or payments

through, their institution.
polite

enough, always, and

They

are

is

not

it

the

amount upon your book and return it
to you, and, at the same time, you will

It is for

book

upon that bank.

convenience only, however,

since you are not at

and the bank

will

all

restricted to

it,

as readily pay any

other proper form of check or draft
with your signature at the bottom.
How great a convenience it is you will

when you examine
system of numbering
one especial reason for the introduc- consecutively, and see what a perfect
tion and assurance of personal identity. record it can be made to keep of all
That is, they must become certain in your disbursements made by checks on
At any subsequent time, if
their own minds that the person open- the bank.
ing this account with them is entitled you are ordinarily careful in filling up
to write the signature which must be both check and stub, the latter will
entered at once upon the book of sig- preserve proof of the amount, the date,
To the paying teller, more the number, and the person for whose
natures.
than to any other officer, this book is benefit each of your payments was
The cash-book, which should
as a photograph gallery, and from it he made.
thenceforth knows you, whether or not be kept at home, must tally with this
he ever sees your face. Your written and be ready to shov/, at any hour, just
name is much more, in this place, 'than how much money remains in the bank.
was the pass-book at the Savings Bank, The one must prove the other.
and you should write it at first in your
The mere form of a check explains
most accustomed way. To that, what- itself. Those in use by large mercanever practice you have had, has given tile concerns are of similar form, but

often that they reject an applicant of

ordinary

respectability,

but

there

is

learn, nevertheless,

the

stub,

the

Woincji in
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are

often

finely
Checks.
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more ornate character,

of

engraved or lithographed, printed
on better 1-1-7
paper, and there are
special punches and other de.

.

vices for the prevention of forgery, particularly the kind of forgery

performed

by raising the amount

of the check.

One ordinary safeguard

against this

is

the rule that figures are of small conse-

quence, but that the amount called for
is the one written out.
For additional
security, begin to write at the extreme
left of

the space provided on the face

of the check, write plainly, blackly,

and

then draw a deep black line through
the remaining space.

You can draw

a check " to bearer,"

but it is not well to do so, for that
check is thenceforth somewhat like a
greenback, affording no better security
against loss. If you are paying it to
another person or firm, near or far,
draw the check to the order of that
person or firm. If you wish to use it

you are known,
draw it to your own order and put your
name on the back of it, near the middle, when you pay it out.
If you wish
to use it where you are not known,
have the paying teller "certify," and
it is then charged to your account, but
cannot be drawn without your "order"
signature on the back.
Even if you
in

shopping, w^here

order of another person, it is worth
nothing to you until that person has
endorsed it. If it is so endorsed, it is
again unsafe against loss unless the endorser has written above the signature
on the back that it is now payable to
This transfers it, and it becomes
you.

had originally been drawn to
that is, your signature
written under the other on the back.
A check drawn in one city to pay a
debt in another, may often pass through
several hands, and all the space on its
back may be written full of transfer
endorsements.
If
not paid by the
bank on which it is drawn, it must
then go back through the several accounts in which it has been handled,
as

if

it

your

order,

charged, or credited, until

it

is

pre-

sented for redemption to the first person depositing it for collection. Specific

variations from this practice do

not require elucidation here.
If

the check in your hand

to your

own

order, endorse

is
it,

drawn
deposit

and amount
your cash-book, then on the deDeposit at once, because
posit-ticket.
if you delay (as the law provides " use
reasonable diligence ") and the bank
should fail, the loss is your own and
not that of the person who gave you
it

at once, noting its source

first in

the

check.

When

deposited,

it

is

in

agency on its way for
follow the rule, draw to your own order collection, but you cannot check out
and endorse on the back. Turn the money on account of it until after it is
check over facing toward you. Write collected. Even if the bank, knowing
your name straight across, beginning your solvency, should courteously peron the left side, nearly half way down. mit you to consider it already collected,
It is a safe and orderly habit to form.
do not do so unless you are sure of
Knowing what to do with your own other funds coming in at once, to make
checks, you will know how to handle a good the deficit in your bank balance
check paid you by another person. in case that check should fail of collecSuppose it to be your first experience. tion. If it is on a bank near by, you
If, unwisely, it w^as made
payable to can indeed prevent all difficulty, by
bearer, still follow your own rule and first taking the check to that bank
endorse it before depositing it, for it and having it certified before deposit.
is itself a kind of memorandum record
There are a great many people, in and
of that transaction.
out of business, whose checks should
If drawn to the
are taking out currency with a check,

the

collection
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be certified at once, for they

TJicir

may be

Business Affairs.
ing on the back of a draft do not be-

come responsible

good to-day and not good to-morrow.
Never be careless or sentimental about

safe transmission of

a check certification.

paid on

it,

for anything but the

any money

finally

plus interest account and

may come when

minus collection charges.
If, therefore, you have a draft instead
of a check to deposit, deal with it as if
it were a check, and the bank will attend to all the remaining operations.
With either form of collection, check

en.

or

Confidence

solvency of the

the

in

bank one deals with is pretty sure to
grow with continuous dealing until any
depositor may find herself quoting the
proverb "safe as the bank," but a day

her confidence is shaknot well heedlessly to join in
a ^' run " upon a bank of deposit or of
savings, but it is well to listen even to
It is

rumors concerning its solvency, to investigate them if possible, and to let
one's account run very low in a bank
concerning which rumors are beginning to circulate. These may themrun," and
selves create a pernicious
your money may be locked up, out of
your reach for a time, by the difficulties into which even a solvent institu-

may be thrown. Look out for
your own interests, but do not be

draft, the bank's work may include a formal " protest " in case of fail-

But the very word " proup the consideration of a
third kind of paper, which is not so
ure to collect.
test " brings

simple.

an to

culiar features of that

of paper,

own bank

draft

for the

is

ten

payment
face

Drafts.

it
r

of

money, and on

its

implies, first that there
1

1

are funds ready to

meet it, or,
and will

second, that such funds can

be provided on or before the expiration of the time named in the draft.
To that apparent time, three days,
commonly called " days of grace,"
must be added, unless they are in set
terms disallowed upon the face of the
Every draft also bears legal
paper.
interest, days of grace included, unless
this also

is

in

like

manner disallowed,

for the draft, as soon as

it

becomes a time-promise

to

is

accepted,

pay money,

It is
as if it were a promissory note.
" accepted " when the bank messenger

or other collector places it before the
person or firm on whom it is drawn,

and obtains

his or their signature writ-

Appendix^
Intermediate collecting agents writ-

ten across

its face.

\_See

wom-

the pe-

dangerous piece

the promissory note, before

for collection.

acknowledgment
duc,

Promissory
notes.

simply an order or request

all

Any, the very simplest form of writ-

or a whisper.

A

with

she accepts one or gives one, and particularly before she brings one to her

tion

scared into hasty action by a shadow

business

It is well for a

faniiliarize herself

is,

of a

is

of

money

The most
worded form of

promissory note.

perfectly engraved and

note

sum

in its legal effect, a

nothing more, for

it

declares

the existence of a debt or obligation at
the date of signature.

In law, a per-

son

who

debt,

by the same act promises

in

writing acknowledges a
to

pay

with legal interest from date, unless
the form used in the paper expressly
it,

says " without interest."

The

note, in

whatever form, may name a future day
of payment.
The debt or obligation
at present existing, does not in that
case become due and payable until the
date set forth, but it exists all the same,
is no getting away from it.
Even a church subscription, with a sig-

and there

is a promissory note.
not paid when it should be, a time
can be ascertained and fixed beyond
which it is an over - due obligation,

nature attached,
If

drawing interest. \See Appendix^
This being true, the first, most obvious deduction

is

that a

woman

should

Promissory Notes.
always consider well before signing her
name to anything. She should help
herself to see clearly how much of her
personal property she

is

parting with,

or endangering, and what she

is

doing

it for.

In the first place, if she is merely
borrowing money needed for some
immediate exigency, or for some business use, like the purchase of real estate, or its improvement, or to help a
friend, she may not go to a bank but to
a person.
No matter who may be the
money-lender, however, all the points of
the transaction may best be dealt with
she gives a note, precisely as if she
were dealing directly with a bank.
if

Not only

the bank the best and most

is

usual form of money-lender
is

;

not only

to that extent, a " person

it,

"
;

but

any note given is pretty sure to be payable at some bank or other, or will be
sent to one for collection.
If it should
not be, all the laws and methods are
the same, and if she learns how to deal
with a bank, she will
with anybody else.

Wishing
she

will

printed

know how

to deal

borrow m^oney, therefore,
one of the ordinary
forms of promissory notes.
to

obtain

There is little variation in these forms,
and she will readily see how one is to
be filled up.
She will see that she

is

a
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importance, for,
note is void
In making a note and partshe must be careful to ob-

point of great

speaking, the

primarily

without it.
ing with it,
tain "value " to the full extent of her
contract, but will do well to remember
that if she has not done so there is a
weak spot in that merely formal claim
She can protect herself
against her.
against being made to pay it, by giving
due notice to certain persons, particu-

bank at which

larly to the

Due

self payable.

makes

it

notice "

is

it-

instan-

taneous notice, as soon as she discovers
that she

is

in

danger of a fraud or im-

position.

The date of making, the date of payment, the name of the bank, the amount
covered, having been entered upon her
account-book, pretty fully, the note is
ready and she may go to the bank. It
is the one where she makes her deposits, and where she and her business
character or "credit " are already well
known.
If it is to another bank or
person, she will need to become well
known, as to her character and resources, before she will obtain any
money.
In any event, with her promise to
pay, the bank will demand ample security.
It is a collecting and disbursing
agent, anxious to lend in a safe way,

writes a promise to pay, for instance,

the entire mass of

capital

and of the

" to

current amount on hand of

its collec-

John Jones or order."

make

It

would

small

difference if she should
strike out the words " or order." Noth-

ing in the body of a note can prevent
it

in

from being transferable, and she may
the end pay it to somebody else.

The note

is

but proof of the debt to

tions,

its

made and making, over and above

its current disbursements.
That is its
character as a money-merchant.
So it
must make the most of its profits. It
does not wish to keep on hand a dollar

of

its

loanable

funds,

and these are

John Jones, and if he were to die the
next hour it would be collected by his

carefully estimated

" heirs,

administrators, or assignees."
He made no contract to live for thirty
days, and his death does not wipe out

forbidden to take any risk whatever.

that debt.

quired to protect the bank from all loss.
There are three kinds of such security,
generally speaking.
One is given by

She

notice also, that the form
specifies "for value received," and that
will

a rule

That

it

is

has

money

by

As

its officers.

to lend, but

the theory, whatever

it

may

the practice, and the borrower

is

is

be
re-

\
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Commodore
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when she

Croesus,

of-

singlemerely her note. It is
name, gilt-edged paper," and is secured
by her known millions. Even then, for
form's sake, her note may be endorsed
by Mr. Straw, who adds nothing to the
certainty of its payment.
Another kind of security is given by
fers

means

what are known as collatand the sooner a wom-

of

erals,"
Collaterals.

.

an has a
ter.

.,

-

,

,

,

pile of these, the bet-

thing with

pile

It

kinds of personal property, as bank stock
or other stocks
or railway bonds or
;

other bonds

;

or of a mortgage on land

;

or of a warehouse receipt for produce

except to

sell

it,

for init

held

by the bank.
It seems hardly necessary to point
out that no woman in her senses will
borrow money in this way, unless she
feels absolutely sure of paying her note
She had better sell her
at maturity.
collateral, unless, and this may be
often the case, the market for its sale
is at present bad, but promises to be-

she signs her
lessly.

it,

stance, subject to the lien on

may not grow so fast if
name frequently or care- come
may consist either of several This,

The

and the owner cannot do any-

curity,

better before the note will be due.

indeed, may be a very good reason for borrowing, but its existence
should be plainly settled in the mind of
the would-be borrower.

The

third kind of security, altogeth-

goods

and er the most in use in commercial transAnything offered to a bank actions outside of imports, exports, and
chattels.
as collateral security, however, must be the movement of instantly salable proof such a kind and in such a shape that duce, like wheat or tobacco, is that to
the bank can sell it on a sure market, be given by an acceptable " endorser."
if need be, for more than money enough
Endorsement is not always easily to
How much more is a be had, and should never be accepted
to pay the note.
matter for the bank to decide. The Endorsement of without SCrioUS COnsidcr7tote5.
note made and the proposed collaterals
ation.
One of the conmust be submitted to the officers of the siderations, even if the note-maker
delivered

;

or

of

salable

Often these will include the
board of directors on a day of the week
called "discount day," when they meet
to pass judgment on paper offering.
Quite as frequently, nevertheless, the
president and cashier act upon minor
notes, and the directors permit and
accept their action.
If the loan is approved, the person making the note
will be presented with and required to
execute a paper which is in the nature
of both a transfer and a power of attorney, for, whatever form it is in, it
bank.

becomes a part of the contract contained in the note, and it gives the bank
power to sell the collateral security and
pay itself the amount of the note, with
interest and expenses, out of the proceeds thereof. During the time follow-

feels

note,

ment

absolutely
is

sure

of

paying

the

that the acceptance of endorse-

places her under a strong sense

of obligation to her endorser.

She

al-

most agrees, without saying it, that
under similar circumstances she will
return the favor.
She borrows the
credit of another person, because she

gets that person to sign, on the back

agreement to pay it in
That person pracmakes a second note, inside of

of her note, an

case she does not.
tically

the other, just like

it,

just as binding in

ing the date of the loan, to the date of

note breaks down. So
does the second and third endorser, in
turn, if the bank calls for more than
one before lending the money named
in the note.
If any other person is in
any way interested in the use of the
money borrowed, the bank will prefer

actual payment, the bank holds the se-

that person,

case the

first

if

financially solvent, for

Safety and Revenue in Investments.
the

first

endorser, because of the quesAt all events,

spectable depositor.

may renew

tion of " value received."

they

the person endorsing should be made
perfectly aware of the nature and cir-

collaterals,

cumstances of the transaction.
Something more will be said about
endorsements further on, but there is
Discounting a also what is described as

may

u (^is(_;ounting "

note.

note.

a
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If

a part.

not the whole,
If there are

and if these must be sold, go
and see about their sale at once, for you
find a better purchaser, at a higher

bank can or will do. If
an endorsed note, consult with your
endorser or endorsers, as it is not for
the interest of an endorser to have a

price, than the
it is

banks under

note protested with his name on it, and
he should not be taken unawares by
your failure. He should have time to
make provisions. If you do not pay,

State or National laws, and with private banking - houses and individual

the bank will see to it that he is notified, in due form, under the seal of a

The

governing

discount and the laws

of

rules

it

are not the

several States, nor
lating to

money

-

it

same

in

the

the practice re-

is

the same in

ure of a note, and

who

ought,

she

trouble,

as

"

statute "

usury

of

will

her

take the
the

read

to

own

State,

be prepared to perceive just what
the word " discount " means when a
bank officer or other person tries to explain what he means by it in her case.
will

A

note once made and given, the
its maturity must be kept in

date of

mind.

It will pretty surely

have the

hastening the
flight of time, but the end ought not to
be permitted to come as a surprise.
Perfect provision must be made for
proverbial

payment

effect

of

probably by successive debank
and the final payment is to be made by a check on the
bank, drawn to your own order, but
posits

;

in

;

specifying that

it

is

for the principal

and interest of such and such a note.
If there is to be any doubt of means of
payment, do not leave all to the last,
but call at the bank and say so.
Except there is a stringency in the
money-market, or a doubt of the seRenewai of curity, the bank would much
notes.
prefer to renew the note,
rather than to protest, sue, and collect
is

it,

or

sell

the collaterals.

right with the note,

it is

If

all

the interest

bank to have it renewed, and
they will at no time wish to harm a re-

of the

because if this is not
under that note
ceases and it cannot afterward be colHe will also probably
lected of him.
that a note
notification
receive a prior
about
is
to fall
endorsement
with his

Any woman, how- notary

lenders.

ever, already acquainted with the nat-

done

public,

his

due, and

liability

may come

to inquire of

you

about it. Do not neglect any part of
your own duty, and by all means do
not worry about it. Getting ready beforehand is a prevention of worry.
The subject of banks and banking,
as

related

Investment of

to

any woman's personal

property. Stands by

itself,

capital.

and next to it is that of
investment of any surplus funds that
she may have, without immediate need
for their expenditure.
Studying this
subject may often throw light upon the
reality of any seeming need for that
very expenditure, for investment is the
A defather and mother of economy.
posit in a savings bank is a genuine
form of investment, made through that
agency but a deposit in National and
it is
only a
State Banks is not so
placing of funds in a convenient and
reasonably secure shape for paying
them out again.
Having money on hand, or nearly
;

;

come

to hand, the question of its in-

vestment should come with it, for money is a capable workman and ought not
to be allowed to remain idle.
Hoard-

Women
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all,
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in

is a bad practice and does not, after
provide the safety which is its only

Concerning any
feature.
proposed investment, however, the first

attractive

and vital consideration is that of safety.
There is no such thing as absolute
safety " where moth and rust doth corrupt and thieves break through and
steal " but something closely resembling it may be obtained by the exerThe secondary
cise of proper care.
;

object to be sought for

revenue,"

is

the dividend to be paid for the use of

Many

the money.

real estate invest-

ments pay this, and pay it well, eventually, by the rise in the value of property.
This is a wide and fascinating
always partaking somewhat of
speculative adventure, and it has its
possible crop of disappointments as well
as of prizes. Here, too, the question of
sound titles comes in, with those of
taxes, assessments, the ability to meet
them, and also the general subject of
field,

improvements to be made in the neighborhood by others, or on the premises
by the owner.
All real estate investments are not

speculative,
dividual.

already

and

all

are not strictly in-

The purchase
built, to

of

a

house,

live in, or of a lot to

build a house on, ought not to be at

all

excepting that any such
property may rise in value. Neither
is an investment through any well organized and managed local " building
speculative,

association."

brilliant, promising so much, that
they openly invite the employment of
the ordinary rules of arithmetic and
an inquiry as to the real nature of the
magic which puts one dollar into a hat
and takes out two without injury to the
hat or to any of the other dollars said

so

to be in

For the greater part, howcompels the

it.

ever, careful investigation

admission that our local building associations, on the whole, offer admirable investments to the classes of small
capitalists likely to

Another form
estate

is

numerous and
Buildhig

Loan

have been found ex-

ceedingly
good means for
& ^ &
and
Asso-

puttmg

moncy where

^^-jii

secure

ciatio,is.

yield

a

fair

Each scheme
tions

is

it

will

or

without

own

account.

return, with

actual building on one's

and

of each of these associa-

a separate study, to be consid-

ered mainly with reference to the character of

Now

management.
and then schemes are
its

offered,

of them.

of investment in real

the ''bond and mortgage."

O^^nnngtond
and mort-

^^^S' ^S^^"'

In

^hc quCStion of

comcs in and with it
an inspection as to whether
the property itself, without any help
from its owner, the mortgagor, can pay
the interest regularly, by rental or
otherwise, and then the principal, at
title

auction sale, in case of foreclosure.

The

best

banks, will

investors,

the

savings

lend only one-half of the

apparent productive value of a house

and lot. The rule they follow is a
good one for any individual. The rate
of interest to be obtained cannot be
higher than the legal rate and may be
lower, but the borrower must pay for
search of title and all other expenditures relating to the loan.

Where the property is within the
range of operation of a respectable
" Title Guarantee AssoTitle Guar anciation,
such as are evtee Associaerywhere becoming more
and more common, a trustworthy search
can be had without great cost and with
.

Building and Loan Associations are

make use

ySee Appendix^

.

The
the gain of additional security.
searches of these companies have unearthed a great many titles which they
did not care to insure.

One more
real

estate

desirable feature of any

investment, by

purchase,

mortgage, or otherwise, is that it should
be near at hand, within reach of per-

The Various Forms of Investment.
sonal observation, and, if need should
ever be, of personal supervision and

A resident

management.
is

a very defective

owner

of

New York

landed property as near as Pennsylvania,

much more

so

it

if

is

anywhere

in

the Mississippi Valley or at the foot of

Rocky Mountains.
Beyond the comparatively

the

tangible
Limitediia-

solid

and

realm of real - estate investments, is the vast and al-

btUty.
most infinitely varied region
where the money paid by the investor
does but give her a measured interest
in
some business operation and its
plant or property, under the direction
of other people.
That her interest, so

acquired,

be strictly measured,

shall

defined,

and

care in

making any such investment.

limited, should be her first

Certain classes of purchasable
ests are invariably so

railway stocks,

limited

;

lender

the

should

mentally

take, with all the securities, collaterals,
endorsements, that he would require,
and the loan becomes an investment.
If these are in part to be dispensed
with, by reason of good will, or the
known integrity of the borrower, it is
still an insecure investment.
If

the

money

for use in a business

is

enterprise, the special reason for notes
is the danger of becoming a " partner " in the eye of the law,

and formalities

with an interest

in

the success of the

as

lender,

all

all

not organized under " limacts, ordinary business

liability

Thus

and practically resolve herself into a
bank cashier and protect herself as he
would protect the capital under his
Take such a note as he would
care.

inter-

;

ited

ency.

business, other than that of a

bonds, all promissory notes, and here no such care is
needed but the stocks of many corporations

ness to make the gift, eventually, must
be clearly settled before that of solv-

good

of even

lOI

'*

and so

liable

debts of every kind.

for

A

moneygeneral

its

stock-holder

an old time joint-stock bank was so
liable, and so, to the full face value of
in

the owner of corpora-

the stock held,

is

tive stock not

under the

" limited lia-

bility " act, unless

such stock was duly

undertakings, and the like, require
watching and the adoption of protective measures provided for by existing

paid for, in

in cash,

laws.

" silent partner " in

enterprises, partnerships,

A woman known
her pocket

is

improvement

to have

money

in

very likely to find her-

asked for it much more directly
than by the advertisements to be read
in the newspapers.
There are both
self

and friends who are either
enterprising beyond their
present resources, and they are generrelatives

needy

or

capable of presenting their cases
the most plausible form.
A good

It

is,

in

the

first

however, possible to become a

with a

cern,

any business con-

liability

limited

to

the

by having the partnership
contract express that fact, first, and
second, by having the fact of limitation advertized
in
the
newspaper
named for that purpose by the laws of
one's
own State and municipality.
cash put

in,

The

imporcopy of that paper, with the

latter provision is vitally

A

ally

tant.

in

notice in

and searching question to propound,

full,

place.

Any

it,

should be kept.

loan expressed in a promissory

with reference to each application, may
" Is this a loan, a busbe formulated
iness investment, or is it a gift ? " The
merely needy person may not be act-

note must be made for a given time
and payable at the bank named, selecting very positively the bank in which
you make your own deposits. You may

but

wish to use the money expressed in
that note, some day, before it is due,

:

ually

the

insolvent,

gift,

and of one's

the

question

of

ability or willing-

Women
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and so may take
"discount " you
;

it

to

will

in
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your bank for

surely deposit

there for collection days before

it

it

is

due, in order that the processes of de-

mand and
test,"

if

collection,

if

paid, of " pro-

not paid, and of formal re-

renewed, may be
in the regular channels of business.
On
no account allow an endorsed note to
fail of formal "protest for non-payment," lest you release the endorser.
Municipal loans, or those of cities,
towns, and counties, are a favorite inThe
Municipai vcstment with many.
newal,

if

the loan

is

merely temporary investment, so that
the money need not be idle, buy a
" coupon bond," but if it is to be permanent, get a " registered bond," if
possible, diminishing risk of loss and
with easier collections.

Any bank

will

accept bond coupons on deposit and
collect them as it collects checks.
With reference to each and every
class of personal property investment,

one
is

evil to be prepared for, mentally,
a " panic," or anything like it. When

there has been a sudden decline in the

stock and bond market, nervous investnone that come ors are too apt to help it by a rush to
from too far away. If they are good^ sell. It is probably their best time to
they should have friends nearer home. stay at home until the storm is over,
Take none without knowing the popula- unless they have more money and the
tion, tax-list, and existing debt of that courage and judgment to go in and
public borrower, for even rich and pros- pick up good things that other people
perous communities have now and then are dropping.
been so liberal in spending borrowed
The prudent woman, studying her
money that they broke down under financial position, before going out to
the burden of payment.
Precisely the her business, may find among her persame rule applies to State loans and to sonal property certain items which
may be generally classed as " claims
railway loans guaranteed by States.
The loans of the United States are and contingencies."
If any of these are in written or realways safe, but that is their main featform, she ought to have small
corded
market
Current
United States, ^^^^
state, and
ratcs they are practically difiiculty in ascertaining what they are
Railway Loans. "
three per cent, loans or worth at present, but may have more
in making up her mind what to do with
a little better.
Railway bonds are like a flight of them. There are claims which might
stairs, somewhat crowded on the lower have a value if dealt with at once, yet
and middle steps, but not so much so which would vanish into thin air, if left
near the upper landing.
The price to take care of themselves.
If there are any on hand not yet in
list of the Stock Exchange will at any
time inform an investor what opinion visible, concrete forms, but which can
prevails among the keen-eyed opera- be made so, the business woman will
She will obtain
tors who are studying the prospects of not wait or hesitate.
all this kind of securities.
The same is a settlement if there is one to be had,
true of railway and bank stocks, of all and she will decide what to do with
the kinds not at the moment most the written form of that settlement.
largely dealt in.
Never buy a secu- A verbal promise cannot be deposited
"
rity over which the " bulls and bears
for collection at her bank.
One thought is pretty sure to come
are fighting, for its nominal value may
loans.

^^j^g

jg

.

i

>>

i

be too largely fictitious and a small investor does not need to ask how or
why. If any " bond " is purchased for

person considering property in
ownership, and it takes the form of
" Whose shall this be if I should die
to

a

:

Clubs

and Parliamentary

Rules.
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Whatever the answer is, in standing committees, state that these
the thinker, that answer are to be chosen by ballot, and for how
should at once be written out in long, and how vacancies are to be filled.
clear memoranda, and taken to a It should 'provide for its own amendlawyer, who shall put it into form for ment, by a two-thirds vote, specified
execution, and then it can be filed away notice of the vote being given beforehand.
It should state what number of
in the safest place attainable, safe-deEven a small members are to constitute a quorum
posit box or the like.
estate should not be left to costly proc- for transacting business at any meetesses of uncertain direction and di- ing of the society.
to-night?"

the

will

of

but the fewer the bequests, the
simpler the form of will, the better,
without providing for too many continEach expressed uncertainty
gencies.

The president of such a society
should be an ex-officio member of the
executive committee, but the treasurer
and secretary should not be members

which a

without regular election as such.
vice-president, or if more than
one, in the order of their election,
should perform the duty of president
in the absence of that officer, including
service on the executive committee.
The secretary is the scribe, custodian
of documents, official correspondent,
jointly with the president, and is the
proper "reader " at any meeting. The
correspondence may be transferred to
a corresponding secretary, if need be,

vision

;

gap,

a possible

is

wasteful dispute

through

may

There are hardly any more

interest-

ing duties, outside of her household

and her finances, upon which

Societies,

Clubs,

etc.

other activities depend,
than are such as come to a woman in
connection with
societies," organiza^\\ j^gj-

manner

tions for all
cial,

literary,

of purposes, so-

charitable,

or religious.

In any such society, her value largely

depends upon her business ability. For
the performance of any duty outside of
the assembled membership, hardly any
suggestion ought to be needed, but
when once she and her friends have
met, as a society, they have become a
kind of legislature, and must govern
themselves accordingly. For this purpose they do not require the full and
elaborate

Manual

instructions

of

''Cushing's

"

nor the Rules of the House
of Representatives, but something like a
brief

of

it

The

enter.

and condensed digest of the

princi-

and a secretary pro tempore may be
chosen, by vote, at any meeting.

The

treasurer

is

the keeper of funds

and accounts, but need not also be burdened with the duties of collector. All
disbursements must be made on authorrecorded vote at a regular
No other payments are legal.
It is well if they are ordered to be made
on orders signed by the president, that
the treasurer may have vouchers equivalent to bank-checks, for her own proity

of

a

meeting.

ples set forth in the received authorities.

tection.

Every such association should adopt
something equivalent to a " constitu-

The order of business at a meeting
should be adhered to, with scrupulous
The society being called to order,
quorum being found present, with or

tion," tersely setting forth its

care.

and

a

its

purpose.

plan
It

for

purpose
accomplishing that

should so limit the objects

without the calling of a

roll,

there are

of the society, that incongruous subjects can be the more readily shut out.

sometimes what are called
opening
exercises," with which business has

It

should designate, as nearly as may
who may or may not become members.
It should name the officers and

nothing to

be,

brevity.

The

first

do,

excepting

business in

to

order

expect
is

the

Women
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reading, correction, and
vote,

of

the minutes

ing meeting.

thing

is

the

of

The next

in

Their Business Affairs.

approval, by

preced-

the

indispensable

report of the

treasurer,

and any action thereon, other than simple approval or disapproval, must be
postponed until " new business " is

The next

order are the
reports of the executive and other
standing committees. These may be
accepted and approved, or accepted
without approval, but any further acreached.

tion or debate

new

the

to

where

in

must also be postponed
business "

department,
order is un-

Next in
and there is much
any obnoxious item of

A

motion to adjourn

is

always in

order, but cannot be debated.

A

mo-

tion fixing a given hour for adjourn-

ment is under the same rule.
The various duties falling upon the
officers of

comment.

such a society require small

Those

of

the

treasurer

surely require her to keep accurate acto pay out nothing without
due authority, nor without receiving
and keeping a voucher. She is a kind
of bank, but must remember that her

counts

;

private capital

ment

is

liable for the repay-

of the society's deposits.

may be

In these days of cheap printing every
such association should provide good
stationery of its own, including printed
letter-heads.
The corresponding sec-

on the table or referred to a committee, to keep it still for the time being.

retary will also make a specialty of
punctuality and of carefully filing away

it

finished

belongs.

business,

freedom here,
it,

in the

way

for

of current affairs,

laid

When

new^ business

is

now

reached,

and not before, is the time for announcements and communications to
be made through the presiding officer,
other than those made by the secretary, on her own behalf or that of the
corresponding secretary.
Many " motions " can as well be
merely verbal, but any motion calling
for a payment of money ought to be
written, to avoid misunderstandings

communications.
once a woman of ordinary capacity has put her house and her external affairs, her business of every name,
in perfect order, knowing it well and
watching it from day to day, she will
probably be astonished to find how easy
its management has become and how

all

When

much

better are

its

varied proceeds.

was said by one of America's
greatest merchants that he worked
and to secure the treasurer. No mo- harder, with greater and more numertion is before the society for debate ous perplexities, when he was running
or amendment until duly seconded a small
country store," than when,
and announced by the chair.
a perfected man of business, he was
An amendment is simply another directing commercial transactions of
motion requiring action before the first seventy millions of dollars per annum.
can be acted on. A second amend- The secret of his later ease was in the
ment cannot crowd out of place the success of his persistent demand for,
and attainment of, perfect system and
first, nor can there be an amendment
perfect punctuality.
to an amendment.
It

forms and other specific information see section on Woimen in Their
Business Affairs /;/ the Appendix Supplementary Information.]
\^Fo?' legal
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By LILLIAN W. BETTS.
Cleaning and Cleanliness.

The Science of Housekeeping-.
Economy and Expenditure.
She Died of Committee."
The Nutrient Value of Foods.
Cook-books and Food Literature.
The New Cooking Appliances.
Electric Cooking.

Marketing and Economy.

The Servant
System

involves

knowledge

a
of

and science.
knowledge of

art

A

the

first

ment

is

es-

if

the ele-

of

beauty

sential,

be in the
home a knowlis

to

;

edge

Question.

Entertaining and Hospitality.

OOD housekeeping

of Meats.

The Buying and Preparation
Good Bread-making.

"

of the sec-

Housekeeping.

in

Science

of the household as to-day.

is

invention a servant
her handmaiden
following her, often preceding her, to
light the path where she had not yet dis;

covered the need of light. Science and
invention have revolutionized housekeeping. They have made it possible
for a woman to fill the office of a housekeeper and yet have leisure to enjoy
the graces of

she

is

Woman

life.

is

the power

to-day, in the church, in charity,

ond is essential
home.
to the health of the
A good housekeeper is an executive officer, an accountant, a chemist,
She
a sanitary officer.
The attributes
an
than
more
possesses
a
good
of
housekeeper,
elementary knowledge of
hygiene.
She is a household physician, and possesses, either as a gift

and in the philanthropic world, because science and invention have freed
her from labor that women of preceding generations were compelled to do
with their own hands, for the preserva-

or as the result of training, or both,

that should

,

the elementary knowledge, at least, of

tion of the

home and

the comfort of

the family.

Whether woman
dom, and
self

to

in the

mean

outside

will

first

abuse the freeflush of

liberty

leisure enchain herresponsibilities,

until

her diplomatic
abilities depends the harmony of the
home. Her social graces determine,

the secondary, not the
primary object of her life, future years
To - day the homewill determine.

to a large degree, the social opportuni-

maker has

a trained

ties of

In
is

nurse.

On

home becomes

home and abroad. world to equip her for her field of pleaswoman, as a home maker, ure and opportunity the home. The

the family at

short,

at her feet the genius of the

—

-

responsible for the health and the

happiness of her family, whether that
numbers two or more. Never in the
history of the family has it been so
possible for a woman to gain the
knowledge which fits her to meet the
demands of her position as chief officer

first

essential to filling her position

is

an appreciation of the opportunity it
If considered wholly from the
offers.
standpoint of responsibilities, homemaking is a burden, not an opportuniIf it is considered from the matety.
rial point of view, the house and its

—

.
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become a fetich, an altar
on which are sacrificed husband and

for

furnish-

life

furnishings
children

the perfection of

;

its

were easy to make a law,

It

all.

were

this true.

that

at

is

It is

once

this diversity of

its

beauty and

its

Each family must be a law
The wisdom of the conthe custodian's mind as the paramount unto itself.
troller is shown in the adapting of induty of life.
The -first essential of the perfect come and expenses, whether for neceshome is its adaptation to the family. sities or luxuries. The home - maker

ings and preservation standing before

^7.
J
adaptation
The
of the home

to the family.

makes

its

It is this

financial
-^^^

harmony.

to the
adaptation
^
or social stand^^^.j^ ^^^^
^^^^

If its

cost exceeds

the financial freedom of the family

;

if

what the
family are reaching after, not what
they are, there can be no harmony, for
Rest, repose is the
there is no rest.
foundation of peace, and peace is the
angel that guards every true home. It
is not the amount of money spent in a
week, a month, or a year in maintainit

is

a house that expresses

ing the

home

acter.

It is

that determines

its

char-

the results obtained by the

amount be
home-maker has
placed at her disposal the sum of twelve
thousand dollars a year, and through
expenditure, whether the
large or small.

If

the

ignorance or indifference is not able to
secure the best possible results from
this amount, she is as culpable, as
much to be condemned as the home-

maker who

fails

to

produce the best

possible results from

the expenditure

hundred and

sixty-five dollars

of three

per year.

The happiness

of the fami-

depends on the purchasing power
of the money expended by the homemaker. If her ignorance reduces its
purchasing power, the family must sufly

fer.

No

law can be laid

down

the

for

expending of a family income.

The

needs, the tastes, the conExpenditure.

.

.

ditions of no

-

.

difficulty.

equals her opportunity as she
to use the

so that

it

for each
in

income placed

The

foundation,
is

is

able

her hands

secures the greatest freedom

member

of the family to

and

health, morals,

life

in

grow

spiritual grace.

then,

of

the family

the income, plus the intelligence

of the heads of the family.

position of the family

is

The

social

the accident,

the result of this combination in addi-

The
to antecedent conditions.
income of the average American family is estimated at about five hundred
dollars a year.
The incomes above
and below this average represent the
upward and downward scale of social
opportunities.
The problem of living
is hardest to solve in the United States
for families of refinement who have
tion

the natural ambitions of intelligence

how

to

that they may secure at
time the greatest freedom

live

the same

and the greatest privacy.
Rent is the first item. What proportion of the income can be expended for
rent ? We are told that no man should
spend more than one-fourth of his income for rent. But we cannot accept
this as an unchangeable law, for onefourth of the income of some families will not secure space enough for
privacy, and a greater proportion than
one - fourth must be spent for rent.
This extra allowance, then, must be secured by economy in other expendi-

,

The

two families
are the same, while the incomes of

tures

thousands of families are identical. We
cannot proceed upon the principle that,
the division of expenditures being identical, the results would be equally good

ute to this absolute expense, that can-

social

life,

the wardrobe,

or the food-supply must pay their trib-

not be brought below a certain point
without affecting not only the comfort
but the health and morals of the family.

Expenditure and Economy.

Having

settled the proportion of the

family income that must be expended
balance of the income
in rent, the

then must be divided to meet all the
demands of the family life. Now

other

and

becomes
the wisdom and intelligence of the
determining power. Each family difthe problem

intricate

tests

in the standards of the necessiimperative for the maintenance of
Opportunity for education
family life.

fers
ties

is

the uppermost need of one family.

Establishing the

semblance of social

the one universal want

prominence

is

of another

family.

Clothes that at-

tract the eye of the passer-by

is

the

one desire of another family. What
we term " a good table " satisfies the
It is the
wants of another family.
gratification of the special taste of each
family that secures for that family the
greatest

we

shall

We may

happiness.

or condemn, but

know

we

if

admire

are discerning

that we, in turn, are

being criticised for the arrangement of
our own lives that in the judgment
;

many we

of

things of

life

are
;

we

sacrificing

best results for the
at our disposal.

the

best

are not securing the

amount

Accepting

of

money

this

fact,

behooves us to concentrate our
attention on our own affairs, being careful to secure the results in our own famthen,

it

ily life

that minister best to the

life

of

that family, without regard to outside

standards.

Strength, time, and practical knowledge are the servants that increase the
family income threefold.
The
first should be administered as
one administers the income of the family.
If it is abused, used recklessly, it
brings physical bankruptcy as surely as
the reckless use of
cial

failure.

money

brings finan-

Many women

are old at

and become burdens carried
with loving patience, or even endurance, by their families, when they could
have gone down to old age helping to
middle

life,

109

carry the burdens and pleasures of

life

with ease and grace, had they used

in-

telligence in expending their strength.
It

this

is

women

danger that threatens the

They

of to-day.

dissipate their

physical powers, not in the home, but in

meeting outside demands. If tombstones recorded truth always, in many
a graveyard in this country would ap" She died of Compear this legend
mittee."
It has become, within the
past year, the proper thing to justify
this outside work of women on the
ground that women are the leisure
class. It would appear that this must be
sarcasm, were it not for the deeply earnest quarter from which this justification comes.
A woman of leisure to-day
would either be a curiosity or an object
of veneration or envy, according to the
standpoint from which we view her.
Women of the past did abuse their
strength in the labor they performed
in their homes and for their families.
This is not possible to-day, where woman has the intelligence to use the laborsaving machines that science and invention have placed at her disposal.
To-day her physical bankruptcy is due
to concessions made to the world out:

side her

home

;

to

or false economy.

her

own ignorance

Hundreds

of hus-

our day stand patient, willing,
loving attendants on waives who are invalids because of the service they rendered outside their homes, and this
often without the assurance that the
victim of her own temperament or mistaken zeal has rendered true service.

bands

in

Wise is the woman who knows the
measure of her strength and uses it to
enrich the home life, making it increase
the family income by saving the money,
economizing the strength when the expending of money means greater happiness for the family

;

giving of her

abundance where it tells for the world's
good making that service to the world
;

a part of the intellectual

life

of her

own

TJie Principles

This

home.

it is

of character.

that

The

marks the woman

centre of her Hfe

is

her home. All that she does tends to
its happiness, to the growth, morally
and spiritually, of the family circle.

Time

is

the second factor that in-

The way

of Housekeeping.
days departing, if not already gone. It
is not considered a mark of wisdom to
save small amounts in the use of time,

many things to do. Are
they worth the doing ? Will they count
in making and preserving the family
there are so

No

the financial freedom of the family ?
These are the important questions.
There is another influence potent in
family life in America to-day the tendency of the American woman, though
married and a mother, to become a
wage - earner. Among the so - called
poor people this is made necessary,

made up

often because the wife

creases the family income.

used by the homemaker increases or diminishes the famWe live in what might be
ily income.

which time

in

termed

is

ready-made days."

We

no

longer make our own clothing because
we can buy it so cheaply ready-made.

one disputes that the materials
at home without expense produce a better and a cheaper garment.
The truth of the matter is that sewing
is

a lost art with the majority of

Amer-

Decorative art has now
with its dainty suggestions,
and supplies even the quiet, stay-athome woman with occupation and entertainment for her leisure. To make
a garment, when the making saves so
ican

women.

stepped

little

in

money, seems foolish to many

women who acknowledge

that

it is

the

penny saved that counts in the close of
There are married
the yearly account.
women to-day who are intelligent and
thoughtful, living on limited incomes,
with no possibility of an increase except by the investment of capital secured by the saving of the family income, who have never made a garment
worn by themselves or their families.
They have grown up with the idea that
a waste

—

that is, that
time
time and knowledge can be better used.
it

is

of

life,

—

that she cannot

so ignorant

is

make her time count

money

factor in the domestic econShe does not know how to cook
She even does not know how
or sew.
and so she
to keep her house clean
uses the time for which she has no use,
and she earns money, not because her

as a

omy.

;

husband's earnings could not be made
to support the family, but because she
does not know how to make her time
count for dollars and cents by using it.
There are thousands of intelligent married women to-day in America who are
wage-earners because they cannot endure the mionotony of home-making
because they are ambitious
because
they, no more than the ignorant woman whose husband earns a dollar a day,
can make their time count dollars and
cents by the application of knowledge
;

;

There comes to
skill in the home.
mind now a school-teacher in a village
school, the mother of nine children
and the wife of a trained mechanic,
who, in reply to the query of why and
how it was possible for her to leave
and

There are men and women who have
come from homes where the burden of
life was a limited income, who have
never worn a garment fashioned by a her family to fill her position, replied
mother's brain and hand. The picture that her husband's wages would not
Furof the young mother fashioning, in love supply the needs of the family.
and fear, the garments for the baby ther conversation revealed that she
whose coming is the promise of her paid a relative two hundred dollars a
womanhood, the bond and pledge of year to do the housework, that she
her love, is fast becoming only a pict- paid a char-woman about one hundred
ure, to give sentiment to a story of dollars a year, and she paid about one

;

Art and

Science in the

hundred and fifty dollars for sewing
done by another relative. She earned
four hundred dollars a year. What
was the actual gain to this family for
the loss of a mother's time and brooding ? The secret of the matter, which
she did not appreciate herself, was that
she disliked housework and the detailed care of young children.
She exchanged labor but to herself, her husband her neighbors, she was to be
pitied because she had to earn money
to support her family.
All were deceived.
There is too much of this deception for the real growth of Ameri;

can character. If a woman chooses to
earn money that she may buy that
labor which she cannot, for lack of
strength or knowledge, perform, let
her be careful to be candid to herself,
her husband, and her friends, and not
set herself on a pedestal and belittle
her husband in his own eyes, or those

Home.

her position, but
rant the fault

is

if she remains ignoher own. Art, litera-

mechanics, are

ture, science, invention,

the servants of every intelligent houseIf she buys an ugly tea-cup,
because she chooses to be ignorant
of the laws of beauty
she does not
seek to know the elements of beauty.
The paper -maker, the textile - manufacturer, the thread-manufacturer, the
potter help to maintain schools of art
that our homes may be beautiful.
The

keeper.
it is

;

art schools,

by lectures and exhibitions

as well as training, seek to enlighten

the seeker after the knowledge of
to discern the beautiful.

how

Artists and

architects and decorators create

free

schools for the education of the tastes
the

of

by their exhibitions

people

while magazines and newspapers seek

to educate the critical faculty.
The
home devoid of beauty to-day is the
home of ignorance.
of the world, by putting necessity in
The laboratories of the world are at
the foreground as the reason for her the service of the home-maker who

activity,

and not choice, which is the
Let her examine care-

true reason.
fully

that,

choosing her position,

in

may not

she

interfere with the rights

of others, or the duties of her

own

posi-

For a w4fe
become a wage-earner

tion as a wife or mother.

and mother to
to

gratify

pride

or

contemptible,

and

gives to that

woman

The

use of time

is

social

the

desires

world

is

soon

her true position.

a positive factor in

the increasing of the family income.
Practical knowledge of the various
departments of home -making is the
^ third and most important
The value of
practical factor m the mcrease of
knowledge.
^j^^ family income.
If the
home-maker has little or no knowledge
of the problems that housekeeping in-

...

volves,

she

necessarily

increases

the

expenses of the family, lessening the
purchasing power of the income she
commands or administers. She may
be ignorant when she is first placed in

chooscs to profit by the reof scientific discovery
and investigation. Not only are these
investigations carried on to discover
food values, but the principles of cooking are considered worthy of the atScience in
the home,

gults

tention of the scientist,

who

frequently

gives his knowledge to the world in the

most elementary form

possible, for the

education of the housekeeper, that she
may purchase and cook her food, securing the best results with the least
expenditure of time and money.

To many women, even women
intelligence, there

is

of

a sense of secu-

a cook-book

is owned.
due respect to makers of recipes, the housekeeper who
depends for her catering on the cookbook cannot obtain, by closest follow-

rity

Cook-books.

ing,

the

all

best

results

palatableness.
is

lic

if

With

As an

in

nutrition

or

illustration, there

a book issued by the American Pub-

Health Association, entitled

Prac-
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tical

Sanitary and Economic Cooking,"

published by that Association at Rochester, N. Y.
The title-page tells us that
the book

adapted to people of modThis book is
prize essay for 1888, and was

is

erate and small means."
the

Lomb

Mary Hinman

written by

Abel, of

not appreciated by the American peoExplicit directions are given for
ple.

cooking these articles of food by Mrs.
Abel.
Soak the heart
She says
overnight beef heart to boil all day,
calves' heart to boil two hours." Seven
other standard books were consulted.
" Do not soak.
One stated, in italics
Boil two hours."
Another said noth^'
Boil
ing of preparation, and said
six hours hard."
Two agree on four
hours' cooking, one says hard boiling,
and the other simmering. To take an:

;

:

:

other illustration of the difficulty that
the housekeeper who knows
nothing of the chemistry of food or the
principles of cooking.
Crullers are not
hygienic, but they are enjoyed by
besets

A

people.

was given

the

to

housekeeper

recipe

"

:

for

crullers

writer by

an old

One quart and one-

half pint of flour, three teaspoonfyls of

baking powder, one tablespoonful of
butter melted, two small eggs, one cup
of milk, one of sugar, one even teaspoonful of salt, one -half nutmeg.

Cook

in three

pounds of

lard."

"

:

With

One and

one-half cup of su-

gar to a teaspoonful of butter, three
teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, one and

nutmeg " no proportion of
The differences were as great
the others consulted.
One book

one-half
flour.

in all

;

Ann indexed

Arbor, Mich. In this book, beef and
calves' hearts are spoken of as being
cheap and nutritious articles of food

many

other

as

we

crullers as doughnuts, which,

ought to know, are an entirely
kind of cake.
The resem-

all

different

blance

only in the method of cook-

is

These

illustrations are given to
prove that the writers are not infallible, because they are not scientific.
As a rule, they do not understand the
chemistry of food nor the principles of
cooking well enough to make them
rank with the scientist.
The books
are good servants, but bad mistresses.
The housekeeper must fit herself to
separate the chaff from the wheat when
reading them, and if she is wise she
will cull the best into a book of her
own, after experiment and investigation.
There is no better field for the
display of art and originality than is
ing.

offered

days

in

three

hundred and

sixty-five

the year, three times each day,

to the mistress of the household

the wife

who meets

;

and

this opportunity,

not as a servant, but as a mistress, is
whom the prophets foretold,
" Whose husband praises her in the

the one of
gates,
call

and whose children

rise

up and

her blessed."

The catering for a family involves
more than the tickling of the palate or
the pleasing of the artistic sense.

It

a view to saving gray matter and time,

means securing the family

was decided to consult all the cookbooks in the kitchen library, and dispense with another written recipe, if
possible.
The first cook-book con-

creasing the working force.
This cannot be done unless there is knowledge

it

sulted said

:

"

Four tablespoonfuls

of

sugar, five of melted butter, three eggs,

one teaspoonful

of

cinnamon."

No

proportion for flour was given, yet the
whole success of frying crullers depends on the consistence of the dough
and the temperature of the lard. An-

The valve
of foods,

of the

health, in-

valuc of foods, their

strength and heat-giving qual-

A physician of standing not
long since said that women and children starved to death in this country
because they did not know the kind of
food to eat, or would not take fpod
ities.

enough to meet the demands made
upon their vitality. It is quite com-

TJic

mon

to hear the

large

busy

Importance of Nourishing Food.

women

especially, say

cities,

:

our
Oh, if

ot
"

we only had some form

of concentrated food
I feel faint, famished, but I
don't want to eat." This condition of
mind or stomach, or both, has been
recognized, and we have columns in
our newspapers advertising concen!

trated food, nervines, and tonics.
A
knowledge of the chemical values of
the several kinds of food would save
doctors' bills, prolong life, and increase
the working powers of the whole people.
Many times the habit formed in
childhood, of eating but little and eat-

ing food unsuited to the physical condition,
ing,

the cause of the habit of eat-

is

in

impaired

that

adults,

vitality,

leads to disease,

depleted nerve-force.

It is a fact that working-girls,

when

at

113

tions.
How many housekeepers avail
themselves of this avenue of useful
knowledge, which costs nothing but
time^ to write a note to the Govern-

ment
lets

Washington

at

for the

pamph-

that are being constantly issued

by the Department of Agriculture ?
There are standard books on the
adulterations of food, but
The

aduiteratiou of foods,

their

sales

Hcvcr -make the fortunes
of the scientists

who

write

them. Publishers do not clamor for
the privilege of putting their imprint
on the title-pages, while not a few are
put in printed form by the efforts of
the

"

philanthropist.

public
useful

The American

upon this
and valuable contribution to the
to be congratulated

is

needs of
people,

its

made

army

great

of working-

possible through the hu-

the vacation houses, prefer bread and
tea to the nourishing food furnished.

manitarian benevolence of a private
citizen.
This was the fifth prize of-

They do not

same citizen through the
same channel, for the noble purpose of
ameliorating, in some degree, the hardships which baffle mankind in the tire-

care for meat and vegebeing unused to them. Their
stomachs seemingly reject such strong
food.
Children who are not taught to
eat nourishing breakfasts, when they
cannot have a supply of nourishing
food until late afternoon or evening
dinner, pay, through all their lives, the
tables,

penalty.

The

habit

is

formed and

is

fered by the

less struggle for existence." *

Yet no

intelligent

never broken.
Each day's labor is
undertaken without, to use a figure,

on recipes, but the

maintain steam enough
properly to run the engine. This al-

tion

sufficient fuel to

most national habit cannot be remedied
until proper feeding becomes a moral
Ignorance cannot be
pleaded in our days. The laboratories
of the world are at the service of the
housekeeper
governments think it a
responsibility.

;

part of their duty to discover how the
people may be well fed at the least
cost
how the best physical conditions
;

can be supported. The health of the
people is protected, as far as governments can protect the individual, from
the adulterations of food, or the use of
deleterious substances in food prepara-

woman ought

to

her household furnishings are
complete unless her kitchen library
contains the standard books, not only
feel that

scientific

books on

the basis of foods and their preparain

the

manner

that

secures the

preservation of their values.

Simple tests are possible to detect
adulterations in food, yet few house-

keepers know how to make these tests.
It is not possible, in the limits of this
chapter, to give chemical tests.
Mrs.
Ellen H. Richards has published two
books, one on " Food Materials and
their Adulteration," and one on " The
Chemistry of Cooking and Feeding,"
both published by Estes & Lauriat, of
* Report of the Secretary of the American Pubhc
Health Association referring to the prizes offered
by Mr. Henry Lomb, of Rochester, N. Y. through
the American Public Health Association.

—

,
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Boston, Mass. These books are necevery house where its mistress has a care for the best results
essary in
for

money expended, and

secure

these

the desire to

with

results

the

least

waste.

We are beginning to understand the
importance of a pure water-supply. We
are also beginning to underPure ivater.
stand that there are certam
chemical properties of water that are

111

detrimental,

if

not harmful, to certain

physical conditions.

How many

house-

keepers submit the water that must be
used by the family to a chemical test ?
Yet a note, the paying expressage of a
bottle of water to a chemist,

and the ex-

penditure of a few dollars might save

many dollars, and even

of Ho2isckccpiiig.
always to prove her value to the world.
She cannot be bought, for her disciples
are ready to defend her, should one be
weak enough to yield to the touch of
gold. Public sentiment is the best safeguard, and that is possible only when
the intelligence of the

community

is

active and compels purity and cleanli-

ness in the sources of food-supply.

If

food-supplies are bought

without
due care as to the sources, then the
the

community must

suffer in

health and

pocket.

The
stitute

said

president of the American Inof

Mining Engineers in 1882
housekeeping is

" Scientific

:

neither beneath

the attention of the

nor beyond the reach of the
It is the duty of the rich
uncultured.
This
it is the salvation of the poor."
refined,

life.
There are
any housekeeper
may try, such as the dissolving of a few truth is becoming popular.
Ellen H. Richards, in " Food Magrains of white sugar in a pint of water
and exposing the bottle to the light in terials and their Adulteration," says:
a warm room for ten days if the water " It is only in the undeveloped stages
of a mechanical invention that it is
is turbid there is danger from sewer contamination. But there are other perils, complicated and runs with friction.
other dangers that threaten the life of The perfected machine is noiseless in
the family through the water-supply, its action and simple in construction.
and a chemist should be employed to The machinery of daily life should retest the water-supply, as we employ a spond to the slightest touch of the
sanitary engineer to determine ques- household engineer, one who knows all
Cookabout it." Again she says
tions of plumbing and sewage.
The waste through adulteration of ing has become an art worthy the atfood is not as great as some would tention of intelligent and learned womThe devel- en. The laws of chemical action are
Thefood- have us believe.
suppiics.
opment of fnachinery, the dis- founded upon the laws of definite procovery of valuable food in materials portion, and whatever is added more
That
considered of no value, has increased than enough is in the way."
the world's food-supply and cheapened sums up the whole principle of house;

a few simple tests that

;

:

production of food so much that it
does not pay to adulterate. The articles of food that are most adulterated
The staple articles
are condiments.
Sciof food are, on the whole, pure.
ence has forced this. By her laboratories, microscopes, and spirit of reThe
search, she compels pure food.
manufacturer of food dare not defy
her, for he knows that she is searching

keeping.

Not the proper way

to dress

the maid, serve a dinner, nor the proper
furnishings of a table

is

the

sum

of

knowledge that constitutes housekeeping, but the knowledge of every department in theory, if not in practice.
This

it is

to "

The kitchen

know

it all."

most important part
On it depends the
of every house.
physical life and, we now know, to a
is

a

The Kitchen and Cooking
large degree, the spiritual
family.
The

kitchen.

of the

life

Realizing this importance, we
give to it the time and
.

,
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Decorative pie-plates are the most atthe white porcelain and
the pottery with white glaze are much
better than plates of any other material.
tractive, but

thought necessary to secure
its perfection in furnishing and management. In furnishing, the prevention of friction is the most important
We now paint our kitchen
thing.
walls, because it makes cleanliness
possible without making great demands on strength, and without causing the disarrangement of the days
of whitewashing and kalsomining. A
cupboard with glass doors not only
ornaments the kitchen, but is an incentive to have bright cooking-ware
The perin orderly arrangement.
fect kitchen will have glass doors to
all closets, that the mistress, on entering the room, may at a glance discover disorder.
Kitchen Cupboard with Glass Doors.
Within a year aluminum has been
produced so cheaply that it is now The decorated plates add to the appearmade into kitchen utensils, and sold at ance of the dessert when it is placed
a price that is not beyond the purchas- on the table. Care should be taken in
ing power of the housekeeper of even selecting all pie-dishes, no matter what
The utensils are as the material, to select those that do
limited means.
That makes
beautiful as silver, and so light in not rise in the centre.
weight as to startle one on first hand- the pie thin in the middle. A good pie
They can be kept as bright as is always thick, no matter what the fillling.
silver with very little effort, and are ing.
A covered bread-raiser is an abThe agate ware, which solute necessity, if one wishes good
indestructible.
is deservedly so popular because of
This should never be used for
bread.
the ease with which it can be cleaned anything but the raising of bread.
and its lightness, is probably the next Earthen bowls must be many and of
best ware for cooking-utensils to-day. all sizes, if the mistress expects to keep
The number and variety of pots, pans, her table dishes out of the refrigerator
and boilers depend on the size of the and wire-closet. If she wishes to save
family and scale of living maintained. her table silver, she must provide at
One large pot for boiling meats and least one half-dozen of large and small
soups, with one medium and two small spoons, with steel knives and forks of
pots, or the reverse, according to the good quality, besides cake and cooking
size of the family
a soapstone griddle spoons for the kitchen.
A Dover eggis essential, if pancakes are to gladden
beater, a whip-churn, cake-board, glass
the hearts and stir the imaginations of or porcelain rolling-pin, measuringthe family on winter mornings
a waf- cups, thermometer, scales, all are absofle-iron, gridiron, cullender, steamer,
lute necessities of a well-appointed
two sizes of pudding-boilers, large and kitchen. Tin boxes for sugar and cesmall, are among the first essentials. reals.
Tin closets, with shelves, are
;

;

ii6
the
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best kind of cake-boxes.

closets

or boxes, with

of Housekeeping.

Flour-

sifters

in

the

bottom, are convenient, as
they can stand on a shelf
in

The

the kitchen.

flour

drawer at
the bottom, and the quanis

into a

sifted

tity,

large or small, can be

measured out
drawer.

of

the

In addition, the

flour-scoop and flour-sifter

should be kept conveniently near, as cake is better if
the flour

sifted into the

is

measuring - cup the flour
packs when lifted in the
spoon. Wire strainingsieves, a double-boiler, and
;

a frying-basket are

A

the conveniences.

salt-box, pepper-boxes

among

set of skewers,

and

flour-

dredgers, spice -box, and knife-

box are the possessions of every

who values a place for
everything and everything in its
place.
Glass or porcelain jars
for

coffee,

the

like,

glass

tapioca,

jars

sago,

for

and

in

closets.

tables,

Every

bid

always

the

exhibited at the Columbian Fair were

if

Papers are a
for

careless-

ness and disorder.
groceries

are

ered, they should be put

appointed place at
A Set of Skewers.
This rule is ecoonce.
If the proper vessel is empnomical.
If groceries
ty, supplies are needed.
in their

one cannot have marble.
house-keeper knows that the

if

deliv-

stock,

dressed for the street,
necessary.

al-

When

It

of

is

condition of the wooden-topped kitchen table offers the possibility of discussion every day.
A zinc-covered table
cannot be burned, and can be kept
bright at so little expense of strength
that even an indifferent maid is ashamed
to have it warrant rebuke.
The range or stove is a most important article of furniture, and is always
selected for its reputation for economizing heat. The beautiful tiled ranges

should be possible for every housekeeper to take

an account

there

;

Tin boxes should have the names
on the outside.
Provision for the care of every
article of dry groceries should be
made, so that there would be no
excuse for paper parcels on panor

paper bags,

Painted shelves can be wiped off
damp cloth every day, if need
be.
Paper in kitchen closets is always
a bid for dust and vermin
a painted
shelf permits no hiding-places.
Zinccovered tables are the best kitchen

save time and temper.

shelves

in

with a

of the contents

try

left

ways the possibility of a double supply, or no material, at the moment it is
wanted for cooking. In these days of
enamelled paint, the walls and shelves
ed.

rice,

tea,

are

of all kitchen closets should be paint-

mistress

barley,

Stove with Glass Oven Doors.

works of

come

art,

and are the

of this age

when

art

fitting
is

out-

the hand-

the home.
The perfect
range has glass doors, a recent invention, and a hook on the inside for a

maiden of

TJic

The range should be

thermometer.

command

placed as to
floors

oilcloth,

the

in

so

a

kitchen.

according

Linoleum or
the

to

purse

of

buyer, are the second and third
Intelligence does not coun-

choices.

tenance carpet on kitchen

floors

in

these days.

Soapstone or earthen tubs are now
the rule, not the exception, where there
are set tubs in laundry or kitchen.

For the portable tubs, those of paper
are lighter and more durable than the
wooden tubs. Paper pails are more
durable than wooden, as they do not
shrink.

A

wringer

is

an economy for

laundress and clothes. Galvanized iron
clothes - lines are better than rope.
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Fuel.

Fuel

is

a constant, and therefore im-

Probably
between
the mistress and the maid on this
one item as on all other subjects comEvery housekeeper must exbined.
periment if she is to produce the best
portant,

the best light.

floors are the best kind

Hard-wood
of

Laundry and

item of expense.

there

is

as

much

friction

'

Having
results with the least cost.
discovered the best, it is her business
to see that the maid is informed on
and then insist on obedience to the law discovered. We keep
too hot fires in our ranges. One reason
is, we do not make ourselves familiar
with the various kinds of fuel. Charcoal is not used in the United States
except by chefs. An American family
will keep up a coal fire large enough to
this subject,

roast a large

piece of

meat

to broil

A

few

pieces of charcoal, burning in what

we

patent clothes - pin surpasses the
old-fashioned pin cut from one piece of

two pounds

Zinc wash-boards are better
than wooden ones. There are patent

a slitted pan, or in one of
the larger iron baskets sold for frying
crullers, and set down on a coal fire

No

wood.

boilers in the

market

for boiling clothes,

but the use of them adds to the labor
of washing, and the results gained do
not equal the results obtained by the
old-fashioned method of boiling.

Wash-

ing-machines are a very great help in
laundry work, if the cook-laundress can
For the
be persuaded to use them.
napkins, handkersmaller articles
chiefs, fine aprons, and such articles
as are more rumpled than soiled, the
washing-machine performs all the labor of rubbing. For sheets and tablecloths they are a great labor - saver.
Servants refuse to use them because
they must be carried from the cellar
and back again. It is intelligence that

—

is

might

of steaks or chops.

call

which only half fills the grate, broils
than a large coal fire, and
For all quick cookcosts but a trifle.
ing two handfuls of charcoal are much
better than a full grate of coal.
Gas, in most cities, is a cheaper fuel
than coal, for it burns only while reThere is no waste
quired for cooking.
far better

able to appreciate the difference in

expending strength, not ignorance. Ignorance fights innovation. The combination ironing - table and seat and
closet is a most convenient article
of

furniture.

This,

with a

skirt-

board, four irons, holders, and waxrubbers, completes the laundry de-

partment of the kitchen.

Ironing Table Connbination,
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ovens should never be
bought to use on these

gas-stoves.
cast

The

-iron

gas rang(

are
The

a

complete
in themFlat Gas-stove.

selves as

and no

but one pot is needed for
cooking, but one burner is needed, and

a coal range. Their con-

gas-stoves are perfect in equipment to-

heat, instead of concen-

day.

dirt.

If

The cheapest gas-stove

is

the

flat

gas-stove, to be used on a zinc-covered
table.
Its first cost is less, and the
consumption of gas in running it is less
than with any other gas-stove. The
oven bought with this stove should always be the one of Russian wrought iron.
These ovens are double and the heat
circulates around the entire oven. The
lower shelf of this oven has a V-shaped
piece of iron attached to the under part

placed

trating it directly on
one point for baking,
as must be in a de-

tachable oven.

The

large-sized gas-range

has a

water-back

which heats the boiler, keeping it supplied
with hot water. There
is

also a gas-heater for

then, a pan of water should be

water which can be atA Gas Water-heater,
tached to any boiler
but the cost of a cheap gas-stove and

Tin

the heater equals the cost of the gas-

of the lower shelf to deflect the heat.

Even

struction equalizes the

in

the bottom of the oven.

;

A Modern Gas-stove.

Gas, Oil, Electricity,

range with water-back, which is the
more economical to run.
Oil has the element of danger, and
requires care and labor in its use, but

and Patent
will

Fuels.
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always be found a great conven-

ience.

The

perfect house has the kitchen

through

heated

radiators

;

water

is

summer,

supplied for kitchen, laundry, and bath

both for cheapness and comfort.
There are patent fuels that is, they

purposes from boilers in the cellar.
Electricity is the household servant

it is

far preferable to coal in

—

An

Electric Kitchen.

(Sketched from one

are patented in America, but have long

been

in

common

use in France

— that

are made of coal-dust, tar, and saw-dust,
and by pressure are reduced to differ-

ent sizes.

where space

This fuel
is

is

limited

very useful

and gas un-

Stoves are made that are
adapted to the use of these fuels, and
for the woman without a servant they

available.

of the

in

operation.)

near future.

At present

only possible where there

is

it

is

a current

running through the streets, or where
is wealth
enough to maintain
dynamos and a competent engineer.
Cooking by electricity costs very much
more than by gas. It is somewhat
cleaner, and the heat can be controlled
better.
An oven designed for roasting
there

The Principles of Housekeeping.
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and heated by electricity will do half the
cooking after the electricity is turned
Meters are now made which will
off.

the

work

But the head of

of cooking.

the house

is

a noted electrician.

Elec-

be the quiet, obedient
servant of the housekeeper of limited
tricity will yet

But

purse.

vice

its

the

application to the ser-

has hardly even
reached the stage of well-developed
infancy, because of its cost and ignorance of how to control it. It will only
be the useful servant of the housekeeper when it is as fully under her
of

family

control as coal, wood, and steam.

Cooking with steam

is not as comshould be with us.
Steam cook- The Arnold steamer is one
of the best on the market.
The entire dinner can be prepared for
cooking and placed in the compart-

mon

A Steam Cooker.

a practice as

ments
admit the regulating of the current that
enters the house.
This puts the control of the supply in the hands of the
servant.
There has recently been invented and brought into general use, especially for the tenement-house people,
a gas meter in which, by mechanical
arrangement, a twenty-five cent piece
can be dropped, and only twenty-five
cents' worth of gas can be consumed.
The attachment of this meter to the
kitchen supply of gas would reduce the
cost very greatly, for servants would
then see the immediate expenditure of
money, which they could not realize
unless a forcible
illustration
were
brought to them in this way. This is
one reason why it is well to accustom a
servant to do the marketing once in a
while, giving her the money.
She realizes, as in no other way, the cost of
things, and particularly the cost of
The convenience of electricity
waste.
and its healthfulness are well understood.
There comes to mind now a
parlor where electricity supplies the
heat, where it boils the water for the
five o'clock cup of tea, where it furnishes light at every conceivable point
of convenience,

where

it

does part of

of the

scorching.

it

steamer, without fear of

The lower pan must be

kept supplied with water, and for this
reason, even for a small family, the
largest-sized cooker is the best
the
water-pan of a small cooker is too little,
the water evaporates too rapidly. The
several pans are lighter to wash than
the ordinary cooking utensils.
The
woman who owns a steam-cooker and
knows how to use it does not fear the
discomfort of being without a cook.
For the woman with no servant the
steam - cooker is essential, because it
lightens labor.
It has also the quality
of preserving food flavors.
The chafing-dish is another essential
of the kitchen
or more truly, of the
dining-room.
Someone has
The chafingsaid that a woman never
looks better than when preparing a
;

—

But the man who said it cersaw her cooking breakA fine
or lunch on a chafing-dish.

salad.

tainly never
fast

table-cloth,

pretty

dishes, a

vigorous

fern in the centre of the table, a brass
kettle for boiling water for the coffee,

a chafing-dish, a bowl of eggs, a silver
fork, a daintily-clad

woman,

leisurely

preparing the attractive dish for the
breakfast, is a background that lends

TJic CJiafing-disJi

poetry to the hardest and most vexaWith its aid cold meat can
tious day.

be made delicious, and many dainties
too delicate for the clumsy brain and
hand of the maid-of-all-work can be
easily supplied by the mistress, even in
her dinner toilet.
For the Sunday
night tea it becomes a pan of magic,
the contents of which are mixed with
grace and home love. (See Appendix.)
A sudden transition to the Aladdin
Oven, which stands for nutrition and

and Aladdin Oven.
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first year.
Professor Atkinson, who
speaks with authority, says
" All the modern cooking stoves and
ranges are wasteful and more or less

the

:

unsuitable for use.

methods

boiling are bad

is

ordinary

;

and

and, finally, almost the

whole of the coal or
ing

All the

of qidck baking, roasting,

oil

used

in

cook-

wasted.

" The smell of cooking in the ordinary way gives evidence of waste of
flavor as well as a waste of nutritious

Sliver Chafing-dish.

economy, must be made.

Oven has
The A laddin Oven,

fessor

its

yant,

The Aladdin

place in every kitchen.

house without a serit is

Pro-

indispensable.

Edward Atkinson

says

:

"

The

true science of cooking consists in the

regulated and controlled application of
heat, by w^hich flavors are developed
and the work of converting raw, indi-

nutritive food
This the Aladdin

gestible materials into
is

accomplished."

properties in most cases the unpleasant smell also gives evidence that the
;

food

being converted into an

is

wholesome condition, conducive
digestion and dyspepsia.

un-

to in-

"

Nine-tenths of the time devoted
watching the process of cooking is
wasted the heat and discomfort of the
room in which the cooking is done are
evidence of worse than waste.
" The warming of the room or house
with the apparatus used for cooking is
to

;

Oven does.
The Aladdin Oven costs twenty-seven inconsistent with the best method of
dollars.
The first outlay is more than cooking and might be compassed at
met in the economy of fuels and foods much less cost if the process of cook-

TJie Principles
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of Housekeeping.

Then

in

economics

women

see the

outlay rather than future savings.

first

To

spend money to-day with a hope that
it will be an investment that will yield
returns in profits, and finally become a
sinking fund, requires a wider knowledge of the laws of investment than

women

the majority of

possess.

The

mistake is constantly made of looking
upon household expenses as wholly
matters of outlay that do not make returns.

That

is

a mistake.

No money

invested yields the returns that wisely

expended house-money returns.
is

There

as great an opportunity for investing

money that means profits in the management of a home as in the management of any business. It has been said
with great truth that the destruction of
the poor is their poverty, which is say-

The Aladdin Oven.

ing were separated from the process of
dwelling.

warming the room or
"

No

which cannot be wholly

fuel

consumed

really

is

fit

to

use

in

ing they never have the

money

that would save money.
their condition

more

to use

This makes

pathetic.

When

the

process of cooking."
And again
:

" If the

common

in position in

range or stove now
your dwellings were used

only for heating the kitchen, boiling
water, boiling potatoes, and heating water for circulation

through the house,

the saving of the mere excess of coal

which is now burned in order to force
the oven to a heat suitable for quick
cooking would weigh more than the
food to which that heat is applied. I
think, but I am not sure on this point,
that one-half or more of the coal which
is now used to do the cooking, as well
as to warm the kitchen and heat water,
may be saved by the adoption of my

•

>-l3gl:'r-

risn-

AND

pOTAYOCS

^

apparatus for the cooking, while only
depending on the ordinary range or
stove for the rest of the service."

Women are conservative. They do
not welcome innovation. The beaten
track, the pitfalls and snares of which
are familiar, is preferred to the untried
road, which has a new set of dangers.

Plan of the Aladdin Oven, showing distribution of heat.

Advantages of the Aladdm Oven.
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intelligence refuses to take advantage

chief advantages of the Aladdin

of present outlay to secure future re-

are

turns in comfort, as well as dollars and

the preservation of food flavors, so that
the materials left over from one meal

cents, the revelation of this mental con-

dition adds

contempt

suffers,

in

com-

mon with the gas-stove, in that it does
not keep water hot, during the cooking
process, for the purposes of household

No method of cooking arrangeuse.
ments which does not keep hot water
available for the

many purposes

neces-

sary in every kitchen can meet the
need of the woman who depends on the
fuel used in cooking for her hot-water
Until hot water is supplied
supply.
from mains in the streets, as cold
water now is, or from boilers in the
basement, as it is now in the best
apartment-houses, no method of cooking can meet the demands of the family
life as well as our present method of
range and boiler heated by coal, though
it is by far the most wasteful.
The
Aladdin Oven has proved its value.

Where

the question

the greatest

is

amount

how
of

to secure

nutrition

at

the least expense of money, time, and
strength, this wonderful invention of

Professor Atkinson

A

great bar to

its

removed since the

has answered it.
acceptance has been
"

Mode

of

Cooking

Aladdin Oven," by Helen H.
Richards and Mary Hinman Abel, has
been published by Clark W. Bryan,
Springfield, Mass.
No cook-book met
the difficulties of the principles of slow
cooking, and the Aladdin Oven suffered because time could not be given
in each household for the experiment
that each meal became when the oven
was used by a novice. Now we have
a scientific cook-book adapted to a
in the

scientific

method

of cooking.

To

the

housekeeper who never expects to use
the Aladdin Oven, this book is invaluable, because in language that is into the lay mind the money
value of foods is clearly shown. The

telligible

Oven

of foods, saving of fuel,

to the next are

to pity.

The Aladdin Oven

economy

appetizing,

found as nutritious and
cooked a second or even

the great economy of
dinner of materials that require about the same amount of cooking can be placed in the oven, and if

a

time

third

;

A

labor.

the lamp has been properly regulated
and the directions carefully followed,
at the expiration of the specified time

the dinner can be served properly
cooked. There is no possibility of its
being underdone or overdone. It has

been cooked without any sense of responsibility after it has once been
placed in the oven. Cooking is not a
mystery,

few

a

gift

limited

a

to

certain

based on scientific principles that, once understood, insure
success if always heeded.
Professor
Atkinson says that good material, in
this

it

;

is

country,

feeding.

science in the

one

is

converted into bad
words, for lack of

" In other

economy

of the kitchen,

worth a year of
potential energy is wasted."
Producing the best results in cooking is a subject worthy of every housekeeper's
attention and investigation.
Learning
recipes will not make a cook
it is the
learning of principles.
There comes
to mind now the graduate of a cookingbillion

dollars'

;

school

who

filled

an order for ginger-

bread, using syrup instead of molasses,

producing a sticky and coffee-colored
cake.
The first pan should have shown
her that she had made a mistake, but
apparently it did not. She filled her
order to serve one hundred and twentyfive people with this stuff.
Professor
Atkinson says " A good cook must
put forth a little gumption."
This
cook lacked gumption. No amount of
training would make her a cook.
The
basis of cooking, as of everything else,
is the degree of intelligence given to
:

TJic Principles
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the subject.

the interest

If

super-

is

the attention subdivided, the re-

ficial,

must always be uncertain, a matter

sult

of Hotisekeepi^tg,
rinsing

is

at the

bottom

of

most

of the

trouble in washing woollens with soap
or

caustic

alkalies.

Mrs.

Richards

cautions against the use of impure am-

of chance.
of the

monium, which cannot be used with

Time-savers are as
plenteous in this field of
Cleanlhiess.
housekeepmg as m any other, and the market is flooded with ma-

safety in the laundrying of woollens.

Cleanliness in housekeeping
first

is

importance.

.

,

,

that are said to lighten labor

terials

and fences
are decorated with the worn-out woman still w^ashing, with the hands of the
kitchen clock pointing to the hour of
five, while the companion picture repreand save time.

Blank

sents another kitchen

w^alls

all in

order, with

the hour not yet mid-day, the washing
all

done, and the worker in afternoon

neatness of apparel,

resting,

because

she has used some advantageous powder or soap to do her w^ork.
Professor

Atkinson tells us that kerosene oil
one of the greatest labor-savers.

is

A

teaspoonful put in tepid dish-water removes the grease from the dishes and
;

clothes,

it is

by

its

is

right

said, are

made

far whiter

use than by the use of soap.
It
here that the housekeeper

shows her wisdom. She does not let
doubt stand in the way of conviction.
She experiments and is convinced by
the

results

of

her

own experiments

carefully conducted.
It has been said that the quantity of
soap consumed by a nation would be a
fairly accurate measure of its degree of

civilization.
first

The

best

ammonia

Cleanliness

essentials of health,

one of the
and how to

is

secure its perfection with the least expenditure of strength is a subject of
study and experiment. In " The Chem-

cents a quart, and should be diluted

with cold water before being put in

warm
hand

water, never too hot to put the
in.

The

pound, and

it

dresses.

rinsing,

a safeguard against

and

that

imperfect

has the alkaline value of

Javelle w^ater, a preparation of

great caution,

tells us, afford

carbon-

the housekeeper.
Science gives her
generous service to the discovery of
these agents and the application of
them to household purposes. The result to the homes of the world is the
saving of strength, time, and money.
The intelligent housekeeper uses the
discoveries of science and increases the
happiness of herself and of her household.
Mrs. Richards has discovered
one compound offered to the public for
washing purposes that contains one
pound of washing-soda.
It costs as
much as ten pounds of washing-soda,
and if used as directed it would allow
two ounces of washing-soda in solution
to a large tubful of water.
Borax is a
safe substance to use for delicate fabrics.
Soft soap leaves a pure lye, to
be held in mass. This it is that makes
soft soap a favorite with many laun-

H. Richards, the use of ammonia is
recommended for cleaning, both for
scrubbing and for laundry purposes,
especially for the washing of woollens.
The properties of ammonia, Mrs. Richcareless

ammonium

two pounds of sal sodce. The cheapest
form of alkalines is sal sodte, and the
knowledge of this fact will guard many
housekeepers in buying the new washing fluids and powders that are offered.
Nature has provided valuable aids to

sal sodce, lime,

ards

solid

ate costs twenty-five or thirty cents a

Cooking and Cleaning," by Ellen

istry of

costs about thirty

.

and alcohol, if used with
is an aid in the laundry.
The removal of stains from fabrics
that cannot be washed requires care
and judgment, and a certain knowledge
of chemistry.
Chloroform is a valuable agent, but must be carefully used.

A

piece of clean white blotting-paper

Billings

Removing

Stains,

must be held underneath the place to
be cleaned, and the chloroform applied
with a sponge, and rubbed until the
Other agents are ether,
spot is dry.
ater
benzine, turpentine, and alcohol.
will often remove a spot, when it is

W

used with judgment.

A

clean sponge,

wTung almost dry through clean water, and rubbed on the spot until the
dampness has entirely disappeared will
sometimes remove the spot as effecThe ring that
tively as any chemical.

often appears after the use of chloro-

form, ether, benzine, or turpentine will

gradually disappear, unless the material

has been rubbed violently enough to disturb the color.

Buckwheat

flour,

Indian

meal, magnesia, and French chalk are

valuable dry cleansing agents.

and white
soiled,

all

Laces

flannel garments,

may

if not too
be cleaned by Indian meal.

and

Catering.
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caused by the decomposition of the
bluing, which to-day usually consists
of a preparation of Prussian blue.
Indigo; enclosed in a bag, is the best kind
of bluing in solution.
Indigo gives a
tint which is suggestive of absolute
cleanliness.
Mrs. Richards tested fifteen of the bluings on the market, and
found that all were Prussian blue of
greater or less strength and Prussian
blue contains iron.
Acetic acid will restore some shades
;

added

second rinsing
goods before washing the whole garment.
Muriatic acid has been known to remove
iron-rust stains from blue cambric.
A
drop of the acid was applied to the
stain, while held over a bowl of hot
water, and plunged at once in the
to the

of blue,

if

water.

Try a piece

water.

The garment was

of the

finally rinsed

one being
have been sprinkled plentifully with ammonia water. This acid is a powermeal.
After a week or more, gentle ful agent, and its use must always be
rubbing will remove the dirt and leave followed by a plentiful use of water.
the laces soft.
White wool garments It will remove stains from porcelain.
can be kept fresh all the season by roll- It cannot be used on marble, as it deing the garment, covered with Indian stroys the polish.
meal, in a cloth for a day or two, and
In catering for a family there are
then rubbing with a small cloth or be- three things to be considered
Nutween the hands if the hands are dry.
trition, palatableness, and
Moral atid
Hot water is an agent convenient artistic vai- attractivcucss. rr^,
The last
uesoffood.
and valuable for the removal of fruit
i^^g
^j^g
stains.
It must be used at once.
The most nutritive food,
Iron appetite.
rust yields to muriatic acid, which must carelessly served, cannot tempt the
be rinsed in hot water immediately appetite. It is useless to talk of its
after using.
Oxalic acid is another strength-giving qualities, if the imagiagent that acts effectively on ink nation has been offended. Food has
stains.
Unless removed by washing moral and artistic values, and the wise
thoroughly, using ammonia water for housekeeper pays due regard to them.
final rinsing, fabrics may be injured by
We may consider food as the element
its use.
of life upon which the power of man
Bluing is one of the laundry per- to sustain himself wholly depends. Alplexities
so great a perplexity that most anything can be spared except
we quote Mrs. Richards as an author- food. " Again, if the measure or quanity again.
She tells us that the clothes* tity of food is not sufficient, and is not
must be rinsed free from soap before rightly adjusted to the conditions of
they can be put in bluing.
Often complete nutrition, both the manual
mysterious spots of iron rust appear, and mental efficiency of the man will
Roll the laces in a fine towel, after they

in several waters,

the

last

:

.

—

,
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be impaired," says Professor Atkinson
A recin his " Science of Nutrition."
ognition of this fact makes the food
eaten as important to the millionaire
as to the

man working

Nutrition, then,

day.

ence of

The

life.

for a dollar a

becomes the

sci-

smaller the income,

the greater the importance of the ques-

But health

tion of waste.

man

tant to the rich

can be but a burden to a

life

suffering.

is

is

A

as impor-

as to the poor, as

clear

brain

man who
is

as

of

of Housekeeping.
is

a scientific fact based on investiga-

should be allowed only to simmer. No
flavor should be added until an hour
If the fat is to be rebefore serving.
moved it is better to make the soup
the
fat

to the laboring

man

and

;

to

know

with the force or energy that he most
needs is the duty and should be the
privilege of the one who buys the food
This involves a knowlfor the family.

edge of the food-principles, the values
and there are books that put
of food
this knowledge within the possession
;

of every housekeeper.

The

first

scientific

result of careful study of

cook-books

Scientific cookbooks.

of

many

is

the demolition

practices and be-

liefs.
Take soup-making.
have been taught by standard
on no accook-books to skim soup
count to omit this important act from
Mrs. Mary Hinman
soup - making.
Abel, in her prize essay published by
the American Public Health Associa" We have seen that hot
tion, says
water coagulates proteid, and once co-

We

;

:

agulated

and
of

this

soluble
If

it

will

not dissolve

for this reason the

the

valuable

in

water,

soup contains

principle

only

the

albumen which rises as scum.
cook has skimmed this off

the soup, the soup she calls strong

is

strong with flavors rather than with
nutritive principles.
Proteid is one of
of the five important food-principles.

They

are the flesh foods."

In buying meat

day before using, removing

when the soup

is

the

Meat, to be

cold.

immersed

boiled, should be

boiling

in

water and brought quickly to a boil
again, then complete the cooking at a
temperature of 170° F. Mrs. Abel sug-

made by

gests a thermometer

ing a

tube registering 300°

insert-

Celsius,

through a cork, with the bulb below,
of wood.
floated on
water.
It can also be used by placing
in a wire frame to test the heat of an
oven. Baking meats is not understood.
The outside should be browned rapidly
This done,
in a broad kettle or pan.
it is ready for the oven, standing on a
rack in the pan. Baste w^ith the hot
fat, do not use hot water, are Mrs.
Abel's directions for baking meats.
Allow twelve to fifteen minutes to the
Mrs. Rorer says, eight to
pound.
Broiling is one of the fine
twelve.
arts, and is to be acquired only by experience.
Coal is not the proper fuel
charcoal should be used,
for broiling
and it should be so placed as to admit
of keeping the meat at a distance from
the coals after the outside is browned.
Broiling, Professor Atkinson tells us,
is the most extravagant form of cook-

and encased in a cylinder
This thermometer can be

;

ing meat.

Bread is a most important article of
and for that reason its prepara-

food,

we should remember

imporbread
neither nutritive nor healthful. Mrs.
tion

is

water, and

that fat takes the place of water.

This

tance.

is

the greatest

of

is

Bread.

that about sixty per cent,

J

.

,

thinker, as a vigorous, flexible muscle

the kind of food that will supply each

the housekeeper to de-

what her money shall buy.
^
Meat. ^
For makmg soup bones are as
valuable as meat.
The bones and
meat, the scientists tell us, must be
put in cold water and soaked two
hours, if possible, and then the meat
cide

great importance to the capitalist, the

is

It is for

tion.

^

,

•

,

,

In America, baker

,

,

s

Bread and Bread-making.
Able believes that the time is not far
distant when baker's bread in this country will have so improved that it will
not be necessary to consider bread-

making a part

of the housekeeper's re-

The
the

best flour for bread-making

yellow - looking

rich,

best flour

There

little

is

The

recipes given.

It

difference in the
writer,

since at-

tending Mrs. Ewing's lecture, has used
her recipe. One pint of wetting, equal
parts of milk and water, brought to the
degree of heat known as lukewarm
one compressed yeast-cake, dissolved in
two tablespoonfuls of cold water. The
yeast -cake dissolved is added to the
then the sifted flour
wetting, and
stirred in with a flat wooden spoon
until the dough can be handled with
ease, when it is placed on the breadboard and kneaded with the back
;

of the hand,

ing to the size of the loaf.

by a

Any housekeeper who once

tries this

process of making bread will
to the old

having the bread

process of

rise overnight.

trol of the temperature from the beginning of making the bread. Bread cannot sour, neither can it lose its sweetness by being chilled, and so delayed in
rising.
Mrs. Abel, who is an authority
on bread-making, gives the proportions
of two and one-half quarts of flour to
one quart of water, one yeast-cake or
one-half cup of liquid yeast, one tablespoonful of salt. The flour and salt are
put in the pan, and the wetting gradu
ally poured into a hole made in the
middle of the flour. Very little flour
is used in kneading, which Mrs. Abel
says should be gentle, and should be
done in from fifteen to twenty minutes.
The bread should rise in a temperature
of about 72 degrees.
Dough made ac-

cording to these directions should be
raised in one to two hours.

would more prop-

second moulding,

be called

the use of milk,
Correct Position of the Hands.

The

stretching.

back of the hand

is

used, not the

fists

ter,

the pans, the top of the dough

and

and

in

it is

one hour

is

They

fif-

ready- for

When

in

used must be

are of sheet iron like

scoop without
long and

ends,

four

brushed lightly with melted butter
and allowed to rise until the loaf is
twice the bulk of dough that was put
in the pan.
The oven is brought to

is

to

nearly

When oven

placed in the bread-

best bread-pans

inches

on the hands, never flour. The dough
should about half fill the pan, and rise

eight

sifted into the dry

moulding.

a

advises

water, or milk

wide.

teen minutes,

The

For the

about

is

the dough has been kneaded ten or

ordered.

warm

Abel

inches

Salt

—about one tablespoonful.

raiser,

Mrs.

twice that quantity.
The
should be hot enough to brown
the bread in ten minutes.
There are many kinds of bread the
process of making which is neither difficult nor mysterious.
Mrs. Abel's book
gives eleven recipes for the making
of eleven kinds of dough, and for five
kinds of bread, made from thin bat-

or fingers.
flour

The

quick-raising process admits of the con-

movement that
erly

comes

It

out 0/ the oven a light crisp brown,
with a tender crust all around the

The never go back

flour.

always the cheapest.

is

is

produces better bread, and more of it,
than a poor grade. Professor Atkinson, Mrs. Ewing, and Mrs. Abel agree
that the best bread is made in the least
time.

370 degrees, and the bread is baked
from twenty to fifty minutes, accord-

bread.

sponsibility.
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the basis of which
salt.

When

is

flour, yeast,

the housekeeper has

learned the principles of bread-making,
she

is

mistress of the situation, for

it

becomes then only a matter of proportion and materials as to what kind of

TJic Principles
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bread she makes. The basis is always
The same law holds good
the same.
in cake-making.
Once understand the
principles, certain proportions of flour,
milk, moeggs, butter, sugar, wetting
lasses, or water
and all kinds of cake
other than the plain are in reality dif-

—

—

ferences of flavor.

Any

careful

parisons of recipes will prove

The cooking

of

com-

this.

meats and vegetables

of Housekeeping.

women, there

is

a tendency to slur over

this part of the

housekeeper's respon-

Women

sibility.

even limited

of

in-

comes frequently give orders through
And
a servant to a boy at the door.
these orders are frequently given with-

out any investigation of the larder, just

on the w^ord of a servant who has
proved again and again her incompeThe second evil is the booktency.

The handling

that undergo certain chemical changes

of money each
check on extravagance in
housekeeping.
Putting aside a given sum each week
for the table expenses of a family, and
keeping the exepnses within that limit,

when subjected

is

not a matter of a mysterious witch's
it is the appliCooking meats cauldron

is

;

and vegetables,

nation of dry heat, steam

heat, or water, used to produce certain

results on material, or rather materials,

That the

to

certain treatment.

account.

day

a

is

the only sure control of that propor-

tion of the

income

expenses.

The

not the same always
is because the conditions are not always
the same.
Ignorance, not realizing

the fair proportion of the

that cooking

penses of a family

pel the

result

is

is

a science, does not com-

same conditions each time cerand the results

tain foods are cooked,

vary because the process varies. The
seeming contradiction in the unvarying
success that attends certain cooks who
have no rules is that they have trained
their eye and touch so that they produce the same effects. Watch them
closely, and you find their uniform success is only in the cooking of certain
things.
They have failures, and frequently in the making of the simplest
things.
You can no more produce uniformly good results in cooking without

and definite ideas of how to produce those results, than you can produce moral reform in your own nature
without knowing its weakness and its
clear

strength.

Certain lines of conduct, pro-

anywhere

must be bought
be exceeded, but
it will not be reached the next week.
The supplies having been purchased in
advance, it is only business-like to set
aside the difference between the apportain large

sweet-pickle.
a special

is

In these

days,

when committee work consumes

so large a portion of the time of

most

fruit,

she

or

she begins using

knows what each
and that sum

put into a bank on the mantel, from

year

marketing

When

can, glass, or jar has cost,

Marketing is the foundation of a
good table. Poor raw materials can
never be made into good
Careless

ex-

fruits, for instance, to can, preserve,

That fund

foods.

will

amount and the actual sum

tioned

result in a certain kind of character.

extravagant marketing.

quantities

pended, to meet the next large outlay.
There comes to mind now a housekeeper who produces wonderful results
with a very small expenditure.
She
begins with the first beginning of small

her

is

sum means a
Some wrecks cer-

fixed

sum.

and the average

duced by certain methods of thought,

Marketing.

living ex-

greater here than

is

A

else.

fixed average

set aside for table

possibility of exceeding

self-allowed

w^eekly

allowance.

is

her fruit fund, and each
called upon to meet the outlay
is

that preserving fruit compels.

only

applying

business

This

methods

is

to

housekeeping expenses. It is turning
over capital, and it is the more economical way. The money is always at

hand

to

meet the best conditions

of the

Meats, Vegetables, Marketing.

That brings up the question
in large amounts, an ever
buying
of
open and disputed question that must
If
be settled by each housekeeper.
there is a good store-room, and the
housekeeper is careful and systematic,
buying in quantities is wise, not because it saves money, but because it is

To keep

market.

a great convenience.

In sickness,

in

stormy weather, under the pressure of
outside things, it is a convenience to
have a store-room supplied to meet
an emergency. Canned goods are valbut they should not be a dethey should be only the
occasional market-supply, and should
always be used with care. A can once
uable,

pendence

;

contents should be immediately put into porcelain or glass.

opened,

its

They should never be
can.

In our Northern

left in

the tin

markets fresh

ished

as

weather,
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the house-stores so replen-

meet the emergencies of
company, or the sud-

to

illness,

den pressure of outside affairs is but
to conduct the affairs of a household
on a business basis. A large percentage of the friction of the housekeeping comes from running out of supplies
when needed, compelling the whole
household machinery to stop.
The
purchasing of supplies in large quantities is not a matter of dollars and cents,
so much as a matter of convenience.
The buying of meats and vegetables
,

is

The

important.

cure

is

thing to

first

a trustworthy market-man.

housekeeper should trade with a
whose honesty and cleanliness
doubts.

It

w^isest,

is

se-

No
man
she
to

possible,

if

trade at a market where there are three

This

or four grades of customers.

vegetables are a possibility even to the

cures

poor man all the year, and of late this
has been usually true of fruits. A few
years ago this was not so, and canned
goods were the dependence of a family
Canned soups are
of limited income.
palatable, but it is only necessary to
compare the price of one can of soup,
and the quantity and quality that can
be prepared, with little outlay of

who knows

better

that he can

do not want

will

give

sell

you

The

liberty in selection.

se-

The butcher

service.

what you
far more

selection of

meats, except where the housekeeper

has

made

ject,

must be

a special study of this subfar

more a matter

of hon-

est butcher than of intelligent house-

to realize how extravagant canned
soups are. Yet it would not be good
housekeeping not to keep them in the
house to meet an emergency.
Plumpuddings are staple articles of prepared
food for sale at all high-class groceries,
but puddings that will keep for two
months can be made at home for at

Vegetables show their condiStale vegetables can be detected on sight, and no
intelligent woman buys them.
This
is one of the first advantages of marketing by the housekeeper. She sees
what she buys. The cook sees the
supplies first when they are delivered,
when the order goes through the cook
to the boy at the door, with the orderThe going to market implies,
book.

least one-third less cost.

perhaps, the sacrifice of slippers and

strength, time, or fuel, with fresh meat,

The

following

of molasses,
raisins,

is

the recipe

:

One cup

one of sweet milk, one of

one of currants, three of

one-half cup of suet chopped

teaspoonful

flour,

fine,

one

of ginger, one of cinnamon, one of soda, and a little nutmeg.
Pour the batter into a well-buttered
mould, and steam three hours.

keeper.
tion

much more than meat.

house-dress, but
riety

for

the

it

means greater

table.

No woman

va-

can

market as well through a cook as she
can by going to market each day and
supplying her table from sight. Suggestions are constant while marketing.
Market prices vary, and often an unusual luxury will be within the reach of a
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purse.

limited

vegetables, and
the

The
game

price

of

fruits,

are controlled by

supply and demand, and

law of

there are variations in price from day
If " eternal vigilance is the
to day.
price

of

liberty," eternal alertness

is

how long

uncertainty as to
tion

the rela-

between mistress and maid

continue at

will

The

present status.

its

employer who sees only present conditions

ness

when making a contract

connection

or busi-

short-sighted, and

is

never makes a success. It is far better
to meet emergencies by transitory areither
market
must
All housekeepers
in person or by proxy, but not all rangements from day to day than to
housekeepers must be employers. The go through the farce of making a seemwoman who employs servants must first ingly permanent arrangement, when
consider her relation to her servants there is no solid foundation of confidence based on investigation.
If
from the commercial standpoint.
The best servants any housekeeper
the subject is considered from the
housekeeping standpoint alone, future can employ are the labor-saving depeace and stability is sacrificed to pres- Labor-saving viccs which wiU enable her
devices.
meet an interregnum in
ent emergency. It becomes a question
"
"
The woman
dignity.
with
kitchen
to meet the present the
of
anybody
Oven
and a chafAladdin
owns
an
who
It is this that
conditions of pressure.
steam-cookand
a
gas-stove
ing-dish,
a
of
"anybrings the constant procession
bodys" through our homes, and is re- er, and knows how to use them, is the
She can
sponsible, to a large degree, for the true mistress of her home.
present unnatural condition of the meet the servant question, fortified
servant question. It has lowered the the family are living comfortably, and
standard of intelligence among the the housework is reduced to a mini-

the price of good housekeeping.

;

household servants.
Housekeepers do not make the demand for character that they should, in
The servant the scrvauts they employ.
question.

Servant comes into the
Her
closest relations to the family.
character is as important to the family
'Y\\^

Yet the first
question of the housekeeper-employer
is on the coming servant's
we cannot
say applicant's, for we have the sad
picture of the employer always being
the applicant ability to do., and not to
be, which is by far the most important
Every woman who knows
question.
how to run a house knows that a servant who has character and intelFigence can be trained, while the servant
who is skilful and lacks character is
^always a disturbing element there is
well-being as her

skill.

—

—

;

constant
of

friction

confidence,

or

There can be no
life

if

there

is

because

of

lack

untrustworthiness.

stability in the family

always the element of

mum.
Of course,
efficient,

ecutive

if

the housekeeper

skill,

in-

she must pay the penalty

of her limitations,
suffer with her.

mistress,

is

or lacks either health or ex-

if

she

and the family must
She can never be the

is

a creature

of

in-

A

housekeeper
who can meet the emergency in any
department of her household-staff by
readjustment, or by doing the labor
with her own hands, can always choose
whom she shall employ. Having come
to that decision, the next subject is a
clear and full understanding of the service required, the rights conceded on
both sides. Those whom we employ
to do our household labor are human
Rules must be
beings, not machines.
firm, and if the contract is to be satisfactory, they must be flexible at times.
There are sure to be faults and weaknesses on both sides, and the need of
exorable

patience.

conditions.

The

old lady's

declaration

—
Rights and Duties of Servants.
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that there were two " bears " in

marriage,

and

''bear

every

facilities are usually a

may and

forbear,"

yet cleanliness

two-quart basin,

The

exacted.

is

and it is
equally true of a mistress and maid.

kitchen and servants' rooms,

The sense

gible evidence of the consideration giv-

be startling, but

is

it

true

;

of justice that realizes this

even

in

apartment-houses, are tan-

first-class

en to the comforts of servants. One
the one that prevents friction.
The woman who employs one maid- apartment-house recently erected in
of-all-work, and then demands that she New York, costing three hundred and
is

shall

be a

cook,

superior

waitress, parlormaid,

laundress,

and chambermaid,

The
is an impossible mistress to suit.
housekeeper who, on being interviewed
in

the character of a reference as to

who had
been in her employ some time, was
asked the question, " Is she a first-class
" No, she
waitress ? " and responded
chamber-work.
You didn't expect
does
a first-class waitress to do chamberwork," was the reply of the mistress,
the abilities of a maidservant

:

who knew what

to

fifty thousand dollars, has every kitchen
and servant's room so arranged as to
require gas-light all day long on even
bright days, below the sixth story.
One would not expect one's horse to
live under such conditions and preserve health and temper.
Comparatively few of the houses in
America are arranged to give bathing

to servants.

facilities

It

is

often the

case that one bath-tub must serve the

whole family, and the conditions must
rules developed, to meet

demand and what be met, and

It is just this lack of worldexperience that is responsible for the
constant friction and resulting change

to expect.

the

ly

tects

domestic service.
Servants are untrained, because of the varying standards of employers, and ignorance of
in

what are the duties pertaining

to cer-

domestic positions. The lessons to
be learned in order to adjust the domestic problem are as much a duty of the
mistress as of the maid. What we want
is character for both, a clear comprehension of the duties of both, a recognition of the purely commercial relation
under the most complex conditions
tain

unfortunate

and

standards

of

archi-

The woman* who

builders.

commands comfortable working
tions for her servants

is

condi-

the one

who

She
does not pay the highest market price
for unskilled labor
she does not excuse or ignore carelessness with indifference or laxity
she does not demand special skill for general service.
secures

the

best w^orking-force.

;

;

Her servants appreciate

the humanity
and respect the
which holds them up

of her arrangements,

business ability

to their best standards for every ser-

vice rendered.

It is

only necessary to

and see the

conditions that involve intimacies that

enter an intelligence

are only second to those of relatives

unnatural attitude of the employer and
employed, to realize how fully the untrained mistress is responsible for the

— interdependence
harmony

is

to be

that

is

as close,

if

preserved, as family

office,

can make it. Yet the bond, in all
but rare instances, is that of dollars

impudent, arbitrary demands, and gen-

and

gaging a servant, be exact in explaining
duties, wages, days out, requirements
of skill, the possible emergencies that
may make sudden demands, and then
live up to the mistress's standards.
Laxity in the mistress begets laxity in
extra demands from misthe maid

life

cents.

There are

evils in the situ-

ation that only the mistress, by creating

public

the

sentiment, can remedy.

first evil,

servant.

coldest

Take

the sleeping-room of the

It is usually the hottest

room

in

and

the house, too often

uncomfortably furnished.

The bathing

eral

indifference of servants.

;

In en-

TJie Principles
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demands from serget away from the
law of interchange. Where there are
continued extra demands made on ser-

the wisest

vants because of visitors or iUness, there
should be extra compensation.
Every

make them

tresses beget extra

vants.

You cannot

man doing

business

expects

give

to

economy to spend money.
Take the matter of entertaining. To
suggest to some housekeepers that
outside

skill

should be employed

is

to

once that a suggestion of the wildest extravagance is
being made. Yet it is a wise economy
feel

at

when he makes if the home skill is deficient.
The
extra demands on his workmen.
He housekeepers of to-day are fortunate,
expects to employ people who have for the intelligence of the country has
character.
The relation of mistress developed until cooking has become an
extra compensation

is

usually the cause of discussions week-

worthy of special study and trainby intelligent, refined women.
There is no dainty for the table, nor
any substantial, that cannot be supplied
by trained cooks without any anxiety
to the hostess, and with but little extra
Every city, almost, has a
expense.
Woman's Exchange, and in addition to
that, caterers, women, who have been
trained and who fill orders for the things
that require time, care, and daintiness
that are usually the bugbears of the
housekeeper who entertains on a lim-

ly

between the mistress and maid. Take

ited income.

and maid is a business relation, not a
complimentary one, or one of neighborly or friendly service on one side.
Outside laundry service

is

apprecia-

ted by the wise housekeeper.

woman who

can afford

it

Every

should send

the family washing to the laundry.
wnll

raise

the grade of service

It

more

quickly than any other one influence, to

remove from the kitchen this disturbing and laborious work.
It is a source
of discomfort to the whole family.
It

the washing of flannels.

money through

The waste

of

the shrinkage of flan-

art

ing

To buy

this outside skill

and keep

nerve -force and mental quiet

is

the

garments would pay a'two months' wisest economy.
laundry bill in most families. Yet it
This brings up the subject of hosis possible to find trained laundry-men
The family of limited means
pitality.
and women who make a specialty of
in America too often laEntertaining.
washing flannels without shrinkage. It
ments that the grace of
is next to impossible to wash blankets
There is no
hospitality is denied it.
or curtains at home. Few houses have greater mistake made than to deny
the facilities for washing or drying one's self the privilege of entertaining
these heavy or delicate articles. Blank- friends.
It is a privilege only as it is
nel

-

ets should always be sent

to a trust-

a pleasure.

If

it is

a burden, then

it is

worthy laundry or cleaner's. There is done as a duty. If the manner of enno economy in washing them at home. tertaining is to be according to the
Even with all the technical knowledge standards of other people whose innecessary, space and machinery are come represents dimes or dollars where
also necessary to accomplish success- ours does cents, then both for enterfully the washing of blankets.
tainer and entertained the occasion is
True economy is not always the a burden. No guest feels comfortable
saving of dollars and cents. It of- who knows that the entertainment proten means the spending vided has used more than its share of
True economy.
of money.
When the vulFor true econ- the limited income.
omy meatis the preservation of life at its garity of entertaining out of proportion
best for each one.
Sometimes it is to the family income is fully under

Carving and the Arrangement of the Table.
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gazes upon it with anxious
frown and calls to mind the suggestive
no talking to the man at the veal."
The hostess who has taken a course of
One of the cooking lessons learns in theory how
after-state of collapse.
to carve, and she can train her cook, if
first anxieties of easy entertaining is
to train the servants, one or many, to the right relations exist, to bear this
nicety of service for the family, no burden of carving, and so reduce the
matter how small. No servant can be sense of responsibility, and give freeThat carving is not contrained to serve nicely for guests if dom to all.
she is not trained to exactness for the sidered the duty of host or hostess is
proven in that not one of the modern
ordinary family life.
The matter of carving is a very im- cook-books gives any instructions. A
Practice
portant one for the ease and comfort text-book can only suggest.
Rarely is the host is the only surety of success in carving.
of all at the board.
The arranging of the table should
found who does not show how great a
burden this duty is. Where the host always bear the mark of the mistress,
cannot train himself to carve easily, it whether the pleasure of the family
alone or of guests is considered. The
is far wiser to have the carving done
With even one or two wares may be cheap, but in these days
in the kitchen.
servants this is easily managed, if the they may always be pretty.
To avoid
With steam or confusion, it is best to train servants
mistress is competent.
hot-water platters, a mistress can do to recognize certain dishes to be used
the carving herself, and have the meat invariably with certain courses.
When
placed on the course platters by the guests are to be entertained, it is best
For lunches, it is an easy matter to see that this rule is understood,
cook.
to have all the carving and cutting and that all the necessary appurtedone in the kitchen.
Carving must nances are arranged in proper place for
take the attention of the one who does immediate serving before leaving the
competent the duty is dining-room.
If he is
To have to wait for
it.
simple and easily performed, but if in- spoons or forks for the serving of a
competent it becomes oppressive, and course is as much an evidence of negoften causes a bad quarter of an hour lect on the part of the mistress ^s of
stood, hospitality will be one

of the

the host

every home, not
the spasmodic, herculean efforts of
strength and finance that mean an
familiar

for

graces

of

Having the carving the

the guests.

done

in

the kitchen and the meat or

game served

dining-room by the

in the

servants, from course platters, permits

servant.

The

the host and hostess to give their entire

point means that

attention to the guests, and prevents

possibility of

those awkward, solemn silences
the carver is hunting for a joint.
art of carving

when we

is

the subject

ways grandfathers and
were marvels of the art.

way

to

acquire

when patience.
The rangement

a lost art, almost, and

discuss

it

it

uncles

is

al-

who

There is no
but by study and
something home-

There is
like in the appearance of the generous
roast, but all enjoyment is destroyed if

practice.

carefulness

with

which details are attended to in the
home is the degree of the perfection
of the housekeeping.
Neglect at any

much

friction,

It is this

carefulness of ar-

of details

by the mistress of

the family that makes
pleasant
occasion.

loss, with the
annoyance, im-

incident, not
It

is

entertaining a
a

burdensome

attention

to

details

that insures quiet and smoothness in

the daily

home

No amount

life.

of

economy

in

buying

counterbalance carelessness in using the materials bought.

will

—
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Housekeeping is analogous to busiIt is the expending of money to
produce certain results. A man would
not be considered a good business man
who did not watch his expense account
and make it bear its proper relation to
the income from his business.
A good
housekeeper does this. She knows, or
should know, what she receives from
every dollar expended, whether it is
expended in wages or material.
If
ness.

she secures an honest return in services, in

enjoyment
and her family, she is meetwhat the highest standards
health, nutrition,

for herself

ing fully

demand.
The house once furnished and in
order, the maintenance of a condition
of cleanliness and order is
House-cleaning.

.

the next step.

The

per-

determined largely by the
way in which a house is furnished, and
the sum of money that can be expended for service. If economy of money is
not of importance, the family can take
a spring or a fall vacation, and the professional cleaner and her assistants can
be put in charge. The annual or semiannual house-cleaning, under such conditions, becomes a pleasure.
The family who must live at home during the
house-cleaning seasons must be considered and considerate.
If the floors of the house are covered
plexities are

be carefully watched for moths. The
carpet sweeper is a much greater protection than a broom, because it parts
The edges and corners of
the pile.
the carpets must be ironed with irons,
not heated to the scorching point, two
or three times a year.
all

moth

eggs.

When

This destroys
the house

is

to

be closed for any length of time, tobacco or camphor must be sprinkled freely
about on the floor, especially in the
Hard-wood floors and matcorners.
ting-covered floors relieve the houseThe house can be
keeper greatly.
kept much cleaner during the entire
year, and the house-cleaning period
becomes one of comparative comfort
absolute ease in comparison with the
house - cleaning days of our mothers
House - cleaning
and grandmothers.
with hard-wood floors or matting becomes a simple matter. It is then but
to dust walls and ceilings, wash paints,
and oil the wood-work, after a thorough sweeping.
To the systematic housekeeper the
house-cleaning time comes when the
wardrobe requires
chans^iner
^
Closets, etc.
r
to meet the conditions of
,

temperature.

Then

.

closets, drawers,

and trunks are thoroughly overhauled
to take account of stock, to renovate,
to mend, to take out and put away.
The house must then, in all its parts,
with carpets nailed to the floor, the receive the same attention. The houseperiod of discomfort and disor- keeper who works systematically puts
Floors.
ganization must be one that de- every box, every shelf, every drawer
pends on the will of those who cannot and trunk, above or outside of the
be controlled, the carpet renovators. kitchen and dining-room, in order, beThe mistress is helpless. She cannot fore she disturbs or disarranges any
rearrange the rooms until the floors room. Having had the inside of the
are covered.
Carpets that are in closet thoroughly cleaned and put in
rooms occupied and used constantly order, close and lock the door.
If
ought to come up at least once a year. there is a space between the door and
Where the rooms are not in constant the frame, crowd in some soft paper,
use, such as parlors and guest-rooms, and the closet is thoroughly protected
the carpets can remain on the rooms from dust during the period of cleantwo years at a time, or even longer, ing of the room with which it is conwithout injury.

They must, however.

nected.

TJie

in

Care of Beds, Bedrooms, and Furniture.

After the closets and store-rooms are
order the bedrooms should receive
The matthe first attention.

Bedrooms.
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son, and should be used 7uith great care.

causes the skin on the hands to dry,
and for that reason it is best to use a
long-handled brush and gloves. Beds
It

tresses are dusted and brushed
on the roof or piazza for as long a should be cleaned in March thoroughly,
time as possible, mattresses and pil- in order to secure absolute freedom
lows, if not of feathers, are exposed to from vermin.
The greatest care is needed in the
outside air and sunshine.
Feathers
should never be exposed to direct sun servant's room. Beds should be cleaned
rays, as they melt or soften the oil in Servant's thoroughly three or four times
room.
the feathers and frequently cause an
^ year, and no dust should be
allowed
odor.
Feather pillows may be beaten
to accumulate on slats or wire
with a light cane or rattan duster, and mattresses of any kind. A servant's
the dust removed.
When new pillow- room should be cleaned once a month,
;

ticks are needed,

quired size

make them

of the re-

leave an opening in one

;

end of from four to six inches,
corresponding opening in the old

rip a
ticks,

baste, with close stitches, the old

new edges
down

the

feathers

and

together, and shake the
in the

careful to shake out

new
all

ticks,

being

the feathers.

This work should be done in a room
with all the windows closed, that the
feathers, on turning the old ticks inside
out for the down that may cling, may
not be blown about. A bare floor is
better than a carpeted one for this work,
and whoever does it should fold over
the mouth and nostrils a thin handkerchief, as the fine particles of down are
apt to cause great discomfort. When

much

as can be moved
room has been moved,
thoroughly wnpe, with a cloth wrung

as

furniture

readily from the

from hot suds in which there is soap
and ammonia, every crack and crevice
in the bedsteads and wire mattresses.
With a fine brush apply corrosive sublimate to the ends of slats, to

all

knot-

holes in the slats, and to the slat-rests
on the inside of the sides of the bedstead.
If the bed is not to be used
daily,

as

powder

a precaution sprinkle insect

freely in all cracks

slat- rests.

and

in the

Slats should be thoroughly

scrubbed, and

them
sive

lightly

it is a good idea to paint
on both sides with corro-

sublimate.

This

is

a deadly poi-

at least, until the mistress

sure that

is

the servant

is

her habits.

Walls, ceilings, and floors

perfectly cleanly in

all

in a servant's

room should always be

The

walls should be kept ab-

painted.

solutely free from nail-holes,

cracks should be closed with
as soon as they

used

and

all

plaster

The paint
room should always

appear.

in a servant's

be light. No boxes should be tolerated
under the bed, nor bundles, and it is
wise to insist that all clothing in the
room should be exposed to the outside
air at least three times after the outside temperature demands closed windows.
If a house is to be occupied during
the whole year, it should be thoroughly
cleaned twicc a year. If
Frequency of
house-cleaning.
hoUSC is nOt OCCUpicd
during the summer, the fall is the best
time of the year to clean.
The family occupying a house the
whole year will enjoy it much better if
Furmture.

a change
.

.

is
.

made
^

in the fur,

nishmg. It alter the sprmg
house -cleaning, rugs and heavy curtains, bric-a-brac, and books in handsome bindings are all carefully put
away thin curtains, linen-embroidered
table-covers and cushion-covers taken
out to supply the places of heavy and
elaborate ones, the whole family will
feel as if they are having a change
an
;

—

outing.

If

the floors are carpeted, a
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linen drugget covering the floor will
pay for itself in the sense of cleanliness
and coolness it conveys. The livingroom, where the family must spend
their evenings in warm weather, should
be furnished as airily and simply as
possible.
This is not difficult if the

furniture

is

furniture

is

are possible.

willow

or

cane.

If

upholstered, linen

The

first

cost

is

the

furnishing a house,

carefully selected, rarely beautiful.

It

always a source of anxiety, and seems
to have the disposition of total depravity that is the innate tendency of all
furniture, to need repairing at the moment when other and more imperative
demands are made on the income.
Tufted furniture should not be bought
by people of limited incomes. It is
difficult to keep it free from dust and
moth. A painter's camel's-hair brush
should be kept for brushing upholis

All tufted furniture

and carved wood needs the special
tention of the mistress,

at-

not to
be a mortification and a reproach.
if

it

is

Willow furniture is beautiful and well
made. With cushions, it can be made
warm, cosey, and attractive for winter,
and solid and fancy chairs are now
that are within the limits of a

narrow purse. A parlor or living-room
can be made beautiful without the aid
of the " parlor set" of a few years ago.
One thing to avoid in furnishing any

room

is the bringing together of furniture which belongs to several periods.

trained

to

work should be
work after

the

the whole house has been put in order.
If

the maid in charge of the kitchen

has been well trained, the cleaning of

walls and
If

the

kitchcn

tively

is

easy

woodwork

a compara-

matter,

unless

are to be painted.

the kitchen has received the atten-

it should, pots and
pans are in
good condition, the painted shelves

have been wiped off at least weekly,
and it is a simple matter to remove the
shelves and wipe the painted walls and
ceilings and floors of the closets.
If
pots and pans show that they have not
been thoroughly cleaned after each
using, put them in the wash-boiler,
cover with cold water in which a good

handful of washing soda has been
thrown, put the boiler over the fire,
where it will heat slowly until it boils,
lift out the cooking utensils one by one
and wash in ammonia water, with soap.
Every particle of black will have disappeared, unless they have been greatly
neglected, in which case fine ashes or

sapolio will be necessary for rubbing.
If

ammonia

will

is put in the dish-water,
keep both the glass and silver

better condition.

Silver

washed

it

in

in hot,

soapy water, to which ammonia, diluted
by cold water, has been added at about
the proportion of a tablespoonful to a
gallon and a half of hot water, will be
kept in order much better than .silver
washed in ordinary dish-water. After
the silver has been washed in the ammonia-water, put it in a pan and pour
boiling water over it, and wipe while
the silver

is

hot.

If

treated

There should be an equality of age and
cost, and at least a relationship of color.
Kerosene oil will clean all polished

way,

It should be applied lightly,
with a cloth, and rubbed hard with a

daily use should be cleaned

surfaces.

polishing

tion

expect to keep more
one or two servants, upholstered
furniture is a great care, and unless

made

man

kitchen.

'than

stered furniture.

final

hired by the day to do this

Cleaning the

years and save the permanent

The

should be done with the palm of the
hand.
This requires strength, and a

appar-

furniture cover.

To the woman
and who does not

clean dry cloth.

covers

ently not economical, but these covers
last for

of Housekeeping.

in

this

not be necessary to polish
the silver used every day oftener than
once in two weeks. All silver not in
in

it

will

and wrapped

tissue-paper and put away.

Curtain 2)ecoratc5 b« BctD Statmtifl.
From a Water Color Drawing

by Francis Howard.

The Care of Walls and Woodwork.
Plated silver should be used in every
is no safe or strong-

family where there

Silver should not be a
temptation to a poor man's servants, nor a burden of responsibility
to the poor man's wife. Whiting, dusted through a fine cloth, polishes silver
as well as any of the much-advertised

box.

Silver.
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cannot be done, cut the edge in uneven
scollops and points, and match the figures

Sometimes

perfectly.

almost impossible
patch on the walls.

it will be
discover the
Painted walls or

to

wood-work should never be scrubbed

Warm

with a brush.
a

very

water, in which

ammonia has been put

little

polishes on the market, and costs very

after diluting in cold water

much less.
The cleaning

of the best soap dissolved, will clean
of

dining-room

the

should hardly be more than half a day's
linen and
for the
Thedi7iing- work,
room.

china closets have presum-

ably been put in order at least once

every month during the entire year
The
the house is occupied.
cleaning of the dining-room then be-

while

washing of
paints, thorough dusting of walls, and

comes merely a matter

of

amount

better than any

and a

little

of scrubbing,

provided the paint is not covered with
greasy smoke-stains.
Use a flannel
cloth wrung out of the warm water
and rub carefully over the painted surface, and another cloth wrung out of
clean warm water, then rub the surface
with a dry woollen cloth
this treat;

ment

leave

will

the

unharmed

paint

up of the carpet, cleaning, and putting

and perfectly clean.
Kalsomined walls can only be cleaned
by the application of a new coat of that

down

covering.

in case

of a nailed carpet, the taking

again.

—

A

long-handled feather duster the
feathers of which, in order not to scatter dust, should be enveloped in
Walls.
a piece of soft cotton cloth
is
an absolute necessity for the care of
walls and ceilings. This should be used
at the weekly cleaning.
For cleaning
papered walls and ceilings, a piece of

—

old soft flannel, tied on

a

broom

or

used carefully in the hand, is the best
method. French chalk, finely powdered,
will remove marks from some kinds of
papers, but it is best not to make the
experiment on exposed places. The at-

tempt

remove a mark on papered

to

walls should be

made

as soon as the

The longer the
dirt or disfigurement remains, the more
difficult it is to remove it.
One should
defect

is

discovered.

as quickly

remove the marks or

dirt

from a painted wall as one w^ould from
a painted door.

To repair papered walls, never put
on the patch with a straight edge. If
possible, in

cutting

it

out, follow the

run of the pattern of the paper.

If this

Linseed

oil,

applied

surface of wood, after

a

to

it is

kerosene oil,
treatment for

polished

cleaned with

the only
unvarnished
wood surfaces. A damp cloth should
be passed rapidly over varnished surfaces, which should then be polished
dry with the palm of the hand. Wood
should be rubbed with the grain. All
varnished surfaces, to be kept in perfect condition, should be subjected to
treatment only by a trained polisher.
Care to prevent spots and blemishes
on highly polished surfaces is the only
w^ay to prevent their becoming a constant source of annoyance and expense.
Hard-wood floors should be put in order twice a year by a trained workman.

w ood-work.
,

If

,

the floor

is

is

.

constantly used,

it

may

,

,

re-

quire treatment every two months.

In
only necessary to use
clean warm water and a woollen cloth,
and dry thoroughly, to keep hard-wood
the interval

it is

floors in perfect condition,
is

of the right kind.

work

will

keep a

if

the polish

No amount

floor, finished

of

with a
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poor polish,

in

good order, and an

surface holds dust

;

it

oily

cannot be kept
should be treat-

zinc bath-tub

if

the stopple

and the water allowed

is

drawn

to run out of

the bath.
Painted floors
Porcelain or stone tubs are
ed as any painted surface is treated, easily kept in order. Oxalic acid will
washed with a cloth wrung from hot, remove all stains from porcelain. The
soapy ammonia suds, and wiped dry. lamp-chimney cleaners, of lamp-wick,
All corners of windows, base-board, and are useful for applying the acid, the
floors and doors, should be cleaned long handle making it impossible for
with a cloth held over a finely pointed the acid to touch the hands.
The only safe disinfectant is plumbstick.
This stick will be found very
valuable for stair-corners, and should ing in a perfect sanitary condition. To
have its regular place in the broom- Disinfect- sccure this, an examination of
the house should be made once a
Brushes, whisk -brooms, and
closet.
year by a sanitary engineer. If the housedusters should be kept on every floor
holder has doubts of the condition of
it is an economy in money and time.
The broom-closet should be furnished traps and pipes, it is wise to buy ten
with all kinds of brushes and dusters, cents' worth of oil of peppermint, close
and cloths and oils for the rubbing of every basin connected with the plumbfurniture. It is the constant and equal ing of the house, pour the oil in the
care of the house that insures its clean- pipes at the highest point of connection
liness and order, and reduces the mis- with the plumbing, with the door of
ery of the house-cleaning season.
It is the room where the oil is poured tightly
better to rub the scratch off of the pol- closed, that there may be no communiished surface as soon as it is seen, than cation with the hall. The odor of pepto have it stand, an annoyance, until permint through the house will show
that there is a leak in traps or pipes,
the semi-annual cleaning day.
The bath-room is an important room, that needs attention by a skilled workand one that requires constant care. man.
Every morning, every pipe in the
The bath- The basins must be cleaned
rootn.
every day with sapolio. If the house should be flushed, and it is a
faucets are wiped dry each morning good idea to pour a pail of hot water,
with a dry woollen cloth, they will need in which half a pound of washing soda
polishing but once a week.
The bath- has been dissolved, into the basin of
tub, if of zinc, will always be an annoy- each closet and into the kitchen-sink,
ance.
It is only pretty if it is kept as at least once a week.
brightly polished as silver.
This can
Painted walls, or varnished paper, is
be done with very fine brick dust and the only tolerable finish for bath-room
kerosene oil. The polishing process is walls and ceiling. There should never
most laborious, as any mistress may be a house - cleaning season for the
discover by a little practical experi- bath-room, for it should always be in
menting. Having once tried, she will a spotless condition. Great care should
be patient with defects in the polishing be taken not to throw any kind of fuzz
process. In a house where the services or burnt matches or hair into any pasof only one or two maids are com- sage leading to the sewer pipes, unless
manded, each person using the tub one is ambitious to pay heavy bills for
should rinse it out after using. It is plumbing.
then a comparatively easy matter to
The cellar of a house is properly the
avoid the forming of the disagreeable test of a housekeeper's standards. A
water-line which is sure to form on a disorderly, dirty cellar shows that her
clean.

;

—
TJic

Care of the Cellar and Disposition of Garbage.

supported

from the

should be wiped out every day with a
wrung out of hot water in which
soda has been dissolved. Once a week
everypart of the box should be scalded
out with hot water. The pipe connected with the ice-chamber should be
washed out with the hair-brush that
comes with the refrigerator, and the
hot water poured down the pipe. It

absolute

necessity.

is

standards are for the outside world,
not for her own comfort and that of
The walls and
her family.
^
ceiling of the cellar should

be whitewashed twice every year. The
A
perfect cellar has a cement floor.
pantry with slatted sides is a convenience for storage.
that

is,

ceiling

shelves

— are

an

Hanging shelves

Shelves against the walls will also be
found useful. No barrel or box should

on the cellar bottom, but on broad
shelves raised about four to six inches
above it. This makes it possible to
sweep the whole cellar bottom. Potatoes, turnips, beets, etc., keep much
better when raised above the cellar
floor.
No good housekeeper keeps
garbage receptacles in the cellar. It
is kept pure and clean, and is always
rest

Wood piled in the cellar
should not be piled on the floor, but
on boards raised above the floor.
ventilated.

The coal -bin should be thoroughly
swept and allowed to dry before each
supply of coal

and

hooks,

is

deposited in

it.

strong and well

Nails
driven,

should be in liberal numbers in the
beams of the cellar ceiling, and everything possible to hang should be hung
on these hooks. The cellar floor should
be so free from obstruction that sweeping it should be an easy operation. Do
not allow an accumulation of old tins,
pots, papers, etc., for the semi-annual

clearing out.

See to

it

that the barrels

for rubbish are emptied every two
weeks.
Tie all papers in bundles
before sending down cellar.
Avoid

causes for disorder and general

up-

heavals.

A

stupid,

39

inefficient servant

can be

trained to take care of a cellar as she

can of a refrigerator, through a fear of
sickness.
Make her understand that
it is her personal health that suffers,
if she does not take care to prevent
causes for disease.
A refrigerator

cloth

wise to have

ice

-

box

that

is

nothing kept in the
not going to be

Little scraps of doubtful imused.
portance would better be thrown away

at once.

The

care of garbage

is

another test

of a housekeeper's standards.
to be
Garbage.

,

,

burned
.

,

be dried

it

If it is

should always

^
One

-

first.

of

the

plate ovens of the range should be de-

voted to this purpose. A pan made to
fit
it can
be bought.
All moisture
should be drained from the parings,
and they should be dried out until they
will burn like paper.
This is the only
method that prevents the burning of
garbage being a nuisance to the whole
neighborhood. Wet garbage, burned
in a range,

makes the cleaning

of the

range and of the chimney a necessity
at least twice a year, and it is impossible to burn wet garbage in a range
and not have the whole air of the house
polluted.

In a city where many of the residents do burn their garbage, the at-

mosphere

at

sundown,

in

that city,

is

tainted with the odor that results from
the practice.
Where a receptacle for

garbage

is

of lime,

or

kept, a supply of chloride

some tested

disinfectant,

should be kept, and each deposit of
garbage should be sprinkled with the
disinfectant.

The

daily care of a house, if reduced
system and accepted as a pleasant
and imperative duty, never
System in
housekeeping,
burdens a rightly balanced

to a

The woman who frets at the
necessary detail care of a house, be-

woman.
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cause she feels that she is neglecting
things of greater importance, does find
the care of a

home burdensome,

some, and she leads a
friction.

Her

life

weari-

of constant

investigations and care

are not systematic, but spasmodic, and
are

generally attended with

unpleas-

make

a change of

servants seem imperative,

when what

ant revelations that
is

imperative

is

a change in the atti-

tude and method of the mistress. A
busy woman, who had had in her home

competent
a change
because of her cook's marriage. She
was not an experienced housekeeper,
and her experience with servants had
always been of so pleasant a character
that it had never been necessary for
a thoroughly

trustworthy,

cook, was compelled to

make

her to introduce the habit of daily inspection.
One day, wishing to experi-

ment

somewhat, she went into the
kitchen and opened the closet door,
when, to her surprise, she found there
were several layers of paper on the
shelves.
The maid was engaged cleaning

windows

another part of the

in

house, and the mistress began removing the things from the kitchen closet,
to find that the

washing of pans was

evidently a promise of the future and

not a feature of the past.

When

the

had been thoroughly
and the innumerable papers
pulled out on the floor, she called the
new maid into the kitchen, and said,
" Annie, I don't know what excuse you
can give for this " whereat the girl
looked at her in a perfectly calm manner and said, " Well, if you hadn't been
snoopin', you wouldn't have to hunt up
kitchen

closet

emptied,

;

walls, as far as possible, should be free

from any decoration. If pictures are
on the walls, they should be in simple
frames, easily dusted.

The

dressing-

table should hold only necessary arti-

These,

cles.

if

well chosen and clean,

purpose of ornament.
heavy furniture should be kept on
rollers that move easily in any direc-

will

serve

the

All

tion.

Perfect cleanliness

is

possible in

any home, only when it is furnished
with due regard to the amount of labor
involved in keeping each part clean and
wholesome. It is for this reason that

bedroom

furniture should present plain

surfaces.

in

Sweeping days may mean every day
the week, or one or more days of

Sweeping^^y^-

Some

mistresses

prefer having one

room swept

week.

the

each day. Others prefer a floor each
Others, one general sweepingday.
The method is always the same.
Every movable article should be
carefully dusted, and placed where it
can be covered up, if not removed
from the room. The walls having
been dusted with a long feather duster,
the room should then be carefully
swept, every heavy piece of furniture
day.

moved from
is

its

settled, the

place.

When

the dust

wood-work can be dust-

ed. Upholstered furniture should have
been thoroughly cleaned before sweeping has been begun, and covered.
Windows should be wiped with a damp

as should all mirrors in the
room, and then rubbed dry. By this
time the air is pure in the room, and
cloth,

fresh.
The porcelain vessels, if the
room is a sleeping-room, should be
a new girl."
washed each day with hot water in
The bedrooms, if crowded with fur- which soap and ammonia have been
niture, bric-a brae, and the misplaced dissolved, and thoroughly dried.
The
decorations of bad taste, can- washstand should be washed thoroughBedrooms.
not receive the attention they ly and the closet scrubbed, if the wood
should receive daily.
The bedroom of this piece of furniture is pine. For
.

.

should only have drapery enough at
windows to secure privacy. The

the

is

hard wood, careful washing and airing
each day is necessary, but the closet

TJlc

Elements of Success
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in

should be varnished at house-cleaning
The bottom of every closet

ject

time.

the morals of the

should be wiped out each sweepingthe shelves once a month.
Constant watchfulness, until daintiness
becomes a habit to the maid, is the
price that must be paid for clean

vices

day, and

chamber-work. The time to accomdepends on the character of
If she cannot be trained in
the maid.
a month, she should not be tolerated.
plish this

The

test

is

the condition of her

own

room.

The beds in every room should be
uncovered and exposed to the outer
when
Beds.
pant goes down to
This makes it possible for
air,

to air

if

and

possible,

the occubreakfast.

the rooms

to be put in order

imme-

This is comparatively easy when two maids are
kept, and can be accomplished where
one maid is kept, with careful planning
and uniform system. No room should
be considered in order until the maid
has picked up any threads or brushed
up any fuzz that may be on the floor
and, of course, a well-kept room is
dusted every day.
The dining-room should be put in
order before the family come to breakfast.
That is, it should be
Dining-room.
dusted and present a fresh
and attractive appearance. Breakfasts,
in America, are becoming more and
diately after breakfast.

;

more the continental

breakfast, and
even for the family with one servant it
is possible to have an immaculate dining-room for the family to meet in the
morning.
When possible, the street doors and
front doors should be kept in order by
a man. A servant's cloth,
,

The front door.

.

mg

.

m
•

^

hardly
fit condition for the dining-room, or even the
house, when she has swept the street
IS

and walk. There is usually a man or
a boy who can be hired to do this
work^ who would otherwise be an ob-

of

charity.

It

141
is

better for

far

community that sershould be rendered and wages

beggars should
be supplied. Outside doors finished
with wax must be kept in order
by rubbing. Varnished doors require
dusting only. The wise man is the one
who has plain doors. Every moulding,
every corner, every ornament presents
paid,, rather than that

one more resting-place for dust.
Ammonia and sapolio are the housekeeper's friends, if used in connection
with intelligence and strength.
Paint,
glass, silver, china, all yield the accu-

mulations on their surfaces to ammonia, while tins and cooking utensils
return smooth, clean surfaces, without
blemish, when subjected to sapolio.
Furnaces and chimneys, every fall,
should be examined by an expert.
This is cheaper than a fire from a defective flue.

In the

management

of the

income

is

the secret of financial freedom, or dis-

When
incomeand trcss, in cvcry family.
expense,
bank account
possible
a
be kept in the wife's name.
This bank account should represent the
allowance for all household and family
expenses, and should be paid weekly,
monthly, or quarterly, as is most convenient to the husband. If his salary is
paid weekly it becomes a simple matter.
Each week the amount that is allowed
for the table expenses should be set
The balance of the allowance
aside.
should be deposited in the bank. This
system makes the keeping of weekly accounts unnecessary. The sum set aside
for the table expenses and car-fare is
known. The purchases made both for
house and wardrobe of the family are
recorded on the stubs of the checkbook and at the end of the month can
be added and set down under special
This system must be mainheads.
tained on the strictest business prinshould

ciples to succeed.

A

wife

must learn

142
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to live within her allowance

prevent deficiencies
gauge her expenses.

mon

by

;

she must

learning

It is

to

not uncom-

for a wife to find herself the

own-

er of capital the result of economies,

when her income
is

is

settled.

Where

it

impossible to have a bank account

must be
and opportunity for friction and anxiety.
There
must be some determined sum for the
table expenses, and should be proportionate sums for clothing, school, and
for the family expenses, there

more or

less confusion,

of standards as to its application.
Constant discussion of the money ques-

tion leads to unhappiness,

and often

The income should be

distrust.

to

dis-

bursed according to mutual arrange-

ment and agreement between husband
and wife, and this agreement should be
maintained with the strictest integrity.
Honor is the safeguard of love and
happiness.

Housekeeping, as a profession,

re-

quires what success in any profession
requires

— knowledge,

a

mind open

to

The hap- experiment, common sense, and a dehazard money arrangements of many sire an ambition, would be the betIf it receives
families is the cause of much unhappi- ter word
to succeed.
other imperative expenses.

—

There must be a
clear understanding as to the amount of
the income, and there should be a unity

ness and distress.

in

—

attention,

sults follow

—

the

natural

failure, defeat,

re-

unhappi-

ness.

and specific information see section on The Prinxiples of House
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IV.

SOCIETY AND SOCIAL USAGES.

IV.

AND SOCIAL

SOCIETY

CONSTANCE CARY HARRISON.

By
The Art

Parties to the Opera.

of Entertaining.

Dinners.

Dances.

Luncheons.

Good Taste in Dress.
Correct Form in Correspondence.

Teas.

Garden

Invitations.

Parties.

Theatre Parties.
Chaperones.

Weddings.

Suppers.

Calling.

Cards.

ISRAELI

once

the conduct of

D''

said,

upon

a

bunch

of

—

musty maxims"
a
statement in which
it "gives
on the threshold of this
Often, in glancing over the
sketch.
flat and stale and confusing dicta of
books on etiquette, I have wondered
what they accomplish whether people
can behave by them any better than
they can carve fowls by a diagram
whether, bearing them in mind, the disciple enters upon the society of his fellows with the "papa, potato, poultry,
prunes and prism" expression recommended by Dickens' chaperone whether before he or she has half done with
the manual, the author be not objurgated as tiresome or ridiculous

I

so thoroughly agree, that

pause

"

;

;

;

!

And

yet suggestions as to the manand customs that prevail in
an impermanent society like ours in
America, are sometimes interesting
and may be helpful.
It is in
that
hope, and protesting against any desire to dogmatize, that I am nerved to
write what here follows.

ners

Entertaining in large

cities

has un-

mean, in many
cases, a struggle to make moderate re-

fortunately

come

to

sources accomplish what

men mere wave

depends upon the
temperament, not

me

USAGES.

Entertaininsr.

of

the

is done by a
hand among rich

people.
many sins

Plutocracy has

answer

to

for,

but none worse than having snuffed out
the old spirit of kindly hospitality that
in some mysterious way one always associates with shining mahogany, with
Canton china dishes, with delicious
" sweet " pickles, with being asked by
the host whether one prefers white

meat or dark.
It would be
tion, to say

our genera-

foolish, in

we do not remember

the

houses where such artless forms prevailed.
We all remember them, and, I
venture to assert, with pleasure. And
that feature of country entertaining,
the " tea," with its rich variety of cakes
and preserves, the chipped beef in
cream, the cup of tea beside one's overcrowded plate one rose from it, perhaps, with a vague sense of to-morrow
and a consciousness of the organs of
digestion
but one came away in an
In an asagreeable frame of mind
semblage of founders of a now most

—

;

!

fashionable

summer

resort in the

hill

country of Massachusetts, last autumn,
talk turned reminiscently to the days
when every one of the cottage folk
gave teas; "sit-down" teas at seven
o'clock with the best china and silver
and flowers
with sweetbreads and
;

and

Society
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croquettes, and salads, and waffles to
follow, with

cinnamon and sugar

sprin-

When

they played " twenty
had chat and
questions
music, before the carriages, or maids
with lanterns, arrived to break up the
sport
kled o'er

!

" afterward, or

!

"

And now, we

drive over the same

summer

palaces erected on
our hills, to dinners at eight o'clock,
with half a dozen flunkeys in livery and
a bewildering menu. We wear low-cut
gowns and all the jewels we can rake
and scrape together. We talk of the
party the day before, the party to
'come to-morrow.
We are dull and
formal, and as soon as the carriage is
announced are glad to hurry away in
it!"
So said a lively lady who had been
roads, to

leader in the early movement, and had

not been suffered to lose her place in
the later one. And what she said was
echoed by every woman in the group.
It is true.
In the evolution of modern American society we have lost the
savor of the past. And while none of
us would perhaps care to rejoin our
idols (which gain charm, no doubt, by
remoteness), we can at least aim to see
clearly the mistakes of some of our
present methods.
Straining is the death-blow to any
entertainment.
It shows everywhere
in the result.
There is not one among
one's guests who is not perfectly conscious of it
who would not be better
pleased with things in a more normal
state.
A domestic duck is far more
;

toothsome cooked as one's plain cook

knows how

to serve him, than a red-

head disguised as canvas-back. Terrapin should only be offered when a butler and silver dishes accompany him to
his last home.
How infinitely more

welcome

to the habitual diner-out

good
champagne

glass of

claret than

is

a

indifferent

!

In the matter of wines, the dinner-

Social Usages.

goers of America have learnt a lesson
which reacts to the advantage of their
entertainers.
In a stimulating climate
wines are not needed their quantity
;

and variety have undergone
a
^
Wines.
^
visible diminution on American
tables within the last few years. Champagne, always the American favorite, is
.

served early

in the fray

.

— some offer

it

taken off and continue it
throughout the dinner, with no other
adjunct save bottled table-waters. It
is a
common thing to see all the
glasses, put to the places, left unfilled
as the fish

at

the

is

Women,

guests' request.

es-

very little wine. It is
not worth the discomfort that follows
to a person going night after night
Sauterne and sherry,
into the world.
served with oysters and with soup, are
still found in their old places
but, as
I said, they are apt to have the cold
shoulder turned on them.
pecially, drink

;

Apropos of declining wines, it has
been a subject of discussion how this
mighty matter is to be accomplished
at a dinner a la mode. I have seen rec-

ommendations to
gloves removed

—

rolled

into

to

put their

sitting

down and

ladies
in

a ball

— into

the

largest

token of intended abstinence
An Englishman asked if it were possible American women could do this
thing, adding, " Why not overshoes, or
"
a handkerchief ?
A hint, by motion, to well-trained
servants ought to be all that is needglass, in

ful.

!

No

butler

who

respects himself

or his office will waste his employer's

wines by pouring them out into the
glasses, merely to lose their aroma
As in the matter of fewer wines,
there has been of late a movement
toward shorter dinners, fewer dishes,
!

Difiners.

less

elaborate

table
.

.

Ihe guests, arriving

service.
1

1

r

at half-

past seven or at eight o'clock, according to the convenience of the hostess,
no longer go always upstairs to seek

On Entering and Leaving

the Dining-room.

147

Although such rooms

both cases the parting is tempered by
the prospect of reunion after coffee
and crime de menthe !
In 1,he matter of decorations of the
mon, at a little dinner, for both men
and women to throw off their wraps dinner-table a marked change has been
A few years ago it was comnoticed.
in the hall and allow them to be
carried into places of safety upstairs, mon to see the board loaded with
whence they are returned when it is dainty objects in porcelain or silver
and the side-dishes, of fruit and bontime to leave.
The wife and husband go into the bons and cakes and crystallized fruits,
drawing-room apart, he straggling af- were a mighty matter to the intending
ter her, with the usual melancholy ex- dinner-giver who had pricks of econopression of the unfed man at the ante- my conflicting with the desire to " do
Now we
prandial hour. When all are assembled, the thing in proper style "
ensues the agreeable stir of marshalling have fine napery, a super-cloth of anThis, in America, is tique embroidery in silks or thread
a
in to dinner.
commonly manoeuvred beforehand by few dishes or silver baskets of hota card bearing the lady's name, offered house grapes and other fruit in seaa centre-piece of flowers or
in an envelope in the hall, to the son
gentleman who is to take her in. It is ferns candles or candle-lamps other
a question whether the old commotion little dishes of bonbons and olives and
caused by the host telling Jones that salted almonds suggesting an effort,
he is to take Mrs. Robinson, and Jones manifest through all, that the eye shall
expressing his delight, is not, at this be rested, not confused
Green and white, so much seen of
As they proceed to
juncture, a loss.
the dining-room, the host goes first late, is a charming color-scheme for a
dinner.
In this, the usual centre-piece
with the lady who is to sit at his right
the hostess goes in last, with her es- of ferns of the home-table (provided it
cort; each of the gentlemen offers his has not reached that exasperating stage
right arm to the lady he conducts for of turning brown and curling at the
convenience in assuming their places edges, and demanding to be sent back
to the florist, despite all one's fondest
at table.
On coming away from table it is the care !) may be made to do duty, with a
present (but not invariable) mode in few yards of those floating, fragile, exAmerica for the couples to return quisite vines that trail in the florists'
arm-in-arm to the drawing-room, as windows. The candle - shades
little
they went out. Of course, the gentle- monsters of annoyance to the housemen do not offer their arms to the la- keeper and servants, from their incesdies, unless the host himself sets the sant habit of catching fire
may be of
example and leads the way.
This pale green and the vacant spaces on
the French fashion is not half so the table that need filling may be suppleasant as the flight of the women plied with fascinating bits of Bohemian
past a line of men (of whom the young- or Venetian glass of the same vernal
est generally reaches the door first, to hue, reappearing in finger-bowl and
hold it open) one is accustomed to ice-plate.
Women enjoy getting
see in England.
The chief exhibitor of the Salviati
away from their partners of the last glass factory in Venice displayed to
hour and three-quarters, as much as me last summer, with great pride, some
their partners like to see them go.
In new designs in the last-named articles.
dressing-rooms.

are ready, and are offered by the servant
admitting the arrivals, it is quite com-

;

!

;

;

;

;

—

!

;

—

—

;

—

—
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They were made

to represent

and

doilies

of fine white lace lying across plates of

Social Usages.

abandons them to

their fate

the fussy

;

hostess, interfering with talks happily

blue or green or amber. A marvel of begun the affected hostess, apologizworkmanship, but false in artistic con- ing for her banquet, or for the failure
ception and so, with polite phrases, I of certain guests, in order that she may
ventured to suggest.
be contradicted by assurances that she
Oh but, madame, they were made has left nothing to be desired do we
expressly for the American market," not know them all ? Do we not turn
from them with satisfaction to her who
I was told
and I ventured no more.
Flowers are pre-eminently the choic- is quiet, watchful, gracious, tactful,
est decoration for the dinner-table, be clever enough to make her guests feel
it is they\ rather than she^ who stamp
Decorations for the dinner great or small.
the table.
In this matter, one is in- the affair as a success ?
Of entertaining at dinner deemed
clined to apply the homely adage,
" Enough is as good as a feast," since the entertainment of all others in the
a vase with two or three royal roses world of conventionality I have spokopening their hearts to the softened en first. A luncheon, usually given by
glow of candles may convey as much a woman to women, is regarded abroad
as a purely American outrefreshment to the observer as a
Ltmcheo7is.
^
^
growth.
In London and
mound of the same beauties crowded
and wired and doomed to an early Paris, one is asked informally to the
death.
Loose roses, scattered on the mid-day meal, which is extremely simtable-cloth, are sometimes charming in ple according to our ideas, usually what
effect.
Jonquils, daffodils, and tulips one has for one's own household, and
are a boon to the hostess in the time nothing added.
The " pink," " yellow,"
of declining winter.
They are so crisp " violet," and "blue " luncheons of the
and spring-like, they flower in such United States, as described in newstender tints, and the price of them is papers, are a source of astonishment
to our transatlantic neighbors.
They
so comforting
There is one modern fashion I never weary in asking questions about
should like to inveigh against in deco- our habit of shutting out daylight, and
ration of the dinner-table
that of in- turning on gas or electricity or lamptroducing large bows of ribbon on bask- light upon our lunch-tables.
They,
ets or groups of flowers.
Ribbon has who are satisfied with a growing fern in
no place among articles for food. an art-pot "and a handful of cut flowEverything served on the table should ers in specimen glasses, cannot believe
be washable, or clearly perishable and in the " pounds and pounds' worth " of
evanescent.
costly roses or orchids ordered by us
Of all dinners, great or small, whence for a woman's luncheon. Stories of
in coming away one bears a distinct those entertainments from which have
and pleasant impression of the individ- been carried away presents of expenuality of the hostess, one is inclined sive knick-knacks set by the plates of
;

;

—

!

;

—

—

,

,

,

!

;

,

The

,

hostess.

think gratefully.
The
^
/
cold hostess
the distracted

to

,

,

guests, are listened to as to a

new

tale

,

,

;

who sits with one eye on the
screen before the butler's pantry, the
other on her interlocutor the indifferhostess,

;

ent hostess, who, having spread her
feast and set her people down to it,

of a thousand-and-one nights.

The giving
declined.
of roses

A

of

gifts

has,

however,

single rose, or a cluster

and other blossoms,

is

permissible as a souvenir to-day.

name - card once painted and

alone

The
illumi-

—
An
nated, has

come down

Ideal Luncheon.

to be a simple bit
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died cherries in their concealing vest-

of pasteboard, sold in the shops for the

ments of white

purpose (with perhaps a gilded edge),
on which the hostess writes her guest's
name, and which is swept away by the
servant with the crumbs. One wine, or

bonbons and crystalThese are not to be easily
lized fruits
supplied at home
I speak of moderate
homes and they relieve the cook and
housekeeper alike. But do we not all
agree that at luncheon one likes homemade dishes, dishes without mystery or
paper frills dishes, in fine, to be compassed by an ordinarily good cook ?
One has been to luncheons where, if
the caterer were not indisputably revealed by the made dishes, one saw him

two, at most

— sauterne and
— are now

sherry and claret

The use

woman's lunch.

of

— having been pronounced
priate as a low-cut

gown

has gone out entirely.

claret, or

seen at a

champagne
as inappro-

in daylight

Table-waters

from the bottle though
any good natural water is deemed allare

offered

;

sufficient.

Chocolate or tea is not expected to
be present on these occasions. Coffee,
served without cream after luncheon,
in the prettiest little cups the hostess
can muster, is generally at hand.
Bouillon, an e^itree of fish or lobster
or crabs, chops (let them be broiled
skilfully, for the sake of rarity !) with
green peas
some dainty, like mushrooms on toast game and salad with
ices and bonbons, are enough and more
than enough for a luncheon, of no mat-

the

dishes,

paper for

icing, his cut

his

!

—

—

—

in the plated candelabra twisted with
smilax and fitted out with ///^lighted

candles under
is

many

little

shades.

That

the finishing touch of unreality, hired

silver candlesticks with unlit candles

For a luncheon

!

— to

ordeal of an elaborate mefiu, she thinks

be imitated if
wealth, high social place, and an establishment perfect in details may set a
half a dozen congenial women
fashion
once met in the library of a friend,
whom they found with her two youngest children at her knee.
"If I didn't have them at odd moments, where should I be?" she asked,
laughing, as the nurse arrived to carry
her treasures off. The women, left
alone, chatted together, which must
not be misinterpreted to mean all at
In a short time, they were led
once

of her dinner out that evening, of her

by

many engagements during

stained glass

;

;

;

ter

how many

guests.

More

is

a bur-

den to the habitual partaker of choice
hospitalities, who is generally the one
her hostess desires to please.
pelled to

noon,

of

sit

Com-

through the lengthening

her wearied

the after-

digestion

;

at

length she asks herself, impatiently

:

woman

bring me here to be
"
fed, or to be entertained ?
Of all meals spread for guests the
luncheon is the one that should have

Did

this

least of the

''defacing finger " of the

he must,

let that functionary appear in warmed-over etitrees at
dinner.
(Yet could we wish him far
from there !) Welcome his ices, his

caterer.

little

If

cakes, his pastry shells for patties

or vol-au-vent, his

monds,

rolls,

his

salted al-

his gdteau St. Honored his bran-

—

!

their hostess across a hall

and

tapestries

dim with
and an-

cient iron-work, into a stately dining-

room, where they sat around a small,
circular table that seemed a mere dot
The table of
in the vast apartment.
old oak, polished, was bare but for a
square of linen drawn-work in the centre, on which was set a silver vase of
white orchids with purple centres. The
salt-cellars, claret-jugs in silver
ers, silver

coast-

dishes with radishes, curled

shreds of celery, olives, chocolates and
peppermints, were the only
The china used was
other ornaments.

cream
all

fine

white porcelain with

gilt

edges

I50
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The napkins were completed the little feast, from which
and monograms.
large affairs meant to cover one's skirt the guests arose, protesting themselves
like an apron, of rough-grained linen well provided.
The hostess on this octrimmed with coarse thread lace. The casion had no especial seat, but moved
repast, beginning with eggs served in from table to table, looking after the
individual platters, and cooked to dis- comfort of her friends, and indulging
guise skilfully the fact that eggs they

in

were, progressed through a few simple,

At a luncheon in London, last spring,
I saw what most American housekeepers would deem a homely array of food,
presided over by an aristocratic hostess
in a dining-room of high aesthetic

deliciously flavored courses, to, not an

Two serice, but an omelette soufflee.
vants only were in waiting, and although the chef who had sent it up was
known to be an artist in receipt of an
income of proportions that might be
envied by many a college -bred man
delving in offices down-town, the meal
made no impression upon the guests
beyond that of general nicety. It was,
and,
in short, in perfectly good taste
pinnacle,
one
need
reach
that
to
surely,
not be possessed of a chef and a palace
on Fifth Avenue
;

a taste of the society of

As

beauty.

it

all in

turn.

tends to support

my

plea in behalf of a greater simplicity

than we consider admissible for invited

may mention

the menu of this
At one end of the table
were seen two fowls with the inevitably accompanying bread-sauce.
These
were carved and served by the host,
guests,

I

household.

while, opposite him, the hostess carved

and dispensed a joint of lamb with
The luncheons introduced at a place mint -sauce, after asking her guests
of summer resort, a few years ago, to which dish they would choose
Two
include a larger number of guests of men-servants, who withdrew when the
both sexes than can be easily accom- sweets came on, handed peas and potamodated at ordinary tables, were a dis- toes. I seem to recall a dish of tarts,
The hostess who gave another of strawberries, upon the table
tinct success.
the first one of these unconventional and, of drinkables, we had beer, claret,
and jolly parties, had tables of various and lemonade. One can safely aver
sizes spread in her dining-room, hall, there were cheese, biscuits, and a salad.
and veranda. Upon each table were But of elaborate made dishes, courses,
placed napkins, rolls, plates, knives, making of the luncheon an earlier dinThe talk flowed
forks, glasses, bottles of Apollinaris, ner, there were none.
and jugs of claret-cup and lemonade. freely, and everybody was at ease
The universal, the all-embracing
On the main table and buffets were
found galantines, jellied filets, cold "tea," from four until seven that is to
chickens, croquettes, a ham, salads, and ^
serve as an opportunity to present
other dishes hot and cold. Gentlemen
the daughter of the house to her
who had seats of their own, left them parents' friends, or else to wipe off the
to assist in serving their ladies, and re- obligations of a family to society at
turned carrying plates-full for both. large seems to flourish like a bay-tree.
Servants, from time to time, passed Every season sees it crop up, renewed
around dishes, and removed plates, etc., in strength, its features hardly altered.
!

!

;

!

—

—

without confusion. The picnic quality
Forty
of the affair gave it a relish.
guests were in this way accommodated
as easily as ten under the usual conditions.
Ices, cake, and black coffee

to the accustomed, a dreary funcwith its crowds of indifferent folk
who come, one knows not why, protesting they
never go to teas." But it is
cheap and respectable the only known
It

is,

tion,

;

—

—
The American Girl at the Samovar.
method

of including

all

one's acquaint-

and, as
ance in one invitation list
a fashion, it is not likely, in our time,
to go out.
The season for large general " teas "
is naturally in the late autumn, when
the housewife, having set her affairs in
order for the winter, lets her fancy
lightly turn to thoughts of entertainment. In New York, where the socalled visiting list (of people there is
no time to visit) is continually elongated by brides and grooms, it is a formidable matter to send out the cards
There are, indeed, expert
one's self.
;

professors of

this

art of

regulating

of checking off the departed, of

lists,

adding the new-comers,
from foreign sojourn,
daughters and married
titled to a showing on

the returned

married

the

sons
their

now
own

list is

and

if

made, the
the house

teas.

In the great houses, there is an orchestra provided for the upper landing
;

there are flowers in lav-

numbers, and greenery to make a
tropic forest of retreats.
But the service of the table is always the same

ish

no more
Here are always the same
young ladies who allow the kettle to
boil out, or the alcohol to become exhausted in the lamp who serve tea
lukewarm to indignant leaders of soci!

;

ety, while they turn aside to gossip
with their chums, or receive attention
from young men. In this connection,

might suggest

one

that

young

the

Why

lady tea-maker has had her day.

should she not be relegated to a sidetable to preside over lady-fingers and
macaroons, and let her substitute be
an elderly aunt or cousin a maiden,
perchance, whose heart is in her

—

—who

knows

the water has reached the culminating

be large and attractive, or the hostess
a social favorite, the debutante reputed
pretty, the " tea" is sure to be crowded
to excess with the guests desired.
" I have come out of respect to the
family," is a commonly heard excuse
on the lips of those who attend " teas "
under protest, lest they be suspected
of having no invitations to more exclusive parties.
Be it as it may, everyone turns out for the early season

of the stairs

de foie gras sandfinger " rolls

work

!

invitations scattered,

side-table, pate

wiches, and buttered

ac-

And there is a little black book
with red lettering seen on every writing-table and carriage-cushion, wherein
puzzled mater-familias finds her bearings annually among her cherished acquaintances, many of whom the little
black book alone keeps in her recollecWith such aids the

a

en-

count.

tion

tea, bouillon, chocolate, little cakes,
big cakes, bonbons, ices, lemonade on

point

;

when

the tea

to

is

a nicety

fresh ones

that

substituted

when
away and

steeped

the leaves should be thrown

those

;

when

;

things

come by experience, and through

true love for the subject

?

This might result in a falling off of
a few long-tailed, black body-coats
with white buttonhole bouquets, from
around the tea-board but oh the gain
;

to the suffering tea-lovers

!

who come

in

out of the wintry air eager for their
stimulating cup.
confess to a weakness for the

Ameryoung girl. With all the shortcomings attributed to her by foreign
critics, she is a charmer not to be surI

ican

passed by her kind

in any society I
She is vivid, original, clevBut I don't know that
adaptable.

have seen.
er,

she has ever learned to make tea. Of
course, I allude to the variety of her
generally on exhibition in pursuance of
this art at fashionable gatherings.

It

may be that she is confused by too
much observation. The men who in
white paper caps and aprons make
-

bonbons in confectioners' windows,
and the Orientals who in native dress

!
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ply their looms at rug-making, in sim-

and the hostess continually rising and

exposed positions, may have become used to it. But the girl of society fortunately is not called on to pour
tea under scrutiny every day of the
week. Perhaps, hidden away in many
households, there are girls who, con-

sitting again, her offer of refreshment.

ilarly

scious of excellence in this detail, are

The would-be tea-drinker has not the
courage to break the uninvaded cleanliness of that circle of

cups, for which

who preceded have apparently

those

had the same consideration.
the black tea-pot of Sairey

Better

Gamp and

resent this slur of mine,

the science of tea-making, than silver

pardons I ask in advance.
I should like to meet them.
Another wrong to the tea-lover, perpetrated by society at large, is the setting forth upon its tea-trays of the
tiny cups meant for after-dinner coffee, and expecting them to consort
with ordinary - sized lumps of sugar.
At a tea-drinking which I had the
honor to attend, given in the harem
of a Moorish Bashaw, the pot was
stuffed with aromatic herbs and as
many lumps of sugar as it would contain, after the tea and hot water had
been first put into it. This mixture,
served in little porcelain cups in settings of filigree gold, made one re-

and porcelain and indifference there-

entitled to

and

their

joice at the diminutive size of the vessels in

drinker

which

it

was transmitted to the

!

with
In England, where the stimulus of tea
is generally demanded by all classes of
!

the population, the
rule,

beverage

is,

as a

good wherever found. In drawing-

rooms,

lodgings, at railway-stations

in

— who

that has ever been pulled to-

gether after crossing the Channel, by a
cup of tea served in the railway carriage at Dover while waiting the departure of the train, can forget its sovereign

Ask for tea in one of our
?
and consider the result

excellence
stations,

With

tea-drinking

us,

adopted of

late years

is

a fashion

—a vehicle for the

transmission of aesthetic ideas in grouping people and furniture

—

in isolated cases,

and, except
not yet a genuine cult.

But the habit

as likely to spread as

is

At an ordinary Christian tea-drink-

the thistle-seeds carried on the brake-

ing, the

cups should be of respectable
and of thin, translucent
porcelain.
The cups for breakfast
cafe ail lait may belong to the habitually used " set " of English or American faience but not those that convey the nectar of five o'clock
For days " at home," the tea-table
may be spread either in the diningroom, or, as is more fashionable, at the
elbow of the hostess in her drawingroom.
In the latter case, it is a low, widespreading affair.
On another little
table at hand are the thinnest of sandwiches, and cakelets, mere mouthfuls
But it is a bold mortal
for Titania.
who accepts, under these circumstances, with people coming and going

rods of railway-trains into the Western

dimensions,

country

;

!

— as the fashion-plates that have

done most

among
take to

And
is

to abolish plural marriages

Mormons.

the
it,

the

If

we

are

to

us do so in good form

let

!

principle to lay to heart

first

"see that the kettle boiling be."

The garden
nual

party, that agreeable an-

transplanted from

English

Garden parties.
ica

than

in

soil,

Amer-

flourishes better in

England.

One

with admiration of the pluck
that supports British hostesses in their
efforts to defy the continually dropis

filled

ping skies of spring and summer.
Their lawns deep-green, of even, fine

—

grass, to

which a " wee modest crim-

son-tipped " daisy

—

are a
is a reproach
standing invitation to " come out and

a

Garden Parties

in

England and

walk on me." Their groups of glorious great-arme'd trees, with dense, lustrous foliage, are apparently

meant

to

damsels and swains in galaTheir rose gardens, with vines
dress.
trained on the walls and arched trellises
overgrown with masses of bloom and
fragrance, offer enchanting harborage
Their clumps of rhofor a tctc-a-tete.
dodendrons, spreading in pink-purple
splotches on the velvet lawns, present
an artistic background to ambulating
shelter

The

guests.

tent

for

refreshments,

sometimes pitched on the edge of a
pond or river, is a delightful resort,
keeping people in motion in the open.

Under these

conditions, their houses,

delightful as English

deserted.

are

are,

country-houses
People go from

them, do not seek to cling to them and
fill the rooms with chatter, as at some
American garden parties fallen short of

mark

the

!

But, alas

!

the reverse of

in

some kiosk or summer-house, than

And where there is a dance upon
gra^s, how charming the effect of

—

cess with a simple party out-of-doors,

that will outrank, in pleasant

many

a costly dinner

leaving the earth dewy, not wet
that
they serve to retain the delicate tints
of the flowers and deepen the emerald
;

or

But there is always the weather to
be considered, and even in our favored
clime the weather sometimes plays
pranks with our best-laid plans. There
too, the trouble and expense of
conveying guests from the station to
the house and back again.
Surmount
these two, and the other difficulties are
practically
A band, an orchestra,
is,

while they lend animation, are not in-

People who have danced
winter to the same old
tunes, are not longing to see the face of
a well-known leader peer from behind
an improvised bower, and to be recalled
to

all

town by the

What such

lifting of his baton.

guests ask

does not comfort the
hostess, who sees her guests flying pell-

breath of country

mell into rooms too small to contain

if

their numbers.

way

of diversion to eye

it is

hard to be original.

the

of

grass,

At Newport, Lenox, Bar Harbor, and
known to pleasure-

other such places

memory,

musicale or

dance, given in town.

and pranced

coming from skies erstwhile
That they are lovely showers,

the

the

!

out of ten, a shower, arriving unex-

!

in

gay colors, the moving figures a canvas of Watteau come to life
A suburban hostess in the neighborhood of a large city, or one accessible
by comfortable trains, may score a suc-

dispensable.

pectedly,
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the same people herded between walls.

the English medal shows, eight times

blue

America.

in

air,

is

change

—

a flavor of the

unaccustomed, a pretty out-door scene,
possible.

A

Something original in the
and ear. But

famous Frenchwoman, author and

seekers in summer-time, garden parties
are a safer enterprise to the giver.

journalist, entertained a party of Paris-

They

the environs of Paris, by a rustic party.

be,

are popular, as they deserve to

and may be

zling skies, the

Dazabundant watering of

infinitely varied.

the lawns, the beautiful, picturesque,
or stately (or all three combined) back-

grounds of the modern summer homes,
make these out-door fetes something to
be remembered. There is more gayety
and sparkle in a mass of people broken
up in groups, wandering upon a wide
stretch of turf to the music of a band

ians

The

and others at her country-seat
hostess received in calico
the

of

lights

;

in

great

literary horizon, artists

and musicians, were in bucolic costumes the feast spread was as for
peasants
the drink, cider and cheap
;

;

wines of the country.
This affair, a
succes foii " as it was
termed, brought out much wit and sentiment impromptu. No one withheld
contribution to the fun.

There was a

Society
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which grave academi-

We

might introduce something of
kind in the suburbs of New York,
Boston, or Philadelphia, but I question

this

There

the assistance of the guests.

are one or two luminaries of our world

and

of art

letters I

cannot fancy as

skipping in the costume of Colin Clout
through the mazes of a contra-dance.

And

—

comments conunmixed adUnless meant for a perform-

generally comes in for
taining

cians took a turn.

more

miration.

ance apart, the assumption of fancy
dress is hardly to be recommended in
entertainments out of doors. Modern
costumes of women are so charmingly
picturesque the wash-stuffs that, made

—

up, cost a

plain

not admitted

these alone, to

!

soft lace

fortune

little

summer

variety of

impromptus these would, I
be saved for copy or for the little
dinners at the club where women are
their

fear,

satire than

silks

;

;

the infinite

the rivers of

the tags of flying ribbon

;

the big hats and the veils that

women

—

it is easy, with
dress " the scene of a

pretty

For the material element of a garden party or laivn party, as, with us
who have no real gardens, it might
the refreshment ofbetter be styled
fered there is no great addition made

sults beautiful to the eye,

to the tea at five o'clock indoors.

the brain, of the ordinary observer.

—

—

—

the

guests

substantial

come from a
dish

If

distance, a

or two, strawberries

and cream, and salads may be added
and, in that case, a punch upon a side;

table

is

not always passed by.

The

spread under a marquee on the
lawn, is always pretty
but most hostesses find it simpler and more satisfactory to the household staff to set the
table,

;

refreshments, as usual, in the dining-

room

;

allowing the guests to

come

in

as they like, to fortify themselves.

Hired entertainers

— Tyrolean singers

costume, recitationists, and
the like
are sometimes introduced
upon the lawn, but they present a direful
suggestion of the breakfast of Mrs. Pott,
whereat Mrs. Leo Hunter favored the
in national

—

company with her poem on
Frog. There

is

the Expiring

always, in the fantastical

worn in the broad light of day, a
power to depress, quite unconquerable.
Shepherds and shepherdesses, Chloes
and Strephons, fitted out by the costumer at so much per head, may be less
habit

provocative of mirth to lookers - on,
because more in keeping with rural surroundings. But even then, poor Strephon, wearing his 'Mendings" shyly.

lawn party

Games

;

make

!

of chess with

living figures

manoeuvred on a square of velvet verdure, have been made to produce reif

puzzling to

pastoral play in miniature, or a

A

comedy

adapted to outdoor surroundwon its laurels in the hands
But all these
clever amateurs.

in verse

ings, has

of

things are risky

;

and unless the

in-

tending hostess be gifted with great
executive ability and much patience,
and be willing to renounce all enjoyment of her own party, she had better
People who go
steer clear of them.
much into the society of each other in
the world, are quite satisfied to meet
they, as a rule, regard all
and talk
They
shows " as an interruption.
keep silent with an effort till the performance is over, then burst again into
;

discussion of their

own

affairs.

have been asked to say a word
about the for?nulcB in use in giving parThe most easy and
ties to the play.
method of asConvenient
Theatre parsembling guests on time,
I

but this
to ask them to dinner
would serve for a small number only
and an accepted fashion is for the guests
to meet in the drawing-room of the
hostess, and thence to repair with her
is

;

;

to the theatre selected, in a large omni-

bus of the sort kept for such purposes.

—

—

Conduct at the Theatre a Test of Breeding.
should be the

It

care of the host-

first

still

ess or chaperone to see that the party
do not arrive late at the play, and do
not go in bustling with their own petty

ers,"

importance, to disturb people already
seated and interested in the stage.
This is an offence against good man-

is

ners

common one despairs of reTo denounce it is crying in

so

forming

it.

the wilderness and being hearkened to

by none.

I

have seen

—as who has not

A

down

in quiet.

party in a box

may be

ing to the general

annoybut it is

less

public,

more conspicuous.

Talking, posturing,

change of

misuse of the opera-

seats, the

bonbons

glass, tittering, eating

for the

benefit of an audience, are social crimes

that rightly stamp the offender as half-

With some people the mere posthem

bred.

be seen Hamlet's " forest of feath-

and sky-scraping bows of ribbon,

that conceal the stage from the hapless

Consideration of others

soul behind.

the

indication of the civilization

first

which expresses itself in politeness
people who wear things of that kind in
;

a theatre are not to be classed

among

the considerate.

The

use of strong perfumes at the

play or elsewhere cannot be too

absorbed auditors turn with glances of
positive hatred upon the selfish and
silly invaders who have rustled into
their seats, whispering and laughing
audibly long after they have had time
to settle
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decried.
Perfumes.

To many

\

.

.

much

people.
.

the presence of any foreign

essence

the air

in

scent

Sachets,

-

bags,

insupportable.

is

and

con-

their

worn about the person

an
over-heated atmosphere, are far from
alluring admiration to their wearers
geners,

in

charms
Costumes worn at the theatre have of
late undergone a change for the prettier.
!

The sober
gown with

street dress, the tailor-made

its jacket thrown aside, have
been superseded by the blouse or bodice

of light-tinted silk, profusely

trimmed

to believe themselves entitled to take

with lace, which may be w^orn so conveniently with a dark skirt.
The parquets

liberties with the people in the

of our best theatres are

session of a box seems to tempt

and balconies.

One

is

parquet

inclined to think

their cheap pre-eminence an

affair

of

exceeding rarity
A trifle to be considered the eccentricity of wearing lace veils over the
face at the play
If ever in fashion, it
!

—

!

was the caprice

moment, and was
discarded when its absurdity became
manifest.
In the year of Our Lord
of a

1894 It is distinctly out of vogue.
Theatre bonnets
mere delightful
apologies for a head-covering a band.

—

—

Bonnets at

a couplc of roscs, or a but-

the theatre,

terfly

ly,

in

the

bow—are

forefront

women who belong
tum
who

of

American

are on their

the knowledge
society
play.

— are

Waving

now, blessed-

of fashion.

of

to,

—

those
not up with,

civilization

way

customs of good

day

bonnetted head, the low-cut or halflow gown which make gay the auditoriums of similar pretension abroad. But
as long as huddling into a crowded
cable-car

is

the chief method of arriv-

ing at our goal and getting away from
it in freezing winter nights, it is not
likely the

agers and

reform yearned for by maninsisted upon by critics

dress for a drawing-room

—

will

be successfully achieved for theatres.
A supper at home or elsewhere
after the play, is a matter to be decided
the lensfth
of the host's purse
by
J
^

—

Suppers

detected at the
over their heads may

easily

parterres
If the

ever dawns when we adopt the cheap
cab system, and the mass of our playgoers are able to indulge in driving to
the theatre, then we may see the un-

The evening

to the second stra-

now

of many-colored blossoms.

1

and the judgment of the hostess
as to whether or not her guests have

Society
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had enough of one another's company.

under the

Generally, the omnibus which brought

the

them

is

in

waiting to return the party

same

Coquelin

spell of

?

No

doubt

sufferers took comfort in the

thought that,

the course of time,

in

"

Aunt

to the house of the giver of the treat.

they might have

A

divert them, instead of "that dull Tar-

merry

perhaps a
dance to the piano, may conclude the
evening. If it is a party for young
people, maids and carriages are sent
light supper,

talk,

from their homes to fetch the girls.
The duty of the hostess has ended in
returning them to her
If

there

is

to be

own

residence.

no supper, the hostess

drives from the theatre to the different

down each

Charley's

" to

"

tuffe

!

Chaperones at a party given in a
town-house of limited proportions, are

now

often

merged

into the persons of

the hostess and a few friends of her

own age and

whom

she has

The young

girls, ar-

standing,

invited to assist.

riving in custody of their maids, are

maidens

awaited by those functionaries in the
dressing-room.
(One often wonders
The vexed question of chaperones what family secrets, what social mysdoes not assail the conscience of young teries are not divulged among these
women in the large Eastern weary, nodding abigails, who must find
Chapevones.
cities of the United States.
something to talk about as the " small
There, they know too well what would hours " wear on !)
A party to the opera is an affair of
be thought of their going alone to the
play or opera in company with young more weight than one to the play.
men, to want to risk doing it. A party Parties to When a guest is bidden to sit
^j^g j^Q^ of a subscribcr, or
of three, however uncomfortable in the the opera,
sense of companionship, is safer, even stockholder, it goes without saying that
unmarried girls are escorted full evening toilet is indispensable.
if two
by an unmarried man. But even this Nowhere in New York does one see
would be objected to, unless the man the dress -parade of society to such
was either old enough to be safe, be- advantage as behind the glittering
yond peradventure, from thoughts of horse-shoe curve of the Metropolitan
love-making, or a relative, or engaged Opera-house. As in the world of fashElsewhere in Amer- ion people generally resort there to
to one of them
pass the hours intervening between
ica, notably in the South and Southdinner and a ball, the freshest
west, the same standards are not yet a
followed, the liberty is far greater.
A gowns, the most lavish jewels are
young man wishing to pay attention to in evidence. Flowers, long banished
houses, to set

of her

at the parental threshold.

!

his fair, takes tickets for her, calls for

from the ball-room, are rarely carried

home, and no one gives
the matter a second thought.
In a
southern town recently illuminated by

decoration

is

The

down

the matchless genius of Coquelin, the

of lace petticoat or pointed satin slip-

her, brings her

to

—

the

young men of society as a rule more per,
backward in French than the young cloak

women
was

—made rueful complaint

that

it

very well to pay double prices
for tickets to the French plays
but
what fun was it to sit up through the
whole evening, mumchance,' when their
partners were laughing or thrilling
all

—

toilet,

is

Whatever

opera.

seen

in

richest.

to extremest flounce

complete in elegance.
The
the ante-chamber on en-

left in

tering the box,
ly

is

of the solidest,

is

than the dress

oftentimes more costit

has covered.

One

occasionally wonders that, in these socialistic

times, kings

princesses of

and queens and
in New York
flaunt (as some of

commerce

have the courage to

"

Gozvns

and Jewels

them do) their extraordinary splendor of " increment," even though not
" unearned," before the eyes of a
mixed

public.

it has been said
by foreigners visiting America that the
women dressed better, but wore fewer
jewels, than those of any other nation
This can no longer
en grande toilette.
be remarked for the glow and glitter
of tiaras, sun-bursts, collars, and necklaces of gems on gala occasions at

Until quite recently

;

The use of

the opcra,

ornaments.

servers.

now

A

dazzle

all

ob-

at the Opera.
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who, it must be, employ it frankly and
without hope of imposition on the most
credulous.
No paint can deceive, no
blackening of the eyes seems natural,
no reddening of the lips attracts to
them
Pearl powder can never evade
In sum, the practice of
a side-light.
any such art is wholly reprehensible,
and is justly made awful by its revela!

tion in electric light.

After a ball given as a house-warmNew York establishment, from
which everything had been expected
by the fashionable world an " univerloud and
sal " party, where all met
long were the complainings against the
ing in a

—

however, even when her mother or matron
is able to assume such splendor, is still
noticeably simple.
She wears few, if hostess.
Her ball-room, lit from the dome by
any, jewels, and is in better form without them altogether. For her, a charm- electricity, had, through some mistake,
ing old-time fashion of coiffure, which been permitted to shed an unshaded
recalls pictures in " Books of Beauty," glare upon the guests.
As a direct
and is still universally in use among consequence, the place was soon althe fair Andalusians, is a rose-bud or most depopulated, except by girls in
some other flower worn nestled in the their first season, and young matrons
hair.
How long since one's eyes have secure in unimpaired bloom. Women
been gladdened by this pretty sight of a certain age women conscious of
among the decorations of beauty in the " applied arts " upon their counteAmerican society
But the fashion nances
met together in halls, and
has returned, has been much in vogue supper-room, and ante-chambers, examong young girls latterly, and we changing condemnation of the affair,
must hope it will not be displaced.
while secretly examining each other,
It would seem a superfluity, indeed, to see "if it is as bad, out here."
For
when setting forth the habits of good the remainder of that season, everyone
girl's dress,

—

—

—

!

suggcst that a girl
appearing at opera or theatre (or anywhere !) is judged by her
misuse of cosmetics. A young woman
of distinctly high social position in
The use of socicty, to

cosmetics,

fought shy of new houses, with new
systems of electric lights as yet untried

!

with ornaments and
must touch on the subject
the great centres of American civiliza- Dress and
dress, with no wish to diction would no more think of show- overdress. ^-^te in a matter that must
ing there a face painted or powdered necessarily be governed by time, and
than she would her nose with a ring place, and means, and possibilities. It
in it.
may be a comfort to some women who
When such a face presents itself, it do me the honor to peruse these pages,
is

at once written

down

the canons of good form.

^t and
The
is,

a stranger to
It is

smiled

pitied behind the wearer's back.

fresco of the feminine countenance

by

tacit consent, left to

dowagers.

In connection

cosmetics,

to

know

I

that

among

the

" leaders

they perchance read of in the bewildering columns of " society " description,
there are

time

many who appear time

in the

after

same gown, without giving

.

"

and
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a thought to

it

after they

come

into

likely to

become too popular and

vul-

These women are constantamused and surprised by reading

garized before the garments illustrat-

own costumes, reported

garments. She eschews "loud" patterns, conspicuous sleeves and capes
and hats, such as one sees by the million in the thoroughfares of a great
city, made up in cheap materials.
She
would no more be seen in these, than in
hair made artificially blond and pierced
behind with an arrow set with artificial

the room.
ly

Social Usages.

details of their

have been worn on such and such
accounts so varied from
the fact, they can be only put down to
to

occasions

—

the good nature of the reporter,

who

desires, perhaps, to supply the variety

they would like to see.

woman

Life

is

too

full,

good sense and means
and assured position in a large community, to permit her, if there were no

gems.

higher reason, to be forever turning
oyer stuffs, and planning different outfits for herself.
By the time the necessary provision for her own and her

Parisian
^owns.

for a

of

daughters' wardrobes

is

spring and autumn, she

complete, in

aweary in
and body, and ready never to
hear of finery again. She puts on her
evening frock, and goes out, night after
night, to dinner, and to sit against the
wall while her daughter dances, longing, most often, to exchange it for something loose and light and easy for a
comfortable chair and a pleasant book
Far from her thoughts is
at home
is

spirit

—

!

(similarly

employed).
The
are dancing and

younger women, who
passing back and forth in the promenade, are too busy and self-absorbed

to take in the details of each other's

gowns.

In

the ceaseless whirl of a

large society these matters are far less

discussed than in a village or country

neighborhood.

One

generally

hears

the dress question disposed of as "such
it takes so much good time
might be spent enjoying one's

a bore, and
that
:

self

But while such a woman of society
does not make dress her chief object.
Good taste ^he is Ordinarily anxious it
in dress,
should be well chosen, harmonious, striking in refinement and in
She
style, and above all not overdone.
looks with disapproval on the modes

of

For her carriage, she reserves the
French gown sent out from a great
uiakcr, w^hich

may be

so

much

advance of prevalent fashion
She would not
as to be conspicuous.
walk abroad in it any more than she
would wear over muddy crossings a
white petticoat frilled and trimmed
with lace. For the street, she sets
aside a dark, trig, stylish gown and
coat and hat, which may reveal its artificer and value to the initiated eye,
but will never invite attention from the
crowd.

The young

girl of

easily recognized

the consideration of the attire of her

neighbor

way

ing them shall have gone the
all

the

same

class

is

by distinguishing sim-

plicity in dress.

The

costli-

Simplicity.

ness of her apparelling appears in

stuff, cut,

and the indefinable

appurtenance of style. The linings and
unseen parts of her costumes are oftentimes of better material than that used
Her trimmings are
for the exterior.
few, and those put only w^here trimmings have a natural right to be. She
wears no jewelry other than a necessary clasp or pin, omitting bracelets
and bangles, long since relegated to
the habitiiees of cheap shops and remote
In damp weather, one sees
avenues.
this girl of society walking in a skirt
that clears the ground, thick boots, a
petticoat of dark silk or stuff, a jacket
or coat or cape that suggests utility,
and carrying a sensible umbrella.
Whatever the women of the world
(so-called) have to be reproached with

—
Health and Appropriateness
in the

matter of bringing up their

chil-

dren, they do not, nowadays, neglect
Hygiene in
dress.

Considerations of health,
^]^gj.

priate dress to

\^ exercisc or in

meet the

ei-

appro-

varieties of the

may be

American climate. It
habit of compact simplicity

that this

in outdoor
one of the benefits we derive
from our supposed cult of English ways.
One is struck, in visiting in English
country-houses, with the custom universal among the women, of wearing all
day the plain tailor-made tweeds they
appear in at breakfast, ready to walk
about the grounds afterward. In the
evening, at a dinner later than is
usual with us, they emerge, resplendent in jewels and low-cut gowns, even
when the house-party is a small one.
In contrast, we see, in America, women
and girls wearing at breakfast confections of pink or blue, covered with lace,
in which it would be impossible, with
the necessary equipment of slippers
and lace-edged skirts, to do more than
step off a veranda upon a gravel-walk.
If they go out, it is generally after
eleven o'clock and after a second elab-

dress,

is

orate toilet, to

A woman

make

of

cently upon the

calls or to drive.

the world calling re-

mother

of.

a certain

charmingly pretty girl at their country
home, was received, after a delay palpably to dress by the daughter of her
friend.
This delay, in itself annoying,
was not atoned for by the appearance

—

—

in Dress.
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mer's morning. The visitor went away,
wishing she had the courage to tell the
child's mother what a mistake had

beeA made
Low-cut gowns now so universally
in use in evening dress that they have
Low-cut ceased to be a vexed question
gowns,
should be worn neither by light
of day, nor by people they do not become. It is lamentable to see women
!

—

whose anatomy rebels against exposthemselves,

equip

ure,

sake, in such wise.
tion called to the

the neck

but the face

;

for

fashion's

Not only is attenwant of beauty in
suffers.

A

thin

and throat are generally much
improved by the flufiiness of lace or

face

feathers

And

rising almost

there

in this

is

matter

to

the

chin.

a wide latitude permitted

among
down

a queen to lay

us,

who have not

the law of exclu-

sion from her presence on state occa-

sions of those

who

are not fortified by

a physician's certificate to excuse a
A lowdress worn high in the throat
!

cut

gown should not be allowed

to

any function of the
afternoon, even in an artificial light intended to suggest the evening. The
simple fact that her invited guests must
appear in street costume with bonnets,

show

itself

at

should indicate to the hostess the propriety of a house-dress high in the
And although afternoon recepthroat.

may be still given, where the gas
turned on and the daylight shut out,

tions
is

morning-gown of Paris- and a number of women, convened to
stamp and elaboration, that might aid in receiving, assemble in full evenhave served appropriately for the ing dress to claim the admiration of
young widow " in a curtain-raiser at a their friends, it is not in the best
French play.
The gown was exqui- houses they are seen.
sitely refined in tint and fashioning
Thus, at weddings in a church. No
in
it the wearer resembled a bit of " finelonger do we see arriving members of
paste " porcelain fit to be set in a cab- Reception the family and especially invitgowns.
inet and locked in behind plate-glass.
guests, bonnetless, wearing
But suitableness, harmony, good-taste semi evening dresses, to take their
were all lacking, in her assumption of places in the reserved pews. What is
this costly belonging of one twice her called a reception toilet for weddings,
age as a home-dress on a bright sum- as light in tint and as elaborate as

of the girl in a
ian

;

-

i6o
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accompa-

desired, but always

its

recipient

lucky enough to discover

is

nied with a bonnet (retained or not,

that a third page, written upon length-

at the house) is in vogue.
Bridesmaids generally prefer becoming
hats, though they sometimes wear short

wise,

afterward,

The

veils.

bride,

in travelling cos-

if

tume, wears a bonnet or hat if in the
regulation bridal gown, a long tulle or
;

point lace

Another

veil.

point,

much confusion

on which there seems
of ideas,

is

as to the

Evening cxact definition of the words
dress.
evening dress," now often

added to cards for public entertainments of the musical or literary sort.
'By
"

women,

Come

in

this

should

be

read

as

whatever gown you possess,

little better than that worn in the
morning, but come without your bonnet " Those who have dined out, or
are going on to dances, often appear
in full evening toilet, retaining cloaks
or some covering for bare necks and
arms. But it is the bonnet that is the
especial foe to the gala appearance desired by managers in an auditorium at
night
It has proved hard to dislodge
but it now does really seem to grow
less year by year, in size, and to be

a

!

!

;

is intended to precede a second
page written crosswise
this, again,
followed by a fourth page inscribed
from end to end. There is no mean-

—

ing in this, and the fashion, if ever it
was one among people of good form,
has utterly gone out.
The present
note or letter of good society goes
from beginning to end in regular sequence over pages one, two, three, and
four.

If

there

two pages, or

is

material only to

fill

from the first
page, it should be written on pages
one and two, not on pages one and
three, as is most often seen, leaving
an intermediate blank page.
The letter should be preceded by the
house address and date, the note by
and
Date and the housc address alone
to lap over

—

address.

lower left-hand corner
the day of the week is to be added. A
young lady of vague if charming habits
as a correspondent was recently rallied
by a friend upon her method of prefacing letters with a simple " Wednesday,
j^g

1894."

A

point here occurs to

me

to note a

less frequent.

habit of certain amiable precisians of

Pass we now to the question of correspondence, its forms and substance.

—as

One who
Correspondence.

is

in receipt of
..

.

.

from strangers livsundry parts of the North Amerletters

ing in

ican continent, has a fair opportunity
to judge the fashion of our country in

these

particulars.

It

is

rare to

find

an American woman's letter lacking
in ease, liveliness, graceful expression
but in the form there is often much
left to be desired.
;

—

The commonest

fault

is

the eccentric

course followed by their chirography to
arrive at a fourth page. The first page
finished and turned, the reader is distracted by searching for the sequence

what has preceded. The letter is
turned in and out several times before
to

always writing in full the year of grace
"eighteen hundred and ninetyfour." No doubt through lack of time,
a fin-de-siecle excuse for many derelictions, this has begun to fall into disuse
1894 " appears boldly below invitations to weddings, and at the heads
of letters
though the day of the
month is still written wherever it is
summoned to give evidence in fashionable correspondence.
There seems to have arisen no new
law as to style in engraving the house
It should be in legible text,
address.
but a
in gold, bronze, silver, or color
;

;

;

little

touch of recent fashion, borrowed

from the English, is a comma after the
number, as in "12, Berkeley Square."
Monograms or crests are added ac-

—
TJie

Amenities of Correspondence.

cording to the taste of the owner

but

;

a woman's right to use a crest on her
Arms, crests, own paper, or elsewhere
and mono,..
on anything distinctively
grams.
.

•,

.

not allowed by the authoribe understood that she is
using her husband's paper, provided
by him for his household, and having
about it no individual mark of herself,
his crest may appear at the head of
her letters and notes. She may, however, use the arms of her family.
If a
spinster or widow, her arms should be
placed upon a lozenge; if married, they
should be impaled with those of her
her own,

ties.

is

If it

—

i6i

vogue here, having the double attraction of cheapness and a pleasant greengray tint.
For answering invitations, for writing the dainty missives that fly back
and forth between a woman and her numerous friends, in a period when half
the civilities

under the

society are

of

of

aegis

executed

a two-cent postal

is no limit to the variety
and envelopes to choose from.
Here feminine fancy may have full
sway, and to femininity many caprices
are forgiven that would elsewhere be

stamp, there

of paper

The

challenged.

tints of mignonette,

husband though never, in any case,
surmounted by a crest. But a mono-

pale lavender, pale blue, pearl, or white,

gram

writing-tables of

containing

name, or those

the

letters

of

her

letters simply, or the

signature

of

her Christian

produced

in

fac-simile,

are

name reall more

graceful and appropriate to a

woman

than a coat of arms, the use of which
in this country has
indeed
been so much derided that one hesi-

emblem

recommend it at all.
In some English country-houses,

re-

mote enough from a telegraph-station
Telegraphic to make horsc-flesh and the
messengers

^jj^g

however, most seen

hold
thing.

in deliv-

ering telegrams a consideration, they

refined

in

use upon

women, who

from

back

The

extremes in everyuse of sealing-wax, for

years deemed

indispensa-

Sealing-wax.

ble,

has gradually drifted

out of our busy end of the century's
life, although it is surely, of all minor
additions to the form of correspondence, the

tates to

addresses,

are,

most elegant.

Colored inks, save for business purposes, are never used.
Anything that
savors
of
eccentricity
dark-hued
^ ^
paper, an odd shape in envelopes,

—

etc.

— creates

distrust of the polite in-

have a convenient fashion of engraving formation of the writer. In all such
across the left-hand upper corner of the matters there is a golden mean of simletter-paper, opposite the name of their plicity and good taste, hard to define,
place and post-office, an announcement but felt to the finger-tips by those who
are accustomed to pass judgment upon
like this
" STATION, CLUMBER,
form, and most earnestly recommended
TELEGRAPH, LYNTON, 6 MILES."
to the seeker for information in such
With such a provision of information, channels.
the guest or correspondent can hardly
Scented paper is, except perhaps for
go astray as to what method he should that faintest fragrance of violet that
employ in endeavoring to put himself
comes from orris-root, apt to
Pe7-fumes.
in communication with his friend. The
be an offence to the recipient.
fashion has merit enough to warrant But the tastes of no two people agree
its adoption among us.
as to good perfumes, and, on safety's
Paper of the
Scotch granite " va- side, it is better to avoid them altoriety, octavo size, is so much used gether.
Strong, vivid odors intended
^^
for ordinary house - correspond- for the masses, so frankly vulgarize
ence abroad, it has come into general everything they touch, it seems hardly
^'

II

—
and

Society

Social Usages,

worth while to urge that the sachets
containing them be thrown into the fire,
rather than among one's boxes of let-

Handwriting

of

the

slanting

fine

" Italian " kind,

taught to our mothers
and handed down to be a
HaudwrithiP.
scourge to the friends of
their descendants, has not entirely
passed from among us, although mod.

,

-

,

.

doing its best to eliminate
letter, no matter what its in-

No

it.

is

charm or pathetic appeal, will
be read nowadays with patience to the
trinsic

end,

if

written in this style of chirog-

Better a thousand

raphy.

times the

type-writer, that foe to sentiment

—better

and

anything
than MS. made illegible on account of
pallid ink and hair-strokes from a minikin pen
One feels like appealing in tears to
the school-mistresses of our land, to
bring up our coming women to write
finer

of these

same

ter-paper.

ern taste

household since she

phraseology

!

legibly, fearlessly

;

leaving spaces be-

and between their lines
with pens broad enough of nib to make
the words stand out in full relief to the
fore their lines

reader's eye.

;

Would not

the universal

adoption of such practices gild anew
the waste of ordinary correspondence,
rob charity-work and work for philanthropy's sake of their terrors, and put
all men who have to deal with women
on business subjects in an attitude of
greater resignation toward their fate

What student

of

?

genealogy of
beginning of the

the

left it

How

?

one

longs to be possessed of the contents
to

and many
the same

like

them from

And

"

I

" the

how

yet,

the

overtaxed eyes shrink from the task
How reluctantly one puts away a crisp
bundle of such precious old documents,
tied with ribbons of a forgotten pattern, determining that
"when the
time comes"
one will read every
word.
!

—

—

Then

—

"foreign" letters
the
abroad of our fathers and
mothers when travel meant something,
and "impressions" were eagerly received by home-admirers. How deplorthe

" travels"

ably thin their paper,
the touch,

how

how

evasive to

trying the sheen of

surface to the eye

its

They, too, must

!

be laid aside and relegated to the happy times cherished in all imaginations,
" when we have nothing else to do."
If postage had not been so high, and
the education of polite society had not
then entailed a " flowing " hand, we
might enjoy them as did the generation ahead of us.
There is a small, but distinct " literary " hand-writing familiar to the correspondents of one or two great publishing houses, that
recipient.

It is

is

a

charm

to the

compact, neither round

nor pointed, generally seen upon fair
white linen paper in good black ink.
It sets forth dates and signatures with
absolute precision a first glance re-

—

veals every shade of

meaning

it

is

in-

ten in faded ink, in which, say, a great-

convey. A few men and
women of literary bent have this chirography but it is never enough seen
among us, and its possession is one
distinctly to be envied.
Having said this much about outward form in correspondence, I feel
less confident in touching the
Sub static e.
.
1 he
matter of substance.

grandmamma

has poured out to her
married daughter all the delight-

pen,

first

ful

gossip and

strument fraught with danger to the
community, for its success in private

America since the
century and in the new waves of en-

—

thusiasm about our ancestors, the country is full of such
has not heaved

—

sigh at finding himself, upon the
threshold of desired information from

a

old family

numerous

letters,

face

to

face with

thin, crackling sheets

writ-

tended

to

;

.

Coteriesprache

of

the

in

these

days,

is

a

little

in-

Woman

The American
experiment
than there

no sooner ascertained

is

as a Letter-zvriter.

as the ship

is

163

ready to leave her dock,

more wit in description from travelling
American women, than could be found in
ments may immediately seek print
The letter - writer renowned in her the mails of any other nation. The perprivate circle, is so sure to find her- petual brightness of feminine American
The school- comment upon foreign ways must have
self " urged to publish."
girl, the travelled spinster, the busy
been at the bottom of the ill-nature of
mother of a family, the girl of society an English man of letters, who rewho has written a lucky essay for her marked to an American in London, " I
is

the risk that

achieve-

its

!

literary club

—

all

yearn to secure for

their productions a baptism of printer's

not safe to urge

ink.

It really is

to be

more clever than they

women

are, or the

publishers will yearn for them, and then

don't doubt they are charming, your
countrywomen, but they see too much,
and they write home too much, and
give one no rest as to what they will

next disclose."

there will be none left to write those
delightful chatty letters about

domes-

our descendants will expect to
find in our old trunks and desks

Of the small coin
all

—

No woman so far as one can judge
from printed collections ever wrote
more pleasant letters than do the
American women. They have in their
style English simplicity joined to French
grace and spirit when they are natural, they are best.
They dress up little

—

much

same form, and give

tic life

!

of correspondence,

invitations are couched

Invitations.

...

.

.

in the
little

opportunity for the fair auIf Mrs.
thor to show her originality.
Murray-Hill, for instance, desires to
include Mrs. Washington Park in her
list of guests for a dinner three weeks
distant,

she makes

generally, of

use,

nothings with infinite drollery, they
possess a keen apprehension of character, and they are, as a rule, goodtempered. I have no doubt the great
Atlantic liners bring home in those

an engraved card, running as form
shown on page 164, its blanks filled in
with names and date.
But if the dinner is one of the less
formal banquets, to which friends are
bidden, Mrs. Murray-Hill sits down to
her davenport, and dashes off a few

leathern post-bags, thrown aboard just

lines like these

;

:

— Fifth Avenue.
My dear Mrs.

Park

:

I hope you and Mr. Park
the pleasure of your

company at dimmer,

informally, on Thursday

quarter before eight

may

will give

,

March

d clock.

tis

very,

a

eighth, at

Trusting this

not find you engaged elsewhere, believe me.

Yours faithfullyy
Joseph in e
Tuesday,

Mu r ray -Hi

II.

Society
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The
be

it

polite fiction, ''very informally,"

understood,

failure

and

to

notify

time ahead

;

meant

Social Usages.

seem

to be little difference in the ser-

to cover the

vice of the small dinner of eight or ten,

her friend a longer

given on the eighth, and the banquet
of eighteen or twenty on the fifteenth.

is

otherwise,

there

would

" Very Informally

a Fiction of Society.

165

People have, indeed, ceased speculating Mrs. Murray-Hill desires to bring toinfor- gether a few congenial spirits around
to the exact definition of
mally" in notes of invitation. Al- her board at mid-day, she addresses to
though beloved of hostesses, it would each' a friendly note as many days in
be a rash person who would presume advance as she thinks needful to seon it to dress "informally," or act cure the presence of those she particu" informally "
otherwise than ac- larly wants.
To convene friends on the occasion
cording to accepted tenets laid down
for dinners great or small.
of a cup of tea to be given in behalf of
as

;

A Congressman newly arrived in
Washington, acting on this delusive
word

in his

note of invitation, repaired

to a dinner at the house of his acquaint-

ance dressed

in a

frock coat, a light-

and pearl trousers
just what, with propriety, he would
have worn out to
tea " at the same
hour in his native town.
His wife,
attired in a high black silk, and wearblue

satin

scarf,

;

ing a shawl of white point d'Alen^on

with cameo

brooches upon
the shoulders, was more chagrined than
he, to find a large dinner in prospect,
the other women, assembled in the
drawing-room, dressed for it in all the
bravery of low gowns and many jewels.
But she said nothing, kept her eyes
fastened

some recently arrived stranger, some
some old acquaint-

lion great or small, or

ance returned to the haunts of her
it is enough to send a small envelope containing one's visiting card.
Over the engraved name of the sender
youth,

is

—

own hand not
To meet Mrs. Blank,"

written in ink in her

too carefully

—

while below are similarly inscribed the
date and hour. To such invitations

answers are not usually expected, and
those who fail to go generally call on
the hostess extending the summons a
few days later. If it is desired to pay
this attention to the guest of the occasion, the

busy social

vited person cares

little

count.

before her in the

way

—

In case one desires to decline a formal invitation to dinner for instance
one may write in this wise: Mr. and
Mrs. Murray -Hill regret very much
that they are prevented by an engagement elsewhere from accepting Mr. and
Mrs.
's kind invitation to dinner, on
Thursday, the twenty-fifth.
Invitations for luncheons follow ex-

—

—

actly

later

—

York, little informal for
here the word fits in gatherings so
assembled are often among the most
pleasant of the season. A much in-

—

for

what

set

is

of refreshment.

Liberty to go or not, as she

may

find

herself able to do, often induces her to

drop

in

upon what,

to an invitation re-

quiring response, she would have refused off-hand.
She can appear in the

—

—

crowd speak to her hostess speak a
word to the guest of the hour fall

away

in a corner,

into

—

a comfortable

three weeks

this applying, of course, only to

latter fashion, at first sight a little cav-

lines as
If

for a fortnight

—

life.

New

In

with some agreeable
she has not recently
met and then, if she likes', glide out
without saying good afternoon. This

the same

above for dinners.
fixed

also call

;

and ears open, like a sensible woman
as she was and a year afterward, might
have been found in the act of giving
just such
informal " dinners, at which
everything was done according to the
most exacting form " on her own ac;

may

people invited

upon that guest but it is hardly obligatory in the numerous demands of a

the crowded

life

those given

the luncheon
or

of a large city

is

— an

engraved card bears the message.

If

and

chair,

man

or

—

alier,

talk

woman

— the

has grown out of two things
in
modern houses, and

crowds

the

Society

wish not

to

appear

in

the

and

eyes of

others to terminate a festivity.

It is

Social Usages,
In England, the custom of amassing

names upon one

visiting-card

is

car-

no longer necessary for husband and ried to a greater extent than here. I
wife, or mother and daughter, to walk note one, to be remembered as almost
up in the manner of the procession into covered with engraving
and away
Noah's ark, two and two, to seek out down in the lower left-hand corner was
the hostess to take formal leave after a the announcement of the day when it
ball, or reception, or tea, or any crowdwould be possible to expect to find this
ed function. On the other hand, a numerous family at home.
guest escaping after a dinner or
For the benefit of those curious, I
luncheon without saying good-by to would say that Miss Edith Gresham,
the entertainer and giving light com- (whose name like the others, is imagipliments for her entertainment, would nary), was a ward of the family living in
be adjudged outside the pale, and their house, and had been, by Mrs.
never again deemed worthy to be Cholmondeley, recently presented at
asked within it
court.
For a large "tea" or reception
In New York, it is quite common to
given for a dcbuta?ite by her mother, it see the names of the mother and eldest
is customary to send cards about
3)^ daughter supplemented by that of the
by 4^ inches, engraved as follows
next sister in societv, but I am not
;

!

:

when

it is desired to make the
formal again our word,
without which, after all, it seems impossible to deal with society's code
of minor laws
the visiting card of
mother and daughter is used.

Or,

affair

—

less

!

—

aware that we have yet had the official presentment of the resident niece
or cousin thus included.

For a

cotillon given elsewhere than

own home,

the invitation form
would be on a square card, as opposite.
in one's

Cotillons

and

The same formula would be used if
music were to be the entertainment of
the

evening,

substituting

that

word

Musicales,

for cotillon

;

added, after

word

but

in

the

punctually

such case,

hour

is

wisely

specified,

the

Society

Nine o'clock, the hour
general upon a card for a

and

named
ball,

never be taken literally. In New
it is usually eleven o'clock and

Social Usages.

in

must
York
after,

before the fashionable folk make their
appearance, and a ball is not really under way till midnight. Decry as we
may, and should, these hours in communities whereof most of the men are
working-folk, due at offices and places

by ten o'clock the next
reform so ardently desired
by sensible people has not yet been
brought about. A step in the right direction was a series of dances instituted this past season, by some well-bred
of

business

day,

the

and assemblies, or

balls,

given by the

Patriarchs.

When cards are sent out by a number of patronesses for a subscription
dance at some semi-public hall engaged
for the

below

occasion, the best form

Here follows
tronesses, and

a

list

in

of

the

names

as

white paper)

is

of pa-

invitation

graved upon a sheet of octavo
fair

is

:

(en-

size of

enclosed a card of

admission, meant to be presented by
the bearer at the door.

Another form

an oblong double card of thick pasteboard, on the outer face of which is
read
is

:

^i^^.Juj^

and kindly women of society, to begin
strictly at nine and terminate at twelve
to these were bidden a number of young
men engaged in business and in proBut I am not sure
fessional pursuits.
the young men who attended and enjoyed them acquired from them sufficient strength of mind to refuse subsequent invitations to the great cotillons
;

Inside are found engraved

names

of

the subscribers and patronesses, filling

columns, and perhaps on the
page is read
Reception Committee.

several
last

:

Mrs.
Mrs.

The Committee

Mrs.
Mrs.
consists of

tlie

ladies

selected from the rest to do the hon-

The Reception Committee.

„

mu.

^fk/m

Tl^J.

^y€l/ti...

ors

of

some

the

evening.

They stand

(in

eyes, a sufficiently formidable bat-

tery) in

an ante-chamber, or near the

door of the ball-room, to receive the

guests as their names are announced,

—

A

bow, a courtesy for the pretty oldreverence " of young maidfashioned

enhood

is

now

quite in

vogue among

Society

70

and

—

her elders a word with an acquaintance or friend among the quartette, and
you are expected to pass on. Nothing
is more tiresome than people who settle
down for an evening's conversation
with a committee on reception at a
They block the
large affair like this.
way for others, and there is no time to
attend to them.
A hostess who wishes to assemble
a number of strictly
dancing " people
for a party, to be by none confounded
with her large and general affairs,
sends out a card of this kind
:

Again, when the hostess whose acquaintance passes in numbers the limits
of her house, desires to bring out her
daughter, a late fashion has been to engage, for the purpose, rooms a la mode,3ind
to inscribe the invitation on her cards.
Elsewhere, I have seen
77// da/isanf," used instead of the franker English

word

— not,

we

will

agree, to the

advantage of the card.

The

invitations in use for

weddings

Social Usages.

most commonly engraved on a
sheet of about 41^ by 6y^ inches, of
finely grained white paper, in reason-

are

round script, omitting all
(seepage 172) they are sent
most often through the mail as indeed
are most invitations of the day, includ-

ably large
flourishes

many

;

—

to dinners of ceremony thr&e
advance in two envelopes
the inner one to match the paper and
without gum, the outer envelope of a
thinner and cheaper sort, to receive the
stamp and post-mark.
These notifications of a wedding are

ing

weeks

in

—

generally sent two or three weeks
advance of the intended ceremony.
there

is

;

in
If

to be a breakfast or reception

following the ceremony, to which a limited

number

of intimate friends are to

be invited, the favored ones are notified
either by a separate card included, or
by especial note (see page 171). For
a large church wedding, cards of admission, to be presented at the door, may
be enclosed.

Invitations for

Weddings.

cm/

When

it

is

desired that the wedding

be witnessed by a few only, and
be followed by a general reception, a
separate card to the friends expected
at the ceremony is enclosed in the invitations sown broadcast for the recepshall

tion (see

page

173).

In this case, mean-

ing a large general reception, invitathe wedding at four o'clock
would be extended, orally or by note,
to particular friends and members of
tions to

the family.

/>7veyy^^/^'vic/'/^[r^^y^c^^

Society
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For
which

many reasons

— chief

and

among

Social Usages.

in a large city

with pushing, scrambHng, self-invited
guests the house-wedding has of late

heralded by the daily newspapers
until the church is likely to be packed

To
been more frequently adopted.
Church people, and to many others,

is

is

that a

wedding

—

The Marriage Ceremony.

173

ceremony of siders, and the chatter and comment of
it demands
insiders who take the whole affair as a
by right. But, remembering the chat- function of their "set," is such a cereter and comment of vulgar-minded out- mony in church likely to seem more
this practice

divests the

the solemnity and dignity

"

Society

174
sacred

?

The

and

modern houses

size of

proportion to the extent of visiting
One
Hsts, has next to be considered.
all
of
wedding,
for
a
cannot send cards
things, without consideration of a hundred people passed over in making
ordinary lists. Offence given at this
in

juncture often remains for a lifetime
In
to confront the young couple.
many cases, therefore, to avoid all

misunderstanding, friends clearly entitled to be present are asked privately to the ceremony, immediately after
which are sent out, to everyone possibly concerned, a card of announceinent (see page 175).
If the ceremony has been performed

name

church is
If at home, the house address
given.
is not mentioned.
Should one be unable to attend a
in church,

the

of the

wedding or wedding - reception, it is
customary to call and leave cards for
those in whose name invitations are
or,
issued, and also for the bridal pair

—

if

at a distance, to send a double set of

cards, and, for cards of
to return cards

— two

announcement,
man and

for a

one for a woman.
In the event of such a marriage, the

most often

Social Usages,

mies has begun to tax the imagination
the scribe
goes on her rounds
of visits, she leaves at each door
where there is a married couple, one
of her own cards, and two of her husband's.
If there is an unmarried Miss
Douglas, and a Miss Winifred Douglas,
they will be found on their mother's
card.
If there are grown sons still
under her roof, Mrs. Douglas leaves
also one card for each of them
and
drives away, feeling a sense of virtue
which is to be derived only from this
indiscriminate waste of pasteboard.
A young man, making calls in his
of

!

—

—

own
Of a

person, leaves two cards, of course,
,

,

— one

,

bachelor.

.

.

tor

for the master, one
J
mistress of the
.

.

the

and should the object of his atyoung lady of a house,
the card left for her mother will also

house

;

tention be the
suffice for her.

A

young

girl,

friends, leaves her

calling

own

on her own

card.

But, in a

large community, she

is apt to
be more quickly recognized
and placed, if her name, following her
mother's as has been suggested, be left
in the hall with the crowd of other

Of a girl.

cards.

seems hardly worth while to say
girl's name upon her card
Cards.
should always be preceded by " Miss
In that a man's name upon his card, in
turn from the wedding journey.
this case, the united names of the good society, must bear the prefix
young couple what Dickens used to " Mr. " and that nicknames, pet names,
laugh at as the " connubial copper- and the like, are outlawed from appearplate "
" Mr. and Mrs. Louis Francis ance upon cards.
Childs," appear on a card enclosed with
Cards should be firm, substantial,
that sent by Mrs. Douglas to invite her purely white, engraved in round script.
friends to tea, or to an evening party.
A womForms of ^-ud printed legibly.
The " connubial copper-plate " has cards. ^^'s is of good size, a man's
not its old vogue in society. Except not so large even diminutive. A wom-

mother of the bride

will

wish to give for her a general
,,
,,
"tea or "at home on her re,

It

here that a

,

;

—

;

—

—

Of married
people.

when they come together

for

bridal announcement or for
" Mr." and " Mrs." keep

invitations,

each an individual card for general
When Mrs. Douglas for, to inuse.
vent new names for each set of dum-

—

ordinary use, contains her
name, her address in the lower righthand corner, and her day at home (if
she have one) in the left-hand lower
an's,

for

corner.

An unmarried man sometimes

puts upon his card both his house ad-

:

,

dress in the lower right-hand corner,

incumbent as that

and the address of

accustomed club

in

New York when

lower left-hand corner. As this is
an English fashion, it may come to be as

A

married

in the

his

man

of trousers rolled
it

rains in

up

London

!

has his house address,
like his wife's, in the lower right-hand
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corner of his card, or sometimes none
at

A

all.

fashion quite often seen,

is

A

mother having two daughters to

take into society, inscribes herself and

that of dispensing with the Christian

them upon her

name upon

thus

cards.

In America

it

has

no doubt been spread by the appearance upon cardboard, in this guise, of
certain officials of government, who,
on returning to private life, cannot
entirely divest themselves of all the
panoply of Jove. " Mr. Jupiter " has
undoubtedly a more imposing effect
than " Mr. John T. Jupiter," as he
used to style himself before going into
office.
Not to be outdone, " Mrs. JuAll
piter " follows her husband's lead.
it is necessary for her friends to know
is thus conveyed to them
with the
general public she has really so little to do
This idea is a good one when there
are two or three married sons known
;

!

in a

community, from

families

it

is

mother should be

The

whom and

their

right that the father and
set, in dignity, apart.

generally assumed by

card, not infrequently,

:

In England, the husband's Christian

name

much

less used in addressing
married
women than here.
Christian and
middle names. Their letters and notes are
directed to " Mrs. Devon " simply,
rarely to " Mrs. Henry Devon " and
very rarely " Mrs. Henry A. Devon," as
with us. The American woman's habit of retaining her patronymic to precede her married name in her signature, and then leaving her cards with
her husband's full names or all his
initials, is the cause of great confusion in English minds.
It leads our
is

British cousins to

commit various

ec-

nomenclature upon the
backs of letters and notes they send to
us
to address one now in this way,
now in that, then finally to hyphenate
our several names in a row
After
centricities of

;

!

and

repeated experiences of this kind, the
advantage of the English custom be-

always accorded to those who have
borne really distinguished public office.

comes patent. A month of note-writing and receiving of notes in London

fashion

is

the head of an important family
it is

;

The Ceremony of Calling.
in the season, will drive

American

even a stanch

to signing herself as does her

English correspondent, " M. Jones " or
Plantagenet " />., with a single
I.
initial preceding the family name.
General JedeSince Thackeray's
diah B. Bung," the middle initial of an
American has been set as a stigma, by
foreign writers, upon the typical Brother
Jonathan they delight to introduce into
their pages.
It is not that the English
have no middle names they frequently
have several but they are not apt to
employ a middle name or its initial for
every-day use, or to repeat it, as we
do, with every utterance of the family
name, until it becomes grotesque. Nor
do they think it necessary to put initials
of middle names always upon a card.
The time lost in trying to recall people's middle initials is worthy of higher
achievement. I believe that when the
common conveniences of life come to
be rounded into a perfect whole, men
and women will be known by not more
than two names apiece to the pub;

"

;

;

lic.

In the same bright period,

somebody

have devised a method of paying

will

the small debts of society withCalls.

•'

empty ceremony of a
which means simply to ring a bell
out the

call,

— to leave a card — to
that one
list

escape, rejoicing
is

crossed off the

of dues.

It is

this

more name

not heartlessness that inspires
of mind, it is dis-

common frame

gust of one's self that one is not able
to rise out of the necessity for this conventional interchange of civilities, with
people who would regret nothing more

than to be caught at home. And, yet,
the same people meeting each other on
shipboard, in a foreign hotel, or in sum-

mer

by the sea, in the mounwould often be sincerely interested each in the other, and glad of an
leisure

tains,

opportunity to make closer acquaintance.
12
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But calls remain, calls must be made,
and the burden of them is our old man
For the sake of
Times for of the sca.
calling,

simplifying the matter,

women remain

home on

at

many

certain after-

noons during the season, and are quite
satisfied with the appearance once a
year, in their drawing-rooms, of the
" friends " with

whom

exchange cards.
necessary to

they regularly
not considered

It is

call,

after a single large

" tea."

But after an evening party, a

dinner,

a luncheon,

an invitation to

theatre or opera, or any distinct per-

sonal civility, a call

is

incumbent upon

well-bred people.

Men's

calls are,

privileges

very

in

much

the

at their

like

most

of men's

nineteenth century,

own

pleasure.

For

the busy ones, calls in the late after-

noon, over the tea-table at five o'clock,
when one may always safely presume
upon finding a lady willing to receive,
are almost impossible.
Calls in the
evening, unless at a house where the
visitor is sure of being made one of
the family, are not expected in New
York. In other less over-hurried cities, the evening is the time for pleasant
rendezvous of familiar friends. In the
South, the practice of visiting at this
hour is the inalienable privilege of
the youths who devote themselves to
repeated attentions to ''the ladies."
But in New York it is hardly worth
the young fellow's trouble to equip
himself in evening dress, to compass
by street-car or on foot the magnificent
distances of the town, for the pleasure
of consigning his card to a surprised

somnolent flunkey, who murmurs
reproachfully, " The ladies are not at
or

"

home, sir
Therefore the habit has arisen for
men to call on their friends on Sunday
afternoons, between four and half-past
six.
Whatever objection may be urged
to it by people living at a distance, this
way of spending the afternoon is better
!
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and

young man than the
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great-grandchildren will no doubt laugh
poor dear innocent old ways

dreariness of a boarding-house or the

at our

idle gossip of a club.

A moment

To sum up what

I

have written,

if

a

!

since, I

a letter from

read a passage

Horace Walpole

— the

in

fine

certain degree of artificiality, of uncer-

flower of the best English society in

makes itself apparent to the
observer of the customs of conventional society with us Americans, we
Evolution, like
must not complain.
Our
electricity, has us in her grip.

his time

tainty,

—wherein he lamented

cessity of having to

dine

as

the nelate

as

nearly six o'clock, and complained that

they would be soon
balls at ten

!

beginning their

V.
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DRESS.

V.

THE .ESTHETICS OF
By
The Canons

EVA WILDER McGLASSON.

of Taste.

Lines.

Sincerity.

Hygiene.

Simplicity.

Conventionalism.

Unity.

Individualism.

Appropriateness.

Originality.

Textile Fabrics.

Picturesqueness.

Colors.

Eccentricity.

|g^Wpw^»j|T

is

said that

whenever

^^^y whatever its
origin, attains such ex-

I

J

DRESS.

^^^j^^^^

regard

iig^^w^M^

cellence as to

i^^^^^^

beauty as a main object,
thereby of
it becomes

i^^j^^bg

^s^^^^^i^SM the

aesthetic

class.

It

quality of things, as a mental

endow-

ment, and as a relation between these.
But each of these modes of viewing it
is confessedly not demonstrable
so
that we violate no canon if we choose
to consider beauty, in respect to the
subject of apparel, as residing not in
apparel solely, nor yet solely in the
w^earer, but in the establishment of a
perfect accord between them.
This is, in fine, the actual stand-point
of every w^oman who has thought at all
;

need not be demonstrated that the art
of dress has reached this point. Whatever strange whims the motley goddess
of Fashion has compelled her votaries
to endure, beauty has even from very
early times been in some sort an end upon the weighty subject of what is betoward which she struggled.
coming to her. Those who think upon
In view of some of the monstrous it most deeply are not always successeffects which she has produced this ful, it must be admitted, in their
for while the sex at
statement might seem to be of a para- achievements
doxical nature
but it must be remem- large is gifted with an instinct in this
bered that ideas of beauty have always direction which is as incomprehensible
varied greatly.
It has been shown as an actual impulse of genius, women
that almost the only objects which are greatly misled by their traditions,
have seemed beautiful alike to all peo- their sentiments, their friends, and their
The eye of criticism seldom
ples, barbaric and civilized, ancient and ideals.
modern, have been certain natural as- levels itself accurately upon its own
The
pects, such as flawless skies or foam- counterfeit in the looking-glass.
streaked waters, or fresh hills and woman who observes herself sees not
grassy glades. Beauty has depended merely the actual physical proportions
entirely on the point of view of its age. she has in view\
She sees, it may be
It is a most illusive thing to pin down instanced, a member of the Van Broeck
and the recognition of its family, noted always, as her childish
to analysis
;

;

;

essentially subtle

nature has entered

into all such statements of results as

philosophy has been able to make. It
has been profoundly considered as a

recollections affirm, for

their

dignity

and aristocratic profiles. She
sees a woman who wears a violet gown,
not because it suits her, but because

of port

1
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TJic

and paint-

ent development, a knowledge of these
plainly ought to control all those hal-

tender, pensive, semi - religious
she sees, further, a person whose hair

lucinations to which the most sensible
people are liable when under the lens

is worn painfully smooth, perhaps because some acquaintance has remarked

amination

she has a fondness for

it,

as the color

of romance, beloved of poet
er

in

—
a

;

moment

of

unjudged good-will,

is

—

though self-exmost necessary not only

self-examination

of

is

respect to colors, textures, carriage,

Head-dresses of the Middle Ages.

that with such features one can afford
to forswear crimps

has a vestige
likely to

of

behold a

;

and

finally,

imagination she

woman whose

entiation from the real one

might
herself

lie

in

a

if

is

height,

she

whole

is

ically.

description written

by

and one written by a dispas-

regard to the
phys-

in

Art has been defined somewhere as

differ-

such as

and weight, but

effect, spiritually as well as

and especially

personality,

be the

criterion,

final

is

so in

it

Taste must

the aesthetics of apparel.

and

it

is

a com-

sionate observer.

fortable circumstance that taste

Imagination does not always clothe
its possessor with unreal charms.
Not
infrequently the arch - deceiver paints
things much blacker than they are, exaggerating defects until the owner of
them is forever clothed in a wretched and hopeless self - consciousness.
Women are usually very adept at discovering their bad points, but even
with a full consciousness of these, there
exists a wide-spread tendency to dress,
as someone once said, " by the way it
sounds."
If there are any radical principles of
art which regulate apparel in its pres-

the arbitrary choice of the individual,

must

but

upon

rest

Being a

principles.

is

not

acknowledged

union

judg-

of

ment and sensibility, good taste is,
to some extent, a natural endowment,
in

its

fullest expression,

tirely so

—as

all

perhaps en-

principles of

all

art re-

vert to the undisciplined expressions
of genius.

But these being formulated,

are for the use of such as are not geniuses,

facts

and a knowledge of structural
is

obviously necessary to those

who wish
in

to

the science

science.

make
of

correct

decisions

apparel, or

in

any

Fashion Withstands Kings and Potentates.

The most cursory glance

into the his-

tory of raiment discloses the apparently

curious fact that

183

and potentates, has been used to bend
very compassionate eye upon the

a

men have been even

more passionately devoted to national
peculiarities of costume than to estabLegislation has

lished religions.

now

and again been able to direct, even to
obliterate, prevalent forms of worship,
but fashion
kings and

is a rebel against whom
parliaments have in vain

hurled threats and issued proscriptions.

The hearts of the great masses have
been with the impenitent offender always, and as the human heart in its
natural

aspect

is

generally a kindly

would seem clearly that in herself the arbiter of vogues must have
something which appeals to human nature in a deeper sort of way than through
mere caprice.
thing,

it

Mrs. Oliphant has justly pointed out
from being an incar-

that fashion, so far

nation of cruelty and whim, has always

The Hoop-Petticcat.

1840.

been rather of a considerate turn of

unhappy possessors of wens and clubfeet and bent spines and other miserShe has seemed to
ies of the sort.
proceed upon a reasonable supposition
that youth needs her less than those

whose bloom

is

waning.

Ruffs to hide

the flaccid throat, wimples and coifs to

shade the insidious crow's-foot, wigs for
thinning hair, bran-stuffed sleeves for

bony elbows, hoop-petticoats to take
from weak knees the burden of heavy
skirts, stays to control

tours

of

over-ripe

the lavish con-

loveliness,

things fashion has wrought
she
basis

Bran-stuffed Sleeves.

1828.

mind, with a favoring impulse toward
age and defects, and even deformities.
Fashion, this minx who sways princes

these

and though
wrought upon a

has sometimes
of error, those

;

for

whom

she

worked have seemed to feel her purpose, and have stood by her and made
her strong to resist the law that menaced and the prophets that foretold
awful woes to all them that countenanced her.

The English houses of legislature
much time in gravely debating
upon the size of " verdingales." They

spent

The ^Esthetics of Dress.
severely

condemned

face painting and

patching, and by their sumptuary
nances again and again they have
ordi-

striven to control ex-

travagances
el.

in

appar-

But the instinct

demanded

that

has been
preceded
even the need

clothes,

it

said,

It

some measure advocate at
With Roman rule came in
Roman dress, which the women wore
the stola was its disas three tunics
formers

in

present.

;

tinctive feature

— a long, loose garment,

up about the waist and deco-

girded

rated for folk of exclusive pretensions
with a border of rich purple. This rai-

ment, however appropriate to Italian
climates, could scarcely have been remarkable for its comfort in the chill
atmosphere of the northern isles.
An account of Boadicea driving her
chariot to war in flowing white
stola, with long sleeves that
i^ept back in the breeze and
mingled their airy tissues
with her flowing hair, furdelightful pict-

feminine incon-

She went

ity.
)

battle
with

fired

righteous

indignation
a

wronged

mother,
The

an

affronted
queen, but

Stola.

all the impediment and
vanity of long skirts and clinging dra-

arose from a desire of decoration, that
Being
first ideal of the savage heart.

she went with

grafted thus in a soil anterior to that

peries

which produced religious or civil no"
tions, man's " habilatory endeavors
are too deep and strong to be swayed
by the passing regulations of legislative

our age do not go about their household tasks, scarcely about their pleasures, in this way.
Perhaps we are farther than we think from barbarism.

bodies.

It is odd to reflect that Fashion's
most atrocious conceptions have been

The
rooted

instinct for " vestural tissues,"
in

prolific

an unchanging

in

soming.
tattooing,

goat-skin

soil,

has been

in

and unbound

hair.

Women

in

periods of great intellectual achieve-

—

a decorative design of

ment notably in the Elizabethan era.
Wise men who wielded the pen of the

even from a thorn-pinned

writer, forerunners of the literary gen-

the variability of

From
to

the

carefully

its

blos-

fabricated

creations of a Parisian master of modes,

tlemen of our own day who dip their
instruments in gall to inveigh against

a range of progression in which every
conceivable arrangement of fabrics has
perhaps prevailed. The first aesthetic

the irrationality and

movement on

lies

is

the

part of the early

Britons, queerly enough,

was toward

habit of attire which our

own

a

dress re-

general

foolish-

ness of woman's attire, had begun to
utter unpleasant remarks upon the folof

Women

the

sex

in

regard

to

dress.

were affirmed " to love strange
They were scored for wearhabits."

Intellectual Activity

ing 'Hails that
in the heroic

trail in

the mud."

and Vagaries of

And

time of chivalry and tour-

nament arose the never-to-be-exhausted
This
tirade upon over-small waists.
bane of modernity came to pass long
before the invention of stays.

A

slim

and lissome girth has always been the
desire of womanhood, and despite their
noble scorn of it as produced by artifice, it has generally been also the admiration of the other sex.

Belts, stom-

achers, girdles, have always prevailed
in

feminine

ing, just as

The one

They have

attire.

a mean-

long skirts have a meaning.

defines

the soft rise of the

ity of

a

fardingale
i's

set,
is
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Her brocaded

marble.

metallic

line

Fashion.

the

most

skirt has

projection of her

The

violent.

prodigiously low, and

its

waist

falsity

maintained with an inflexible mass of
gems. Behind her shoulders rises a
great heart-shaped arrangement of
stiffened muslin.
The only modest and
comparatively unnoticeable thing about
the woman who is noted as being the
paragon of queens, is the crown upon
her head an amusing symbol of the
meek and lowly position which the di-

—

vine right of kings

is

forced to assume

at the behest of Fashion.

Having reached the uttermost exThe other treme of sumptuousness, inconvenience,

bosom, and furnishes a firm support for
the radiation of skirt folds.

lends height and grace.

most

unlikely,

It

is,

therefore,

however detrimental

to

they are asserted to be, that
these features will ever be
wholly banished. They have certainly,
during past centuries, had time to
health

either of

and ugliness, and having bent
dictates

some

of

the

to her

greatest minds

humanity has knowledge of, Fashion
seems to have relaxed her ingenuity

work their worst upon the well-being
women.
That Shakespeare and Bacon and
Johnson and Marlowe and Sidney and
Raleigh should have had their being in
a time when Fashion was most intolerable in her dictates, and that these
noble gentlemen seemed not to have
wasted time and energy in beating the
of

air

for a

vanities

E

with vain maledictions against the
is

anxietyabout
h s raiment
i

was that

it

should be
stuffed heav-

clad in iron-ribbed

and heavy stomachers, steeledged ruffs and unbearably weighty
petticoats

ily

enough

to

withstand

dagger

fabrics, additionally

loaded with jewels
Elizabeth herself, that person of appalling masculine
intelligence and genius for sovereignty,
appears in a portrait of the period encased to the ears in a ruff of the solid-

1 i

principal

matter for consideration. If ever papal
edicts were needed, it was then.
If
ever dress reformers had cause for being, it was surely when men's attire
was both absurd and inconvenient, and

when women were

of

zabeth's
day took no
impetus from
James, a gentleman whose

mode, but the rather to have conformed
quietly to the pressure of the time,

time.

Certainly the

and woven with gold.

A Lissome

Girth.

thrusts.

did

Nor

modes

begin to display renewed activity of
invention until ascended that Charles

whose

image

still

suggests

ribbons

The yEs the tics of Dress.
and

and lovelocks and general

ruffles

This inconsequent
spirit, upon whose frivolous impulses
so heavy a penalty fell, was succeeded by a rule which made much of
light-heartedness.

fustian,

and

set buff

and brown as

Queen

colors.

its

Elizabeth in the

Then Fashion pursed her

lips,

wore her hair trimly or cut it round,
and donned straight skirts and Puritan
capes and neatly laced bodices, and
perhaps carried a housewifely
It

little

bag.

was the most modest and womanly

garb she had ever attained. But these
effects passed also, and royalty rose
again, and Pepys speaks feelingly upon
" the

fine

and handsome

attire of the

It is Pepys who, out of the
dead past, declares an inveterate mas-

king."

culine prejudice for those forerunners
of the tailor-made girl

—

ladies dressed

and doublets, so that only for
a long pettycoat under their men's
in coats

Costume

of her

Time,

nobody could take them for
women."
It is this ingenuous spirit
coats,

who guilelessly declares the "
trayne to be mighty graceful."
opinion of hoops, which about this
began to draw forth loud public

also

long

His
time
pro-

unhappily not known. With hieasy good-nature he would doubtleshave recognized in crinoline those elements of utility, that effect of aggrantest, is

Fashion Refuses Allegiance
dizement, which however hideous its
appearance, projected it clean
into the nineteenth century.
It was on the edge of Pepys's time

actual

that those French

methods and French

notions which have ruled the dress of
the civilized world down to our own

began to
enlightened
marked influence upon fashions.
times

have

the

Hygeia.

to

woman

ciety.

If
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of a highly organized so-

against

this

standard the

appears frail and debilitated, it
must be remembered that a like difference exists between the men of the
latter

two social poles.
Men's garb, it

true,

is

usually ad-

is

mitted to be anything but prejudicial
but some
to their physical well-being
of the very worst phases of fashion
;

The question of apparel which of late
years has most interested and most
confused women is the question of hyIt is a subject whose real importance would apparently need no
demonstration yet books are written
conclusively to prove that health is the
very last thing which women care for,
This
or provide for in their attire.
may indeed be true, for however unreasonable it may sound, health is not the

giene.

;

have been peculiar to the sex which
engagingly described woman as
" an animal fond of finery."
The peruke, stuffed trunk-hose, lace-trimmed
boots, and other enormities have ruled
and if of
the sterner half of the world
late years men have dropped meekly

has

;

into

a

uniform,

which,

however uncom-

beautiful, chances to be at least

fortable, the general levelling of things
will

not show that in the course of the

women have been

main object of dress. It has never
been a primary object at all. Fashion

ages

has coolly refused oblation to Hygeia,

Dress reform, we may vaunt ouris the offspring of our own free
land and of no other.
There have
been many attempts at revolutionizing

and

if

this last mistreated

goddess

se-

cures the least scantling of sacrifice she

may

rejoice.

selves,

modes

of feminine apparel,
first " dual

It is

established

just to the race.

since long ago Bloomers, the

not to be maintained that this
It is simply stated
as fact that only by rare chance and at
long intervals have styles of apparel

is

the greater suf-

ferers.

been simple, noble, useful, and
cordance with the laws of health.
the

human

half,

in ac-

That

species, especially the frailer

should have struggled through ages

and distressing fashions without any sensible diminution

of inconvenient

of strength or intelligence,

is

indeed

That there has been a
very sensible loss of physical vigor in
women is frequently stated. But the
odd enough.

alteration of habits

of

life,

the mere

progress of civilization may perhaps
account largely for this.
The rude

woman

hardened by sun
and exempt from
the enervating effects springing from
the institutions of hearth and cloister,
is no figure
with which to compare
of the field,

and storm and

labor,

garment," was advocated as an initiatory measure of the system that was
to give to woman, long impeded with
skirts and stays and false educations
and legal nullity and the effects of hereditary helplessness, and the rest of

her health and her rights.

posed that

woman would

It

it,

was sup-

grasp eagerly

at the ideas thus provided for her ad-

vancement.
stract,

that

But woman
noble,

in

rational

the

ab-

creature,

ought never to be relied on to furnish
even a theory of what woman in the
concrete will do in a given case. The
abstract woman desires more than her
own good, the good of posterity. She
decries the small

make her

human

specific

vanities that

sisters

cheerfully

blind to the future of the race.

balance of power, however,

lies

The

always

TJie

i88
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with the ordinary woman, and this very
sane person refused to be emancipated
from skirts. She scorned the dual gar-

ment that was to replace her draperies.
More than this, she added her own
light laugh to the

heavy masculine guf-

faw which greeted the new idea for
enough man, the very person
who, since the thirteenth century or
thereabouts, has been calling high
;

naturally

Heaven

to witness the wild vagaries

standing for the adoption of long-tailed
coats and trousers in equestrianism.

It

important enough to
have won attention from leading English fashion periodicals
but its eventual success must, of course, depend
largely on time. For special occasions
trousers have their use in w^oman's
garb.
Draperies, whatever hindrances
is

a proceeding

;

to

movement and

health

may

lie

in

them, are sanctified by too many ages
of use, too many traditions of beauty,
too many sentiments, to be done wholly
away without a complete revolution of

and general unwholesomeness of woman's attire, now turned on himself with
shameless versatility and pointed jibes
at an attire vrhich could neither be feeling.
Latterly it has been recognized that
arraigned on the grounds of vanity, exNothing sur- any change in woman's garb must paratravagance, or health.
No variation of Bloom- mountly consider beauty. In spite of
vives ridicule.
ers or other bisected garment, has ever,
ni a

number

of attempts to foist

them

on the feminine public, made much,
any, headway.

their love of novelty,

women

in large

things are radically conservative.

To

whatever is usual and accepted they
adhere, and wisely.
Therefore any
In late years trousers, as a feature of system which does not provide also for
feminine garb, have had a recognized conventional results will never take
place in the gymnasium, in the surf, in strong hold upon women's imaginaThere is, of course, the sort of
bicycle riding, and in equestrianism. tions.
They are usually unusualness of effect in dress which
accompanied w t h proceeds from the wearer's individualshort skirts, but ity. This, controlled with judgment,
if

i

quite recently there

has been a movement to do without

even the abbreviated outer garment

which was once
thought necessary.

altogether desirable
but to look
oddly different from everybody else is
not an ideal which commends itself.
A number of prominent advocates of
reformation in woman's dress gave
lately, in a periodical, their views as to
is

;

what would constitute a correct and

uncommon comfortable garb for women attending
Each of the costo see women bicy- the World's Fair.
clers in Turkish tumes described manifestly secured to
It is

not

trousers.

English,

French, and German women have
within the last vear

so worn, for
mountain climbing
or

Alpfne Costume.

in

Switzerland,

these same gathered trousers without
In London there has begun
movement amone certain women of

the skirt.
a

wearer freedom of motion, the
weight, and such ease
of mind as may be supposed to result from a body which is not bound
with ligatures, nor trammelled with
long skirts, nor made to sustain undue
weight from the hips. Some of these
had elements of beauty. The circling
Figaro fronts, so becoming to the figure
kilted skirts, always composed
the

least possible

;

;

Dress Reform and Physical Culture.

and

susceptible

graceful action
adaptations of Turk-

of

soft blouse fronts

;

and many variations of
ish costumes
modern vogues were developed in these
;

gowns. Had they been a prevalent, or
even an occasional feature of costumes
at the Fair, it might have been judged
that women were willing, for the sake

and comfort,

of their health

to disre-

gard conventionality, at least a

The

fact

is

women

that

refused to

little.

make

themselves objects of marked notice by
appearing in a street dress which so
differed from ordinary garb as to leave
the leg partly in evidence.

tumes described had short
short skirts are

The
skirts,

cos-

and

indeed defensible

in

garments designed for such a purpose as were these garments. But, as
has been shown, rationality is no argument by which to protect that which is
not a mode. Shorts skirts were " not
worn."
Therefore they were not to
be considered.

There are " reform " garments which
seem to conform sufficiently to the ordinary to make them popular.
The
system of union underwear, with the
divided petticoat, and a gown fashioned
in flowing lines, with the weight suspended from the shoulder, and having
no suspicion of belt or ligature, is certainly to be commended on all hygienic
grounds. But, unhappily, though the
Venus de Medici might doubtless present a charming appearance in one of
these semi-aesthetic, semi-hygienic ar-

rangements, the average woman finds
that with the loss of stays definite trimness has forever departed from her.
Whether it was or was not an actually
graceful, actually defensible trimness,

does not matter.

and she regrets

it.

Something has gone,
At this point of the

reformatory progress it is encouragingly suggested that the weak waistmuscles, limp from long ages of " lacing," demand exercise and development.
There is no doubt that the body may

be made at least to approach correct
proportions.
But women have not always time, opportuni'ty, and patience

for that

physical

which

is

culture

unques-

tionably desirable,

however

little

it

can be depended
upon to make a
fat person of forty
or so take on classic modelling.

Greek fantasies
costume are absolutely not for
of

our time, nor for
our habits of life.

dress is
constantly sugGreek

gested by artists
and reformers as A Greek Girl's Costume, show
ing the Chiton.
the most beautiful
and healthful apparel possible. In point
of fact it is said by Professor Bliimner
that the greatest misconception exists as
to what the ancient Greeks really wore.

He

states that the draperies of the fe-

male figures in the Parthenon are by
no means typical of the actual costume
of Hellas.
According to his account
Greek women wore, first, a
short undergarment, then
a close band called strophion, which corresponded to
the modern corset, and was
used to check excessive development of the breasts or
to

hold them up.

this
The

Strophior

Over

was worn the chiton,

a fitted garment, reaching

and bound with
The chiton was
fastened down the front with hooks and
eyes, and the long sleeves were secured
by the same means. Instead of white,
which one is accustomed to think usual
in Greek dress, the ancients were fond
to the feet

a girdle about the hips.

TJie
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waist-line itself be lifted.

ening of the waist

and youthful.
ure height.

is

It also

In the

Second Empire

this

A

short-

both graceful
lends the

modes

fig-

of the

lengthening of

prevailed; but, oddly
enough, when Second - Empire
modes were reproduced some litthe skirt

time since, it was noticed that
modistes preferred, while retaining
the short-waisted effect, to do so
without changing the actual waisttle

line as

it

exists in a well-corseted

figure.

Natural structure ought at least
not to be forsworn and forgotten,
however curious the conceits of
fashion which has hoop-skirted and
panniered and bunched and otherwise distorted the
suit herself.

human

It is

preserve essential

figure to

always easy to

lines.

Garb may

conventions and
Monument of Hegeso, Daughter of Praxenos — Athens, about
yet be individual, and not in any
400 B.C.
way detrimental to health.
(Showing a lady in draperj' attended by a slave in a shaped garment.
From a bas-relief in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.)
The question of textures must
of very bright colors and gay decora- largely be a question of climate, of the
tion, though in the classic period the
variations of which man, by reason of
tendency to gaudifollow

ordinary

ness and display was

somewhat checked.
That conventional
dress should be close

does not nec-

fitting

essarily imply that

it

should be agonizingly tight or painfully

heavy.

It

generally

does demand, it may
be admitted, stays or

some substitute
stays.

for

A bodice

wrinkling with every
turn of the body is
not
lines

can be trimly

preserved
there be
port,

No

beautiful.

unless

some sup-

or unless

the

1816.

Short Waist Effects.

ife93.
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clothing,

is

Heat -retaining Power

measurably independent.

It

is generally understood that heat is not
produced by clothing, but only retained

by
ily

The power

it.

of Textile Fabrics.
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reasonable restraint of the waist-musneed not be considered injurious,

cles

of thus holding bod-

heat depends less upon

stances of which stuffs are

upon the amount of

the

sub-

woven than

entangled in
the escape
of heat a non-conducting medium is
necessary and air, like gaseous bodies
Woollen
in general, is a bad conductor.
fabrics are warmer than cotton or linen
because they are bad conductors of
air

To prevent

their meshes.

;

The Pannier

of

and weight is an inconsiderable matter
in this age of fabrics woven with an
express view of combining beauty, utility, and lightness.

The Hoop-skirt

From

heat.

this

of 1864.

same

principle

it

is

evident that two garments are warmer
than one of the same material but

double the thickness. The additional
warmth is due to the intermediate layer
of air, and it is said that the Chinese
and Japanese have long since applied
this

knowledge in the use of many
garments made of the same

strata of

material.

Whatever

impedes

circulation

or
9/x

wearies the muscles with unnecessary

weight

is,

sirable in

course, distinctly unde-

of

women's apparel, or

in

any-

but both of these injurious conditions are easily avoidable. A
one's apparel

;

The Hoop-skirt and Pannier,

1847,

The matter of Art in dress, it will
be remembered, was violently agitated

TJic
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some years ago when
number of enthusiastic young Englishmen,
a

oppressed with the

al-

most hopeless vulgarof the decorative
notions of their neigh-

ity

banded

bors,

them-

selves together with a

design of doing something to ameliorate the

modThey believed

lack of beauty in

ern

life.

that even in the face
of

conservatism

and

prejudice, English
homes and Engli^sh
dress might be made
more attractive. They
regarded the

gilt

pa-

per of the conventional

drawing-room,

its

white marble mantel,
glaring velvet carpet,
tufted satin chairs, al-

ornaments,
and bulky picture-

abaster

frames

;

they observed

the baglike appearance

gowns which the

of the

mode then
women
and they told each
prevailing
dictated

for

;

other with just confi-

dence that no revolution of decorative sentiment could possibly

make

these things any

worse.

That they might be
made,

if only in a small
way, somewhat better,
they pledged themselves personally to eschew the use of articles
which did not conform

to the dictates of art

and upon
The Golden

Stairs,

by Burne-Jones,

illus.rat

r

g tne /Estnetic Dress

in

Art.

this

;

meagre

foundation the edifice

and Individualism

Conventionalism
of

modern

sesthetism rose to the view

of a wondering world.

Instead of ad-

miring, or at least respecting the efforts
of the fervent devotees

vowed

who were

thus

to the regeneration of beauty,

the world, after its first amazement,
smiled broadly. Such directors of its

dread laugh as Mr. Punch, assisted

making sport

in

of the reformers.

Long-haired youths posed in attitudes after Fra Angelico, dishevelled
ladies swaying fans of peacock feathers, were depicted with all the resources

Much was

of caricature.

said in these

in Dress.
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understand what it was all about, found
themselves in need of at least cursorily
examining the subtle figures which pervade the canvases of the one, and the
rhythm.ic mysticism which glooms and
shines upon the pages of the other.

The new

art-league struck

its

strong-

blow at conventionalism in apparel.
It was indeed its abhorrence of
the costume ideas then ruling English
dress which aroused so much vituperative merriment on the part of the
masses.
The masses, it has been
shown, will stand by national articles
est

No number

times of the darkly sage-green draw-

of attire at risk of

ing-rooms girt with blue delft and dados of water-fowls and strange things
generally, in which the sad - visaged
votaries of the new gospel took their
melancholy pleasure. Intent on high
designs, the band pursued its way
bravely.
But sooner or later ridicule

hare-brained reformers could persuade

and the transitory flower
thetism soon gave its petals

kills

of ses-

;

to

the

wind.

The movement

lapsed

from

such

overt manifestations as had brought
attention upon

it

;

but

its effects

much more cogent than

is

were

commonly

For whatever absurdities in
the way of decoration were perpetrated by the pre-Raphaelites, there was
nevertheless in them that which also
thought.

sanctified the vagaries of the Spanish

—

gentleman who tilted at windmills an
idea, however misty, of ideals.
It was their special ignorance which
gave the general impetus to Art knowlWhen so much was being said
edge.
with

every

indication

of

authority

John Bull that

his apparel

The women

tiful.

life.

of

was unbeau-

of his large family

not notably independent, and
though their feminine instinct for
beauty had to acknowledge something

are

fascinating in the soft fabrics, neutral
tones,

and flowing

lines of the aesthetic

costumes, they too, for the most part,
left themselves, with a sense of virtuous irresponsibility, in the hands of
the dress-makers, who went on mapping out side-forms and boning waists
if peplum effects had
never been heard of.
Those few elect ladies
who were in actual range
of the inner circle took up,
however, with passionate
zeal, whatever novelties or

as

resurrected

antiquities

of

costume the masters of the
movement advocated. For
the

first

history

time

in

English

Peplum

Effects.

absolute individ-

about old Japanese ware, and Indian ualism in dress was encouraged. By a
tissues and antique arms and illuminat- really concerted action the bonds of
ed parchment, people became ashamed fashion were broken and cast aside,
not to know the difference between a and it remained to the ^Esthetes to
pillow-cover done in Berlin wool and a prove, if possible, that Art is a wiser
piece of veritable Rhodian work. When and kinder mistress than the Mode.
Boticelli and Rossetti were confidently The pre-Raphaelites ardently took up
discussed, even the Philistines who sat the study of personality a study which,
by preparing to laugh when they should virtually originating with them, has not

—
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been without effect even upon the
biters of our present vogues.
Felix has recently stated that
invariable rule in

ar-

it is

his

composing a costume

who rise almost above the plane
even of beauty by the magical force
of a perfectly expressed personality.
This sense of material and spiritual
correspondences even the poets have
caught at. Vivien in her robe of

story,

priceless samite, so clinging that

it

half expressed that sinuous shape of

hers

Guinevere riding through the

;

summer sunshine

clad in grass-green

and bearing a tuft of likethe Princess Ida,
colored plumes
robed to the feet in her silkenhooded academy gown of serious
lilac zoned with gold
these women
are marvellously developed by their
silk

;

;

apparel.

way those

priests

the Esthetes

vowed

In even a subtler
of art to

whom

special faith expressed

is

quality of

their

subjects.

notable in a certain

Madonna

spiritual

This

by dress the

of Botticelli's

—a

whose

creature

sweet, mysterious

is

forlorn,

is

of an incom-

prehensible blessing and

There

head

childlike

bowed with the weight

burden.

no maternal feeling in that
fair face. She does not pre-

know why this great awe has
come upon her. She does not know

tend to

Study

of

Drapery.

From

a

drawing by Burne-Jones.

to ask himself not only how it would
appear to the eyes of the next century,
but if the harmony between garb and
wearer is maintained. The principle
of individualism in dress was one which
naturally enough appealed more forcibly to women who were plain than to
those who were beautiful. It has long
been an established dictum of the average mind that pretty women may wear
what they will, and this dictum con-

tains

ugly

also

the

tacit

women have

reservation

that

less liberty of choice.

There are women, however,

of art

and

anything except that an hour aga
she was young, filled with the common happiness of life, musing upon a
future that should lie among the blossoms and thorns of ordinary things.
And now an angel has spoken. She
will never be young any more forever,
or glad

—except, indeed, when

this first

strangeness is past, it were
with that marvellous blessedness the
terrible

But whether

Voice promised.
or not, there

is

still

it

come

a knotted heavi-

ness of hair upon her neck.

The

coif

wrought lawn rests daintily,
almost coquettishly, upon her bowed
of finely

head.

A length of

the bosom.

man

That

effort for

soft silk falls against
little

struggling hu-

beauty which speaks

in

her attire, helps to unravel the secret

FasJlion More Merciful than Art.

—

her face the mystery written there
of a nature oppressed with a benediction beyond its understanding or dein

sire.

The
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dull blue, or faded green, girdled with

below the bosom and fursweeping lengths of
sleeve draperies
but any similar arrangement upon the comfortably built
dull

silver

nished out with

;

wisest of those

who were swayed

by pre-Raphaelitism
often and very

very

distrusted

powers of personal analysis. They preferred rather than their own judgment
the judgment of the high-priests of Art,
and rather than design raiment for
themselves they sought out, in galleries of paintings, types which they more
or less resembled and whose garbs they
Many were the old canvases
studied.
which yielded up suggestions for modern costumes. Angels and ministers of
grace, saints, martyrs, madonnas, contributed their share of costume-sugges-

The madness

tion to the time.

for art

clothes rose to an unparalleled height,

and having reached the zenith

it

dis-

germ of decay
systems must always
number of years of

covered in itself
which the newest
contain.
After a
adherence to the

that

lowest of tones, the
and the most unconventional of effects, it dawned slowly
but surely upon the followers especially the less beautiful followers of the

most flowing of

lines,

—

new creed

— that

acting,

really a

is

Fashion, however ex-

more merciful

matron, the elderly woman, or the small,
as obviously impracticable.
Besides the more important question of
art effect, it became gradually clear
enough that art gowns lacked the essential element of utility.
They were
well enough for occasions of leisure and
fete, but not for practical life.
Whatever her whims, practicality is usually
a consideration of Fashion. She has,
indeed, designed street gowns with
trains, and in her time commanded the
use of winter garments of thin muslin
but in her commoner and later manifestations she remembers daily uses
and makes it possible for the business
woman to be clad according to the
modes which convention directs and
still be able
to attend to her affairs
without the consciousness of being
unfittingly or inconveniently dressed.
Vogue seldom considers the few, but

own plump girl, is

judiciously their

ruler

;

more commonly the many. The lithe
young figure may go stayless, girdleless,
swathed from head to foot in loose
vestments of strange cut. This is Art's
But Fashion, smiling a litprovince.
tle amiable disdain upon the fresh face

than Art.
Fashion is charitable to human fail-4:^and svelte shape, asks herself w^hat this
mgs. She never presents a mode which lady needs whose cheeks are sinkShe ing, whose muscles need sustainment,
is restricted to one expression.
balances one effect with its extreme, so whose angles demand concealment.
that the biggest of big hats never ap- An idea of the greatest good to the
pears to the delight of tall women but greatest number is admitted to be just,
the frame
that the tiny capote accompanies it for and as to the pretty women
women who do not in respect to height is not important when the picture has
!

—

resemble the daughters of the gods. in it that which rivets the eye.
It may be judged, therefore, that
On the other hand, Art cares only for
which would paint" did not
gowns
beauty or for those peculiar and suggestive types which are more valuable prevail over gowns which were preto her than beauty itself. It is obvious^ scribed by the modes simply because
that the slender, the youthful, the un- they were undeserving such a victory,
common woman will look particularly Their vogue was for a day and for a
They had their part in awakenwell in clinging garb of Pompeiian red, clique.
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women

ing

to a better idea of colors

and textures, and

to a sense of personal

These important

characteristics.

ures of esthetic

movement

feat-

in apparel

have remained with us to modify the
proceedings of Fashion, for she is always ready to take new ideas. The contrasts of an autumn woodland, the shimmer of a green sea, the changing green
of wind-smitten grass, all appeal to her
and impress her. And in winnowing

Street

Gown

with Train, 1876.

In

out of the great heap of pre-Raphaelite
chaff such grain as had actual value

and

substance.

Fashion showed

in selection.

Fabrics became infinitely more beaudesigns, instead of being mere
meaningless repetitions of spots and
tiful,

dashes and lines and flower-conceits,
began to develop some sense of motive
in their patterns.
It would be difficult
in these times to come upon a really
ugly textile from any celebrated loom.
Color combinations are rare, exquisite,
and various and being really beauti;

ful,

fabrics

of the

last

dozen

and

woollens, have a value which the change
of styles cannot greatly affect.

We

are constantly told that the fash-

for our

we shape these textiles
own adornment are alone ugly

enough

to spoil the

ions into which

most exquisite

stuff

ever produced. It may not be beyond
our province to give a little unprejudiced thought to the subject of recent

Sixteenth Century.

In

1806.

modes, with a view to their positive
whether ill or good.

qualities,

her

willingness to be taught and her intelli-

gence

the

esting,

years, especially in the softer silks

instead of only temporarily inter-

Women are constantly confronted by
statements concerning the radical badness and

foolishness of

the

fashions

which they surrender themselves.
These statements are variously humorous, persuasive, or contemptuous, according as the point of view is that of
men, reformers, or painters.
No one
listens seriously to the first.
Men have
been having their fling at women's costume ever since the twelfth century or
thereabouts.
They have been equally
ready to double with disdainful laughto

Constriction of the
ter, whether the "animal fond of finery " has swept the streets with long
petticoats, has worn

Bloomers,

or fol-

It

must
if

rest

matter of vanity.

the most merciless misogynist

ity,

vided skirt differentiates a tailor-made

be calculated to defeat the very ends
toward which vanity strives.
There

gown from

can be no beauty without health. If it
also true that there can be no health
with stays, it is a matter of simple de-

It

a man's
is

mani-

such facilsarcasm
not to be trusted

to an

from motives of pure vanarrangement which is said to

is

ity of light

duction, since stays or

is

girdles have always been a feature of

to point the

way

with every

woman

welfare

to

among women.

That stays have been

misused by ignorant
doubt.

women
That

their

forth in an English peri-

by

two

English

to

odical,

of

scientists of sufficient
note to make their opin-

the impracticable charac-

ions worth considering.

These men

call atten-

tion to the fact that ab-

dominal pressure, or any
constriction of the waist,
Corset of the Period of Louis XIV.

increases the

amount

of clothes reform.
She has much to
"
say of the " learned folly of classicism

posal of muscles, skin, and brain.

as applied to those

who would have us
wear Greek draperies, the Indian ayah's

this increased
supply of blood,

garb, or the wrapper-like dress of the

on which the ac-

Japanese woman.

tivity of the tis-

commenting upon

state,

too,

sues

adds the succinct statement that

depends, may be
obtained without

Fash-

not so wild as the critics

and reformers of Fashion."
Waist-belt and stays are radically the
point of divergence between those who
walk after the flesh and those who
would fain snatch the flesh from the
bondage of the world. It is most insulting to

women

to argue against stays

upon the germinal idea that the

survi-

so

They

that

these various clothes suggestions she
is

of

blood placed at the dis-

ter of almost all projects

ion herself

past

is

use
has actually a hygienic
basis, has lately been set

born and unborn generations, is any worthier of
consideration.
So wise
and just a critic as Mrs.
Oliphant has spoken with
her usual moderation of

In

or

feminine costume, that therefore there
is not, nor has ever been, any beauty

bones and biases and ligatures, cry out upon these
as detrimental

waist-belts

of

the appealing or imperative

physical

since

if,

the early ages of creation, she has wil-

wilderness of stays and

the

indeed

be irrational and worthy the disdain of

voice of those who, in a

evils

solely a

is

Women must

fully clung,

truth.

decide

val of these baleful articles

that only the undi-

fest that

Century.
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lowed the masculine
vogue so closely

habit.

Iron Corset of the Sixteenth

Waist.

greatly

serious interfer-

ence with the nutrition of the or-

gans that fill the
abdominal cavi- Slashed Corset of the Eighteenth
Century.
The musty.
cles about the abdomen having no
bone framework. contract involuntarily

The y^sthetics of Dress.
during physical exertion.

The

action

of these, even in the

is known to have preamong Greek and Roman womThe efficacy of waist constriction

with bandages
vailed
en.

savage, in promoting physical and mental enis assisted rather
durance is apparently regarded even
than opposed by a by the peasants of our own day since
belt.
That all peo- we are told that the women of this
ples have recognized class, in France, Switzerland, and Hunhealthiest

;

this principle of the

girdle their records

gary, wear stays during hours of labor
and remove them in time of leisure.

show. The tombs
and temples of ancient Egypt disclose
figures clasped about
with close, broad
belts.

We know that

the Jews and Phoenicians recognized
the office of the gir-

With Arab

dle.
The Grotesque
in

in

Dress

tribes

children

are

1795.

belted in from earliest infancy. Professor

relates that

Robertson Smith

among Bedouins

ing of the girdle

is

a loosen-

regarded

as

a

In

If these

the Grecian-bend Period.

statements are accurate the

stays would
appear not to be justified. The muchvexed question of wearing them, since
it seems to be hygienically defensible,
would perhaps better be left entirely

modern crusade against

Some women look
to individual taste.
better without them. Individualism in
dress must decide the problem. If a
trim effect

is

some
must aid in proslimness and sinuosity

desirable, stays or

substitute for stays

ducing

it.

If

are characteristics

of

the

figure, the

girdle should not be an affair of bones,
In

the

Time

of

Marie Antoinette.

sign of dissolute character.

And

the

fashion of binding themselves tightly

but slim and sinuous also, a mere
drooping line about the hips or below
the bosom.

Oil the

The
the

last

class

aspersion

of

Value of Lines.

given by nature to
fashion's notions is

the class which looks

humanity for modArt gowns have
their vogue, and still
have their place.
in

els.

Their specific success
afternoon and
evening wear in this
year of grace is the
for

conventional-

gone on

variably increases the illusion of height.

dozen or more

years since.
In the face of criticism both witty and
hostile,
ity

has

the value of lines is considered and
must be considered by those who design
clothes.
That perpendicular lines give
height, and horizontal lines breadth,
are facts generally recognized by the
humblest seamstress who makes children's cotton frocks.
That a straight
line is the shortest distance between
two points is the simple fact which was

perhaps negatively considered in the
conception of the gracefully flaring
skirts of recent
modes.
"Whatever
clings to the figure produces an effect of
meagreness and a reduction of height.
Whatever flows out from the waist, producing oblique lines by elongating the
range over which the eye travels, in-

result of their general
failure a
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ar-

ranging and varying
women's garb from
season to season.
That there have been Perpendicular Lines,
styles deserving both
laughter and contempt, no one who has
cast an eye over old fashion plates will
attempt to deny. That the modes of late
years have lacked beauty, artistic proportion, and comfort when rationally
followed, would be hard to prove. The
Parisian designers by

made, or at

least

whom modes

All divisions in
if

way

placed across

of skirt trimmings,

this range, assist in

taking away from the general effect of

On

height.

the contrary,

all

longitu-

dinal arrangements of trimming which

carry

the vision

in

sweeping curves

are

not

directed, are

whimsical imbeciles as likely to produce effects which shall deform as
those which shall beautify. Though
usually supposed to be despots, these

men and women know

better than to

use tyrannous power to their own undoing.
Their office is decorative.

Like

all

how

to

pliant.

conform
the

great law-makers, they know
make the laws themselves

The woman
to the

is

not required to

mode, but the mode to

woman.

For a number of years there has
been in the costume ideas coming from
these departments of art, a distinct and
ever distincter regard for the principles of sincerity, simplicity,

Fashion

is

and

based upon geometry

unity.
;

and

Horizontal and Oblique Lines.

l894.

from shoulder to hip, give both slenderness and height.
Breadth of decorative arrangement
at

the

bosom lends slimness

to

the

The u^sthctics of Dress.
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waist
and width of sleeve also conduces to this result. In like manner,
;

whatever combines to give the throat

having a natural genius for this perception of relations, can tell at a glance
what are the essential traits, mental
and temperamental, of the woman to
be gowned, and what therefore the
dress must be.

It

is

more

a

delicate

thing, indeed, this perception of rela-

mere knowledge that cerand certain colors mean certain effects.
For the woman in those
numerous walks of life which do not
lead with pleasing annual sameness to

tions, than a

tain lines

doors of the great ones who sit
sublime above the fashions, there is no
the

rule

so

commendable as that which

impresses the need of self-comprehen" Know thyself " for otherwise
sion.
;

it is

The

impossible to

know what

to wear.

secret of individualism once un-

ravelled,

through

remains
all

a

definite

guide

the mists and clouds and

changing modes. It
makes the medley
of sleeves and collars and skirts and
uncertainties

is

Breadth of Decorative Arrangement

slightness

and

in

of

the spell which

1830.

length, enhances

the

curves of the bust and the correct carriage of the head.
Such effects as
these have for a number of years been
specially and notably provided for in
established fashions
nor have these
;

fashions been so unbending and rigor-

ous but that they have readily lent
themselves to every personal variance
of aesthetic need.

The human form
pressive.

It is clear

is

intensely

ex-

enough that gar-

ments which are left altogether to the
judgment of the town dress-maker, who
provides herself with a dozen late
fashion-plates and religiously adheres
to the authoritative trimmings and
cuts displayed in these, cannot possibly fulfil the conditions of that beauty
which depends, as we have agreed, on
harmony between wearer and garb.
Only the masters of the craft of dress,
with perhaps here and there a disciple

in

1835.

draperies cohere as

if

they were inteand not scat-

gral parts of the whole,

tered elements which have been arbi-

Sincerity, Simplicity,

Unity,

trarily put together in a certain way
because there was custom for it, or
what is worse, a lack of custom. For

individuality in dress

is

by no means

the same thing as that which

meant by the term

is

usually

originality.

indeed a very indefinite
carries an idea of
some newness of system whose originator has been indifferent or defiant
toward existing laws, and has wilfully
Originality

term.

is

commonly

It

and Personal

Propriety.

consistent with the nature of the ma-

employed, can hardly be too
upon. Stuffs which
seem^ to be what they are not, fringes
of different color and texture from the
stuffs they trim, ribbon bows which are
set without obvious purpose upon a
garment, thin materials made up over
heavy linings, heavy materials made up
with an airy disregard of weight whatterial

strongly insisted

—

ever,

in

short,

inherently

is

openly bad.
Unity in costume

produced a result of singularity and
Singularity and oddity may
oddity.
perhaps be defended in dress upon the
ground of announcing the existence of

an effect of order

these traits in the wearer, but eccen-

dignity and composure in a

ordinary acceptance of
not an effect to be desired.
The style of dress which is described
as picturesque is generally better adapted to use after it has passed through
the alembic of the conventional mode.
Picturesqueness implies something lawless.
Wildness and irregularity have

is

tricity

in

meaning

come

its

is

to be attached to the implications

of this word.

of prejudice
enterprise.

To leap the rotten pales
may be a noble and heroic
It

is

however,

believed,

that in matters of dress, what
rect and

is

cor-

not calculated to
startle observation, will generally be
adhered to by women of good taste.
Simplicity, one of the primary regulations of all aesthetics, is not incompatible with extreme elegance
but the
commendable tendency of the times
and the advice of the best modistes is
toward concealment rather than ostentation.
So that we have simple wool
frocks lined with fine silk, a bit of rare
lace rather than yards of a cheaper
quality
one priceless clasp of plainly
set jewels instead of a predominating
therefore

;

;

anything in
demonstrathat cause must always be ade-

So with sincerity.

If

aesthetics can be said to be

ble

is

quate to effect. The futility of trying
to produce results which are utterly in-

is

also

portant, resting the eye as

it

false

is

most imdoes with

in design.

There

is

gown which

the expression of one idea faithfully
considered and consistently carried
out.

In view of

any fashion

it is

well al-

remember that its first representation or embodiment had a mean-

ways

to

Sometimes, through a lack of
in
applying the modes
which are presented, the costumer
produces results altogether ugly and
frivolous.
For the sentiment of the
thing must be understood, or the result
will be simply vulgarity and foolishing.

intelligence

ness.

To understand

one's

cept the hints of the

looks,

to

mode and

ac-

wise-

adapt the fashions to personal
would seem to comprise all
such regulations for attire as can be
compiled in little for the intelligent
woman. Not hygiene, art, or convention is all
but each is to be considWhen these elements are in
ered.
ly

to

uses,

;

judicious proportion, and

all so subordinated to the whole personal effect
that, as clothes they shall seem merely

to array the

honor," then

glitter of wealth.
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wearer " in modesty and
indeed apparel may be

said to have attained

its

best develop-

ment.
In face of

all

arguments against the

it may be said that,
honestly viewing their worst features

fashions of our day

202
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modern women's folly and perversityattire, must certainly own that we

comparison with details of the
in
vogues which have swayed other ages,

of

the most pessimistic

have reached a state of raiment as

of

those spirits

which periodically, and often unjudgedly, utter their

lamentations against

nearly ideal as the nature
permits.

Fin de Siecle,

of

things
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DRESS FROM A PRACTICAL STANDPOINT.
By

several WRITERS.

Dress for Infants.
Dress for Young Children.
Dresses for School Girk
Dresses for Adults.
Wraps, Bonnets, and Hats.
Underwear.

Wedding Trousseau.

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers.

Dressmaking at Home.
Schools for Dressmaking and

Furs.

Mourning.

The Care

Millinery at

Accessories of Dress.

HETHER

human

the

race

was intended by nature to
be naked or clothed; whethin putting man into garcivilization,
er
ments, has not merely shifted the chains
whether the male sex
of his bondage
;

in

off that instinct for per-

sloughing

sonal decoration which a few centuries
ago characterized men as well as women, and which is still distinctive of the
lower orders of male creation, has not
proven itself the superior of woman
;

just

of Clothes.

Dressing on an Allowance.

Home.

French

atelier

mind

it.

to

if

she gave her whole

only because the mind

It is

of the educated

Millinery.

American woman

political equality to to-day's luncheon,

good clothes with

that, while she loves

an integral enthusiasm, she finds an
exceedingly small share of her working
force available for their construction.

And when

to

added those

special problems that

this

with limited means,

problem must be

when

the

petticoats

—

all

these

are

interesting

—

the practical standpoint of the utilitarian, of the

her

own

woman who

clothes or

sibly the often

who

either

makes

directs respon-

incompetent seamstress,

whose periodical appearance
home marks the procession

in

the

of

the

equinoxes as unerringly as does the
almanac.
If I were asked to define a heroine I
should be tempted to say " An educated American woman who wears
^owns that she has made herself."
This is not because the educated American woman could not achieve gowns
lacking nothing of the cac/ie^ of the
;

come
work of

how much the progress of woman, creation must be carried on within
W, has been impeded by circumference of a dollar, why, then

with a capital

matters for discussion in another place.
In this place the topic must be dress,
considered not from the standpoint of
the sociologist or the artist, but from

so

is

up by a diversity of interests, from

split

situation

and

is

one worthy of

all

the
the

the brains

the resources of the American

all

woman.

It

is

woman whose

for

this

woman, the

practised eye must sur-

vey the entire feminine family wardrobe from boots to bonnets, and through
whose fingers, whether practised or not,
must pass all the money and much of
the material that goes into the family
garments, that these pages are prepared.
If this heroine finds herein aught of
direct suggestion
ness,

I

or indirect helpful-

shall," in the

humble words

The Person Who - Writes
-

-

-

a

-

of

Preface,

have had my reward."
It may be well to say at the outset
that it is clearly impossible in an article of this kind to state prices with
absolute exactness, as these vary from
season to season, and yet, since there

Dress from a Practical Standpoint.
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is but little
difference from time to
time in the price of such staples as

muslin and flannel and silk, the prices
given may be safely taken as approaching closely enough to the current ones
not to impair the value of the estimates.

one a fair chance at life from the
This suit at the time of its invention offered many innovations. To
begin with, there is no band compressing the abdomen and chest. The navel
is dressed only " with a pad of absorbent cotton and a light band held by
little

start.

pins, just enough to retain the
navel dressing to be used only so long
as the navel dressing needs to be ap-

two

Dress for Infants.

To

begin the practical discussion of
in the order in which nature
makes it necessary to us, these general

dress

principles are first to be laid

down

in

regard to the layette. Next to the
right of being well born, a baby has the
right to be rationally dressed, and no
baby is rationally dressed whose gar-

any way impede the involuntary muscular activity, which is the first

ments

in

The oldinstinct of a healthy child.
fashioned wardrobe for children, consisting of flannel bands, tiny cold linen
shirts, pinning blanket, skirts, and slips,
all
fastened with innumerable pins,
has very properly, in these days of
hygienic enlightenment, been laid aside
in favor of simple unified

provide a

maximum

minimum

of discomfort,

garments that

of protection at a

and

in

no way

interfere with the vital action of the

any mother with a
proper instinct for comfort and a pair
of scissors can herself devise little garments entirely suited to the needs of
any baby by bearing in mind the first
two laws of baby rights that all parts
of the baby's body must be equally
clothed, and that all garments must
hang from the shoulders. But it is always helpful to know where others
have trod in the same way, and so it
will be of undoubted service to give
here the main principles of the two
best-known reform costumes for babies
the Gertrude and the Dorothy suits.
The Gertrude suit is the device of the
united intellects of a mother and a phybody.

Almost

—

This is the advice of Dr.
Grosvenor, the originator .of the suit.
As to the danger of rupture and shapelessness in discarding the band, " NonNature does
sense " says the author,
not do her work in any such careless
It is bandaged babies who
way.

plied."

I

.

.

.

Next the skin is worn a
garment made either of the
choicest Canton flannel or of Jaeger
rupture."
single

all-wool

stockinget,

exquisitely

fine

and

soft, "

the

neck to ten inches (twenty-five

cut princess, reaching from

inches long) below the feet, with sleeves

and having all the seams
smooth and the hems at neck, wrist, and
bottom on the outside, the latter turned
over once and felled or cat-stitched
with silk, the garment fastened by
a tie and one button behind. Here you
to the wrist,

have a complete fleece-lined garment,
comfortable and healthful, and one that
can be washed without shrinking. The
next garment is made of baby flannel,
also cut princess, in the

same pattern,

only one-half inch larger, reaching from
the neck to twelve or fourteen inches

below the feet, so as to cover the other,
with generous arm-holes pinked or
scalloped, and with two buttons behind
There is no objection to
at the neck."
the ordinarv- baby dress, except that
the originator of this suit
in

recommends

be only thirty inches to a yard
length.
He, however, prefers the

that

it

—

baby dress

sician-father, trying to give their

other garments. These three garments
are put together before dressing, sleeve
within sleeve, and then put over the

own

in princess cut to

match the

—
The Gertrude and the DorotJiy
one's head at once, buttoned behind and the baby is dressed, there being
but one pin the diaper-pin in the
The night dressing
entire costume.
consists simply of a gown like the unlittle

—

—

Suits.
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a very fine-ribbed wool undervest, in

preference to outside jacket and pin-

ning blankets.

and perfectly

Everything

loose.

kind of clothing

is

The

is

of flannel

result of this

absolute health

;

a

dergarment of the suit, only a little
longer, made of Canton flannel or of
Jaeger wool, and the ordinary diaper.
As to the diaper, Dr. Grosvenor by no

more vital and muscular child of three
months could not be found in the United

means recommends the old-fashioned

dressing babies ought to be instantly

even cotton diaper, but prefers
Canton flannel as being softer, warmer,
and more absorbent than anything else.
These diapers are of two sizes, 18 by
18 and 10 by 10 inches, the larger to be
folded across diagonally to an evenedged triangle.
The insertion of the smaller one
where most needed saves the heat and

clear

linen, or

discomfort of unnecessary thickness
over the hips and kidneys, and has
the advantage of reducing the size of
pieces for washing.

Three changes

of

Dorothy

suits are

usually sufflcient.

The Dorothy garments

are

made of
much

the same pattern as the other, particu-

being paid by the manu-

facturer of these to the beauty as well
as to the healthfulness of the wardrobe.

Mrs.

Jenness Miller's baby daughter,

Vivian, wore from her birth the Dor-

othy garments, and the following explanation of them, given by Mrs. Miller,
will be of interest: " For the first two

weeks
band

of

my

until

longer.
sisted of
flannel,

baby's

the

life

in

she wore the

healed, but no

navel

After that her wardrobe con-

one little princess slip of silk
high-necked and long-sleeved,

thirty inches in length.

ment

silk

flannel,

Another gar-

without sleeves,

was thirty-two inches in length, and
little dimity and nainsook dresses
were thirty-six inches long. Her diapers
were absorbing Jersey cloth, which I
find far better and warmer than linen.
For very cold days I add to the above
her

The advantages

it

to

of this

method

of

every mother, providing, as

does
(1)

Perfect freedom to

all

thoracic,

abdominal, and pelvic organs.
(2) That all the clothing
from the shoulders.

(3)

The

shall

hang

greatest saving of the time

and strength of the mother

in caring

for the child.
(4)

The evenness

of the covering of

the body, there being the same covering

over the shoulders as elsewhere.
For those mothers, however, who pre-

method there are knitted

fer the older

and wool, with high necks
and long sleeves, and buttoning down
the front.
These are of very moderate
cost and well suited to their purpose.
The conventional wardrobe for a baby
is also to be found in the shops, lacking
a little, perhaps, in the extreme daintiness which only the love of the mother
can give to a garment, but so cheap as
to make the mother feel that nothing
but the delight she gets from it justifies
her in making the tiny wardrobe hershirts, in silk

the Jaros hygienic wool in very
lar attention

States."

Outside dresses are made of
cambric or linen, very simply, and can
be bought for from sixty-five cents upward. Nainsook and batiste are pretty
Simply trimmed slips,
for finer wear.
in these finer materials, can be bought
ready made for one dollar and upward.
Either cotton or linen diaper can be
used, the linen being preferable to the
cotton.
A good supply is two pieces
self.

of linen diaper, eighteen inches wide,

and

seventy-five

pieces,

twenty inches

costing one dollar
cents a piece

;

two
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wide, at a shilling more a piece and
one piece, twenty-two inches wide, costing two dollars a piece. The cotton
diaper costs from sixty to eighty cents

throughout, and making as dear a

a piece.

brass.

;

nest for

baby may
made on
wrappers
flannel
three
have
short yokes, which may be embroidered
with

a

upward.

little

Ready

dot or flower.

;

The

bassinet for holding the baby's

layette

may be made of a hamper basket,

which can be bought untrimmed for
about five dollars, and wadded and
lined with silk and muslin to suit
Some of the
the taste of the mother.
prettiest layette baskets, however, that
I have ever seen were not made out of
the expensive hampers intended for that
purpose, but were made of small
daintily

lined

with

cambric and covered with muslin.
Still another even prettier one, which
had a cover, was made by an ingenious
young mother from a champagne
hamper, which she had bought at the
grocer's

while

we

we may

for

white

enamel and

Dress for Young Children.

twenty-five

cents.

And

The
as

dress of young children has quite
important hygienic aspects as the

dress of babies.

It is

the

first

right of

whether
a small matter to

the child to be comfortable

;

he looks well or not is
him.
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett
was probably the first mother to exploit
the decorative possibilities of children
in the home.
It was the golden curls
and velvet doublet of Little Lord Fauntleroy that first gave young women
with artistic instincts and pretty little
children something to think of and,
other things being equal, picturesqueness in the child's costume is well worth
considering and achieving. But health
should come first. If the graceful and
artistic knickerbockers are worn in cold
weather by bo3"S, the lower limbs should
be carefully clad in long drawers and
protected besides by cloth or leather
;

leggings for out-doors.

The

little girl's

skirts should not be so long as to

running

difficult or

give the

little

make
back

too great a weight to carry. The big
hat should not be heavy with trimming,
neither should it be so warm as to
overheat the brain, nor so insufficient
Above all,
as not to protect the head.
the neck and sleeves of gowns should
not be sacrificed for any effect, no matter how picturesque, nor should the
short English stockings leave the upper
half of the leg bare even in warm
weather. A principle most important
to

remember

in

dressing children

is

to

are on the subject of baskets,

distribute the covering evenly over the

of the ingenious

The loss of vitality in resisting
body.
cold in any exposed part is too great
The
to be unattended with danger.
underwear of children should be of

as well

tell

device of another young mother who
made her baby's crib out of a largesized

of

The

made, they can be found at a dollar
and fifty cents upward. The long outdoor cloak can be made of silk, if debut it
sired, and interlined with wool
is more serviceable if made of cashmere
or Bedford cord. Cloaks can be bought
ready made from about five dollars upward. Ready-made socks and bootees
cost from twenty cents up to one dollar
a pair. Bibs from fifteen cents upward.
French nainsook caps from forty cents
upward.
In winter, a cap of silk or
cashmere, interlined with white lambs'
These can be
wool, will be required.
bought for from one dollar and fifty
cents upward.

clothes-basketSj

made out

ever

Flannel shawls, about thirty inches
seventycents

little

to sleep in as

the most marvellous Lohengrin swan

square, can be bought from
five

Baby Bunting

clothes-basket,

softly

wadded

Underwear, Shoes, and Stockings for

CJiildren.
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from

wool the year through, if possible, and
should cover the body from neck to
ankle.
The Jaeger and Jaros underwear are somewhat expensive, but are
exquisitely soft and are endured by the
most sensitive skin. The shirts for
a child of four years cost about two
dollars
the union garment about twice
as much.
For children who have any
hereditary tendency to weak lungs this
underwear is especially desirable, as it
is double-breasted.
Other knit underwear, in wool and cotton or silk and
wool, is to be recommended, and is to
be bought at all shops for prices varying from fifty cents to five dollars. Underwaists for children can be bought
for fifty cents apiece
but they are
simple to make at home, and two yards
of twill at fourteen cents a yard will
make four. Plain tucked drawers can
be bought for twenty-five cents apiece,

both for summer and winter. For
drawers pattern is
to be preferred, or the robe nightgown,
cut very long, and stitched together at

the price rising as the decoration

the bottom like a bag, so that there

;

;

A

is

greater protection

changes

in

the

temperature

is

sudden
secured.

One mother makes drawers, summer
and winter, for her little girls, and herself as

well,

ton fabric

out of

known

pair of these

is

that

fleecy

cot-

A

as outing flannel.

worn

in

summer with

one twilled muslin petticoat. In winter they wear Jaeger underwear, one
pair of outing-flannel drawers, and still
one petticoat, this time of soft flannel.

The

soft, loose

makes

nel

it

texture of outing flan-

specially grateful during

the heat of summer, as

it

quickly ab-

and never chills the
Nightgowns made of this also

sorbs moisture

body.

are excellent for children, either in the
robe, the princess, or the drawers pattern,

restless children the

is

no danger of the child's becoming unor ten pairs at least.
Pride of the covered at night. The ordinary muslin
West is a very serviceable muslin for nightgown for children can be made of
drawers, and a yard for a pair is a fair Berkeley muslin at twenty cents a yard
estimate.
Flannel skirts for winter and two and one-half yards is enough
for cool summer days are necessary. ready made, they cost from one dollar
These may be knitted or made of flan- upward.
Good cotton stockings for
nel bought for the purpose, embroid- children, in black and colors, can be
ered or plain.
Ready made, they can bought for from thirty cents upward
be bought for from seventy-five cents woollen ones usually cost twice as
to two dollars.
Domestic cambric, at much. Children's shoes cost from one
about twelve and one-half cents a yard, dollar and a half upward, in russet as
is best for children's petticoats, and the
well as black.
In buying shoes for
heavy laces are more suitable to trim children two points especially should
elaborated.

child should have eight

;

;

;

them than embroidery, unless the latter be observed.
First, that the shoe is
is hand wrought on the fabric of the
quite long enough, and second, that it
skirt.
Ready - made skirts can be fits closely in the heel. The former
bought for from fifty cents upward. will promote comfort and the shapeliIt is well, however, in the case of chilness of the feet, and the latter, more
dren, and of adults too, for that matter,
to consider the advantages of clothing

the legs with more warmth and wearing fewer skirts. This plan has several
advantages. Drawers are easier to
launder than skirts, much more warmth
is

afforded with less weight, and

much

than anything else, will prevent the undue wearing out of the heels of stockings.

A

little

girl

needs ten or twelve

materials for these

may

be of cotton, soft wool, or simple

silk

dresses.
for

The

best, varied

to

suit

the

season.
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Ginghams and percales

most

are the

satisfactory in cotton for ordinary wear

summer, with nainsooks and

in

In

occasions.

for

batiste

soft-wool

winter,

goods, in solid colors, such as the cashmeres and plain diagonal, or in tiny
stripes and checks, are most suitable,
with India or surah silk for finer wear.
In the matter of little girls' dresses it

a great

is

economy

to

make them

at

home, as the cost of ready-made dresses
is
about twice the actual cost. A

winter and cotton for milder weather
dedicated to such purposes. A

are

piece of wool goods that will turn, and

even one that will wash, is most desirSerge and the soft-wool diagonal
are invaluable for such purposes. Good
serges can be bought for from one dollar to two dollars per yard, and diagonals, in plaids and stripes, for about
the same. Five to seven yards of yardwide goods is generally enough. Nothable.

more elaborate

ing

in the

way

of deco-

short double-breasted coat for out-door

ration than fancy braids or velvet or

wear

in

made

of

ribbon bands should be permitted on
such gowns. Two or three four at the

ordinary weather should be
French flannel, with one of

Bedford cord or serge for best. Dress
hats are of leghorn or chip, while the
rough straws are prettiest for everyday.

Dantiest of

all

are the

shirred

hats in lawn, white, of solid color, with
shirred brims, and perhaps
of lace about the face.

falls

little

Felt hats or

velvet or silk bonnets are best for winter.

of

In winter the long coat should be

some cloth

as heavy as beaver, or,

if

of

should then be interlined with lambs' wool. A caution here
to be observed is against making children's coats too heavy.
A little child
often carries about in a garment a
weight heavy enough to tire it out, and
a lighter cloth,

warm enough

it

to

make

susceptible

pecially

resist the

too finely.

the body es-

to cold.

Always

temptation to dress a child
Elaboration does not be-

most

—
— other dresses for Sunday and oc-

casional wear, such as parties, dancingschool, etc., should be made of cashmere, challie, India silk, or some other
inexpensive material, trimmed with ribbon or lace, but not too elaborately.
For summer wear, crisp, cool ginghams,
percales, lawns, and nainsooks are better than anything else.
Good percale
can usually be bought for a shilling a
yard. Ginghams, lawns, and nainsooks
for

from twenty-five to forty cents. Wash

shirt-waists cost from sixty cents up-

ward.

The

best

make

of cheviot shirts

cost from two to three dollars, but these
will

outwear any number of

ones.

Chambray

half as

much.

waists

cost

lighter

about

Any of

these with serge

skirt or jacket will be

most serviceable
wear, and are

for all kinds of

summer

A

long to childhood, and no better com-

especially

ment on

winter coat for a young girl can be
bought from ten dollars upward, and
a lighter wrap for spring for six

in the

the lack of taste or

mother can be

judgment

set forth than an

over-dressed, fussy-looking

child.

little

suited

for

travelling.

Hats for misses cost,
trimmed, from four and five
dollars upward, and no hat costing
more than eight or ten dollars is addollars upward.

Dresses for School-girls.

The same
much to the
school,

caution applies quite as
dress of young girls in

whose clothing should be

missible for a

young

girl.

taste-

and substantial, but simple to the
verge of plainness. A little miss busy
with her studies will need two dresses
for school alone.
Fine wool goods for

ful

suitably

Dresses for Adults.
Mrs. Harrison,

in

her delightful chap-

ter in this book, has set forth the dicta

1

Gowns for
of the best taste

the Housl\ Street

and the best people

regard to special dress for special
occasions, and Mrs. McGlasson has
in

discussed the aesthetic principles that
should guide one in the selection of

one individual part of one's self.
remains for this paper to
point out such general truths and
rules as, sifted down out of the universal experience of woman-kind, have
proven themselves particularly servicethis

y

Calling, Dinners

,

and

Balls.

2

1

ought to be obtained for seventy-five
dollars.
There is no doubting the real

economy
light,

of such a suit as this.

graceful, easily kept fresh,

It is

and

with occasional repairing at the hands
of the maker will last three or even

only

It

Any woman, young

able.

or old, not

an invalid nor a business woman, with
an ordinary and sufficient number of
duties to perform in a day, needs for
her wardrobe the following number of

gowns

First, the street dress

:

a house dress, not a wrapper

;

second,
third, a

;

simple house dress, also not a wrapper,
for

morning wear during house duties

teas, etc.

;

dress for calling, afternoon

fourth, a
;

fifth,

a dress for small dinners,

and last, an
evening dress or more, if her taste or
surroundings draw her to evening eninformal evenings, etc.

;

tertainments.

The

first

of these she

will

wear on

the great majority of occasions

that
her into the street, such as shopping, going to matinees, church, travelcall

ling, making informal calls.
This costume must be of cloth for the winter,
simply made and without decorations.
If a coat be added, making a complete
costum^e, so much the better.
There
is no hesitation in saying that for all

these purposes a tailor-made suit
best.

made

The only drawback
suit

is its

first cost.

use trying to

make

home

and there

talent,

a tailor
is

to a

is

tailor-

There

no
product by
no comprois

mising with a tailor who furnishes the
materials for less than sixty or seventyfive dollars. Many tailors charge double
this price for some supposed special
excellence in cut or finish.
But an excellent costume of three pieces
skirt,
waistcoat, and coat
lined throughout
with silk, and of exquisite fit and finish.

—

—

House Dress Modelled on

a

Dutch Costume.

the
if a second-best
be kept for marketing, rainy
days, and the occasions that are most

four seasons, especially
tailor suit

trying to good clothes.

The house

dress should be of cloth
with a little more elaboration
than for the street, to be worn afternoons and in the house when one is not
or

silk,

entertaining.

The morning

dress for

the house will need to be of
cloth,

simple
such as cashmere, mohair, with

cotton for summer.

A

calling or car-
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riaofe

dress will be of cloth,

made with

silk or velvet, and trimmed with fur,

lace,

passementeries, or whatever the

present

mode

suggests.

It

should

in-

clude a handsome wrap, and there must
be donned with it a becoming bonnet

and dainty gloves, for any occasion de-

fashion of the garment and the occaIt is proper to wear this gown
any evening function where full even-

sion.

at

ing dress

is

not necessary.

The even-

ing dress should be more elaborate than

any of the others, of light-colored silk
or satin, or of some diaphanous material,
as chiffon or tulle,

if

the dress be dark

gown should
be low, or half low, even if it be necessary to drape a somewhat angular outline in soft lace, and the sleeves should
not reach below the elbow. This evening dress may be as elaborate as one's
taste dictates, or as severe as one's
but it must evidence
beauty warrants
the most scrupulous thought and care
in all its details and its adaptation to
the wearer.
In small towns, where the
entertainings are of a much less formal
nature than in the large towns, it is
possible to dispense with this evening
dress, wearing in its place the silk gown
designed for dinner, especially if this
be made of light or parti-colored
fabrics.
For summer wear nothing is
in color.

The neck

of this

;

so serviceable to take the place of the

tailor-made costume for ordinary wear

good quality of surah or India silk
a dark or neutral tint and simply
made. Such a silk as this is inexpensive, cool, easy to keep clean, and will
well with ordinary care.
For
wear
Tea-Gown
travelling and light purposes it is unmanding more than the ordinary silk surpassed, and when it is outworn as a
dress, such as an afternoon tea, ladies' frock, the remnants of it make good
luncheon, and formal calls. The fifth blouse waists and petticoats. With this
gown should be of silk, not India or number of gowns a woman may feel
surah, dark or light, plain or fancy, made herself smartly and suitably dressed for
and decorated as the prevailing mode any occasion, from a club meeting to a
For a woman of moderate christening party, though she may, and
suggests.
means and social proclivities, or of too probably will, add to its number certain
slender figure, this gown may be made crisp linens or prints for summer wear
high in the neck and with elbow sleeves
and dainty silk blouses to wear with the
the bodice should have a garniture of tailor skirt and coat for cooler summer
lace, or of something equally dressy, weather, and a wrapper or two, and
and the skirt should be slightly trained. perhaps a tea-gown. All these things
With this gown gloves and flowers may will add to her comfort and her combe worn, and such jewels as best fit the placency, but, with the exception of the
as a
in

;

Gowns for

Professional

wrapper, are hardly to be counted as
necessities.
It now remains to discuss the other
gown which is absolutely essential for
those women whom necessity calls out

of their

homes every day, in

all

weathers,

into an office, or a shop, or a place

of business

— that

large

and constantly

known as professional
women. Such a woman

increasing class
or business

needs a business dress, and the requisites of the business dress are

comfort,

and Business Women.
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it must be her continuous
thought to keep it clear from the pavement. If she is a delicate woman, the
weight of the garment drags on her
back if she is neither of these, but
simply a wideawake and energetic

cleanliness,

;

woman, who doesn't mind carrying her
own bundles on occasions, she often
in situations where she
would be glad to go back to the conditions of her simian ancestors and be en-

finds herself

dowed with

a

tail,

for the sake of the

would afford her in relieving
her occupied hands from the care of
mer or winter, of material that will her skirt. It does seem as if, logically,
stand dampness and sun and hard the business woman must find herself
usage that will be suitable for indoor committed to the skirt that reaches not
wear and yet suited to the street. The quite to the ankles, for any woman
writer knows of no material so good knows that a skirt which comes lower
for all the year round as serge.
This than this, and is struck by the boots in
material comes in many weights, shades, walking, gets quite as soiled as one
and qualities. There is the storm that sweeps the pavement. Therefore
serge for winter wear, so closely it appears that if a due regard to the
woven that its texture sheds water canons of cleanliness and comfort be
like a denser
substance.
Nothing observed, the skirts must not be so
can be better than that for business long as to be touched by the boots in
and gentility. Such a
dress must be made, whether for sumfitness, health,

service

it

;

And now we come to the sehow the business
for business women shall be fash-

wear.

walking.

rious discussion of

point

suit

ioned.

That

this is a

serious matter

there can be no dispute,

when we

ankle.

This brings the skirt to a

midway between the knee and
The following illustration, rep-

resenting the suit in which Mrs. Bertha

Morris Smith appeared before a concolumns in the news- vention of the W. C. T. U., gives an
papers have been written about it that idea of what such a skirt would be.
business and professional women have Both illustrations and description are
been widely and minutely interrogated taken from Helen Ecob's book, ''The
on the subject nay, that conventions Well-dressed Woman." It is made of
themselves have been called for the navy blue serge, the skirt bell-shaped,
discussion of the weighty matter. with a reversed box-plait in the front
Throughout all this agitation one ques- to give greater freedom while sitting.
tion has refused to down, viz., the The skirt in length covers the garter
length of the skirt, which is really the line, entirely concealing a pair of Turkonly point in which the business suit ish trousers of medium width, made of
needs to be differentiated from the the same material, and gathered below
ordinary tailor suit.
There is no the knee by a rubber band. A pair of
disguising the fact that the ordinary long gaiters, buttoned down the entire
skirt reaching to the ground is more length of the side, are strapped under
difficult for woman to contend against the instep.
The most desirable effect
than her political inequality. If she is is produced when these gaiters are also
a dainty woman and sensitive to un- made of the suit material.
Those in

member

that

;

;

re-
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whose length reveals the shapeliness of
the leg, is more artistic, hence less objectionable, than that which approaches
the boot-tops, bringing the feet into

more prominent notice under circumstances not the most favorable.
For summer wear a light but firm
wool

skirt,

which need not be

lined,

a coat with blouses of cotton or

and

silk, is

to be preferred, with petticoats of wash-

able cotton or pongee

silk,

or Turkish

trousers of the same material as the

gown may be worn
eral

it is

if

desired.

In gen-

well to observe that being a

woman does by no means rewoman from the obligation of

business
lease a

looking well. Nowhere is careful dressing more directly advantageous, from
a purely business point of view, than in

Aside from the very direct
and helpful influence the consciousness
of being well dressed has upon the mind
of any woman, the fact of her being so
business.

A Proposed Business Dress — Front View.

impresses others in her favor.
the illustration are of jersey cloth.

An

underwaist of drilling or percaline, extending well over the hips, cut low in
the neck, and with large arm-holes, can
be sufficiently fitted to the form to support the ordinary bust, thus taking the
The skirt may be
place of the corset.
sewed permanently to this waist at the
waist line, or it may button on.
The
vent in the skirt is at the front plait.
A second row of buttons on the waist,
an inch or more below the waist line,
supports the trousers. The vest and
jacket are permanently attached to each
other.
The vest may be made with a
silesia back of its own, or small rubber
straps an inch or two in length, sewed
at intervals along the under arm of the
seam, may button or hook the jacket to
the vest.
Either of these plans readily
admits a lighter-weight vest or a cooler
waist for

summer wear made

of silk,

over which the jacket
be worn when needed. Mrs. Smith,

linen, or muslin,

may

the designer, claims that a short skirt,

Rear View.

Good

"

TJie

Importance of Being Well Dressed.

clothes give her an air of prosperity
which, in a working-woman who supplies her own needs, stands, in the eyes
of the world, for good pay, and good
pay means capable work. More than
that, the habit of wearing good clothes
implies a recognition in the wearer of
her own dignity and work which others
are very quick to see and acknowledge.
It

ought not to be

is

true, that there

true, perhaps, but
is
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minutes about it, and then he offered
he did the other woman fifteen dollars a week.
I can't do it for
that,' I answered; 'I couldn't live on
fifteen dollars a week.'
He looked me
over critically, from the top of best hat
down to my best French kid boots.
No,' he said, slowly, after a bit,
I

—

me what

'

'

'

it

a quick instinct of

consideration in the minds of most men
(and business life brings most workingwomen chiefly into contact with men)

toward a well-dressed
that does not
manifest itself toward
an ill-dressed forlornlooking creature, and
so the good clothes

woman

her a pleasanter

give

atmosphere of approbation and easier conditions in which to do
her work.
believe,"

firmly

I

said a successful busi-

ness woman to the writer not long ago, " that

my persistence in
ing well, even

dress-

when

I

was desperately poor,
has been worth a good

many

dollars a year to
me. I learned this lesson on that bitter day

when

I

made my

Artistic

first

venture out into the world in search of
bread and butter. I went to an editor
and asked for work as a fashion writer

weekly paper, and some worldlywise instinct led me to put on the best
for his

gown

I

had.

A shabbily

fifteen

dollars

dressed

woman

him he offered her
a week to do half the

sat talking with

;

She took the offer grateand left. Then he turned to me.
'I want to do the other half of that
fashion work,' I said.
We talked a few

fashion work.
fully

House Gowns.

fancy you couldn't.

somehow.

I will

You

look different

give you twenty dol-

lars a week.'

As

to the use of rubber mackintoshes
stormy weather for business women,
school-girls, or any whom emergency
calls out of doors, something adverse is
A well-known physician
to be said.
declares that mackintoshes and pneumonia are twins.
A rubber garment,
whether of silk, alpaca, or wool on the
outside, is an exceedingly warm garin
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ment, as any

woman knows who

has

short jacket of light

perfectly plain

perspired and prayed for grace inside

French

cloth,

the folds of one for an hour at a time.

summer

wear, can be bought for eight

The temptation in putting one on, because of this, is to put nothing underneath in the way of a wrap. And here
comes the danger, because the majority of the mackintoshes are loose and
with only sling sleeves or no sleeves at
all.
While they serve, therefore, as a
perfect protection against the damp,
they heat certain parts of the body unduly, leaving the portion about the arms
exposed to sharp winds and sudden
chill.
These are exceedingly sensitive
'parts of the body, and just the very
ones that pneumonia is sure to attack.
A long loose cape of wool, or, better
still,

of storm serge,

which

is

protective

but not heating, over the ordinary wrap
will afford just as much protection from
the damp, with no correspondent danger

from chill. An ulster is best of all."
Other wraps for adults vary in number and kinds, according to the necessities of life and means, but no woman
can be comfortable without at least
four,

a

or wrap
heavy coat or other wrap

light-weight jacket

for spring, a

for winter, a shoulder-wrap for

summer

nights, an ulster or light, long

garment

bad weather, to which number a
fifth garment
must be added for an
evening wrap, if one is in the habit of
going to entertainments. For young
for

women, jackets or coats
but elderly

are prettiest,

women

look best in wraps.
The prices of wraps are more diverse
even than the prices of gowns, and

nowhere, perhaps, in her entire wardrobe does a woman feel more tempted
to extravagance than in the purchase of
outer coverings.
It is almost useless to
attempt to give prices for any of these
garments, as they vary so from season

A little

to season.
will

give

a

inquiry at the shops

woman

a

better idea of

expense than pages of statements. It
may be well to say, however, that a

or

suitable for spring

ten dollars,

and

and a medium long,
wear for

plain beaver coat for winter

eighteen dollars.

or

fifteen

some winter coat

A

hand-

costs from sixty to

one hundred dollars. For evenings a
light wool shawl in white or pale tints
is suitable.
These can be bought as
low as four or five dollars. A Chuddah
shawl costs twice as much. The very
pretty device of a young girl for a summer evening w^ap was as follows
She
bought a piece of cream-white nun's
veiling three yards long and made a
two-inch hem all around it, sides and
ends alike then she bought ten yards
of cream-white lace about five inches
deep and fulled this slightly around
:

;

In w^earing she folded

the entire scarf.
it

lengthwise, but not exactly through

the middle, so that one row of the lace

above the head of the other
There was no effort to shape the
scarf, but she threw it carelessly over
her shoulders and arms, and knotted
the long ends over the bust.
It was
prettier than any shawl, and no more
fell

just

row.

costly.

An

ulster

should

be

of

medium-

rough cheviot or
English mixtures, and

w^eight cloth, such as

some

of

the

have

a detachable cape, the
being a half-fitting coat
with sleeves. A loose garment is an
added care on a windy day, as well as a
deception and a snare in storms in the
matter of even warmth.
Women of moderate means, to whom
the purchase of a handsome winter
wrap is something of an event, usually

should
ulster

itself

all their women friends, and
by concluding to buy a sealskin wrap of some shape or other.
Such a purchase has obviously several

consult

end

things in
ing,

its

favor.

warm beyond

with proper care,

It
all

will

is

rich-look-

question,

and,

look handsome

Wraps, Bonnets, and Hats.
seasons and be wearable
It also has several
disadvantages, not so obvious, perhaps,
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but the coldest w^eather, and yet the
temptation to lay it aside in favor of a
more suitable one is hard to resist,
when it is the only handsome wrap
one possesses. Neither does it always
prove wise to lay it aside, even when

than the loose garment, as leaving
no part of the figure exposed. It is
well not to buy inferior sealskins.
The
best skins are the London-dyed, and
the best, but not the usual, way to buy
a sealskin garment is to select the
skins and to have the garment made.
In that way one is sure not to have
inferior pieces in the less conspicuous
parts of the garment and if one wishes
a short or medium garment, it is wisest
to have the skins made up unstretched,

its weight and warmth are burdensome,
because the wearing of so warm a garment in moderate weather is sure to

thereby securing a closer, thicker pile
in the fur and a stronger texture in the
skin.
It is not generally known, out-

induce over-sensitiveness to cold, and
many a woman has discovered that,
having once donned her sealskin coat
for the winter, she is obliged to wear it
continuously and unseasonably in order
Another
to keep from catching cold.
reason why some women should not

side of the trade, that stretching the

wear sealskin is that it makes a young
face (or, more serious still, one that is

stretched one

for several

for several more.

but that each wearer

One

for herself.

wrap

" still

says,

in

is

reality

is

is

sure to find out

that the sealskin

too

warm

for

any

young," as Julian Hawthorne
adding ten years with the adjec-

tive)

look

rich

pile

similar

places

There

has

to
it,

materials

older.

that

Its

beautiful,

ful

;

and not piecing them is the
device by which the lengths of fur are
secured that are made up in the ulsters
skins

and long wraps.

It is clear that a
stretched skin will be both less dura-

and have thinner

fur than an unhence the desirability
of buying, if possible, the skins themselves and having them made up with-

ble

;

out stretching.

soft,

an effect on the face
of black velvet,

therefore, in the catalogue of

best suited

to

HATS.

and

middle age.

no question of the desirability
garment in the wardrobe
of a woman who can supplement it
with half a dozen others, and who is
is

of a sealskin

As every woman needs four wraps^
so she needs, at the very least, four

hats for a season's wear.

For winte^^,

there should be a dress bonnet for receptions, calls,

and theatre wear, and

not too

fine.
This should
be small and of handsome material,
very cold weather alone.
But, as a such as velvet or jet.
There should be
single stand-by, for all kinds of wear another for shopping and street wear
and weather, its suitability is greatly and mornings. This is most suitably
to be questioned.
of felt, and certainly dark in body and
In buying a sealskin garment, w^here decoration.
If she finds herself limited
economy is a consideration, the coat- for spring and summer wear to two
shape is to be preferred, on the whole, hats, one of these should be of dark
to the half-sleeve garment, not only straw with moderately wide brim, in a
because the former will be less likely conventional shape, and with simple
to go out of fashion and is much more trimming.
The other would best be a
easily remodelled if it is out of fashion, fancy straw bonnet with dainty, but
but also because the snugger - fitting serviceable trimming. One of the best
shape with sleeves is much more health-' investments of bonnet-money in all the

able to relegate

it

to its proper use in

for church,

if
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bonnet of good
always fashionable, and
equally suited for summer and winter

quite

wear.

not nod assent to this dictum, and who
will not gladly exchange the price for
the bonnet, if she has the former.
But
The average
these fortunates are few.
woman finds it necessary to exercise as
much unselfish forbearance in the mat-

world

a black jet

is

quality.

This

It is

is

practically indestructible,

and can, with a difference

in the trim-

ming, be entirely made over an unBesides this
limited number of times.
it has become quite necessary nowadays
that the wardrobe of every woman,
without distinction of purse, shall con-

bonnet for wear at theatres
and places of evening entertainment,
both out of regard to the growing demand for more elaborate dress at such
places, and out of courtesy to those in
one's immediate rear, who often, betain a small

cause of the hat of the woman in front
of them, become like the heathen, in
For
that "having eyes they see not."
such purposes as this a jet bonnet with
bright ornaments
cal

is

the most economi-

and becoming that can be added

to

one's wardrobe.

A

witty

man

net as a thing

fair, it will

have

it

style,

There

"price."

be seen, that a bonnet,

should be principally
is

woman who

no

will

bonnets alone, as would suffice to
man through his entire wardThe average woman has six
robe.
wants to one bonnet. It is for such
ter of

carry a
*

women

that these hints are offered.

Suppose a woman has several gowns
and can aft"ord only one hat, the best
thing for her to do is to have black
for the foundation.

straw or

felt,

the

If

hat

is

of

avail yourself of a fac-

ing, folds, or jet to finish the edge.

For

trimming, use ribbon, lace, or velvet,
with jet if you wish it. Thus far the
now for the color.
hat is all black
Any color may be combined with black,
but some colors blend better than
For an olive-green gown get
others.
olive-green velvet or ribbon make two
;

recently defined a bon-

made

partly of ribbon

and partly of lace, but principally of
price, and the definition was true as
well as witty. There is nothing so made
up of price as the average fashionable
hat or bonnet.
There is probably no
product of manufactured skill in which
the price asked is so much in advance
of the actual cost of production
and
yet, ask any discerning woman whether a
French bonnet is worth its price or not
and mark her unhesitating answer.
She knows that the value of the article
lies not in the value of the frame or the
;

ribbon or the flowers, but

in that inde-

something called
the style,"
that stamp of distinction, which makes
the bonnet a work of art, as distinct
from a mere unrelated mass of flowers,
and lace, and ribbon. The technique
of the artist who made the bonnet is
quite as well worth paying for as the
finable

if

;

or

three

small

or

rosettes

butterfly

bows and place on the hat where

may be turned up
and

it

or against the hair,

there is a hat to suit the gown.
wanted for another gown, make
up the same in red and put on in place
of the green.
So on with blue, yellow,
pink, white, or any color that may be
If

lo

red

I

is

may

be
every
case, yet it harmonizes with the gowns,
and a woman does not feel that she has
only one hat.
Different flowers also

desired.

The

used.

If a

hat

is

hat

identical

is

wanted

to

in

match

a

gown,

take great care in selecting the color.

Remember
Colors.

that

manv

colors

'

.

.

mnuence

and

very
keep to the original color.
Take brown, for instance red brown,
technique of the other artist who makes golden brown, olive brown, gray brown
an immortal landscape out of mere one must not put two of those tocanvas, and pigment, and oil.
So it is •gether, because, if one does, the hat
difficult

one,

it

is

to

—

;
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will

blossoms are always safe to purchase.

successful

and can be used more than once.
Feathers and lace can be used

be a failure. If one wishes to combine other colors with brown, like care
must be taken. In order to make a
pink with

combination of

The

flowers, as a rule, are well

made
sea-

brown one should employ a yellow pink, son after season until they become shabtherefore it is wise never to buy
while the brown should show some red by
and yellow. Green to look well with any but the best.
Old material may be renovated easigolden brown must have yellow in it,
and the brown must show the tint of ly if not too much worn or faded.
Velvet and ribbon must be
the green.
Renovati7ig
materials.
^^\\ brushcd before steamBlack and white are always used toIf you have not a patent renovagether, and many people think there is ing.
no art in mingling them. This, how- tor, use a hot flat-iron or stove-lid.
They should never Lay two thicknesses of wet muslin
ever, is not true.
there over the iron and draw the wrong side
be used in equal quantities
should always be more black than of the material over it several times, or
white, or vice versa.
A cream white until it is freshened. Lace may be
and never a blue white should be used dampened and laid between blankets,
;

;

with black.
In buying one must remember to
choose colors that will harmonize with
hair and complexion. Otherwise, though
the hat and gown may be both beautiful

and

they will not be a success.
not buy cheap material. By this
I do not mean to advise the selection
of the most recherche and
Materials.
expensive material, but of a
given material get the very best quality
you can afford. Cheap velvet is its own
accuser, and nothing else ever makes a
hat look so " shoddy."
Moreover,
cheap velvet does not wear well. If
one cannot pay at least one dollar and
a half a yard for velvet it is better to
get velveteen, which is cheaper, wider,
and looks very well when made up.
Two dollars a yard is a fair and safe
stylish,

Do

.

•

i

,

It will look and wear
and probably can be used twice.

price to pay.

well

It is usually

rior quality

much

in

of

easy to detect the infecheap flowers, not so

the blossoms as in the leaves.

and violets, particularly, are
made up in such a cheap, flimsy fashion that unless one can afford good
flowers they had better not be bought.
Roses

Mignonette,

thistles,

forget-me-nots,

poppies, chrysanthemums, and

apple-

then pressed with a hot iron. This will
not flatten the threads.
To stiffen the
lace steam it over the tea-kettle and

wind

it

tightly

around a bottle or cylin-

can also be steamed after it is
wound on the bottle.
Special care should be taken that
hats for children under twelve years
Children's of age be not overtrimmed.
hats.
Neither should they be bent
very much, as a simple, flat hat is more
der.

It

becoming

to a child's head.

Leghorns

are always popular and in good taste

;

trimmed with lace, flowers, or feathers,
and narrow ribbon one will make a suitable hat to be worn with either silk or
gingham dresses. White mull hats are
pretty, and are made with casings
through which wire or cord is run. A
simple trimming of flowers or loops of
the mull is all that is required.
These
hats may also be made of gingham and
used for

common

wear.

They may be

washed or cleaned, so that they are very
serviceable.

Country hats for children of more
than twelve years of age may be made
of mull, thin silk, muslin, or Brussels
net.
They are made in the same way,
except that the back is narrower than
the front
wire is always used, and the
;
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A young

color from the face.

the

first

girl in

flush of youth, with her face

full of curves and color, can wear black
and look the better for it but the elderly woman looks older and paler and
sharper.
The single advantage that
;

black possesses over colors is that it
reduces the apparent size of the figure,
as everybody knows, and thereby becomes specially suited for the use of
stout women
but elderly ladies, who do
not need to regard this point, should
wear soft pale tints fawns and browns
and amethyst and lavender and silver
gray and cream white. Deep reds are
not unbecoming and rich purple. These
will give color and richness to a very
;

—

wan presence.
The elderly woman should

also pos-

sess herself of the dignity that lies in

long

lines.

If

will find that the

she be very stout she
sweeping lines of the

princess, with loose outlines
Gowns

for

more

Stout

Women.

ones

But it is
not well to make the trimming too
heavy for a shirred hat.
Small hats or bonnets should always

trimming

is

elaborate.

— reduce

— not close

the avoirdupois and add

height and stateliness to the figure. If
she be slender, she will find the ten-

dency

to angularity best

draperies.

hidden by loose

It is especially the privilege

be worn for dressy occasions. They
Hats and may be made elaborate or simbotmets.
^ crownless bonnet for
pjg_
street wear is neither hygienic nor in
good taste. See section on Millinery
at

Home."
Dress for Elderly Ladies.

Among the mistaken ideas bequeathed
us by our grandmothers that we
have been brave enough to put aside
at their true value, and they were many,
is the belief that black is the most becoming and suitable fabric for elderly

to

ladies.

actly

In point of fact, black

what they ought not

is

ex-

to wear.

Its

presence close to the face throws dark
shadows upward, which increase any
tendency to thinness, and subtract all

of the elderly lady to

wear heavy silks,
and old lace, all

rich brocades, velvets,

French Underzvear.
of which lose greatly in effect

if

cut

and small bits at the
With some regard
dictates of fashion.
to the prevailing mode, it is best that
into short lines

woman

should be her own
authority in matters of dress.
It is to be regretted that the small
white lace cap known as the "dress
an elderly

cap " should be so
past middle life.
fresh,

little

It

worn by women

is

so dainty, so

and so universally becoming and

softening to the face that
is

an

artistic loss.

A

its

suitable

absence
and be-

coming pattern once provided, there is
no reason why these should not be

made at home, though they are
always to be found in shops at prices
ranging from two dollars and a half upward indefinitely, according to the value
of the materials used.
For ordinary
wear the Valenciennes and some of the
imitation French laces are very suitable.
Any of these are to be bought
for less than a dollar a yard in exquieasily

sitely fine patterns.

Underwear.

A

good axiom

to start out with, in
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fabulous, and quite as

obtained

in

derwear that may be found at the leading shops these range from very mod;

erate prices to those that are greatly

extravagant.

in the newest and pretand daintily trimmed with
fine lace or embroideries, hand-wrought
Bridal sets,
upon the fabric itself.
which consist of a nightgown, chemise,
and pair of drawers, made of nainsook
and trimmed to match, can be bought
for from twenty dollars a set upward.
Nightgowns alone, made of fine percale, with wide collar and cuffs, handwrought, and with finely tucked bosom,
powdered with tiny sprays of blossoms,
may be bought for about four dollars.
The value of these nightgowns may be
extended upward almost indefinitely,
but very delightful ones may be bought
for six and seven dollars.
Very simple
nightgowns may be found in the same
French underwear, costing from one
dollar and a half upward.
These are
made of fine percale and hand embroidered on the gown itself. They
wash and wear beautifully, and though
perhaps not so becoming as those
trimmed with ruffles of lace, are a sensi-

underwear, cut

tiest shapes,

and the reason
This garment is

the victim to her unhappy extravagance.

essentially

The

really fine

in the

shops

in fabric

—

underwear to be found
that is, in both ways,

fine,

and taste

—

is little

decorated

;

value consists in the exquisite quality of the material, the beautiful fit,

its

and the hand-work. It is quite as economical to buy one's underwear to-day
at a good shop as to have it made and
if one knows what to buy and how to
buy it, the result may be even better.
The prices of underwear made to order
at most of the fashionable places are
;

Percale and nainsook

are the materials used in the French

shopping for underwear, is The more
trimming the less value. That is to
say, the wily manufacturer appears to
find it necessary, in placing his cheaper
goods upon the market, to present with
them yards of cheap Hamburg edging
and imitation lace, in order to tempt
:

good results are
hand-made un-

the French

ble purchase for

mises are

still

common

wear.

Che-

worn by very many women,
is

not far to discern.

pretty, becoming,

and
hand-embroidered nainsook chemises cost two
dollars and upward.
Hand - embroidered drawers, made of percale, range in
price from one dollar and a half to four
feminine.

The

dollars a pair, the price varying with

amount of work upon them. Nainsook drawers, prettily trimmed, range
from two dollars and a half up to ten
and fifteen dollars. The French underwear is usually hand made.
the

A new pattern in corset-waists is
made low-necked with a row of fine
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tucks across the back and the front,
and with a drawing string around the

They

are

specially designed for slight people,

and

waist regulating the

size.

may be

bought, prettily trimmed, for
three dollars and upward. Those made
of percale with a simple embroidered
scallop are very inexpensive, though
the

more elabo-

rate ones

made

may be

to cost al-

most any price.
White skirts

varying from three dollars to twelve.
Mohair skirts are exceedingly good for
winter.
They may be bought for two

and a

dollars

reen

Mo-

half to five dollars.

also an excellent material for

is

winter skirts, as it is warm and durable
and can be washed without danger of

Any woman equipped

shrinking.

with

two

pongee skirts and three white
skirts for summer, one moreen or mohair and one silk petticoat for winter,
has a sufficient supply. A good black
silk skirt may be bought for about

embroidered

twelve dollars, those made of taffeta
silk with pinked ruffles for four dollars and upward.
The cheaper grades
of these are not to be recommended.
Colored wash skirts in seersucker, gingham, and other fabrics cost from sev-

skirts cost nine

enty-five cents up to three

and ten

lars.

with simply scal-

loped ruffles cost

from two dollars
The
upward.
namsook hand-

dollars,

and four

dol-

while those
There is a prejudice among many
made of the women, and one that the shopkeepers

same

are very careful to encourage,

material
Corsets.

wnth

ruffles

of

edg-

While

ing

from

corset which costs ten dollars

cost

three

dollars
Short

upward.

skirts

flannel

from one
dollar and a
cost

Divided Skirt Designed by

Jenness

quarter

to

ten

in

it

is

undoubtedly true that a

many ways than one which

dollars
for very

and a

is

better

costs two

half, it is also true that

many persons

and a half corset

is

the tw^o dollar
serviceable

and

A

very well-made plain
white coutil corset can be bought from
comfortable.

Miller.

dollars

embroidered slightly
costs two dollars and upward.
flannel,

wrought

favor of expensive corsets.

in

Hamburg

white

,

in

silk,

Hand-

more.
Flannel under-petticoats trimmed with
flannel

costs

a

trifle

embroidery and lace are especially
pretty and cost from four dollars to
ten.
French flannel skirts with a fine
colored stripe and trimmed with a
single ruffle can be bought for three
dollars, and those of outing flannel
from one dollar upward. For summer
wear no skirt is so good as pongee silk,
which may be washed like a piece of
cotton and is delightfully cool and
fresh.
These may be bought in prices

two dollars and a

half to five dollars,

varying according to the
size, the length of the waist, the number of the bones, etc. A good black
corset can be bought for five dollars.
the

prices

Net corsets for summer wear cost from
two dollars and a half to ten dollars.

A

specially comfortable

made

summer

corset

and is sold for seven
dollars.
Silk and satin corsets for
special occasions may be bought from
It
ten dollars up to thirty and forty.
is

of linen

is a fact that very stout women are
compelled to pay high prices for their
corsets because of the extra boning
and the added strength of the material

—
Domestic,

and Hygienic Underwear,

Tricot,

required for them, but there is no reason why a woman of ordinary size and

proportions should not obtain a good

ready-made corset for from two to

five

dollars.

The domestic underwear

costs con-

siderably less than the French.

It is
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as these cost from four dollars upward
any woman, however, will be able to
add the ruffles for herself. Very pretty
vests klso have silk crochet work set
in bands and points about the neck.
These vary in price according to the
amount of work, costing from two dollars upward. A very long silk garment,
;

machine made, of heavier material, and
It called a chemise-skirt, is made especialusually more elaborately trimmed.
ly for very stout women.
is very serviceable, however, and is
It is woven
bought by many who do not wish to so as to fit well down over the hips
pay the price of the French wear. and prevent any danger of pulling up
Nightgowns trimmed with Hamburg as ordinary vests do. They cost from
edging can be bought from one dollar three to five dollars. Union suits in
up to five dollars, chemises from eighty all these materials can be found in
cents upward, drawers from fifty cents summer weights.
These cost usually
upward, corset - waists from twenty- about twice as much as the vest of
five cents to ten times as much, and corresponding texture.
A lisle-thread
white skirts from one dollar to five dol- union suit can be bought for about two
For those who prefer to have the dollars, thin cotton and wool from two
lars.
work done at home the Berkeley cam- dollars and a half upward and silk
brics at twenty cents a yard, and the and wool from four dollars upward.
nainsooks, which range from twenty- The hygienic underwear is also made
five to fifty cents a yard, are the best in the most exquisite all-wool gauzes
materials to use.
The decorations will suitable for summer wear for delicate
be entirely a matter of taste, and well- persons and those who prefer to wear
Not only are
fitting patterns for all these garments wool the year round.
can be obtained of the houses publish- these materials found in the made-up
garments, but the most beautiful wooling them.
Undervests for summer wear are to len fabrics suitable for skirts, drawers,
and night-dresses are to be found at
be found in many different materials

^

^

cotton,

thread, gauze,

lisle

/

wool, silk and wool, silk and

cotton, and

silk.

The

silk-ribbed gar-

ments are worn by most women and
The prices of
are durable and dainty.
these range from one dollar to ten.
Those at one dollar are of spun silk or
of silk and cotton, and perfectly plain.
Better qualities of the same kind may
be bought, costing two and three dollars.

The pure

silk or

twisted silk cost

much as the
much warmer,

three and four times as
silk

mixtures.

They

are

but wear a great deal longer.
Many
women find them all they require for
winter wear. A new decoration for
low-necked silk vests is a deep ruffle of
lace around the neck.
Such garments

their special shops, in weights varying
with almost every month in the year.
For winter wear, either pure silk, silk
and wool, or all wool are to be recommended, with high necks and long
sleeves or not, as the taste and bodily
constitution of the wearer dictate.
Good silk and wool mixtures cost
about as much as either pure silk or

pure wool, and the prices of all of these
The Jaeger flannels
differ very little.
of pure wool alone can be bought in
high-neck and long-sleeve garments,
double-breasted, for about six dollars.
The silk and wool will cost just as
much, but will shrink less in washing.
The pure silk will cost a trifle more
and will not shrink, but will not be so
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warm

as the wool, nor

is

it

so health-

Despite all the
claim of manufacturers, there has not
yet been discovered any kind of wool
underwear that will not shrink with
ful for delicate people.

washing, though care in the treatment
of these garments will diminish the
risk very greatly.

A

few women cling to the use of
India and China silk for nightgowns,
chemises, and drawers.
The taste of
this choice is to be questioned.
Silk
cannot be properly laundered as cotton
is, and to people of refined tastes it
-seems by no means sufficient to submit
such intimate garments as these to a
laundering process that does not include the old-fashioned and cleanly
method of boiling. Pongee silk can be
treated exactly as cotton cloth is, and
is, therefore, the only silk
that seems
specially desirable for underwear next
the skin. Charming neglige gowns and
wrappers for bedroom use are made in
nun's veiling, wool crepon, and thin silk.
These are made up plain or elaborately
trimmed and vary in price accordingly,
ten and twelve dollars being the price
in the shops for the simplest ones,
while dainty

gowns made

of

striped

and sprigged wash materials, such as
percale, batiste, and nainsook, can be
bought for from five dollars and upward.
Short flannel dressing-sacques are to be
bought in all colors for about five dollars, the price increasing as the decoration does, and lawn and linen jackets
are to be found at a dollar and upward.
Black stockings have held the first
place in favor for so long as to be rightfully considered the stand^

^'

ard, in place of the old-fash-

ioned white and unbleached. However,
unless these black hose are warranted
stainless

each pair

and stamped
it is

to that effect

on

best not to buy them, as

the results of the staining are sometimes as injurious as blood-poisoning.
Cotton stockings in black and in colors

can be bought for from twenty-five cents
to a dollar a pair.
A very good stocking can be bought for about sixty cents.
There are few colors used, except those
of russet and tan, which are bought to
wear with the light leather shoes, and
which cost from fifty cents to a dollar

a pair.
trifle

Lisle-thread stockings cost a

more than cotton

ones, but are

summer. Very
good ones can be had for seventyfive cents a pair.
Very few women understand the difference between the
especially delightful for

three kinds of silk hose offered for sale,
viz.,

the plated

silk.

Of these

silk,

spun

silk,

and pure

three, the plated silk

the only one that

not

is

This
is a mixture of silk and lisle thread or
cotton so skilfully woven that the outer
covering of the thread is of silk,
the inner part is of the other material,
and the outside of the stocking looks
like the spun silk, but on turning the
stocking it will be seen that the underside shows the lisle or cotton threads.
A plated-silk hose can be bought for a
very little more than lisle thread, and
is in no way better.
Spun-silk stockings are made from pure silk thread of
inferior quality and short length, spun
together, but not twisted. The stockings
is

all

silk.

made

of this, therefore, are thinner and
do not wear so well as those made of
the twisted silk thread, which cost considerably more, but will wear three
Spun silk stockings
times as long.
cost from seventy-five cents to three
dollars a pair, twisted-silk from one
dollar and a half to five dollars a pair.
Cheap shoes are like cheap gloves,
alluring but delusive.
By cheap shoes
is meant a high kid boot that
sells for less

Those sold

than

five

dollars.

for less than this are not

only apt to be made of poor or unequal
leather, but are also shaped on a last
that has little conformity to the shape
It is a great pity to put
of the foot.
upon these much-used and important

;

Boots, S/iocs,
well

as

as

members

beautiful

of the

body the affront of compelling them to
do efficient work under the most imposNo wonder the resible conditions.
bellion comes in the shape of corns
and blisters and bunions and ingrowing
It ought to be logically clear
nails.
that the shoe should be

made

for the

and not the foot for the shoe and
yet let any interested person take the
ordinary priced shoe, put it on a piece
of paper, draw a line around it, and
then draw over it the outline of the unfoot

;

dressed foot bearing the weight of the
body, and note the difference. It is a
fact, better known to physicians than to
the sufferers themselves, that diseases

from badly fitting
shoes are a source of spinal sensitiveof the feet resulting

ness and irritation, often resulting in

A

nervous prostration.

really well-fit-

ting shoe should be quite as broad in
is when it bears the
weight of the body a trifle longer than
the foot should be straight in the inner line and not incurved toward the
toe, as most shoes are should fit snugly
at the heel and ankle, and have moderately low heels.
It is clear from this
that the best boot in which to clothe
the foot is one made for the foot itself

the sole as the foot

;

;

;

for feet are as individual as the

may not be
one who has tried

of the feet.

cept to

It

owners

so clear, exit,

that this

most economical thing. One
pair of custom-made shoes will outlast
two pairs of ready-made ones. The
writer has proven this many times in
is

also the

her

own

experience.

The

best boot-

makers charge nine dollars for a pair

of

ordinary lace or button kid shoes of the
best quality, and" six or seven dollars
In buying ready-made
shoes the most expensive ones are of

for low shoes.

soft

French

wear dongola kid
is

These
For heavier

kid, hand-turned.

cost from six to ten dollars.

admirable, as

in
it

wears exceedingly

bright or dull finish
is

soft,

well.

smooth, and
Such boots

and

Slippers.
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as these cost from five to nine dollars.

may be

Street boots

either square-toed

more be-

or pointed, the former being

coming

broad feet and easier on sensitive ones.
If a pointed toe is chosen
the boot should be half an inch longer
than the foot. Patent leather is not a
to

good choice

warm

in

for street boots, as

summer and cracks

it

is

in winter.

House shoes and dress shoes may be

of

kid or patent leather with ^moderately

Very dainty shoes of this
kind cost from four dollars upward.
high heels.

Slippers in kid, bronzed or black,
in

suede

in

various

colors,

and

may be

bought from two dollars upward. Those
with French heels for dancing cost

somewhat more. Satin slippers cost
almost twice as much as the kid ones,
and are usually chosen to match the
A woman with a large foot
dress.
should never wear a white or very light
shoe or slipper, as the apparent size of
the foot

is

greatly increased thereby.

Russet shoes are cool, soft, serviceable,
and especially pretty when worn with
summer gowns. They are made of

many different kinds of leather, the
cheaper varieties of which are not to
be recommended. A good russet shoe
will cost four dollars, and the best one
seven.
A few russet boots are made,
but are much less in favor than the low
Tennis shoes with rubber soles
shoes.
cost from two dollars and a half up.
There is nothing so good for those who
go in for athletics and who walk or
climb as fine French calfskin shoes,
hand-made, with extension soles. These
will cost about the same as kid boots
and are best made to order. There are
people who say, and who sincerely believe, that they cannot wear the common-sense shoe. This is because the
shoe does not

fit,

usually in the heel,

and allows the foot

to slip, inevitably

causing callous spots and
correctly fitting

always tolerable.

corns.

common-sense shoe

A
is

;
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— the

Furs.

Eureka

chinchilla,

which

very

is

expensive, and the Bolivian chinchilla,

Since furs are expensive things to
buy, whenever one buys them, it is best
for people of limited means to make
these occasions as few and as far be-

tween as possible. This is to be done
going without
in either of two ways
furs, or buying thoroughly good furs
when one does buy. Among good

—

furs the following are to

be

named

:

Sealskin, Russian sable, otter, beaver,

ermine,
chinchilla,
mink, astrakan,
Alaska sable, brown marten, and blue
There are others known to the
fox.
trade as " fancy furs," which are fairly
good and fairly durable, but the only
value of which
the passing
able

life

that of the caprice of

is

moment. Since the fashion-

of these

is

always short lived,

they are not to be recommended as economical purchases. The purchase of a
sealskin cloak has been treated in

another part of this article. The prices
of this garment vary from year to year,
with a steady upward tendency. It is
safe to say that probably never again
will it be possible to buy a thoroughly

good sealskin cloak in half length for
Muffs
less than three hundred dollars.
cost from twenty-five to fifty dollars
capes from seventy-five to three hundred
small collars from sixty-five to
one hundred and twenty-five and oneinch bands of seal cost from one dollar
and a half to three and a half a yard
;

;

;

doubling the width doubles the price.
Russian sable, which is not so black as
its

name would

costly of furs.

indicate,

Muffs

is

the most

in this fur cost

from one hundred to five hundred dollars, and the collars from five hundred
up to a thousand a single little tippet,
just large enough to clasp the throat,
may be bought from one hundred to
three hundred dollars. Bands of fur two
inches wide cost sixty dollars, and can be
bought as high as four hundred dollars a
yard. There are two kinds of chinchilla

which

much

less costly.
Muffs and
former cost from one hundred dollars each up to three times that,
and the bands for trimming cost twelve
dollars a yard and upward.
Muffs of
the latter can be had for twenty-five
dollars and collars for one hundred, the
bands costing half the price of the other
Ermine bands cost three dolvariety.
lars a yard if they are one inch wide
doubling the width doubles the price
Ermine muffs can be bought
exactly.
from twenty-five dollars upward, and
large collars from forty to one hundred
Astrakan also comes in two
dollars.
Astrakan and Persian lamb.
varieties
is

collars of the

;

—

The

finest

skins of the Persian lamb

are those of the still-born lamb
is,

the

that

;

lamb taken from the mother

before birth

;

these are

naturally ex-

and soft, but not durable.
Astrakan in narrow bands costs from
one dollar to two dollars a yard, and
the muffs from five to ten dollars
the
quisitely fine

;

capes costing twenty-five dollars upward, according to size. Persian lamb
bands cost a trifle more than the astrakan
the muffs costing from six to
;

thirty dollars, the collars correspond-

Narrow bands of the short, thick,
dark-brown fur of the mink, which is
excellent to wear and very becoming
to brown-haired women, can be bought
for from two to six dollars a yard.
Mink muffs cost from twenty-five to
forty dollars, and capes from thirty to
two hundred, according to quality and
size.
Alaskan sable costs from two
to ten dollars a yard, and the muffs
from ten to twenty dollars.
ing.

;

Mourning.
It is

fortunate that the regulations

regarding the wearing of mourning are
not so strictly observed of late years.
To people of taste the extravagant
observance of the period of sorrow,

The Wearing of Mourning.

The

manifested in the outer
always been questionable.

especially as

garb,

has

Simplicity

in

mourning

is,

above

all

than is necessary or essential, since
crape is both costly and very easily
ruined by dampness or dust.
Black and white is much in use at
present for second mourning, and grays,
purples, and lilacs are worn just before

resumed

at the

end of the

third year.

deep mourning for
one year the crape can
be left off the second year, and if black
is worn the third year it can be considerably lightened by black and gray.
The length of time for a mother to
wear black for her children varies somewhat according to the age of the child
if the children are grown up it will be
from two to three years if younger, a
Children wear

their parents

;

;

;

shorter period of time.

and

fifty cents,

silk

grenadine veils from seven dollars upward. The crape veils, although heavy
to wear, are usually chosen by widows
and mothers for the first period of
mourning. The nun's veiling veils are
'

mourning prescribed for widows is
two years of deep mourning, in which the
only wear is woollen stuffs and crape.
After that, mourning silks, grenadines,
and other dull - finished cloths may replace the wool, and a nun's veiling veil
may replace the crape. The widow
may wear the white cap and the muslin
collars and cuffs as she chooses, though
the white ruche in the bonnet is wellnigh obligatory. During these first
two years the only decoration permitted
on her woollen dress is crape, and this
is apt to be put on in greater quantities
of

colors are

from

soft veils of nun's veiling cost

three dollars and

The period

things, to be considered.
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Children gen-

wear mourning for their grandparents for one year.
Black Henrietta cloth is worn for
first mourning, and costs from one dollar and tw^enty-five cents a yard to four
and five dollars. Black nun's veiling
comes from one dollar a yard upward
all-silk grenadines from one dollar and
a quarter upward, and mourning silks
erally

lighter in weight,

more

graceful.

more

When

and
thrown

healthful,

the veil

is

back a face veil of plain net or tulle is
worn, sometimes with a narrow crape
border.

A

small crape or nun's veiling

bonnet is worn under the veil. Black
felt and straw hats are first trimmed
with crape, and later with dull-finished
ribbons, to which can be added any appropriate decoration in the
feathers,

flowers,

and

way

dull

of black

jet.

The

black flowers are designed especially
for

trimming

summer

hats.

They

should always be of good quality, and
can be bought from seventy-five cents
a bunch upward.
Four-buttoned black
kid gloves can be had from one dollar
and a half upward. In black gloves it
is a great mistake not to buy the good
quality, as the cheaper ones are affected
by the dye and do not wear well. Undressed kid gloves cost from one dollar
and fifty cents to two dollars and a half.
They are soft and pleasant to wear, but
are not so durable as the dressed kid.
All black kid gloves are liable to crack
in

summer, and black

silk

gloves are

often substituted for this reason.

They

cost from seventy-five cents a pair upIt is in better taste in selecting
black - bordered handkerchiefs not to

w^ard.

choose those with too deep borders.
Half an inch is as wide as the border
need ever be, and the narrower edge is
quite as suitable, even for the first
months of mourning.

;

English crape in the
the same.
proper width for veils comes from three

for

dollars

and a

half to ten dollars a yard.

Accessories.

When

comes

to certain accessories
notably handkerchiefs,
every American woman has cause to

of

the

it

toilet,

Dress from a Practical Staiidpoiut.
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regret that she was not born in Paris.

The French handkerchiefs

are so su-

perior in texture, in ornamentation, and so maddeningly cheap in comparison.
In Paris,

Handkerchiefs.

.

,

,

than two dollars a dozen, and
one considers that they are
neither in good taste nor durable in
wear, it is well to ask oneself if it is
less

when

not better to buy instead half a dozen
plain, hem-stitched handker-

exquisitely fine linen cambric, with an

medium,

wrought sprays of
had for four or five
francs, a trifle more than the plain
These
linen handkerchiefs cost here.
latter are to be bought, as most women know, in the shops in all our towns
for from twenty-five to fifty cents.

chiefs

initial

or

finely

flowers, are to be

hem

Sheer

linen

chiefs

come from

stitched

-

thirty-five cents

a dollar and a half each.
slight

reduction

are bought by the

handker-

There

is

to

a

:

quality.

It

is

year at least.
handkerchiefs,
ors

or

usually of a flimsy cot-

ton muslin with enough dressing in it
to give it a linen finish, which disappears in its first washing. It is also
usually heavily decorated with the
cheapest and coarsest kind of machine
embroidery, which one or two laundryings show to be innately depraved
with all kinds of ravelled-out attachments.

These are seldom

to be

bought for

white,

much

same

price,

which are

A

mended.

The so-called fancy
made of chift'on in coland

embroidered with

are also not to be recom-

silk,

handkerchief

is for use
unobtrusive
use, and its adoption as an ornament
for the toilet is not to be sanctioned
by the canons of good dressing or

and

primarily,

when handkerchiefs
dozen.
The French good

hand-embroidered linen handkerchiefs
cost from two dollars apiece up to
twelve dollars. This is in New York,
be it understood, and not in Paris.
Machine embroidered handkerchiefs
come from twenty - five cents to a
dollar apiece.
Colored bordered and
mourning handkerchiefs come from
twenty-five
cents
to
two dollars
each
but these, except in the latter
case, are happily no longer in fashion.
Perhaps it may be well to say something here about the well-known
bargain counter " handkerchiefs, which
appear at intervals in many of our
shops to lure women away from their
good taste and sound convictions by
a sudden temptation.
The bargain
counter handkerchief is seldom of
linen, and then only of the coarsest

for the

certain to give one durable wear for a

taste.

certainly

The more

delicate

it is

in

and color, the less suitable it is
for the purpose for which it was infabric

tended.

Twilled

silk

umbrellas of

fair quality

bought for two dollars.
Thcsc
are usually of the
Umbrellas and
parasols.
Gloria silk, which has a

are

to

be

mixture of cotton with the silk, but
which wears the better on that account, although it is not so convenient
to handle as the pure silk, which is
lighter and less bulky.
A very good
pure silk umbrella may be bought for
from three to six dollars where the
;

higher than this the value is
usually to be found in the handle, and
not in the quality of the silk. Twilled
silk wears better than the taffeta, although the latter, because they wrap
more closely, are considered more desirable.
The finest umbrellas, both in
taffeta and twilled, have the selvedge
price

is

edge instead of the hem, and many of
steel rod in place of the
Parasols vary in price
as much as hats do, and there is as
great art in choosing a becoming parasol as in choosing a becoming hat.
Silk parasols in dark or light colors
may be found at two dollars and a half,
and from this up to as much as one

them have the
wooden stick.

—
The Bewitching
wishes to pay.
heavy gros - grain

A

good

silk

parasol

of

;

quality,

;

caution

here

just

against

Fancy parasols

of lace or

are pretty and cool for country

silk.

A

lined parasol

especially

if

the

lining

to

the

is

face,

be of red or

pink, than a plain parasol.

Judicious-

managed, the parasol may be made
one of the most helpful adjuncts to a
becoming toilet, and may set off the
face to greater advantage even than
ly

the hat.

Contrary to the advice of physicians
and oculists, contrary perhaps to their
own convictions of what is well
Veils.

.

them, women continue to
wear the veil as an essential part of the
toilet.
The reasons for this are two
,

for

and

sufficient.

A

veil is

becoming and

keeps the hair in order. It is to be
hoped, therefore, fashion will allow their
use for many years to come.
Within
the last few years the Russian net has
appeared in the market in large quantities.
This is a very fine silk thread

woven

open work
patterns.
It comes in every color and
many prices, ranging from twenty-five
in a large variety of

fortably around a hat, and three-eighths
five-eighths

to

tulles

for

bonnet.

a

and net come

Plain

colors and

in all

are always pleasant to wear, and better
for the eyes than the coarser meshes.

These cost twenty-five cents a yard and

use, but are not so restful to the eye as

much more becoming

the surface.
They are to be found in
double and single widths. Of the single width it takes one yard to go com-

are three-quarters of a yard wide, so

decorated with anything elaborate, have no place in the
city except in a carriage, and only the
most occasional and ceremonious use
anywhere else. If a woman can afford
to buy but one parasol a year, let her
never choose any of these dainty conParasols of white and ecru
fections.

one of darker

large dots scattered at intervals over

may be

chiffon, or those

silk

and a half a yard.
have small or

a dollar

of these patterns

im-

the

proper use of fancy parasols
of service.

cents to

may be bought Many

fancy silks in good
sometimes with borders of lace
or insertion, may be had for about the
same price. When one comes to the
lace-covered and chiffon parasols, there
is no limit to the price one may pay.
The cheap lace parasol is a purchase
sure to be regretted
one that is not
cheap may easily cost a fortune. A

for five dollars
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Veil.

that one yard cut in two

make two

will

A

veils.

lengthwise
heavier

silk

found for travelling, or
as a protection to the skin from wind or
sun this costs about fifty cents a yard.
There are always lace veils to be found
ready-made and with designs specially
suited to their shape.
These cost from
one dollar upward, and often wear better than the veilings which come in the
piece.
The attempts to revive the veil
of
Brussels net,
hand - wrought in
sprigged designs, so much worn by our
grandmothers, has happily been a failure.
It was entirely unbecoming and
inartistic.
Quite as much care is to be
bestowed upon the selection of a veil as
upon any other part of the costume.
Women who have dark hair and eyes
and a bright color, can wear veils with
the dots larger and nearer together.
Dark women who have clear skins, also
veiling

is

to be

;

look well in white

who

has not so

hair

and

veils,

much

while a

light eyes, generally looks bet-

ter in a black veil with a fine

White

small dots far apart.
to

make

woman

color and has fair

mesh and
veils

the skin look fairer.

bination

that

pretty and

is

specially becoming,

is

A

tend

com-

usually

a fine white veil

with small black dots not too near toA brown blonde is very apt to

gether.

look especially well in a brown veil a
lighter than the color of her hair.

little

A

dark-blue veil makes the skin look

clear

and

fair.

A

gray

veil,

except

Dress froju a Practical Standpoint.
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where a woman has much color, makes
wan and ghastly. A
red veil makes anybody but a very
the wearer look
pale

woman

look like a boiled lobster.

four-button suede gloves (by which

is

meant the undressed kid), the prices
range from one dollar and a half to
two dollars.
Twenty-button length

Modern Russian Fan.

Most

of the gloves sold in the United

mousquetaire,

in

suede,

are

be
Four-

to

States are imported from France and

bought for about four

England, although there are
some manufactured in America
that are quite as good, and which cost
Many
as much as the imported ones.
gloves are not kid at all, but are made
of goat, lamb, chamois, or even dog-

button glace, or dressed kid gloves, in
all shades, cost from one dollar and a
quarter to one dollar and a half. The
latter will outlast two pairs of a cheaper
quality.
There are inexpensive gloves,
however, that are fairly good and often

dollars.

A Decorative Fancy.

skin.
These are not so fine as kid,
but are often well made and very useful.
The prices of the best gloves are
high, but they wear proportionally well,

wear

and are worth the money asked.

are

For

well.

Dog-skin gloves are very

serviceable for winter wear, and

cost

from one dollar to two and a quarter a
pair.
Those for a dollar and a quarter
very

serviceable.

The

Biarritz

Gloves
glove, which

is

a'mousquetaire glove,

and Fans.

in

six-button lengths, without the opening

may

be bought for eightyThese are strong
and loose fitting, and are especially comfortable to wear in
travelling, shopping, and warm
weather. Occasionally very good
gloves can be bought at bargain

at the wrist,
five
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sion to wear evening gloves.

From

ten

twenty cents a pair is asked for
cleaning gloves at a good scourer's,
to

cents.

than the regular
but in the mass of cases
the gloves are inferior in qualsales for less

price

ity

;

and irregular

in

make.

more economical to pay
a high price for pearl and white
It is

and very pale-tinted gloves than
for the medium shades, which
soil just as quickly and which
show every attempt at cleaning them.
A light evening glove, if cleaned carefully, can be renewed half a dozen
times,

although each time

it

will soil

more quickly than the time before. It
is really better to buy for such a purpose a well-made glove that will keep
its shape and not break, and clean it
frequently, than to buy a fresh pair of

cheap gloves every time one has occa-

Carved

ivory Guards.

This may be done at home by using
naphtha and washing the glove carefully, stretching it out afterward and
rubbing it with a soft flannel. Many
A
of the large shops mend gloves.
braided skein of assorted colors of fine
cotton (which is much better than silk
for mending gloves) can be had at most
of the shops.

The

Modern Lace Fan,

fan has been the intimate and

Dress froui a Practical Standpoint.
confidante of

woman ever since women Fans of this kind may cost five cents or
To it has she whis- they may cost two dollars, at which

and fans began.

pered her hopes behind it she
it has
has shielded her blushes
been her sceptre of royalty and the
;

;

Fan Painted

interpreter of her mood.
that

many

a

woman

in

No wonder

collects fgjis as a

!

unlike

all

—

Gaul,

may be

divided

two kinds the fan for day usage
and the evening fan. Now, it is clear
that the fan designed for day use is preeminently the useful fan, and not designed as an adjunct to the toilet. The
fan with the single purpose of use must
be substantially made. Its framework
into

be of bamboo or
some other light wood. The covering
of this frame may be of parchment or
of cloth, decorated or not, but the
charming Japanese decorations add
should,

are

and most

to be

found the quaintest

artistic designs,

making the

enough

for evening

fan almost dainty

the Manner of Watteau.

hobby and loves them as she does her
next of kin, or that the average woman
shopper allows her eyes to fall longingly,
even enviously, on the exquisite fans in
the shops
If a woman, however, may
not look upon fans with the eye of the
collector or the favor of a lover, but
only with a view to finding what will
best supply her various needs at the
least possible outlay, she will find that
all fans,

price

therefore,

greatly to the interest and the beauty.

wear, a'nd

many

much more

satisfactory than

that are bought for that purpose.

Parchment fans are

really to be

ferred to cloth ones, as being

and more susceptible

pre-

lighter

appropriate

of

decoration, as well as less

expensive.

Such fans as these are useful

for house

or street, for travelling, church, and the
theatre, unless one

in

is

evening

toilet.

These may
be of the simplest or the most elaboTo the latrate and expensive kinds.

Now,

ter

as to evening fans

kind belong those

:

in

mother-of-

pearl and enamel, and gold and silver,

and ivory and tortoise, enriched often
with jewels and covered with lace that
might have fallen across the wrists of
Titania, or of royal plumes, or painted

by masterly hands.
these

are

the

Such treasures as

single

purchases of a

from a
more fortunate ancestor, and are not to
lifetime, or the rare inheritance

be found in the ordinary shops. What
one may find there, however, is an
evening fan that is delightful in quality and
only moderately expensive.

Jeivclry^ Genuine

and

Imitation.
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Empire

Such an one is an ostrich feather fan.
cheap feather fan is not a judicious
purchase. By this is meant fans of in-

painted

ferior or imitation ostrich tips, of quills

with spangles instead of painting,

painted or plain, of marabout, or of
any of the fancy combinations costing

be had for half that sum. Lace fans
may be bought either in black or white,
in a lace that looks like Chantilly, for
from five dollars upward. Point lace

A

from one to five dollars. These are
fragile and do not bear service or
Moreover, they look cheap,
cleaning.
which is not in their favor. A really
good ostrich feather fan costs from fifteen to fifty dollars, and even more, if
in some specially exit be mounted
Such a fan as this is a
pensive way.
good investment, as it is always handsome and will last a lifetime. Rather
than buy a cheap feather fan for evening, buy a gauze one, or one of silk or
satin in light color and decorated with

silk

in

inlaid violet-wood sticks,

for

two

dollars,

form, with
can be bought

and much the same

duch esse lace " tans cost from
Such a fan as
this should only be carried by a married woman.
Light fans are specially
the perquisites of girls and young womand

thirty dollars utrwanL

en.

Elderly

women

find

dark fans,

especially those of ostrich feathers in

black or natural colors, most suitable,

There
that no

is

a tradition

gentlewoman
or

among women
will

wear cheap
That

jewelry.

imitation

fewelry.

a spray of
decoration,

flowers.

In choosing

remember

-

painting,"

in

"

did

very well

for

the

days

is

prior to the wonderful art of the gold-

the shops

smith and artificer in metals and
enamels, resulting in a wealth of exquisite and artistic reproductions, as

that

spoken of so reverently
as " hand

the

what

fan,

may

may be

desper-

bad as well as fairly good. An
unambitious bit, as a spray of flowers

ately

well as in original designs in cheaper

Modern Black Lace Fan.

well

done,

is

better

than

court scene, painted a great
Watteau and Vernis Martin.

a

whole

way

after

An

artis-

and serviceable fan need not be expensive.
A charming one in handtic

mediums, which leave nothing to be
This statement is

desired except cost.

not to be taken as under-estimating
the real value of beautiful gems and
rare

confections

in

precious

metals,
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collar

necklace

stones

as

all

the

gamut

about

costs
lars.

these,

such
running

of

of

color,

eighty

What woman,

dol-

with a

proper standard of values,
would cavil at this because
it did not cost a hundred
times as much, which it

easily

would

if

it

were

Escurial.

made
countenancing in any way the
It is to be
tawdry and inartistic.
taken only as directed against the mistaken prejudice which condemns a
piece of jewelry simply because it is
cheap, or because it is an imitation.
Many of the imitations to-day have a
or as

artistic value

distinct

Many

their own.
floral

designs

in

of precious stones

?

there are the topazes, pink and
the aquayellow, and beryl, brown

Then

;

pools of deep-green seathe olivine-like emeralds, shot
water
the opalescent
with yellow sunlight
marines,

still

;

;

moonstones the star sapphires, chrysall
oberyl, and the golden carnelian
;

;

of

of the

French

enamel, imitating the real

enamel

and cost-

closely,

ing one-tenth as much, are
quite worthy to be ac-

own

cepted on their
count,
natural

are

Even more
of

many

ac-

charming and

so

the

designs.

true

is

Rose Point Lace.

this

of the

found to-day

in

semi-precious stones
such abundance in the

high -class jewellers, and bearing the
stamp of their thorough approval.
There are amethysts in all their variety
of color

— not

purple alone, but pale

green, yellow, iight pink, and blue

;

a

these and many others are to be found
to-day at a price that makes posses-

them an easy joy. So, too, is
with the reproductions in silver, in

sion of
it

Russian enamel, and even

wroughtand clasps,
and chains and armlets, many of which
iron, of antiques in buckles

Duchesse Lace.

in

—
The Time and Place for Wearing Jewels.
works of

are as genuine
originals.

many

art as

the

and

All these are cheap,

in

cases are justly to be called imi-

23S

evident that imitation jewelry and
cheap jewelry may and do have a distinct value and usefulness, and that a
It is

Valenciennes.

tations, yet their artistic value

Such

within the province of young

whom

is

high.

these are peculiarly

as

articles

girls, to

gems at once
makes them prohibited, and whose most
the value of real

appropriate ornaments are such as are
simple and dainty, and artistic and inexpensive.

And

further, as

to

those

gentlewoman may not infrequently
wear both without reproach. The artistic value, and not the money one,
is

the

ting

the
"

first

mind.

maxim

thought of the discriminaLet us agree to amend
to-day, so that

No gentlewoman

tation

jewelry."

will

A

it

will

read

:

wear cheap imicheap

imitation

must necessarily be a vulgar one, and vulgarity, we
can all agree, is decrying.
Perhaps it is hardly necessary to say that the wearing of jewelry on the street,
other than the necessary
adjuncts to one's toilet, is

wholly

inadmissible.

well-dressed

A

woman wears

a brooch or fancy pin to

Point de Genes.

the neck of her
and an appropriate clasp
or chain, but no bracelets, no ear-rings,
no dangling things of any kind. For
full dress, she may wear jewels on her
throat, arms, bosom, and hair, if she
likes, but only then.
It is a good thing
to have these possessions, but meantime the silver and enamel ornaments
fasten

gems
own

that are not even genuine of their
kind,

are

as

the

semi - precious

stones, but are distinctly imitations

even these are not to be despised. If
the shimmering translucence of a natural pearl be valued at thousands of
dollars, shall we argue for no value
whatever in the shimmering translucence of an artificial pearl,
which none but the most
skilful

expert

is

dress, a watch,

able to

discriminate from the real

one

?

that

It

many

is

well

known

of the magnifPoint de Genes.

icent jewels of the nobility

and of royalty never

away

and the semi-precious stones are not to

the family safes, and are replaced

be despised.
What has been said elsewhere of the
value of imitation and cheap jewelry,

see the sunlight, but are locked
in

by imitations so skilful that even their
owners cannot detect the difference.
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There

applies as well to laces.

denying the value of
us, in all

^

is

value of certain imitations.

most commonly found

laces

no

but let
candor, also admit the
real lace,

in

The
the

duchesse alone. Thread laces cost from
two to one hundred dollars a yard,
either in black or white.
Valenciennes
is

a

beautiful

pillow

lace,

especially

suited for the decoration of fine linen.
It

comes

in a

different

great

prices,

many

costing

from tw^enty-five cents a
yard upward.
A good
piece three inches wide
can be bought for two

The

dollars.

imitations of

Valenciennes often called
platte Valenciennes, are

most successful and inexpensive, costing from five

cents a yard for the nar-

rowest widths up to one
Cream

pure
shops, both in real and in imitation, are

point lace, point applique, rose point,

thread

duchesse,

Valenciennes,

lace,

guipure, and chantilly.

All these are

imitated, and

the imita-

tions are to be found also.

Naturally,

successfully

the prices of these laces vary greatly,

even

in the

same

The modern

dollar.
Chantilly.

kinds, with regard to

is

a

heavy black

lace, especially suited to the

guisilk

decoration

and velvets. It ranges
one dollar upward
a
medium w4dth of good quality costing
Chantilly
about five dollars a yard.
of silks, satins,

in

price from

;

is a silk blond lace of great delicacy and beauty. It can be bought
both in black and white. The cost of

lace

approximate to

the intricacy of the pattern, the fine-

the real chantilly lace

ness of the net, the width of the piece,

that of the point.

and many other considerations.
Point lace in very narrow widths,

cessfully, usually in cotton,

is

It is

imitated suc-

and costs

in

imitation from twenty-five cents to five

suitable only for edgings,

can be bought for four or

A

five dollars.

five-inch

width of medium quality
costs twenty-five or thirty
dollars

the

;

rose point about

same width costs eigh-

teen to twenty dollars. In
this,

the rose in the pat-

tern has exquisite raised

Point
can be bought

leaves.

cheaper, a width
on bodices costing
seven dollars.
Duchesse lace
five inches wide costs six or
dollars
duchesse and point comcosts about double the price of

suitable

about
about
seven
bined

applique

much

use

for

;

dollars a yard.

Other good and inex-

pensive laces to be found in all the shops
are torchon, a coarse linen lace, and
Medici, a finer variety.
Both are used

underwear and
Venetian point and point de

principally for trimming
prints.

The Wedding Outfit.

Laces.
genes, imitations

an exquisite old

of

and ecru, are useful for
many purposes, from trimming frocks
Besides these
to edging table-cloths.
there are to be found point
lace in white

mind
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her wardrobe

in selecting

new

place in which her

conditions

the

passed.

she

If

which

in
is

life is
it

— the

to be,
is

to

and
be

to live in a large city

de Paris, an imitation of
Brussels lace

;

the oriental

and the bourdonne,
a black heavy silk lace
laces

used greatly for black
these

All

dresses.

silk

cost

but little, and are artistic
and decorative. In buying
laces,

ber

it is

the

well to

fact

rememPoint de Genes

while

that,

of cotton thread are very serviceable,

black cotton lace

— Net

Top.

made

white and ecru laces
is

sure to fade and

she will need a very different wardrobe

from that necessary

in a small

town

;

The greater so, too, will the size of her visiting list in
that has made per- her new life determine many of her purthe great lace-mak- chases.
Still more will her husband's

grow rusty w4th wearing.
part of the fine lace

manent the work of
ers has been done in white lace for this financial condition, and their choice of
It is real economy, therefore,
reason.
a place in which to live, weigh in
when buying black lace, to pay a higher her selection. Suppose they decide to
price and buy a piece made of silk live in that intermediary purgatory

known

thread.

The glamour

romance which

of

sur-

rounds the entire preparation for the

new
Trousseau.

.

the
practical

life
.

mmd
.

woman,

often
^

of

induces, in
,

even the most

a certain aberration

"

boarding-house," in a
taking their
meals out. She must then reluctantly
give up all thought of the many lighttinted and softly-draped neglige gowns,
so becoming to a woman in the privacy
a

as

or

hotel,

in

lodgings,

Venetian Point.

of

judgment which leads her

her trousseau with

to choose

reference

to

her

of

her

own home, and

husband has a circle of
income which per-

taste rather than to her actual needs.

Or,

Two

friends, but not an

facts she

must keep constantly

in

so wholly un-

suited to hotel or boarding-house wear,
if

her
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mits that greatest of luxuries in a large

—a

gowns must of
necessity be chosen with some reference to the possibility of wearing them
city

carriage, her

represent only
list

a

may be

may be

and
able

down somewhat.

it

The

The

qualities.

judicious pruning

little

to cut

medium

indefinitely extended,

gowns include
estimates for making, of from fifteen
•

prices given for

dollars to twenty dollars a
silk linings in

ton linings in others

satin,

lo

....

One tailor gown and jacket,
One handsome visiting gown
One

$ioo

.

veil,

and

of

50

reception gown, high neck and long
sleeves,

50
half

sleeves,

50

...

One ball gown, chiffon and silk,
One house gown, Empire, if becoming
One neglige,
One bath robe,

Two
Two

.

5

fancy silk waists,

20

dressing sacques, one silk and one

Eight

in public

for

Bridesmaid.

conveyances, and her evening

in place for

outdoor wear

in

fare.

Such,

crowded
for

city's

example,

the

pretty chiffon or elaborately decorated
parasols often seen on the streets in

small towns, but only carried in

New

York by those in carriages.
The following trousseau has been arranged as appropriate for a young
woman in moderate circumstances who
is

to live

among

after marriage in a city,

120

silk skirt,

15

6

skirt,

skirts (white),

Four

pairs of silk stockings,

One
One
One
One
One
One
One

thoroughare

bridal set,

8

skirts (white),

pair of kid boots,"
pair of heavy kid boots,
pair of evening slippers,

....
....
....
....

pair of house shoes,

Six pairs of gloves,

small towns, that are utterly inappropriate to the

10

underwear, including one

Two
Two

One
One
One
One

her from head to foot. There is also
a multitude of toilet accessories perfectly

sets of

li doz. handkerchiefs,
Six pairs of cotton stockings,

cloak will be long and dark, covering

50
20
12

flannel,

Gown

75

cloth

silk,

One dinner gown, low neck and

One
One

cot-

:

Wedding gown, cream white
Tulle

gown, with

some cases and good

handsome

5

8

15

4
7

6
5
5

12

hat,

15

evening bonnet,

12

plain hat,

10

long plain coat,

25

handsome wrap,
short jacket,

50
20

evening wrap

35

$835

and

The Care

of Clothes.

a circle of friends neither large

nor small. The articles named are wellnigh indispensable, and the prices given

If half
is

in

the secretof being well dressed

knowing what

to wear, the

other

Care of Clothes.
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half consists in keeping one's clothes in

away

that exquisite daintiness which

ably keep fresh longer than those

and more winning than

is

better

The best

style.

time to take care of one's clothes is on
taking them off, if possible. Cloth
dress skirts should be brushed before
they are hung away, by an open window and with a whisk broom, which is
better for this purpose than a softer
brush.

Silks

and satins are best cleaned

by wiping them with a soft flannel. All
spots should be removed as soon as
with

possible,

detergent.

suitable

a

Grease or dust on wool fabrics that do
not spot are best removed with alcohol
The former does well for
or naphtha.
wool, but naphtha is best for silk and

in

boxes or drawers, prob-

in large

This, however,

a closet.

is

hung

not

al-

ways possible in the case of one's everyday frocks. These, if hung away carefully, the skirt by tapes, and the waists
on the shoulder-frames which are made
for that purpose, will surely not suffer

thereby.

A

frames by
half with
Coats are
the upper

woman once made a
these curved shoulder-

clever

substitute for

winding barrel-hoops cut
strips

of soft

better

in

cheese-cloth.

hung by loops from

(not under) armholes, than

folded in boxes, as their

own weight

is

of silk and wool.
French chalk is also
effective in removing grease, if it is first
mixed with water enough to make a
thick paste, spread on the grease spot,
and left for several days. If the first
application does not remove the spot,
Stains of any
the second usually will.
kind are more difficult to remove.
Sometimes tepid water and ivory soap

delicate

mixtures

Fuller's earth or

will suffice,

with
sing

The

but experiments, especially

ammonia and other strong
agents,
safest

way

is

to send the

to a professional cleanser.

clean-

dangerous.

usually

are

garment

In removing

spots from delicate fabrics, if the color
be affected, sponging with chloroform
will often restore

it.

If

the spot

is

made

by an acid, touch it delicately with
ammonia, which will neutralize the acid.
If an alkali, such as ammonia, soda,
or potash, be the spotting agent, reverse
the former process and touch the spots

with weak acid, such as lemon juice and
water, or vinegar and water, with a soft

Black silk is best cleaned and
renovated by being first rubbed with
a flannel, then saturated with a mixture of strong tea and vinegar, and
ironed while still wet with a very hot
cloth.

iron.

Dresses

carefully

folded

and

laid

Gown
likely to crease

for Bride.

them.

If bags,

fastened

at the top with a draw-string, be

used

to encase these garments, they are al-

most hermetically sealed against dust,
and there is little added danger from
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crushing.
Hats and bonnets should
always be brushed with a soft brush
upon being taken off (a paint brush is excellent), subjected to that dainty digital
manipulation which will restore any
disarrangement of the trimming, and
then kept in a hat-box. If they are
laid on a shelf instead, a cone made of
tissue paper should be slipped like a
sheet over them.
Gloves should never be rolled in a
ball when taken off the hands, nor
should they be laid away if there is the
least suspicion of moisture about them.
Stretch the fingers out carefully, smooth

the body of the glove, straighten the

and then

wrists,

lay

the

glove,

full

box or case. To
clean gloves, nothing is so good as naphtha, with a few teaspoonfuls of ether
added to a quart. Wash the glove in
the fluid, just as you would a pockethandkerchief, then lay it smoothly on a
cloth, and with a soft cloth rub the eslength

if

possible, in a

Then

pecially soiled spots until clean.

give the entire glove a second washing

clean naphtha and

stretching out

again, rub evers'where

until perfectly

in

This

prevent spotting.
If this method be followed exactly, the
results will be as satisfactory as the
work of professionals.
Shoes, to be
kept in good condition, should have a
dr}-.

last

will

little

glycerine or sweet-oil rubbed into

them

occasionally, especially after be-

ing wet.

Care

shoe-dressing

is

in

the selection of a

is

For the

kid.

earlier stages of shabbiness be-

needs to be apnothing is so surprisingly renovating as the white of an egg, applied
with a soft cloth to the leather, after
this has first been wiped free of dust.
If you don't believe this, try it.
Russet leather should never be treated with
anything except the dressing that is to
be found for that purpose in the reliaplied,

may

entrance of moths to the place where
they are packed. The most valuable
aid to the destruction of eggs is gasoline or naphtha.
First brush the garment or whip the furs well, then, with a
tiny sprinkling-pot filled with naphtha,
or a sponge, saturate the garment with
the

fluid.

and

will

It will

not hurt

it

in

any way

effectually prevent the hatch-

ing of any eggs that have been laid
If then the garment is packed
box or trunk which is or can be

therein.
in a

made proof

against the entrance of the

moth-fly, your concern for coats, furs,

—anything treated and packed
— may be at end. This may be

blankets
thus

One effectually secured by
ammo- paper over all cracks

warranted not to crack the

fore a shoe-dressing

satin slippers

:

very necessary.

that contains glycerine and no
nia

Kid and

ble shops.

be cleaned with naphtha, like gloves.
So may the suede shoes, fashionable
not long ago.
Patent leather should
also be treated only with the varnish
sold for the purpose
water causes it
to lose its gloss and damp cracks it.
The writer has found the most convenient and desirable way of keeping shoes
to be in a small open book-case, in the
bedroom, where each pair can be carefully placed on its shelf, and a cretonne
curtain keeps dust out.
Wraps need special care only in the
matter of packing them secure from
moths when not in use. The secret of
packing garments and furs away from
moths lies, first, in exterminating any
signs of eggs from the garment, and
second, in effectually preventing the

pasting cloth or

in the box and
even over the lock and the joining of
lid and box.
If fine laces are kept in a box of
powdered magnesia, which can be
bought ver}' cheaply at the drug-shops,
they will keep clean much longer than
When, howif they are kept in a box.

ever,

it

them,

it

becomes necessary to clean
best to send them to a pro-

is

fessional cleanser's.

done, then

If this

the following

is

cannot be
the

best

How

to

Cleanse Laces

Baste
of doing the work at home
each piece on a bottle covered smoothly
with linen. Beginning at the bottom,
wind the lace around the bottle, basting

way

it

it

:

fast at

both edges to the linen.

Soap
by

well with ivory soap, rinse well

and Jewelry.

borax
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half a teacupful of very soft

in

rinsing in a cup of hot
water in which a black kid glove has
been boiled. Pull out the edges of the
lace until nearly dry and place in a
heavy book for two days to press.
Jewelry should be washed in hot
water in which has been dissolved some
white soap and ammonia, using a mod-

water, then

plunging up and down in a pot of cold
water, and then put it into a pot of
hot water and boil until it is white.
Set in the sun to dry, and if it has been
carefully basted it will need no iron-

a box of sawdust to dry, and the result

ing.

will

Black lace may be renewed by passing it three or four times through a
liquid made by dissolving a teaspoonful
of spirits of wine and a teaspoonful of

settings

II.

section
THIS
women as

is

is

For buckram the wire should be buttonholed

Never use wire a

second time. As it is very inexpensive,
it never pays to use wire that is at all
''kinky," as old wire

is

apt to be.

In

sewing it on a straw hat, a long stitch
sewed through the wire and hat is
used
a small stitch is imbedded in
the straw on the right side of the hat.
16

AT HOME.

feel that

close

the

to

with

edge,

the

stitches about one half an inch apart.

The

wire should always be lapped three

inches where

when used

it

joined.

is

for a finish,

is

Silk wire,

put on with a

blind stitch.
Plain

;

;

also effective in dissolving dirt.

ANNIN LOSEY.

prepared for such
they cannot
afford to pay a milliner her price,
yet do not know how to produce the
By caredesired results themselves.
fully following the directions given
below, any woman should be able to
make a satisfactory hat whether she
can trim it well or not depends upon
her own taste and nimble fingers.
Let me begin with the wiring.
Many people think that the wire counts
for little, but if it is not put on
Wiring-.
properly a hat is often ruined.
The wire should not be tighter than
the hat, because if it is it will cause the
hat to roll under, so as completely to
spoil the shape.

lay in

be satisfactory. Stones in their
may be cleaned by using the
soft and moistened end of a wooden
toothpick m the interstices. Alcohol

— MILLINERY
By BESSIE

Then

erately soft small brush.

folds are always in vogue,

look well on any shape in

They vary
Folds.

and

or straw.

width according

in
r

,

felt

,

1

to the taste of the wearer, but

are never wider than three-quarters of

an

inch

;

when

desired a pattern

width
is

is

anything
is

cut.

one-half inch.

The
The

wider

is

prettiest

material

cut on the bias one inch wide.

It

should be cut a little shorter than the
Draw the
hat and joined in a circle.
two edges together by catching first
under one side, then under the other,
but do not let them lap. It is then
stretched carefully and pinned on the
hat over the wire, which is about a
quarter of an inch from the edge.
Blind-stitch it neatly with the long

Millinery at Home.
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stitch in the fold.

fold

is

desired,

If

more than one

or

from the edge or from the headline.
Cut the material on the bias three
and one-half inches wide and use one
and five-eighths of the

wire around and cut the fold twice the
width. Make the same as for plain fold,

then overhand the edges together over
It is sewed on with
the cord or wire.
a blindstitch, and the hat is not wired.

A

or

milliner's

Making

French fold is cut
on the bias two
inches wide and

made

as

fold.

Turn up

plain

Pin the puff on, arranging the fulness
evenly,
and sew
with a long stitch

backstitch

and

close to the wire, turn over, keeping

the fulness even with that on top and

inch from edge.
extend the puff one inch beyond the edge of the hat, and the fulness can then be arranged with a pretty,
A puff can be made with
soft effect.

and

In buying for
folds always get

Milliner-s Fold Finished.

the material on
the bias.

will

edge on the upper brim.
Cut the material on the
Btnding felt hats.
^
bias two and one -half
the

,

long

,

Sew

inches wide.

,

close to

stitch, stretching the

and making a bias

,

This

the

wire

material slightly

join in

the

will

heading,

back.

over the edge of the hat,
turn under the edge of the material
it

made.

that

in

case,

when

Three-eighths of a yard on the

bias will

make

medium-

a puff for a

sized hat.

These can be made
material, but

of

any pretty,

the fulness

cording

is

soft

varied ac-

weight

to the

Shirred facings.

of
de chine

requires

chiffon twice

material.

twice the

and a half

;

Crepe

fulness

;

Brussels net

three to four times, according to the
size of the hat

quarters.

;

silk

once and three-

They can be made with
simply a heading; in that

it.

Buy the material on the straight.
Lay a corner of it across the front
of the hat.
Smooth and

Plain facing.

stretch

and,

cutting, an extra allowance should be

,

and short back-

stitch

and blindstitch

blindstitch one-half

a

One-eighth of a yard

make two plain folds for a hat of medium size.
Wire the hat about one-half inch

firmly.

ful-

wrong

the

blindstitch.

Draw

length of the hat for

Wire the hat one-half inch from
the edge on the upper side of the brim.
ness.

the lower edge

side about two-thirds of the width

with a

Puff bindings.

Milliner's Fold.

on

from

covering

one requires wire
Measure the cord or

fold

cable cord.

may be made by

a certain portion of the brim, either

is

folds narrower.

For a round

Half facings

better to cut the

it

it

on

until

case cut

fits

Turn under the outer edge

as

many

than the broadest part of
If tucks are
preferred, make an extra allowance for
those from one-half to one inch for
each tuck. The heading may extend
Shirred Facing.

it

them

inches as desired wider
the brim.

about one-quarter of
an inch and blindstitch it over the wire, beyond the edge if desired.
Arrange
which is usually placed your fulness evenly, plait it into the
near the edge of the head-line, turning the plaits toward the
Half Facing — Plain.
hat.
Slash the head- centre of the front, unless it be on a
line and sew in with a long stitch in- perfectly round hat.
side the hat and a short one outside
Always bind the edge of the frame

Covering Hats and Bonnets.
with a narrow strip of crinoline, cut on
this prevents the velvet from

the bias
Covering

;

rubbing on the edge. Cut
,
a paper pattern for your

hats.

under brim, fitting it perfectly if necessary, a few plaits may be put in the
paper and securely pinned. Cut a notch
;

centre

of

for

the

the

front (placing

a pin to correspond

and put
pencil-mark on
to designate the

in the hat)

a
it

right

When

side.

Shirred Hat.

reversed this pattern may be used for the upper brim.
Then cut a pattern for the side crown,
joining it where it will show the least
and marking and notching it the same
as the brim pattern.

The

material,

ing, should

as

the

used only for cover-

be bought on the straight,

One

cuts to better advantage.

it

yard

if

be sufficient for that, but if
same is desired for trimming,
will

buy the material on the bias and allow
from one-quarter to one-half a yard
extra.

Cut

for the

upper brim

first,

laying

the right side of the pattern to the
right side of the goods, the centre of

the front across the corner of the ma-

margin. Cut the
material one-half inch larger than the
terial,

allowing

pattern.

If

a

the material

is

bias, place

the centre of the pattern across

it.

For the lower brim place the wrong
side of the pattern to the right side of

the

material.

In cutting, allow one-

half inch outside

and three-quarters of

an inch at the head-line.
Lay the side-crown pattern in the
same way as under the brim with the
centre of the front across the bias, and
in cutting allow one-half inch more

than the pattern on both sides and at
each end.
Use a corner of the material for
covering the tip of the crown. Place
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the point at the front, bringing the bias

across

the

Sew one-quarter

crown.

inch below the top with a long stitch

and short

backstitch,

to the sewing, as

stretching the

Trim

material as you sew.
it is

it

off close

best not to have

any more material than is necessary
under the side crown.
Adjust your upper brim, slashing it
slightly around the head-line.
Draw
it on smoothly, allowing at least onequarter of an inch to extend beyond
the hat.
Trim this off evenly and turn
over the edge, sewing it with an overand-over stitch to the buckram, not
allowing the stitches to come through
to the upper side.
Sew around the
head-line with a long stitch and backstitch.

The lower brim

is drawn on very
pushing all fulness to the least
conspicuous part of the brim, usually
the back, where a neat blindstitched
"join " is made.
Turn under the outer
edge one-quarter of an inch and blindstitch it to the edge of the hat.
This
is an important piece of work and great
care should be taken that the stitches
do not show or that it does not slip below the edge. Slash the head-line and
sew with a long stitch.

firmly,

The side crown
Draw it on snugly,

is adjusted
last.
turning under the

lower edge about one-half inch.

Turn

the upper edge under one-quarter of an
inch by running a bodkin around it,

then blindstitch where joined.
Very few rules can be given for covering a bonnet, as the styles change each

There are always fancy
squarc-crowned bonnets, which
can be covered the same as the hats,
but without finishing the edges. Use a
quarter of a yard on the bias for a
pretty draped edge.
Hem both edges
of your velvet and shirr them for about
four or five inches in the centre.
This
makes a fulness for the face and the
sides can be drawn back loosely or
Covering
bonnets,

Y^ar.
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plaited, according to

wearer

the taste of the

milliners' folds or ribbon

;

some pretty trimming

the ties and

and allow three-eighths to one-half
yard.
One yard on the bias will make
including the ties, and usubonnet,
a
a

the

making

of jet can be used
It is

to be used in the

little

Jet may enter largely into
A good piece
of a bonnet.

many

times.

often impossible to buy a felt

bonnet that

will

match a gown

exactly.

in

the

case procure a pretty round-

crowned bonnet and cover with
cloth or light-weight

ladies'

Place

felt.

the

corner of the material under the back
the frame and draw all fulness
toward the front. Do not be afraid to
stretch the material and the fulness
of

will

Any

gradually disappear.

may be

ing fulness

remain-

they will be covered with the trimming.
The edge can be bound with velvet
and a pretty braid or jet band added
for a finish, or a full edge can be used
if

preferred.

Lining,

ends to the back of the bonAlso blindstitch the tip across
the back, tacking the sides in place.
Someone has said that to make a
pretty, stylish bow a person must be
a born milliner.
That
Bows and rosettes.
IS not always the case.
We shall grant that there should be
taste for the work, but a great deal
comes with practice.
Use wire with discrimstitch the

net.

.

often

is

con-

sidered to be an unimportant matter

The loops that
stand upright, and ocBow

Front of Hat.

for

;

wide

;

if

;

Buy

marcelline

Three-quarters

of

for

silk

a yard

will

lining.

make

narrow, sep-

and use one of
the small wires of which
the ribbon wire is com-

tips.
Use the mateon the straight a bias lining will
stretch.
Cut it one and a half inch
longer than the head-line and one inch
wider than the deepest part of the
side crown.
Sew through the hat, if
of straw or felt, with a long stitch hold-

Sew

posed.

the

an

If

of velvet,

over - and - over

stitch.

Pretty Striped

Bow.

the ribbon with buttonstitches

about

one inch

apart,

that the stitches do not

The ends
the right side.
should be wired near the edge, with
show on

the stitches close
together. In

;

ing the lining in place.

sew with

wire

through the centre of

four linings and
rial

is

arate

taking care

is

the

very flimsy.
In that case the ribbon may be wired
throughout the whole length. Use ribbon wire, the full width, if the ribbon

hole

yet this

require

that

all

tions.

.

casionally the ends, are

unless the ribbon

wire,

not the case. Always
^.^^ ^ hat or bonnet. There is a
saying that a milliner never lines her
own hat let it prove false in the case
of those who make use of these direc^.ining.

,

ination.

is

wiring,

like

Sew

for a hat.

with an over-and-over stitch, and blind-

where

laid in plaits

a

bonnet linings use the

In cutting

same measurements as

.

In that

Run

edge.

the hat at each corner, or mucilage can
be used very lightly.

bias

allows

hem

narrow piece of ribbon through the
casing thus formed and tie in a very
The tip can be sewed to
small bow.

little

trimming.

up the back and make a quarter-

for

Bonnets, as a rule, require
trimming. Too much trimming produces a top-heavy effect.
For soft crowns use material on the

ally

it

of-an-inch

the front.

very

Seam

for

mak-

ing up your rib-

bon do not
Small

Bow

for

Bonnet.

as

it

tie

it,

requires

more, and the bow is apt to appear
stiff, which is the very thing one wishes
to avoid. Wind your loops with thread
or fine wire, fastening

it

securely and

How

Make

to

Bozus

winding each loop close
the

to

Turn

others.

over the edges of the
ribbon as it is being

wound and
will

bow

the

have a softer and
In plac-

prettier line.
For Side of Hat.

bow upon

ing the

the

and

sary

side of the loop

very

Never

;

if

is

it

in

short lengths

cut on the bias.

al-

it

is

of

service a second time.

little

Rosettes of velvet, cloth, or

against the side of
the hat.
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gether or opposite
each other.
If one intends having ends to a bow, it
is better to start with
an end. Unless ends
Butterfly Bow.
are used do not cut
the ribbon any more than is neces-

hat arrange the high loops so that the
is

Rosettes.

silk are

Other materials, such

low high loops to
stand across the
hat or with the

as crepe de chine^ Brussels net, etc., are

width, as they will

the latter ma-

surely proclaim the

terial,

used on the

For Back of Hat.

much-dreaded

fact

that the hat

home-made.

is

for

Front of Hat.

to be three inches wide, use

is

one yard

the length

bon

length

sufficient to

is

a large

bow

;

in

if

;

if

two inches wide, twentyseven

;

inches

Turn the ends

long.

narrower
ribbon
would require an

half inch, bringing the

extra half yard.

two edges together

making

bow

;

and sew

(see

five

inches

always have an even number of loops of even length each
side of the knot.
Make a long

this

length on

Alsatian

one-

in

shirr into a space of

an

illustration)
Bows.

two and one-

half inches wide, thirty-one inches in

In
Bow

rosette

Two

Shirring for Rosette.

the

if

yards
of four -inch rib-

make

Stylish

Of

straight.

Making Rosette.

ny

a

ti-

circle of crinoline,

two short-

making the centre irregular. A rosette
when made round and round is very

loops,

then

precise looking and does not add to the

another

the

loop,

er

length
first,

of

style of a hat.

should always be small

Heavier material does not require
much length or the rosettes will be
Shirr the matoo full.
terial up tightly and arrange it in shape without
placing the rosette on a

and snug.

foundation.

the

placing the

knot

as
Alsatian

Bov

between

the two smaller loops and drawing

very tightly.

The

''waist" of the

it

bow

Baby - ribbon rosettes Rosette Finished.
bows are
made with an end, two are made by sewing four or five loops
Butterfly

loops of even

length

and another end, the
knot being between
the loops.

Butterfly

Bow.

They

are

arranged as the illustrations show, either
the cuds Standing to-

one time on a strip of wire, continuing the groups and keeping them close
together until the end of the ribbon

at

is

reached.

Roll the wire around, se-

it on the back.
yards are usually needed for one

curely fastening
sette.

Ten
ro-

Dressing on Fixed Sums.
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Mourning hats and bonnets should
always be made simply, but of the best
Mo urn in

Good

material.
p^.

r

,

1

•

taste requires

should be taken that the grain runs all
one way, and when seaming, to sew in
the grain and

11

1

that fashion should not en-

/

N

-

not across

1

Always

ter too largely in this work.

Feathers
should never be used on crape nor jet
on black silk, unless it be dull jet, and
then not in large quantities. Cheap
Light silk
crape soon grows rusty.
and nuns' veiling are frequently used
They are more
instead of crape veils.
comfortable and hygienic.
It is not well for a novice to undertake to work w4th crape. But in case one
must, a few hints may be given. Never
it is always placed on
stretch crape
loosely so that the whales do not separate. The lines of the crape (or whales
as they are properly called), must be
straight when used, as that brings the
goods on the bias. Folds are always
used on crape with a very simple trimming.
Black silk is more easily handled.
It is used very much in the same way
as velvet, allowing a little extra for
;

seams and

fulness, as

stretch more.

it

inclined to

is

In making

III.

it

up care

the bias, unless
for a plain facHemming

Velvet.

ing or covering,

and ahvays

rise

it

thread for sewing
silk

;

on the bias.
Use
never use sewing-

unless

for

shirring.

General hints.

Black pins with round glass
heads should always be
used for pinning work,
as they will not mark
the

material

common
If

like

the

brass pin.
fingers press

the

the velvet wrap a small
piece

the

of

around
which

the

goods
thumb,

will relieve

the

pressure.

Folding Perfect Bias.

To make

a perfect

bias, fold the material so that the cut

edge

is

even with the

selvage,

there will be a perfect triangle.

FIXED SUMS.

FRANCES BACON PAINE.

Estimate for Dressing on $500 a Year.

6 pairs lisle-thread stockings at

Boots, Shoes, Etc.

2 pairs black silk stockings at

$3 00
pair boots,

I

pair boots

6 GO

I

pair russet low shoes,

3-

I

pair patent low shoes,

I

pair slippers,

3-50

I

pair arctics,

1.50

.

3.00

$1.50,

$8.00

I

4 winter underskirts at $1.25,
5 summer-silk vests at 90 cents,

50

5.00
.

5

3

winter

underdrawers

at

2.25

6 white drawers at 68 cents,

$29.50

weight) at 50 cents,

....

4 nightgowns

at $1,50,

.

3 flannel petticoats at $1.25,

$3.00

00

75

.50

6 pairs cotton stockings (winter

3.60
2.50

4-50
2,00

Underwear.

buy

the material on

— DRESSING ON
By

it.

4 underwaists
2 underwaists

4.0S

.

.

.

3.00

at 75 cents.
at $1.25,

6.00
3-75

.

.

.

.

2.50

and

Dressing on $2^0 or $^00 a Year.
Coats, Etc.

$5,00

4 white skirts at $1.25,
2 white skirts at $1.98,

3-96

$55-14

Winter

'

.

yards

8

material

Dresses.

winter coat,

I

summer

I

evening wrap,

I

water-proof cloak,

linings for same,

I

best winter hat

I

winter hat (made at home),

lining for same,

I

bonnet (made at home),

7.00

.

I

8 yards material for

house dress
I

8.00

at $1.00,

same

of

woman
Linings,

(3

days

I

by sewing-

at $2.00),

12

linings, etc.,

.

.

.

.

.

light

evening

4.00

.

.

5,00

.

4. 00

,

$35.00

18.00

I

umbrella,

5.00

I

parasol,

$5.00
3.50

16.00

12 hemstitched handkerchiefs at

18.00

6 handkerchiefs at 50 cents,

16.00

Veiling,

3.00

25 cents,

8.00

etc.,

4.00
8.00

Sundries.

silk at

$1.50,

Making,
Trimmings,

$10.00
.

summer hat,
summer hat (made at home),
summer bonnet (made at home)

6.00

.

of same,

yards

6.00

.

best

2.00

12 yards dark silk at $1.50,

Making

.

etc.,

Trimming,

.

.

$54.00

5.00

Making

20.00
.

Hats and Bonnets.

17.00

.

$1.00,

Making and

12.00

coat,

.... $12.00

yards fancy silk for waist at

5

$16.00

I

at $1.50 (for

winter street dress),

Making and

247

$138.00

.

.

3.00

4.00
2.50

1

best fan,

I

paper fan,

75

2 pairs long evening gloves at

Summer Dresses.
2 shirt-waists at $1.50,
5

yards wash
at

.

.

.

silk for shirt-waist

60 cents,

Making

$1.75,
3 pairs walking gloves at $1. 50,
3 pairs suede gloves at $1.50,

$3-00

of same,

.

...

6 pairs summer gloves,

3.00

.

3.50
50

4.

4.50
8.00

2.50

$42.25

12.00

$505-39

8 yards material for spring cos-

tume

at $1.50,

Making and
3

1-2

linings for same,

18.00

.

yards material for plain

Estimate for Dressing on $250 a Year.

skirt at $1.00,

Making

3-50
2.00

home,

at

Lining,
10 yards percale at 25 cents,
Embroidery for same,

.

....

Making for same (2 days at home)
10 yards gingham at 30 cents,
.

Embroidery or ribbon

Making

for same,

days at home),
10 yards muslin at 50 cents,

.

home),

.

.

.

.

Making and

pair slippers,

2.00

1.50

I

pair rubbers,

50

.

.

Trimming,

6 pairs cotton stockings,

2.00

6 pairs lisle-thread stockings at 35

.

.

.

$2.00
2.10

cents,

5.00

3 winter undershirts at $1.00,

6.00

4

summer

I

pair corsets

2.50

1

pair corsets,

1.75

shirts at 50 cents,

.

.

.

3 winter underdrawers at 50 cents,

4 pairs drawers at 50 cents,

18.00

2 flannel skirts at $1.00,

10.00

4 underwaists at 50 cents,
4 white skirts at 98 cents,

18.00

4 nightgowns at $1.25,

.

.

3.00
2. 00

.

.

i 50
2.00

2.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.00
3.92

5.00

6.00

10 yards Scotch

flannel at

29.77
8 yards material at $1 50 (for win-

40

cents,

Making same

4.00

$16.50

3.00

10 yards light fancy material for
.

.

4.00

12.50

evening wear at $1.00,
Making and linings for same,

$10.00

I

4.00

linings for same,

.

2.50

10 yards foulard or fancy silk at
$1.25

.

pair patent-leather low shoes

at

.

.

I

4.00

(2

Lace and ribbon for same,
Making for same (2 days

2 pairs boots at $5.00,

00

1.

.

4.00
(3

days at home),

.

$12.00

ter dress),

Making

6.00

$151-50

of

same

days at $2.00),

(at

home,

3

....

6.00

Dressmaking at Home.
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Lining,

of

same

6.00
(2

days at $2.00),

.

.

.

.

.

18.00

4.00

.

.

8 yards material (spring

.

.

10.00

winter coat,

I

summer

I

evening wrap (made at home),

12.00

I

winter hat,

$8.00

I

winter hat (made at home),

I

bonnet (made at home),

$3.00

10.00

coat,

I

summer
summer

I

bonnet (made at home),

I

12.00

Linings,

2.00

Making

6.00

.

3.00

.

3.00

.

6.00

hat,

hat (made at home),
.

5.00

.

3.00

.

26.00

of same (3 days at home),
31-2 yards material at 75 cents
(for plain skirt),

$16.00

I

38.00

costume)

at $1.50,

4.00

.

6.00

$69.50
2 shirt-waists at $1.50,

.

$7.50
4.00
$58.77

1.50

12 yards silk at $1.50,

.

4.00

Linings, etc.,

Trimmings and linings,
Making of same (3 days at home),
For making over evening dress
on hand,

.

.

....

Trimming and Hning,
Making (2 days at home),

house dress

at 75 cents,

Making

10 yards silk at 75 cents,

$2.00

etc.,

8 yards material for

....

2.62

I

umbrella,

1

parasol,

$4.00
2.00

Lining,

i.oo

12 handkerchiefs at 25 cents,

10 yards percale at 12 1-2 cents,

1.25

2

Embroidery,
Making (i day at home),

i.oo

Veiling,

2.00
1.50

.

.

.

10 yards gingham at 19 cents,

Embroidery,
Making (i day at home),
10 yards muslin at 30 cents,
Lace for trimming,
Making (i day at home),
.

.

IV.

.

2.00

I

fan,

1.90

1

pair gloves,

1.50

2 pairs walking gloves,

2.00

3 pairs

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.00

.

.

.

2.00

object

of

this section

S.

is

T.
to

points not usually mentioned in
rules,

in fact,

hensive that

to

make

the

and compregood needlewoman
cut and make an or-

so direct

no

3.00
i.oo

1.50

gloves,-

...

2.50

.

3.00

.

.

$259.04

clear various troublesome

;

.

20.50

— DRESSMAKING

works on dressmaking

summer

.

3.00

By

THEmake

handkerchiefs at 50 cents,

need hesitate to
dinary dress without previous' experi-

AT HOME.

ALLEN.
The hang and finish of a
much weightier matter than
narily

considered,

as

a

skirt
it

is

is

a

ordi-

well-made,

evenly hanging skirt gives an air of
grace to the whole garment, and to the
while the slovenly
v/earer as well
made, unevenly hanging skirt
the
;

—

one place and is too
short in another makes even a graceful woman appear awkward, and is an
indication of an incompetent dressmaker.
For a person of medium height, a
dress made with a full, plain skirt would
require thirteen yards of twenty-two
skirt that dips in

—

ence.

begin with the skirt, as
the basque or waist should be fitted over
the.•'finished dress skirt; otherwise
Skirts.
it IS apt to be too tight around
In most cases the " riding
the hips.
up " of basques, and their tendency to
wrinkle, is caused merely by their having been fitted without the finished
skirt underneath.
It is well to

.

eleven yards of twentyseven inch goods; seven yards of thirtysix inch goods; five yards of forty-eight

inch goods;

Cutting Skirts by Measurement.
inch goods

;

four and a half yards of

fifty-four inch goods.

For the founda-

tion skirt, when used, four yards of
yard-wide material would be sufficient
of lining-silk, six or seven yards and
of soft-finish cambric, six yards.
In cutting the foundation skirt, a
It is far betpattern is not necessary.
;

;

249

the making.
The back usually
should be of the same length, but for
people who are short-waisted
///^/^^zr/^,
the bkck breadths should be cut two
inches longer than the front and sides,
After cutting the number of lengths
for

necessary, take one of the forty-one-

inch

lengths and

fold

it

lengthwise

Graduating Gowns.

ter to cut

allow

by measurement and learn to

for differences in

proportion than

to be limited to skirt patterns.

First,

take the skirt length by measuring from
the belt downward, beginning with the
front breadth.
course, vary
of the person.

The length must,

of

according to the height

For a

medium
when fin-

skirt of

length, or thirty-nine inches

front and side breadths
should be cut forty-one inches in length,
two inches extra always being allowed

ished, the

through the centre, measure five and a
half inches from the centre and notch
it
through both thicknesses of the
goods. This is the top of the front
width
the bottom should be treated
in the same way, measuring thirteen
inches from the folded centre.
Crease
through both sides of this folded
breadth, from the notches at the top to
the notches at the bottom, and remove
the extra material by following the
creased folds in cutting.
For the top
;

—
Dressmaking at Home.
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of the side breadths, measure from the

edge,

selvage

inches

six

across

the

goods, and notch it for the bottom of
the breadth measure, in the same way,
;

sixteen inches, and notch at the meas-

by
folding it lengthwise between the notch
at the top and the notch at the bottom,
Place this
cutting it on the fold.
measured width on the other side
breadth, and cut it to the same size.
The back breadth, or breadths, for a
Graduate

urement.

the breadth

table or

some

and trim it
Next

solid surface,

evenly around at the bottom.
cut a facing

— for

the inside

— of

linen

canvas, hair-cloth, or cross-bar crinoline, about six inches deep, and sew
together a sufficient number of widths

Take velto reach around the skirt.
veteen skirt-binding and baste evenly
to the edge of one side of this stiff
facing
then cut from silk or other
;

plain material

dress

—a

— of the same color as the

sufficient

number

of

strips,

full-gathered, or pleated back, should

about

be of the same width throughout, and
•measure from two to two and a half

Turn in one edge
goods very slightly,
and baste the turned-in edge one quarter of an inch over the upper edge of
the velveteen binding which has been
already basted, to the edge of one
side of the stiff facing, and stitch it in
Baste this prepared facing very
place.
smoothly to the edge of the skirt, holding the facing uppermost and on the

These measurements are

yards.

for

the lining to a plain skirt, where the
outside, or dress material

same

size,

a draped

is

cut to the

or for the foundation skirt of

From one

skirt.

must be added

to,

to

two inches

or taken from, the

width of each breadth when the skirt is
four or more inches longer or shorter
than the medium size above mentioned,
excepting where the person requiring a
long skirt is very slight, or one requiring a short skirt is exceedingly stout,
in which case it should be graduated
accordingly.

To

the foundation skirt and

finish

prepare

it

for the overdress or drapery,

cut from the dress goods strips wide

enough

under the drap-

to extend well

Place these on the outside of the
skirt-lining, and baste firmly across at
ery.

the bottom
the

lining,

Then

turn in the upper edge on

;

and

stitch the

the edge that

is

baste

for

stitching.

upper edge of each
turned in on the lin-

—

After these are all stitched, take
the front breadth and one side breadth,
and, beginning at the top, sew the front

inches deep, to cover the

five

length of the facing.

of the silk or other

right side of the skirt, with the

silk

covering against the right side of the

When

skirt.

firmly basted in place,
edges together in a small
turn the prepared facing over to

the

stitch

seam
the wrong
;

side of the skirt, so that the

crinoline lies next the

wrong side

of the

and baste again, being careful to
draw up the facing sufficiently to leave
only enough of the velveteen visible to
skirt,

make it appear like a fine cording.
Turn in the silk or other facing on the
wrong side of the dress, over the stiff
inside facing at the top,

and hem to the

lining of the skirt, being careful not to
let

the print of the stitches

show on

ing.

the outside material of the skirt.

to the straight

the middle of the skirt front, at the
top, make pleats one half inch deep on

proceed

in

other side.

edge of the side breadth

the same

;

manner with the

Sew the back, beginning

at the top, to the bias edges of the side

breadths

;

when

all

are thus joined, pin

the skirt evenly together

down

responding seams, lay

on a cutting-

it

the cor-

About three and a

each side

;

half inches

open and press.

from

Gather

the skirt from the centre of each side

breadth

to

the

middle

of

breadth, and draw nearly

all

the

back

the ful-

ness to the back, leaving almost none
Open the back
in the side breadths.

The Art of Draping.
breadth down the middle for about
the overfifteen inches, hem one side
lapping side and sew to the other side
a piece of the dress-goods four inches
wide, making it long enough to fasten
to the skirt lining two inches below the
opening. Bind this at the top with
ribbon, and let it extend beyond the
end of the belt, to which the bound top
should be attached. From the lining
material cut a belt of the required
length, allowing a little for turning in
Sew the
at the ends and the edges.
skirt to the back or under edge of the

—

—

belt in the

same manner as

in

making

muslin underskirts, leaving the front
edge of the belt free, to be sewed down
after the drapery is attached, or the
full-round skirt is added.
Should the
skirt " hoop " or bind across the lap, or
ride up when the wearer is sitting
and
it should always be tested in that way
before the belt is permanently fastened

—

—

and the sides from the
and place the pleats on each side
of the front breadths, about an inch
rip the front

belt,

nearer the centre.
continues to bind,
little

If

the skirt

move

still

the pleats a

further forward, and also draw a

fulness from the back breadths
and add to the sides. Skirts are very
apt to have this fault where the wearer
has large hips and a high stomach
and in such cases the better way is to
fit the skirt to the wearer until it hangs
correctly, independently of any rules.
little

;

The directions just given are

for skirts

with only one side gore, a style of skirt
which is nearly always in fashion.

Other

however, with two or
may easily be cut by
following the same general directions.
One style of umbrella skirt is cut three
and a half inches wide at the top, and
eight and a half at the bottom, from
the centre of the front breadth
folded

more

skirts,

side gores,

—

as in the skirt already described.

The

gore next to the front is five inches
wide at the top and fourteen at the
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bottom. The second gore, which joins
the back breadths, measures four inches
at the top and fourteen at the bottom.
The back breadth, or breadths, which
are joined to the bias edge of these
gores, are also slightly sloped on the

which are sewed to the gores, and
must measure across, for the entire back
sides

the skirt, forty-one inches at

of

top and

the

the bottom.

fifty-six at

Mountain and tennis

skirts are fre-

quently made up without lining, or
foundation skirt, having four straight
breadths gathered to a belt and the
skirt

hemmed by hand

at the top of the

or stitched twice

hem, which may be

from four to six inches deep. From
three and a half to four yards is the
ordinary width for a full round skirt, and
it

is

same length when

of the

finished

as the foundation skirt, over which

it

hangs. Other skirts are four, and sometimes even five, yards wide. The latter
is

particularly elegant

heavy

when made

of

and worn with a slightly
pointed or a straight round waist and
silk,

belt.
No drapery at all is
used with these full skirts, the breadths
being pleated or gathered all round,

handsome

rather
sides

As

scantily

and very

front

in

full in

and at

the clinging, straight skirt

becoming

to

all

sirable to vary

figures,
it

the

the back.

it

is

is

not

often de-

by drapery, particuDraping is not

larly for thin materials.

so difficult a matter as

the

to

uninitiated.

A

it

may appear
practice

little

and

perseverance soon give facility.
The use of a skirt form is a necessity
in learning to drape well, and these are
now so reasonable in price as to be
within the reach of everybody. A regular
dressmaker's form," combining
both waist and skirt, is the best.
The attempt to give directions for
draping may be considered novel, as it
is

generally asserted that the

ability

—

drape well is a natural gift something which cannot be acquired. A
to
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few general hints, however, may be of
use to those who have the latent talent,
undeveloped because untried. Almost

anyone may acquire a little knowledge
of the art and succeed nearly as well
as some dressmakers
at least in the

—

matter of slight drapery,

if

they never

may be purchased at any pattern store,
and may be had with or without allowance for seams. To ascertain the
required size, pass a tape - measure
around the body close under the arms,
just above the fullest part of the bust,
and draw it slightly snug. The num-

ber of inches thus ascertained will be
more elaborate styles.
To drape from a fashion-plate, put the correct size and should be menthe foundation skirt on the form, and tioned when ordering the pattern. As

get to the

beginning at the front, pin the dress
goods to the top of the foundation
nearly as possible in the

skirt, as

ner shown in the illustration.
sible ascertain

man-

If pos-

whether the drapery

is

straight or bias at the top of the front

width, as

hang

it

makes a difference in the
and its likeness

of the drapery

the copy whether it is cut in the
same way. This can usually be determined by trying the effect both straight
and bias that which approaches more
nearly to the appearance of the model
to

;

being, naturally, the correct way.

Above

do not be discouraged if the first
attempt does not give the desired result.
It is well first to experiment with
some old material or the cheapest
Try a few times with
cheese-cloth.
either of these, and the facility which
may be attained by a little practice will
all,

Several trials

surprise you.

in

copy-

ing illustrations will soon give a proficiency that will make it an easy matter to drape without a copy, following

the

giving to

A

modes, of course, but
your own individuality.

prevailing
it

small cutting-table, or a good lap-

in cutting and bastwould
take too much
^
Waists.
tmie and space to give here
the complete rules for cutting from
measurement.
Doubtless few amateurs would care to take the time required to master fully the rules. It is

board,

necessary

is

ing.
.

It

,

.

,

advisable that they should get a trust-

worthy pattern, a plain round basque
pattern, agreeing as nearly as possible
to

the

bust measure.

Such patterns

only half of the pattern

one side can be

is

given, but

First pin the

fitted.

down

pattern piece for the back

its

straight edge to the dress waist at the

centre of the

keep

it

front

back, being careful

smooth.

piece,

Then

following

this

to

on

the

with

the

pin

curved piece for the back, and last the
under-arm piece. If the edges of these
pieces just meet, with the back and
front edges of the pattern exactly in
the centre of the waist, it will be safe
to cut from the pattern without alteraWhere seams are alloived on the
tion.
pattern, each seam - line should be
placed directly over the corresponding
seam-line in the next piece.
If seams
are to be allowed it will be so stated
on the pattern. When the pattern is
too large in any part, cut away until
the edges meet evenly, as above described.
Should a pattern be too tight
across the hips, over the stomach or the
bust, pin in pieces of paper or muslin
until the

desired

fulness

is

obtained,

then divide the added portion equally
between the two adjoining pieces. If
too short on the shoulder, too low in
the

neck,

or

too

narrow across

the

back, pin on extra pieces and cut to a
Remove the pattern and
correct fit.
pin

it

smoothly to the lining intended
added parts

for the waist, keeping the

attached to the pattern until the cutPlace the lining on
ting is completed.
the cutting-table and have it doubled
so that from each part of the pattern

two corresponding pieces may be cut
at the same time.

Cutting and Basting Waists.

With a tracing-wheel or sharp-pointed
instrument follow the pattern closely,
as the slightest variation on the edges,
so

little

as a pencil-mark, will

make

the

This
too large or too small.
traced line should be indented in both
thicknesses of the lining, as it is in-

waist

tended to show where the seams are to
be sewed, and, therefore, should be
carefully

followed

basting.

A

outside

of
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It is of the utmost importance to
emphasize the fact that careful bast-

ing

is

fitting.

the essential feature in perfect
For brevity, however, the most

necessary rules only will be given here.
If strictly followed they will prove to

be all that are really requisite for the
work.
Place the lining on the dress goods

in

half inch
this

line

should be allowed for

Nothing need
seams.
be allowed for seams
at armholes or the
neck, though
to allow a

it

little

is

well

at these

places for alterations.

Do

not cut out the darts

until the waist is satis-

factorily fitted.

In cutting the fronts,

place the pattern
lengthwise on the
doubled

lining, straight

with the selvage from
the neck to the centre
of thefront, thus throw-

ing the lower part back
at the under-arm seam
and making that edge
bias, as in the accompanying cut (Fig. i),
the dotted lines showing the selvage of
the goods and the other lines the pattern.
Some patterns are not much curved in
front, and for slight figures the curve is
scarcely necessary.
For stout figures
the curved front and bias under-arm
seam are a great help in fitting, as this
bias portion gives more readily to the
contour of the figure, making the waist
less liable to wrinkle at that point.

The back,

side-back, and under-arm

pieces should be cut straight with the

grain of the goods of both the lining

and outside, the threads of each running the same way.

Outline of Dress-front.

and cut and baste each piece separately.
Begin with the front, at the top of the
shoulder, and baste an inch from the
edge around the neck and down the
front to the bottom, not across

down

down

hole, thence

arm.

it,

then

the shoulder and around the armFull the

the edge under the

lining

a

waist -line from

little

at

the

an inch above to an
that is, the lining should
inch below
be basted one-half inch fuller than the
outside on each part of the waist at the
waist-line and just above and below it.
The reason is obvious the dress goods
being on the inner or shorter curve.
;

—

—
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and the lining on the longer or outer
curve, and, therefore, needing additional length.

The

front should next

be basted from the highest point of the
shoulder down through the centre of

half an inch on the latter, partly above
and partly below the waist-line, in the
w^ay described above for joining the
curved side-forms to the back. The
shoulder-seams may now be basted, and

then

here the fronts should be cut three-

through the other dart in like manner.
The spaces between the darts should

quarters of an inch shorter than the
backs and stretched to fit them. Most

next be basted and fulled a little, as already suggested for the other parts.
Baste the back and side pieces in the
same way, beginning at the top. Then
baste each piece with short stitches
across the bottom before the seams are
sewed, allowing the lining to be shorter
than the outside, to keep the fulness
Before basting the
at the waist-line.

of the stretching should be

the

first

dart

to

the

bottom,

seams should be pinned together, the
pins being placed a few inches apart

and removed as the basting proceeds.
All the seams must be basted from the
top downward never from the bottom
The centre seam at the back may
up.
be joined first, and in basting the parts
together the stitches should not be over
a quarter of an inch in length. The side-

backs come next, and the curved part
should be stretched one-third of an inch
on the back over a length of four inches,
starting an inch from the armholes
that is, hold the curved side - form
tighter than the back for the distance
given, sufficiently to make the back
one-third of an inch fuller, this fulness
to be divided equally over the four
inches of length.
To do this correctly
notch the back and the curved sideback each one inch from the armhole
then notch the side-back four inches
from this notch and the back four and
one-third inches the side-back is then
stretched until the notches meet.
This
is to make the proper curve over the
shoulder-blade and avoid the wrinkles
so apt to appear in the back side-form.
Baste to these the under -arm pieces.
;

;

;

The darts in the fronts may next be basted up and the fronts joined to the sideforms the fronts should be stretched
;

done close to

After basting, the back por-

the neck.

tions will have a puckered appearance,
but when stitched and pressed this will

disappear.

all

To

the basted waist to the person
on wrong side out and pin the
front edges together as you would sew
a seam, not overlapping as when butIf it appears baggy over the
toned.
bust, pull it up at the shoulder-seams
then let the
and pin tightly there
w^earer sit naturally and pin up again
if any bagginess remains.
The latter
trial is an excellent plan for persons

put

fit

it

;

whose waists often
grow too loose in that

large in the bust,

stretch and soon

The back may next be fitted,
then the side-backs, and lastly, the
place.

These last should
not be stitched until the other seams
under-arm seams.
have

been stitched, pressed, and the

all

waist again tried on, as any
tions can generally be

final altera-

made

at these
seams. Do not pin too tight at any
one seam, but pin in a little at a time,
until all are

them
is

all

snug and smooth

;

carefully, to see that

examine
no seam

pinned tighter than the correspond-

ing seam on the other side, in order to

have the waist even, as much of the
ugly twisting of waists is due to the
unevenness of these corresponding portions.
If the person fitted is inclined
to be round-shouldered, set the shoulder-seam as far back as possible. This
may be done by ripping open the seam,
taking more from the back part and
lessening the width of the seam at the
front.

Now

trim the fronts on the edge,

if

Fitting, Pressing, Overcasting,

necessary

then run a strong thread

;

close to the edge over the

most curved

part of the fronts, nearly to the waistline
draw it slightly tight and fasten

and Boning

Waists.
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stitches a little loose or easy, excepting

curved seam of the back, which
should be drawn a little tight just over

in the

;

This

the thread.

will

prevent stretch-

ing and generally obviatescutting out a

V-shaped
for

piece, as

is

sometimes done

busts and sloping shoulders.

full

Instead of hemming, these fronts should
be interlined with stiff crinoline or
canvas and then faced, which is the

way

better

The

to treat

them when curved.

should be cut to fit the
and the same way of the

facing

fronts,

goods

;

not perfectly straight,

and

not

bias

Remove
terations
out,

the waist and baste the
try

;

and,

if

stitched and pressed.

trim away

al-

on again, the right side
satisfactory, it may be

all

extra

Before pressing
at the

material

—allowing about a quarter

of an
each seam at
the waist-line and above and below it.
All the seams, with the exception of the
shoulders and the curved side-backs,
should be opened in pressing.
For
this purpose a black-walnut board without any covering is the best, and should
be planed and rubbed perfectly smooth
with sand -paper; not oiled or varnished, but left in its natural condition.
Such a board may be rounded at the
edges and made small enough to fit the

seams

inch to remain

sleeves.

— notch

(See Fig.

The seams

2.)

require no moistening with

such a board, as the heat of the iron

draws sufficient dampness from the
wood, and, strangely enough, this moisture will not discolor the most delicate
fabrics, as we have tried white and all
light shades of wool goods, also silk
and satin, both white and colored. Any
carpenter can make aboard of this sort
from the description and measurements
here given. The seams pressed over
such a board will not look shiny, and
do not need much pressure.
In overcasting the seams leave the

Fig. 2.

the curve,

when

— Sleeve-board.

the two edges are over-

only necessary
to open them when thick fabrics, such
cast together, and

it

is

—

;
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as

and velvet, are

cloth

The shoulder-seams

employed.

are likewise over-

cast together, except

when using

heavy fabrics mentioned.
Whalebones may be used,

the

all

if

desired,

the

unevenness.

the

trial

To

this sleeve put

fit

on the waist

the seams of which should be already

not really needed

stitched and pressed, the buttons on,
and button-holes made and pin the
sleeve over the top of the armhole from
seam to seam raise the arm to a level
with the bust and bend it forward. If
it
draws or wrinkles, repin, and try

required,

again until

a well -fitting corset, whalebones

.

This apwhich is advised for
sleeve, and not for the lining

for this

proper.

seams, except the curved
seams in the back, where they should
never be placed, though some dressmakers put them in every seam. If a
dress is properly fitted, and worn over
in

allow

plies to the muslin

are

in any seam.
When
however, fasten them at
the upper end to the desired height
then, holding the dress seam as tight
as possible, baste the whalebone in

place.

;

of

the

waist

may be

merely overcast or bound with taffeta
ribbon, which comes for that purpose.
The bottom of the basque may be
finished with two rows of stitching,
bound with ribbon or braid, corded or
merely faced and pressed smoothly.
first

step in

making a

sleeve

is

to prepare a perfectly fitting pattern.

A

great aid in the work will be.
'

Sleeves.

good paper
pattern two inches larger around than
the arm, and from this make a permafirst,

to procure a

nent, perfectly fitting muslin sleeve pattern. Cut a sleeve by the paper pattern
from cheap white muslin, making allowance for seams. Beginning at the top,
baste the upper and under parts of this
muslin sleeve together, the outside seam
first, with the stitches half an inch from
the edge and close together
then
place the inside edge of the upper and
under sleeve part together
slip them
back and forth until the fold near the
outside seam, formed by thus holding
it, hangs perfectly even.
Baste up the
inside seam without regard as to whether
the upper and under parts of the sleeve
are even at the top or the bottom.
They can be trimmed in fitting. In
cutting it is always advisable to add an
extra inch at the top and bottom to
;

;

it fits

When

smoothly.

wrinkles across the top,

sleeve

either not high

the

it

is

enough over the round-

ing part or not set right in the armhole.

The seams

The

—

In the

first

case draw up the

sleeve sufficiently to

make

the top as

round and full as desired, cutting away
the corresponding length under the arm
until

fits

it

correctly there.

Then

if

the curve for the elbow comes too high

on the arm, cut off the sleeve midway
between the shoulder and the elbow,
and lengthen it by pinning in a strip of
muslin sufficiently deep to bring the
curve directly on the tip of the elbow.
If the curve comes too low on the arm,
cut apart in the same place and shorten
by means of pins until the curve for
Where
the elbow is rightly adjusted.
the sleeve
side

seam

is

too loose, pin in the out-

until the desired

obtained.

snugness

is

Should the sleeve twist so

seam turns up over the
open and add to the upper
portion a piece of muslin, taking an
equal amount from the lower portion,
until the seam comes in the proper
that the inside

arm, rip

place.

it

In

fitting

the

muslin

pattern

on both the waist and
the sleeve where the two are to be
sewed together when the sleeve proper
This pattern, after being
is finished.
perfectly fitted, should be trimmed close
to the pins around the top and along

mark

distinctly

The sleeve lining is then
the seams.
cut from this pattern, the edges followed by a tracing-wheel as directed

Cutting, Fitting,

m

for waists, allowance of half an inch

being made

Baste

each
piece of the sleeve lining separately on
the dress goods before cutting, and
have the grain or threads of both lining
for

seams.

Fig. 3.

— Diagram

/ Pressing Sleeves.
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which should be first notched to make
it lie open more readily.
In pressing
turn the sleeve wrong side out and
place the pressboard inside the sleeve

and run a hot iron over the open seams

Showing How

;

to Fit Sleeve to Armhole.

and outside run exactly the same way.

the moisture from the black -walnut
Follow the lines of the tracing-wheel in board will dampen them sufficiently.
basting the seams, keeping the corre- The back seam in heavy fabrics should
sponding tracings exactly opposite. be opened and pressed when this is
Baste the sleeve temporarily to the not done, as in thin fabrics, the seam
armhole for trial. If satisfactory, re- should be turned toward the under-arm
move, stitch up the seams, and press part and fastened to the lining.
them. When made of silk, cashmere, or
Much of the trouble in fitting the
heavier fabrics, they should be pressed sleeve is caused by its not being cut
open, particularly the inside seam, out enough at the upper part where it
;

17
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fits

into the waist, just opposite

and

Here

the

linen canvas or

the

inside a facing of silk or satin

above

slightly

the

bust.

sleeve should be hollowed out to

curve

and
cutting away

the armhole (see Fig.

in

generally needs a

little

on the under part of the sleeve
the armhole.

final fitting to

fit

To

3),

in the
fit

the

sleeve to the armhole, cut the curve in
the sleeve to fit the curve in the waist,

and baste the curved parts evenly toThe inside seam in the sleeve
gether.
is generally placed about an inch and
a half in front of the seam which joins
the front and side form of the waist,
.and the back seam of the sleeve at, or
very near a trifle above or below the
curved seam which joins the back and
back side-form. If there is any extra

—

—

Line the collar with two thicknesses of
stiff

For the

crinoline.

gener-

is

ally preferred to the dress goods.

The

sometimes bound before the
collar is sewed on, in which case the
collar is first finished on the lower edge,
neck

is

then blind-stitched to the dress, otherwise the right side of the collar is
sewed to the neck on the outside of
the dress waist, and the other side of
the collar

hemmed down

to the inside

of the dress.

A

turned-over or rolling

collar

is

often cut straight with the goods, and

folded so that the fold will form the
outside edge of the collar. The cut

styles permissible for finishing the necks

edges should be hollowed in the middle,
gradually sloping toward the end, where
nothing should be cut away. It may be
from three to four inches wide when
Line and finish according to
finished.
directions given for standing collar.
Other collars are merely pieces of embroidery or lace sewed in the neck and
turned over. Pleatings of lisse, mull,
India silk, and lace are also used in the
same way.
To prepare a pattern for a princess
dress which should be cut with skirt
pin
Princess and waist combined in one
Dress,
ghccts of paper to the lower
edge of the plain round basque pattern
already described, the pattern having
first been pinned to the dress waist of
the person being fitted.
The paper
should be long enough to touch the
floor all round.
Cut the skirt pattern
from the paper thus pinned on, plain and

would take too
to enumerate
these, however, and a

smooth for the front and side-breadths.
At the back the paper should be in two
breadths, each from thirty to forty

fulness in the under-part of the sleeve

between these places, sew
ing a

it

pleat turning

little

in by maktoward the

front.

The

sleeve

may

be stitched

in satis-

by machine if the sleeve is
held down on the feed and the waist
uppermost next to the needle. Done
in this manner the seam is just as even
as when sewed in by hand, and is much
factorily

stronger.

After the sleeve

is

stitched

unevenness at the armhole and overcast the edges together.
Take the stitches slanting, and draw
the thread rather tightly over the top
This keeps the armof the shoulder.
hole seam inside the sleeve, and throws
the fulness up over the waist on the
in

trim away

all

top of the shoulder.

Fashion

is

so lavish in the variety of

of dresses that
Collars.

them.

,

it

much space even

Among

fashion which always holds
the straight standing collar.

own, is
This col-

its

lar is usually cut bias of the material,

whether of

When

silk,

finished

it

velvet, or dress goods.

should be of the same

length as the neck of the dress, and
may be from one to two inches deep.

—

—

inches wide, according to the
of the skirt.

length

Pin the centre of these

breadths to each back of the basque pattern, an inch or two below the waistline.
Then pleat the extra fulness
between the basque backs in a double
box-pleat, to come underneath when the

Manual Training

Schools.
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Trim the pattern
seams are sewed.
all round the bottom, allowing a
little more than two inches in length for
making and finishing off the bottom of
the skirt. From this combined pattern

three months, cost five dollars for the

cut the lining for the princess dress.
A skirt with a train may be cut by the

dollars, the second, third,

pattern for the foundation skirt, by addTrained ing at the back from three to

about three weeks. The pupils are first
taught how to cut dresses and garments
The system is one of
of every shape.
accurate measurement. When the principle is once understood, any shape can
They are also taught how to
be cut.
baste the lining on the material, how to
put a waist together, how to match
striped and figured material, how to
whalebone, how to press, and how to

evenly

Skirt,

breadths, according to

f^yg

the width of the material, and

may

be

cut as short or as long as the wearer

Trains are usually cut round
chooses.
or oval at the bottom, and just touch
At the top
the floor at the sides.

may be thickly pleated
The back-breadths, when

these breadths
or gathered.
of

silk

are

or similar fabrics,

separately.

Before

the

seams

lined

are

sewed, each breadth, to make the train
hang full and soft, should be covered
the entire length with thin sheets of

wadding, held
tan.

in place

The bottom

by coarse

be faced with alpaca or
of

the

dress.

tarla-

of the skirt should

The

silk

the color

dress material

is

turned over nearly an inch on the
under side and covers the lower edge
The bottom is then
of the facing.

completed by a balayeuse or pleating
of silk or lace, set so far up on the
facing that the edge is scarcely visible
below the dress. The train is held
back and made to fall in graceful folds
by tapes sewed to the seams and middle of each breadth underneath, and
placed at intervals between the belt
and the bottom of the skirt. The backs
of trained dresses are often cut in one
piece

with

the

waist,

princess

style,

and the top of the

skirt pleated underneath the bodice, the front and sides
of which are cut in short basque shape.

first,

second, and

The evening

two dollars
same

In dressmaking, for the

each.'

number

of lessons, the first grade

grades,

try a

grades, each.

third

classes cost

fifteen

garment

dollars

is

each,

to

take

on.

The evening classes
The first grade
sive.

are less expenis

five

dollars,

and the others ten dollars each.
millinery,

ten

and fourth

the

three

dollars each, a term,

In

grades cost ten

and

five dollars

for the evening classes.

Everything in the line of sewing and
dressmaking, from the first principles
to the most complicated problems, is
comprised in these different grades.
Nothing could be more thorough than
It is not at
this arrangement of study.
all

impossible to do sewing, to a less
is taught by these

elaborate extent than

courses, at home, and without mastering

any special system. Paper patterns
can be bought of every kind of wearing
This simplifies
apparel, in every size.
matters very much, for a good pattern
Complete instrucis most essential.
tions,

how

to

use

printed on each one.

the

pattern,

are

Dress forms are

a great help, and come in different
prices, up to the most improved ones,

which can be arranged for any sized
figure desired.

Other

manual training schools

in

Pratt Institute, in Brooklyn, gives a

different parts of the country provide

very thorough course in sewing, dressmaking, and millinery. The classes in
sewing, which number two a week for

some or all of the same facilities. In
New York and Brooklyn the Young

Woman's

Christian Association has ex-

Dressmaking at Home.

26o
cellent

dressmaking and
in
and information about such

classes

millinery,

schools can often be obtained by apply-

ing to the local branch.
the

Armour

In Chicago

Institute offers

cellent opportunities.

most ex-
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THE HOME.

WEST ROOSEVELT,

J.

Cleanliness.

Exercise.

Heat.

The

Light.

Education

Ventilation.

Physicians.

Plumbing.

Hygiene.

Trained Nurses.

Clothing.

Medical and Surgical Notes.

Supply.

the

is

department of

medical science that treats of
the preservation of health, and
all

subjects directly or in-

directly connected
It

in

Bathing.

HYGIENE
embraces

Nursery.

The
The

The Water

it

M.D.

applies to

that

object.

the surroundings of

all

the healthy, and,

with

a person

if

is

sick, to

any general measures, other than the
direct use of medicines, which tend to

Sick-room.
Patient.

gienic measures.

It

years ago, that "

if

has been said,
cleanliness

to Godliness, cleanliness

many

is

comes

next

first

"
;

and those who would preserve their
health and continue their lives in this
world, as well as those who would
make the most use of their lives with

an idea of preparing for the next, alike
observe this maxim.
Now,
improve his condition. The care of what is meant by cleanliness ? Cleanthe heat, light, and ventila- liness, as used in this article, means abthe room
the care of the patient's be.dding, solute freedom from any noxious dirt
tion
makcs no
the disposal of the excrementitious Dirt and its it
difference
dangers,
whether the dirt is simply
matters all, in short, except the direct medical treatment, are called hy- unpleasant but harmless, or whether it
is dangerous from the fact that it is
gienic measures.
For the purposes of this article I poisonous in a chemical way, or that
shall make three main divisions of the its danger lies in the fact that it conshould

;

;

—

The

subject.

plied

to

grounds

;

hygiene as ap- house
and
the second, hygiene as apfirst

plied to individuals

application

wish to

;

and the

third, the

hygienic principles in

of

cases of illness.
tails I

is

dwelling

the

Before going into de-

call

general

principles

health,

and to

attention to certain

which

state

bear

them very

upon
dis-

the

tains

There

is

living

germs

of

disease.

a great deal of dirt which

is

harmless, as far as any tangible injury
to health is concerned.
An immense
of dust may be inhaled, provided the dust contains no poisonous
substances, and apparently do very litAt the same time, in most
tle harm.
cases where there is visible dust and

amount

tinctly.

dirt,

There is one protection against disease which exceeds in importance all
Importance of Others possible, and it will
cleanliness.
noticed that throughout
this entire article we finally go back to
cleanliness as the great aim of all hy-

dirt

there
;

that

dangerous
which is sometimes
but which contains active

is
is,

also actively

dirt

not visible,
Therefore,

poisons.

comes objectionable.
visible " in

distinguish

it

all visible dirt

be-

use the word'
connection with dirt to
I

from that which

the.

eye
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in the

when

frequently cannot see and which noth-

spreads were on them, but

microscope can demonstrate, yet which is the most dangerous of all of the enemies with which

were taken off there was something suspicious about the careless way in which
the blankets and sheets were tucked in,
and also something suspicious about
the appearance of the blankets themThey did not look dirty, but
selves.
they also did not look so clean as
blankets bought at the same time and
kept in other wards. This started an
investigation, and we found that every
available dark corner of the various
the
room
small cupboards around
had been made a receptacle for all

ing but

the

the

human

It is pos-

race has to fight.

sible for countless millions of bacteria

which produce infectious disease to
exist in a room or on a small surface
and be absolutely invisible. Now, in
.

What constituus

real

cleanliness,

speakinor of the necessity of
*
^
clcanliness, I wish it to be
.

understood that

,

it

,

,

includes

not only the absence of visible dirt,
but equally the absence of invisible
dirt,

and

cause of

I
its

repeat that statement be-

immense importance.

of

sorts

The ends

of

these

The
objectionable things.
bandages, in some cases lit-

etc., were
one of its

general notion of cleanliness possessed

tie

by the larger number of otherwise excellent housekeepers is something very
surprisingly small.
Most women, and
most men, mistake neatness for cleanand what is more common than
liness
to see a room which looks very neat
until you begin to examine it closely,
when you find that really the neatness
is due largely to the fact that it has no
dirt in any large collection in any one
I once knew a nurse in charge
place ?
of a ward in a hospital whose ward
had the most extraordinarily neat appearance, and who for a year or so
was regarded as a rather remarkable
example of a thoroughly competent

found.

The

corners,

was a veritable curiosity-shop.

^

;

hygienic cleaner. After a while I nothat the beds in that ward all
*-.iced
looked beautiful so long as the white

-

used

dressings,

dust,

fire-escape, in

In this fire-escape, which w^as a brick
tow^er with a spiral staircase, there

were

discovered remnants of almost everything in the way of waste that a ward
could furnish. They were all carefully
swept into the angles of the stairs and
into the corners of the tower, and in
one corner the pile was concealed by
means of a box inverted over it. Now
this story has a moral, for the nurse in
question had not the least idea, when
these matters were called to her attention, that anyone would seriously object
She said that the ward was
to them.
clean, and that these things did not do
any harm. Now, there was a case of a
room which looked clean, but was not.

Noxious Broom and FcatJicr-dustcr.

Tlic

Dust

the greatest source of danger

is

with which the housekeeper has to conThe danger
is twoteiid.
,
^
^
Dust

the great-

est

danger in

foM

the house.

:

bccaUSC

first,

frequently

particles the

germs

secondly, because

carries

in

ally a dust-pan, or at least the idea

dirt shall

be gathered together and car-

dway

ried

its

duster

so very easy to

is

that with the sweeping a quantity of

SO

and

infection,

of

it is

it
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finally.

When

the feather-

used for cleaning, no such
pretence as that is made. The featherduster does just what, if you come to
is

scatter dust around a room and to
make the latter look clean when it is not.
The process of sweeping a room, as
generally performed with a dry broom

think of

and with or without open windows,
It is true
is a most pernicious one.

er and go around dusting things is
very much like trying to clean a washtub which has in its bottom a little
dirty water, by turning the wash-tub
about and tilting it over so as to spread
that water over the entire inner surface.
No one would dream of doing
that
no one would dream of cleaning
a saucepan, for example, by simply taking a cloth and with it carefully smearing what dirt there happened to be in
the saucepan all over its interior. If one
wished to clean either the tub or saucepan, one would go to work w4th water
in quantity, and water which would be
thrown away, and before either vessel
would be considered clean the last
drops even of the water thus used
w^ould be carefully wiped out.
Your

that a large

amount

of the dirt that lies

How not to clean ^^pou the floor or Carpet is
arootn.
^hus swcpt together and
carried out, but if you look at the trail
of a sweeper who uses a broom dry you
will see

that there

is

a cloud of dust

which for a while hangs

in the air, and,

after a longer or a shorter time,
air is

still,

visibly

if

the

deposits itself evenly but in-

on the

floor,

and deposits

itself

such a way that the lightest touch
thereafter is apt to throw it up into the
If any housekeeper doubts
air again.
this statement, it would be worth her
while to make the experiment. When the
time comes for cleaning any room, wipe
off the surface of a wooden table with
in

damp rag until it is perfectly clean,
put that table in the room and sweep,

a

and after you have finished sweeping
look at the top of the table.

In fifteen

minutes you will probably be able to
write your name with ease in the dust
Dry sweeping
that has fallen upon it.
is bad enough, but the most pernicious
of all household ceremonies is that which
It would be a great
is called dusting.
thing for mankind had the featherThe abominable duster never been inventfeather-dtister.
^d, and it would Still be a
great blessing if all those implements
could be destroyed and never made
again.

The duster has

this difference

from the broom.
When a housewife
wishes to have a room cleaned with a
broom, there goes with the broom usu-

meant to do. It scatand wide through the air

it, it is

ters dust far

room

of a

so as to spread

To take a

larger surface.

it

over a

feather-dust-

;

room no betsaucepan would be
cleaned by the smearing process menfeather-duster cleans the
ter than the tub or

much

It leaves just as

tioned.

dirt as

there was before, only scattered

Now,

widely about.
to clean a

room

more

proper way
having gotten

the

is, first

mind the fact that
^^at yOU wish tO do is tO
get the dirt out of that room, you
proceed to use, as much as you can,

How

to

clean a

firmly in

room properly.

a

damp

cloth to take the place of the

and you should use
something to prevent the rise of
dust from the floor when sweeping.

feather-duster,

The old-fashioned moist

tea-leaves are

as satisfactory as anything can be for
this

purpose when the

carpeted.

If

the floor

swept is
covered with

floor
is

Hygiene
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Home,
which

rugs, these, of course, should be carried

crumbs,

where the
will
do no
them
from
dust which rises
or
beaten
swept
can
be
They
harm.

when they reach

outside and into the open

On

while dry.

peted

a

air,

wood or other uncarbroom be wrapped

the

floor, if

around with a piece of moist cheesecloth, it will be found the dust does not
rise from it, and you practically gather
the dirt together in one place and carry
it off in your dust-pan.
To get an idea of what would conCleaning an infectedroom.

ly

room

as

is

cleanliness

human powcr Can

^^^^^ j

method

the

perfect

nearly

as

stitute

describe brief-

which an infected
cleaned by the best scientifiin

cally directed disinfecting corps.
first

room

ob-

thing done

is

to carry into

which are usually tarpaulin or rubber, and everything that can
be removed from that room is carefully
wrapped up, the tarpaulin being tied
tightly around the various articles, and
after everything has been thus fastened up, the outside of each tarpaulin-wrapped package is washed with a
solution

of corrosive sublimate sufstrong to be fatal to any liv-

ing organism which might have fallen

upon the

tarpaulin.

The room being

hangand everything movable wrapped
up in the way I have described, the
cleaners now divide it up systematically among certain gangs of men.
Beginning at the corners farthest from

stripped,

all

carpets, furniture,

ings,

if the room is painted, every
square inch of the wood-work, ceiling,
and walls is washed down first with a
disinfecting solution, and then with
soap and water applied by means of a

the door,

mop
is

as

or of a hand-cloth.

If

the

room

papered, in order to get it as clean
possible without destroying the

paper^ the cleaner begins close to the

with a handful of somewhat
bread crumbs, and systematically
rubs the paper down with it, and the

ceiling
stale

up

the

dirt,

the floor are allowed

to stay there until the final

washing of

After the walls are
thoroughly cleaned, beginning in each
the floor

itself.

case in the corners, the floor

is

thor-

oughly scrubbed with a disinfectant and
then with scalding water, and care is
taken that all of the dirt removed in
this way is pushed nearer and nearer
the door
the cleaners, we may say,
wash themselves and the dirt out of
;

the

room

together.

When

the ceiling

and walls have been treated in the
manner described, and when the floor
has been once washed in this way, and
subsequently, as an extra precaution,

The again washed with hot soap-suds, that
the room is as nearly absolutely clean as is

cloths,

ficiently

gather

Practically,

possible.

it

is

more clean

than we need for the maintenance of
The ordinary cleaning of a
health.
room would, of course, not necessitate the

removal of

all

the furniture,

or the covering up with tarpaulins, or

but what
does necessitate is system, and everyone should be taught to work in the
same way in the case of each room,
always starting in the corners and always pushing the dirt toward the door,
so that it is sure to be entirely re-

the use of any disinfectant

;

it

moved.
HEAT, LIGHT, AND VENTILATION.

There are many matters, in regard
which authorities on hygiene differ,
but upon these subiects there is
^
Light.
,
a smgular unanimity of opinion.
To begin with light, about which all

to

.

,

.

that needs to be said can be said in a

very few words, the most important
hygienic fact to be remembered is that
you rarely can have too much of it. A
dark room, that is to say, a room into
which light can not be admitted freely,
is always a more or less unhealthful
room, and the more sunlight can be allowed to enter into any chamber, the

The Much-abused
Of course,

better.

one should

I

the

live

do not mean that
entire

time

in

a

do mean that, as
one should
direct sunlight.
direct
^^^^^
^y^^t
sunlight in large quantities into any
room in which people live. You may
have curtains or blinds if you will, you
may and ought to have shades, but the
sun should not be excluded all the time
by any of these contrivances. For as
many hours as possible, no matter
whether the carpet fades or your curtains or your furniture covering grow
blaze of sunlight, but

I

of far as possible,

Importance

pale, the sunlight should be admitted,

once

least

at

a

shines, for one or

day when the sun
two hours. The ad-

is more important
bedrooms than for sitting-rooms or
dining-rooms, but most important of all
is it for the nursery.
Of all hygienic

mission of sunlight
for

factors for children's preservation, sunlight

the

is

Use

most important.

for

Stove.
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is the very best, is well known.
I must,
however, protest somewhat against the
immense amount of abuse which is
heaped upon the stove. In the United
States, in many places, with the terribly severe winters, to heat a
stoves.
house by means of open fireplaces would be practically impossible, unless the fireplaces occupied almost as much space as do the rooms,
and unless the fuel burned were about
fifteen or twenty times as abundant
as it is.
Stoves we have got to use
'

,

,

in

many

r-

Now,

places.

a stove certain-

an extremely unpleasant heat
if
the stove is not properly constructed and properly tended.
It is a
mistake to say that a stove does not
ventilate a room.
It does.
If it did
not, the fire would not burn.
That
ly gives

the oxygen

a

is

stove

in the

consumed by the

is

coal-fire

a direct indication that

quantity of air

is

being removed

your nursery or for a children's play-

from the room.

room

ventilate so well as does an open

the sunniest

room

in

the house,

It

evidently does not
fire,

and remember that children are far
more sensitive to the absence of light

because with the open fireplace a very
much larger amount of heat and a very

than are adults. Having plenty of sun
in a nursery will often make the difference between a healthy, vigorous,
strong baby, and a pale, sickly one. It
has been demonstrated of late years,
that the direct sunlight is capable
of destroying effectively the germs of

much

many

of the most virulent disorders,
and of doing so in a very short time.

In regard to
little

artificial

light

to be said except that

there
it

is

is

ex-

tremely necessary to have it sufficiently bright to make easy whatever we
may have to do with its aid. It is
worse than folly to attempt to read, or
to use the eyes in any way, without having abundant illumination.
It

only necessary to speak in a

is

way of methods of
The fact that an open

general
Heat.

,

,

,

,

r

,

heating.
fireplace,

although by far the most expensive and troublesome form of heater.

larger

amount

of air are carried

up the chimney. If a stove is rationally looked after, there is no need of
producing such an unpleasant kind of
heat as is so often done by careless
In the first place, a stove
should have a large surface of metal in
order that it may give out heat in the
most satisfactory way. Red-hot iron
always makes a very disagreeable heat,
because it allows the passage through
it of a
great many of the harmful
gases which are generated when coal
It also has a property of
is burned.
people.

directly affecting
air,

so as to

make

the

oxygen

in

that unpleasant.

the

And

it removes and decomposes a
good deal of the moisture from the
air.
If a stove has a large enough sur-

probably

face of metal, so that the heat

is

dis-

tributed over the iron pretty evenly,
w^ithout having

any part heated

to red-

Hygiene
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ness, the

most objectionable quality

Home,

in the

will

At the same

time,

any good old-fashis

prop-

is

kept

be done away with. In addition to
having a large metal surface, the stove
should also have a large receptacle for
water, because, without that, it furnishes
such a very dry air as to be disagree-

ioned hot-air furnace, if the fire
erly tended, if the water-pan

and more or less injurious. It
would be a good thing for the commu-

can be made to give just as pleasant a stream of warm air as do the
more elaborate and

able

and if the cold-air box
continually
the fresh air and
on
directly
opens
draws its supply from out of doors,
full,

more expensive
modern inventions.
For the purposes of
the

hygiene,

m.ost

important thing to
impress upon the

minds of most of
our countrymen is
that heat ought not

We

to be excessive.

apt

are

rooms

to

have

of all kinds

entirely too hot
this

country.

in

Not

only is it wasteful
to overheat a room,
it is

absolutely inju-

rious.

For the win-

ter time a tempera-

between 60 °
and 70° F. is warm
enough for any room
which healthy
in
ture

Fig.

II.

— Arrangement

of steam-pipes for heating.

a pipe

shown

Fresh cold-air

is

admitted through

at the right.

and especially for those who dwell people are living, including the nursThe nurseries and children's bedin apartment houses, to realize that the ery.
ordinary steam or hot w^ater ra- rooms are almost always excessively
Radiators.
diator, which is seen in so many overheated, just as they are almost
nity,

parts of the country, gives absolutely
no ventilation whatever, and is for that

reason far more objectionable than a
good stove, well cared for.- A furnace
gives far more fresh air than do these
radiators, unless the latter are
Furnaces.
is

so arranged that the outside air

admitted and passes continually over

their pipes

and enters the room

in that

way. In regard to furnace heat, there
is no doubt that the hot-water or the
steam-coil furnaces give a pleasanter
heat than the ordinary hot-air furnaces.

People
always very badly ventilated
do not take cold, as we are afraid they
will, in rooms which are moderately
cool, and people who live in such rooms
will take cold far less frequently than
those who go from a very hot house

suddenly into the cold outer air.
Everyone must have noticed that
a great deal of difference in
heat,
of
quality
Dry and moist t^c
whether artificial or natu-

there

ral.

is

We

speak of the heat of a summer

day sometimes as being

oppressive,"

A tniospJicric A ir.
"

or perhaps say that the air is " heavy
or " lifeless." Again, we notice that

while

thermometer registers the

the

same degree of temperature, there is
something in the quality of the heat
which makes it less enervating. In

we occasion-

respect to artificial heat,
ally

"

say

parched

"

or that the

when

the air

that

is

"

dry "

or

by the heating apparatus,

room

is

" oppressively " hot,

the recorded temperature

is

not
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sufficiently hot,

steam can be produced

until all the fluid has disappeared.
is

true that steam

ter given

oft"

in

as

reached, but

is

vapor I allude to
temperatures until
" saturated "

when

large quantities

the boiling-point

given

is

the

it is

take up no more.*

It

only vapor of wa-

is

air

called

off

at

the
all

becomes

—

can

/>.,

The amount taken

up before saturation

is

complete

creases as the temperature rises

;

in-

the

higher than that of another room hotter the air the greater the amount
which we find perfectly comfortable. of moisture it can absorb. When satuThe main cause of this difference in the rated air is cooled, more and more of
quality of the heat, and in the resulting the vapor is converted into water as
If the air is
pleasant or unpleasant sensations, is the temperature falls. f
the amount of vapor of water which warmed and the quantity of vapor rethe atmosphere contains.
This state- mains the same, absolutely, as it was
ment needs perhaps explanation, since when the temperature was lower, the
some of my readers may not remember relative amount is lessened, and the
their physics very clearly.
heated air feels dryer.
Very important physical phenomeAtmospheric air is composed mainly
of oxygen and nitrogen when pure. na result from the relative dryness or
There are small quantities of other moisture of the atmosphere. Upon
gases in it, notably carbonic acid, the human body the effects
vary
which is exhaled in the breath of ani- greatly in different individuals some
mals, but the principal constituents are doing best in very dry, others in
the two first mentioned.
In addition moderately moist, and still others in
but it is safe to say
to the true gaseous substances, how- very damp air
ever, there is a certain amount of that few people are comfortable in air
water in the form of vapor, and while which is near the saturation point
the relative proportions of the former of w^ater-vapor, whether the tempera(except in closed rooms in which living

—

—

animals or

human beings

are

rapidly

removing the oxygen and giving out
carbonic acid in breathing) remain
practically unchanged, the amount of
vapor of water in a given volume of
air varies greatly.
There is always a
larger or smaller amount of vapor in
air, unless artificial means have been
used to remove it.
Its presence is
demonstrated by the formation of
clouds and mist, and of dew and rain
or snow.
Vapor differs from what
we call steam in some important respects
for steam is produced only
;

when

w^ater

is

heated to a certain de-

*The

water in contact with air which is
and disappears is well
known. It is not so well known that ice also evaporates, even in very cold weather and evaporates,
moreover, without melting -y^X. such is the fact.
Ice disappears in the form of vapor just as does
fact that

not confined evaporates

—

water.
t

The amount of aqueous vapor in

the atmosphere

indicated in the weather reports of the Signal
Service of our army in what are called " degrees

is

The "humidity" (dampness) of
expressed by the amount of aqueous
vapor at the time of observation compared with
the amount which would saturate it at the same
temperature. Total saturation is called one hundred per cent., absolute dryness is o per cent. A
scale divided into one hundred parts is used. Thus
the term "humidity twenty-five per cent." means
that the atmosphere is one-fourth saturated.
Fifty
per cent, means one-half saturated ten per cent,
of humidity."

the air

is

;

gree, and, provided the water

is

made

one-tenth, etc.
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ture

or

low,

Home.

in the

and that very

radiator

If a

dry, super-heated air also causes dis-

there should be

comfort, while very dry, cold air does
Saturated or nearly saturated
not.

to

makes

weather oppressive,
and in cold weather gives the penetrating chill which is called " raw " or
air

"piercing."
tain

amount

hot

It is

necessary that a cer-

of moisture be present, in

As

generally

I

think

second,

containing comparatively little moistWhen we heat it, we must add
ure.
to the moisture if we do not wish to

third,

practically dry

;

for the satu-

of ration point is

reached

in

^ase of hottcr air only

'm^!"ttre ^^of

after much morc vapor has
been absorbed than the colder can carry.
Therefore a vessel of water must be
heated in such a way as to make up
the deficiency.
This is done in wellmanaged houses by placing a tank in
the furnace-chamber, if furnace there
be, or on the stove or radiator.
When an open fire is in use the air is
not dried to any extent, and a waterpan is not needed. The open fire not
heated air.

similar

provide

ar-

safe to

is

it

say that the sanitary

deal with air of a very low temperature

it

to

ranged and tended,

first,

make

sketch

air.

order to satisfy the requirements of
comfort, but if there be too much or
too little, we are apt to suffer. In cold
weather, when we use a stove, furnace,
or radiator for heating purposes, we

importance

in

entrance of

for the

fresh

some provision

shown

that

used to heat a room

is

advantages

of
the
various means com-

monly used

for heat-

ing rank as follows
the open

fire

:

;

stove

;

furnace

;

the

Ill— Radiator with a

Fig.

the

fourth, the radiator.

pipe communicating with

the outer

air in

order to

secure ventilation.

proper to add
that the last is very much behind the
other three, and that some authors
would place the furnace before either

It

is

open

fire

or stove.

Ventilation

the problem of chang-

is

ing the air in a

room with

sufficient

rapidity without at the

same

I'cntiLition.

d ra u e h ts
In spite of the years of careful study
which many skilful men have devoted
to the subject, ventilation cannot yet
be said to have been effected in a
satisfactory way, save in a very few intime

stances, even in large public buildings

and

only ventilates a room far better than
any other heater, but also gives out

like

radiant heat to a greater extent.
Heat
thus thrown out does not warm the

they are built without the least pretence of providing for any change of

air

through which

warms

it

passes so

much

solid bodies, therefore

as

does
not alter the degree of humidity very
it

it

perceptibly.*
*

Radiant heat

is

we can

the heat which

theatres.

air in the

rooms, except such as results

from accidental leaks

in

doors, win-

dows, or walls. Indeed, many a house
seems to have been designed with the

by-

behaves much as does lighL The rays
of light may be partially shut off by an opaque
body; so can heat rays. Light rays can be reflected almost completely by certain bodies, and
absorbed more or less completely by others heat
It

;

rays are similarly reflected or absorbed, though
not by the same substances in all cases. Light
rays may be deflected from their course when
they pass through certain bodies thus is it also
;

schools,

hospitals,

for the majority of dwelling-houses,

idea of preventing, as far as possible,
stop

means of a screen placed between us and a hot
body.

As

with heat.

The common

strates the similarity

" burning-glass "

between

light

demonand heat rays
;

concentrates both, so that it is easy to set fire to
inflammable materials by holding the lens so that
a sunbeam passes through it. and allowing this to
fall upon the substance which it is desired to set on
it

fire.

The

fact that heat

without heating

it

is

passes through the glass
it does not

also shown, since

become uncomfortably warm,
through

to kindle

a

fire.

while enough goes

Methods of
any change of air within it. But for
the fact that no building materials and
no doors nor windows are absolutely airtight the air in some of our modern
dwellings would become unfit to sustain
life.

The problems

of ventilation as pre-
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Ventilation.
figures can be given, and,
it is

the state of the air in a
ly

accurately for

they could,
to judge

if

We are able

unimportant.

room

sufficient-

practical purposes

all

by the use of our unaided senses. If
there is a stuffy, unpleasant odor noticeable in a

room when we enter

it

fresh

sented in a large room where many people are accustomed to gather together
(as in a theatre, school, or lecture-room,

from the outer air, that room is not
ventilated and is not healthful.
If a
room feels hot and "close," its ventila-

and those presented in a hospital ward,
where a number of sick persons are
grouped together) differ greatly from
the problems which occur in a private
dwelling, where the number of persons
who consume the air is relatively small
in comparison with the total amount of
oxygen contained in any one room.

tion

many

In the former case

difficulties

present themselves which do not obtain
in the latter.

It is needless to

these in detail
that in a large

;

it

room

is

mention

sufficient to say

it is

impossible to

get sufficient ventilation by means of
the windows and doors, by the direct

We may

defective.

is

sume that

as the air of

safely as-

good so long
an apartment seems to us

ventilation

is

neither foul-smelling nor close
eiiter it

iv/ie/i

ive

immediately after leaving the fresh

outer air.

We

cannot judge of

dition after having been in

it

con-

its

for

some

and body soon get
accustomed to a great many unpleasant sensations and no longer notice
time, for the nose

them.

The
tion

is,

object of

all

plans for ventila-

of course, to substitute fresh

for foul air.

It is desirable to

do

this

without causing draughts, yet with suffiaction of heat upon the air, while in cient rapidity to prevent the accumulasmaller rooms there is no need of elab- tion of the products of respiration in
orate and complicated apparatus for quantity sufficient to do harm, and also
this purpose, since, with proper arrange- to supply oxygen to replace that which
ments as to heating, it is possible easily is absorbed by the lungs with every inLet us consider the more
to get rid of foul air and to substitute spiration.
fresh air for it. In a large building power important facts concerning the behaof some sort, other than that required in vior of both fresh and foul air which
If these facts
small ones, must be used. Thus to ven- bear upon our subject.
tilate properly a large hospital ward be borne in mind, and if their relations
fresh air must be forced in by a steam- be understood, the ventilation of orengine, and the foul air drawn out in dinary rooms, under ordinary condisome way. In a smaller house it is tions of occupancy (/>., when not overnecessary only to make use of the direct crowded), becomes a comparatively simaction of heat upon the air itself, and to ple matter.
provide sufficient means for its entrance
It is well known that warm air rises
and egress, in order to fulfil sanitary when surrounded by air which is cold.
requirements. We are concerned only Behavior of ^6 take advantage of this
fresh and fact both in heating by means
with dwelling-houses and ordinary
foul air.
•^
r
r
of a furnace or similar apparooms.
ratus and in ventilating.
There is one
I do not intend to attempt to state
in figures the quantity of air breathed error which is frequently made in reby each occupant of a room per hour. gard to the tendency of heated air to
rise which has caused more or less
I do not think that anything like exact
•
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This is the idea that the air
simply because it is hot that it
This
has the power of rising of itself.
it rises only because it is
is not so
trouble:

—

rises

;

lighter than the cold air

around

It

it.

does so for the same reason that a
cork rises to the surface of water and
floats, or that air itself rises through
water and floats. Now the reason that
hot air is lighter is that when heated it
expands, so that the same quantity of
it occupies more room than it did beSince in its exit was warmed.
panded condition it tends to displace
fore

the

cold

air,

the

latter

Home.

in the

presses with

room by means

tilate a

ing

into

near

the

of a flue, open-

either near the ceiling or

it

and

floor,

communicating

with the outer air at some point higher than the top of the room.
The flue

warmed

is

either by utilizing the waste

heat of some neighboring chimney or

by means of a gas-jet within

room

relatively cool air of the

warmer

the

in this flue,

The

it.

displaces

and that which

being in turn warmed
is also driven
upward. Thus a continuous current is produced. The air
drawn up the flue must be replaced by
some wiiich finds its way in through
the doors, windows, or walls, or through
some aperture constructed to permit

has entered

its

it

entrance.

Two

things must be re-

membered when considering the use
one
a warmed flue for a ventilator
:

of
is

that the stronger the draught the greatis the difference of temperature between the atmosphere of the room and

er

that

of

column

the
of

flue

;

the other, that the

heated

air

does not exert

overcome the effects
of a wind which may happen to blow in
sufiicient force to

such a way as to drive
Fig.

IV,

—A

An enormous number

practical ventilator.

more force against

and, being heav-

it,

and drives it upward.
Unless some arrangement is
made so that the cooler air can do this,
ier,

the

glides under

it

warmer does not

rise at

It

all.

is,

therefore, necessary to have a cold-air

box connected with a furnace
a

manner that the cold

in

such

air outside of

house can pass through it, and
drive that which is heated upward
through the house.
If such an arrangement is not made, no amount of
fuel will do much to warm the rooms
with which the furnace communicates.
the

At
let

a

more cold

little

plain.

air into

thought

We

will

its

make

furnace, but

the reason

frequently arrange to ven-

down

again.

have
been invented with the object of stopping such back-draughts. None of those
which I have seen do so completely at
the best, so far as I know, is
all times
called the " Globe Ventilator," which is
exceedingly ingenious yet simple.
;

It is

of a

impossible to ventilate

room

impossibieio
vefiii/ate
eqnaiiy.

equally.

The

all

parts

air in the cor-

example, usually
remains almost stationary, or tends to form edfor

^^ers,

either

dies in the w^ay

warmer

shown

in Fig.

V.

The

tends to accumulate in
the upper part of a room, and it does
not change so quickly as that nearer
the floor, unless some special device is

may seem strange that in orwarm a house it is necessary to adopted

first it

der to

it

of devices

air also

to displace

it.

The

simplest

way to get rid of this air rapidly is by
means of a ventilating shaft which is
built close to the chimney, so that

it

is

Laws of

the Diffusion

heated by the waste heat in the latter.
This shaft has one or more openings
either near the ceiHng or near the floor,

of Gases.
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peratures of breath and atmosphere are
equal.

as

If,

is

usually

the

case

hot weather, during which
open windows make other ventilation
needless, the breath is warmer than
the atmosphere, all of the expired substances (carbonic acid, water - vapor,
nitrogen, oxygen, and the unknown
except

in

compounds

wdiich

give

the

peculiar

odor to the breath) tend to rise, and
continue to do so until they either
reach a level at which an equal temperature is reached, or are stopped by
the ceiling
but in any case they are
soon distributed more or less evenly
through all of the air confined in the
room, following the laws of the diffusion of gases.*
So far as danger of
breathing too much carbonic acid is
;

Fig.

V.

— Diagram

drawn out by

showing direction
a

heated

of

air

when

-currents

chinnney through an

open

fire-

place elevation.

or sometimes both in the upper and

lower

parts

the

of

room.

Suitable

valves are provided which regulate the
size of the openings, and permit them to
be completely closed when necessary.
There is a prevalent idea that, since
carbonic-acid gas is heavier than air,
,

.

,

I'OMl air does
tiot

in

always

and

since

a

considerable

quantity of this gas

is

ex-

haled by the body, the air
the lower parts of a room becomes

charged with it sooner and to a greater
extent than that in the upper parts.
It is a very rare thing for such a condition to obtain

for the quantity of
gas given off is relatively very
small (probably not more than from
three-fourths to four-fifths of a cubic
foot per hour by an adult and far less
;

the

by a

child),

and

with the air

thoroughly mixed
of the entire room very
it

is

soon after it is exhaled, and is thus
evenly distributed. Even if such an
admixture did not take place so quickly as in fact

it

does, in

portion of cases the
rise, not fall.
There

a large

pro-

compound would
is not much dif-

ference in weight between the atmos-

phere and carbonic -acid gas diluted
with air to the extent it is as it
comes from the lungs when the tem18

Fig. VI.

the

— Ground

air in

p'an ot

Same

r.^om.

it

will

the corners tends to fornn eddies as

be

seen that

shown by the

arrows.

concerned, there is usually less in most
modern rooms near the floor than near
* When two or more gases are put in contact
with one another, no matter what be the compara-

weights or volumes, they immediately begin to
" The mixture takes place rapidly and is
homogeneous that is, each portion of the mixture
contains the gases in the same proportion " (Ganot). This is what we call the " diffusion of gases."
It takes place whether the lighter or heavier gas be
originally in the upper or lower part of the chamber in which they are confined.
tive

mix.

—
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the ceiling.

It will

be understood that

speak of ordinary living or sleeping
rooms which are not overcrowded of
course in crow^ded rooms the lower air
is more charged with the products of
respiration than the upper, simply because the total quantity exhaled per
hour by a large number of people is,
I

;

proportionately to the total air-space,
very great, and diffusion does not occur
sufficiently rapidly to dispose of

There

is in

it.

nection between the methods adopted for heating and those intended for

ready
ior of

A

plan

the

good example of the first
tall chimney so often used

to secure a

strong draught for large

is

furnaces in factories requiring very hot
fires for their business.
These tall
chimneys increase the draught in two
first, they become themselves
ways
heated, and give up their heat whenever the gases within them become
cooler than they should from any cause
;

al-

and, second, they
the

of

them

we make use

is

to say,

of the fact that the latter

heavier than the former,

in

order to

of

like

within

air

moving

all

when once

to stop.

creating a partial

vacuum

supply from below

is

in

case the

diminished from

any cause.

A

secure the necessary removal of foul
air.

to

work

walls be

in

a

man-

similar

warmed, or

if

air within

ranging for ventilation

a gas-flame or radiator or stove.

remember

is

their failure
viust

that p7'ovision

be

both for the removal and admisand that air will not rise simply
because it is warmed, nor flow through
a ventilating flue either upward or
downward, unless forced in some way
7Jiade

sion^

so to do.

It is useless to

lating shaft

anywhere

assume that the hot

way begin

to stream

^Axrises^ as

it is

out,

said.

put a venti-

in a

house, and

air will straight-

up

As

hot air does not

it,

I

because hot
have pointed

" rise,"

—

some force compels it to rise
endowed with some peculiar

unless

it is

not

qualities

which annul the operation of the law
of gravitation.
If you want hot air to
rise, you must employ colder to push
it up.
If you expect your shaft to pour
hot air out of its top, you must have
This can be accooler near its base.
complished either by heating the shaft
itself directly or indirectly, or by constructing it in such a way that it acts
as a mere passage-way for air already

the

be heated by means of

try to build houses with the idea of ar-

to

may

ventilating shaft in a house

The most be made
common blunder made by those who ner if its

and admission of pure

for air,

momentum

the

set in motion is
So the ascending colhelps to increase the draught by

bodies,

we depend upon the behav- hard
warm air in the midst of colder umn
That

make

moving column

useful,

said,

to ventilate dwellings.

is

have

Practically, as I

heated and forced upward by cold air
below.

;

dwellings a very close con-

ventilation.

Home.

in the

it

ordinary furnace, with
pipes for hot air and

its

The

distributing

its cold-air box
communicating with the colder air without, is an example of the principle ap-

plied in ventilation,

when the shaft
movement

so constructed that the
air within

it

is

of

depends upon the power

of heavier cold to force out the lighter

warm

gases.

In a furnace the heat of

causes the air within it to expand and become lighter than before.
As it expands it exerts an increased
the

fire

pressure in

all

directions.

It is

unable

push the brick sides of the hot-air
chamber away, and it therefore expends its force upon the pipes which
open into that chamber. It meets with
to

greater resistance at the

mouth

of the

box than at the mouths of the
pipes which open into rooms in the

cold-air

for the outer temperature is
lower than that within, and the outer
air, therefore, heavier.
Naturally it

house,

overcomes the

least

resistance,

and

Heated Ventilating-shafts.
some

of

it

begins to flow through the

leading

pipes

to

rooms oi the
becomes sufficiently
the

house.
Soon it
expanded to move

doors.
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An apartment

theoretically perfect

a

ventilated

way

in

a rare

is

—

thing to find

in this world
indeed it
almost beyond belief that perfect
ventilation can be obtained
It acquires momentum
these pipes.
but there
enough to continue to flow after it has is no reason why many of the dwellings
expanded as much as its increased in this country should not be made far
more healthful than they are to-day,
temperature demands
it produces a
partial vacuum, and the cold outer air and far more comfortable, if greater
rushes in to fill it.
This in its turn pains were taken to get rid of the foui
air by means of hot chimneys or heatis heated and follows the same course
Again ed ventilating-shafts than is at present
as that which preceded it.
and again is the process repeated the custom.
It is often impossible to admit enough
and a steady movement of hot air is
fresh air to a room without opening the
produced through the house.
It is
In such cases it is better to
possible in a similar way to force hot window.
and impure air through a ventilating- lower the upper sash, when possible,
shaft if the latter is constructed so as rather than to raise the lower.
This
to resemble the hot-air pipes of a fur- admits the cold air to the upper parts
nace, and if the room from the top of of the chamber, and causes a change
which it rises has something similar to of the air more rapidly than would be
the cold-air box of that form of heat- the case were it admitted lower, while

rapidly

through

is

;

;

ing apparatus.

it

In practice, however,

hard to
use any device which closely resembles
the furnace
for it is desirable to avoid
the direct admission of enough cold air
at any part of a room to expel the hot
it

is

;

sufficiently

quickly.

no importance
must be avoided
of

"Draughts" are

in the

former

;

they

in the latter.
Beside
not easy to warm a room
equably into which a stream of cold
air is constantly pouring
particularly
when it is necessary to heat that air
enough to make it flow out of a shaft
which opens above, not into a room, as
does the furnace-pipe, but into the
open.
In dwelling-houses it is better
to secure the out-flow of foul air by
this,

it

is

—

means

of an open fire or a stove, or
through a shaft which is heated in
some way, than it is to rely upon heating it enough in a room to compel it
to travel through an unwarmed shaft.
If a sufficiently powerful outflow is insured, the inflow, in most houses will
take care of itself or at least it can
be regulated by means of windows and

—

also lessens the sensible draught.

It

a good plan to have one or more
screens in a room which requires the
is

opening of a window for such a purpose while it is occupied. Screens are
too little valued from a practical standpoint
they are of the greatest use,
both for shutting off the excessive radiant heat of an open fire or stove,
and for checking injurious air-currents.
In the nursery and in the sick-room
they are invaluable, and, in our northern climate they are useful in almost
any room.
;

There
of

far too much difference
among those who have
made special study of saniis

opinion

Plumbuig.

tary

many important
construction

.

,

.

,

plumbmg, concernmg so
practical

and

design,

think of attempting to do
call

attention

to a

evident dictates of

details

of

me

to

for

more than

few of the most

common

sense re-

specting this branch of hygiene.
I confess that the first suggestion

which occurs to my mind after reading
a few of the controversial discourses of

Hygiene
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Home.

in the

sanitary experts in questions of plumbing, reminds one of a celebrated sug-

explains

made by " Punch." The adby that astute philosopher
given
vice
to "young men about to marry" was
" Don't "
It really seems well to say
to those who are about to introduce
"
plumbing into their homes " Don't

there ain't none "

gestion

I

:

If

we

are to believe

all

!

who denounce

she

is

with

sure

it

great satisfaction that
can't be the drains, " for
!

Whatever dispute there may be about
plumbing, one thing is clear, namely
;

the less there

of

is

the better.

it

If

possible, place all fixtures as nearly as

may be

in a direct line

other.

The accompanying diagram

serve to illustrate

my

one above the

meaning.

will

In

it

one soil-pipe runs straight to the roof,
and two sets of fixtures are provided
upon each floor.
Never have plumbing out of sight.
Let each pipe be in full view, and
each closet, bath, or basin be unhidden
by any sort of enclosing woodwork.
There is quite as much danger from
the dirt which is apt to gather round
concealed pipes, and beneath enclosed
sinks or closet-bowls, as there is from
the admission of sewer-gas.
In arranging your plumbing, remember that the simplest

^
j^j^

g

'''^^O^ft

^

way

to prevent

the accumulation of
dirt

make

to

is

it

be clean
than to be dirty.
Therefore put your
easier to

sinks where there

plenty of

light,

make them

is

and

of such

a shape that there
Fig. VII.

— Diagram

of

plumbing

witJi soil-pipe

various details of its arrangements as
being dangerous, we are forced to conclude that there is no safety attainable
by human ingenuity, if a single sink or
water-closet is constructed in connection with a single drain
So in the
matter of drainage, after studying the
opinions of experts upon such questions, one is constrained to think enviously of the happiness of the Welsh
landlady set forth in the same journal.
When the traveller complains of a bad
smell in an inn, and asks if the drainage may not be defective, the hostess
!

little chance for
water to splatter
when poured into them.
Make everything as simple as possiis

and ventilator running straight to the roof

ble,

and also try

fixtures so

that

to place the various

they can be reached

with the least possible trouble.
Pure water is most important for the

This fact is
be appreciatsuppiy.
public
but its extreme importance is not yet fully understood.
Most of us have some share
of a strange mental quality which
causes us to understand fully that certain facts exist, to see the exact bearpreservation of health.
The ivater

beginning

to

;

Contamination of the Water-supply.
ings of these facts

— and

calmly to act
This

aije is

harmless after

much
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filtration throuirh

hardly take the trouble to do anything
One
to prevent its contamination.

and continue to drink
diluted sewage as had been their custom, Personally I have a strong objection to swallowing the stuff which is
poured out of a cesspool, no matter
how dilute it may be. Perhaps it will
be said that I am too fastidious I do

would think that the knowledge

not think so myself.

as though they were not facts.
is

the reason

know

why

so

many

people

that contaminated water

gerous to health,

not

only

is

who
dan-

continue

recklessly to drink such water, but also

if

a cesspool

soil

is

that,

so

r

—

The accompanying diagram is no exway in which not a

built in certain kinds of

and of certain materials,

Fig. VIII.

— Diagram

it

will

aggeration of the

showing contamination

sooner or later begin to allow its contents to leak into the surrounding
earth
and that the filth will penetrate

earth,

of

well-water by cesspool

few of our fellow-citizens arrange their
and privy-vaults or cesspools.

wells

;

the soil to a great depth, and that
will

thus inevitably find

its

way

In the diagram the vault

it

into the

water of a well, would lead any man to
choose some other site for his cesspool,
or at least to refrain from drinking the
water into which such filth might be
pouring.
Yet many do nothing of the
sort.
They calmly construct the cesspool on the dangerous spot, and drink
the water without hesitation.
Sometimes, when the danger is pointed out
to them, they inform us that the sew-

its

is

shown with
down to

leaky floor and sides dug

within a few feet of the water from
which the well is supplied. The filth
is shown to flow into the underground
stream and thus to find its way into the
neighboring well.
The figure also
shows the folly of the custom that
exists in some parts of the country of
digging the well on a hill with the idea
of protecting its water.
It would have
been far safer to have reversed the rela-
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in the

and

built the privy on
digging a well in the
for the chances are that a
valley
much longer time would elapse before
the vault contents would have reached
the water than would be the case
if less earth separated them from the

tive situations,

the

while

hill
;

water.

There

is

no doubt that certain

dis-

Home.

stances by spreading them
layer over

That is to
Although

the

in

a thin

surface of the

earth.

them as manure.
by no means demon-

say, to use
it

is

strated that this procedure insures the

destruction of

all

dangerous bacteria or

chemical compounds which may exist
in excrementa, it is proven that a very
great number of species of bacteria are

eases are directly due to living germs,

killed

when exposed under

and there is no doubt that many of
these germs live for a long time in
water.
It is not proven that all of the
germs are killed by passing through
soil, and it is neither pleasant nor safe

tions

to

run the risk of their so being.
Therefore do not put a privy near a
well, or construct it so that it can leak
to

into the earth at

In case there

reason to fear that

drinking water has become infected, it
can be rendered harmless by boiling it
The
for three quarters of an hour.

unpleasant

flat

taste of boiled water

is

largely removed, if, after boiling, the
water be allowed to stand exposed to
In order
the sunlight for some time.
to prevent the entrance of dust while
the water is so exposed, it is well to
pour it while still hot into a bottle
(which has been thoroughly cleaned,
and also heated so that it does not
break from the heat of the water), and
having closed the bottle by means of a
plug of loose cotton, stand it in some
sunny place for several hours. If two
bottles are used and the supply for the
next day is boiled and put into one of

them while that already
used,
ply

it

is

stand

easy to

in the other is
each day's supfor twenty - four

let

exposed

hours.

There
in

is

much

wdiich

respect to the best

Sewage

dis-

scwagc.

is

way

not yet clear
to dispose of

In the light of pres-

posal.

of

knowledge and in view
existing conditions, it seems to me

that the only practical-method to adopt
is

to get rid

action

of

use,

air.

perfectly safe or not, this plan

certainly reduces the

mum,

like condi-

sun and

risk to a mini-

puts waste substances to a good

and

is

the only one

known

to

me

may be

put into practice, save in
the rare instances where a large stream
can be used to drain away the sewage
in which case, be it remembered,
dwellers upon the banks of the stream
below us may be poisoned by our arrangements for getting rid of a troublesome question or when a body of salt
water subject to tidal currents makes
that

—

all.

is

Whether

the

of excrementitious sub-

—

possible for us to carry a drain-pipe
out well beyond low-water mark, and
feel sure that we have done our whole
it

duty to our neighbors and secured ourselves from quite a little anxiety as

some risk.
There is no excuse, however,

well as

for

mak-

ing use of a privy vault or privy. Such
dirty and dangerous plans are utterly

without justification

;

for their use in-

creases the risk of infecting the wellwater very greatly, and fills the air
w^ith foul

odors.

Some form

of earth

closet can always be used instead of

them, and that too without additional
expense. All that is needed is a watertight pail or similar vessel under the
seat, and a barrel of dry earth with
a small shovel or scoop within easy
reach.
is

After using the closet the earth

thrown over the

necessary, the

pail

excreta.
is

When

emptied upon a

compost heap or elsewhere. If thoroughly mixed in, earth destroys the
odors of sewage very completely and
a

Real Personal
very rapidly. At the proper time the
mixture can be used as manure. Although the disinfection of sewage is not
absolutely certain, this plan

is

the best

practicable.

Cleanliness.
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rubbing cleanses pretty efficiently. But
to succeed in getting really clean, soap
is absolutely, and hot water almost, indispej[isable.
It is not necessary to take
a warm bath daily in addition to the
cold sponge
but warm baths should
be taken frequently, even though the
others be daily.
The rule for determining whether
cold or warm baths are best suited to
;

HYGIENE OF THE INDIVIDUAL.

As

it

with the dwelling so

is

is

it

with the person, the most important
sanitary precaution

Cu-

cleanliness.

is

enough many people have no
more idea of what real personal cleanriously

have of real house-

liness is than they

Superficial neatness
compatible with considerable perClean clothes do
sonal uncleanliness.
not make a clean skin, although dirty

hold cleanliness.

is

inner garments do
impossible.

All

make

this

and anyone who

is

is

a clean

body

self-evident,

dirty because

he

does not try to be clean sins deliberately.
It is perhaps a rather startling
assertion to make, but it is true when
I say that a frequent cause of want
of cleanliness is the habit of taking a
daily cold bath
Let not the reader suppose for a mo!

ment that

I

know any

objection to the

daily " tub," so dear to

the well-bred

and quite as dear
American of the same class
Briton

to

of

the
so-

although the latter does not, as
does his kinsman from over seas, become so infatuated with this part of
his toilet as to devote a considerable
share of his daily conversation, no matter what company he is in, to detailed
descriptions of his matutinal experience with cold water.
On the conciety,

trary, I think

it

a most excellent habit

who

Temperature
of baths.

'i^Y particular individual

very

simple

:

If

a

is

bath,

hot or cold, is followed by a
sense of comfort, that bath is beneficial.
If a hot bath is followed by a
either

sense of weakness or faintness, or a
one by shivering and cold ex-

cold

tremities, the bath
beneficial.

down

harmful, and not

a hard-and-fast rule in such mat-

which

ters

is

It is useless to try to lay

be applicable to

shall

all

some people are invigorated by
cold bathing and some are weakened,
and the same is true in regard to hot
bathing.
The immediate results indicases

;

cate the proper course in every case.

A rough

comparison between the actual
temperature of a bath and its temperature as appreciated by the body may
Water at a tembe given as follows
perature of less than 40° F. feels very
cold, and when it is less than 36° F. it
:

is

absolutely painful

when

the

body

is

submerged. Between 40° and 50°
F. the water feels decidedly cold.
As
the temperature rises one feels less and
less sensation of chill in the water, and
when the thermometer registers from
first

F. it becomes tepid or
Between 100° and 102° F. the
bath feels decidedly hot, and when a

^5°

to 95°

warm.

are sfrong enough to
bear it but it should be regarded as
a stimulating luxury more than as a
method of cleansing the body. It re-

temperature of 110° to 112° F. is approached the heat is scarcely bearable
to one who is not used to it.

moves some
when taken

detail

for persons
;

of the dirt, of course,

and

just after exercising, while

exuding from the pores,
a cold sponge bath followed by brisk
sweat

is

still

The

subject of clothing is treated in
elsewhere in this book. What
I have to say about it is so
Clothing.
commonplace that, were it not^
,

,

that so few people actually carry into

Hygiene
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in the

very simple rules, which must
to everyone who has thought
for a few minutes about the matter and
has considered the plain dictates of
common sense, I should not make the
effect the

be

known

Starting with the proposition that,
clothing

considered,

is

worn for the purpose of protecting the
body and increasing comfort, it is obvious that the material and thickness
of the garments should be determined
by the temperatures to which the wearer
is- exposed, and by his personal sensa-

Lighter clothing for warmer

tions.

and heavier for colder weather is, of
course, worn by those who are able to

make

it is

the rule

that people in general dress too

New

York, the costume which reason prompts
one to adopt would on many hot days
consist of a suit of modified pajamas.

Custom requires men to wear clothes
rather more than twice as thick as is
compatible with comfort. The specday

in

a

man

dressed on a very hot
cloth suit, put on over a

starched shirt and a set of underclothing, is neither elevating

nor pleasant.

Neither dignity nor suavity is often
to withstand the wilting of the
shirt, and the discomfort of its wearer.
There are signs of more reasonable
summer clothing, but it is useless to

able

fly in

the face of fashion, and

it is

more

with winter dressing than with summer
that I wish to deal
for in respect to
this more can be accomplished without
shocking the conventionalities in the
;

much

at

risk to

health would be avoided, for we should
not be compelled to face such a sharp
the house in an overheated state during

Second,

cold weather.

winter are
first, that our rooms are usually far too
hot to permit wearing with safety clothing which is comfortable in the house
when w^e go out into the cold of winter.
If our garments are thick enough to
in

:

withstand the outer cold they are too

would be

it

far

better did people habitually wear light

clothing in the house and use heavier
wraps when leaving it. It is unwise to
pay so little attention to the actual
state of the weather as most of us do,
and in order to keep warm and comfortable when the thermometer is low
make ourselves hot and uncomfortable

when

it is

high.

peace-loving

man must approach

the corset question with

some dread.

All that need be said about
Corsets.

_

.

there

is

no

it

.

.

.

,

is, first,

necessity for

the use of corsets, at least unless they

have been worn so long that the wearer
has lost the power to do without the
support which they afford.

Second, corsets are
certain extent to
striction of free

all

injurious

women.

movement

to a

The

re-

of the chest

and of

all the muscles of the trunk is a
very objectionable thing but we cannot prove that the injury is so severe
as to produce serious consequences to
health or length of life, except when the
wearer has laced tightly, or unless they
are worn by girls who are not sufficiently developed to stand their restraint.
Third, corsets are decidedly dangerous if worn at too early an age.
;

There

is

no truth

in

the

assertion

that the breasts need the support of

the corset.

When

the breasts begin to

need support, which

least.

The mistakes made

rooms were habitually kept

If

warm-

In summer, in the city of

tacle of a

heat.

a reasonable temperature

Any

the change.

In the Northern States

ly.

thick to wear with comfort in the inner

change as we now do when we leave

following suggestions.
hygienically

Home.

when

they

first

they never

develop,

there

do
are

other ways of supporting them which
do not involve the use of any stiff,

unyielding garments at all. It would
be a blessing could the corset vanish
from the earth at an early day, for so
it must sooner or later,

TJic

The amount

Importance of Physical Exercise.

to be taken

and kind of

exercise to be selected differ

A

viduals.
Exercise.

.

.

amount

certain

m
.

^

.

indi-

in

,

of
.

.

certam forms is mvaluable, especially for growing girls
and boys, and is useful for adults. To
secure erect carriage and graceful
movements the very best are some of
setting-up
those called by army men
tranimg

exercises."

(See Appendix?)

The Delsarte method is good
better still in many ways is that

;

but

to be

had by the systematic practice of presame movements as are used
by women who are practising to become
This form of exercise
public dancers.
is peculiarly fitted for children, and is
one of the most satisfactory means
which can be used for the purpose of
cisely the
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forms of out -door sport which are
healthful
they are well known.
In the desire to improve the physical
condition of young girls we must never
forget that they arc girls, and neither
young sexless animals nor boys
Inasmuch as they are developing Jiiunan
females their sex imposes certain physical limitations upon them which cannot be disregarded without serious risk
to health of body
and inasmuch as
they are also developing wojnen their
sex demands that the beauty, and purity, and tenderness conferred upon
woman by virtue of her potential
motherhood should not be sacrificed
in the slightest degree for the sake of
;

!

;

some

slight addition to her physical
strength as a mere machine.
It is in

developing the muscles of the entire
body, and giving a remarkable suppleIt has the advantage,
ness and grace.

no case either right or necessary to
regard a young girl as anything but
what she is, whether physical or men-

which is important, of interesting and
amusing at the same time that it im-

tal

proves the

inexorably punishes the transgression.
I speak of the education of girls,
and maintain that its methods must
adapt themselves to the fact that they
are girls, I do not mean to say that the

physical

condition

of

a

Such training can only be conducted under the instruction of a competent teacher. It maybe begun as early
child.

as the seventh or eighth year of age.

education be considered

indeed,

;

if

the physical laws are infringed nature

When

girls of

education of women should not be carried to the highest point, nor do I mean

their education.

that the subjects studied by them
should necessarily differ from those
studied by the other sex.
I simply

It is a fortunate

thing that the young

to-day are encouraged to engage in out-door sports, and to look
upon exercise as a necessary part of

We

obligation to those

game

are under a great

who introduced

of lawn tennis to the world

the
;

it

much for the health of both
and has been the means of improving the physical condition of young
girls to a degree which is most satisfacLike all good things, it has been
tory.
overdone by some people, and has been
injurious to them.
The bicycle promises to be a valuable promoter of good

mean

that the physical facts

has done

sexes in precisely the same

sexes,

subject of the

health for both sexes.

It is a fascinat-

ing form of exercise, and has the merit

of being comparatively cheap, after

the
is

first

expense for the machine. It
enumerate the various

needless to

make

it

absolutely impossible to teach the two
7vay..

The

hygiene of education
w'lW be considered more fully in the
chapter on the nursery, where also attention will be called to one of the
most neglected, yet most important
branches of education, namely, instruction in the art of

working

effi-

ciently BUT NOT WASTEFULLY, and it
may be added also of resting in the
Want of instruction in
same way.
these two matters has been the cause
of incalculable

harm

to the world.

Hygiene
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II.

— HYGIENE

Infancy and CJiildhood.

in

IN INFi^

THE care of the babe during the

first

few weeks of its life is a more serious matter, from one standpoint, than
is generally appreciated.
People sel-

dom

upon the management
the child depend what

realize that

Care of ihe new- of
born child.

called the morals

j^-,^y

body

of the

—

and nursing,

sleeping

habits of

its

etc.

— and

that the sub-

sequent health and happiness of the
.little one are, to a large extent, deter-

mined by the influences of these early
days of life. Nor is this all for the
comfort of all who have to do with the
child is greatly increased, if the proper
course is adopted in its early training.
;

little book,
Childhood," says
" It is not necessary to dwell at length
on the fact that the child at this age is
a noted creature of habit
indeed, as
we come to consider infants as they
grow, and we study the many causes

Dr. Keating, in his excellent

" Maternity, Infancy,

:

;

for that

most distressing

state of af-

we can trace it
can almost say in one half of
the cases, to the unfortunate indiscrefairs;

sleeplessness,

back,

I

tion in

humoring the

child

when

it

is

not more than a few weeks old." Many
more ills than sleeplessness have their

same " indiscretion " the
digestion and assimilation of food, the
growth of the little one, its strength
and its comfort, are all interfered with
unless regular habits are formed within a very few weeks after birth.
Moreover, the health of the mother requires
origin in the

;

such regularity she cannot stand the
strain of nursing unless she gets suffi;

cient sleep at regular intervals

;

and

she cannot get such sleep unless the
baby is taught to wake and nurse at
the proper hours.
well her

digestible

baby

milk

;

mother is not
from poor or in-

If a

suffers
this

tends to

make

NCY AND CHILDHOOD.
the child both feeble and cross.
It
seems to the young mother cruel to
allow a little baby to cry for a long

babies often

time, as little

she can stop

She

sure

is

it

is

when

do,

wailing by nursing

its

hungry

it.

— regardless of

the fact that she has nursed

it

within

She declares that this baby
has such a nervous temperament that
it cannot be treated so harshly
it is
dangerous to allow it to become so excited.
All this is natural
but it is
wrong. Unless a baby is extremely
feeble, and most babies are not, it can,
within a few days or weeks, be taught
to nurse and sleep so regularly, that
it varies but a few minutes from the
hours as marked by the clock. Those
who have not tried to train an infant
the hour.

;

—

to habits of regularity, will be surprised

how easy

to find

the

first

day of

the process

week or two.

its birth.

Do

is,

after

Begin with the

not hold the

thing in your arms to put

it

little

to sleep,

but lay it on its pillow, of course seeing to it that the room is warm enough
and the little body protected from
draughts. As soon as the milk has
come in quantity to permit it, arrange

—

and keep to it!
Usually the intervals between nursings
should be two hours during the daytime, and from three to four hours at
night.
Do not allow the small tyrant

a regular time-table

custom of the
and choose the night

to elect to reverse the
rest of the world,

frequent nursing, while

for

much

of the day to sleep.

devoting

Why

babies
should so often try to do this I know
not but many of them certainly do so,
and must be taught the evil of their
arrangements. There is nothing worse
for child or mother than to allow the
formation of a habit of falling asleep
;

while nursing, or of nursing at

very

,

Hints about the Nursery.
short

The baby ought to
amount of food at a

intervals.

take a sufficient

time to fill its stomach, and then to
wait long enough for that organ to become empty this permits time enough
for digestion and for subsequent rest;

ing-time for the
gives

produce

while

child,

mother enough

the

the

best

milk

also

it

repose

to

sufficient

in

have dwelt upon the necessity of
regularity, partly because so few seem
to appreciate it, and partly because it is
one of the most important of hygienic
rules.
Do not think that I intend to
say that there is any fixed rule about
the time which should intervene between nursings I have suggested twohour intervals as usually proper. Babies are not all cast in the same mould,
and some do better- if the interval is
I

;

longer or shorter. I mean only to say
that some regular interval should elapse^

and some time-table should be selected.
Regularity
greatest

is,

next to cleanliness, the

protection

to

the

health

of

children.
It is

not within the province of this

article to treat of all details of

hygiene.

I

nursery

shall deal only with general

principles.

When
a friend

preparing the paper

who

is

I

asked

the mother of several

and who has in them irreevidence (if evidence were
needed) that she knows whereof she

children,

futable

speaks, to write for

me

a description of

the methods which she thought best to

adopt in the physical care of infants
and little children. Upon reading her
response to this request, I saw that the
best way to cover much of the ground
which belongs to this article would be
to publish her views in her own words.
She consented to allow me to do this,
and I give it in full, feeling sure that
nothing that I could write would give
such clear, succinct, and complete directions.

I

take

for granted that the nursery

it

room

the brightest, sunniest

house.
The nursery.

Let

in

the

be also pretty

it

.

,

,

•

and gay and not like a ward
in a hospital.
Even a very young baby
is sensitive to its surroundings and enjoys the gay pictures on the walls and
pretty ornaments on bureau and mantel-piece.
"

quantity.

.

"
is
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A

hard wood

floor, or, if this is

possible, a painted floor,

able

an all-over

than

is

more

carpet,

im-

desir-

but

1

prefer to rugs a square of carpet well
lined and nailed down so as to leave a
margin of wood floor all around the
room. This square of carpet is much

warmer than rugs and,

in

case of sud-

den illness, may be taken up at a few
moments' notice. A bare floor always
hygienic

—

—

is

indispensable in cases of

contagious disease.
" Do not be afraid of plenty of fresh
air and sunlight.
Let carpet and pretty
Fresh air and muslin curtains fade, but let
sunlight.

sunlight stream into the
room. Whether the day be warm or
not open the windows, and do not fear
to open the windows really wide.
You
will have less draught than by opening
Many doctors will forbid a lita slit.
tle infant to be taken out in winter.
This is undoubtedly a safe precaution
in a severe climate, but a little baby
longs for fresh air quite as much as an
adult.
Let him have it by throwing
wide open your sunny nursery window,
dress him as though for going out and
put your bassinet or cradle, or, for lack
of anything better, a clothes-basket

with pillows

in

it,

close to the

window

and cover him warmly. You
will be surprised to find what a restful sleep and what rosy cheeks the little creature will
have after its sun
in the sun,

bath.
" Give up almost any luxury rather
than an open fireplace in the nursery.
" Keep your nursery cool— 68° Y is
.

warm enough even for bathing an

infant,

Hygiene
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Infancy and

in

and 66° quite warm enough for children
Rememold enough to romp and play.
Temperatureof t>er that they take an imthe nursery,
niense amount of exercise,

months' old who
lift a very small
toy, to the four or five year old who
I have
plays horse for hours together.

from the

six

little

strains every nerve to

seen children in profuse perspiration
while the mother sat quietly reading

CJiildJiood.

rub gently but thoroughly keeping him
covered all the time. As to the temperature of the bath it must be determined by the physical condition of
the child and the family doctor, but it
can and ought to be gradually cooled

—

until

what

is

it

The

tepid.

commonly

is

greatest care

taken in washing

the

called

should be

mouth.

Fifty

cent's worth of absorbent cotton will

.ideas

more than last through babyhood. Always use fresh cold water and never
use the same piece of cotton twice.
The colder the water the better a baby
seems to like it, though by this I do

How

not

or sewing and asking for a shawl.
reference to

Franklin Stove

" in

[^Sce

Appen-

dix.]
,

"

an

Every trained nurse has her own
about bathing an infant, just as
bathe cvcry mother has, so it is
infant.
^^^^
^^^j.^
^^^^
^^^^
to

room thoroughly,

Air the

rules.

and wait

first,

warm

again before
everything ready,
the little clothes all prepared and
warm, and laid where they are reached
easily.
A large flannel apron and a
large soft bath - towel are necessary.
Take off the baby's night-clothes
quickly and firmly.
He will not mind
it
half so much as if you apologize
to him between each garment for the
until

beginning.

it

is

Have

you are taking.

liberties

When you

mean

ice-water

Don't be afraid

!

to let

him suck the water from the

ton.

In this

way he

cot-

will get a drink,

which an infant needs and ought to
have daily. As he grows older, give him
at least twice a day a little cold water,
for milk does not always quench thirst.
About the dressing of an infant, opinions vary, but the following suggestions

^pply to children living in
a climatc such as that of
New York and in a house kept reasonably warm, i.e.^ having a nursery
temperature of 66° to 68° F. and the

Hoiv to dress
an infant,

before putting him in, then dip him
gently into the water, as sometimes

temperature of the rest of the house
more or less in that neighborhood.
" For a new-born baby you will probably have to yield to the superior
judgment of your trained nurse whethWe shall
er you approve of it or not.
therefore consider first a six weeks' old
baby.
Use only the lightest and finest

even

of flannel for bands, barrow-coats,

reach the band, before taking that

him have

let

off,

with

short air-bath

a

plenty of exercise, and you will be
surprised to see how much exercise
the little arms and legs can take.

Wash

the face

an

older

and head thoroughly

baby

will

suddenly

get violently alarmed.

Hold him with

the left hand, rub

over with the

right

— either with

all

or without soap, ac-

cording to the needs of the baby
a good

;

take

sponge (don't confine
yourself to what is commonly called
a
baby sponge,' they are wretched
little things except for a new-born infant) and sponge him thoroughly.
Lift
him into your soft bath-towel, fold this
and your flannel apron around him and
'

-

sized

night-gowns
shirt

is

;

the

light

coat or

gauze
flannel

mounted on a
a short thin

what

is

We
needed.
with the flannel band,
undershirt, a barrow-

only one

will begin, then,

a

and

as a rule, a gauze under-

petticoat,

flannel

preferably

band or

waist,

nainsook petticoat, and

known

as

a slip

instead

of

Avoid most carefully long,
They
heavy, clumsy white dresses.
only add weight and no warmth.
a

dress.

Clothing for Infants
"

My rule

is

This

no shoes or socks.

must
A young baby
give my reason for it.
wearing socks will invariably do one of
two things though he generally does
He will either wet the sock or
both
is

so great a heresy that

feel I

I

—

!

kick

Then

off.

it

customed as

the

little

to

is

it

the'

foot, ac-

warmth

of

the sock, feels the chill and the mother

surprised to find that the baby

is

has cold

feet.

On

the other hand, the

bare feet are constantly rubbing
against the flannel petticoat and, even
little

if

moments by

wet, are dried in a few

the friction.
"

At night, let the dress be just the
same only exchanging for the white
petticoat and dress a long, loose, flannel
night-dress.
This, with a soft, warm,
knit blanket wrapped tightly around
the baby just under the arm-pits will
keep the little body warm and comfort-

—

Don't be afraid to leave
A baby likes air
If you fear
quite as much as you do.

able

night.

all

the head uncovered.

draughts, draw a screen or a

around the
"

little

curtain

bed.

Use only the

lightest

of

knit

or

and have them

of small size, as the weight of a large
is

baby

uncomfortable and unhealth-

others.

the

'final

"

The proper age

for putting a

baby

into short clothes depends, of course,

"Short upon the season of the year,
ciothesr
the child's health, and the
necessities of the case.
Except under
unusual circumstances,
six

months

I

should give

as the limit for keeping in-

fants in long clothes.

By

that time the

and freedom becomes very marked. With great care
and discretion the change can be made
as easily in winter as in summer, prodesire

for

vided

the child

exercise

is

ordinarily healthy.

put on the short white slip instead
of the long one, leaving the other two
long petticoats on. In a day or so take
First,

off the

long white petticoat, though the
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look rather odd with a long

will

hanging

far

below the

After two or three days, make
change of the long flannel

skirt for the short one, putting

the same time

little

on at

socks or stockings

and very

light soft shoes or slippers.
regard to foot - covering, the
child's temperament must be considered carefully. If he is a full-blooded,
sturdy, active baby, the little socks that
I know mothers are so fond of can do
no harm, especially if the napkins are
frequently changed so that the upper
part of the leg is kept warm.
" Don't be alarmed if the baby's skin

" In

on arms or legs
It is

only

feels cool to the touch.

when hands or

cold that extra clothing
"

The

is

feet are very

needed.

clothing at night should remain

the same, though lightened in summer
by taking off the flannel petticoat and
even the skirt, but never the band or
light woollen night-gown.
" It would be impossible to follow the

changes needed
of a child of

Keep

all

through babyhood.

therefore take next the clothing

from three to four years.

to the knit or flannel band.

It

greatest safe-

Lightness,

warmth, guards against cold.
Over
andfree...
I
dom in this a light, all-wool shirt.
.

ful.

Children.

flannel petticoat

I shall

light woollen blankets,

blanket

and Young

ciothi?ig.

.

,

1

•

-r

strongly advise woollen draw-

same quality as the shirt.
Thus you have a warm, light foundation of clothing.
The outer garments
need not be specially warm and must
ers of

the

not be heavy. Remember again the
great activity of a child of that age
and the amount of exercise he takes. I
have seen so often a languid, flushed
little face the result only of
heavy
warm clothing. It is as great a mistake
to overdress as to underdress a child.
When he goes out, however, dress him
according to the weather of the day,
not according to the weather of the
In an uncertain climate, two
season.
winter coats are almost a necessity.

Hygiene
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One should be made
less warm than

in

Infancy and Childhood.

lighter in weight

and

the other.

The

lighter coat will be found invaluable on

cold spring days as well as on

and dreaded.

warm we

the

hair a child has, but in this respect also

cisions."

The question

"

a

boy's skirts
Putiin^

on

trousers."

of a time for changing

to trousers

another

matter to decide.

difficult

^he mother's

instinct of

must come into

fitness of things

the

is

play, and, as it is not an important
matter of health, I need not lay down
rules in regard to it.
As a child grows
older the dress should change according to its needs and its physical condi"
all

Common sense

is

Surely no more need be said upon
branch of nursery hygiene. The

this

sound common sense that characterizes
my friend's advice must be the foundation of all practical hygiene.

speaking,

most of

it is

its

Common

sense.

quite as

vast mass of details
the questions
presented to them have few difficulties.
In the nursery, hygienic rules are the
;

rules of

always.

common
It

is

sense,

and so are they

impossible to treat

;

guide in all cases.
Perhaps some readers will be surprised to find in an article on hygiene
Education and any reference to certain
hygiene.
matters which are discussed in this paper. Education, for
example, is not usually regarded as a
hygienic measure.,

education

is

though the hygiene of
considered.
Yet I

often

intend to speak of education more in
its

powers as a means of
in

make
The

much

sense

as on doc-

advice.
For example, many
mothers are as much afraid of rain as
of diphtheria.
I think that warm sumrains are as healthful for children

and are not

to be avoided

all

same manner
it is equally impossible to do so with
adults.
Common sense must be the
children in precisely the

the power of health to

common

in

People who are not compelled to solve
problems of the kind which present
themselves to professional sanitarians
need not burden their minds with a

Health de-

tors'

as for plants,

not very complicated

details of a practical sort.

preserving health, than

pends on

It is

not such a very complex subject, this
hygiene, after all.
More accurately

a better guide than

the rules ever written.

mer

less water ?
And yet how often
human parent makes just such de-

relation to

tion.

—ex-

What should
mother fish who de-

think of the

and

as are decent.

do not be

cided that her young needed more air

headgear depends on the amount of

ing, and, if it has much hair falling
about the neck and ears, the constant
friction of the hair will keep them
quite warm enough.
When a little
girl is old enough to walk, and even
when she is growing to be a big girl,
do not allow yourself to be tempted to
add a muff to the winter outfit. Put on
the warmest possible mittens and let
her have absolute freedom of her arms.
This will help toward giving her the
fine, free, swinging walk we so rarely
see among our city-bred women.
My advice for the summer clothing
of children, when the weather is very
warm, is brief. Put on as few clothes

up,

cept in their extremes.

winter days, and is, therefore, not the
The
extravagance it seems to be.

do not err on the side of too great
warmth. Remember that in after years
the child is destined, whether man or
woman, to wear very little head cover-

To sum

afraid of cold or heat, rain or sun

the highest education.

relation to

possible
latter

is

former is more
important. Children can be taught to
be healthy
and healthy children can be
taught other things. Education is a
powerful hygienic force. In order to
explain what I mean, I must first state
often mentioned, the

—

Education

my

idea of education is that it imsuch instruction as shall fit the
individual for life in this world of
It is instruction which begins
ours.
before the alphabet is learned, and
continues long after leaving school or
that

plies

college.

hygiene

There

is

a difference between

in education,

and education

in

hygiene.

Education in hygiene begins during
it is then directfirst days of life
ed toward the formation of good and
the

;

regular habits of body. As the child
grows older and its intelligence de-

mind begin

velops, habits of

to be ac-

may be profoundly

quired which

influ-

How

few of us
appreciate the fact that a very great

enced by training.

deal of physical suffering in after

life

comes from bad mental training in
I do not mean suffering
childhood
!

of an imaginary kind

;

I

mean

disease

which may entirely ruin a life which
might have been of use to the world,
and which surely would have been happier but for the lost health.

Many

a

chronic invalid might have preserved
his health had he been taught to use

when

his brain properly

Never forget

in

a child.

educating a young

child that in the nature of things the

chances are that

The

come soon-

illness will

may

be slight
or severe
but whether the one or the
other, it is of the greatest importance
that the physician be able to make a
proper examination of the little patient
A
in order to prescribe effectively.
child can be taught to do many things
of medical importance as a matter of
course, provided the instruction is begun when he is in good health, whereas,
without teaching, all efforts to

er or later.

illness

;

make him do them when
only

in

bitter

protests

ill,

and

result

angry

struggles.

Teach a
ination of

examAccustom it to

child to submit to an
its

throat.

open the moutli, put out thj tongue.

in

Hygiene.
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and not to fear the introduction of a
spoon or other tongue depressor. Beyond cvejything^ avoid arousing in his
mi/id' fear or distrust of the doctor. No
words can express the wickedness and
folly of threatening the poor child with
a visit from the doctor and a dose
of medicine as a punishment for misconduct.
Never lie to a child about
doctors or medicine or anything else
but if you feel, as some people seem to
;

without lying

is an imabout the
amount of pain likely to result from a
surgical procedure, or about the taste

feel,

that

life

possibility, at least don't lie

some medicine. If you know that
something to be done will hurt, say so
if a
mixture to be swallowed is unpleasant, say so.
If you deceive a
child once in such matters, do not
imagine that it will trust you again.
You do not deserve trust, and you will
of

;

not get

it

!

We

Americans are frequently said to
be the greatest sufferers from certain
Learning how
to think.

fomis of serious ucrvous
diseases in the world. This

seems actually to be the case we seem
to suffer from nervous exhaustion, with
its consequent physical w^eakness, to a
greater degree than do other nations.
;

Doubtless this

is

due, in part, to the

heavy strain imposed upon us by the
hurry and worry of our ways of living
but hurry and worry are by no means
the only causes of nervous exhaustion.
;

Indeed, there

is

that hurry has

with

it,

worry.

except

great reason to think
little

in

or nothing to do

so far as

it

There are thousands

produces
of

men

and women living in towns, villages,
or farmhouses in various parts of this
country, who rarely know what it is to
be hurried who may have many long
and weary hours of daily work to do,
or whose daily task may be very short
yet whose health is lost by reason
of nervous exhaustion.
They have
ground their nervous machinery to

—

—

—
Lifancy and

Hygitfii' in

by undue haste

pieces, not

in

working

or living, but by undue waste of nerve-

They have never been taught

force.

how

to think or

idea

the

of

work

— they

preservation

— they

and muscle power

have no
brain

of

waste their

—

thousands of ways and
Let no one think
that nervous exhaustion is the name of
an imaginary disorder which is fashionably used by doctors to hide the
strength

in

down

they break

or laziness

selfishness

This

not

is

I

While

so.

a

of
it

is

patient.

true that

certain people cloak their indolent self-

•indulgence under a pretence of illness,
it is

equally true that

among

the suf-

from nervous exhaustion may be
found some of the most unselfish and
hardest working men and women in the
and a
It is a very real disease
world.
ferers

—

cause of terrible suffering.
Worry is the real cause of almost
cases.

Work by

itself

rarely,

if

all

ever,

If one
works without
produces it.
mental distress, one may be tired out,
but sleep will relieve the fatigue.
When worry is added to work, or when
it
exists independently of work, sleep

restore strength or
does not come to the weary body and
brain save in an unsatisfactory way. If
worry be avoided, the amount of work
which can be accomplished year in and
year out is surprisingly great. Have
you ever thought what worry really is ?
It is simply wasted mental force.
It is
thought expended needlessly, so far as
any good result is concerned. Let us
suppose that we have some work to accomplish which it is important to do
well, or which it is important to finish
within a given time. Is that work improved in quality, or finished the sooner, if besides devoting strength and
thought to its accomplishment, we devote additional streno^th and thouo^ht
itself either fails to

to the consideration of the results of
failure

energy

The

?

is

useless expenditure of

what we

call

worry.

Have

CJiildJiood.

you ever heard a steam-engine make a
clicking sound every time the pistonrod changed the direction of its motion ? Engines do so when their working parts are not

some
expended
that

and

properly

so

fitted,

power of the steam is
moving pieces of metal to

of the
in

fro without useful

this happens, the

engine

effect.
is

When

weakened

to

the extent of the power wasted, and,

moreover, the jar of the waste motion
racks the machine, and may shake it to
pieces.
Waste motion is to an engine
what worry is to a human being.
Do you exclaim, All this is very
but what has it to do with hygitrue
ene ? Hygiene cannot stop worry." I
reply that a most important part of the
education in hygiene is precisely for
the purpose of making it possible to do
away with a great deal of worry. And
If a child is made
it
can do so
to think in a systematic way, and is
taught to estimate the relative importance of things, one-half of the causes
The engineer
of worry are removed.
in charge of a ten-ton steam hammer
a machine which was one of the great
admirations of my childhood became
;

!

—

so skilful in

the

management

of

the

huge apparatus that he could break an
egg which had been put into a wineglass and set upon the anvil without
breaking the glass yet the whole immense power of the hammer was employed when the egg-shell was struck.
A force of hundreds of tons was let
loose and checked, and the result was
a broken egg, and an unbroken wineThis performance resembles
glass
closely the methods of many a human
being in respect to the amount of energy expended compared to the results
;

!

obtained.
habit of

hammer

Too many

of us are in the

using the power of a steam
In our own
to break an egg
I

we happen

to be obliged

to

fur-

nish the wasted energy out of our

own

case

individual store

;

we do not get

it

from

TJie

a steam boiler

!

The

more accurate were

I

simile

Limitations of Sex.

would be

to say that these

people habitually use a sledge-hammer
Not only would
to break their eggs.

they save their strength, but also would
they break the shell so as to make better use of its contents, did they select
some easier method. It is not wise "to

do things too hard."
It is then very important as a hygienic measure to teach children to work
hard, but not to spend part of their
energy in useful work and waste part
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teach confidence, and in the second,
they will show that there are many
questions to which our only answer
can bfe
I do not know."
One of the
greatest safeguards against the shattering of ideals is the demonstration
to the childish

mind that

to

parents

its

command respect and excite
yet may be ignorant of many

love,

and

things.

Not only should children be taught
work without waste of strength
:

they should also be taught to rest completely.
Until the little one is four or
The way to ac- five years old there should be a fixed
of it in useless worry.
complish this is by teaching them con- time during the day wdiich is spent in
centration of mind upon whatever is to bed.
Whether it sleeps or not, insist
be done. The kindergarten system, if that it shall stay on the bed. When
really adopted in its true spirit^ does the age for systematic lessons has armuch to attain this desirable end. The rived, never let the time of rest be
real aim of this system is to teach interfered with by thoughts of study.
children to think and to knoiv, rather Let there be times for work and times
than to memorize and to recite. It also for play, and let the play be pursued
teaches systematic thinking and syste- as earnestly as the work.
Too few
matic observation
and those who adults know how to rest or play.
learn to think and observe systematiIn the matter of instruction the
cally do not waste thought. Moreover, number of hours of study must be conIt is impossible to lay down
this method exercises the faculty of sidered.
;

becoming interested in what is before
one and hence is a great safeguard

any

against worry.

must be decided upon

Formal education is not the only preserver from mental waste for the child.
The way in which it is taught to regard father and mother makes a great
difference in its whole life.
If its relations with its parents are what such relations should be, affectionate
and
friendly (there is a difference between
affection and friendship)
the little one

On

—

—

be spared much worry, for all perplexing questions will be referred to
will

the two best and wisest friends
to

the childish

heart.

If

mother have a sense

of

known

father and

the wicked-

ness of lying to a child, and speak lovingly and honestly in reply to the sweet
confiding

little

inquirer, they will teach

two things which
worry.

In

the

prevent much
place, they will

will

first

fixed rule

for

children.

all

much

viduals differ so

the whole, there

Indi-

that each case

own

its

is

merits.

a tendency to

arrange for too long hours of instruction for very young children. It seems
to me that it would be better did we
have shorter hours of daily work and
shorter periods of complete rest.
This
I believe
is
true of almost all our
schools.

now come

I

respects the

to the last and in many
most important part of

the subject of education

in

hygiene.

can impress upon the readers of
this article anything like a realizing
sense of the necessity of understanding
the practical importance of instruction
If I

The age ofpuberty.

selves

Certain
f^^^ts

physiological

which

forcc

upon the attention

the age of puberty for the

of
first

themgirls

time,

at
I
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in

Infancy and

CJiildhooci.

to remain in ignorance for so long as

now

is'

usual of the simpler facts concern-

ing the meaning of menstruation and
the necessity of great care during the
period, especially

Whether a
facts

are

when

it

first

occurs.

rational explanation of the

given or not,

it

wicked to allow a young

is

girl

simply
to con-

when unwell as
The whole of her future
happiness may be determined by her
tinue to study or play

when

well.

Let the sacrifice be
may, her education, her amusements, and her exercise must all be
directed by the time-table which nature
has adopted for her. Never forget that
any other schedule of time may result
care at this time.

what

in

it

ruined health.

NOTE ON THE STERILIZATION AND

PAS-

TEURIZATION OF MILK.

There

many shortcomings

feel that the

paper

may

cused, for

of the

be to a certain extent ex-

it

will

have done some good

the world.

in

The

certain

phenomupon

limitations

and mental training of
girls has been mentioned
I
wish most
elsewhere.

the

physical

earnestly

to

repeat

that

statement and to protest
against the reckless disre-

gard of these limitations
which is so common. The
world has reached a stage
of development in which no
excuse exists for the conduct of many mothers in
regard to the sort of information which they give to
their daughters when the
menstrual function is beginning to be established.
There is still less excuse
for

the

no question that some of

for food.

There

is

also

no doubt that

easy completely to remove danger
from this source by " sterilizing " the
it is

fact that physiological

ena impose

is

the most fatal diseases of childhood result from the use of contaminated milk

common

habit of

permitting the young

girl

milk with the aid of the Arnold Steam
Sterilizer or of a similar device.

Pasteurization of Milk,

There

a grave objection to

is

sterili-

zation by this method, however, on ac-

count of the alteration in the chemical
constitution of the milk which it induces. Not only is there a disagreeable
taste to milk thus treated, but it is not
so easily digested thereafter by certain

2.

New York

City,

far preferable

is

since

does not change the milk materially.

It depends upon the fact that by
heating milk to 75° Centigrade (167°
Fahrenheit) and maintaining that tem-

perature for a sufficient length of time,

left

body of each

bottle with milk, or

wad

a refrigerator.

If

the bottles which the re-

all

ceptacle holds are not needed,

must be

When

the remaining

fill

Each space

the

in

filled,

the water in the pail on the stove

from

boils thoroughly, take the bottles of milk

them

the refrigerator and put

them

;

of cotton batting and put in

the spaces for

in

in the receptacle,

Pour cold water into each of these spaces so
as to surround the body of the bottle,
5. Take the pail of boiling water from the
stove and put it on a table or mat.
Do not put
it on metal or stone.
4.

6.

Set the receptacle containing the bottles of

milk into the pail of boiling water, so that the

sterilization results.

Freeman has invented a very

simple apparatus for doing

this,

which

is cheap and easy to use.
I give herewith cuts showing the Pasteurizer and

its

fill the

stopper with a

3.

conducted in the manner suggested by Dr. Rowland G. Freeman, of

to boil,

milk and water in proper proportion for feeding

Pasteuriza-

as

tion,

Dr.

on the stove

it

out,

receptacle

The method known

complete

and put

it

the receptacle for the bottles having been

cylinders with cold water.

children.

it

cover

water,

291

working, together with the direc-

wire (a) will rest on the support
pail quickly

it

it

cover the

(c),

stand half an hour.

Dur-

and the cover must not be removed,
7. Now uncover the pail and lift the receptacle
and turn it so that the wire (b) will rest on the
tacle

rasteurization of milk consists in heating

let

ing this period the pail must not be on the stove

support

tions for its use.

and

(c),

thus elevating the top of the recep-

above that of the

Put the

pail.

taining the receptacle elevated in this

pail con-

manner

in

rapidly to about 75° C. retaining at that temper-

a basin under a faucet to which a rubber pipe

ature a short time, and then cooling

may be attached connecting it w^ith
The water will overflow from
2).

20° C.

The

apparatus

is

it

rapidly to

designed to accomplish

The apparatus

consists of a pail for water

and

a receptacle for the bottles of milk.

is

Ex-

a groove for indicating

the level to which the pail

is

to

be

filled

with

Inside the pail are three supports (c)

for holding the receptacle.

The
of a

of hollow cylinders

fastened

to-

Surrounding and binding together the
group of cylinders is a wire (a). It is this wire
(a) which rests on the support (c) when the milk

gether.

is

being heated (Fig,

three short wires

the support (c)

cooling (Fig.
I.

(b).

when

i).

Below the wire (a) are
These wires (b) rest on

the receptacle

is

raised for

Fill the pail to the level of the

groove with

it

is

is

the

not possible to cool

the milk in this way, the cooling

bottles of milk in iced water, or

ing the bottles on

To warm

containing

it

may

Use a
g.

wood

be accom-

by simply stand-

in a refrigerator.

the milk for use put the bottle

in a vessel of cold

stove and leave

it

until

it is

water on the

warm.

fresh bottle for each feeding.

Wash

the

bottles thoroughly after using,

and once a day put
kettle of cold water

the empty bottles
on the stove and let

all

water boil for an hour.

The

in a
this

bottles should then

be taken out and stood bottom up until used.

Milk

2),

above-described method of cooling

When, however,

plished by placing the receptacle containing the

8.

receptacle for the bottles of milk consists

number

The
best.

a simple pail with a cover.

is

tending around the pail
water.

the pail into

the basin.

this purpose.

The pail

the pail (Fig.

sterilized

by

this

apparatus

may

be used

for food during the following twenty-four hours.

^

Hygiene of the Siek-Room.
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OF THE SICK-ROOM — A FEW

WORDS ABOUT DOCTORS AND NURSES.
ALTHOUGH

it is

hardly within the

province of an article upon Hygiene to consider the relations of the
family and the doctor or sick-nurse, so

much depends upon

a correct apprecia-

tion of these relations that I feel jus-

pointing out certain

tified in

oft-for-

gotten facts.
'

many people
accept their medical attendas they do their
T/ie choice of ^^"'t much
a physician,
political beliefs
as a reIt

seem

is

regrettable that

to

—

sult

of

relatives.

the

opinions

friends

of

Very seldom

is

much

or

care

Naturally more or

used

in the choice.

less

mutual misunderstanding follows

One would

too often forgotten.

sup-

pose from the multitude of doctors
consulted by many a family that we
men and women were all constructed
of a heterogeneous collection of unreorgans, instead of each of us
having a body in w^hich every part is
closely connected with all the others.
Nowadays, the advance of medical
knowledge has made it impossible for
any single man to attain the technical
lated

the accurate diagnosis

skill requisite for

many

or best treatment of

eases which affect

of the dis-

certain regions of

the body, hit the best medical adviser for
any family is not the specialist^ whose view
is always narrowed by the attention which

which might easily have been avoided.
When selecting a physician, above all he pays to the disorders of a single organ
things try to get one in whom you have or limited group of organs j what a
confidence.
If possible, choose one family needs is the doctor who knows
whose personality is attractive to you
enough to advise ijitelligently as to the
for the feeling of esteem and respect proper course to be pursued in all cases
for a doctor are almost as important including among other things the employaids in treatment as are drugs.
If you
ment of specialists. Get some good gendo not trust a doctor, get another, if eral practitioner to take charge of you
possible, whom you do trust.
If you
and your family do not have four or
dislike your doctor, it is usually well to five specialists, unless he advises it.
try to replace him with one whom you
Having selected a physician whom
find more congenial
dislike shakes you can trust, follow his advice in case
confidence and handicaps the medical of illness as nearly as circumstances
;

;

;

man

cure you.

in all his efforts to

It is

w^ill

allow.

If it is

necessary to disobey

do so but tell him what
adviser about subjects of the most you have done, and why, as soon as you
private nature connected with yourself can.
Do not deceive a doctor upon
or your family, and to rely so much any account
if he is worth consultupon his honor and secrecy, that the ing he is worth treating fairly. I do
advantage of dealing with one w^hom not mean that you should confide to
you like and esteem is self-evident.
him, as so many people do, any priIn these days of " specialists " the vate affairs which are not connected
wisdom of employing one trustw^orthy with medical matters there is no need
general practitioner to take of doing so. I mean that you should
Specialists.
r
charge of the family as a be absolutely frank with him in rewhole to be the "family doctor" is gard to everything of medical interest.
so often necessary to talk to a medical

his orders,

;

;

;

.

—

.

.

-i

—

"

Basis of Medical Etiquette.

TJie

whether

ficult

or not.
It is
a misfortune that the term
medical etiquette " should have come
It has
use.
into general
^
Concerning
" 7nedical
misled very many of the
etiquette.
laity and not a few medi-

men.

cal

It

has given rise to the idea

some unknown reason doctors

that for

peculiar standard which determines their conduct in life. They

have a

supposed to behave like fools in
consequence. While I admit that some

are
of
is

them do precisely that thing, there
no reason to lay the blame upon

" etiquette."

There

It

the

fool of to-day

was

there

inheres

no more use

is

drive

to

in

the man.
attempting

in

in

out of the

foolishness

by means of rules than
Solomon's time when

wise king proclaimed

that

the

ineffi-

ciency to that end of harsher measures

Though thou bray
among wheat with
"

:

a fool in a mortar

a pestle, yet will
not his foolishness depart from him."
There is absolutely no difference be-

tween the principles of the "etiquette"
"
of medical men and of the " etiquette
which should determine the conduct in
respect to one another of all human
Its rules are the rules of cour-

beings.

foundation is upon the
" golden rule."
The reluctance of a
physician to prescribe for a patient who
is under the care of another physician

and

tesy,

is

its

the result of the perfectly natural de-

sire

which

all

must have,
the

really considerate people

to avoid interfering

business

stances

of

others.

If

demand immediate

with
circum-

action, " eti-

quette " requires that such action be
taken at once.
All of the rules of
" etiquette "

lows

:

ate of

The

appears to you important

it

may be summarized as folBe courteous to and considerother doctors. Be courteous to
"

and considerate of your fellow-men,
medical or lay. Be guided by common-sense and the interests of humanity.
Don't be a fool "
!
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position of a sick-nurse
one.

The

difficulties

by

increased
Concertiinp-

mlrses,
traitted"
or untrained.

,

,

a dif-

avoidable

,

blunders, due to miscon-

ception of her duties and
of

members

,

is

are often

the

true

relations

to

household in which
she happens to be at work. The fault
is sometimes her own and sometimes
her employer's.
Perhaps the most fruitful source of
trouble between nurses and their employers is the unfortunate fact that
each party usually regards the other
with more or less suspicion. The family and the servants in the house alike
are accustomed to think that a nurse is
a person who will probably " make
trouble " sooner or later (which, I grieve
the

of the

to say, she frequently does).

The

nurse,

perhaps from bitter experience with
other families, cannot altogether help
looking for some unpleasant behavior
on the part of some of the household
(and her expectations are only too
Thus, since there is
often realized).
no more certain way to cause trouble
and misunderstanding than to look for
it

continually, trouble

is

pretty sure to

occur.

When engaging a nurse, of course
one should try to get one who is perAlso when engagsonally agreeable.
ing one it must be remembered that
the transaction is a matter of business
try to settle the business details as soon
as possible, leaving no room for subsequent dispute about payment, etc.
There is one fact which the employers
of nurses seem often to forget, namely
that the nurse does not covenant to
render any services save those of a
nurse ; neither does she agree to remain on duty for a longer time than
One of
flesh and blood can endure.
the most common faults of employers
is a tendency to keep the nurse on duty
too many hours daily at a stretch, and
then to wake her up for trifling reasons
;

:

;
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when she has been allowed a few hours act as though they did not know it.
The nurse Much of the discomfort of a sick perfor much - needed sleep.
ought to have ample time for rest and
exercise, and ought to be provided with
good food at regular hours, unless some
emergency makes it necessary for everyone who has to help care for the
patient to strain every nerve to avert
imminent peril. Then, of course, the
nurse, if she is worthy of the name,
willingly stands to her work, at no
matter what cost, until she can do no
more.
I have said that the nurse agrees to
perform the duties of a nurse and
nothing more. These duties must vary
with every case within wide limits
work which in some instances a nurse
should do as a matter of course, because no one else can do it so well under existing circumstances, in other inOne
stances is no part of her duty.
thing she must never forget, wdiatever
befall
her profession imposes upon
her one duty which never varies that
of doing all in her power to alleviate
suffering, not alone that directly affecting her patient and resulting from ill:

—

ness, but also

which sickness indirectly

causes to anxious friends of the invalid.
is

Another invariable duty of a nurse
room in which the pa-

to care for the

tient lies.

There are unquestionably many graduates of training-schools

who

are utter-

be nurses, and the majority
of untrained nurses are perhaps more
unfit
but unquestionably, also, very
many employers treat nurses shamefully.
It would be better were there
more fairness and trust displayed on
both sides.
When caring for a sick person, it
should be our aim to preserve the paall
avoidable
Personai care ticut from
of the sick.
worry and annoyance. This
ly unfit to

;

statement is so evidently true that it
would be rather absurd to repeat it
were it not for the fact that many people

son can be relieved by skilful nursing,
and almost as much more by the exercise of tact and intelligence on the part
of all who may have to come into the
sick-room.

The most important element making
for comfort for the invalid

is

perfect

and the consequent
Importance
of quiet,
freedom from worry and nervousness. When I say " quiet," I do
Q^iet

not necessarily

mean

sort of restful state

silence, but that
which follows the

sense that every detail of the various
matters connected with the case has
been considered and provided for. A
patient ought never to be asked any
questions, and should never be called
upon to consider any of the details of
daily life, save in the few instances

when important reasons

justify inflict-

ing upon him the strain which the resulting mental attention produces.

It

very hard for a sick person to make
up his mind about any subject. Do
not ask whether he is hungry or not
(of course I am speaking of patients
is

who

are too sick to care for food)
bring him the proper food at the propIf you
er times and give it to him.
ask whether he wants anything to eat,
;

and then ask what he would like, he is
apt to think that he wants nothing and
to refuse to eat what you finally set beOn the other hand, if you
fore him.
quietly set the food before him as a
matter of course, he frequently eats it
Be
without offering any objection.
careful not to put too much in the
plate
he is more likely to eat if a
small amount is given him at a time.
If he w^ants more, you can bring it
when the first is exhausted.
One of the worst blunders which it
is possible to make is whispering in the
Whisperingin presence of a sick person.
;

the sick room,

suspicion

;

excites

the

same

is

curiosity

and

true of the low-

TJlc

Ethics of Deception.

toned talk which is apt to be carried
on just outside the door of the sickroom. If you have to talk, speak sufficiently loud for the sufferer to

hear
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deception (including direct lying) may
be justifiable, and may be wise but,
except when dealing with a delirious
or insane person, it is hard to imagine
what such conditions can be. Looked
at as a pure matter of policy, the risk
of discovery and the disastrous results
;

something
If
what you say.
must be said which it is not well for
the patient to hear, go out of the room,
and go sufficiently far from it to be im- which would follow it the shock and
more than counterbalance the
possible that the tones of your voice distrust
easily

—

—

The

reach his ears.

senses of

the sick are very acute.
to be

much worried by

many

are apt

little

things,

particularly by discussion of their
case,

which they suppose

of

They

own

to be unfavor-

in character since they are not
permitted to hear it.
This brings to mind the question of
the morality and wisdom of deceiving
In time of
Deception of ^ sick pcrson.

able

patients.

tain

sickncss as in health a cer-

amount

of deception

is

absolutely

We

have no more right
to show, by word, manner, or expression, any anxiety which we may feel
about an invalid than we have to be
unavoidable.

discourteous to people in good health.

There is no similarity in the reasons
which we control our emotions in
these two cases, but in both alike we

immediately apparent good. Patients,
moreover, are rarely injured by facts
if told in a tactful way.
Of course, I
do not mean to advise that the patient
should be informed of every unpleasant occurrence in the house, or be
needlessly told

that

very serious and

more

so,

is

his

condition

or that the

is

becoming

rapidly
sort

of

frank-

which is akin to brutality be
adopted in the sick-room. I wish merely to warn against the policy so often
adopted by well - meaning friends of
systematic deception
it is a bad plan
to add to the troubles which are the
unavoidable consequences of sickness
in a house, the strain which all efforts
to lie consistently and for a considerness

;

for

able time entail.

deliberately deceive others to a certain

have naturally and to speak truthfully,
and it is better for the patient in al-

We are accustomed to carry
extent.
our deceit further when we deal with
well people, for we frequently take
great pains to soften the harsher details of life at the expense of the truth.
It seems to me that the same general
principles apply in our intercourse with
one another in sickness and in health.
There is a kind of deception (which
means nothing more nor less than a
kind of lying) which is both honorable
and wise and there is a kind of deception which is incompatible with honor or
wisdom. It is both wrong and unwise
deliberately to lie in answering a direct
question asked by an invalid
it is
sometimes better to evade the question instead of answering it.
Possibly
;

;

conditions

may

exist

when

deliberate

most

all

It is

It is far easier to be-

cases.

the duty of one

who

has to care

for a sick person to exercise as
Self-control in
the sick-room.

Self

-

control

as

much

possible.

not right to worry
way to emotions.
Only those who have had experience
can know what a severe strain it is to
nurse the sick. Body and mind suffer keenly from the constant watchful
alertness, the long hours, and the anxIt

is

the patient by giving

iety.

The

sufferings of

some

patients,

the selfish querulousness of others, the
horrible vagaries of the delirious, the

—

are exhausting to
hard to keep one's
temper in many a case, and still harder
to hide nervousness under a calm manner.
Yet one must do both. Espe-

physical labor

the nurse.

It

all

is
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important never to lose one's
do not be frightened
At least never appear the
or flurried.
one or the other. A quiet, firm manner is one of the most necessary qualicially

is it

head.

If possible,

Of course, tact is more
indeed, good nursing is im-

ties of a nurse.

—

important
but, unfortunatepossible without it
ly, few possess it, and it is not to be
learned by those who have it not.

Too

little

—

stress

is

laid

upon the im-

portance of making a patient as comComfortimpor-

fortable, physically, as cir-

tant to patient,

cumstauccs

wiU

permit.

In reality small causes of discomfort
are to a sick person far

more

serious

the light does not

fall

directly in the

The mattress

upon
which he lies should not be too
soft
one made of hair is the
Under this it is well to have

patient's

face.

The

.

bed.

;

best.

mattress of woven wire, if
such can be obtained, though other

a spring

springs will do.

the patient

If

is

liable

bedding, a rubber sheet
should be pinned over the mattress
and a blanket put between this and
the sheet, and over the sheet a " draw
This is a
sheet " should be placed.
to

soil

the

folded sheet which

is so arranged that
can be drawn from one side of the
bed toward the other under the paWhen a
tient without moving him.
it

part of

it

is

soiled

and a clean portion

it

is

is

pulled

away

thus substituted.

The bed-covering should not be

ii

s
Fig.

I.

— Tucking

in

the sheet.

The

foot of the mattress

too

heavy nor too warm. Sheets should
be large enough to fold well
under the mattress. It is of the
^'
greatest importance to have the
sheet upon which the sufferer lies absolutely smooth and free from creases.
It must be firmly tucked in both at the
Cotton sheets
sides and ends (Fig. i).
Both sheets
are better than linen.
is

up and the sheet held firmly and the mattress lowered, thus stretchingthe sheet tightly and smoothly.
lifted

matters than one would suppose. A
badly made bed may make the difference between fairly quiet sleep and
and what to one in
active delirium
health would be almost unnoticed, may
cause really severe suffering to him
during sickness. It should be remembered that discomfort fatigues the
mind, and fatigue is a serious matit may
ter for a weakened person
even result fatally. The greatest care
should be taken to avoid it.
The most common causes of discomfort are a badly tended bed, lack of
cleanliness, bad or improperly served
and administered food, bad ventilation,
;

;

and a room too hot.
The bed should be placed so that

should be frequently changed. It is
not difficult to change bed-clothing even

when
sheet

is helpless.
The under
may be turned back from one

a patient

bed and the fresh one either
shown in the cut, or laid flat in

side of the

folded, as

its place, with its edge slightly overlapping the soiled one. It is best to tuck
the clean one under the side of the
mattress in the same way one would
do were one making up the bed with no
one on it. (It is needless to say that
during these manoeuvres the coverings
over the patient have only been turned
he has not been
back, not removed
exposed at all to cold.) We now have
;

the soiled and fresh sheet close to the
side of the invalid

;

it

remains to

the former out and the latter into
place.

slip
its

There are two ways of doing

Hoiv
If

this.

ly

over

to

Change Bedclothes.

the patient can be rolled part-

in

the direction toward which
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fresh over the soiled and then slip the

Be sure that

latter out.

the sheets are being moved, the latter

are well tucked

can be slipped under him so far that
by simply rolling him in the opposite direction until he lies partly upon the other side, the edges
of both sheets will be cleared by
his body and can be at once drawn
still further, so that when he is
again turned upon his back he

restless

If a

in.

all

bedclothes

patient

the bedclothes

fasten

is

very

to the

entirely upon the fresh
Another plan may be adopt-

will lie

one.

ed when it is not advisable to
turn the patient upon the side.
The soiled sheet is turned back

Fig. 2.

as before and the fresh one laid so as
to overlap

it

in

the same

Now, having gone

way

(Fig. 2).

to the opposite side

— Clean sheet folded

and overlapping the soiled one.

Be careful
remove bread-crumbs or any other
particles of food or dirt which may have
found their way into the bed.

mattress with safety-pins.
to

It is

not

difficult to

while in bed.
is

Bathing the

bathe a patient

done

All that has to be

to

wash a small part

of the

body at a time without uncovering the rest. The water should
be warm. Especial care should be taken
to keep the parts upon which the weight
sick.

of the

Fig.

3.

— Position

body

rests

clean, in order
of

hands

most

heavily,

/>.,

the shoulders and buttocks, thoroughly

B«iifi'!'iiifi"iii|*iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffr

in

drawing the sheet beneath

the patient.

The cleaning
important.

is

arms
under the patient's pillow and slightly
raises his head and shoulders.
With
the hand nearest the head of the bed
she draws the upper corners of the
sheets toward herself (Fig. 3).
By pullof the bed, the nurse slips both

ing strongly the soiled sheet

is

made

to

from under the upper part of the
body and the clean one to take its
place.
The same thing is done at the
feet (Fig. 4).
Next, taking hold of both
slide

water

or listerine
is

an excel-

lent means
cleaning

of

the

mou

and

teeth.

It

is

business

t

h

the
of

cian to pre-

foot of the mattress.

Next spread the

warm

lit-

drawn completely

changing the upper covering
loosen that which is to be removed and
tuck that which replaces it in at the

teeth

soft rag with

boric acid

tle

the physi-

In

A

bed-sores.

mouth and

con-

taining a

sheets near the middle, they are easily
into place.

to prevent

of the

-Drawing the sheet under
the feet.

scribe the
kind and quantity of food to be given
but it is the rule that food should be
given in small amounts at frequent reg-

;
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This regularity

ular intervals.

As

important.

to drink

—

well,

is very
water is

and

it

many seem to fear
harm and

to

the best thing to quench thirst,
a pity that so

is

give

rarely does

It

it.

it

In such cases, also, the

ing solution.

who enter should be
prevented from spreading the infection.
This may be accomplished by putting a
gown made of some wash stuff over the
clothing of

all

when

often does good, especially in fevers.

clothing

When you

tion of excreta, etc.,

give

it

let

enough

at a time

to

less his

demands

the patient have

him, un-

satisfy

The

entering.
is

disinfec-

described else-

where.

are too excessive.

SUMMARV OF THE MORE IMPORTANT
RULES OF CONDUCT IN THE SICK-ROOM.
be large and have windows opening
1. Avoid worrying the patient.
Move
toward the sunny side of
The sick-room..
quietly when doing anything in the
It should be
the house.

When

possible, the sick-room should

where the greatest freedom from noise
can be secured. It ought to have an
open fireplace, or if this does not exist,
some other means of providing at the
same time heat and ventilation. The
windows should have shades and blinds,

The

so that the light can be regulated.

hinges of the doors shoyld be oiled so
that they do not make a noise when the
latter are

easily

and

There should
rugs may be put where

noiselessly.

be no carpet
needed.
It is

The windowmade to move

opened or shut.

sashes should also be

;

best to place the bed so that

it

easy to get at both sides of it, and
the patient should lie with his face
is

away from

A
rial

the window.

screen

made

thing to have.

is

over,

The

Permit no needless bustle or

confusion.

Do

2.

not ask unnecessary questions

of the sufferer as to his

wants

try to

;

them and meet them without
asking.
Do not consult him about
simply give it to him at the
food
anticipate

;

proper times.
3. In handling a patient, be careful
to do so gently
but if you have to
;

turn or

lift

move

him, or help him to

himself, always let your touch be firm.

Do

not

him

fall.

him feel that you may let
Be sure also before attempting to help him move or putting your
hands upon him for any purpose, that
you know exactly what you want to do
and how it is to be accomplished thus
you will save much strength and avoid
much fatigue both for yourself and
let

;

some cheap mate-

which can be destroyed,

after the sickness
ful

of

room.

is

if

need

be,

a very use-

furniture should

not be heavy, and only articles of real
use should be in the room.
No hangings ought to be permitted, especially in

cases of infectious disease.

No

cook-

ing should be done in the room, and

all

remnants of food, soiled clothing, slops,
etc., should be removed from it as soon
as possible.
Scrupulous cleanliness
must be maintained but the process
of cleaning must be carried on quietly
;

so as not to disturb the patient.
In
cases of contagious disease, the doors

should be protected by hanging over
them sheets soaked with some disinfect-

your charge.
4. Do your work quietly and quickly, but avoid all appearanec of hurry.
5. When you have to talk in the sickroom, speak softly yet perfectly distinctly, and speak so that the patient
can hear what is said. Never whisper.
6. Do not deceive a patient if it can
be avoided.
7. Control your emotions and do not
appear excited or frightened.
8. Be careful to have the bed comfortable.

Give nourishment at regular times.
See that the room is well aired
and the temperature comfortable.
9.

10.

IV.

IT is

— MEDICAL AND

SURGICAL NOTES ON
TREATMENT.

safe to assert that the attempts of

the majority of those who, without

thorough medical training, undertake
to treat their sick or injured neighbors

Amateur
doctors.

tain

^'

^r relatives cause far

more

fering than they relieve.

household remedies

" in

means

use have been the

suf-

Cer-

common

of crippling

not a few by converting trifling injuries into dangerous, infected wounds.
Others have made the sick much sicker than the disease treated with them
would have done had the patient been
left to nature.
Indeed, many deaths
must be attributed to the treatment
adopted by amateur doctors, male and
female,

who

infest the land,

and

wdio,

being without other qualifications, are
so ready to place the ones wdiich they
possess
dense ignorance of every
truth of medical science, minimum of
common sense and maximum of com-

—

placent
of

self-conceit

— at

anyone ready to submit

the

service

to their or-

ders.

suffering which our race has had to endure as a result of false medical theories, we should be able to appreciate
the responsibility assumed by anyone

who presumes to treat the
wounded.
One of the most
survivals

of

superstition

or

sick

curious

which

still

has a strong hold upon mankind is that
the worse any form of treatment is, the
better it

The more discomfort it
more good it does
For

is.

causes, the

!

this reason there

is

a tendency to put

on wounds, and to give
bad -tasting mixtures to
cure people. There is no subject of
which educated people are so ignorant
salt pork, etc.,
s"orts

all

as of the

of

first

principles of medicine

and surgery and there are no problems which sensible people consider
;

with so

little

regard for the dictates of

common

sense as those presented by
disease or injury.

The following directions are intended only to set forth the general course
of treatment to be followed in somc of the commoner medical and surgical emergencies which may arise when a physician
The first aids

Let me say that each word of the
preceding paragraph has been carefully
weighed, and that each sentence is a
statement of what I believe to be a

to the injured,

is

not at hand.

They apply only

to

fact.

In respect to the assertions that

the period which must

slight

wounds have been infected and
made sicker by the use of

skilled aid can be obtained.
The most
important rule to be observed in all

sick persons

"household remedies," I may say that
I have seen such occurrences many
times.
I have also seen fatal illness
directly caused by failure to obtain
skilled advice.

If

the

number

of lives

needlessly sacrificed through the
cious interference of

offi-

women who "have

had experience " in cases of confinement could be tabulated, the figures
would be appalling. If itw^ere possible
to present a statement of the amomit of

cases

is

this

elapse

before

:

Send for a doctor at once. Do
no more than w^hat you are
obliged to do by the necessities of
the patient before skilled help
can be obtained.
It

which

is

impossible

to give

directions

cover every emergency requiring medical or surgical skill.
I
have attempted merely to give briefly
will

the general principles of treatment

in
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some common emergencies. The treatment indicated is often not the best,
but it is the most practicable known to
Before any-

me, for unskilled hands.

remember these principles
If a person is sick and suffering pain^
try to give him rest and quiet.
If a limb
thing,

:

has been injured^ so bind

it

as to prevent

which are thought to be explicable by
there is no more reason to doubt

it,

that

certain

disorders

are

directly

caused by certain species of bacteria
than there is to doubt the theory of
gravitation.

In the case of wounds, the multiplication of certain forms of living germs

causes inflammation with the
If there is a wound^ clean Suppuration
„
^.
and keep it clean^ and do not
and blood- formation of pus, or " matpotsoning.
7neddle too much with it j let it heal itself
commonly
in rest.
Do not do too much for anyone called. The inflammatory process with
who is ill or injured. Nature cures, and pus formation is called " suppuration "
she kmm's hoiv to do it better than 7ve. or "maturation " or "festering." SomeBe careful, lest in trying to aid her you times the germs find their way into the
merely interfere with her. It is often blood, and their multiplication in it
much harder, and needs much more causes what is called " blood-poisonits
it

moi'ement.

thoroughly

,,

real skill, to let a patient alone

him to get
make him get

than to

try to help

well (or rather

to try to

well).

so anxious to relieve suffering

something for the sufferer

—that

We

— to

are

ing."

It

possible for blood-poison-

is

ing to occur without
tion, for

there

much suppura-

germs which

are

find

way into the system through
we too wounds without causing much local
do

their

do the one best thing for
many cases of illness, namely, to do
nothing except what is necessary to

and yet produce severe
and even death. There is no
question, in the minds of any rational

make the patient as comfortable
may be without recourse to drugs.

as

people

It

that the direct causes of evil in the in-

often

fail

to

would be a great blessing if more energy were devoted to the improvement
of unfavorable surroundings and the
removal of causes of discomfort (including useless and officious would-be
comforters of the human species), and
less to

giving drugs or interfering with

wounds.
OF W^OUNDS DUE
INFECTION BV BACTERIA.

INFLAMMATION

The "germ theory"

of

disease

TO

disturbance,

illness

who have

studied the subject,

widely understood, so far
as its fundamental principle is concerned, to make a detailed explanation
of the term unnecessary.
The theory
explains the occurrence of certain diseases as the result of the growth and
multiplication of bacteria within the
body.
Although there is room for
sufficiently

doubt as to the application of the theory to some of the disease-phenomena

necessarily formed

is

wounds simply because of the
body due
wounds themselves, and without
in

injury

to the tissues of the

to the
infec-

Surgeons no longer

tion, is exploded.

regard fever and suppuration after operations as a matter of course; they

know
Cleanliness.

that clean

.

wounds

.

ness.

is

heal

.

w^ithout either.

surgical treatment
is

The

stances mentioned are bacteria.
idea that matter

1

he aim of

to insure cleanli-

Fever or suppuration means

fail-

ure in this respect.

The common
on a wound

plan of putting a poul-

the

inflammation," or to

tice

Poultices rarely useful and
Often fiarmfill.

simply and

u

in

order

" to

^^^^ -

draw out

^^^le foreign

body, like a
deliberately to

splinter,

is

infect the

The same is true in the case
any application which " draws " or
makes an injury " come to a head."
tissues.

of

"

The Object of All Wound Treatment.
I

do not wish to be thought to con-

demn
and
state

their

the use of poultices absolutely

every case

in

;

I

simply wish to

most emphatically the result of
It
use upon wounded surfaces.

may be thought

desirable to cause in-

flammation by infection with bacteria
which the ordinary poultice is well adapted to accomplish
or

— something
may

—

employed
to hasten the formation of pus, and assist that which is formed in burrowing
through the tissues and reaching the
it

be that the poultice

is
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burrow through previously uninjured
tissues and greatly increase the damage
already done by the original cause of
the \<^ound.
Matter which is not confined does but little harm, but that
which is prevented from escaping may
form abscesses or even cause death
from blood-poisoning.
Actual death
from the infection of a slight wound is
rare
but severe illness is common, and
more or less permanent and serious de;

formity or crippling are frequently ob-

served, which are the direct consequences of dirt that has been either
It is most important to realize that
left in a wound because of insufficient
the production of inflammation, fever, washing, etc., or has been introduced
and blood-poisoning by the multipli- by means of a dirty dressing.
cation of germs which have been inHow often do we hear that some
troduced into wounds is not a matter one had run a rusty nail or a splinter
of theory.
or a thorn into a hand or foot, and
It is proven beyond all
shadow of doubt. A rusty nail, when that inflammation had followed after a
it penetrates the body, does not make
few days, and the matter which had
an injury likely to be followed by in- formed had been
drawn " by a poulflammation because the rust on it is tice to the surface but the injured
poisonous
it
does so because the person had had a very sore arm or
rusty surface is very apt to be a good leg
How often do we learn that
resting-place for germs, which are by such a person has been unable to use
it carried into the wound.
The same hand or foot properly since the acis true of a pin
cident
How often do we inquire
it is more or less
dangerous, not because it is brass, but whether such a result might have been
because it is apt to be covered with prevented
germs.
The fact is that very few people reaThe aim of all woitnd treatment should son at all where medical or surgical
be to prevent the entrance of bacteria. Ignorance of matters are
concerned
This is attained only by the most thorough
rj:^wrf the majority content themters.
cleanliness.
Dirt means danger.
selves with doing whatWhenever you are called upon to ever they have heard is " good for
dress a wound, no matter where it is any case which happens to fall into

surface of the body.

—

;

!

!

;

!

;

First dresshigs
for wounds.

situatcd

or

how

causcd, do

it
has
not be-

to

wounds

the belief which was accepted

for cen-

their

turies

inflammation necessarily will follow
try to prevent its occurrence by re-

lately

moving

and try so
you
have failed to free the wound from all
infecting germs, and inflammation does
set in, the pus formed easily can make
its way to the surface without having to
carefully

all

dirt,

to apply the dressing that, in case

In

respect

by medical men, and has only
been abandoned, is still accepted
by a large number of laymen. The
idea that pus formation is something
rather to be encouraged than avoided,
and that pus is a satisfactory surgical
operator, capable of doing far better
than an intelligent surgeon, dominated

gin your treatment with the idea that
;

hands.

medical

practice

until

very recently.
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and

still

holds sway over minds igno-

rant of the marvellous results of antiseptic methods.

been brought together rarely becomes
inflamed, even if little care has been
taken to exclude the germs the con;

tact of the latter with the living tissue

I^[MEDIATE
TREATMENT
THE
OF
A PRACTICAL APPLICAWOUNDS.
TION OF THE GERM THEORY.
the importance

In practice

of

the

germ theory cannot be overestimated.
It is

one of the greatest discoveries of

modern times that the gravest consequences of wounds, not in themselves
can almost always be averted by
preventing the germs from growing in
them.
In order to explain the principles of modern surgical treatment
fatal,

the following facts respecting bacteria

must be stated they are important
First. Although bacteria are abundant everywhere around us most of
™
them are harmless to man^,
The gerrn the:

;

kind.

ory in prac-

are

A fcw

Varieties only

capable of

infecting

wounds, and the virulence of the infectious varieties varies greatly.
Second.

The

infectious varieties, al-

though not numerous

in

comparison

with the harmless ones, are widely distributed over the world, and frequently
are to be found upon the persons or

clothing of healthy people.

They do

not penetrate the uninjured skin, but

seem able to thrive upon its surface
and its outer layers. The hands of
anyone dressing a wound may be the
means of infecting it by reason of this
fact.
Germs may lodge upon the surface of any material used for a dressing, and be introduced when this is applied.

They

also can live in water for

a long time.
Third.

so close that, unless an

is

able to destroy

even virulent bacteria, provided they
are not too numerous, and provided
they are brought into contact with livwith freely
circulating blood.
Thus a cut with
smooth surfaces which have accurately
well

supplied

enormous

present, they are killed.

If,

however, the surfaces are not closely
applied, so that spaces exist which become filled with fluid exuded from the
tissues, even a few bacteria may cause
serious trouble, for they multiply rapidly in such places, secure from the attacks of the body cells, and soon be-

come

sufficiently

numerous

to

over-

So also when the
tissues about a wound have been torn

power the

latter.

or bruised so that their vitality
paired, or the circulation in

is

im-

them has

been seriously impeded, bacteria finds
soil to grow in.
In such a case
a very few germs may multiply witha good

out

difficulty,

body.
Fourth.

If

and may overpovver the
bacteria are

not shut in

by the wound so as to make it impossible for them to be swept away in the
discharges, the system is usually able
to expel them with the exuded fluids
so quickly that little or no suppuraoccurs.
In such cases, nature
does precisely what the surgeon does
when he washes a wound and dislodges
any bacteria which may be in it by
means of a stream of fluid. The skilled
surgeon usually can accomplish the desired result with far less disturbance to
the comfort of the patient than Nature
produces when the task is left to her.
It is a true saying that " Nature is a
better physician than surgeon " her
tion

;

methods

for the repair of injuries are

very crude unless she

The body

ing tissue

is

number be

man

is

aided by hu-

skill.

Let us now consider the bearings of
these four facts upon the treatment of

wounds for by so doing we are enabled to understand the principles of
modern surgery in such a way as to be
When these prinable to apply them.
;

The Value of Soap and Water

in Surgery.
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ciples are

to time dipped into the water in order

to

to

once understood it is needless
burden the memory with detailed
rules for dressing a wound, and what
seems at first a very complicated proc-

when described

ess

" is

gery

as " antiseptic sur-

seen to be a perfectly simple

and sensible one.

The

.

The

are

those which

harmless,

object oj

antiseptic
surgery.

arc mfcctious are so

com-

that their entrance into
Since they
very frequent.
often cling to the hands, it is of vital
importance that the hands of anyone
who must dress a wound be thoroughly

wounds

is

The

clean.

first

thing to be done is to
in hot water,

wash the hands thoroughly
using plenty of soap.

Subsequently,

the soap should be completely

removed

by means of clean water which has been
boiled and which is used as hot as can
be borne. The reason for boiling the
water is that the heat kills any bacte*
ria that it might contain.
After this
solution may be ap(For the best antiseptics and
the strength in which they are used, see
under heading " Antiseptics " in the
paragraph on " Medical and Surgi-

some

antiseptic

plied.

cal

Household Supplies," Appendix.)

Remember

that the application of the

antiseptic solution

is

far less

important

than thorough washing.
It

is

a strange fact that very few

people really

know how

to

wash

their

The antiseptic hands. The bcst Way to get
cleansing of really clean is to use very
the

hands.

which the soap and
worked into the lather.
the hands must be rinsed in

Finally,

.

hot water, and first dip the
hands into it. Then rub the soap thor-

oughly into the entire surface of both
hands, using as little water as possible.
The thick coat of soap must be rubbed
so that it fills the parts above and under the nails. The next step is to dip a
nail-brush into the hot water and rub
it on the soap until it is fairly loaded
with suds.
The hands should then be
scrubbed with the brush and from time

dirt

The

water.

clear

may need

nails

further cleaning with a knife or a nailcleaner.

method is to exAlthough many bacteria

object of this

clude germs.

remove the

nail-brush have

filled

An

If

these requirements are

ful-

the skin will be practically clean.

antiseptic

solution

may

be

used

but it
IS FAR BETTER TO HAVE THE HANDS
REALLY CLEAN THAN TO TRY TO SUB-'
finally

to

rinse

hands

the

;

STITUTE DISINFECTANTS FOR PLAIN
SOAP AND WATER.
Doubtless dead germs are not particularly harmful, but no disinfectant
can be trusted to kill all of those upon
the skin.
Whereas soap and water can
practically remove them, and a germ
which has no chance to get into a
wound is even more certainly harmless
than is the dead body of one which
once had life. It is far better to prevent the admission of all infectious
matter than it is to trust to killing that
which may have obtained entrance,
and it is far easier to wash off such
matter from the hands than it is to destroy it by germicides.
Besides, soap
and boiled water are cheap and easy
to obtain.
If

we can exclude

all

bacteria

we

at-

tempt so to do because of the danThe cleansing
of wounds.

kinds easily
the

gerous qualities of some
Qf them.
The dangerous

may

patient

exist

or upon

upon the skin
his

of

clothing, or

upon the hands or clothing of the operator.
Having thoroughly cleansed

we next proceed to clean
wound and its surrounding skin.
Again boiled and still warm water is
our best disinfecting agent. Soap may
ourselves,

the

be freely used on the surface of the
body and up to the very edges of the

wound
comes

itself

;

it

is

irritating

when

it

contact with raw surfaces, and
therefore it is better to avoid letting
Water,
the suds run into the wound.
in
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either poured from a height or forced

wound by

almost
always sufficiently effective, if used very
freely, to sweep away all dirt, including
the germs. After cleaning with water
some germicide may be used but thorough washing is the one absolutely esinto the

a syringe,

is

;

sential thing, as

case of the

in the

it is

not be secured.

fection,

The dressing a
of wounds.

the

wound with

dressing which

£j.gg

is

both

from germs and capa-

wounded

sur-

of

them have been

the ef-

left after all

forts to disinfect, they will perish with-

out doing harm.
cases where there

In

we must cover

the

out their whole extent, without leaving
spaces in which germs can grow, the
chances are very strong that if a few

hands.
Finally, with a view to excluding in-

If

faces can be brought together through-

think

reason to

is

that disinfection has
,

.

where

,

Cases in xvnich

close

wouudcd

wounds must
bekepioj>en.

failed,

contact

or
of

surfaccs cannot

g^^^^.

insured,

the

keeping them out. A dressing fourth peculiarity of the body's power
second, it should to expel germs, provided free passages
should, first, be clean
be sufficiently thick to insure the perfect exist through which fluid exudation can
In these cases,
exclusion of dirt from its inner layers flow, is made useful.
third, it after cleaning the wound and its surafter it has been applied
should be absorbent fourth, it should rounding parts as well as possible, the
be comfortable. The best material for former is allowed to remain open (or,
a dressing is what is sold as absorbent if need be, kept open by filling its
This is cheese-cloth which has cavity with absorbent gauze, or introgauze.
been freed from germs and prepared in ducing a tube of suitable material into
such a way that it can absorb a good it) and the dressing so arranged that
deal of liquid into its fibres.
It can be
the discharges are not retained in conbought prepared with an antiseptic in- tact with the raw surface.
corporated in it. It is better to use
The proper treatment of a wound
gauze thus prepared. The kind known may be summarized as follows After
as sublimate gauze is perhaps the best. bleeding ceases or has been cheeked^ wash
It keeps indefinitely and is very pow- your hands thoroughly.
Then wash the
ble of

;

;

;

:

wound and its

erfully antiseptic.

The precautions described

are evi-

dently suggested by the first two of
Securing close the Statements enumera'surfacet'of
wounds.

thing

is

neighborhood.

clean^

put on a

dressings consisting

JFhen every-

perfectly

of eight or

of sublimate gauze {if

clean

ten layers

this is at

hand, if

^^d Concerning infection.

not,

The

will answer^, fasten the dressing in place

third fact,

that the

some other clean absorbent material

body can overpower infectious germs with a bandage. After this do not disturb
which are not too numerous and which the dressing unless there be fever, severe
are in direct contact with living tissues, pain or bad odor, or unless the discharges
is also of great practical importance.
soak through the coverings.

Next to thorough cleansing, the most
important measure to insure rapid recovery without inflammation is to secure close contact of the surfaces of
the wound, provided there has not
been so much bruising or laceration
that their vitality is greatly impaired,
or that so much flesh has been removed
by the wound that close contact can-

Whenever

it is necessary to change
dressing be sure to have everything clean before applying another.

the

SHOCK AND BLEEDING.

all

There are two immediate dangers in
cases of severe wounds. The first

occurs only

if

the injury be very great.

Bleeding and Hozu

and

is

The symptoms

called shock.

of

shock are great weakness, pallor, sweating,

rapid,

weak

pulse,

and

shallow

When such symptoms

Stop

to

Remember
cannot be

It.
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such a handkerchief
on for many hours or

that
left

mortification will follow.

the patient should be given whiskey or

be ,used temporarily.
from a vein rarely con-

brandy

tinues

breathing.
in

arise

doses of a tablespoonful at

a time, diluted w^ith water.

Bottles of

hot water, wrapped in blankets, so as
not to burn the skin, should be applied
to the feet

the body.

and

legs

The

and to the sides of
must be kept

patient

the patient

if

on

laid

or

if

ele-

com-

a

be bound over

press

For

permanently

The second immediate danger is stopping bleeding,
The bleeding may be from best method is to
bleeding.
which case the blood is
bright red and comes out in repeated
spurts with a good deal of force
or it
may be from a vein, in which case it is
dark in color, and wells up without any
spurting from the wound
or there
may be simply slow oozing of blood
from very small vessels.
in

;

;

In stopping bleeding, the

The

silk.

artery

must

be

caught with

forceps

a

and the

liga-

presence of mind, and it should
How to stop always be remembered
bleeding tern- that uo onc need bleed

over the end

porurily.

to death

if

the

wound be

where you can put your hand on it.
The bleeding from arteries may be
stopped temporarily by tying a hand-

tie

piece of prepared cat-

gut or

ture slipped

sity is

the

the cut vessels with a

neces-

first

is

the wound.

absolutely quiet, on his back.

an artery,

only to

bleeding

back and

his

wounded limb

the

vated,

It is

The

of
sel

the ves-

and

Stopping

bleeding from a wound

in

the palm of the hand by tying the

thumb and

fingers over a handker-

chief crumpled into a ball.

tied

If this cannot be
done, a compress of clean absorbent
How to- stop cotton, wrapped in gauze,
bleeding per- or clcan gauzc alouc, rolled

in

a square knot.

manently.

•

,

,-

up tightly, may be applied
directly over the wound and tightly
fastened on with a bandage.
Remember that such a compress is not put
on to soak up the blood. It is meant
to stop the bleeding by direct pressThere is no use in covering a
ure.
,

,

1

kerchief or strip of cloth around the

bleeding vessel with a lot of cloth unless pressure is applied.
Soaking up
blood does no good, but rather harm,
as the cloth, wet with warm blood,
makes a poultice which increases the
flow.
Nature stops bleeding by forming a clot in the ends of the divided

wounded limb above

vessels.

Application of improvised tourniquet to arm.

the wound.

The

handkerchief should be tied loosely, a
knot being made in it so as to compress
the large artery, and then it may be
tightened by twisting it with a stick.

The

application of a compress

designed to assist the formation of
This
this clot by closing the vessels.
can be done only by considerable
is

pressure.
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In addition to stopping bleeding by

ways recomvery necessary, whenever

pressure or by some of

mended,

it is

tlie

cover a very large surface.
If one
spills a tumblerful of water on the
floor or on the table, it is easy to see

the patient

how much

with the head low, and to
keep him very quiet. This is done for
two reasons First, because the bleed-

will cover.

mucli blood
lie

down

is lost,

to

make

flat,

:

ing itself will diminish
is

lying down,

as

when

whole of the

the

blood-pressure in the body

Second,

in

is

lowered.

order to prevent fainting.

much

the patient has lost

If

a patient

symptoms

blood,

which resemble
those of shock.
It is important to distinguish them, however, as unless the
hemorrhage has been checked, stimu-

certain

arise

lants should not be given.

this small

amount

of liquid

Before deciding how much
blood a patient has lost, observe the
condition of the patient do not look
;

at the blood.

Certain forms of bleeding must be
spoken of separately.
Nose-bleeding is occasionally troublesome, and in almost every case a very
Bleeding from simple method will check
the nose.
If the patient lies on
it.
his

face,

moving

as

little

as possible,

with the nostrils plugged with cotton
or with the nostrils simply held to-

loss of blood are faintness, pallor, rest-

gether by the fingers, and remains in
this position for ten or fifteen minutes,

anxious expression of face,

the bleeding will almost invariably stop.

The symptoms produced by
lessness,

clammy

sweat, rapid, very

severe

weak

pulse,

alarming,

be observed that the patients suffering from loss of blood are restless
those suffering from shock are dazed

the luugs.

will

from the

Bleeding

cooled extremities, thirst, and often
gasping for air or frequent sighing. It

is

rarely fatal.

lungs,

though

The

quanti-

which a persou
cough OUt is SOUIC-

"^^ood

Bieediu^from
Y^lcXy

patient

but patients, unless
they have severe lung trouble, generally recover.
For such bleeding the
patient should be made to lie down. If

dangerous but when in addition the symptoms which have been described arise,
the patient is in immediate danger.
The treatment is absolute quiet stopping of the flow of blood at all hazards by any possible way
the applica-

the bleeding is very profuse and lasts a
long time, an ice-bag should be applied
to the chest, over the heart.
There is
little else to be done.
Bleeding from the stomach, with
of
blood,
is
Dleedingfrom VOmitiug
the stomach,
treated on the same plan.

;

and

quiet.

Mere

faintness,

loses consciousness,

where the
is

not

in itself

;

;

;

tion

body

of
;

warmth

to the

surface of the

and, after the bleeding has been

checked for some time, whiskey or
brandy may be given in small amounts.
If the symptoms continue and the patient becomes very weak, bandage the
limbs tightly, beginning at the feet and
hands, so as to squeeze the blood from
the limbs into the body.
Leave the
bandages on for some hours.
The amount of blood which may be
lost without danger varies a great deal.
One thing should be borne in mind
that a very small quantity of blood can
:

times very great

;

Sometimes after

injuries, or

as the

result of disease of the blood-vessels.
Internal

bleeding

bieed'mg.

nally.

may

take place inter-

In such cases the symp-

toms of the loss of blood are observed.
These cases are most serious, and little
can be done for them except what has
been recommended for cases of bleeding from the lungs.
Wounds of the head are dangerous
because of possible injury to the brain.
Wounds of Severe blows upon the head
the head,
commouly producc unconsciousness.

Sometimes

the

skull

is

Wounds of
fractured

;

the

Head,

sometimes vessels

Chest,

within

the skull are ruptured, and

death is
caused by hemorrhage compressing the
Sometimes inflammation of the
brain.
brain or its coverings comes on a few
days after the injury. The treatment

Abdomen, and

into

it,

Joints.
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with boiled water, which has

also cooled to blood heat.

wound

in

the

walls of

the

Then the
abdomen

must, be sewn up, and a large dressing
put on. If no intestines project, and

wound is small, it is better to sew
up without attempting to inject any
Fractures. " Whenever a blow severe fluid, merely cleaning the wound.
Never use an antiseptic solution in
enough to cause unconsciousness has
been received, the patient must be put wounds of the abdomen, or you may
It is better to
to bed, ice applied to the head, and he poison your patient.
must remain quiet for several days un- take the chances of the germ infection,
If this
merely trying to wash the germs away,
til he has no more headache.
and not to kill them, than to endanger
be not done inflammation may follow.
Wounds of the chest may penetrate the life of a patient by using fluids
the heart or great vessels, in which case which are irritating, and when applied
Woimds of death soon occurs, or they to a large surface like the peritoneum,
the chest,
After the wound
j^-j^y penetrate the lungs.
In may be poisonous.
the last case, the best thing to do is has been dressed, keep the patient quiet.
to put on a compress of antiseptic ma- Give morphine enough to relieve pain.
terial, held in place by a firm bandage,
If the abdomen becomes swollen and
and put the patient to bed. Frequent- tender, and the temperature rises, the
ly recovery takes place.
Do not try to pulse becoming more rapid, peritonitis
wash out a wound which penetrates the is to be feared. On the whole, the best
lungs ; clean the skin, but don't inject thing to do for this form of peritonitis
any fluid into the wound. The wound seems to be to give a rather sharp
may cause the lung to collapse, but if it purge, and, introducing a rubber tube
has not, any attempt to inject fluid is deep into the wound, to wash out the
peritoneal cavity again with water.
If the lung be
pretty sure to do so.
wounded, there is usually more or less The chances are poor of recovery.
Wounds opening into joints are
blood coughed up.
Wounds opening into the abdominal apt to become infected. They should
thoroughly cleansed
cavity are peculiarly dangerous because
be
^
Wounds opefiin£- into with an antiseptic solution
Wounds open- they are apt to injure the
and then dressed. If the
intestines and allow their
cavity.
contents to escape and wound is small, and has been made by
cause fatal peritonitis, or to injure some a clean, sharp instrument, it is better
other important organ, or to penetrate to seal it up with the dressing. If it is
some large vessel and cause death by large, and has been made with a dirty
internal hemorrhage.
The best that instrument, it is best, after washing it
can be done, in the absence of a sur- thoroughly, to put a piece of gauze
geon, is to put the patient on his back, into it with the forceps, leaving one
and in case any of the intestines pro- end hanging out, and then to put on a
ject from the wound carefully to clean large, rather loose dressing.
This is
them with pure water which has been done because it is probable that there
boiled and which is about blood heat, has not been thorough cleansing, and
and then return them to the abdomen it is better to provide an outlet for any
and wash out the cavity very thor- matter which may form. The gauze
oughly, by means of a tube introduced acts as a drain.
It is very important
of

fractured

skull

is

outlined

under

if

the

it

,

_

SiSfw

.

.
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by means of a
and to put it

to put the joint at rest
splint (see " Fractures

the best position for future use, in

in

case, as

probable, the joint becomes

is

The

should be dressed so
The arm should be
bent at the elbow. Always put the
dressing on with the limb in the position in which you intend it to remain.
stiff.

that

leg

straight.

it is

Wounds

broken
penetrating
to
bones, see " Compound Fractures."
Bullet-wounds are more serious than
they seem at
Bullet-

open

wounds,

ehest,

They may

sight.

first

or

joints

penetrate the

abdomen, or skull. They
are apt to become infected, not from
the bullet usually, but from pieces of
dirty clothing carried in with

it,

and,

not infrequently from well-meant but
ill-advised efforts to
fingers, probes, etc.

find
If

the

there

to think that the skull, chest,

is

ball,

by

reason

abdomen,

or a joint has been entered, the treat-

ment

same as that recommended
wounds in these places. It

the

is

for other

must be remembered, however, that
bullets glance in a peculiar way, and
one must not assume that because a
wound looks as if it ought to penetrate
one of these dangerous spots, therefore
examination of the clothing
shows that probably none of it has
been carried in, seal up the wound. If,
it

as

does.

is

If

often the case,

some cloth

is

car-

When

matter has formed,

by means of free

cuts, to

best,

it is

let

out.

it

presence is detected by
woimds.
recurrence of heat, swelling, pain, and redness near it, and by
Its

Infected

a

peculiar, elastic sensation

to the

pressed gently on
If

conveyed

when both hands

fingers

the

affected

you are sure that matter

is

are
spot.

present,

not advisable to wait till it " comes
to a head."
Better let it out before it

it is

burrows too much. Make deep, free
openings with a clean knife. In cutting there is but little danger of
wounding any important vessels if the

made

cuts be

parallel to the long axis

and not directly over the

of the limbs,

large arteries.

After opening, drain

but unless

impossible to get free

is

it

drainage, do not w^ash the cavity out

;

;

simply provide free vent for the matter, and do not poultice
if you want
to get the effects of a poultice, apply a
;

thick layer of

hot

solution

cotton, saturated with

corrosive

of

and cover with thick
Y^^Q-y,
with the same solution.

sublimate

wet

cloths,

the eye are very serisometimes a cinder or piece of

Injuries to

ous

;

Injuries
the eye.

to

^^^^ penetrates the surface of

the

Always look very

eye.

carefully for these, using a strong light,

which must
side.

If

fall

on the eye from

seen, these bodies often

the

may

wash the wound with an antiand introduce a gauze drain

be removed by gently brushing them
off
with a small piece of cotton,

If there is much bleednecessary to enlarge the
wound with a knife, find the bleeding
vessels and tie them before dressing.
If a bullet has splintered a bone, the
best that can be done, short of amputation, is to clean everything and introduce a number of drains. Do not
try very hard to find the bullet, and

wrapped round the end of a match.
Sometimes the piece will be found un-

ried

in,

septic

deeply into
ing,

it

it.

may be

never run the risk of infecting a clean

wound by introducing
instruments into
the ball.

it

dirty fingers or

in trying

to get at

der one of the

moved

lids,

when

it

in a similar w^ay,

the

been turned inside out.

If

may
lid

be rehaving

severe

in-

jury be done to the eye in any way, or

inflammation occurs in it, the patient
in the dark and must apply
cold water to the eye and head, and
must drop into the eye a solution
of corrosive sublimate -jo^oq" (riever
stronger) every half hour, until mediNo precaucal aid can be obtained.
if

must stay

Fractures and Dislocations.
tion

too great to take

is

sight

when

the eye-

at stake.

is

When

broken and there
no wound communicating from the

is

a bone

air, it

Fractures.

fracture.

a bone

If

is

broken

eral places or splintered,

there

a compound

called

is

it

called a

is

When

simple fracture.

wound,

a

is

is

it

in sev-

a commi-

nuted fracture.

Simple fractures of the long bones

arm

of the

extreme

or leg usually give rise to
usually

pain,

directly over the break

the part

marked

most
;

inability

the patient to

of

move

on
the

if we bend the
motion which does not
normally exist and often, on moving
the bones a peculiar grating sensation
(produced by the rubbing together of
the broken ends) is felt.

limb

a point where,

;

we

limb,

find

;

compound

In a

same

the

there

a

is

signs

wound

;

fracture

and,

in

there

are

addition,

compound

In

is

to clean the

;

Fractured skull is a serious thing.
there is found a depression anywhere
over the skull after a severe blow with
loss of consciousness, the only thing to
do is to cut down to it and lift up the
depressed bone with the forceps, and
then treat it like a compound fracture.
Free drainage of the wound must be
provided for.
Fractured ribs give rise to intense
pain when a deep breath is taken. The
pain is generally relieved by putting a
broad strip of plaster completely around
If

body

the

making the

after

of the ribs.

When
joint

the bones which compose a
have been displaced it is called a
dislocation.

treating a fracture,

we should

Dislocation.

in place and
them steady. The former can
often be done by pulling the limb

down

bone is felt to
slip into place.
It must then be retained by splints.
These may be made
of any thin wood.
They are cut to
the right shape and size and then
padded with cotton held in place by a
bandage wrapped round them. Having put them on the limb, a turn or
two of rubber plaster round the outstraight

until the

,

These

,

.

injuries
.

,

,

,

are dirhcult to deal with.

endeavor to get the bones
hold

patient

breathe out as far as he can, emptying
This restricts the motion
the chest.

trude.

When

main

the

fractures,

wound the splints
are not so important. The wound must
be treated like a wounded joint.
things

leading to the broken

Sometimes the bone may pro-

bone.

cane or broomstick or any piece of
wood may answer.

is

break to the
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It

generally

is

place the bones

easy enough to re-

we only can

how they were

ate

do

if

this

erable

it

is

appreci-

but to
necessary to have consid-

knowledge

displaced

of

;

anatomy.

It

is

pretty safe to say that any dislocation

can be replaced as well at the end of a
week as it can when it first occurs. If
it

is

possible to get a physician within

this time, wait for his arrival.

In any attempt to reduce a disloca-

it must be remembered that too
them will hold them. Over the much force must not be used. It is
plaster a bandage is rolled.
Never possible to make matters a great deal
put a bandage or a plaster inside of worse than they originally were by

tion

side of

the splint.

If

swelling occurs

below

the splint bandages must be loosened.
Usually, in the case of the arm, it is

tearing the tissues of the injured joint.
It

is

easy

to

see

that

in

the

case

it temporarily still by
simply bandaging it firmly to the body
with handkerchiefs or strips of cloth.

bones you have an immense
leverage when you attempt by turning
them to get them back into their places.
So one must be very careful not to do

As

more harm than

possible to keep

a

temporary

splint

for the

leg a

of large

irood.

Medical mid Surgical Notes on Treatment.
Sprains are

have

which

the

result

injuries

of

more or

produced

less

stretching or tearing of the ligaments
or tendons.

A

sprain apparently does not

seem as

severe at first as it afterward
proves to be.
The treatment is to give the injured
If
parts absolute and immediate rest.
an important joint, like the ankle, has
sprains.

^

been sprained, it is much better to lie
by for a few days rather than to attempt to use it. In the case of the
knee-joint, if there has been any sprain,
the only safe thing to do is to put
the patient to bed as soon as it is
possible, and to keep him absolutely
quiet until

all

pain has subsided.

must be remembered that a
jury of the knee,
ly leads

As soon

less severe criplife.

possible after a sprain

—
—

minutes being careful to change the
water sufficiently often to prevent its
cooling.
After the injured limb has
been removed from the hot water, dash
then put on a
a little cold water on it
rather firm bandage and splints so as to
keep the joints immovable.
The best dressing to apply to a burn
is a weak ointment of carbolic acid in
;

;

vaseline (one part of the acid
.
\,
^^
\
t~.
to twenty-five of vasehne).
Be-

fore applying the dressing, wash the
burnt surface thoroughly with a solution of carbolic acid in water (i to 50
parts).
If there are any blisters they
should be opened carefully with a clean
pair of scissors and then a thick coating of carbolized ointment should be
spread over the whole injured surface
and kept in place by a lightly applied
bandage.
Carbolic acid stops the pain

wonderfully.

The

Many

general principles of dressing a

often

is

may

people lose consciousness from
causes
such as disagreeable
sights or sounds, or from slight or severe pain.
This form of unconsciousness is

—

slight

and is the result of sudden weakness of the heart's
sciousness.
When arising from
action.
the causes mentioned, it is rarely, if
called fainting,

Loss of con-

ever, of the least importance.

patient
will

for

and

cause death.
Stimulants should be given freely in
such cases.

and

has occurred in any joint, apply hot
water
as hot as the patient can
bear it for from fifteen to twenty-five

Burns.

dangerous

slight in-

may last
as

fere with it too much.
In very severe burns shock

neglected, frequent-

more or

to

pling which

if

It

burn are the same as those of dressing
a wound.
Keep it clean^ and dont inter-

if

is

left

laid

If

the

down, clothing loosened,

pretty

much

alone, recovery

take place. It is necessary, though,
that the patient should be laid down,

and that the head should be kept very
low.

Fainting rarely lasts more than a few
minutes but sometimes, even in cases
which are not at all dangerous, it may
last for half an hour or more.
The symptoms are sudden weakness
usually some disagreeable nervous feelvery
ings
often a little sweating
marked pallor and then complete un;

;

;

;

;

consciousness.

The treatment

is

generally good in

proportion to the small amount attempted. If the patient remains unconscious for a long time, it is advisable
to give stimulants and to apply warmth
but if the attack is only
to the body
;

temporary and arises from a slight
cause, beyond dashing a little cold
water on the face and keeping the patient's head low, nothing is necessary.
Faintness which is the result of severe exertion, or attacks of faintness
occurring in people who are known to
have heart drsease, are very much more
grave affairs than the last. In such
is extremely neceswhiskey or brandy, and ammo-

cases stimulation
sary

;

Loss of Consciousness.
nia, if

any

to be had, should be used

is
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This

tracted.

very freely.

distinguishing

In fainting, the cause of the unconsciousness is, as has been said, failure
There is another
of the heart.

soning.

Coma.

Sunstrokt

form of unconsciousness in which
the heart is not at fault, but which is
the

result

action

of

with

interference

the

Such cases are

of the brain.

Coma may
to the

head

be the result of injuries
falls

;

the

eases of

and blows

brain,

as

disease of the kidneys

number

;

of dis-

;

apoplexy

;

of

arid of quite a

of poisons, especially alcohol

and opium.

The symptoms
some

of coma, the result of

injury to the head,

are, in the

consciousness which
loss of consciousness is complete, but
first place, loss of

accompanied by a strong,

is

it

;

full

pulse.

Coma, the

result of disease,

is

gener-

this bepreceded by headache
ing followed by delirium, then stupor,
which gradually deepens into complete
coma.
Whatever be the cause of coma, as

ally

the

;

patient

becomes more and more

overcome by

it, the breathing genervery noisy, and is accompanied by snoring after the coma has
lasted some time the face is often dark
in color
and when the patient is dying
from coma, the darkness of the com-

ally gets

;

;

is generally much deepened
and as well as the snoring respiration,
we hear large, coarse bubbling sounds

plexion

;

with the breathing.
In some cases of coma, the result of
injuries or of diseases affecting the
it may be seen that the muscles
one side of the face and of the
body are relaxed and paralyzed. In
such cases the eyes will usually be
found, if the lids are open, turned away
from the paralyzed side.
In coma produced by opium poisoning the pupils are very finely con-

brain,

on

the most important
of opium-poi-

Persons exposed to extreme heat, especially if the exposure is prolonged, and the patient takes
alcohol,

may

from two forms of

suffer

sunstroke.

The more common form
marked

called coma.

is

symptom

prostration,

usually

is

simply

accom-

panied by headache, and usually giving the same symptoms as does fainting.
There is little or no rise of
temperature in this form.
The treatment is quiet, rest, and cold
applied to the head, or perhaps to the
body, and if the faintness be prolonged,
Patients
a little whiskey or brandy.
often suffer from headache and more
or less discomfort for a long time after,
and especially if exposed to the sun.
A much more severe form of sunstroke occurs.

In this the patient

first

has a severe headache and he becomes
entirely unconscious, and his skin is
hot and dry his face unusually flushed,
breathing more rapid than usual, and
;

grows worse, snoring

as he

in

char-

temperature rises
very high, 106 to no degrees or
higher such a patient is in immediate
danger.
Cold water must be freely
and continuously poured over him until the temperature in the rectum has
fallen three or four degrees or more.
When the temperature reaches 102 degrees to 103 degrees it is well to stop
the water for a while and see if it does
not continue to fall. If the patient regains consciousness put ice on the
head and keep him quiet, but watch
the temperature closely for thirty-six
If he becomes very weak give
hours.

acter

pulse rapid

;

;

;

stimulants.

The

an extract from
and Injury," by
James E. Pilcher, M.D., U. S. A., p. 214
" First

et seq.

following

Aid

in

is

Illness
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SMOTHERING.
" Smothering, suffocation, or asphyxia is

light.
The gas formed by
burning coal and decaying sewage, and
the smoke of burning buildings, produce insensibility from the same cause.

guishing a

a state of unconsciousness due to

"

cutting olf the supply of oxygen to the

Smothering may be due to a
number of causes. The most common
is drowning, where the water prevents
lungs.

The

restoration of the function of

breathing
cases

of

the chief aim in treating

is

smothering

—by

means

this

carrying off the waste, poisonous products from the blood and giving

new

life

system by an abundant supply of
oxygen.
to the

" Restoring

of breathing

the
is

Breathing.

— The

act

restored by causing the

chest-walls to expand and contract in

the same

manner as in the normal acts
and expiration. This is

of inspiration

artificial respiration and is performed in several ways. One of the
most convenient and useful is Sylvester s method^ which is as follows
Lay the smothered person on his

called

Restoring the breathing by Sylvester's Method

— Inspiration.

the access of air to the luno^s.

Hano^-

ing and strangling, where the passage
air through the windpipe is prevented by compression of that tube,
are well known.
Anything that closes
the air-passage will produce smothering such are bits of food and other
articles
diverted from their proper
channels in the attempt to swallow
a variety of croup, in which the w^indpipe is stuffed up by secretions, comes
into this class.
Pressure upon the chest
sufficient to prevent its movement in
breathing is another cause. The methods of Othello and Richard III., causing smothering by pressing a pillow

of

;

:

back, with a pillow of folded clothing
or other articles under his shoulders.
"

Take a

position at the head of the

patient, grasp his

arms

just

below the

elbow, and draw them slowly and steadily

up over the head, holding them

there long enough deliberately to count

;

four.

"

the arms down upon the
bending the elbows as they come

Then push

chest,

down upon the face, are classiSmothering is the cause of death
in persons who have been buried under
avalanches of snow or sand, grain falls,
and the like.
Restoring the breathing by Sylvester's Method — Expiration.
" Another variety of smothering is
that produced when the atmosphere is so down, and press them strongly, but
filled with other gases that the proper
gently, against the chest long enough
amount of oxygen cannot find its way again to count four.
into the blood.
Smothering by breath"Repeat these movements until the
tightly
cal.

ing air

filled

common
victims,

have

with illuminating gas

accident in

cities,

is

a

where the

from carelessness or ignorance,

failed to turn off the gas in extin-

patient begins to breathe naturally, or
until

it

is

evident that

life

is

beyond

recall.

"

The

first

sign of returning breathing

Poisons
is

Their Syniptovis

:

a change in the color of the face

313

manner as breathing.

if

;

A ntidotcs.

and

The blood

is

becomes red and if red, it gradually purified by the oxygen
changes to white. With this a faint brought into contact with it, and the
white,

it

;

fluttering breath

the

may

be seen passing

systejn

is

again inspired with

life."

lips.

"

Drawing the arms up over the head
upon certain muscles which expand the chest, creating a vacuum

POISONS.

pulls

When poison of any sort has been
swallowed, give warm soapsuds freely
until vomiting occurs.
Do not concern
yourself with the question of what is
the best antidote.
Produce vomiting
and send for skilled assistance.

which the air rushes in to fill. Pushing the arms down upon the chest again
compresses it, and forces the air out of
Air is thus drawn into and
the lungs.
out of the lungs in

forced

Locally Irritating Poisons.

I.

SYMPTOMS.

ANTIDOTE.

Excessively severe burning pain in
the mouth, throat, and stomach.
Ditificult swallowing.
Great depression. Extremities cold and
clammy. Convulsions. (Death.)

Alkali (baking soda, saleratus, magnesia, chalk, lime, plaster)
3 or
4teaspoonfuls in a glass of water.

Vomiting of frothy mucus.

White

POISON.
Acids

:

Muriatic.
Nitric (aqua
Oxalic.

Sulphuric

fortis).

(vitriol).

Acid (Carbolic)

:

ing

Creosote.

same

the

membrane

of

mouth

Linwhite,

—

Drink soothing

fluids,

like

oil.

Stimulating drinks, if necessary.
Opiates to relieve pain.
of eggs.
water. Rest.

Milk, or flour and
Opiates.

hardened, and benumbed.
Severe pain in belly. Cold, clammy skin insensibility. Snoring
;

breathing.

Odor

of

carbolic

acid.

Alkalies

Painful burning in mouth, throat,

:

Ammonia

(hartshorn).

Lye.
Pearlash.
Potash, caustic.

Dilute acids

(vinegar

and stomach. Difficult swallowing. Bloody vomiting and purging. Great depression, etc., hke

juice).

Soothing

melted

fat,

acids.

relieve pain.

or

lemon-

fluids, like oil,

thick

Stimulating drinks.

cream, etc.
Opiates to

Soda, caustic.

Silver

2.

Mercury

Same

:

Burning pain in
and bowels.
Vomiting and
quently
saliva.

sions.

Arsenic

:

Fowler's solution.
Green coloring matter.
Paris green.

Rough on

Rats.
Scheele's green.

Copper

stomach,

Metallic

purging

Burning pain in stomach and bowels.
Tenderness of belly on
Retching. Vomiting.
Clammy
Dryness of throat.
Convulsions.
sweat.

pressure.

pery taste in mouth.
dry.
in

taste.

— fre-

Raw

eggs, milk, or flour and water.
Castor-oil.
Stimulating drinks.

Increase of
bloody.
ConvulSleepiness.
Stupor.

Similar to those of arsenic.

:

vitriol.

sels.

throat,

Give hydrated oxide of iron made
by adding 8 parts of ammonia
water to 10 parts of solution of
tersulphate of iron. Then castorRest, and stimulating drinks

oil.

if

Verdigris.

Food cooked

as above.

General Poisons, causing Local Irritation,

Corrosive sublimate.
Calomel.
Vermilion.

Blue

Copious draughts of salt and water.
Soothing drinks. Opiates.

:

Nitrate (lunar caustic).

copper ves-

Colic.

Bloody

Cop-

Tongue
stools.

needed.

—

White of eggs, if obtainable, if not,
flour and water. Ice. Opiates to
relieve pain and excitement.

Medical and Surgical Notes on Treatment,
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General Poisons, causing Local

Burning pain
and bowels.

:

Copperas.

Green

Purging.

vitriol.

crystalline

Colic.

Cold

stomach,
Vomiting.

Weak

skin.

with

an

Profound sleep. Breathing slow
and shallow. Pulse weak, rapid,

subacrid

Baking-soda in water. Then raw
eggs and milk. Opiates for pain.
Stimulating drinks for depression.

and

irregular.

Remains of

poi-

Giddiness. Heaviness of the head.
Sleepiness.
Pupils of
Stupor.
eyes contracted to fine point.
Signs of the poison near by.

:

Laudanum.
Morphine.
Paregoric.

Sleeping mixtures

in

Stimulating drinks. Heat. Motion.

son near by.

taste.

Opium

in throat,

Sleep-producing or Narcotic Poisons.

Chloral:
white,
stance,

ANTIDOTE.

pulse.

3.

A

— Continued.

SYMPTOMS.

POISON.
Iron

I'&^i'xktio^.

Stimulating drinks

— strong

coffee.

Keep up breathing. Warmth.
Keep patient awake by whipping,
if

necessary.

Motion.

gen-

eral.

4.

Aconite

Extreme weak-

Great depression.

:

ness.
Cold sweat.
of extremities.
pulse.

Wolfsbane.

Belladonna

bright, and pupils enlarged.
Dryness of throat.
Paralysis of excretory organs.

Deadly nightshade.

Delirium.

:

lead.
Sugar of lead.
White lead.

Cramps.

Vomiting.

Increase

of saliva.
Giddiness.
sions.
Stupor..

:

Matches.

Prussic acid
Cyanide of potash.
:

Stimulating drinks.

s.ilts.

Pain in stomach and bowels. Vomiting. Purging. Signs of poison
near by.

Magnesia in water.
Rest.
Warmth.

Death may occur

Stimulating drinks (strong) without

instantly in or-

In very small
doses, giddiness, blindness, conDeath mayvulsions, fainting
occur from smelling the odor

Laurel-water.

Large doses of Epsom or Glauber's

Convul-

dinary doses.

Oil of bitter almonds.

Opiates to relieve nervous excitement. Rest.

Convulsions.

Metallic taste in mouth.
Paralysis.

Red

Phosphorus

and slow

Eyes very

:

Atropia.

Stimulating drinks.

Numbness

Weak

Monkshood.

Lead

General Poisons.

Soap

-

suds.

delay.

only.

Strychnine

Xux

:

vomica.

Vegetable poisons
Berries

Mountain

night -shade,
ash. Poke,

tato).

Hellebore,

lock,

Horse

leaves.

Nausea.

Stimulating drinks.

Depression.
Intoxicavarying some-

Rest.

vomitifig once or
Opiates.
Chloral.

twice.

Tan-

nin.

Rest.

what with the poison.
,

Po-

Hem-

chestnut,
tobacco, James-

town weed. Wild

Wild

Canse

tion, stupor, etc.,

(Bitter-sweet,

Deadly

Indian

:

Slight shuddering. Feeling of constriction of throat.
Startings.
Paleness. Intermittent jerkings.
Convulsions. Ghastly grin

parsley.

lettuce,

Rhubarb

Toadstools, To-

bacco plant.

\^For further specific information see section on

Appendix

— Supplementary Information.]

Hygiene

in

the Home

/;/
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VIII.

THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.

—

VIII.

THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.
By

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN.

Early Training.

Literature for Children.

Habits.

The Art

The

Clothes.

Parental Office.

Amusements.

Froebel.

Evolution

in

Toys.

Education.

The Kindergarten.

Country

Rights.

Simplicity.

Duties.

The

" Perhaps the most touching passage in
ture

is

that in which the hero of

all litera-

Troy prays

for

a

son more heroic than himself. Gladly will Hector die in battle* with the Greeks if the gods grant
The glory
that his son may rule nobly in Ilium.
The dying
of living is to transmit a higher life.
flame burns on in the brighter flame which it has

Susan E. Blow..

kindled."

F

only one could create an at-

mosphereat will, so that the
spirit in which one longs to
be read might steal gently
in upon the reader, inspiring
him to break down the barrier of clumsy word and
bungling phrase, and set
that lies prisoned in
message
the
free
them. One sent the message warm and
vital from a full heart, but the pen has
been a non-conductor, and the reader
has to do for himself what the writer
would fain have done for him. Mutual
sympathy and comprehension are more
necessary here perhaps than elsewhere,
is no subject in the discussion

for there

of

which one

is

so likely to encounter

misunderstanding, choler, and resentment, torrid argument and freezing
satire, rivers of contumely and oceans
of abuse, as in this well-worn one of the
training of children.

One can

tell

with impunity

how

to

of Story-telling.

;

a

woman many

how

to

cook a

build a portico,

how

things
lobster,

to

take

spots out of linen, crochet a bedquilt.

Life.

Relation of Books to Nature.

give a dinner-party, win a lover, hang a

keep a bank account, manage
but beware of advising her
in the matter of bringing up her children.
She will first ask you how many
you have yourself, their sizes, ages,
and dispositions. If your premises do
portiere.,

a husband

;

not agree at

points with her pre-

all

may be

sure she wnll have
none of your conclusions, but will assert triumphantly that your so-called
knowledge, convictions, opinions, views,
or what-not are absolutely worthless
and that you, who have never been the
mother of her John and her Jane have
had no proper opportunity of testing
mises, you

;

the brittleness of theory.

As

to books,

she finally remarks with considerable
heat,

who should know best about chilwho has brought six

dren, the person

—

of them into the world
four of them
addicted to croup in the night and no
or those
doctor within three miles

—

purveyors of

idle theories, the

unappro-

priated spinsters, childless matrons, and

more - wise - than

-

nice

who

bachelors

write the essays on child culture

?

If

not logic it has all the effect of
logic, giving the hapless theorist a
healthy feeling of self-distrust, and a
determination to walk less confidently
this

is

on other people's grass-plots.
Knowing full well the dangers that
beset my path, and understanding be-

3i8
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forehand that no woman will agree with
me save the one who already believes
precisely as
this

do, I shall try to feel that

I

chapter

quiet

a

is

corner

fre-

quented by young (and somewhat docile) mothers
a quiet corner in which
there will be no dogmatic assertion, no
interference with vested authority, no
scornful gibes at maternal incompetency, nothing but a cosey sitting down
and reasoning together, a discussion of
ways and means, of causes and effects,
a keen glance at the true meaning of
our woman's round of little cares with
little people, and, most of all, a fresh

—

look into the face of that imperishable
ideal that lives in the heart of each

one of us. We shall have little exact
knowledge to offer each other, very few
hard-and-fast rules of procedure, almost
nothing to make a note of and try next
day, as

we

tried the

last

new

waffles

that each child

is

a fresh revelation,

needing a special interpreter and a

re-

vised text-book.

During the early part
child's

life,

when we

of

a

young

are occupied chiefly

with his physical well-being, mothers in
Israel may give definite instructions
about sterilized milk and safety-pins
that the haughtiest parent can accept
with self-respect and follow with blind
meekness but the moment Master Ba;

by loses

his

unbleached and wrinkled

visage, gains a better modelled nose,

evinces some consciousness of

Ego

—

in

a word becomes an individual, crowned
with his mother's virtues and stamped

with his father's foibles

— that moment

it

becomes difficult to offer advice and still
more difficult to take it.
This is the mom.ent when we must
nip in the bud that most foolish of hu-

man

fallacies, the idea that

can have a dozen or two months of
you begin to
cultivate your human flower
The
ploughing and sowing, watering and
fertilizing, must be done in the earliest
spring or there will be no summer
bloom, no bountiful autumn harvest.
Well for everybody concerned (and in
the largest sense there is no one who
isn't) that you learned some of your life
lessons while you were girl and woman
and before you became a mother better still if your ancestors, too, had some
vision of their duty to posterity, for
then the new heir will bring a goodly
heritage into the world with him and
blessed inaction before

!

;

your task

You

recipes

and wine-jelly. We may
even go out from our chat feeling that
the method that made little Hildegarde
an angel will never cause the sprouting
of a feather on Hannah's wings, and
for

begin the serious work of training and
educating this small human being for
two or three years yet. Think not,
pretty mother of a new baby, that you

more

is

easier.

discover speedily that in

the

all

problems that confront
maternity the understanding of one
baby does not help you in the least
It
to the comprehension of another.
teaches you to hold and bathe and
difficult

—

them with more facility little
Babies have a capacity for being
different from each other that must
perplex the people who regard them,
up to the time they enter upon the age
dress

else.

as

young animals.

Number one (named

Joshua, for his

reason, merely

of

doting grandfather) was large-eyed,
broad-browed, bald, solemn, judicial.
He showed no astonishment, pain, delight, or emotion of any kind when a

was moved before his eyes,
and you felt that he would have preserved the same impassibility had you
made a supreme effort and waved a
Bengal tiger in his face. There were
no surprises in the universe for baby

rattle

Joshua.

Number two

is

Jack

;

an adorable,

radiant, spontaneous, gregarious baby.

He

is

never yours, even at home

we need not belongs

to the world.

When you

;

he
are

;

Conscious MotherJiood.
he carries all before him.
His wraps taken off, he begins his

travelling

and
once

He

has the nice little girls
the maternal ladies smiling at

conquests.

then, by easy stages, the sour

;

misogynists and even the college boys
succumb to his charm. In the horsecar he smiles, and waves his hand be-

nignantly at the gruff old gentlemen

and the callous conductor. In company he sits confidingly in everybody's lap, and everybody in whose lap
he is not sitting looks on jealously
predestinate spinsters crooking knotty
forefingers and cooing, as if matrimony, after all, might have its compensations.
In matters of

discipline

you could

appeal to Joshua's judgment and reason (or you felt as if you could) when

he was two years of age Jack's reasoning power seems to be less, but his
heart melts at a touch.
Helen cannot
endure spanking Harriet likes it better than scolding.
Rufus keeps the
nursery in continual disorder.
Paul
kept all his playthings in their right

sculptured marble or painted canvas,
of

places from the days of the rubber doll

up to the rocking-horse period.

Woman's

instinct of itself will never

teach her to develop truly and guide
rightly these differing individualities
intrusted to her care.
Instinct must

be

realm of clear conmust become conscious proDoubtless there are women
a genius for motherhood,"
Blow, in " Symbolic Educa-

lifted into the

sciousness,
"

cedure.

who have
says Miss
"

tion."

These are the

artist

mothers,

but, like other genuine artists, they are

few

number, and the great majority
of women cannot claim to be more
than mechanics of the mind." Shall
we be artist or artisan mothers ? The
training necessary for any art demands
in

self-sacrifice,

toil,

asm

patience,

enthusi-

but the creation of the thing of
beauty is compensation for all the
travail of the soul.
If this be so of
;

poem

or book,

how much more

true

immortal child, born of passion. purified and spiritualized wrought
upon with conscious purpose, loved,
led, not driven
not coddled
respected as an individual, not tolerated as a
chance
guided to walk freely in directed paths
to slay caprice and to
liberate will
to kill selfishness and to
conquer self
helped by the shining
of your steady light to a vision of the
relationship between the world of nature and the world of spirit
kindled
by your torch into sympathy with all
truth, all beauty, and all goodness, until the meaning of life unwinds itself
from the mysterious coil, its sombre
threads shot through with rainbow

is it

of the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tints.

This

no easy

is

no

other in the world so far-reaching in

its

;

;
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is

task, but there

worth while, so satisfying, so glorious.
These are no sentimental phrases.
You often breathe
more glowing ones to your own heart,
in those golden moments when you sit
before your fire, the
heavenly downy
necklace " of your child's arms about
your neck.
Mothers are
going out," so the
I doubt it, and I hope,
pessimists say.
effects, so well

too, that

fathers are "

meet many parents
ing's

"

Pompilia

like

coming

in."

I

those of Brown-

:

Two

poor ignoble hearts who did their best,
way than God's,
To somehow make a shift and scramble through
The world's mud, careless if it splashed and
Part God's way, part the other

spoiled,

Provided they might so hold liigh, keep clean
Their child's soul, one soul white enough

for

three."

Do

not fear that the absorbing cares

of maternity will
pid, or

make you

commonplace.

petty, stu-

Conscious moth-

erhood never does this. 'J1ie mother
who has no conception of the parental
office,

save that

it

means endless

feed-
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ing and clothing, unlimited kissing, and
occasional spanking,

grossed
frocks

this

when she

is

her children's

in

—

who

woman

is

entirely en-

bodies and

incorrigibly dull

That ill-behaved

fish,

the father sticoffspring

hatched from the eggs and
launched into a watery world than he
eats up the mother stickleback, whose
fostering care has made the little
It
sticklebacks an accomplished fact.
is true his friends and supporters say
that he makes a meal of his finny spouse
simply that she may be diverted from
her own intention of devouring the
aforesaid little sticklebacks.
I only
hope he can prove the purity of his
motives
but I have known certain
mothers of large families who became
so narrow, so dull, so lifeless, so hopelessly uninteresting in the discharge of
their maternal duties, that the fathers
of those families might be pardoned if
they coveted Papa Stickleback's appetite and envied him his digestion.
On the other hand, if one's intercourse with children is carried on from
the higher level, it is a matter of intelsafely

;

lectual as well as spiritual profit.

If

one has never had an opportunity to
study children, that has been his or her
profound loss. The child, a child, any
child I had almost said, is the Columbus of an undiscovered world in you
in your heart that goes without saying,
but in your mind as well.
Dress up
your half-digested knowledge, your
disconnected facts, your shallow evasions, in a few rags of conventionality
and offer them to a child. See the un;

satisfied soul look out of his question-

ing eyes.
"

Why

?

makes one think a child's
always brings one back to

It

"

;

But we teach nothing, and, worse

we

if

my

heart

still,

trust to blind

to chance, to caprice, to the

instinct,

No one

of

the road we have travelled or throws
any light on the path we have to tread,
and thus the great principle of continuity is lacking and our education of
the child becomes a farce, or still worse,
a tragic failure.
"

Now,

mean by education

I

which

training

habits to the
ship,

given by

is

instinct of virtue in

first

when

that

suitable

and friendand pain, and hatred are rightly

children

;

pleasure,

implanted in souls not yet capable of
understanding the nature of them, and
who find them, after they have attained
reason, to be in harmony with her.
This harmony of the soul, when perbut the particular
fected, is virtue
;

pleasure and
which leads you always to hate
what you ought to hate and love what
you ought to love, from the beginning
to the end, may be separated off
and
in my view will be rightly called educatraining

respect of

in

pain,

;

tion." *

At the very word education the page
with theories.
There is the
highly moral method, like that practised in the school presided over by
Bradley Headstone and Charley Hexam,
where " young women studied the adventures of little Margery who resided
in the cottage by the mill
severely
reproved the miller when she was five
and he fifty divided her porridge with
bristles

;

;

the singing birds

;

denied herself a new-

nankeen bonnet on the ground that the
turnips did not wear bonnets, neither
did the singing birds," etc., etc.

Then
is

For better lore would seldom yearn,
Could I but teach the hundredth part
Of what from thee I learn."

we

casual impulse of the hour.

there

is

the

as unfolded to Mr.

first principles.

" Oh, dearest, dearest boy,

learn nothing,

these things gives us a clear view of

steps out of her nursery.

kleback, no sooner sees his

CJiildrcn.

]\Irs.

Pipchin theory

Dombey.

a great deal of nonsense,

" There
and worse,

talked about young people not being
pressed too hard at first and being
* (Plato's

Laws, Book

II.)

FrocheVs Educational Philosophy.
tempted on and all the rest of it, sir.
never was thought of in my time,
and it has no business to be thought of
"
now. My opinion is, keep 'em at it
There are the Pumblechooks who
bother Pip with arithmetic while he is
It

!

breakfast

eating his

;

there

Murdstones who torment
little

the

poor

Copperfields to the verge of

and the Gradgrinds with

sanity,

relentless

there

are

their

pursuit

of

facts.

in-

their

Finally

the alluring practicality of the

is

Squeers's system.
"

and mats, or you can decline them, dear
mothers, but I cannot maintain this

when

tone of courteous indifference

it

comes ^to the man himself, "the guide,
philosopher, and friend " who labored
with more than woman's patience in
the making of these toys.
If Froebel
does not help you in the nurture of
your children, if he does not thrill you
anew with the importance of your sacred office, inspire you with courage
and ambition, baptize you with conif he does not broaden
secrated zeal
your mental and spiritual horizon, fire
your imagination, give you a magic
sword with which to slay your nursery
lions, then I know not where to lead
you for inspiration.
I am not speaking of technicalities,
;

We

go on the practical mode of
teaching, Nickleby
c-l-e-a-n, clean,
verb active, to scour. W-i-n, win, d-e-r,
winder, a casement. When the boy
knows this out of a book he goes and
does it. When he has learned that
botany is a knowledge of plants he
goes and knows 'em.
That's
our
;

of courses of study, of

methods

ing or writing and arithmetic

;

of read-

get these

when and where and from whom you

system, Nickleby."

As
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to specific advice regarding the

will

;

but for insight into child nature,

teaching of the young idea I shall be
as dumb as the sphinx.
The relative
merits of public and private schools,

your child should sustain toward

the age at which a child shall be taught

ing your mother-love into mother-wis-

to read
use,

and

the

approach
these

write, the

manner

in

geography

primer he shall
which he shall

and

grammar,

always labelled
mind, and I never
touch one of them without expecting
it to
explode and wound somebody.
subjects

"dangerous"

Any

ideas

I

in

possess as to the

general training of children come from
my study of and experience with Froebel's
educational
philosophy.
The
kindergarten itself I shall not dwell
in

the briefest way,

dom,

for a clew to that great problem,

the teachnig of your child

how

to live,

go to Froebel.*

The kindergarten
his system,

to

fit

and

its

is

only one part of

modest attempt

is

the education to the child instead

of fitting the child to the education.

"The child," writes P'roebel, "develops like every other essential being
in accordance with laws as simple as
they are imperative.
Of these laws
the most important and the simplest

its

working apparatus of blocks and sticks,
clay and
paper, plays and stories.
These have no transforming power in
them so that by touching them the
child is 'made whole.
The power is in
philosophy that underlies them,
and the genius of the kindergartner
the

all

created things, for help in transform-

are

my

may

upon, nor, save

for a vision of the ideal relationships

*

Will you not buy and read these five books,
order named, and if they chance to be new
you, thank the good fortune that led you to

in the

to

them ?
" Symbohc Education," by Susan E. Blow.
" Eroebel and Education by Self - Activity," by

Courthope Bowen.
" Reminiscences of Eroebel," translated

by Mary

Mann,

Froebel's "Mother Songs and Plays," translated
who rightly interprets and uses them.
by Erances and Emily Lord.
You can accept the blocks and sticks "The Education of Man," by Eriedrich Eroebel.

"

that force,

is

self

;

unfolding,

we must exercise the mind
we wish to develop the whole human
being, we must exercise the whole hu-

represent-

man

must exert itgrows strong

existing,

exerting

itself, it

;

it

unfolds

;

represents and

creates

;

strengthening,
it
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the mind,

;

if

being."

.

.

.

" But will any exercise suffice ? Again
and creating, it rises into conOnly that exerthe answer is clear.
sciousness and culminates in insight."
Will you bear with me through a few cise which is given at the right time,
pages while I endeavor to set some of which is always in harmony with the
Froebel's educational ideas before you ? nature of the thing, and which is always
Because, if you are not familiar with proportioned to the strength of the
them, or if you have gained a distorted thing, produces true development. To
view of them through the medium produce development most truly and
of some unfortunate concrete example, effectively, the exercise must rise from
you will be glad of a simple practical and be sustained by the thing's own
statement. I cannot give you a clearer activity. If, for instance, we decide to
one than by dipping here and there into further the development of a plant,
Mr. Courthope Bowen's admirable book what we have to do is to induce the
on " Froebel and Education by Self-Ac- plant (and the whole of it) to become
active in its own natural way and to
tivity."

ing

To

begin with, Froebel's great claim
on the
fact that he was the first to apply the
theory of evolution soundly and completely to education and having so apto distinction will always rest

plied

to translate

it,

it

into practice.

His is the only system of education in
which the details of actual practice are
the real outcome of sound psychological principles,

are

and

in

their application

continuously governed

by those

principles.

"We
a thing

fully

Bowen, "that

developed when

ternal organization
detail,

and when

it

is

its in-

perfect in every

can perform

all its

natural actions or functions perfectly.
.

.

how

.

The next thing

this

development

to consider
is

to

is,

be pro-

How can we aid in promoting
change from the partially developed to the more highly developed
thing ? The answer comes from every
duced.
this

part

result,

of creation

with ever-increasing

clearness and emphasis

—

development
produced by exercise of function, use
of faculty.
If we wish to develop the
hand, we must exercise the hand if we
wish to develop the body, we must exercise the body
if we wish to develop
is

;

;

but we must act through and by

the plant's

That

is

enough,

is

own

activity.

.

.

.

simple enough and sensible
it

not

?

We

then come to
educa-

the principle of continuity in
tion.

"As

that which

is

exercised grows

constantly capable of higher and more
varied activity, so must

the exercise

continuouslv hio^her and
more varied in character, every stage
growing naturally out of that which
precedes it. Facts in isolation and unrelated to each other do not form
knowledge. Froebel wishes that education should be one connected whole,
and that it should advance with a
growth as orderly, continuous, and
2:iven

say," writes Mr.
is

We may
help to sustain that activity.
abridge the time, we may modify the

orrow

Wordsnatural as that of a plant."
worth gives us a poet's corroboration
in the lines, "If we view objects in
disconnection, dead and spiritless, we
v:age an impious warfare with the very
life

of our

Now,

own

souls."

as to the character of the self-

activity which

Mr.

Bowen mentions.

With Froebel, observation and discovery are not enough, though he would

Evolution in Education.
agree to Artemus Ward's homely saying, " One thought you have born and
raised on your own premises is worth

the
.

thing which Froebel seeks.

chief

Besides exercising faculty, he

.

.
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desires that the child should gradually

a whole orphan asylum of other people's
He wishes the child to
thoughts."

and continuously come

''work up" his knowledge, so to speak,

mation, and that conformity with those

and to use it as a
means of higher and more complete

dition

into his very self,

This doing

life.

will

into activity

call

see that laws underlie

laws

is

to feel
all

and

to

organic for-

the fundamental, unvarying conof

all

true

every-sided

opment toward perfection

—

devel-

other

in

more and yet more tJiinking power.
" The making of new forms and com-

things

binations, the giving of definite expres-

and together with the doctrines
and connectedness forms

system he does not undertake to
form artists, but seeks to awaken the
ideal side of human nature and produce
in the child a feeling and perception
that, in all beauty there is a perfection
of the thing after its own kind^ another

of his system, for it
very life-blood to all the

experience of the beneficent results of
law and harmony."

and mental images, the
the inward outward, is the

sion to ideas

making

of

great Froebel doctrine of creative activity,

of continuity

the

heart

true

the

gives

songs and plays, and
principle in

The
of

all

the living

human

labor, not only

means of bread-getting, but
means of spiritual development,
as a

as a
is

a

striking thought in Froebel's philoso-

He

phy.

w^ould say with Carlyle, " La-

bor is life." " Properly thou hast no
other knowledge but what thou hast
The concluding
got by working."
words in Carlyle's chapter on the everlasting "Yea" might be Froebel's own.
" Produce
Produce
Were it but the
!

!

product, produce
'Tis the

with

As

fraction

infinitesimal

pitifulest

it,

in

of

God's name

utmost thou hast

a
!

in thee,

out

to his use of children's play

and

it

"

then

!

of their love of stories

— many

others

recognized the value of play in early
childhood
Plato, Quintilian, Luther,
Fenelon, Locke, Richter ''but to Froebel alone belongs the credit of having
seen its true evolutionary meaning, and
the part it should take in education."

—

—

Then there is much stress laid upon
nature-study and the educational value
" Here the knowledge of exof art.
ternal fact

is

"When

not the only thing nor

and then

in himself."

.

.

.

using art as an instrument of

his

Thus

I

principles

dignity and educational power

necessary

all

is

it

the occupations."

first

have enumerated some of the
upon which Froebel based

his plan of education.

The theory

of

natural, orderly development, or evolution, strict continuity or

connectedness
by means

of procedure, self-expression

of creative activity, the appeal to the

sympathetic
study of nature, productive occupation,
child's love of beauty, the

organized play, a unique use of stories,
a unique system of object

lessons to

arouse the senses (which are always to
be treated as the organs of mind and
never as the organs of mere sensuous
pleasure),

and the insistence

at every

point that the child shall be regarded

and trained as the child of nature, the
child of man, and the child of God, a
being capable, at least, of devout feelnoble doing. " 'Tis
not a soul," says Montaigne, " 'tis not a
body that we are training up, but a
man, and we ought not to divide him."
All this seems formal, stilted, dead,
in comparison with the living reality.
If mothers could only work out these
ideas under fairly advantageous conditions, they would not wish to content
themselves with phrases. They would
ing, high thinking,

see

the children themselves

develop,
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both as individual and social beings

them grow in clearness of observation and discrimination, in vision of

development, because this
study and this knowledge will illuminate the thousand seeming trifles of your

duty, in sweet reasonableness of con-

daily discipline, lifting

duct, in recognition of

monplace round

;

see

the rights

of

others, in self-reliance, in self-govern-

ment,

in cheerful

productive activity,

in joyful self-expression

in

them

;

above

all,

find

com-

a clear, and ever clearer,

prehension of the diversity yet inter-

dependence of all life.
It is the broad humanity of

process that makes it seem
deep breath of fresh air. If
Froebel had been a prophet, he could
not have foreseen more clearly the needs
a

from a com-

it

meaningless and
disconnected duties into a thing of dignity and importance, fine in its conscious purpose, splendid in its serene
order and continuity. Mr. Oscar Chrisman, of Clark University, makes a plea

He

new

the

for
this edu-

cational
like

spiritual

of

science

child-study.

of

believes that a systematic course of

life, the growth, the
very being of the child, as
the science of botany lays bare a plant,
or mineralogy a mineral, would be of

inquiry into the
ideas, the

its

incalculable benefit to the race.

cares, its responsibilities, its problems.

a scientific study of the child in

to-day's

of

civilization, its

If his principles

nursery to
should

all

evils,

could be applied from

university,

I

believe

we

be better, wiser, simpler,

his

phases would afford " material for a
scientific application

of its results to

pedagogy, to medicine, to theology, to

home

truer.

the

would rather my child had this
sweet and simple wisdom, this balance
of the faculties, this accuracy of mind
and hand, this ability to see clearly,
this moral health, this control of the

and the

I

Such
all

He

training

and care

of the child,

like."

ventures the prediction that ten
all the leading colleges

years hence, in
in the land,

the child will be a topic of

we shall live to see the
human powers, this quiet sen- day when the science of the child will
recognition of human rights and have taught the world more about the
study, and that

ordinary
sible

privileges, this intelligent submission to

the true conditions of

life,

than

all

the

wealth of the Indies.
I have not been giving you these dry
bones of theory for the purpose of persuading you to begin your children's
education by sending them to a kindergarten.
If you have
an intelligent
kindergartner in your vicinity, I certainly think she is your best ally, your
most sympathetic co-worker
but if
she be never so wise and helpful she
can only share your responsibility you
and you alone are the commanding influence in your child's life during the
early years of which we are speaking.
I am pleading for some earnest study
of educational philosophy, for some
adequate knowledge of the laws that
;

;

govern the

child's physical, mental,

and

child in fifty years than the world has

learned during the preceding five thousand years.
If young mothers and fathers could
only be brought to look upon parenthood as a science, an art, a profession,

a

vocation,

or a social

a

sacred

office,

as

beyond an accident
custom, so that they would

something at

least

give a tenth of the time to a preparation for

it

that they give to medicine,

law, theology, millinery, or type-writing!
All systematic education
tion, it is true,

and

all

is

a prepara-

the accomplish-

ments, the graces of mind and body and
soul that can embellish womanhood, are
of as great import and as practical use
to the mother as they have been to the
woman and wife but over and above
all this, there is a crying need for some
;

:

''Meditation oirt/ic Insignificant!'
specific

esses,

knowledge of educational procsome training which will pre-

clude the making* of tragic blunders in
the nursery.

Excuses may be made for women

in

the light of the fact that the bringing

up of a family

the most varied, dif-

is
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presence.

in their

I

pause for want of

breath, not for lack of matter.

These things could not often happen
were 'mothers better instructed in the
of motherhood
they are
born of ignorance and thought-

profession
follies

;

lessness.

Is it any wonder, when the moral
momentous task
It atmosphere surrounding the child is so
that confronts the human being.
requires more brains, wisdom, culture, hazy, when his vision of right and wrong

complicated,

ficult,

patience, energy, self-control, firmness,

steadfastness, tact, insight, imagination

than anything else

we had

in

the world

or

;

if

a clear vision of the fatal con-

sequences of wrong policy, or had any
means of measuring the extent and results of failure, we should say the
wise bringing up of her children is not
only the most difficult task that con-

woman, but the one involving

fronts a

heaviest penalties for failure.

the

women

known

have

households

their

who

economy and

with

managed

discretion,

I

ordered
servants

their

wisely, discussed, their husband's busi-

ness affairs intelligently, fulfilled their

proving
head and

social duties pleasantly (all this

the

possession

a

of

clear

good judgment), who would make mistakes such as these in the government
of their
families
Paying children
small sums of money to be good
making and breaking promises impetuously
talking gossip and scandal be:

;

am

not going to adand place for this
sending untruthful mes-

fore children (I

vise the proper time

diversion)

;

sages by them to neighbors or callers
threatening them with policemen and
;

various

severe

other

correction at
is,

ogres

correction
all

for

administering

;

small

for graver ones

no attempt to make

no

sins,
;

that

the punish-

—

ment fit the crime " the apparent
method being to punrsh faithfully when
there

is

plenty of time and

wdien too busy

;

tually to places of

let

it

go

taking children habi-

amusement

;

criticis-

ing nurses, governesses, and teachers

is so hopelessly confused, when, look
which way he may, he cannot see any
clear connection between causes and
effects
is it any wonder that he grows
up morally cross - eyed ?
The habit
of looking askew at physical objects
often has this effect on weak vision.

—

Nor

this strabismus confined to the

is

domain

of ethics

;

is

it

intellectual as

well as moral, so that the child sees noth-

ing truly because he has always looked
at the universe

from a

critic,

false angle.

German dramatic

Schlegel, the great

sneered at the

Grimm

brothers

browsing among longforgotten nursery tales, myths, and
legends, scornfully terming their painstaking research a " meditation on the

for their patient

insignificant."

The

verdict of

modern

scholars has been very different, however,

on the informs the basis of our folkand has been of inestimable value
for that meditation

significant
lore,

to students.

Your first impression on reading
Froebel may be that he, too, meditates
on the insignificant, because of the
stress he lays upon little things
the
gravity with which he treats baby
;

rhymes and jingles, bed-time stories,
rattles and balls and play-materials in
general, dolls, pet animals, plants, and
mud-pies. This will strike you very forcibly when you first open his " Mother
Plays and Songs " {Mutter unci KoseLieder), with their mottoes and commentaries for the mother, their rhymes
for the baby, and their pictures for
both.

But the attempt to

label things

—

TJic
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from a very small germ too. Why not ?
Simply withdraw your mind a little
from its accustomed channels and dwell
more upon the things of the spirit.

great and little is very unsafe. I have
an idea that the mind and heart of
God never makes these arbitrary disChrist's teachings were certinctions.
tainly an exaltation of the little things.
The sorrow of the widow for the lost
sixpence, the search for the one ewelamb when the ninety and nine lay

of conventionality
take a tuck in your common sense (oh,
heresy I) and let out your imagination

and

give your soul an inch of breathing and

gathering of the

stretching room, and it will spread its
wings and fly when it flies you will
understand Froebel's " Mother Play."
Let us talk a little about play and
playthings, for they are most important
factors in nursery education.

safely in the fold, the five loaves

the

two

fishes,

the

fragments, the parable of the mustard
seed, the numbering of the hairs of our
head, the noting of the sparrow's fall

—

this tells the

all

are

no

them

so.

have the

same

story.

There

we make
Everything is great if we
grace and the wisdom to lift

little

things,

unless

into greatness.

it

eyebrows, "It is very curious. It
seems, if Froebel writes of this book
He who knows what I mean by it has
it seems,
learned my inmost secret
if
psychologists say that, judged by
the true tests, it is one of the world's
great books, one that stands absolutely alone, a whole class by itself
it
seems that there must be something
wrong with me."
You are quite right there is something wrong you lack spiritual insight,
and you should go into treatment for
'

;

'

;

;

;

the defect, just as you would if you
were maimed in some other direction.
" Can one learn spiritual insight ? "
you ask " I thought one had to be born
;

it."

Certainly

it

can be developed, and

book Mutter vnd
Kose-Lieder (" Mother Plays and Songs ")
.A superficial mind does not grasp it,
A gentle mind does not hate it,
A coarse mind makes fun of it,
A thoughtful mind alone tries to get at its mean*

Froebel's wife

said of the

:

'

ing."

little

closer to nature, put off

strait-jacket

;

;

—

;

"

The

self-revelation of the child

first

through play. He learns by it what
he can do what he can do easily at
first trial, and what he can do by perseverance and contrivance. Thus he
learns through play to recognize the
potency of those " lords of life " (as
Emerson calls them) that weave the
is

;

you find upon further reading that
the book still appears to you incongrous or silly, you should begin to be
anxious about yourself (I speak in all
seriousness !). I can hear you say modestly, with a puzzled wrinkling of your
If

with

Live a
the

human

tissue of

experience, volition,

making and

unmaking, obstinacy of
material, the magic of contrivance, the
lordly might of perseverance that can
reinforce the moment by the hours
(and time by eternity). The child in
his

games represents

ship to the

human

to himself his kin-

race

—

his identity,

as little self, with the social whole as
his greater self."*

You can

learn

more

of

your child's

nature, his strength, his weakness, his
disposition,

his

general

tendencies,

through watching his plays and noting
his selection and use of playthings than
you can by hours of questioning.
Behold the child among

A

his

new-born

blisses,

pygmy size
See where mid work of his own hand he
six-years" darling of a

!

lies,

Fretted by sallies of his mother's kisses,
With light upon him from his father's eyes
See at his feet some little plan or chart.

;

his dream of human life,
Shaped by himself with newly learned art
A wedding or a festival
A mourning or a funeral.

Some fragment from

* Dr.

William T. Harris.

PlaytJungs arc the Best.
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And
And

To

this hath now his heart,
unto this he frames his song
Then will he fit his tongue
dialogues of business, love, or strife
But it will not be long
Ere this be thrown aside.

long as the

:

And

with

The

little

down

the persons,

That

life

brings with her in her equipage,

As

if

his

Were

taking on passengers

to palsied age.

tame

whole vocation

endless imitation

little

a

in

but this

;

His

Rufus.

too

is

always
break their propellers, are upset by a
whale, founder at sea.
Then he saves

—Wordsworth.

One

no tempest

demanding the greatest nerve and the
most invincible heroism. Paul in the
next room is playing ferry-boat, industriously loading and unloading freight,

;

joy and pride
actor cons another part.
Filling from time to time his " humorous stage"
all

affair is

tea-pot, but a truly awful catastrophe

new

With
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passengers,

the

mine forsakes all
when a new one appears

friend of

for

kills

ships

the

and
some-

whale,

makes a new propeller out

of

her old dolls
another plays with headless dolls for
weeks together, mourning, like Rachel,

thing he happens to have in his pocket.

for her children, and refusing to be
comforted because they are not. One
likes nothing but quiet games and evidently thinks thoughts and lives a life

about Rufus.

;

own when

of her

among

she

a mouse

sits like

(The

try in

lars

play without noise.

Two

Engines that
hoot, bears and lions that growl and

there

is

roar,

steam-cars

a hullabaloo.

His mother thinks he

some hour

!)

is

of peril

;

his father
I

wonder
children

to generalize from the particugiven them in this way. They are

fail

make always

chairs

paraphernalia so long as

lucky

how grown people can watch
and

a sufficient

always

that he will be a policeman.

Another cannot conceive

of

is

family psychologists are in doubt

destined to be the savior of his coun-

her blocks and puzzles and toy

animals.

man

great

The

sending

out

important

grams to us, but we are often too
pid and indolent to read them.

The
There

tele-

stu-

simplest playthings are the best.

bands that
" Only two chairs needed for
toot.
properties,
ladies
and gentlemen,"
Rufus might say " only two chairs and

no need of buying expensive
mechanical toys. The more imagination and cleverness and genius the inventor has put into the toy, the less
room there is for the child's imagina-

my

tion

that

that bellow,

bulls

puff

violently,

brass

;

magnificent lungs supply

all

de-

ficiencies."

Another small boy

me

a source

is

of

watch him,
over the edge of my book, for an hour
at a time.
His plays always circle
about some great calamity. There is
a general crescendo, an onward march
great

in

interest

to

;

I

the crisis has been reached, he stalks

upon the scene with order in his hand.
I should write the pronoun He with
a capital H, for it is undoubtedly with
a capital H that He stalks upon the
scene.

He

is

and cleverness and genius. The
more you give to the child the less
chance he has to develop his own
sources.

a guardian angel, a de-

fender of the defenceless, a promoter of
peace, an avenger of the injured
any
thing, so long as he can be It, and so
;

"

The

re-

too perfect toy chills

the imagination, and

hence the child
by remotely suggesting an ideal, heighten
turns from

it

to objects which,

the activity of fantasy.

when thing

the direction of chaos, then,

is

The

true play-

flax from
which the soul spins a many-colored
coat.
It must be indefinite, capable
of many transformations, and able to
Only thus can it fulfil
act many parts.
its

is

only

'

a

distaff of

twofold mission

tive activity

and

— to stimulate crea-

satisfy the

the soul for the ideal." *
dolls, the
*

hunger of

The

electric

elaborate papier mdche contriv-

Susan E. Blow,

in

Symbolic Education.
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animals whose
organs get so frightfully out
of order, the ballet-dancers that can
never be persuaded to dance after the
first day, what are these compared with
ances, the mechanical
internal

CJiildrcn.

give you a

list

playthings

made out by

I

ful

of sensible

and use-

mem-

the

mothers' class in the
Chicago Kindergarten College, because
I believe it will be of real service.

bers

the

of

the useful sofa-arm, the spirited rocking-chair, the

highly acceptable cane,

the towel-rack, and

the

boot -jack?

TOYS FOR CHILDREN FROM ONE TO
YEARS OF AGE.

These stimulate the imagination the
others furnish only a languid amusement to the mind and never appeal
to the heart, as do the rag doll, the

Linen picture-books.

:

Rubber animals.
Canton-flannel animals.

Rubber rings.
Worsted balls.

woolly lamb, the string of spools, or
some battered thing that the child has
grown up with and learned to love.

You

String of spools.

Knit

Rag

realize the child's devotion to cer-

dolls.
dolls.

tain favorite playthings

Rubber

that your youngest,

Wooden

when you find
who has been put

bed at five o'clock for some misdemeanor, has gone to sleep with the
tears of repentance glittering on his
lashes and a canton - flannel kitten
locked to his bosom. That happy kitten was probably the recipient of his
pent-up woes and the healer of his sorrows.
Do you remember Coventry
Patmore's little poem that gives such a
touching picture of the child's relation
to his playthings, and their office as

New

to

comforters
tion

in

TWO

dolls.

animals (unpainted).

silver dollar.

TOYS FOR CHILDREN FROM TWO TO FOUR
YEARS OF AGE.
Blocks.
Dolls.

Balls (uncolored

;

also six of red, yel-

low, blue, green, orange, purple).

Woolly lamb.
Cradle.
Chair.

Picture-book

times of infant tribula-

of

families

of

birds,

cats, dogs, cows, etc.

?

Anchor-stone.
"

My

little

son,

who looked from

And moved and spoke

in quiet,

Blocks.

thoughtful eyes,

grown-up wise,

Furniture for dolls' houses.

Having my law the seventh time disobeyed,
I struck him, and dismissed
With hard words, and unkissed,
(His mother, who was patient, being dead)

Express cart (iron or

Biscuit-board and rolling-pin, a churn,

;

Then, fearing

should hinder sleep,
I visited his bed,
But found him slumbering deep,
lest his grief

With darkened eyelids, and their lashes
From his late sobbing wet.

steel).

Spade, rake, or hoe.
a

wooden case with

pencil in

a six-inch rule and

it.

A box of non-poisonous paints,

yet

And I, with moan.
Kissing away his tears, left others of my own
For, on a table drawn beside his head.
He had put within his reach
A box of counters and a red-veined stone,
A piece of glass abraded by the beach,
And six or seven shells,
A bottle with bluebells,
And two French copper coins, ranged there with

water-

color, pair of blunt scissors.

Paper windmill.

;

Blackboard and crayon.
Building-blocks.
Balls.

careful art,

To

TOYS FOR CHILDREN FROM THREE TO
FIVE YEARS OF AGE.

comfort his sad heart."

Train of cars.

Reading Aloud and Story-tcUing.
which

Doll and cradle.

in

Wooden beads

ideals in

to string.

"

Doll's carriage.

Books with pictures

trade

of

I can behold myself.
Give me
which I can know myself and

"

forget myself

Small glass beads to string.
Rocking-chair.
life,

flowers, vegetables, etc.
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Oh! give us once again the wishing-cap
Of Fortunatus and the invisible coat
Of Jack the Giant Killer, Robin Hood,
And Sabra in the forest with St. George
The child whose love is here at least doth reap
!

Tracing-cards and paper
poultry yard with fences, trees,
a woman, and a dozen ducks and chickdolls.

One

precious gain, that he forgets himself."

Toy

There

TOYS FOR CHILDREN FROM FIVE TO SIX
YEARS OF AGE.
Kitchen, laundry, and baking sets.
Balls,
zles,

building-blocks,

picture-puz-

dissecting maps.

makought to

little difficulty in
it

her choice.

Froebel's couplet, printed

at the head of one of his mother-plays,

Historical story-books.

gives us a text for the ethical side of

Outline picture-books to color with

the question.

Trumpet, music - box, desk,
board, wagon, whip, sled, kite.

Pipe for soap-bubbles, train of cars,

Jackstraws,
tial

hobby-horses,

substan-

cook-stove, sand-table.

Skates, rubber boots, broom, Richter's

stone blocks, shovel.

Spade, rake, and hoe.
Marbles, tops, swing, and see-saw.

Strong

milk-wagon equipped

with water, spices,

coffee, sugar, etc., for a drug-store.

Another of the
fine issues is the

fine points leading to
reading to your chil-

dren and the telling of stories. Storytelling has gone out of fashion as an
art, but it still survives by the fireside,
for the very good reason that so long
as the child is born into the world with
the power of speech, so long will he
continue to cry of his own volition.
Tell me a story."
This time-worn
phrase, being interpreted, means simply

Read me the

of deeds in

my own

riddle of

which

I

impulses.

life.

Tell

The
It is

child's

young

spirit's

purity."

obvious that no mother would

consciously disobey this injunction, yet
I fear that some stories told to children

by ignorant and superstitious nursery
maids, and others read in an absentminded fashion without any clear idea
of their influence or example, might

young spirit's purity.
There are fairy stories, for instance, in
which the moral is sweet and healthy,
and there are others essentially coarse
in grain.
Better than the last, and still
not good, are the flotsam and jetsam
well disturb the

with

cylinder cans, substantial churn.

A few bottles filled

" Yet therein dear to you should be

black-

carpenter's tools.

to

some

be an impertinence for an outsider to
choose for the mother. She needs no
catalogue of the best books, she needs
only a catalogue of principles to guide

paint or crayon.

"

is

ing a choice of stories, but

ens.

me

can gain the clew

of the

holiday

publications

worthless, gaudy,

silly

:

aimless,

books, that seem

to have been written as well as printThere is in them
ed by machinery.
no style and no matter. Children educated on this sort of diet will never have

a growing appetite for the masters of

English,

that

is

very certain.

You

must not always expect diversion for
yourself when you are reading to young
children.
The story that gives you
something to think about is not likely
to be

Show me types your

suitable for the little person at

knee.

The book you

think the

TJic
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not sure to be the one the

child locks to his

gingham bosom and

refuses to be parted

from for an instant

for

some

;

so-called children's authors

apparently write what amuses them at
the child's expense.
You in the " sweet safe corner of
your household fire " hardly realize

be kindled.
children

and that there

swimming room

is

in

her heart for the whole ragged flock.
They generally know how to choose,

and how

to tell stories, these kinder-

gartners,

and one

the

of

sweet and

helpful things they are doing in their

mothers' clubs and classes is the teaching of stories to these hard-working,
overburdened, dispirited women.
Seldom enough have they had time
for the poetry of life, but this gives

them

a vision of

ing the story

its

to tell

idea of telling

it,

Havgives them the

possibility.

and out of that

first

new intimacy, may spring a
unknown union between moth-

telling, that

hitherto

and

never forget one of
those sacred moments, born like many
another beautiful thing, in that same
er

free

child.

I

shall

was ^Mothers'
There were two hundred chil-

kindergarten.

It

Day.
dren present (three schools gathered in
one) and perhaps seventy-five mothers,
from wash-tubs and ironingfresh
tables, fruit and flower-shops and sewing-machines. For the most part they
had no keen sense of the real meaning
of the occasion
but there had been a
preconcerted plan to kindle the motherspirit whenever and wherever it could
;

little

song

the cir-

:

" Hundreds of stars in the lovely sky,

Hundreds of shells on the shore together,
Hundreds of birds that go singing by.
Hundreds of birds in the sunny weather.
Hundreds of butterflies on the lawn,
Hundreds of bees in the purple clover,
Hundreds of dewdrops to greet the dawn,

and amusement and inspiration the
It is
story hour is to your children.

;

certain juncture the

burst into this

cle,

perhaps what a fountain of instruction

always a touching scene in the free
kindergartens when the small army of
babies gathers about the feet of the
kindergartner, for if she be of the true
motherly sort, she somehow gives the
impression that the children are all
gathered, mother-fashion, at her knee
that her lap is boundless in its capacity,

At a

who were grouped on

But only one mother the wide world over "
!

The

children had been born three or

some
moment. As
the last simple line was sung with
childlike feeling and smiling emphasis to mark the sentiment, a wave of
four years before, but there were

new-born mothers

in that

emotion swept over those dull, tired,
prosaic women, and the impress left
upon their face was something not to
be described.
In your story-telling you will find
the serial form wonderfully useful, for

you need only give the slightest hint
that there is a little more to tell about
Hetty, or something else to impart
about Hilda, and the small audience
You never have
flocks to your side.
to give a synopsis of the last chapter.

Each

child

remembers the number of
eyebrow and can re-

hairs in Hetty's

of her deeds without missyou do not wish to meet a
battery of reproachful eyes (how love-

cite a list
ing.

If

how clear, how innocent they are
when they trip you up, those eyes !)
then do not, in a momentary aberraly,

any of Hilda's performances
on to Hetty's story, or confuse the
dramatic incidents of Dorothy's career
tion, link

with

those

of

the

fair

Dulcibella's.

These are liberties that no group of
young listeners will accept from an
This serial
absent-minded historian.
form is a great assistance to the mother who lacks invention and who is
not a natural story-teller. It obviates
the need of creating a new hero or
heroine at every sitting, an operation

Nature

the Best Introduction to Books.
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rather difficult for an average parent

birds and bees, the trees and flowers,

who

the sunrise and the sunset will make a
poet of you almost without your knowl-

for

has not been born with a genius

making

literature.

It

also

pre-

cludes the necessity for continual de-

edge.

and analysis of character and
motives, for Hetty and Hilda, once
created and set in motion, live up to

If it is not possible for you to give
your children a few months of country
life each year, try and bring the country to them.
Of course, it will be a
makeshift, but it will be better than
There is never a day but I
nothing.
" thank Heaven fasting " that my childhood was passed in the country. Nat-

scription

themselves of their own accord. They
may even do rather commonplace
things sometimes, yet retain their aureoles undisputed.
It is astonishing,
too, how Hetty and Hilda, or Donald
and Daniel, have in the serial story of
their lives committed some of the very
peccadilloes and displayed some of

the

self-same

virtues

exemplified

in

playthings are the best for the

ure's

The

soul.

child

learns

to

see

"

by

wholes," feels a dawning sense of his
relationships,

a

premonition

of

when

the

the nursery careers of your listeners,

divine scheme of education,

and that, too, within the memory of the
youngest inhabitant. Another useful
hint to the poor distracted story-teller
who has no invention and less expres-

preludes to the printed book are the

sion
when completely out of matter,
begin your intended chronicle with the

forest trees, the singing of birds, the

:

''When I was a little
girl."
After this any stupidity will be
pardoned. If, when you were a little
girl
(but not otherwise), you went
six

magic words

:

across the road, climbed over a fence
and plucked a strawberry leaf, this

event

is

clothed at once with fictitious

Hilda did it, it is open
your hearers perceive at
once that she should not have climbed
the fence for fear of tearing her frock,
and whether she did it or not it was
solemnity.

to criticism

If

;

not a thrilling thing to do.
If you,
however, did it when you w^ere a little
girl, every step across the road, every
rail

of

the

fence,

strawberry leaf

is

every vein of the
a point of vital in-

terest.

Your stories will grow in interest
and helpfulness as you gain confidence
and experience.
If you live in the
country many charming and useful
texts will be suggested by your rambles
and excursions. If you are not an observant woman you will learn to be so
in your children's company, and the

his

green earth, the mystery of its sleep
and its awakening, a friendly intercourse with animals, the music of the

humming
It

of insects.

seems

to me, as

look back, that

I

a childhood in which the sermons are

found in the stones and the books in
the running brooks, gives one an abiding sense of peace and completeness
found in no other way. It is so difficult to give the town-bred child simplicThere is no simplicity
ity nowadays.
to be had either for love or money.
The social atmosphere is charged with
problems.

It

is

easily

possible

that

your nurse is a Christian Scientist,
your governess an Altruist, your cook
a Nihilist, your butler a single -tax
man. Then if you are a Suffragist and
your husband a Mugwump, the children are certainly in a fair way to have
the fullest advantage in the matter of
modern ideas. In the midst of all this
activity, some of which is growth and
more of which is fermentation, the

may miss his childhood. Now
am surrounded by infants who
discuss microbes and know that they
are bacteria, and who inquire for pa-

child

that

I

per dolls

dressed

in

the fashion

of

TJic
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1830, I feel a positive sense of exhila-

nobody can rob me

ration that

my

innocent,

my

of

unsophisticated

my

past

;

woolsey frock, my knit
hood, my round comb, and copper-toed
boots
my tea-sets of broken china
my chickens and dogs and calves and
linsey

;

;

colts

the singing fir-tree outside

;

bedroom window, and the

my

river

little

me to sleep at night. With
memory of these to sweeten and

that lulled

the

strengthen life, I am able to cope with
microbes and endure the 1830 styles
but how about the young people who
;

CJiildrcn.

presentiment of its ideal nature and
destiny.
Froebel believes that by a
process we cannot trace, the mind
moves on from its perception and love
of Nature's symbols to a realization of
the truth symbolized.
When you were
a child did you ever push away the
thick leaves in some wilderness of
shrubs and, peering into the darkness,
discover a mother bird covering her
little ones ?
Do you remember her
eyes looking into yours from out that
dim, green chamber ? I recall such a

moment and know that

the tender thrill

my young

me

are struggling against the questions of

that stirred

the hour with no such reinforcement

on to a clearer comprehension of the
human relations between mother and

?

Let us give our children their childif we have to deny them many

hood

Accustom them

other things.

to

hum-

ble pleasures, simple playthings, frugal
feasts, small expenditures.

It will

not

we may crowd it full of
brim and running over,
us remember that joy ought

be a sober

life

;

joy, full to the

but

let

not to consist wholly in dancing-school,
promenades with nurse, five minutes of
dessert at dinner-parties, drives in a
close carriage, matinees,
parties.

None

and children's

of these leaves as sweet

and helpful an impression as a game of
hide-and-seek behind the haycocks in
the mown field, a ride on the load to
the barn, a search through tangled
alder -bushes for the source of the
brook, a hunt for hens' eggs, the daily
sight of the ploughing or harrowing or
sowing, of the cider-press, the threshing-machine, the corn - husking, the

gathering of leaves and nuts and shells
all this goes to make up a life in
which the child can share, and in the
sharing of which he is moved to a sense

—

of his

own

will

These are blessed experiences, but
they cannot be bought at the shops so,
if you cannot
take the babies to the
;

country be of good cheer, nevertheless,
and bring the country into the town a
bit of garden in which the children can
w^ork, or, failing even that, some plants
in pots
a sand pile in the back yard
(mate-rial there for geography and history, poetry and romance), a bird, a kit:

;

ten, a puppy, or a rabbit, not so much
because they are pets as because they

are responsibilities.

Everything becomes simple when we
what are the truly helpful influences with which we wish to surround
these growing bodies, minds and souls.
The difficulties spring mostly from the
lack of definite plans and clear ideals.
I have said that small responsibilities
are very necessary to the development
Froebel does
of the child's character.
not say " Come, let us live for our chilrealize

dren," but " Come, let us live with our

You can

only supply the

the moment you attempt to do the growing
that you make a fatal mistake.
The child
right conditions for growth

;

help you to see this very clearly

and enable you
first

child.

children."

responsibilities.

Froebel's mother-plays and pictures

heart led

to interpret rightly

feeling of kinship with

things, that

awe and

stirring of the spirit

all

created

wx:)nder, that faint

which

is

the mind's

is

born into a world of duty

;

it is

never

too soon for him to learn this truth, and
as a matter of fact

I

believe there

was

TJie
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never a child created who would not
cheerfully assume his tiny share of the

household responsibilities where helpfulness and self help are the family
watchwords. Let the child have duties,
within the measure of his strength that

—

—

goes without saying but as unalterable
as the laws of the Medes and Persians.
They may be mere trifles the picking
up of playthings after play, the hanging up of his own coat and hat, holding
the baby for a few moments, dusting a
room, anything that bears a visible
Let him
part in the family comfort.
:

things depend

certain

see that

him and that harm

will

come

of

upon

it if

he

not true to his responsibilities his
plants will die if not w^atered, his pets
will suffer if they are not carefully and
is

;

regularly fed.

irksome

if

the

part wisely, for

These things are never
mother has done her
the child, being human,

loves to be thought useful, trustworthy,
necessary.
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lengthen and the child's horizon widens.

Happy

who has led so
out of doors and been
under such loving home care that the
"

healthy a

the child

life

world is alive to him, so alive that he
passes to books and finds in them, too,
living voices, responsive

with rare

cottage on the

home

estate.

It is

only

housekeeping, but the real
spirit of the thing is there, when the
little mistress sw^eeps and scrubs her
own floors, sets her table and cooks the
dishes she offers to her young friends.
The brothers do the out-of-door work,
carrying the wood and water and keep-

a play at

ing the grounds in order.

dom

that the child has the preparation

for school

come

whereby the books beNothing can be

life

living voices.

so helpful in this matter as a year or
tw^o in a true kindergarten.

I use the
kindergarten
where the teacher indulges in a sort of
fetich worship of the gifts and occupa-

adjective

advisedly.

tions without

A

comprehending the

All the chil-

;

;

uncomprehending rule of some
wooden school board is nothing but a
the

rehearsal

dress

formances

for

perfunctory perschool
these

in the public

I

believe that even the ideal

home cannot

each other's vitality at

moment

of birth by

freedom from duties and responIt

is

our practised virtues
when the tug

that marshal themselves
of trial comes.

The first tug of trial is the school,
when the mother's apron-string must

are

made

of.

ing in families where children are en-

ervated from the

;

my dreams

are not the stuff

and the

sibilities.

phi-

losophy that alone clothes them with
meaning and endow^s them with fruitfulness
a kindergarten in which the
teacher understands methods but does
not understand children a so-called
kindergarten, taught by an uncultured,
badly trained, or wholly untrained
woman
a kindergarten that, under

dren have garden plots, raising both
flowers and vegetables.
This delightful plan entails the liberal expenditure
of money, but the spirit of it is not expensive, and it is the spirit that is lack-

entire

notes," says

Mr. Horace Scudder in a helpful article
on The Educational Law of Reading
and Writing."
As a matter of fact it is all too sel-

;

common-sense that
the Countess of Aberdeen allows her
children to own and care for a small
It is

Responsibility.

ideal

mother

give to the

what the kindergarten
opportunity to practise the

child precisely

gives

— an

social

The

virtues.

vitalizers for children

Two

greatest
is

of

all

the contact of
its

height of

burn together
when one alone cannot, and a large
number make a lively blaze when two
or three barely smoulder."
Somebody says the very best result
of culture is still a finer common-sense.
Common - sense the knack of using
action.

sticks will

:

TJic
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swiftly, surely,

and

in

Training of

conjunction the

common human powers. He who
that knack may boast with Richter

gets
that

he has made the most he could " out of
the stuff."

The

CJiildrcn.

hour about the educational value of
you should watch the children
day after day playing at life, for the
play, but

kindergarten games are a systematized
sequence of human experiences, in

children in a good kindergarten

which the child interprets more and

knack to a marvellous degree,
but you must live with them there

more clearly to himself his own life
and the life of mankind toward which

have

this

a while to realize

it.

I

may

talk for

an

he

is

growing.

He

mirrors

in

this

—
Kindergarten a School of Life.

TJic

play the development of
of the

well as

the race as

he relives

individual,

right-doing rather than the hatefulness
of evil

deterrent

verities.

is

—you

serve

doings, or

need to see

text for the day's

culmination,

the

as

the knitting together and binding into
a connected whole of the activities that

They

have preceded them.

are

worked

into the games, the play-lessons,

the

building,

the

clay,

pictures,

the
the

wet sand.

As

in

Each

righteous penalties.

have

child

may

the liberty he can use wisely,

all

the only limitation being that he shall

;

;

;

exactly illustrates this point
"

The centipede was happy

The marvel

is

that very few of these

In the large public kin-

things occur.

dergartens you watch
creatures at

fifty

or

sixty

work and play tomost part up to

gether, acting for the

the most ideal

standard of conduct,

and that without compulsion, until you
begin to wonder whether there has not
been some mistake about the total detheory.

Good

behavior, gen-

erosity, helpfulness, industry, cheerful-

ness

—

these are taken very

all

much

as

At the insubordi-

a matter of course.

nation of some new-comer the kinder-

We

gartner says serenely,
that here."

"

attitude of the

O—h

"

don't do

is

the mental

little rebel,

and he stops

!

why, I never quite underIt is the power of
stand, but he does.

doing

it

;

'

'

!

It is quite useless for anyone to say
"
that he or she does not " approve of

or

believe in " the kindergarten

it is

a fair expression of Froebel's edu-

when

One might as well say
one does not believe in electricity or
gravitation. It is not an exact science,
a finished or perfected institution, but
it is the most rational basis of education, the most logical beginning we
know anything about at present, and we
cational ideal.

should realize its possibilities before
we take the next step.
I do not exaggerate when 1 say that
it has proved, and is proving, a school
of

life

by

it,

it,

the

them, the
gartners,
floors

well-behaved majority that makes him
feel an alien.
The kindergarten teaching is all
positive
it preaches the loveliness of

janitors

nine

mothers and fathers who

to the

practise

that editorial " we," the force of that

:

quite

toad one day in fun
Said, Pray which leg goes after which f
This w rought his mind to such a pitch
He lay distracted in a ditch
"
Considering how to run

does not do his own work faithfully, of
course he cannot be trusted to help his
neighbor.

:

Till the

laws that govern the circle games, he
If he
must stay outside the circle.

pravity

stimulating, not

Its morality
unconscious it does not " remember to be good, it forgets to be
naughty " it does not tangle children
up prematurely in mental processes
it gives them material with which
to
work out their mental images. If a
child has instruction given him right
end first he can assimilate it, it becomes
fruitful knowledge.
If the process is
reversed he is helpless his powers are
paralyzed instead of fertilized.
Do you know that charming verse
about the centipede ? It contains a
highly useful educational truth which

not interfere with the liberty of someone else. If he cannot abide by the

little

is

not dont.

do^

;

no punishthe usual sense, but there are

to discipline, there are

ments

gospel

its

;

history and catches glimpses of eternal

The stories, too
how they form the
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of

the children

who

are taught

who

kindergartners

teach

men who marry the kinderthe matrons who scrub the
the

who

kindergartens, and

build the

out of ten of

fires.

my

I

the

suppose

readers

will

think this a bit of facetious nonsense,

whereas

it is

a plain truth, to which the

Training of

TJic
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matrons and janitors themselves would
cheerfully subscribe.

my

I

believe with

all

heart that the working out and per-

fecting of the kindergarten

much

as

only to note
after group,

its efficacy with group
neighborhood after neigh-

borhood, representing different conditions of prosperity and adversity, wealth

commu- and poverty, different ages, sizes, colors,
One has and nationalities, to come to the conpower over those who clusion that the idea has some trans-

to the adult half of the

nity as

it

means

to children.

only to see its
in
contact with

come

means

CJiildren.

it

;

one

has

forming power

in its veins.
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THE EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
By

LYMAN ABBOTT.

Elementary Education.
The Atmosphere of the Home.

The Higher Education.

The Kindergarten.

Post-graduate Work.

Governesses.

Advantages of Foreign Study.
Advantages of Study in America.
Study at Home.

Colleges and Universities.

Boarding Schools.

Day

A

Schools.

Public Schools.

Scholarship.

Private Schools.

Social Culture.

TEACHER

at

Hampton

Insti-

or the great world generally.

If

she

saw that her husband had a clean
the Parable of the Virgins to a house, a comfortable bed, good meals,
class of Indians, one of their number and a tasteful drawing-room, at ecoObserving a nomical charges, she was an exemplary
acting as interpreter.
and if, in addition, she could
smile stealing over the faces of her wife
saturnine pupils, she stopped to in- shine in society, she was a supremely
In short, according to
quire what caused their amusement, excellent one.
and discovered that the Indian tongue the male interpretation, the second of
had but one word for maid and virgin, the two accounts of the Creation in the
and but one for bridegroom and hus- Book of Genesis was accepted, and
that God
band, so that the story which reached interpreted to this effect
that
their ears through the interpreter was, made man the lord of the earth
that ten maids lighted their lanterns he brought the animals to man and
and went out to look for a husband.
found in none of them an adequate
This was formerly a very common companion and so, as an after-thought,
conception of woman's education she made a woman to be a help-meet for
went to school that she might light him.
her lantern and better look for a husI repudiate both the interpretation
band. And the consequent education and the doctrine built upon it. " God
it was
took on two forms
either created man in his own image
in the
practical or ornamental.
Woman was image of God created he him male
taught cooking, sewing, and the house- and female created he them " and to
keeping arts generally, or she was these twain, made to be one flesh, he
taught a little French, music, and gave dominion over the earth. Womdrawing, and just enough of literature an is to be educated to be a wife and
and history to preserve her conversa- mother but not more than man is to
tion from being wholly unilluminated. be educated to be a husband and father.
She was trained either to be an upper And this is not the primary end of edutute, Va.,

was one day reading

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

servant or a parlor ornament. And
her subsequent life as a wife was fashioned on this general plan. She was

The absolute
cation in either case.
precedes the relative
the general precedes the special. First, as the end of

not supposed to know or care anything about business, or public affairs,

education, comes

;

hood, for

its

manhood and womanown sake then fitness for
;
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the

more common duties

of the household

;

of

life

specific duties of citizenship
all,

for the technical

—

— those

then for the more
;

last

of

and professional

is the right of every creature God has
made, to all that is necessary to its best
development. It is quite needless to

show that woman

cite statistics here to

minister justice, to carry on a particu-

capable of the best work in the most
difficult departments.
If she were not,

lar trade or profession.

it

ends

The

fitness to teach, to preach, to ad-

thing to be said, then, re-

first

specting woman's education,

is

that in

primary and most fundamental elements it differs in nowise from man's
education.
Both live in the same
its

same society, are subsame natural, social, and
moral laws. There is no more one moral law for the boy and another for the
girl, than there is one science of numbers for the boy and another for the
girl.
Both must learn the nature of
the world and of its laws
the organization of the human body and the condiworld, mix in the

ject

to the

;

tions of its well-being

;

the history of

the past, which has conducted mankind
to its present state

;

the thoughts of

the greatest thinkers, that
literature

;

is,

the best

the laws of social order and

will lead

and the principles which
forward to a better and nobler

future.

We

organization

;

is

would make no difference. She is to
have the opportunity, that she may herself prove what she can, and what she

cannot, do.

It is

what a man or a

impossible to decide

may become, by

class

considering merely their past history.
Christendom excluded Jews from all

but the mere money-making vocations,
and then scoffed at them for being
money-makers. America shut up the
negro to menial employments, and then
patronizingly pitied him for being by

We

nature a menial.

come

forbade the In-

from his hunting
grounds, and then contemptuously dismissed him from the category of civilized men, as a hopeless barbarian.
dian

to

off

Similarly society has, in the past, for-

women anything

bidden

superficial culture,

but the most
and then concluded

that she was capable of nothing else.

" I know," says George William Curtis,
embarked in the "of no subject upon which so much
same ship, on the same ocean
and intolerable nonsense has been talked
we must all learn the same laws of and written and sung, and above all

are

all

;

navigation.
It is

not material for

this chapter, to inquire
is

likely to exercise

my

purpose,

whether

more power

woman
in

future than she has in the past.
is

certain to exercise

all

in

the

She

the influence

preached, as the question of the true
sphere of woman, and of what is femi-

not as if men necesabout it."* With that
Men have
sentiment I heartily agree.
for ages been trying to determine by
nine and what

knew

sarily

is

;

all

which she possesses, and as it is her
duty to exercise that influence in the
wisest way and to the noblest ends, so
she has a right to whatever education
will both increase that influence and

a priori considerations what

give

were

it

a beneficent direction.

Nor is there any ground either for
supposing that she is unable to receive
as thorough an education as her more
rugged brother, or that a more shallow
and imperfect education will serve her
sufficiently.
Her right to an education

is woman's
and to keep her in it
and
they have not achieved such success

sphere,

;

as to justify a continuance of the en-

deavor.
it is

It

is

quite time that
their

left to find

own

quite safe to leave

their

own voyage

It is

women

sphere, and

them

to

make

of discovery.

very probable that some

will

be

injured in the process, and that in the
reaction against the
* Quoted

in the

commingled

Forum,

servi-

vol. vii., p. 44.

" Equality

of the Sexes'*

tude and coddling of women in the
may swing for a time too
of this
far in the opposite direction
more presently but nature may be
past, society

—

—

trusted to assert itself

leaves

women

;

and

if

society

free to follow the guid-

ance of their own moral instincts, those
instincts will eventually prove a better
safeguard than restrictions devised by
men. Woman is not a caged canary,

who

will

fly

to her

the cage door

own

destruction

if

open and the windows

is

There may be

— personally
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need not fear that they will rush into
the field and take the hoe out of his
hand for the mere pleasure of wielding
it.

'

My

strong affirmation of these two
must be borne in mind by
the reader, if he wishes to understand

principles

what follows
an

in this essay.

entitled, in her

is

own

First,

wom-

right, to the

highest and best education which can
be given her
education not shaped
to fit her to be a conventional type of

—

present reaction, some
danger of forcing her into positions to

and mother, determined beforefor her by man, but shaped to
make her the noblest and truest wom-

which she

an.

The

wife

and mother

up.

there

is

—

I

think

in the

is not inclined, and for which
not fitted but if that force be
removed, and she be left free, there is
but little danger that she will injure

she

is

herself.

;

It is true that there are

tions which are

voca-

unwomanly, as there

are others which are

unmanly.

The

wife

hand

best

way
is

to
to

make
make

a true

a true

And second, the formal and
conventional restrictions on womanly
woman.

are to

liberty

be removed

— as to a
—and she

large extent they have been
is

to be free

to

find for herself her

sexes are not duplicate, but supplement

sphere, and to determine by her

each other. Marriage is necessary to
the perpetuation of the race
therefore
marriage is one of the conditions in
the future life of both young man and
maiden, to be kept constantly in view
in determining their education.
In
general, the man is to provide for the
house by his industry, and protect it

unhindered

;

by

his strength

minister

;

woman

the

is

to ad-

home and nurture the
And this natural division of

the

children.

labor in the house indicates a broader
division in society.

The

natural activ-

every man are paternal, of evmaternal and this whether
they are married or no. But while it
is necessary to bear this truth in mind
in devising schemes of education for
the two, it is not necessary to enforce
this law of nature by either legal or
social restrictions on liberty of development.
Adam ought to get enough
out of the wilderness by the sweat
of his brow to support Eve and her
daughters and if he will attend to his
own business, and do his work well, he
ities of

ery

woman

;

;

own

and

even aided experiments, what is the education which
she needs for the perfect development
of her own nature.
The law of liberty

woman's best safeguard.
But while all this is truth, and fundamental truth, the title of this chapter
assumes that there are to be differences
is

in the

education of the sexes.

the very

title

Indeed,

book assumes a
nature and of func-

of the

difference both of

And this is often ignored in
current discussions. What is meant by
"
the phrase " equality of the sexes ?
tions.

For that matter, what is meant by the
term equality as applied to persons ?

The phrase

is

phrases often

constantly used, as such
are, without any clear

apprehension of any meaning. Is the
poet equal to the man of action ? or
the statesman to the soldier ? or the
preacher to the merchant ? or the
farmer to the lawyer ? It is like asking. Is

the

air

equally

oxygen equal to hydrogen
In the one case each
?

in
is

necessary to the constitution

TJie
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in the other each is equally
necessary to the constitution of soBut neither is able to take the
ciety.
place or fulfil the functions of the

of the air

;

eye equal to the ear

Is the

other.

Not when you

?

are listening to an or-

For you close the eyes that
you may hear the better. Are the husband and the wife equal ? In nursing
chestra.

not equal to her in
fighting the savage she is not equal to
him and which is the more important

the infant he

is

;

;

service

depends upon

The phrase

^'

circumstances.
the

equality of

sexes

"

has two intelligible meanings, and only
two.

It

may mean

that

men and wom-

en are equally entitled to liberty and

conceivable

the

best

That

equality,

I

affirm.

development.
It

may mean

that their respective services in society

are equally essential to

its

well-being,

and equally divine. That equality I affirm.
But it cannot mean that their services are, or their development is, to be
That is not to affirm equality
the same.
of character, but identity of function and
education, and that is a totally different affirmation.
Life is often, and fitly,
compared to a battle-field. Men and
women are engaged in a campaign. If
it were
an actual campaign, with a
visible foe in the field, the men would
learn the manual of arms and go to the
front to do the fighting, and the women
would take lessons of the doctors and
do the nursing in the hospitals. Some
men might nurse better than some
women, and some women might fight
better than some men.
And if it became necessary for the latter to handle
a musket, no one would deny them the
right
on the contrary, everyone would
admire their heroism. But on the
whole, Joan of Arc is not the type of
womanhood. The world would not be
bettered by turning General Grant into
;

a hospital nurse, or Clara Barton into a
major-general.

With

these

general

principles

in

endeavor to unfold some
special principles which
ought to be applied by society in its
organized efforts, and by the mother in
mind,

of

I

the

shall

more

the individual care of her daughters, to
the education of

women.

The reader must, however, remember that it is not possible to lay down
any general laws according to which
all women should be educated.
For
every individual is different from every
other individual, and every life is different from every other life
therefore
every education must be different
from every other education. All that
is here attempted is some hints, to be
applied by the individual in solving for
herself or for her daughter this complicated and ever-varying problem.
The baby lies in the cradle What
shall we do with her ?
Far more important than the education is the training, and more im;

—

portant than the training is the atmosphere into which she is received.
Some households receive her as a toy.

A

home," says Shelley,

is

never

perfectly furnished for enjoyment unless there

is

a child in

it

rising three

and a kitten rising three
weeks." So some parents, especially
as a kitten
fathers, receive the babe

years

old,

—

;

they frolic with her for ten minutes in
the morning or ten minutes at night,
and then toss the burden off upon the
mother. A new toy and we soon
weary of our toys and generally
grown people weary sooner than children.
Some households receive the
!

;

baby as a new calamity. The child is
looked upon as born in sin and to sorrow.
Perhaps this notion is wrought
into the religious faith of the house-

hold

must

:

the babe

sinned

in

Adam and

suffer the penalty of its uncon-

scious transgression

reincarnation, and

;

or the babe

comes

is

a

into the w^orld

bringing with it the poison of its past
it is not a little child, but
experience
;
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a

little

comes laden with

old man, and

past sins and wailing in

unconscious

reminiscence of shame and guilt in a
So theosophy porpre-existent state.
trays it.
Some households receive it as
an added burden one more mouth to
:

one more body to clothe, one
more soul to train, one more helpless
This mother carcreature to care for.
an
always anxious
her
child
upon
ries
heart, ever foreboding, ever dreading
the worst in the unknown life that lies
feed,

To some

before the potential woman.

households the babe comes as an unwelcome guest. The parents had the
heart, but not the wretched courage, of
a Pharaoh or a Herod, and would have
slain the unborn child had they dared
nay perhaps have dared, and tried,
;

!

form of infantinot uncommon in America, and

and

failed.

cide

is

For

this

Rachel weeps, not because her child is
because it is she would fain
have escaped God's gift of love in the
little child.
When the babe is received

not, but

;

flower from the eternal gardens, or a

new

much

avail.

Atmosphere

than formal education
than method.

;

is

spirit is

more
more

;

;

;

;

child of his to the mother-love

and the

In this babe in the cradle

may be a heroine or a coward, a
voice that shall be eloquent with new
revelations of God's truth, or a life that
there

shall

be one long living

it

who

to be, de-

is

;

father, mother, brother, sister, friend,

And

a great opportunity.

means seizing
making out of

this

ties the largest

ley, " is

bundle of

and noblest

lopment.
" Education,"

I

and

possibili-

soul deve-

Professor Hux-

says

the instruction of the intellect

laws of Nature,

the

education

opportunity,

this

under which

include not merely things and

their forces, but men and their ways
and the fashioning of the affections and
of the will into an earnest and loving
;

desire to

move

in

harmony with those

For me, education means neither more nor less than this.
Anything
which professes to call itself education
must be tried by this standard, and if
laws.

I believe that the babe is innocent,
without any touch or stain of guilt a
child of God in its birth, belonging to
its heavenly Father
with infinite possibilities of good, but not therefore virtuous
with infinite possibilities of
evil, but not therefore sinful.
The
babe is God's best gift to the home,
the gift of his gracious love, and the
witness of his strange confiding
for
he apparently trusts the future of this

father-love.

everyone

And what

;

in

of

poisoning

;

name

overburdened, or as an unwelcome
guest, no methods of education will be

it.

pends upon what life shall make of it
and that again depends more upon the
early influence of the home than upon
all other influences combined.
Life is
a march from innocence to virtue,
through temptation.
Virtue can be
won only by battle, and battle cannot
be fought without possibility of defeat.
If sin were not possible, virtue would
be impossible. In this babe is innocence, but not virtue
no courage yet,
nor truth, nor piety, nor faith, nor hope,
nor love
but in her the possibility of
all, and therefore in her and for her

or as a burden added to a

already

weed

touches

as a toy, or as a child of divine wrath,
life
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lie

;

a fresh

it fails
it

to stand the test, I will not call

education, whatever

may be

the force

of authority, or of numbers, upon the
other side." * This education begins
at the cradle,

and the

potent factor

in

influence of the

it

is

life

first

of the

which the babe comes at

The wise

and most

the unconscious

home

into

birth.

father will leave the early

education of the child in the hands of
the mother.
He will simply content
himself with enforcing her authority.
He will pay his wife scrupulous respect,
*

Science and Education.

Essay IV.,

p. 83.
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and so teach the children to pay reOnly the grossspect to their mother.
est injustice will justify him in interfering

;

for the children will suffer less

from occasional blunders in their queen
than from a divided rule. And the
wise mother will early perceive the
and
difference of sex asserting itself
will neither be anxious to develop it on
the one hand, nor allow herself to disregard it on the other. The girl will
take to dolls, the boy to stage-driving
with chairs for a team. The boy will
;

be storekeeper, the girl will be customer. But if it should be otherwise,
If
the mother need not be troubled.
the girl wants to try her hand at ball,
or climbs the trees, dress her appropriately and let her have her way.
This inclination does not indicate masculinity to be repressed, but a vigor of
physical constitution to be encouraged.
It may be needful to guard her against
hoydenish ways as she grows older but
if her mother's example be safe to follow there will be little need to enThe exforce it with anxious precept.
ample of those she reveres and her own
;

womanly
tect her

intuitions will suffice to pro-

from the danger of mannish-

there be a good kindergarten in

the neighborhood, by

her to

it.

If

all

there be none

—

means send

— or whether

the wise mother
study enough of Froebel's system
to understand its essential principles
and their simple applications, that she
may make a kindergarten, that is, a
Child-Garden, out of her nursery. If
the child be slow to learn, if she be
taciturn, talks little, is laggard in learning to read, do not be troubled.
Slow
growths are often the best precocious
girls do not always become great women and growths that are forced are
never healthful. Do not be in haste to
send her to school. There are plenty
of lessons to be taught at home, which

there be one or not

will

;

;

It is

general-

enough to send a child to
school when she begins to show some
time

anxiety to learn.

down

It

is

better to

sit

with a good appetite, than to come early with a disWhen she begins
taste for the food.
to go to school, do not let her studies
absorb all her energies. She has for
many years much to learn from her
mother and no scholarship will comlate to the table

;

pensate for the sacrifice of a mother's
companionship.

Most

fathers cannot be the

compan-

ions of their boys, for business carries

man away from home

early and
him to return only late. But
the wise mother is a home-stayer, and
her daughter will receive from the
mother a love for the home for the
lack of which no tuitions of the schoolroom can compensate. Encourage the
daughter to be with the mother in the

the

suffers

household tasks

;

cook, to dust, to

make

to sew,

to iron,

to

beds, to do that

dubbed in New
England homes "putting to rights."
It is to be hoped that she will have a
home of her own one day and it is
miscellaneous work

;

better that she should practise

home

duties as a child, under her mother's

ness.
If

the school cannot teach.
ly

guidance, than practise them as a bride

under no guidance at all.
No age can be fixed for sending herone girl is older at eight
to school
than another at ten, and in one home a
mother can do for her daughter what
in another home an equally conscientious and consecrated mother cannot
But school instruction is as indisdo.
pensable to the best development of
England has
the girl as of the boy.
given the method of education by governesses at home a very thorough trial,
and the testimony to the failure of that
method is substantially unanimous.
The wretched experience of the governess in the English family has been
the theme of many a satirist and novel;

I;

Relative Merits of Public

and under God's beneficent laws
ist
no system is good for one person if it
Improverobs or wrongs another.
ment in female education in England
;

began with the institution of schools
which are increasingly taking
the place of instruction by governesses
Indeed, woman's education
at home.
had sunk so low under the governess
system that it could not go much lowIts condition under the Georges
er.
is thus described by a recent English

girl

our history

Probably at no time
was the education of woman generally
in

at a lower point than in the time of
IV., whether as regent or
Dancing, the merest smattering of drawing, French, and music
were generally all that was taught a
girl.
As for more solid accomplish-

George
king.

ments they were, generally speaking,
An album fifty or
utterly neglected.
of all dreary things

sixty years old

is

the dreariest.

Trumpery

verses,

puny

drawing- master's
stock-in-trade of flowers, fruit, and imlittle

copies

of

possible cottages

Education

is

a

make them

up." *

taught wholly at

is

even catechetical inby the attriIn the school
tion of mind on mind.
the girl brushes against her companion, is
spurred on by competition,
learns, on the one hand, not to be vain
of her achievements, for she discovers
that many are abreast of her and some
and, on the other hand,
in front of her
not to be disheartened or self-distrustful, for she discovers that she can keep
ahead of many and in advance of some.
In other words, she learns that most
girls can do what she can do, and also
that she can do what most girls can do,
and so, by the same lesson, is disabused
of her conceit, on the one hand, and
The
of her self-distrust, on the other.

her thoughts,

if

not selfish

The question between

It is afforded

Thomas Markly,

p. 401.

the Contemporary,

vol.

nat-

in

her

life.

public school

and private school is perplexing and
one to which no definite and universal
answer can be given. Each has its
typical faults.

The

private school

—

speak here of the primary and grammar grades is not apt to be as exact

—

its

work

as the public school

subject to cliques

among

it

;

is

the scholars

and

to favoritism in the teachers
wealth and family count for too much
and mere personal worth for too little
the teacher not unfrequently imagines,
and not always incorrectly, that to retain her pupils she must please the
parents, and to please the parents she
;

must please the children. Thus the
work is too often superficial, the discipline lax, and the social spirit violated
by false social standards, the standard
of a debased aristocracy.
On the
other hand, in the public school the
classes are too large
the teachers too
professional
the methods too mechanical
the moral and spiritual de;

;

velopment too much neglected
cial

;

the so-

fellowship often morally dangerous,

and the social standard that of a false
democracy. With proper guardianship
at home the boy may rub up against
rough companions and not be injured,

may even
his

duty

in

be benefited
after

life

;

*

home

;

afforded not by books

or lectures or
struction.
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becomes narrow in her views,
and what is worse, in her sympathies,
and 'is liable to become self-centred in

in

:

who

Schools.

urally

for girls,

writer

and Private

;

to

for

it

will

be

meet with all
men, and the

and conditions of
is one he may well begin
to
But it is not so
learn early in life.
easy to guard the girl against a permasorts

lesson

nent vitiation of the imagination,
of the

if

not

manners and the character, from

too close an intimacy in early

coarse and vulgar natures.

life

with

The wise

parent will consider the school question in selecting his

home, and

will de-

i.,

termine

it,

not by any general distinc-

'

—
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between public and private school,

tion

I

assume

now

this

;

but since this

just

is

somewhat under debate,

but by the actual merits of the schools
immediately available for his own
daughter. This involves considerable

pret and qualify the declaration, even

painstaking inquiry

at the hazard of seeming,

but this chapter
not written for careless or indifferent parents.
The only practical counsel for such parents is " Cease to do
;

is

and learn to do well."
There does not seem to me to be the
same difficulty in choosing between the
day-school and the boarding-school.
The boarding-school affords some very
evil

distinct advantages

must

to

home

— whether the

first

home

of his parents or the later one of his

own founding
thirds of the

every active
walls of his

;

for one

-

half to two-

waking hours

man
own

of almost

are spent outside the

They

dwelling.

are

spent in the struggle of life, in conflict
with other men. An important lesson,
therefore, which a boy has to learn, is
how to get along with other boys
with friends in co-operation, with competitors in conflict, or with enemies in

And he can learn this lesson in
the boarding-school far better than in

battle.

the day-school.
He is not buoyed up
by the sympathy of his parents. He
has not father and mother to take his
part
or if they do by correspondence,
they cannot help him much.
He is
thrown on his own resources, and must
fight his own battles.
The girl, on the
other hand, will probably spend the
major part of her life in the home.
The same reason which makes the
boarding-school better than the dayschool for the boy that he may learn
;

—

to live the life that

is

outside the

home

— makes the day-school better than the
boarding-school for the girl for in the
day-school she still retains the homelife, and it is in the home she is to spend
the chief portion of her life, and for the
home she is to consecrate the wealth
of her nature and her endowments.
;

perhaps

it

be wise to both inter-

will

hand, to repeat,
contradict,

on the one
on the other, to
have already writ-

or,

what

I

ten.

Formerly women were educated only
They were trained in
home.
the house in domestic industries to
for the

—

cook,

to sew,

make

a

He though

the boy.

live the larger part of his life out-

side his

a matter

to

in

to

sweep,

They were

bed.

not

dust,

the

earlier

to

taught,

stages

of

woman's education, to read and write
and cipher, and, in the so-called higher
circles of society, there were added
At eighsome " accomplishments."
teen the education was finished. Then
the accomplished maiden was " brought
out."
In some circles this "bringing
out " was a formal act in others it
was informal but in all it was essentially the same.
The girl was ready
for society because she was ready for
a husband
and she was brought out
into the matrimonial market that a husband might find her. If there were
need, the mother became a matchmaker and scanned the market for an
;

;

;

available husband.
It was inevitable that in the-reaction
against this conception and method of

education,

thoughtful people should
have gone to the other extreme. All
phases of education are, in one form or
another, open to women.
Nearly all
vocations are open to her. Marriage
is seldom mentioned as a probable destiny to the maiden.
It is the fashion
to educate her for a life of independence.
Her honorable ambition to be
equal to her brother finds its expression in an endeavor to secure the same

education as he, and this leads on to
the idea that she is to be educated to
do the same work. A limited observa-

among young men and young
women in their respective colleges,
tion

Home

The
leads

me to
men

believe that as

is

the Basis

many wom-

be found in the senior class to have selected a profession and to be looking forward to it
while a larger proportion of young
men than of young women in such colleges will be looking forward with hope
en as

will

;

For the son is
married life.
taught to expect to be married, while
the daughter is taught that if marriage
comes to her at all, it must come as a
surprise, if not as an accident.
Independence is a very popular word
but independence is of no
in America
value.
God has not made us to be independent of one another. The emto

a

;

ployer is dependent on the employee
and the employee on the employer
the mistress on the servant and the
servant on the mistress the husband
on the wife and the wife on the hus;

;

of Civilization.
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his wife for wifely counsel, cheer,

services

;

and that woman

and

best pre-

is

pared for home life who is trained to be
depen'dent on her husband for support
and protection. It may be very well
for the boy to learn how to sew on a
button or cook a steak in case of need
but this is not his work
he is appointed to be the bread-winner of the
family.
It is important that the girl
should have practical knowledge of
;

;

affairs in general,
cific qualifications

and also some spewhich she can put to

useful service in bread-winning, in case
of need

but under ordinary circum-

;

stances to be the bread-winner of the

family

not her appointed task, and

is

she sacrifices training for the

if

other,

and, in most cases, really higher service,

may

that she

making

acquire a money-

made one

profession, she has

band. And the more highly life is organized the more intricate and elaborate is the system of interdependence.

robbery.

The

makes

tolerably

The Robinson Crusoe

state of society

fathers have not often had great sons,

the lowest and least desirable. We
should not train our children to inde-

have almost always
Women," says
had great mothers.
Dr. Wither Moore,
are made and
meant to be, not men but mothers of
men." *. If this be true their education
should keep probable maternity always

is

pendence, but to interdependence
to
bear one another's burdens
to exchange one another's services
to
share one another's lives. We do so
train them in everything except as regards the home. The merchant is not
trained as a carpenter or a farmer, but
depends on others for mechanical and
agricultural products.
The wise man
never mixes his own home-made drugs,
but calls a doctor.
The layman who
attempts to act on the motto " every
man for his own lawyer," has a fool for
a client.
The congregation does not
;

;

;

trust

for religious instruction

pious mechanic

message,

but

vices,

has set them

who

thinks he has a

employs

an

educated

thus

That man
life

any

God, who has set men in
to exchange their ser-

preacher.
society,

who

to

is

is

in

families

best prepared for

also.

home

trained to be dependent on

of

those unfair exchanges which
it

history

is a
heredity

of

clear

that

great

while great sons

education is so conducted 'as to destroy a good mother
and produce a distinguished collegian,
it has been a very sorry education.
For the mother is the home-builder,
in view. ..If that

and the home

The

is

the basis of civiliza-

should be taught to
look forward to marriage as her probtion.

girl

able and natural destiny, as the boy also

should be. She should be taught to regard wifehood and motherhood as the
highest and most sacred of

all callings.

She should be habituated to think of the
one as leading to the other. She should
be accustomed to regard man, not as
her natural foe, not as her remorseless
competitor, but as her God-given pro*

Quoted

in Fortnightly, vol. xlvi.

,

p. 503.
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companion
Much, and not too much,

tector, supporter, defender,

and

friend.

has been said of the duty of training

But women
to reverence woman.
should also be trained to reverence
man for the divine image is in both
men and women, and in both alike to
be revered. The too-current scoffing

men

;

men

at the virtue of

novels
girl

is

in certain

women

as such pictures of

;

modern

not healthful reading for any
as are

Becky

Sharp are not
The
healthful reading for any boy.
devil is a cynic, and cynicism is of the
devil.
A cynical man is bad enough,
but his cynicism may evaporate in the
market-place and do no great damage.
But the cynical woman at the head of
the household poisons life at its founThe father and mother should so
tain.
cultivate mutual respect and give exfurnished

in

pression to

it,

that the children shall

for humanity, by the
unconscious parental influence.
One
other lesson the daughter must learn
at home, which no school can teach
her the mystery of her own womanhood.
No girl should be allowed by
her mother to grow up in ignorance of
this sacred mystery
or be left to pick
it up in fragments from her companions
or from literature, whether imag-

respect

learn

—

;

;

From

inative or scientific.

the moth-

er the daughter should learn

what marriage and what maternity mean.
The
instinctive shrinking of the mother
from this duty is itself her preparation
and ordination for its fulfilment.
The girl is now a girl no more she
is sixteen or eighteen years of age, and
is just entering upon womanhood.
She
has gone through the kindergarten, or
its home equivalent
she has gone
;

;

through

the

primary

or

schools, public or private

;

secondary
she has ac-

quired some practical domestic skill at
home she has reached an age and has
obtained acquirements which make it
;

possible for her to enter college.

Shall

she go to college ? and if so, to what
kind of college shall she go ?
The first of these questions must
necessarily be answered in the negative
in a

vast majority of instances, for the

girl as it is for

Only the mi-

the boy.

nority of either sex can go to college

nor

;

wholly to be regretted.
It is an open question whether a college education is an advantage or a
disadvantage to a business man. It
might, without disrespect to woman,
be equally regarded as an open question whether such an education affords
an advantage, commensurate with the
expenditure of time and money, for
the woman who is not fitting herself
Without concealing
for a profession.
my own opinion that the largest education is desirable for everyone, man or
woman, who proves a capacity to receive it, it must nevertheless be conceded that there are pros and co?is upon
is

this a fact

this question, that for the girl there are

advantages in a college education and
other advantages in a home education,
and that in determining the question,
Shall I send my daughter to college,
these relative advantages must be compared.

There are some educational

ad-"

vantages which can be secured only in
an institution of learning, where the
pupil will have the use of a large

brary,

good

li-

scientific apparatus, highly

trained teachers, experts in their sevand, perhaps most
competition with oth-

eral departments,

important of
er

all,

students.

Only training

an institution, except
rare

geniuses,

who

in

are

of circumstances, will

in

such

the case of

independent

give

exactness

and the kind of intellectual power which grasps a great
theme, and thinks it out to its logical
conclusions
conclusions which, once
of knowledge,

—

obtained, can be held against

questioning and

all

all

cross-

adverse arguments.

But this training, unless supplemented
by inherited culture, previous home

Home-training and Institutional Education.
and the habit of society, may,
and probably will, leave the college
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sixteen or eighteen has decided not to

training,

go to college.

graduate deficient in grace, refinement
of taste, broad sympathies, social readiness, and quick capacity to use in social
converse all her resources and woman-

her

studies

some

at

How

can she pursue

home

?

In

offering

hints in answer to this question

me conceive myself no longer as
addressing the mother but the daughter
herself
for it is certain that she will
get no education at home unless she is
inspired by very resolute ambition to
let

ly tact.

;

Most popular prejudices have some
basis and the popular prejudice against

the blue-stocking

not an exception

is

It indicates the

to the rule.

On

an exclusively scholastic training.
hand,

the other

velops tact and

if

home

skill

obtain

dangers of

training de-

in the

ready use

it.

some systematic
course or courses of reading, and convert these systematic courses of reading into courses of study.
ConcenI.

Set yourself to

attention on this reading,
and examine yourself afterward on it.
of apprehension, and therefore of state- Get enjoyment out of your reading,
ment, and unsteadiness of purpose re- but do not read merely for enjoyment.
sulting from a well-grounded lack of " I read hard or not at all," says F. W.
" never skimming, never
self-confidence in one's
imperfectly Robertson
trained powers.
A few exceptional turning aside to merely interesting
women, such as Mary Somerville, have books."
Reading without purpose,"
worked out for themselves scholarship says Bulwer Lytton,
is sauntering,
of small resources,

of

perficiality

it

also tends to su-

knowledge,

trate your

inaccuracy

;

^'

despite their lack of institutional edu-

and a great many more women
have attained social ease, elegance, and
culture, although they were scholars

cation,

;

but

in general, social culture is

sult of family tradition,

and refined

social life

home

;

the re-

training,

scholarship

is

and
the best womanly character combines
both the social culture and the scholarship.
A cultivated girl, coming from
a cultivated home, need not lose and
the result of institutional training

may

;

gain in culture during her college

course,

and a

girl

who has not had
may gain some-

early social advantages

thing from intercourse with the various

members

of the faculty, the directors

of the college,

students

and those

of her fellow-

who have enjoyed

in early life

The coladvantages.
lege and university do not undertake
to supply intellect or social tact and
resource
they undertake only to develop them.
Failing in this respect,
they fail to fulfil their mission.
Let me suppose, then, that our girl of

greater social

;

...

A cotnot taking exercise.
tage flower gives honey to the bee, a
none to the butterfly."
not to
Read," says Lord Bacon,
contradict and confute, nor to believe
and take for granted, nor to find talk
and discourse, but to iveigh and considcr."
It is by weighing and considerIf we
ing that we fasten in the mind.
do not fasten the stitch when the work
This
is done, it is liable to ravel out.
only value, of
is the value, and the
that most dangerous pastime, journal
keeping it helps to cultivate the habking's garden
^'

;

It
concentration of attention.
is a dangerous pastime, because we are
apt in it to concentrate our attention
on the very things we ought to forget.
it

of

How you feel Monday morning when
you get up is a matter of not the slightest consequence to yourself or anyone
what resolutions of last week you
else
kept and what you broke, is a matter
A broken resoequally unimportant.
lution is like a broken looking-glass
you cannot mend it, and it is a waste
;

;

—
TJic
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time to mourn over the pieces.
Throw them away and get a new one.

into a nation in the furnace of

your journal what you have
thus compel yourself to give to yourself an account of
your own acquisitions through the day
Then you may burn
or the week.
your journal writing it in the page
has also, you will find, written it in
your memory. The mere act of formulating knowledge gives it clearness.
The pen precipitates knowledge which
Readbefore was held in solution.
ing," says Lord Bacon, " maketh a full
man conference a ready man and
and therefore if
writing an exact man
a man writeth little, he need have a

taken place within the last
these books will not tell
them you must go to the newspaper.
What in interest and importance to us

of

Write

in

seen, heard, or read

;

;

;

;

;

The

great memory."

these are

some

are the Gallic

war
have
cycle.
Of
you.
For
:

of the events that

Campaigns

of Caesar, or

the strifes between Plebeian and Aristocrat

Rome compared

in

history, in

which we

we form

a

paper

possible, study

;

if

part

?

with

this

and of which
Study the news-

live,

clopaedia, with atlas, with

it

with encygazetteer

but study it. No literature is worthier
your study.
Waste no time on the
shameful scandals, the bitter political
controversies, the ecclesiastical broad-

sword exercises, and the idle paragraph
gossip.
A war of words is no more
dignified in a journal than on the
street
gossip is no worthier your atevery home, in the periodical publica- tention because printed by The Daily
the daily journal, the week- Taf/er, than when whispered by a daily
tions
ly paper, and the monthly magazine.
Who was married and what
tattler.
Either the daily or the weekly news- she wore can be safely dismissed in
paper furnishes in quantity abundant a casual reading, perhaps better with
material for study and material in qual- none at all.
But how God is working
The modern a new continent out of Africa, by the
ity well worth study.
newspaper gives a history of human labor of a Livingstone and a Stanley,
In it you may read the record of by what processes he is preparing Englife.
God's work in our own age and in land for a dynasty of democracy, how
no age has His work been grander he is redeeming France from the curse
In she brought upon herself by the cruelor human progress more rapid.
France, an empire transformed into a ties first of a religion without humanrepublic, and religious liberty, which ity, and then of a humanitarianism
these are themes
had been exiled two hundred years without religion
ago, summoned back to the home of worthy of study, and the newspaper is
the Huguenots
in Spain, the Bourthe library in which to study them.
bon queen driven from her disgraced There is no more fascinating intelthrone and a constitutional government lectual occupation than watching the
borrowed from England for the land course of contemporaneous history.
of Philip II., a noble revenge for the The de 71011 67)1 e tits of Wilkie Collins and
corollary

is

evi-

dent if he have a poor memory, he
needs to write much.
2. America gives a library to almost
;

;

—

;

—

;

Spanish

Armada

of the sixteenth cen-

which has given law to
Christendom, once more clad with law
and Rome, mother of republics, once

tury

;

Italy,

;

more made republican in all but name
Germany, united in a great empire out

Charles Reade are nothing to those of
The romance of
life's actual drama.
fiction

mance
3.

;

of

heterogeneous materials and welded

is

inane by the side of the ro-

of facts.

In this study the monthly periodical

will aid you.
is

rightly

The American magazine

named.

"

A

magazine," says

Books^ Journals^ Magazines,

Webster, "

is

a storehouse, a granary, a

a warehouse in which anything

cellar,

is

stored or deposited." The world has
never known such storehouses of wellselected mental food as our American
monthly magazines. The ablest writers of America are laid under contribution, the ablest artists are called on to
add both the attractions and illuminations of the pencil, the highest prices

the cream from current literature and

gives

—

But to the journal weekly or
daily
and the magazines add some
study of books. It does not require a
4.

—

issued

in

5.

Theme and

half-dollar editions, or

still

Begin with what is congeChoose not what you ought to
know, but what you want to know.
Therefore let no one else choose for
you.
It is a rare mind that can keep

this should

lay's

Pitt,

or

Lord

Chatham,

or

The

But

a half after supper.

early

this re-

which perhaps the housekeep-

er cannot secure

;

be regular, sys-

quires an opportunity to shut out intrusion,

It is not safe for anyone to assume,
without proof, that he has a rare mind.
Do not lay out for history Hume, Macaulay, and Miss Martineau, with the
idea that when you have finished these
fifteen volumes you will be well versed
It is very true
in English history.
but you will never
that you would be
Read Jacob Abbott's
finish them.
Life of Charles I. or II., or Macau-

still

hours are the best, when the brain is
fresh and the mind alert.
To the
mind and body rightly trained, half an
hour before breakfast is w^orth an hour

nial.

a course of distasteful study.

it

For the best

uninterrupted.

cheaper.

itself to

tools selected,

to secure time.

advantage

money to gather a valuThe great classics are now and

great deal of
able library.

;

tematic,

to its readers.

it

economies. Equipped with dictionary
atlas, never pass a word the meaning of which you do not know
the
name' of a place the location of which
you have not fixed, or a reference to
an event which you do not comprehend.
In invading a new territory
never leave an unconquered garrison
behind you.

and

The magazine skims remains

are paid to both.
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and ability to shut
out the more subtle intrusion of thick,
on-coming cares. Some cannot lock
others cannot
the door of the library
But if time
lock the door of the mind.
cannot be taken from one hour, take it
from another if it cannot be taken
with regularity, take it when chance
The blacksmith's forge is not
offers.
;

;

;

a convenient desk, but

it

was

at the

blacksmith's forge, holding his book in

one hand and blowing the bellows with
the other, that
his

first

Elihu

languages.

Burritt learned

The nursery

is

not the place one would choose for astronomical calculations, but it was in

Thomas Hughes's Alfred the Great. the nursery, beset by her children,
One thing at a time and that thing whom she never neglected, and inter;

Putting the word
opposite a purpose is a wonderful

short and
do7ie

simple.

incentive to a larger

the next attempt.

achievement

Buy a

in

dictionary,

and if possible an encycloIf you have not the money,
pgedia.
make over an old bonnet. No harm
will be done if it cultivate the habit

an

atlas,

making over old bonnets. If this
does not supply the increasing demand
for increasing facilities, try some other

of

rupted by callers

whom

she rarely re-

Mary Somerville wrought
Mechanism of the Heavens,"

fused, that

out her "
which caused her to be elected an honorary
cal

member

Society,

of the Royal Astronomiand put her in the first

rank of the scientists of her day. A
cue at the post-office is not the ideal
but it was as an erplace for study
rand-boy at Amsterdam, standing in
the long line of boys at the post-office,
;
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often in the rain, book in hand, that

SchUemann

foundation of
his future career as the great Greek
explorer of the century. Where there
She who can
is a will there is a way.
find no time for study has little real
Dr.

heart for
6.

laid the

it.

In this study you

may

get material

help from organizations formed for the

very purpose of aiding

The

best

the C. L.

and

known
S.

in

such work.

of these are probably

— Chautauqua Literary
Circle — and the Soci-

C.

Scientific

ety for Promoting Studies

at

Home.

Neither of these societies will take the
place of an institution of learning.
Neither will make the correspondent a
scholar.

But either of them

will fur-

can give her, whether she eventually
chooses a professional or a married life.
For the best education is not too good
for a wife and mother.
The more complete

this education, the better

is

panion

com-

—

she be to her husband the
companion of his higher life, and an inwill

spiration to

him

to live that higher life

;

the better companion to her children,

and the wiser guide
velopment.

in all their life de-

boy
growing away from his mother, or a
husband unconsciously separating from
his wife
not because they choose to
do so, nor because she chooses that
It

is

pitiful to see a

;

they shall but because her education
has been so narrow and so superficial
that she cannot share their life with
;

God

prices,

intended her for a homeand she has become merely a
housekeeper. It is rarely wise to send
either boy or girl to college who has
no aptitude for learning but it is in-

ties

finitely pathetic to refuse

nish her with courses of reading, put

her in communication with others likeminded with herself, give her facilities
in

getting the best books at reasonable

and aid her in special difficulby correspondence from experienced guides.
7. Finally, going from your study into the home circle, carry your newly
Your
acquired intelligence with you.
reading of the newspaper will enable
you to talk of the events of the day
and your reading of history will enable
you to comprehend those events and
;

talk intelligently of them.

not
necessary to choose between being
ashamed of these resources and disIt is possible simply to
playing them.
The cultured and intelliuse them.
It

is

gent lady is a more interesting member of society than the ignorant one.
The less she has to do with the society
in which that is not true the better,
unless she goes into

it

as a missionary.

But studies at home cannot confer
the best education.
That can be
gained only at a collegiate institution.
And if the girl has an aptitude for
study, and her parents have the means,
she has a right, I repeat as I have
intimated above, to what the college

them.

maker

;

;

the highest
education to one who longs for it.
There are sadder cases of starvation
than ever are reported in the newspapers.

In

New York

Emma

State, about 1820, Mrs.
Willard petitioned the Legisla-

ture for aid in establishing a school for

the advanced and thorough education
of

women.

tion

she

When

also

she filed this petipublished her protest

against the absurdity of sending ladies

which she said
everyone."* In 1888,
out of 389 colleges in this country emto college, an absurdity

"would

strike

powered

to grant degrees, 237, or near-

ly two-thirds,

were co-educational, and

there were 207 institutions for the superior education of women exclusively,

with 25,000 women students. f Oberlin College was the first of American
colleges to open its doors to women, in
1833

;

Mount Holyoke, organized by

*Kate Stevens Forum, vol. vii. p. 43.
Mrs. A. F. Palmer The Forum, vol. xii..
:

t

etc.

,

:

p. 29.
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Mary Lyon avowedly to do for
what Harvard did for boys, was,
lieve, the first institution for

clusively

girls
I

women

beex-

organized with so high an

was founded in
two movements,
that of Oberlin in 1833 and that at
Mount Holyoke in 1836, have grown
the two forms of woman's higher education, the co-educational and the exclusive. Which shall the parent choose
for his daughter ? *
educational aim

Out

1836.

To

it

;

of these

this question I

am

not prepared
to give a dogmatic reply.
It has been
much debated and the two experiments are going on upon a large scale
;

in this country, side

The argument

by

that

in all

co-educational institutions

in a minority
that to
separate a girl of sixteen or eighteen
from, her home and put her into the
world, in competition with young men

the girls

of

are

;

and character, is
abnormal conditions

sorts of culture

all

to submit her to

unparalleled in the natural

home

;

such a

that

life

life

of the

threatens to

impair the delicacy of her womanhood
that it subjects her to a great moral
;

which, however small,

peril,

of an awful disaster

and

is

a peril

that
her physical conditions are such that
intellectual competition with men is
fatal

her

to

ment

side.
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;

best

;

finally,

physical

develop-

that the years from sixteen to

is

twenty, or eighteen to twenty-two, are

contended that to-day
the highest learning can be secured by

for

co

-

education

women

only in co-educational institu-

when she ought to be
laying up a store of nervous energy
for the future life of motherhood, and

tions.

No woman's

that this

twofold.

It is

college possesses

an endowment which compares with
that of Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, and Cornell.
It is not possible
in half a century to secure either the
money, the equipment in apparatus and
library, or the personnel in the faculty
or, what is perhaps most important of
all, the traditions and the atmosphere
obtainable in institutions founded in colonial days.
It is contended, too, that
God has intended men and women to
live together, or that he would not have
put them together in families and in society, and that to separate them for

the very years

she cannot do

dangerous to their morals
and inconsistent with their best and
most normal development
that the
exclusive school is, in brief, a remnant
of the monastic institutions of a past
their lives

is

;

Henry Maudsley,

Dr. Weir Mitchell, in this country, proagainst co-education on the ex-

test

press ground that

it

It is

contended, on the other hand,

* To these a third system should, for completebe added— that of Radcliffe College, Barnard
College, and Evelyn College, in which education
is given to women separately, but by the faculties
of Harvard, Columbia, and Princeton Colleges,
ness,

respectively.

23

does thus tend to

undermine the constitution of all but
the most exceptional women.*
Experience of such institutions as Oberlin, Cornell, and Michigan University
have proved groundless the fear of
danger to the moral life from co-educa-

tion, but I am not equally clear that
they have disproved the physical dangers
personally I should hesitate to
put my own daughter under a strain
;

which medical authorities so eminent
pronounce hazardous to health. And
although

it

leges for

women

is

some elements

age.

the

Medical authorities as weighty
in England, and

tution.

as Sir

;

the six or eight educational years of

under

strain of life in a co-educational insti-

true that the best colstill

necessarily lack

which can be
our greatest universities, the
American colleges for women have
fully kept pace with the secondary
found

in

schools for
* See,

of value

women.

With the choice

for a full discussion of this subject. Dr.
Clarke's monograph, Sex in Education.
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afforded by such institutions as Bryn

Mawr, Vassar, Smith, Mount Holyoke,
and Wellesley, no girl need lack the
highest education for want of institutional

advantages

the exclusive col-

in

leges, except, possibly, in a

few branches

directly valuable only to a limited

ber of experts.

It is to

num-

be added that

— Radcliffe, Evelyn, and
which the young
Colleges —

Annexes

the

Barnard

in

women do

not mingle with the men in
college life, offer to a great extent the
facilities for special research enjoyed
by the young men at Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia Colleges respectively.

here only of institutions which

I personGirton and Newnham
do not equal in advantages for general
education the best American colleges

know

ally

for

—and

women, from Mount Holyoke, the

and perhaps the most general in
work, to Bryn Mawr, the latest and
perhaps the most special.
Let me, then, in a paragraph, sum up
earliest
its

the results of this chapter.

Woman is not to be educated to be a
housekeeper or a social ornament she
is not to be educated to be an appendage to man. She is to be educated to
be a child of God, and the best and
highest education is not too good nor
;

Amer-

too high for her.

Europe, it may be dismissed in a
few words. A foreign language can always be best attained in the country

distinction of sex

As

to the question of study in

ica or

where

it is

And

the vernacular.

there

branches of postgraduate work which can be better
pursued abroad especially in Germany
Thus
than in the United States.
are certain special

—

—

Stuttgart offers unrivalled facilities for
the study of music

Dresden

Rome

in

for painting

;

But, in general,

for either a

to prepare for

America.

Munich, and
and Paris and

Paris,

for sculpture.

the best place

woman

;

And

man

American

this

is

or a
life is

especially

woman, not only because
she thus becomes habituated to the
true of the

life

which she

is

most need

and

to lead here

quires the knowledge which

ac-

she will

but also because
use
no collegiate institutions
abroad which are comparable for general educational development with the
best institutions in America.
From some personal study of both
classes of institutions, on the ground,
and with special facilities for such
study, I do not hesitate to say that
neither Cambridge, Oxford, Glasgow,
nor Edinburgh afford better facilities
there

to

;

are

for general education than Princeton,
Columbia, Yale, and Harvard I speak

—

Nevertheless,

the

to be recognized

is

in education, and because she is to
have intellectual advantages equal with
those of her brother, it does not follow
that the curriculum is to be identical.

What

is

men is
we have been ex-

the best education for

a question on which

perimenting for centuries, and the experiments are still continuing
it
is
not therefore strange that, after only
a trifle over half a century of experiment, we are still somewhat in the dark
as to the best education for women.
This question I have not assumed to
discuss it must be left to be solved by
the divers experiments now being conducted in England and in this country.
I have confined myself to the simpler
and more immediately practical question, What shall the father do for the
education of his daughter, with the
;

;

The
facilities which are available ?
answer is, in brief, that he does not need
to send her abroad, that the facilities
are greater in the United States than
that the educain any other country
;

tion should begin in the kindergarten

or

kindergarten

in

home

methods

in

the

under ordinary circumstances the day school with home culture added is better than the boardand
ing-school without home culture
;

that

;

A
either school

is

better than

General Summary.
the gov-

between
must
be deschools
private
public and
termined by the character of the inerness

;

that

question

the

dividual schools available

;

that after

the daughter has reached the age of
sixteen or eighteen,

home

studies

may
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are considerable and must be carefully

guarded against

while the w^oman

is

;

and

finally,

that

not to be educated

merely to be a good wife and mother,
but to be a noble w^oman, nevertheless
wifehood and motherhood are to be
kept constantly in mind by the parent,

be made to yield culture, but not the

and by the instructor, as the probable
and normal destiny of woman, exactly
scholarship the college is as essential as in the education of the young man
that in it is to be kept in mind that he will
to the girl as it is to the boy
choosing between a woman's college naturally and normally become a husthe bread - winner
and a co-educational college, the moral band and father
hazards supposed to be involved in the and defender of his wife and children.
latter may be disregarded, for experi- For the woman is the maker of the
ence does not confirm the prophecies of home, and the man its supporter and
danger but that the physical hazards protector.
best

scholarship

;

that

for

the

best

;

—

;
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CHARLES

DUDLEY WARNER

suggested, some time since, that
there was danger lest American

have the monopThe remark
oly of American culture.
did not, however, originate with him.
Miss Elizabeth Peabody, who virtually

women might come

to

introduced the kindergarten into the
United States, and who lately died in
her ninetieth year, says that her mother
called her attention in girlhood to an

Dennie's Portfolio^ published
This esPhiladelphia about 1800.

article in
in

say took the ground that women were
destined to be the custodians of literature and art in America, because men

would

be, for a century or more, too

much absorbed in material pursuits.
The vast spread of women's clubs
now often recalls this prediction. Noth-

Novel.

ready have been formed,

in

that re-

mote frontier post, a Shakespeare Club,
a Dante Club, and a Browning Club
and that it is only through an inex;

haustible feminine energy that, having

provided

thus

they are

for the great

now coming round

writers,

to the small

ones.

The rapid spread of public libraries
has increased enormously the opporand they
have also been cheapened that is, the
books no longer copyrighted almost
beyond belief. A compensation, however, attends all this advantage, and
tunity of obtaining books

;

—

the individual volume
prized than

is

when harder

—

naturally less
to gain.

It is

to be observed, too, that cultivated people tend
in cities,

more and more to congregate
and there to find many enter-

makes an author so feel his respon- tainments more seductive than readwhen he receives a circular ing. The most systematic reading ever
from some little town in Wyoming or done in this country, perhaps, was done
Oregon perhaps some settlement of by educated families in country towns,
which he never before heard and which fifty years ago, when the evening's
his cyclopedia is not recent enough to books afforded the recognized reward
include where there is a club of wom- after the day's cares were over.
My mother and elder sisters, living
en who devote an afternoon a week to
ing

sibilities as

—

—

the study of living authors, and desire

have a few facts as to his particular
suggesting
education and opinions
to

;

also,

if

possible, the contribution of a

photograph. He knows, with an approach to certainty, that there will al-

such a town, chose invariably a fixed
the beginning of winter.
One year it would be British India, perhaps another year the Kansas question, then pending
and again, Arctic
or African exploration.
It gave them
in

subject at

;

;

Books and Reading,
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an activity of mind and a solid fund of
information, such as I rarely found in
those days among the men I met in
Such men were and are too
the cities.
busy to read anything thoroughly. Of
whom do we traditionally expect mental training, if not of the legal profession? Yet President Walker, of Harvard University, once said to me, in his
weighty way, " Put it down as a rule
that no eminent lawyer ever reads a
book."
It is in these ways that women have
or had the advantage
I ought rather
to say
had," because the vastly increased openings for women in professional or executive affairs, have greatly
diminished the proportion of those who
can give time to real reading. Then
;

things which she supposed everybody

know.

This was especially true of
there were authors whom
she had thought universally familiar,
yet of whom these maidens had never
heard.
At last one of them would perhaps say, Oh, yes, I think there was
something of his in the Fifth Reader."
to

literature

;

good lady thought,
was to them not a familiar world, but
a remote region from which samples
had been brought, to be displayed, as
All literature, this

in a

museum,

in

some part

of the series

Readers."
This thrust tells, I think, against all
our recent modes of literary instrucof

tion.

The

technical training at Har-

vard College gives a very good drill in
but as for any enthupoint of style
the great increase of travel and of art- siasm in regard to authors or literaknowledge draw off into other branches ture, it might as well have been looked
of cultivation those who once used for in an ice -chest, until last year a
books only. Margaret Fuller's read- young Scotchman came along, who had
ing, during her retirement at Groton
been reared at Edinburgh by Profesin youth, " was at a rate like Gibbon's,"
sor David Masson, and to the amazeEmerson says.
ment of everybody his lectures were
I still find that, in the public library
thronged. We must always remember
of which I am a trustee, the greater that there is a vast difference between
part of valuable suggestions as to the good technical training in style and an
purchase of books come from women, ardent love of literature.
though probably in directions more
Miss Elizabeth Peabody has also left
discursive and less concentrated than it on record that in her mother's school,
the reading of the older and sedater where she was taught as were also her
generation.
English literature has gifted sisters, Mrs. Horace Mann and
come more into prominence than for- Mrs. Nathaniel Hawthorne
young
merly as a study in school and college
systematically trained in
girls were
but it is still apt to be pursued in a English literature and literary analtechnical and unenthusiastic way.
Girls of ten or twelve studied
ysis.
An accomplished Englishwoman in a Kaimes's " Elements of Criticism " and
New England village, whose children Blair's " Rhetoric." Mrs. Peabody read
had all been educated at home by tu- to them from Homer, Tasso, Addison,
tors and governesses, told me that she and the Edinburgh Review^ and transonce had a curiosity, during a Teach- lated passages from Chaucer and Speners' Institute, to entertain several of ser into modern English.
They read
the teachers as guests.
They were a also the lives of learned women, like
;

—

—

;

perpetual surprise to her, she said, for
they knew so many things of which she
and her daughters were utterly ignorant,

and were ignorant of so many

Madame

Dacier, Elizabeth Carter, and

To these she would
have added, v/ere she now
teaching, those of Madame Roland,
Mary

Somerville.

doubtless

—

;

History^ Biography^

Fox,

Elizabeth

Martineau,

Harriet

Anna Jameson,

Margaret Fuller Ossoli,

Harriet Beecher Stowe, Madame d'Arand Mrs. Piozzi. After all, the
most natural and congenial diet for
growing minds is the record of other
blay,

minds
so

and

;

much

if

be autobiographical,

this

the better.

mains, as

still

and invigorating."

think with pleasure on a certain

known

me

re-

said, " in the high-

est degree medicinal
I

trained by " Plu-

book which

Emerson

young

New

Hampshire,
dwelling in a farm-house on a mountain-side, miles away from any other

girl

to

in

house, alone with her

and

widowed

father,

bitterly disappointed at losing the

schooling she had

winter's

expected,

who has found sunshine
in

reading and

Lives."

All

for the winter
re-reading " Plutarch's

summer

lessly for miles

she wanders fear-

and miles

in the

and on the mountain, bringing

mer

visitors

finest

and

largest

woods

to

berries,

sumthe

and the rarest orchids
winter she dwells in Greece and
with Plutarch. Is it not a liberal
trout,

all

Rome

the

education ? Except for the human in"
tercourse it would give, the " academy
for which she pines could do no more,
and it is probable that it would not do
as much.
It is

not a popular mistake which

and biography at the
foundation of all reading and it is
only through our literary inadequacy
puts

history

;

that these studies are ever found dull.

No Dutch novel can ever be so absorbing as Motley's
Dutch Republic," and Parkman gets far more out
of the French and Indian period of
Canada and the Northwest, than Mrs.
Catherwood puts into her attractive
on the same themes. Nothing
ever made the early revolutionary history a reality to me until I read Mrs.
Hannah Winthrop's account of " the
horrors of that midnight cry," as she

fictions

calls

Joiirnalisni.

it,

when

the
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women

of

Cambridge

before the march of the redcoats
going out of Boston to Concord, and
fled

made

way

their

to

Andover the next

day, walking over the unburied bodies
of the

nearly

men

at Lexington.

years

thirty

It

is

now

our great

after

War, and not a work of fiction
worthy the name has yet been founded
on it, while of General Grant's autobiography six hundred thousand copies
have been sold. If we only knew how
to write history and biography, they
would be far more absorbing to us
than any fiction, for nothing is natuCivil

Madame Roland was
tarch's Lives," a

and

rally so interesting to us as the affairs

of our fellow-men.

The

trouble

is

that

department of literature has usually been the refuge of the driest of
men, who have enabled all their readers
to fulfil Sidney Smith's dream of happithis

ness in

and

summer

sit in

The

women

— to take

usual

medium

to literature,

or writers,

off one's flesh

one's bones.

is

—a

of introduction of

whether as readers

apt to be the

daily press

most perilous beginning.
Work
on the newspapers has certain great
advantages it puts one in close contact with affairs, teaches promptness
and clearness of head, and shortens
one's sword in action.
But the avenue
by which women begin is almost always that of the
personal " department, and this involves so much of
petty gossip, puts such a premium on
inquisitiveness and audacity, and so
dulls the sense of delicacy and dignity,
;

that it is a thing to be deprecated, in
nine cases out of ten.

The young girls who stand all the
long day behind the counter, unrolling
goods for customers who never buy,
are to me far less objects of pity than
those other young girls who haunt
drawing-rooms or door-steps, pencil in
hand, for the least atom of gossip
harmless it may be, but if perilous,
worth so much more to them

—begging

;
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and

for lists of names, for costumes,

meeting

resistance with tears and

all

with the assurance *'but

my very means

depend upon it." Worse
because more demoralizing, are the

of subsistence
yet,

tales they can all tell of persons

who

profess to desire seclusion, and yet covertly

press a five-dollar

hand
them

of the

and

reporter

bill

who

" Trifles like these

The

Iliad

fill up the present time
and the Pyramids, the past."

;

they end

in believing that there is

in

:

has puffed
if

it is

Yet it is worth while to look back
over history and see what are the
books that really endure. The author
of ^' Festus " nobly says

the

into

not strange
no such thing
the universe as a sincere preference
;

partment, and how much the rising
generation of men is disposed to accept the same definition.

But there are works
thought and knowledge

—

of

mingled

" Plato's Dia-

some things

logues," "Plutarch's Lives," "Gibbon's

by the experience they learn to open
their eyes and sharpen their pens, but
in all that relates to true mental train-

Roman Empire," which remain as monumental and as little capable of displacement as a pyramid or an epic
and of work, I will not say of this kind,
but in this direction, women have done
as yet an insufficient share, and American women are doing relatively little.
New writers of short stories appear
among them, and these of marvellous
fertility and skill.
Our women's colleges are beginning to produce monographs, historical and scientific, which
do the utmost honor to their authors.
Miss Alice Fletcher has placed herself
absolutely at the head of authorities in
regard to the myths and observances
of American Indians.
Mrs. Fanny D.
Bergen, for years a prisoner in a sickroom, has made some branches of folklore peculiarly her own.
Miss Harriet
W. Preston has written fresh and original studies of Roman life and literature.
Mrs. Van Rensselaer has done
great service as an art critic, and Mrs.
Olive Thorne Miller as a writer on
birds.
Of course these do not exhaust

for privacy.

They

learn

;

ing or real literary work, they are farther from success at the end of a year
of

this

And
to

work than

at

the beginning.

the same drawbacks that attach

writing for newspapers, attach

making them one's main

to

intellectual

food.

With the multiplication

of

college-

bred girls, there is the possibility of
beginning higher up than formerly
but the essential drawback remains, on
the intellectual side, that you are doing
in journalism work which is essentially
ephemeral and which, at the best, will
be forgotten to-morrow. There is an
;

old motto that

what

is

written

is

per-

manent, lito-a scripta manet ; but this is
not even physically true of the newspaper, for librarians say that the very
paper of which it is made is now so
flimsy that it is doubtful whether it will

hundred years.
Magazine work is, of course, more
permanent, and it looks, more and

last bodily for a

more, as

if

the libraries of the future

were to consist of vast accumulations
of bound magazines in *Mong sets," relieved at intervals by new combinations of Poole's Indexes.
Magazine
work still means, for the vast majority
of women, only poetry and fiction
and this can hardly surprise us when
we see how well they handle this de;

the

That there

list.

is

a

demand

for

genuine literary work on the part of
women, aside from fiction, is shown by
the ready welcome accorded to the
writings of Miss Repplier, though these
never go far below the surface, and are
always strongly suggestive of paste-pot
and scissors. But I do not know a

woman

in

America who

thing which

is,

in

a

is

writing any-

purely literary

The Influence of Greece and Rome.

Margaret Fuller Ossoli's essays, of fifty
years ago, upon Goethe or Sir James
Mackintosh or so rich in thought and
knowledge as Miss Elizabeth Peabody's essay on Athenian and Spartan
life, called " The Dorian Measure," in
the volume edited by her, and named
" Esthetic Papers."
It was one source of value in the old
classical training, that it gave as a basis
of all knowledge the history of the two
nations which gave the background of
our language, our history, and our art.
In the solidity and clearness of Greek
literature, and in the extraordinary vigor and vastness of the national charac;

ter of

Rome, we

find a source of interest

so inexhaustible, that

we must

still

turn

have grown
trite through many centuries and have
been dulled by much pedantry. I have
never encountered so fine and terse an
to these studies, after they

analysis of these salient points of the

Greek and Roman types, as that found
in a sketch by Margaret Fuller Ossoli,
in a fragment of autobiography contained in her " Memoirs " by Emerson.
It still remains difficult for persons
not trained in Greek, to know what the
name of Homer, for instance, has signified to the world.

now

Fortunately we have

a prose translation of the " Odys-

sey," by Professor Palmer, of

University,
that

so

Homer, the

man

fresh

and

Harvard
delightful

narrator, seems like

which took place
But Homer's Iliad " still
remains practically untranslated, and
all versions show one record of successive failure, from the sonorous lines
and craggy epithets of Chapman to the
tameness of Pope and Bryant. A student can really learn more of the pecul"
iar character and scope of the
Iliad
by reading Matthew Arnold's essay on
translating Homer (in his " Essays in
Criticism ") than by any possible study

a

telling events

yesterday.

^'

^'

of translations.

No

So of Plato.

way, so strong and well adjusted as

him

of

is
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single translation

be compared to that of

to

which is, after all, largely a
paraphrase, but so admirable as to be
almost better for the general reader
Jowett

;

than the original. Next to these comes
the version of a few of the most important dialogues by Miss Ellen Mason, of
Boston, under the title,
Socrates."

No

translation from the

Greek dramon the whole, so fine as that
of Fitzgerald, from the
Agamemnon "
of ^schylus
and as this stands at the
head of Greek plays, Fitzgerald should
be read, though he adds a good deal of
his own, as Chapman did to Homer.
Church's
Stories from Homer," and
" Stories from the Greek Dramatists,"
and
Stories from Herodotus," are
valuable, in the same way in which
Lamb's " Tales from Shakespeare " is
valuable, as showing how fine the legends are even when reduced to prose.
For Aristophanes there is Mitchell
and for Theocritus there is Lang,
who, however, belittles his author, as
he does everything else, by a certain
cockneyish and Leigh-Huntish flavor.
Mrs. Perry gives a charming glimpse
of the domestic life of the Greeks in
atists

is,

^'

;

;

her

Garden

of

Hellas," a series of

translations from the

Greek AntholGreek heroic
literature what the Tanagra figurines
are to the heroic sculpture
and even
the prose versions from the " Anthology " in Bohn's series are full of charm.
To frame a course of reading is by
no means my object
but I would
strongly urge upon those of my readers who wish a more intimate knowledge of Greek life, to read St. John's
History of the Manners and Customs
of Ancient Greece " a book unequalled
by any similar work since its day, so
far as I know, in popularizing a proogy."

This work

is

to

;

;

;

fusion of information in regard to

theme.

women,

It

is

especially

valuable

since he takes a far

more

its

for
fav-
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orable view of the position of

women upon him

of the

Vicar of Wakefield,"

by other
writers, as, for instance, by Becker in
his " Charicles," which is the next best

it is

book.

equal results.

have thus dwelt upon Greek Hterature as the foundation and must leave

Emerson, ever
mould me as the German Jean Paul Richter, whose memoirs
and translated books were attracting attention when I was eighteen
yet I now find him hard reading, except perhaps his " Levana," and he is

Greece

in

than

taken

is

I

some

further details, except to urge

di-

vergence into the newly opened stores
Omar Khayof the farther East
yam, for instance, w^ho has suddenly
;

leaped into the position of a new clasIn Max
sic out of the elder world.
Midler's wonderful series of

Sacred

.Books of the East," there is an endless
store of noble and elevated thought on
which to ponder and in a little book
;

The

lately published, called

Buddha

"

(London

Imitation

Methuen), there
is a perfect casket of gems of thought
and beauty, each supplied with accurate reference to the precise quarry
whence it came, and of infinite value
both for Christian and non-Christian
minds. When we come back to the
point where we can trace the European
intellect down through books, we find
so vast a range that we must cease
But it must be rememto specify.
bered that the influence of what is
called " the personal equation " is very
large in literature, and each judgment
is much influenced by the early atmosphere of the reader.
of

:

It is a characteristic

thing that the

attempt to select the
"Hundred Best Books" has come, not
from a literary man, but from a man
only

serious

science. Sir John Lubbock
who
would not think for an instant of
of

;

trusting a

him
ell,

literary

man

to select for

hundred best scientists. Lowwho had a right to select, only
his

five leading names
that
Homer, Dante, Cervantes, Shakespeare, and Goethe
keeping within the

chose the

;

is,

;

limits

of

belles-lettres,

and omitting a

figure so conspicuous as Plato.

Howells

tells

When

us of the early influence

impossible not to see that the influence was partly accidental
he might
;

have

upon some other book, with

hit

No

except

author,

much

did so

to

;

fast falling into a very secondary place,
though feebly reflected again in a book
spoiled for me by the imitation, the
"Chevalier di Pensieri Vani."
These instances show how very difficult

is

it

to eliminate

the

personal

element from the process of selection.
There is a gradual " consent of the

competent"
true indeed

in
is

literary selection,

and

the saying of old Fell-

tham, that " there never yet was a good
"
tongue that lacked ears to hear it
but the ultimate decision is very slow
and full of fluctuation. Think, for in;

stance, of the

Bacon

changed position

of

Lord

—

world of thought the
only chance for whom seems now to
lie in the wild effort to prove that he
was also Shakespeare.
A large part of the reading of modern

in

women

fiction

;

the

is

necessarily in the line of

indeed, the most pious of our

grandmothers used

to

read Bunyan's

"Pilgrim's Progress," and Mrs.
" Coelebs in

Hannah

Search of a Wife."
The only passage now really readable
in the latter book is a scene where the
youthful Coelebs, still in quest of a
helpmeet, finds himself dining at the
house of two ladies whose table is so
very poorly furnished that he concludes his young hostesses to be proin Latin, at
least, and very
ficient
probably in Greek. He therefore resolves to look only for mental enjoyment, and asks the elder sister if she
does not think Virgil the finest poet in

More's

!

The Modern Novel.
the world.

She blushes, and he decides

that her modesty

is

equal to her con-

The question being repeated,
she frankly says that she never heard
On being asked
of any such person.
what writer she prefers, she admits

dition.
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Austen as the one person who
has brought to perfection, in English,
to Jane

that

charm which

self defined as

a

lies in
little

what she her-

painting on ivo-

two inches square. Scott himself
meekly subordinated what he called his
that her favorite books are " Tears of big bow-wow style to her, and she is
Sensibility," and " Rosa Matilda," and the one woman of her age whose fame
''Yes," is still steadily growing.
Sorrows of Werter."
the
The surpassing genius of Hawthorne
adds the younger sister, eagerly, " and
we have read Perfidy Punished,' and kept us in America away from this
'Jemmy and Jenny Jessamy,' and the type, for a time, and gave us one even
'Fortunate Footman,' and the 'Illus- higher. The so-called provincial life
Coelebs soon of America, fifty years ago, gave us
trious Chambermaid.' "
finds that he has lost as much in their masterpieces from Hawthorne such as
opinion by his ignorance of their liter- the accumulated talent of London and
ry,

'

ary favorites, as they in his for never

Paris has striven in vain to equal, in

having heard of Virgil and he says,
" I rose from the table with a full conviction that it is very possible for a
woman to be totally ignorant of the
ordinary duties of life, without knowing one word of Latin and that her
being a bad companion is no proof of
her being a good economist."
More than half the obstacles to the
higher education of women would have
been avoided, if this invaluable passage
could have been placarded in every
girls' school
and we can fairly wish
for it that immortality which Mrs.
More's admirer predicted for her when
he wrote on the sea-sands

its

;

;

;

:

"

Along

the shore

Walked Hannah More.
Waves, let this record last
Sooner shall ye,
Proud earth and sea,
Than what she writes, be past."

As

modern novel is to
what the drama was to
the Elizabethan age
we must simply
for novels, the

;

it

as the

now recognized mould,

which the brightest contemporary
is cast.
It is something for
woman to remember, that the distinctly
modern phase of this art though a
phase perhaps already passing by had
into

intellect

—

its

origin in a

woman.

We

;

but,

nevertheless, the

pen-

but it has perhaps
been unfortunate that he has identified
realistic direction

;

himself, in his criticism, with a too ex-

clusive

ment.

assertion

of

Coleridge

own

his

depart-

long since,
that we should take every man's opinion
of the value of what he knows, but
should distrust his opinion as to the
valuelessness of that which he does
not know and all Howells's criticism
of the romanticists should be taken
with this allowance.
On his own
ground, as a writer of fiction, he is unquestionably the best result which our
country has yet produced and it is interesting to see how he has grown by
holding to his own soil, while Bret
Harte and James have been impeded
wrote,

;

;

this generation

accept

kind

dulum has swung the other way.
It is most fortunate that we have
had Howells to take the lead in the

—

still

turn

—

and dwarfed by transplantation the
latter having grown insufferably prolix,
and the former having simply repeated
over and over again, with increased
feebleness, his early types.

Of

all

novelists.

the

English

Hardy is
me, who

contemporary

the only one, as

it

seems to
is to be set above
Howells since Meredith loses us in a
swamp of words and personages, while
;
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Black always paints the same group
and catches the same salmon. On leaving English
figures

;

soil

we encounter

the fancy for

larger

Maertens and

Maetterlink will pass, as that for Ibsen
but there is no
already passing
doubt that the strong Russian tribe
and
will hold its own for a long time
is

;

;

such novelists as Emilia Pardo Bazan
and Matilde Serao in Italian,
show the extraordinary international
vigor that came in with realism, and
may pass away with it.
France still remains the headquarters
.of delicate (and indelicate) perfection,
and the marvellous skill of de Maupassant as shown even in the translation
of " The Odd Volume "
has had a
distinct effect in setting a standard for
all our younger American story-tellers,
even if they never read a word of him.
It is now impossible to have Scott's
preliminary chapters of genealogies or
his careful dismissal of every character
at the end
we must strike at once
in Spanish,

have curiously come back to English,
and German
Those who now
of half a century ago.
travel, speak these languages, but those
who then stayed at home, used to read
them. After all, however, the English
is the best for us, at least
and the immense and constant study of Shakespeare, and in a minor degree of Browning, and Emerson, and Tennyson, takes
us in a direction where we ought to go.
after the profuse Italian

;

curious to find

It is a surprising thing that a single
century has brought us to these last
masters from the period when Miss
Anna Seward wrote in her letters that
the Scotch peasant Burns was never
successful when he grew sentimental,
but that an age which had produced
Mason and Hayley could never want
the fire of genius
or w^hen the Gentleman's Magazine gravely declared "that
it is trifling praise for Mrs. (Charlotte)
Smith's sonnets to pronounce them superior to Shakespeare's and Milton's."
In this country a period less than a
century has introduced into poetry not
merely new touches of genius, but a
new world of tradition and allusion.

a writer who is so vigorous, even to
the extent of crudeness and brutality,

From a time when American poets
duly celebrated the lark and the night-

Hamlin Garland, and who yet beand ends each chapter of his

ingale, which they had never heard,
and when it was regarded as " a foolish
affectation of the familiar " for Emerson to write of the bumblebee and

—

—

;

and leave it when fineven the moral must be im-

into the story

ished
plied,

as

;

not stated.

It is

gins

Main-travelled Ways " as strongly
if he had taken de Maupassant as

as

a

Mary

model.

Wilkins, Sarah Orne

Jewett, Julien Gordon, Viola Roseboro,

Grace King, Eva Wilder McGlasson,
show the same tendency to concentration.
Jean Paul thought that
women could never command armies,
because each would need a long paragraph into which to expand the word
" Halt "
But many women now say
" Forward
March " at the beginning of a story and " Halt " at the
end of it, with a precision which shows
that they can manoeuvre their imaginary battalions without obstacles.
all

!

!

!

I

In reading poetry, our

young people

;

Lowell of the bobolink, there is a great
change to the time when, whether our
poetry be good or bad, it is at least indigenous and not exotic.
It must be remembered that literature, unlike painting and sculpture, is
not limited

in its training to the

of cultivation

where and

its

centres

everymasterpieces can at any

;

its

material

is

in a hand-bag and carried
any sod-house in Oklahoma.
After
that," said Emily Dickinson to me, de-

time be put up
to

scribing her early reading, "

made

I

ac-

quaintance with Shakespeare then, of
But
course, I needed no other book."
;

Poetry

and

bought a new set of Shakespeare
little volumes (Routledge's
edition), perfectly readable and portable, for the sum of two dollars and
ninety-eight cents.
Nay, the masterpieces travel even more cheaply than
this
and the poorest daily paper will
constantly find room, amid the prizefights and the murders, for some golden
fragment of verse which purifies its

Poets.
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more important

I lately

But

in thirteen

how many

;

Of all gifts of genius,
that of song is most universally available and transportable, and in its appolluted

air.

preciation

women have

taking the lead.

In the

the merit of
list

of

mem-

bers lying open before me, of an influ-

Browning society, there appear
names of two hundred and twentywomen and twenty-three men.

ential

the
six

the question be raised

If

why

it is

that, with all this appreciation of poetry,

women have

ship

not taken the leader-

more conspicuously as

question

lies

The

essential

have

still

poets, the
too deep for discussion.

lived,

answer
up to

is

that

women

this time,

under

what may be called the shadow of the
harem that we are not yet long past
the period when Monsieur de Scudery
;

used to lock his sister into her room to
write interminable romances for him,
and then put his own name on the

and when the Mendelssohn
family were willing that their Fanny
should publish Songs without Words "
in her brother's name, but not in her
own.
We must wait for a few centuries of
equal education and encouragement
before we begin to draw comparisons.
But this is to be noted as to poetry
that this is not an age of epics, but of
brief masterpieces.
It is something
that Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote
Aurora Leigh," and that the English
title-page,

:

who is admitted
have most of the Elizabethan quality, Michael Field, turns out to be a
woman, or, more strictly, two women.
dramatist of the day,
to

it

is

to consider

gems
modern English poetry are by that
Think of that extraordinary
sex also.
the imperishable

of

of

detached Scotch songstresses
Mrs. Blamire's " And Ye Shall Walk in

series of

:

Silk Attire

the Leal

;

"
;

Lady Nairne's

" the

"

Land o'
The

twin ballads of "

Flowers of the Forest," by Mrs. Cockburn and Miss Elliot
Jean Adams's
" There's Nae Luck About the House "
;

;

Lady

Grisell

Baillie's

"

Werena my

Heart Licht," and Isa Craig Knox's
''Brides of Quair."

Then, in England itself, recall the
two immortal hymns, both written by
heretics and sung by saints, Helen
Maria Williams's " While Thee I Seek,
Protecting Power," and Sarah Flower
Adams's " Nearer to Thee " and that
wonderful agnostic poem, almost a
hymn, " O, May I Join the Choir Invisible," by George Eliot.
Add also
Divided," Dinah
Ingelow's
Jean
;

''

Craik's

" Philip,

Smedley's

Graham

my

" Little

R.

King,"

Fair

Tomson's

"

Menilla

and
Mauvais

Soul,"

Le

Larron."
It would be hard to find in modern
England or Scotland an equal number
of men, each of whom has written his

separate

masterpiece to equal these.

In this country

we have

Julia

Ward

Howe's " Battle Hymn of the Repub" Helen Jackson's " Spinning "
lic
Lucy Larcom's " Hannah " the Jewish war-cries of Emma Lazarus, and
the amazing fragments of Emily DickTried by the test of the short
inson.
;

;

;

poem, which
is

is

evident that

the test of to-day,

women have

it

already

proved their credentials and won their
spurs.

But our American fame
ature must after

in

pure

liter-

stand or fall, not
with any woman, but with Emerson.
He is our bid for long-range genius
the one man since Goethe, as we mainall

;

tain,

who

is

entitled to a world-influ-

Books and Reading.
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ence.

we

If this position is

are lost

;

not sustained,

and the dapper

little

Lon-

doners, with their two-foot rules, can
have their way with us. Happily, it is

man

ever lived

who made

it

his

aim to

put a whole book into a page, a whole
page into a phrase, and a whole phrase
into a word, he is that man. (^V/ est un

he may homme tounnente pai' la maiidite ajfibistill good form to admire him
be classed, as Matthew Arnold classes tion de mettre tout un livi'e dans une page^
him, with Marcus Antoninus rather than toute une page dans une phrase, et cette
with Bacon or Shakespeare, and may phrase dans un mot, c'est moi^')
You may say that this is, after all,
for is not Marcus
still hold his own
Antoninus secure ? But did that philo- intellectual pemmican rather than a
no matter, it is on
sophic prince ever take a snow-storm well-ordered meal
and subdue it forever to verse ? As I pemmican that starving or banished
write, the " blizzard " howls round the men live the longest. Plato left no system he lives by his detached thoughts,
window,
his sentences.
The successive system."The sled and traveller stopped, the housemates makers die and are forgotten
Herbert
sit
"
Spencer
is rapidly following in the path
In a tumultuous privacy of storm.
of the once autocratic Bacon and Cole;

—

;

;

;

For myself, I would rather have produced that one phrase " tumultuous
privacy " and put it where it belongs,
than have written every word that
Matthew Arnold ever produced. For
greatness and consummate expression
of detached thought, I know no writer
since Shakespeare who surpasses Emerson perhaps Joubert comes the nearand Emerson might say,
est to him
even more than Joubert, that if any
;

;

\For

list

of books

see

and Schelling and Hegel and
Cousin and Buckle but the man who
lodges in the memory of man a phrase
which is the summary of a thought, has
accomplished something as indestructible as the pyramids.
Of these too it
might be said that they are detached
from one another and lead nowhere.
ridge

;

The man

or woman who has read Emerson has received a liberal education.
*
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THE ART OF TRAVEL.
By

ELIZABETH BISLAND.

The Matter of Packing.
Modern Trunks and Dressing-cases.

Safety in Travelling Alone.

Guides, Money, and Tickets.

Custom

Clothing and Preparations.
Comfort on the Train.
Seasickness and its Treatment.

Economical Travelling.

Travelling in the Tropics.

The Value

T

HERE

and

a

is

a

the

use

of

the

woman

way and means who travels for
wrong way of be^ derived from novel

doing

every-

and the difference between the
right way and the

wrong way

Treatment.

their

of Coolness.

right

thing,

in travel

whole space
which lies between
is

Officials

Living in Lodgings Abroad.

the

The
and disappointment.
proper method of travel is an art
which may be learned perhaps only
by personal experience and some one
else's personal experience is, on the
whole, the cheaper sort.
One personal
experience can be simimed up in a pair
of phrases, which, rightly used, have the
value of those magic amulets benignant witches presented to young heroes
when starting out to see the world, and
which, applied to all difficulties, at once
solved or removed them.
The first of these potential phrases
is, " When
in
doubt use commonsense."
The second grows naturally
" Do in Rome as do the
out of it
Romans." In these two sayings lies
the whole art of agreeable travelling.
We will suppose that the woman who
travels does so for pleasure.
It
is
sometimes, of course, of necessity but
there is, because of that, no need that
this necessity should be made more
unpleasant than it must be.
This chapter is primarily written for
pleasure

:

;

of

moderate

the pleasure to

sights and experiences, and to gratify that " intelli"

which Dr. Johnson bewas the very root of wisdom and
Those to whom economy is
culture.
of no importance need little instruction.
In every country there is a method of
attaining a reasonable degree of comfort, and even something resembling
luxury, at very moderate cost, if only
a little pains is expended in the search
for it, and a few words of suggestion
gent curiosity
lieved

— the

personal experience of another

in short

— may make that

search brief-

and surer of attaining its end.
So much of the pleasure of travel depends upon the physical condition of
er

the traveller that such a paper as this
had best begin with a few suggestions
under the head of
Preparations."
It
is

a difficult prescription to follow, but a

good one, that one should begin a journey fresh and unfatigued.
Packing
should be well in hand twenty-four hours
previous to setting out, and, under ordinary circumstances, a little forethought
will obviate that furious hurry and
scurry at the last

moment which

leaves

the nerves tingling with excitement.

The question of luggage is to be
governed, of course, by such considerations as the length of absence,
the season, and one's destination.

own

opinion and experience

is

My

that a
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woman can
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any
any climate, with one
trunk, a dressing-bag, and a shawlVery recently a great advance
strap.
has been made in the matter of trunks,
and already one begins to look back
on one's contentment with the bungling old boxes full of trays as a piece
This
of quite phenomenal ignorance.
distance,

travel comfortably to

and

to

Travel.

of weightless celluloid,

imitation

cellent

of

made

in

an ex-

tortoise-shell

or

amber, replacing the heavy glass and
silver which made a dressing-case a
burden to be avoided at any cost.
Now that the objection of weight is
removed, the dressing - bag, with its

compact

toilet

dispensable

appliances,

comfort

to

in

is

quite in-

travel.

It

A Bureau Trunk.

new box has

should contain hair-brush and comb,

lifted,

clothes-brush,

a hinged top, which, being
exposes a series of drawers both

nail-brush,

and tooth-

large and small, so that instead of strug-

brush, soap-case, cologne-bottle, hair-

gling with refractory trays and break-

pin

ing one's back in search of some object
that has, in a spirit of pure wantonness,

knife,

descended into the depths at the instant when most needed, one whips
out the shallow drawers and in a twinkling can pounce upon the most elusive and wily of one's possessions. The
newest dressing-bag also is a great improvement over any previous efforts
the fittings being wrought
in this line

of the small morocco sewing-cases to
be found at the dry goods shops, with
thimble, needles, glove and shoe but-

;

case,

scissors, button-hook,

portfolio,

To

stand.

and

travelling

and
and eyes.

tons, sewing-silk, thread,

pins,

white,

ink-

these should be added one

well as a few hooks

cushion

pen-

filled

with

tapes, as

A

safety-pins,

pin-

hat-

and dressing - pins, black and
added to a sponge-bag, com-

—
The Question of Luggage.
meet
These
somewhat more

and prepare one
any emergency with cahiiness.
plete the

dressing

list

cases

-

are

to

costly than the ordinary bag, but they

are usually of good material and therefore wear well, and the saving in time,
and the comfort of knowing one's belongings are tidy and ready to hand, is
worth the extra cost ten times over.

Heretofore, because of being obliged
to carry

all

one's

own hand-luggage

in

this country, the dressing-case has not

been popular with us but this difficulty
of weight removed, no wise or skilled
traveller will be without so great an
addition to her convenience.
A medium-sized bag, convenient for
a woman's handling, will have space as
;

well for a night-dress, a pair of soft,

and a

heelless dressing-slippers,

light

—

dressing-gown China silk in summer
time, or soft wool for winter.
A gray
Chudda shawl of large size can be cut
into such a dressing-gown, and is so
soft and compressible that it occupies
but little space.
The shawl-strap should contain an
ulster,

travelling-rug,

overshoes, and

Another matter

to be conpreparing for comfort in
travel is the possession of a definite
place for everything, so that everything
may be found in its place the instant it
is wanted.
Therefore cases for hand-

umbrella.

sidered in

kerchiefs, gloves,

and

veils,

bags

for

shoes and for soiled linen, should all be
provided, and every article being carefully laid away in its proper receptacle
after using, not only insures against
losses that cannot be repaired at critical

moments, and

frantic searches for

strayed

belongings, but keeps one's
boxes and clothes dainty and fresh.
By natural sequence the next point
to be considered is that of toilets.
There is no need, in addressing American women, to inveigh against frowsy

—

unkemptness in travelling their tendency as a rule is toward " over-smart-

ness

"

;

373

but where a question of the

quantity and weight of luggage

is

to

be dealt with, it may be worth while
to' plan how an immaculate appearance
and comfort are to be maintained out
of trunks of small compass.

A man who

had circled the globe
dozen times, and travelled to the

half a

obscurest corners of

it,

declared his ex-

perience persuaded him that the pleas-

way was to carry everything he
might by any remote possibility desire,
and that wherever transportation grew

antest

he established a sort of depot
supply from which the needs of
special expenditures were extracted,
and the main army of trunks lay there
until a detour was made to recover
them or the ubiquitous telegram went
difficult,

of

back and fetched them round by anIt was this same man of
other route.
whom his travelling companions related
that he was invariably discovered at

moments

of the most violent turmoil
calmly like Charlotte of frugal memory cutting sandwiches, which later al-

—

—

fitted into some perfectly unforeseen exigency of appetite, and caused

ways

his fellow-travellers to rise

him.

There

is

much

up and bless

to be said for his

point of view, but, after all, it has a tendency, as have most agreeable luxuries,
to

become expensive.

Therefore,

to

return to the limited luggage question,
the economist must consider space.

The many women who wear
w^ool

tricot

undergarments

easily carried in small compass.

who do not

like this

silk

find

or

them
Those

form of dress

will

discover that for long journeys there

is

nothing so satisfactory for underwear
as

silk.

large,

but

The
it

original

cost

is

proves an economy

rather
in the

end, as clothes of the soft India (not

China) silk are so easily laundered
requiring no starch
shed, instead

—

do not conduct
changes of temperature and, keeping
the body at an even temperature, are

of

gathering, dust

;

;
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intended for hard

the greatest safeguards against colds.

this convenience,

Nothing can be a greater luxury, in
sea-sickness, or after a hot day in the

silk, which does
not crumple, and, like Mrs. Primrose's

the night into a

wedding-gown, has stamina enough to

cars,

than to

slip for

usage,

is

if

a bengaline

garment which neither heats nor
chills the skin, nor retains the dust and
wrinkles of a previous wearing, as would

carry

it

With

a piece de resistance of this sort, a

cambric or

velvet,

silky

linen.

over into another generation.

few of the pretty accessories of ribbon,
and lace that the shops furnish

An English Sleeping-Car.

The

ideal

gown

is

un-

tailor skirt

and

travelling

doubtedly a very plain

coat of some neutral-tinted serge or
tweed, with a silk bodice, as it can
stand the stress of weather, of seadamps, and railway dust, is easy of fit,

ready-made,
of

will

supply

costume needed

Most

of the travelling

our borders
railway,

is,

the variety

of

done within
on the

necessity,

and despite our persistent

glorification

—

all

in travel.

in

this

self-

very matter, we

—

and can be adapted to the tropics by have in many things much to learn
removing the coat, or adjusted to the from Europe. The Continental wagarctic zone by the addition of furs.
A o?tslits, and the English sleeping-cars
simple and satisfactory adjunct is a are in several respects improvements
For one thing they
black silk dress with two bodices one upon our own.
adapted for evening. The best form of avoid that promiscuity which so great-

—

Methods of Travelling on the Raihvay,
shocks the foreigner travelling in
In Germany one may seAmerica.
cure a first-class carriage for one's self
at an expense no greater than that of
a whole section in a sleeping-car, and
attached to this is a private dressingroom with all conveniences. Here one
is as secluded as in one's own bedroom, and instead of futile wrestlings
in the curtained pigeon-hole provided
in American cars, one dresses and undresses at one's ease, with plenty of
space and no possibility of intrusion.
All the through - trains leaving Paris
for
Constantinople, Vienna,
Berlin,
Rome, and Nice are provided with
wagons-lits^ cars which have a narrow
passage-way upon one side, upon which
opens a series of small bedrooms, securing the privacy for many that
American cars only offer to the one
party rich enough or lucky enough to
secure the single
state-room " at the
end of the sleeper.
While few of the Continental trains
have a dining-car attached, those without one are provided with a small kitchen at the end of the imgon-lit, where
the guard concocts pleasant little meals,
ly

largely

made

of

fruit,

salads, cheese,

and good crusty loaves, and serves
them in each room upon movable tables.

The

traifis de luxe between Calais and
between London and Dover, and
London and Edinburgh, have beautiful dining arrangements, and the saloon
carriages are spacious and luxurious
beyond any comparison with the best
we have to offer. Another point deserving mention in the European trains

Paris,

is

the studied simplicity of the decora-

tions.
Smooth, handsome blue broadcloth takes the place of stuffy plush,
and the tempest of gilded ornamenta-

tions

is

conspicuous by

its

delightful

woman

making long

on the Continent

it is

England or

as well that the

should go to

advantages of the added
but for all journeys of moderate length and very few
are as long as twelve hours
second class
is quite good enough and a great deal
cheaper.
For journeys of an hour or
two many English people go third class,
to secure the

luxury and privacy

;

—
—

since the carriages in this class are per-

and fairly comfortable, and
not likely to suffer any inconve-

fectly clean

one

is

nience from the manners of one's

fel-

which are almost without exception quiet and decent. On
the Continent a woman unaccompanied had better content herself with the
economy of second class, as her experiences might not be agreeable in the
low-travellers,

third.

Wherever one may be fated to spend
any length of time in land travel it is
best to follow

these

is

times

One

certain rules.

of

to be sure of plenty of fresh

In our

air.

made

ing of cars,

own country

this is someby the over-heatthe double windows, and

difficult

the lack of proper ventilation

;

while in

Europe the loosely fitting sashes and
lack of artificial warmth gives one at
times too much of even that good
thing.
An excellent practice is to get
out wherever a stop of more than a
few minutes is made and walk briskly,
filling

and

the lungs

stirring the

In

blood.

most all
where a

al-

cases
travel-

ler finds herself

unable to sleep
the cars the

in

difficulty

maybe

corrected by a
supply of fresh
air.

A
trips in

travelling alone

the expense of taking first-class tickets

absence.
In

375

is

good plan
to

entirely,

undress
as

at

TJlc
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home,

slipping

over the

Art of

night-gown

the loose silk or wool dressing-gown,

thus protecting one's self against danger of colds, and being prepared in
case of accident.
Have the berth

made up w^th
ward the front

the pillow at the end toof the car,

and no mat-

A Sleeper on

—a

pencil or a folded newspaper

admit enough

— covering the

body,
and particularly the feet, very warmly,
In this way the air enters at the lower
end of the bed only and circulates freewill

without making a draught. The rewhich is that one's body being quite free from compression of

ly

suit of all

and the lungs fed with adequate oxygen, one wakes in the morning fresh and vigorous after healthful
sleep, and is prepared for the new day's
clothes,

trials

makes

or

pleasures.

A woman who

a five days' journey in a sleep-

ing-car without fatigue or discomfort

a Vestibuled

ter how cold the weather, open the window next the feet a little to the out-

er air

Travel.

Train.

thus describes her plan for her toilet,
She says
One of the causes of so
:

much wTetchedness

in travel is lack of

a morning bath, and that, too,

when

—

one particularly needs it all dusty and
My methstuffy from railway grime
Before going to bed I look
od is this
around the car. If there are only a
few women, I lie in bed late and let
!

:

them quite

finish

with

the dressing-

Making
room
have
I

of

so that
it

get up a

full

them are

o'clock

when

to myself.

is

I

If

hour

do get up

the
I

may

there are many,
earlier than

any

— even

five

likely to rise

better than an uncomfort-

able or hurried toilet, which sets

wrong

Toilet cn

for the whole day.

I

slip

me
my

and coat over my dressing-gown,
knot a lace scarf I always carry over
my unbrushed head, make a neat parskirt

Voyage.
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there has to be no general packing up
But I won't be hurried,

at the end.

and it throws me into spasms of nervous rage if impatient women come
and bang on the door while I am withwhich is why I either rise early or
in
lie late, in order to combine a toilet
and peace of mind."
There are now but few parts of this
country in which every convenience is

—

American Dining-Car.

eel of my other clothes, and with these not supplied by the public conveyand my bag I seek the toilet -room. ances. Some of the remoter parts of
Here I lock myself in, give my hair a Florida, where journeys must be made
good brushing to rid it of cinders, fill by boat, drive one to good-humor and
the basin and add some cologne to the philosophy as one's only resource and
water, and by means of hanging every to Mexico one must go provided with
;

thing out of the way, a towel spread
on the floor, and a sponge, manage to

achieve a bath from head to foot. Then
I dress quietly and completely to the
last pin, and am so refreshed and comforted that I am ready for anything

may happen. I can do it all in
an hour, too, by dint of having
everything to my hand, and putting
each thing where it belongs the moment I have finished using it, so that

that
half

many

of the comforts

ordinarily sup-

United States. One of
these comforts is a portable bath-tub,
since hotels in the obscurer parts do

plied

in

the

not afford toilet appliances.
Of late years the travel to Alaska
has grown to such an extent that the
tourist may look for perfect comfort
by train and steamer, since wherever
the demand for convenience is great,
the supply meets it.

Art of
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Travel.

To take, for instance, what is called est is reached by
"The Square Tour"
Here one
which unfort- means.

—

unately

is

less

frequently

Americans than by

—

will

made by

visiting foreigners

prove the universal comfort of

travel in this country,

and the

possi-

comfortable
be obliged to
add the coat mornings and evenings
while near the sea-coast, but will perfairly

w411

manently abandon it while inland or
by the waters of the Gulf.
New Orleans may be
reached by rail, but a
charming route is across
the Gulf by steamer, and
up through the mouth
,

Here

of the Mississippi.

B

one takes the Southern

^

seeing Texas en passant^

Pacific

to

California,

and slowly climbs the
Western coast by local
lines,

seeing the beauti-

ful fruit

ranches of the

South, Los Angeles, Sac-

ramento, San Francisco,
Puget Sound, and finally takes the steamer to
Alaska, reaching there
Reabout June ist.
turning, a landing is

made

at Victoria,

and

thence by Canadian Pacific through the wildest
and most beautiful rail-

way route
to

in the

world

Montreal.

From

more railroading

there

brings one to the Lakes,
to Chicago, to Buffalo,

The Deck Steward.

Niagara
being absent for months with
the limited luggage specified.
Leaving New York on the Florida train the
with
first of March, it is possible to see
a stop-over ticket all the towns of
importance along the Southern Atlantic coast within a week, and in all will
be found good hotels, and the climate
will vary so little that the removal or
bility of

—

—

addition of a coat will be

all

that

is

re-

dotted with admirable hostelries within easy journeys of
one another, and every point of interquired.

Florida

is

York by July

ist.

By

Falls,

and

New

this process there

has been no exposure either to extreme
heat or cold, nor any rough methods
of travel in a journey of four months,
that gives one a most comprehensive
knowledge of the North American continent.

The green

spectre

of

sea-sickness

looms up for most women at the very
the oceans of say " to be
mention of
faced

when they venture

off

of their

continent, and the whole art of
travelling by water is, for eight out of

own

Sea-sickness

and

ten, simply a question of evading or
assuaging those insufferable pangs.
Long and severe experience has proved
to most sufferers that the advice to

against those painful and
emotions is but the brutal
egoism and lack of sympathy of those
who know not such sufferings because
of their own internal arrangements
struggle

surging

its

Treatment.
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One important precaution
that the system

is

clear,

is

to see

and the

liver

week before sailing.
Then, if it be possible, a voyage should
not be begun in a state of nervous
Perhaps the most important
fatigue.
active, at least a

advice is to go to bed at once, before
jobbling of the ocean " awakes a
the

Arrange

single qualm.

all

one's

be-

More Comfortable on Deck.

being set on an even keel. There is
on earth perhaps no anguish so bitter,
and none which meets with so little
true tenderness and comprehension as
sea-sickness. To escape without ribald
mockery is more than most can hope.
It is useless to suggest a remedy, for
the cure of one is the doubled agony
of another, and only precautions and
palliations are

worth suggesting, since

the cure for sea-sickness is like salvation, each must find it for himself.

longings snugly and handily.

Undress

completely and get into bed, with a
book near by in case of eiiniii^ and

some

clean, faint-flavored toilet-water

ready for use. It is better not to read,
but to go to sleep at once, generally
an easy task after the fatigues of prepWith no comaration and farewell.
pression of garments, stretched at full
length, with the body warm and as

much

fresh air

just possible

as

is

attainable,

it

is

one may escape the ten-

—
The Art of Travel.
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dency to nausea, which once set up is
so hard to conquer.
For the first
twenty-four hours all soups and hot
drinks, wines, lemonades, and the like,

a

should be avoided
the diet being confined to cold, dry meats, and dry bisBy strict observance of these
cuits.

it runs from the cock.
This shortens by many hours that period of reaction which is almost as

;

rules I myself,

who have descended

A Novel Method

the seven rounds of the

am

hell

of

all

take
fort

of sea-

It requires courage to underbut the result is worth the efthe best way being to step into

it,

—

warm

bath, and sponge freely with

cold water as

painful as the

Landing Passengers

enabled to make a voyage with only moderate discomfort,
and even to enjoy life by the third or
fourth day.
Should the sorrows of the
sea overtake one in spite of all precautions, cracked ice and bromides are the
most simple and effective palliatives.
A cold salt-bath is an excellent aid to
recovery when the worst of the nausea has passed and the interval of excessive languor and depression supersickness,

venes.

at Natal,

more active

South

illness.

Africa.

These remedies are necessary only
upon such wicked seas as are to be
found in the North Atlantic and Pacific,
or in the stormy channels surrounding
England. The beautiful tropic waters
about the West and East Indies are
in the winter at least, when travellers
for pleasure make their acquaintance
smooth lakes without even the long
heave and pulse of our calmest summer seas. The Peninsular and Oriental steamships, from the moment they

Life on a P. and O. Steamship.
enter the Suez Canal until they finish
their voyage at Hong Kong, a whole

large,

381

comfortable bed-chambers, with

iron bedsteads, and a long divan on

full

the sea side, where a great section of

of water without even spilling a drop.

the ship opens outward, forming an
awning from the sun but letting in all

month

later,

might carry a glass

Consequently, for one of the Eastern
journeys, which are every day becoming more popular, the preparations are
quite dissimilar from those undertaken
As there is no
for a trip to Europe.
steerage travel to the East, the whole

Promenade Deck

vessel

is

given up to the comfort of the

first-cabin passengers.

Decks are wide

and steady enough for very agreeable
moonlit dances and strolls.
Little
afternoon tea-tables make their appearance among the clusters of Bom-

bay lounging-chairs, where young women in muslins and straw hats pour tea
for

young men

silk

sashes replacing their waistcoats.
saloons are adorned with growing

The

in

white duck, with

palms, and occasionally a blooming orchid plant or two hang among the
canaries' cages.

The state-rooms

are

the coolness

rooms
ble

of

the sea.

The

bath-

are spacious, and the great mar-

tubs,

offer the
in that

filled

most

with cold
irresistible

salt

water,

temptation

hot atmosphere.

of an Orient Liner.

At half -past six in the morning a
white-capped maid comes with tea or
It may be
coffee, a biscuit and fruit.
against

all

one's good

to eat at that

a

little

American habits

hour and

in

bed, but

further knowledge will prove

here, as elsewhere,

it

the example of those

is

best to follow

who have had long

knowledge of the needs of a climate.
If one refuses to adapt one's self to
this custom, and insists upon doing in
Rome as the Americans do, the result
will

be a feeling of great exhaustion

after dressing that robs one of appe-
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for breakfast

tite

In

the

tropics

and

spoils the day.

nourishment
temperate zones, but
less

is

it
needed than in
must be taken at much more frequent
and after the heavy relaxed
intervals
;

sleep of those moist,

warm

nights, the

body requires the stimulus of food beThe
fore undertaking any exertion.
same advice applies to the afternoon
One may have had a most vigsiesta.
orous scorn of the indolence implied
by sleep in the daytime, yet between
three and four o'clock an almost irresistible drowsiness will overtake one,
and the wise voyager succumbs to Nature's hint of her needs.
It cannot be too much urged upon
the traveller by land or by water, in

temperate or tropic zone, that there
should be no chance for exercise neg-

The change of air
rule, a more vigorous

lected.

as

a

induces,
appetite,

and the enforced sluggishness of long
days on board vessel and car makes it
difficult for

the digestion to cope with

added task, the result being disorders which are apt to rob one of all
pleasure and predispose one to colds
and infection.
These suggestions apply to the case
of the woman journeying under the
escort of what is known as her natural
protector, and treat principally of her
physical comfort and well-being; but
its

for the

woman who

W'Orld alone
still

there

sets forth into the

are

many matters

to be considered.

To

the indolent, the timid, and the

inexperienced among women there is
something extremely terrifying in the
thought of lonely wanderings, unac-

companied by some man to save trouble and bear the blame of mishaps but
;

nothing to prevent
a woman from seeing every civilized,
and even semi-civilized, country in the
world without other protection than
her own modesty and good sense.
there

is,

There

is

in reality,

a vast

amount

of chivalry

and

Travel.

tenderness distributed in the hearts of

men, and while the woman who goes
guarded may be quite unaware of it,
because nothing in her case calls it
forth, the chivalry is there, and ready
for almost unlimited draughts upon its
patience, devotion, and sympathy.
In
all accidents by land or water the first
thought of those in authority is the
safety of the women, and while all yet
goes smoothly the very defencelessness
of a lonely woman appears to put every
man upon his honor, and make him
a certain sense, responsible for

feel, in

her

and enjoyment.

comfort

women

That

travelling alone have at times

painful experiences cannot be denied,
but I boldly assert that in nine cases
out of ten it is due w^holly and solely
to their

so

own

A

fault.

few have been

warned against the wiles of a wick-

ed world that they are unable to discriminate between an honest desire to
be of use and mere vulgar effrontery,
and reward courteous attentions with
suspicious

A

rudeness.

number look upon

their

still

greater

own needs and

discomforts as matters of cosmical
importance, before which the affairs
notably the affairs of
of the universe
the masculine half should give way
and their petulance, peevishness, and
aggressive assumptions drive even the

—

—

;

meekest of their fellow-travellers into
Still another cause of
open revolt.
difficulty is an embarrassed timidity in
cases where instant repression is needed and a lack of courageous dignity
;

in

the face of insolence.

The woman

who

courteous, and self

-

is

- headed,
can travel

cool

reliant,

around the world in every direction
and find no word or look to daunt or
distress her. Indeed if her manners be
sweetly gracious and dignified she will
find all

who

lands

full

of

brave cavaliers

spring to gratify her smallest
request, who will see and meet her
needs before they are put into words,
will

Women

Travelling Alone.

and who cheerfully will imperil and
even yield up their lives in her defence
and to insure her safety.
The garment of modest purity is as
magic a defence to-day as when Una
wore it, and the sight of a good woman
who needs their aid wakens in even
bad men some part of the spirit of a
Bayard. The woman who knows how
to accept a favor frankly and without

tiresome protest, and is at the same
time gratefully aware that the service
is
a favor and not a duty, makes
every travelling man her faithful servitor.

A

cool

and nimble wit

is

generally

the best defence against vulgar aggres-

and achieves its end more neatly
than would angry protest.
A very young girl was once making
a long railway journey alone, and to
amuse her solitude dabbled a little in
an attempt at literature.
She was
sion,
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aware that a man
tion of

in

the opposite sec-

the sleeping-car was

endeav-

oring to attract her attention, but she

kept her head bent over her manuscript and gave no sign of being aware
of his existence.

Finally, all his efforts

he crossed the aisle between
them and laid his visiting card on the
adjustable table before her.
" That's my name, miss," he said, and
failing,

added, with insinuating familiarity, " I
guess we're two of a kind."
The girl regarded the card distantly,
and raising her eyes to his face, coolly
contemplated it during several minutes
of silence.

you
Really " she replied at last,
flatter me. In what respect may I hope
"
to resemble you ?
!

"

Oh," stammered the small cad, get-

ting red and embarrassed beneath her

calm gaze, " you seem to be a writer,
and I am one myself I'm a reporter.
;

—

"

TJie
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Guess we're a pair

we
"
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ain't

?
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whole question of

tips

You mean

thatl " she answered poglancing at the thirty or forty
pages of manuscript she had covered.
" I fear it has misled you.
That is a
litely,

letter

ing "
!

my husband. Good mornAnd she quietly dotted an and

to

-

i,

might be approEurope

All through

priately dealt with.

they are expected, but a regular tariff
fixed, and it is not necessary to give
more than is the custom. Some few inis

dependent souls

refuse

to recognize
but they are always
badly served. In very many cases those
who serve them are not liberally paid

the

demand

at

all,

went on with her work. The car heard
her and understood, and the car smiled by their employers because of the exsatirically at the unmatched Bohemian, tra fund supposed to be contributed
who sneaked away to the smoker and by the traveller, and she who refuses
was seen no more by daylight in his to tip is in reality receiving services
gratuitously from the poor employee.
seat.
Impertinence is not the only matter On long sea-voyages it is customary to
with which the solitary woman must give one's own stewardess five dollars
deal
she must be alert, accurate, and when special services are asked, or two
quick-witted, and while she is sure to and a half dollars when no particular
find assistance she must act as if she demands are made on her time. About
did not count upon it, and take all pos- the same is given the table steward,
sible precautions for herself.
and one dollar to the deck steward
;

It is well to

secure one's seats, sleep-

ing to the

vance, and trust nothing to luck.

It

Beginning early and having, therefore,
the power of choice, select,

if

possible,

for a day's journey, seats in the centre

of the car, or

near the

if

be

France.

Take enough hand -luggage

small

tip.

Do

to carry

not

sit

it

for a very

down and

wait

be told when things happen and
where all conveniences are situated. A
few judicious inquiries will ascertain
the hours of meals, the locality of the
bath-room, what rules and regulations
must be observed, and what privileges
are to be had. Be ready to take prompt
advantage of any opportunity for amusement, and be profoundly versed in the
gentle science of Baedeker and Murray.
Perhaps this is a point at which the
to

per gives the stewardess a small instal-

ment

al-

or nausea.

ways be found

insures
is a wise precaution and
more care and consideration if the tip-

to

Take an

the air to be had

through the port-hole, whenever the sea
is calm enough to admit of opening it,
is worth much in moments of fatigue

quite comfortable.

alter accord-

of service rendered.

Some one can

ladies' toilet-room.
;

amount

of the whole fee during the first
day out, intimating that more is to follow on reaching port.
In England the cabmen expect a
gratuity of two pence, in France two
Six pence are ample for the
big sous.
transportation of luggage or any small
services from the guard on railway
half a franc in
trains in England

for the night, a berth

outside state-room

may

but this proportion

ing-berth, or state-room well in ad-

;

In the expensive restaurants a

London and

shilling in
is

a franc in Paris

sufficiently munificent, while in

places as

A. B. C.

such

Maison Duval, or the
restaurants, two sous, or two
the

pence, are quite enough.

There

are, for

traveller, a

— such

the

number

solitary

woman

of tourists' agencies

as Cook's, Gaze's, and Low's,
whose branches reach to over beyond
Jordan, and are established among even
These
the dwellers in Mesopotamia.
for a very small percentage will buy
tickets, check and transfer luggage,

25
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all useful and useless informaand do one's banking, besides sup-

furnish
tion,

plying valuable aid in finding satisfactory lodgings.
It is at the offices of these

that one

agencies

may change bank-notes most

conveniently and secure fresh currency

and means to limit one's expenses to a
few modest hundreds then the simplest and least troublesome fashion of
arranging the matter is to procure
Bank of England notes for that sum.
Get a letter from a trustworthy tourist
agency to its office in London or Paris
;

containing an introduc-

On

tion.

one

arriving

has only to present the

and

letter

money,
and

the

deposit the

latter,

get a sheaf of checks in

and

return,

needed

a

supply of foreign

gold

and silver. In moving
from one large city to
another,

it

only

carry a

to

is

necessary
letter

from the agency to its
bureau in the new capital, and there, the office
having been privately
notified

of the

deposit,

the checks are

original

again honored. For short
tours from the base of

supply a small amount of
is the most conven-

gold
ient
It

form of provision.
is

woman

well

that

the

travelling alone

should always deposit her
valuables in the safe of
the hotel, being sure to
The Gang-plank

—just

of the different countries in
is

sojourning.

it

is

before sailing.

which one

In carrying large sums

better to rely upon the letter of

some prominent and trustworthy bank but where the sum to be
credit on

;

used in travelling is moderate, as convenient a way as any is to carry a few

Bank

of

England notes, and deposit

these as an account at one of the touragencies, or at a bank, and draw
checks against it. Say that one means
to go abroad for two months or three,

ist

take a receipt for them.
In the daytime, and while

on the cars at night, a soft silk bag
about the neck is the best receptacle
for large sums.
It is now so easy to

change one's money, and so many conveniences are provided for travellers
in this respect that it requires but little effort to obtain the current coin of
the realm where one may happen to be,
and in all countries English gold and
bank-notes are honored, as they evidently stand high in the estimation of
the whole world.

The Custom-house
There is much diversity of opinion
and experience in the matter of guides
and couriers, but a good rule seems to
be that in countries where one understands the language they are unnecessary, while in localities where the lan-

The End

in Egypt, and in Japan, where the languages are so difficult that even the
few phrases needed by the traveller
9,re more troublesome to acquire than
the result is worth, a guide and inter-

preter are quite necessary.

In India

of the Voyage.

guage

is absolutely unknown,
one is
apt to miss many pleasures for lack of
an interpreter. In England, France,

Germany,

387
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and Spain, the routes

English

is

so generally spoken that an

American woman does not

find herself

at a disadvantage.

gentleman who

ing traveller can see all that is to be
seen without aid
but in Norway and

sits at the
with vague
alarm many a gentle female soul, but
experience usually robs him of all terrors. Strangely enough, England, which

Sweden, Russia, Holland, and Turkey,

is

Italy,

are so well

known and

so constantly

travelled, that an energetic, enterpris-

;

It is the

receipt of custom

who

fills

supposed to be entirely free from

—
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tours

of one's figure to tightly rolled

consignments of lace. The slightest
reluctance to have one's belongings
searched, however, at once arouses
suspicion, and only the cheerful and
prompt handing over of keys achieves
the

mere

much-to-be-desired

and closing of the
perience leads

me

—and

Kinley

of

customs

are those in the port of

officials

ex-

to believe that the

most courteous and kindly

York

lifting

My own

lid.

New

even under the Mcregulations
but memory

that

tariff

;

preserves in

the

amber

of

gratitude

one gentle-hearted Gaul, who, looking

weary eyes of a lonely woman
newly arrived in Paris at eight o'clock
in the evening, was moved to real compassion and chalked with his mystic
sign four large boxes without word or
into the

question.

Here we have the lonely female well
on her journey's w^ay at last. She having read, marked, learned, and inwardly digested the luminous wisdom, and
didactic advice of the foregoing lines,

has travelled by land and sea in great
comfort, luxury, and safety, and
An

now

triumphantly vindicating the innocence
of her luggage from accusations of
brandy and chewing tobacco stands

English Guard.

—

any protective measures, is
troublesome port to enter.

most

a

Brandy,

land.

cologne, silver plate, tobacco, and the

bility

Tauchnitz novels are not permitted to
enter the tight little island, and it is
generally some well-behaved, eminently

conventional matron

who

most

is

sharply questioned as to the presence
of tobacco and brandy in her trunks,

and has her stockings, underlinen, and
bonnets tossed madly about in the
search for contraband means of dissipation.

On

crimination

the
is

most part the
discern
likely to

Continent more
shown, and for
officers

of the

dis-

douane

a glance whether one
have diamonds concealed

at

the

is

in

one's boot-heels, or owes the rich con-

customs barrier of a foreign
For the sake of extreme proba-

inside the

we

It is

shall call this port Liverpool.

explained to her at the railway

station how a merciful English company has attached, for the convenience
of desperately homesick Yankees, a
Pullman car to the train, and that,
finding themselves only recovered from
j?ml de mer to fall victims to inal du pays
passing from naupathia to nostalgia
these expatriated Americans wel -

—
—

come
joy.

token of home with tears of
She may have a place there if

this

—

she wishes.

No, indeed

!

Had

she been so irre-

enamoured of things
she would have stayed there.
sistibly

at

home

She has

Travelling in England.

and means to
from a foreign point of
She will go first-class in one of
view.
the little English carriages, though she
knows that " only dukes, fools, and
Americans go first-class." This is a

come away
see

life

for change,

entirely

small single luxury she

is

treating her-

rying about on the windy docks since
breakfast.
She removes her hat, recoifs her

hair,

with cologne.

and sponges her face
Doubling up the arms

that divide the long divan into chairs,

she heaps her rugs into a semblance of
sofa cushions by the
clines

self to.
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at

window and

length, with

re-

her book, the

An English Dining-Car.

" Here's

hope

I

half-a-crown, guard, and

shan't be disturbed.

wire to Lincoln that

I

And

I

please

want a hot lunch-

eon, with wine."

"Yes, mem. Thanky, mem. It shall
be attended to." He locks the door,

and the wily woman

is

alone in a large,

clean, blue boudoir, with

scenery, and an occanap to help her through the
hours. Here is Lincoln. A man comes
to the carriage-window and hands in
a little luncheon hamper, for which he
The train
is paid another half-crown.
slides out of the station and the travlovely English
sional

perfect pri-

eller

vacy and plenty of space. No one can
enter and no one see the bit of a toilet
she sets about making. The steamer
arrived early, and she has been wor-

The

leisurely prepares for
little

her meal.

hamper contains a

half-pint

of table claret with the cork half-drawn,

a hot English chop with two potatoes

and some green vegetables, a

salad, a

—
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She decides upon the latter, since she
means only to spend the night there,
and finds it clean, simple, and very
Once installed she imthe comfortable.
It mediately sets off for Bond Street, to

piece of cheese, bread and fruit, besides
a knife, fork, glass, napkin, pepper, and
She eats at her ease, and when
salt.

done closes
is

all

the remains into

under the seat.
no further concern of hers. The

basket and

slips it

company has

shop, to put herself in touch with all
the delicious novelty of a foreign

agents to attend to

its

world, and to drink a cup of tea in one

the matter of returned empties.
" It may be soothing to one's home.

sickness to

come

to

London

of

is

novel."

Arrived at Charing Cross she waits
her trunks come out of the lug-

•to see

An English Railway

Carriage,

tea-shops.
list

To-morrow,

of advertisements cut

from The Times^ she sets out early to
look for lodgings, and wanders South
Kensingtonwards in her search. In a
tiny street opening upon a garden
square full of trees and flowers she

herself, " but it cernot so comfortable nor so

man," she says to
tainly

the small

armed with a

in a Pull-

Midland Road.

First

gage-van. All the heavier pieces are
left in the luggage office to be called
for, and the things very necessary for

moment are heaped on the roof of
hansom. She is too wise to go to
one of the great caravansaries affected
by the average travelling American.
The huge hotels are costly everywhere,
and she drives to Trafalgar Square 'to
see the tourists' agent, bank her letter
of credit, and get the address of some
of the smaller hotels.
They can rec-

and Third Class and Luggage Compartments.

comes upon the very thing she needs
fresh, little drawing - room,
hung and upholstered in chintz, an
a bright,

the

equally pleasant small dining-room, a

a

bedroom

ommend some

dignified

hostelries

of

the simpler sort near to Piccadilly, or
if

she wishes to be very economical

fitted

with

brass

bedstead

and every appointment for comfort,
and a tidy, well-arranged bath. This
is to be had at four pounds a week,
including lights and all attendance.
She could have found cheaper accommodations if she had been content
with merely sitting-room and bedroom,
but meaning to present letters of introduction she wishes to have agreeShe
able quarters in which to receive.

make an exact bargain

there are pleasant small hotels on the

is

Embankment,

with her shrewd landlady, who would
add in, if she were not checked, all
the endless " extras " over which the
Briton so loves to potter and over

close to Charing Cross,

where she may have bed, breakfast,
and bath for six shillings and can make
her other meals cost what she chooses.

careful to

TJie

Lodging-house in London.

which the American grows so impa
tient.

"There's the light over the hall-door,
a shilling a week and the kitchen fire,
half-a-crown and there's six shillings
;

;

and three

and ten
shillings for attendance, and six pence
for the use of the cruets, and tuppence

for coals,

for lights,

and housemaid, all for the sum of
twenty dollars a week. Her meals she
orders every morning, and with a little care and simple living they should

come

poses the lodger, having

made

a rap-

and deducted a small
amount from the total.
There is a
little more haggling and then the bargain is struck.
The lodging-house
keeper's husband is a retired butler,
who will serve the lodger in the same
capacity
she will be cook, and her
trig little niece act as housemaid.
So
id

calculation

;

the lodger finds herself mistress of a
pretty little house, with butler, cook.

to not

much more than another

ten dollars.

Behold her installed and her letters
She is a wise woman, this

presented.

London Underground Railway

" "I'll give you four pounds
for
a week for everything included," inter-

391

Station.

traveller.

She realizes that people

a great capital are always very

in

much

occupied and not particularly anxious
to add more acquaintances to their
list
that they are likely to think it a
bore to have to hunt her up, and she
does not expect too much. A hasty
card is dropped at the door, a line is
scribbled perhaps asking her to come
in to afternoon tea.
The traveller goes
meekly, and makes herself agreeable.
Will not the Englishwoman fix a day
to come and have tea with her ?
;

—
;

392
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Meantime this wise woman has, for
what seems to her an infinitesimal sum,
had boxes affixed to her windows overflowing with lovely blossoms, and has
palms and ferns and blooming plants
scattered about

the

apartment.

All

her small belongings and pretty purchases are gracefully disposed, and a

warm welcome

She
any
inconveniences she may suffer, and
when she cannot warmly praise English things and methods has the disAVithout incretion to keep silence.
is

awaits the visitor.

careful to avoid complaining of

trusion or apparent intention she offers

Travel.

the

at the

clean

who

—

which is the reward of common-sense
and good-nature.
In almost every part of the British
isles

she finds this lodging-house sys-

tem the best and cheapest method of
living, and she has discretion enough
in each country to find out the most
characteristic feature of the

life

there

and adopt it, and to do in Rome as
Romans do up to a certain point.
Should the traveller in England be

—

desirous of

—

still

further

economy

—as

infinite
will also

Mu-

treasure-house of

be familiar with

the well-known restaurant provided for
the

later

a frequenter of the British

— that
knowledge —
will

visiting

is

most moderate rates, and are
and comfortable. The woman

seum

small pleasures and courtesies herself,

some country-house

if

shops are the refuge of the economical
the A. B. C. (under which abbreviation
the restaurants of the Aerated Bread
Company are known), the British TeaTable, the Alliance,
the
Express,
Pearce's, Lockhart's, all furnish food

without waiting to have them come
first to her.
One person whom she
has obliged takes her to drive in the
Another asks her to luncheon
Park.
she repays each civility promptly by
some equal courtesy, and before many
weeks are passed she is full of charming engagements and is booked for
;

one knows where to look for
London is full of such aids to
light purse.
The pastry-cooks'

towns
them.

army of daily students there, and
know how to feed herself comfort-

ably at small cost while pursuing her
studies.
She can reckon her living by
pennies rather than by quarters. If she
is content with a European breakfast,

a cup of coffee, an egg, and buttered
rolls will

cost her at any one of these

—

or sixteen
eight pence
luncheon of bouillon, a meat
patty, bread and butter, and jam will
cost her eight pence again, and she
can dine comfortably for a shilling
her whole day's nourishment not costing her more than sixty cents a day, or
in round terms about four dollars and
a half a week. In the country towns of
England, such as Oxford, Leamington,
and the like, one can find, with a little
effort, good clean lodgings with board
for a little over two pounds a week.
These things are not attainable by the
places about

cents.

A

extremely easy to
Those who have gone
abroad for study, and many who merely go for relaxation, must, to achieve
their purpose,
count rigidly every
penny. For these there are in Lon-

The rolling
mere bird of passage.
stone not only does not gather moss,
but loses it in its swift career but in

don, Paris, Berlin,

interest, take

man}" are
achieve it.

it

is

Rome — all

— furnished

the great

chambers for rent
at sums varying from two dollars to
ten dollars a week, according to accommodations, and meals may be had at
most reasonable rates in these foreign
capitals

;

small

European

countries

it

is

far

map and pick out a
centrally to many places of

wiser to study the

town lying

up one's lodging there,
about in pursuit of sightIt is far cheaper and more
seeing.
comfortable, more satisfactory in every
way though not until it has been tried,
does the American realize how close

and

circle

:

all

Art of
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the visitable places

together in

lie

small kingdoms.

those

In

way,

this

can be fully
can ever

too, an interesting district

studied, and no guide-book

reveal
as

all

will

the points of real attraction

Take

personal investigation.

Oxford as an example. Within an hour
outside of its
of that town there are

—

own
cient

inexhaustible attractions

number

—a

suffi-

and historic
occupy many weeks of

of artistic

pilgrimages to

steady sight - seeing.

No more

per-

fect illustration of the point I wish to

make can be found than

in

a conver-

sation overheard in an Oxford hotel.
"

Why,

girls

!

" said

an American trav-

eller looking up from her
" just listen at this book
!

couldn't see

there

is

to

see in this

—

you was to stay a month well,
guess there ain't no use of our stay-

town
I

all

guide-book,
it says you

—

if

ing, then.

—We'll

take that 2.40 train

" and she did.
to Warwick
In England an American woman

Travel.

" There is claret,
said, apologetically
and sherry, and champagne for dinner.
I hope you like some one of them
I
:

;

asked the butler, but he said he didn't
least know how to
drink.' "
And to this

the

in

mixed

make a

day she
does not quite understand why the
guest was so convulsed with amusement.
Now imagine the traveller transferred
to the Continent.
She has struck her
'

lodging-tent in London, and has

set

For
up her gods in a hotel in Paris.
France is not familiar with the lodgings
system of accommodation. The pensioti flourishes in its stead, almost as
rankly as does its prototype, the boarding-house in America. But, except in
the need of extreme economy, it is not
to be sought after, for it is usually
filled with Britons and Americans, and
one gets none of the flavor of the
French life, which one is there to see
and the French folk who inhabit pensions are, as a rule, not the sort one
wishes to meet, and are rather to be
avoided. There are hundreds of pleasant, gay, clean apartment hotels where
accommodation can be had most rea;

is

permitted a thousand liberties that are
denied to the natives. " That's American, you know," covers a multitude of
infringements of the code, and almost
the same feeling exists in France and

Germany. They are not very clear as
what is "American, you know,"
and what is not, but they are convinced
to just

sonably.

The

traveller

picks out a

quiet dwelling-place near the

Rue Riv-

and but a stone's throw from the
that it allows the transatlantic visitor Place Vendome and the Avenue de
a vast deal of liberty, and they rather rOpera.
Here she climbs quite up to
resent than not too much convention- the top, but since there is an ascenseiir^
ality and propriety of demeanor.
One what matter of that. She gets a tiny
kindly hostess offered cigars to an bedroom and sitting-room which looks
American woman lunching with her.
into a court, where there is a fountain
Oh, but do take one " she cried. and flowers, and an elderly parrot,
" Of course we are all very liberal about once the property of an opera singer,
such things, and though we don't smoke who practises his piercing and raucous
ourselves we know you are from the scales every forenoon with a fidelity
South, and that all South American la- learned from his lately deceased masdies do.
We should really enjoy seeing ter, and spends the rest of the time adyou smoke it " and was rather hurt ministering profane, spiteful rebukes to
than otherwise at her guest's continued a noisy small dog, his companion.
oli,

!

—

refusal.

Another hostess took an American
woman aside just before dinner and

Still

faithful to the fashions of the

country she
the

may happen

moment, the

to inhabit for

traveller has

brought

Life in Paris.
to her bedside, at eight o'clock, a pot of

steaming tea or coffee, a plate of crusty
After cafe
rolls, and a pat of butter.
complet she rises, has her bath (a source
of unending surprise to the French
servants, who cannot understand the
meaning of daily ablutions, and attribute it to a sort of American madness),
and lingers reading and writing until
twelve, when she goes to breakfast.
If it be early spring, with some east
still

the wind,

in

the

traveller

doubtless seek the nearest Maison

which there are

val^ of

will

Du-

fully a score dis-

These restau-

tributed about the city.

rants are perfectly clean, well served,

and cheap, and they are one of the

Unlucky

stitutions of the city.

in-

the

is

economical visitor to Paris who misses
them.
A little marble table a neat
woman in a black gown and crisp linen
Normandy cap. She spreads a napkin,
brings a little basket full of rolls, and
.

.

.

;

a pat of butter.

Here

is

the

list

to

choose from
All sorts of omelettes
and cheap dishes, perhaps the most expensive is Chateaubriand^ a tiny filet of
beefsteak, which costs a whole franc,
and is very good. This traveller is
economical and chooses an omelette aiL
jambon^ full of chopped ham, and served
:
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well content female pacing placidly
toward the Tuileries garden, to sit in
the sun and watch the fountains play,
and the funny French school-children
in black baize aprons disport them-

among

selves

the statues

— to read her

newspaper or book perhaps to scribble a letter upon a writing pad on her
knee.
All the treasures of the Louvre
are at her left hand, all the charms of
;

the Bois at her right, to vie in offering

pleasures for her afternoon
It

is

woman

plain

to

this

— so

the horse

-

is

see

!

what a sensible

she lingers

chestnuts

in

the

till all

Ckanips-

are in bloom, like glorified
Christmas-trees full of pink and white
candles
till the grass
is green, the

Elyse'es

—

flowers out, and

comes, after
of-doors

for

its

all

the French world

pleasant fashion, out-

its

meals

and amuse-

ments.

Ignoring the Maisons Duval now, she
goes to a Champs- Ely sees cafe and sits
on the gravel path under an awning,
and eats. The green grass and blossoming trees are about her so are the
scarlet geraniums and pinks.
A big
fountain splashes near by.
Here she
ends her meal with a bowl of wild strawberries over which is emptied a pot of
;

Norman

clotted cream

—and

all this in

Next comes a cream
cheese, cool and sweet, and served with

the very heart of a great city, too.

a spoonful

possible excursions, and finds she can

deliciously hot.

A

of jellied

cup of cafe

noir^

white currants.

and now the

bill.

Omelette, ten cents cream cheese, ten
napkin, two cents bread, two
cents
cents
butter, two cents
two cents
for the " cover," and a tip of two cents
two big sous is all that is expected
by the smiling friendly woman in the
Normandy bonnet. Thirty cents for
a breakfast well -cooked, pleasantly
served, and eaten at one's leisure near
a window looking out on all the inimitable, inexhaustible charm of a Parisian
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

street

!

After breakfast

is

over behold this

Here

as in

London she

inquires as to

go every day for a month to some new
place of interest and be back by night.
If she is tired with an afternoon's hard

work

in

the picture galleries or mu-

seums, she goes to Columbin's, in the
Rue Cambon, and has tea, and is
amused to see the smart French folk
come in to do the same thing, and to
meet unexpected American friends.
She dines in her own sitting-room at
her hotel.
Twice a week she goes to the Marche aiix Fleiirs^ on the steps of the
church of the Madeleine, and strolls

—
TJic FrcncJi ]\Iaid-servant.

along a lane

Here are

flowers.

of

forget-me-nots, and corn-

valley-lilies,

flowers which she has bought at

home

from the florist, gathered by children from the fields and
sold in big bunches for a few cents.

at great expense

of every description

Here are plants
in pots, a

rose covered with unfifty cen-

tall

folding buds for one franc

times

a blooming hydrangea for two
She plunges into furious ex-

;

francs.

travagance and goes
dollar,

and for the

fume.

.

.

the length of a

rest of the

sitting-room

little

all

is

week her

a bower of per-

.

At the end

of the

week she

sits

down

reckon up her spendings. Her
rooms, lights, attendance, baths, dinners, and morning coffee and rolls have
that is to say
cost her ninety francs
Then she has spent
eighteen dollars.
one dollar upon flowers her dejeuners
(breakfasts) have cost on an average
two francs a day two dollars and
Total
eighty cents for the week.
twenty-three dollars and eighty cents.
to

—

;

—

Her

list

of pleasures

and

self-indul-

gences may be as light or heavy as she
chooses to make them.
Should more space be needed, or
should she desire to entertain, the
traveller will find a wide choice of apparteinents

ments).

(furnished

nieubles

These

"flats," as

apart-

—

who wish

some reason to subThese can be had in
good neighborhoods most cheaply
that is to say, for prices ranging from
forty dollars to one hundred dollars.

ians

for

let for a time.

One servant

in a small

family

w^ill

be

quite sufficient, provided the occupant
of

the

flat

will

French ways

conform

— take

wages of twelve dollars a month

herself

to

her quickly prepared tray of coffee before rising, and
make rather a practice of lunching at

This French servant
be quite content with ostensible

— os-

because she recoups herself
Many Ameriafter another fashion.
violently at
rail
and
home
cans come
the dishonesty and knavishness of the
French servant, but after all the matter is financially as broad as it is long.
Here one would have to pay a neat
clever creature who could get one up
delightful little dinners, brush one's
frocks, mend, clean, act as lady's maid,
all with
and housemaid, and butler
three times the
equal competence
tensible,

—

—

wages the Parisian asks, and would
look upon her as a rare blessing sent
straight from heaven. She would probably be quite honest, and would not
tradesmen's commissions, but
she rise at daylight,
tramp half a mile, perhaps, to market,
and carry her heavy basket of purchases up half a dozen flights on her
exact

neither would

return.

It

is

the

custom of French

servants to ask small wages for a great
deal of cheerful, competent service,
and then make up part of the difference by a little juggling with the mar-

ket books.

Then why not accept

French way \vhen one

the

France ?
It certainly avoids much friction and
wear and tear. The experienced traveller will, however, by a little experiment in the markets herself, get a

we should general

term them, are often deliciously pretty
and convenient the homes of Paris-
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is

in

idea of the prices of things,

and thereby be enabled to check any
attempt at really gross overcharging.
The French woman will respect her
the

more, for she, with

all

her race,

dearly loves a bargain, and admires the

—

w^hen she is not
shrewd bargainer
pushed too close.
In travel through France this same
system of bargaining is always to be
observed. The whole country is dotted with

little

inns of excellent quality,

where one had best put up during mere
transient excursions of a few days or a

the restaurants.

week

will

ascertain

;

but
all

is a wise precaution to
about prices at once, and

it

—
Characteristics of

have a clear understanding what they

European
In

Capitals.

London

the

399
dressmakers

— with

the exception of a few famous and ex-

are to be.

—

Very much the same advice given as pensive couturieres are generally inand Spain
competent and unsatisfactory. Their
only that in the last two mentioned prices are high, they will not use the
countries they are even sharper bar- customer's own goods, and their cut
impossible
Here
gainers, and must be dealt with firmly. and finish are quite
There are pensions^ but the same rule the better way to shop is in the great
holds good here as in France. A sit- haberdasheries, where excellent readyting-room,
bed-room, and dressing- made and partly-made things are to be
room cost, roundly, about a hundred found at most reasonable rates. Very
francs a month.
Service and meals, many Americans borrow an English
lights and fires, are all extra, and are friend's ticket to the enormous Army
more or less according to one's needs. and Navy Stores, and make there adThe trattoria system is in vogue in mirable bargains.
London is the best place to shop for
Venice and Rome, and one Italian servant of which there are many good old silver-ware, and for Sheffield plate,
ones is quite sufficient here, for as a which make such beautiful souvenirs
rule she serves only as house-maid, and of travel. Paris is the place for old lace,
makes the morning coffee it being so the dainty and inexpensive jewelry of
widely the fashion to lunch and dine at the moment's fashion, and all toilet
the restaurants.
Another way is to articles but this is a subject too protake part of an Italian house, which is found and expansive to be lightly
even cheaper than an apartment since touched in a single paper. All travelthere are so many people of good birth lers will soon discover for themselves
and education living upon extremely the characteristic souvenir.
narrow means in Italy, and with more
A similar story is true of every counspace in their homes than they need. try, and every capital thereof. A little
They furnish all service except the fur- ingenuity and patience, a little study
nishing of meals which they would be and forethought, achieve for the travquite willing to add if the American eller all delights, and smooth all her
to France, serves in Italy

—
—

;

;

—

—

lodger can reconcile herself to grease

paths.

In Berlin she lives in a pension^

and

for that

is

garlic.

In

Rome, Madrid, and

the best

mode

of

life

there.

of

In St. Petersburg she takes a furnished

dress-

finished.
In all the Latin counthe shop-keepers are such keen
traders that it is considered no trouble

apartment. In India or Japan she rents
a whole house, furnishes it, and hires
If only passing
a corps of servants.
through on a flying trip, she goes to the
hotels and finds life fairly comfortable
in all of them.
But wherever she goes
she carries her talisman
she frankly
and pleasantly accepts the ways of the
country she is in and adapts herself to
them, and is amiable, grateful for courtesies, self-reliant, and thoughtful in
making plans for the future, as well as
quick to grasp the demands of any

to bring

situation.

there

course,

makers
rates.

are

in

Paris,

excellent

had at most reasonable
They will come to one's house
to be

and do all the fitting at such hours as
are most convenient, and in Paris some
of them will dress their tiny mannikins
in models of such gowns as may be desired, to give the purchaser a chance to
see how the combination of colors and
materials she has chosen will look

when
tries

goods of any sort to one's
house to choose from.

;

All

directions

and

suggestions

to

400

TJie

Art of

travellers must of necessity be vague
and general each voyage, like each
but comlife, is individual and unique
;

;

Travel.

mon

sense and cheerful

good temper
two safest guides and most
agreeable travelling companions.

are

the

c

A House

^For further
chapter of

specific

near Tokio occupied by an English Traveller.

information see section on

Supplementary Information.]
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